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RULES.
ADOPTED MAY, 1873. AMENDED MAY, 1875.

I.
OBJECTS.
The objects of the AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS are to
promote the Arts and Sciences connected with the economical production of
the useful minerals and metals, and the welfare of those employed in these
industries, by means of meetings for social intercourse, and the reading and
discussion of professional papers, and to circulate, by means of publications
among its members and associates, the information thus obtained.

II.
MEMBERSHIP.
The Institute shall consist of Members, Honorary Members, and Associates.
Members and Honorary Members shall be professional mining engineers,
geologists, metallurgists, or chemists, or persons practically engaged in
mining, metallurgy, or metallurgical engineering. Associates shall include
all suitable persons desirous of being connected with the Institute and duly
elected as hereinafter provided. Each person desirous of becoming a
member or associate shall be proposed by at least three members or
associates, approved by the Council, and elected by ballot at a regular
meeting upon receiving three-fourths of the votes cast, and shall become a
member or associate on the payment of his first dues. Each person proposed
as an honorary member shall be recommended by at least ten members or
associates, approved by the Council and elected by ballot at a regular
meeting on receiving nine-tenths of the votes cast; Provided, that the
number of honorary members shall not exceed twenty. The Council may at
any time change the classification of a person elected as associate, so as to
make him a member, or vice versâ, subject to the approval of the Institute.
All members and associates shall be equally entitled to the privileges of
membership; Provided, that honorary members, and members and associates
permanently residing in foreign countries, shall not be entitled to vote or to
be members of the Council.
Any member or associate may be stricken from the list on
recommendation of the Council, by the vote of three-fourths of the members
and associates present at any annual meeting, due notice having been mailed
in writing by the Secretary to the said member or associate.
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III.
DUES.

The dues of members and associates shall be ten dollars, payable upon
election, and ten dollars per annum, payable in advance at the annual
meeting; Provided, that persons elected at the February meeting shall not be
liable to dues at the first annual meeting following; and members and
associates permanently residing in foreign countries, excepting Canada,
shall be liable to such annual or other payments only as the Council may
impose, to cover the cost of supplying them with publications. Honorary
members shall not be liable to dues. Any member or associate may become,
by the payment of one hundred dollars at any one time, a life member or
associate, and shall not be liable thereafter to annual dues. Any member or
associate in arrears may at the discretion of the Council be deprived of the
receipt of publications, or stricken from the list of members when in arrears
for one year; Provided, that he may be restored to membership by the
Council on payment of all arrears, or by re-election after an interval of three
years.

IV.
OFFICERS.
The affairs of the Institute shall be managed by a Council, consisting of a
President, six Vice-Presidents, nine Managers, a Secretary and a Treasurer,
who shall be elected from among the members and associates of the Institute
at the annual meetings, to hold office as follows:
The President, the Secretary, and the Treasurer for one year (and no
person shall be eligible for immediate re-election as President who shall
have held that office subsequent to the adoption of these rules, for two
consecutive years), the Vice-Presidents for two years, and the Managers for
three years; and no Vice-President or Manager shall be eligible for
immediate re-election to the same office at the expiration of the term for
which he was elected. At each annual meeting a President, three VicePresidents, three Managers, a Secretary and a Treasurer shall be elected, and
the term of office shall continue until the adjournment of the meeting at
which their successors are elected.
The Council elected under the former rules of the Institute at the annual
meeting of 1873, shall continue in office until the adjournment of the annual
meeting of 1874; and the Vice-Presidents and Managers shall classify
themselves by lot or otherwise, so that three Vice-Presidents and three
Managers shall retire and be ineligible for re-election in 1874, and three
Managers shall retire and be ineligible for re-election in 1875, after which
the terms of office shall be as herein before provided. The duties of all
officers shall be such as usually pertain to their offices, or may be delegated
to them by the Council or the Institute; and the Council may in its discretion
require bonds to be given by the Treasurer. At each annual meeting the
Council shall make a report of proceedings to the Institute together with a
financial statement.
Vacancies in the Council may occur by death or resignation; or the
Council may by vote of a majority of all its members declare the place of
any officer vacant, on his failure for one year, from inability or otherwise, to
attend the
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Council meetings or perform the duties of his office. All vacancies shall
be filled by the appointment of the Council, and any person so appointed
shall hold office for the remainder of the term for which his predecessor was
elected or appointed; Provided, that the said appointment shall not render
him ineligible at the next annual meeting.
Five members of the Council shall constitute a quorum; but the Council
may appoint an Executive Committee, or business may be transacted at a
regularly called meeting of the Council, at which less than a quorum is
present, subject to the approval of a majority of the Council, subsequently
given in writing to the Secretary, and recorded by him with the minutes.

V.
ELECTIONS.
The annual election shall be conducted as follows: Nominations may be
sent in writing to the Secretary, accompanied with the names of the
proposers, at any time not less than thirty days before the annual meeting;
and the Secretary shall, not less than two weeks before the said meeting,
mail to every member or associate (except honorary members, or foreign
members or associates), a list of all the nominations for each office so
received, stamped with the seal of the Institute, together with a copy of this
rule, and the names of the persons ineligible for election to each office. And
each member or associate, qualified to vote, may vote, either by striking
from or adding to the names of the said list, leaving names not exceeding in
number the officers to be elected, or by preparing a new list, signing said
altered or prepared ballot with his name, and either mailing it to the
Secretary, or presenting it in person at the annual meeting: Provided, that no
member or associate, in arrears since the last annual meeting, shall be
allowed to vote until the said arrears shall have been paid. The ballots shall
be received and examined by two Scrutineers, appointed at the annual
meeting by the presiding officer; and the persons who shall have received
the greatest number of votes for the several offices, shall be declared
elected, and the Scrutineers shall so report to the presiding officer. The
ballots shall be destroyed, and a list of the elected officers, certified by the
Scrutineers, shall be preserved by the Secretary.

VI.
MEETINGS.
General meetings of the Institute shall take place on the fourth Tuesday of
February, May, and October; and the May meeting shall be considered the
annual meeting; at which a report of the proceedings of the Institute, and an
abstract of the accounts, shall be furnished by the Council. Special meetings
may be called whenever the Council sees fit; and the Secretary shall call a
special meeting on a requisition signed by fifteen or more members. The
notices for special meetings shall state the business to be transacted, and no
other shall be entertained. All notices may be given by circular, mailed to
members and associates, or through the Bulletin, published in the regular
organ of the Institute, at the discretion of the Council.
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Every question which shall come before any meeting of the Institute, shall
be decided, unless otherwise provided by these Rules, by the votes of the
majority of the members then present. The place of meeting shall be fixed in
advance by the Institute, or, in default of such determination, by the
Council, and notice of all meetings shall be given by mail, or otherwise, to
all members and associates, at least twenty days in advance. Any member or
associate may introduce a stranger to any meeting; but the latter shall not
take part in the proceedings without the consent of the meeting.

VII.
PAPERS.
The Council shall have power to decide on the propriety of
communicating to the Institute any papers which may be received, and they
shall be at liberty, when they think it desirable, to direct that any paper read
before the Institute, shall be printed in the Transactions. Intimation, when
practicable, shall be given at each General Meeting, of the subject of the
paper or papers to be read, and of the questions for discussion at the next
meeting. The reading of papers shall not be delayed beyond such hour as the
presiding officer shall think proper; and the election of members or other
business may be adjourned by the presiding officer, to permit the reading
and discussion of papers.
The copyright of all papers communicated to, and accepted by the
Institute, shall be vested in it, unless otherwise agreed between the Council
and the author. The author of each paper read before the Institute shall be
entitled to twelve copies, if printed, for his own use, and shall have the right
to order any number of copies at the cost of paper and printing, provided
said copies are not intended for sale. The Institute is not, as a body,
responsible for the statements of fact or opinion, advanced in papers or
discussions, at its meetings, and it is understood that papers and discussions
should not include matters relating to politics or purely to trade.

VIII.
AMENDMENTS.
These Rules may be amended, at any annual meeting, by a two-thirds vote
of the members present, provided that written notice of the proposed
amendment shall have been given at a previous meeting.

PROCEEDINGS OF MEETINGS,
MAY, 1874, TO FEBRUARY, 1875.

ANNUAL MEETING, ST. LOUIS,
May, 1875.
T HE first session of the Institute was held in the hall of the
Washington University, Wednesday evening, May 27th, President
Raymond in the chair. After the address of welcome by Hon.
Thomas Allen, and the reply of Mr. Raymond, the following names
were presented for election as members and associates, duly indorsed
by the Council. They were unanimously elected:
*Henry Booth,........................................New York City.
*Charles H. Morgan, ......................... Worcester, Mass.
*Howard Painter, .............................West Chester, Pa.
*Dr. M. J. Goodfellow, .....................Eberhardt,WhitePineCo.,Nevada.
*0tto Wittelshach, ............................Eureka, Nevada.
*John T. Williams,...........................New York City.
†Charles A. Young,..........................Philadelphia.
*Charles E. Stafford,.........................Boston, Mass.
*Arnold Hague,....................................Orange, N. J.
*Richard Pearce,................................... Black Hawk, Colorado.
*W. R. Maffet, .....................................Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
*Prof. George A. Koenig, .............. University of Pa., Philadelphia.
*Prof. R Nutting, Jr.,................... Indianapolis, Indiana.
*Edwin Mickley,..................................Hockendauqua, Pa.
*G. C. Broadhead, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S t . Louis, Mo.
*Dr. Adolph Schmidt, ......................S t . Louis, Mo.
*Alexander Leonhard,..................... St. Louis, Mo.
*Edward D. Meier,...........................St. Louis, Mo.
*John W. Meier,...............................S t . Louis, Mo.
*Prof. Forrest Shepherd, ..................St. Louis, Mo.
*Edward Walsh, ................................Pilot Knob, Mo.
*George Riggs, ....................................S t . Louis, Mo.
†Col. Chas. B. Parsons,....................Cadet, Mo.
†W. A. Scott,........................................Mine La Motte, Mo.
*Prof. Paul Schweitzer,.....................Columbia, Mo.
*William E. Guy, .............................S t . Louis, Mo.
†William Harris, ................................... St. Louis, Mo.
*Henry Black, ......................................Pittsburgh, Pa.
†W. Noyes,......................................New York City.
*W. Lorenz,..........................................Philadelphia.
†|E. A. Whetmore,............................New York City.
* Members

†Associates
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†S. H. Russell,...................................
†J. K. Reis, .....................................
*Philip N. Moore, ............................
†John W. Pack, ..............................
†Hon. Thomas Allen........................
*John H. Maxon,........................................
†Joseph E. Ware,...............................
†T. A. Meysenburg,...................................
†W. F. Patrick,...............................

New York City.
New York City.
Lexington, Ky.
Rolla, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
East St. Louis, Ill.
St. Louis, Mo.

And the following foreign members:
Augustus H. Strongitharm, ............... Barrow-in-Furness,England.
John Westray,...................................... Cleveland,England.
William Crossley, ................................. Cleveland, England.
Dr. W. G. Eliot, Chancellor of Washington University, gave the
members of the Institute a hearty welcome to the University, and
placed the rooms and collections at their disposal. A cordial invitation was received from the President of the University Club,
Hon. Thomas Allen, to partake of the privileges and hospitality of
the club.
The President presented the following annual report of the
Council:
During the past year the Institute has held three meetings, in
Philadelphia, Easton, Pa., and New York, at which forty-three
papers were presented. The meetings have been largely attended,
and of great professional interest. There have been elected sixtytwo members, thirty-eight associates, and thirty-one foreign members, a total accession to the Institute of one hundred and thirty-one.
A few names have been dropped from the list for the non-payment
of dues. The total number of members and associates, at present,
is two hundred and eighty-one, foreign members forty-three, and
honorary members four.
The first volume of Transactions of the Institute has been issued
and sent to all members and associates. Copies have likewise been
distributed to home and foreign societies, libraries and periodicals,
and a few copies have been sold.
The Treasurer's statement shows the total receipts for the year to
be $2850, with a balance from the previous year of $1569.74. The
expenditures have been $4222.68, leaving a balance in the treasury
of $197.06.
The Institute has suffered a great loss in the. death of Mr. Stephen
Harris, of Pottsville, one of its most esteemed members.
* Members.

† Associates
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At the conclusion of the report of the Council, Mr. E. B. Coxe
spoke feelingly of the death of Mr. Harris, and moved that a committee be appointed to prepare resolutions expressing the sense of
the Institute at this sad event.
The scrutineers appointed by the President to inspect the ballot
for officers of the Institute reported the following persons elected :
PRESIDENT .
R. W. RAYMOND ........................................ New York City.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
A. L. HOLLEY,......................................... Brooklyn, N. Y.
W. B. COGSWELL, ....................................... Syracuse, N. Y.
J OSEPH C. KENT , ........................................ Phillipsburg, N. J.
MANAGERS.
B. W. FRAZIER ,...................................... Bethlehem, Pa.
THOMAS S. BLAIR, .................................. Pittsburgh, Pa.
J OHN S. ALEXANDER ,............................. Philadelphia, Pa.
TREASURER.
THEODORE D. RAND,.............................Philadelphia, Pa.
SECRETARY.
THOMAS

M.

DROWN, ...............................Philadelphia,

Pa.

The following papers were then read:
Improved Form of Plummet Lamp for Surveying in Mines,
where fire-damp may be met with, by Eckley B. Coxe, of Drifton,
Pa.
Carboniferous Coal in Nevada, by A. J. Brown, of Treasure City,
Nevada.
On Thursday three sessions were held in the hall of the Polytechnic
Institute. The following papers were read at these sessions :
On the Occurrence of Antimony in Arkansas, by Prof. C. P.
Williams, of Rolla, Missouri.
On the Monitor Coal-Cutter, by J. S. Alexander, of Philadelphia.
Hydro-Geology, by Prof. P. Frazer, Jr., of Philadelphia.
Investigations on Iron and Steel Rails, by Prof. T. Egleston, of
New York City.
Occurrence of Lead Ores in Missouri, by J. R. Gage, M. E., of St.
Louis, Missouri.
On the Volumetric Estimation of Zinc by Metallic Silver, by A.
Steitz, of St. Louis, Missouri.
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On the Condition of Carbon in White and Gray Iron, by Dr.
Thomas M. Drown, of Philadelphia.
A New Barometer for Measurements of Altitudes, by Prof. P.
Frazer, Jr., of Philadelphia.
On the Mechanical Preparation of Anthracite, by R. P. Rothwell,
M. E., of New York City.
On Rock Drilling, by E. G. Spilsbury, of New York City.
Wastes at American Smelting Works, by A. Eilers, M. E., of
New York City.
On the Mechanical Analysis of Rocks, by Prof. T. Egleston, of
New York City.
Some Experiments in Coking Coals under Pressure, by Prof. E. T.
Cox, of Indianapolis, Indiana.
Arkansas Semi-Anthracite Coal, by Prof. W. B. Potter, of St.
Louis, Missouri.
The Zinc Process at Carondelet, by John W. Pack, of Rolla,
Missouri.
Deep Boring with the Diamond Drill—Supplementary Paper, by
Oswald J. Heinrich, M. E., of Midlothian, Virginia.
Method of taking the Horizontal Section of a Blast Furnace, by
F. Firmstone, of Easton, Pennsylvania.
At the concluding session the following resolutions were offered
and passed :
Resolved, That the thanks of the Institute are hereby presented to the authorities and citizens of St. Louis, to the officers of institutions of learning, and the
proprietors and superintendents of industrial establishments and railways, to the
representatives of the press, and to the very efficient local committee of arrangements, for the courtesy which has characterized the reception of the Institute in
this city, and contributed so much to the interest and profit of the present meeting.
Resolved, That the thanks of the Institute be presented to Messrs. Blandy,
Pechin, and Rothwell, retiring Vice-Presidents, and Messrs. Pettee, Prime, and
Firmstone, retiring Managers, for the faithful and skilful performance of their
duties as members of the Council during their term of office.

On Friday the Institute visited the lead and nickel mines and
works at Mine La Motte, returning in the evening as far as Iron
Mountain.
On Saturday ample time was afforded for the inspection of the
iron-ore deposits of Iron Mountain and Pilot Knob, under the
guidance of Messrs. Broadhead, Potter, Gage, and Schmidt, of
the Missouri Geological Survey. In the evening the members returned to St. Louis. On this excursion a special car was placed at
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the disposition of the Institute by Hon. Thos. Allen, President of
the Iron Mountain Railroad.
Monday was spent in visiting the Silver Smelting and Refining
Works and Fire-Clay Works at Cheltenham, the Zinc and Iron
Works at Carondelet, and the St. Louis Water Works, including a
delightful sail on the river in the harbor boat, kindly placed at the
disposal of the Institute by the Mayor.
On Monday evening the members left St. Louis by special sleeping car, provided by the Indianapolis and St. Louis Railroad, to
visit the block-coal fields of Indiana. At Carbon Station they were
cordially received by Messrs. Niblock, Zimmerman, and Alexander,
of Brazil, Indiana, and conducted to their mines, where an opportunity was afforded to see in operation the coal cutter which had
formed the subject of Mr. Alexander's paper. After enjoying the
hospitality of Mr. Niblock at his residence, the members dispersed
to their respective homes.
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HAZLETON MEETING
October, 1874.
THE opening session of the Institute was held at Hazle Hall, Tuesday
evening, October 27th, with a large attendance of members.
President Raymond called the Institute to order, and after a few
introductory remarks, introduced Mr. I. Lowthian Bell, President of the
Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain, and Honorary Member of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers. Mr. Bell was received with great
applause, and made his acknowledgments in a brief speech, of which the
following is the substance:
He desired to thank the Institute personally for the honor conferred upon
him in his election to membership, and also for the invitation extended last year
to the body of which he was President. The difficulty felt by many members
of the Iron and Steel Institute, of leaving for a long journey the works of
which they had charge, aggravated by special industrial troubles at the time
of the invitation, had obliged them to conclude that it could not then be
accepted in a fitting manner. The iron manufacture of this country is a
subject of great interest to Englishmen, who look with pride upon the
achievements on this side the water of the descendants of a common ancestry.
His own reception in this country had far surpassed in cordiality even the
well-grounded anticipations he had formed from the assurances of the
President and other friends. Notwithstanding the flattering manner in which
his friend, in introducing him to the Institute, had spoken of his contributions
to the science of iron metallurgy, he could not take to himself alone the
significance of this welcome. He knew it was a recognition of the services
rendered by the body which he had the honor to represent; and he was
glad to see present a member of that body, Mr. Thomas Whitwell, who had
fortunately been able to make the journey at this time, and whom he had had
the pleasure of meeting on the shores of Lake Champlain.
He had been requested to say something of his impressions of the
American iron industry. It was not easy to digest so soon the vast
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amount of material which, by the universal courtesy of American ironmasters,
he
had
been
enabled
to
collect.
He
frankly
confessed
that he had come to this country to inquire for himself and his friends into the
important question, how far the United States would be able to dispense
with iron from abroad, and even to compete with their venerable, but not
yet exhausted parent, England, in supplying the rest of the world. after he
had seen more, and returned home, he should probably, if his health was
spared, endeavor to inform his countrymen concerning the coal and iron
industry of this country. The coal industry needed attention, because, as all
were aware, it is the basis and a vital element of the iron manufacture. He
was reluctant to speak positively, in advance of more mature consideration;
but
he
would
not
deny
that
he
had
formed
some
opinions or impressions. In the matter of coal the resources of the United
States were unlimited, and he thought the country should be able to compete
with England in the price of its metallurgical fuel; but he was not certain
that the quality was equally good.
With a decided reservation, knowing from experience how dangerous it
was for any one to express an opinion concerning the use of materials with
which he was not thoroughly acquainted, he must still say that it seemed to
him that American ironmasters were not using their fuel with the maximum
economy. The mechanical condition of the coal, the amount of water it
contained, etc., might affect this matter to an unknown degree; yet he must
say that if he had a fuel like anthracite, containing sometimes as much as 92
per cent, of pure carbon, and ores, containing 66 per cent, of pure iron, he
would do one of two things, either reduce the quantity of fuel consumed, or
know the reason why.
Again thanking the Institute for its cordial reception of him, Mr. Bell
concluded amid applause.
Mr. Thomas WhitweIl was introduced by the President, and welcomed by
the Institute. He expressed briefly his pleasure at being able to see for
himself the resources of this country and their progressive development, and
to meet so many representatives of the industry with which he was identified.
Alluding to the important advances which were being made in the economy of
the iron manufacture, he mentioned Danks's puddler, and the utilization of
pulverized fuel as representative instances. Much remained to be done in
which this country would take an eminent part. "Truly your lines are
fallen to you in pleasant places, and you have a goodly heritage.”
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The following names were then presented by the Council for election as
members or associates. The gentleman named were dulyelected.
*W. M.. Habirshaw ................................
*P. W. Sheafer, ............................... :
*D. K. Ferguson, .....................................
*Regis Chauvenet, ...................................
*Ellis Clark, Jr.,......................................
*S.F. Morris,............................................
*H. Martyn Chance, ................................
*E. T. Sweet, ...........................................
† W. C. Ross,...........................................
*John H. Dewees, ....................................
*G. L. Bradley,........................................
*J. Brisben Walker,.................................
*J. C. Haydon,.........................................
† W. G. Galigher, ...................................
*W. E. C. Coxe,......................................
*George H. Reynolds,..............................
*John Griffin............................................
† Orrin C. Frost, .....................................
† John Collett .........................................
*I. M. St. John,.......................................
*Abraham S. Schropp, .............................
*Moses Strong,.........................................
*H. C. Hopper,.........................................
† A. F. Schneider ....................................
*C. H. Nimson, .......................................
*Prof. J. L. Morris,.................................
*William Lander,....................................
*Dr. W. Bredemeyer,..............................
*Joseph P. Sillyman ................................

New York City.
Pottsville, Pa.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Easton, Pa.
Quinnimont, W. Va.
Philadelphia.
Madison, Wig.
New York City.
Pottsville, Pa.
Providence, E. I.
Charleston, W. Va.
Jeansvillo, Pa.
Bingham City, Utah.
Reading, Pa.
New York City,
Phoenixville, Pa.
Watertown, N. Y.
Newport, Ind.
Quinnimont, W. Va.
Bethlehem, Pa.
Mineral Point, Wis.
Newark, N. J.
New York City.
Allentown, Pa.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Riddlesburg, Pa.
Bingham City, Utah.
Hazleton, Pa.

Dr. I. Burkart, of Bonn, Prussia, and Thomas Whitwell, of Stockton-onTees, England, were elected foreign members.
The following papers were then read :
Coal-washing in the Broad Top Region, by John Fulton, M. E., of
Saxton, Pa.
A Sketch of Early Anthracite Furnaces, by William Firmstone, of
Easton, Pa.
On Wednesday morning the Institute left Hazleton by special train,
under the guidance of Mr. H. S. Goodwin, assistant superintendent of the
Lehigh Valley Road, and visited the coal basins of
* Members.

† Associates.
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Big Black Creek, Cross Creek, and Upper Lehigh. The collierie of Coxe
Brothers & Co., at Cross Creek and Woodside, were firs visited, and the
arrangement of slopes, breakers, tramways, etc., wa inspected under the
guidance of Mr. Eckley B. Coxe and Mr Arthur McClellan, the
superintendent.
From Woodside, carriage conveyed the company to
Upper Lehigh, where Messrs. Danie Bertsch, superintendent; Samuel
Price, agent; and Thomas M Righter, mining engineer and assistant
superintendent, of the Upper Lehigh Coal Co., were in waiting to receive
hem and show them the sights of the locality.
After a brief stay at this
point, the ride was continued to the summit just beyond where, by
dismounting from their carriages and walking a few yards through the
forest the travellers arrived at Prospect Rock, from which point a wide
and magnificent view was obtained, ranging many miles in extent and
comprising the outcrops of the successive measures of the coa region, to
the mountains on the south side of Wilkes-Barre, on the Susquehanna.
After visiting a new slope there sinking, by the Upper Lehigh Co., in
solid rock, with the aid of the Ingersol power drill, the party roceeded
to Drifton, where they were entertained at the residence of Judge Charles
S. Coxe. After dinner, the railway cars were resumed, and passing Jeddo
(colliery of G. B. Markle & Co.), the train made a brief stop at Ebervale,
where the handsome and extensive colliery of which Mr. William J.
Harris is superintendent, received attention. Mr. Harris had got out of
the mine, in honor of the visit, a solid lump of coal, almost without a trace
of slate, cubical in shape, and weighing 2 1⁄2 tons. In connection with this
colliery, much interest was attracted by a canal, dug for the purpose of
draining a large swamp, under which
it is desired to extend the
underground workings.
This canal has been dug for more than two
miles by a steam-dredge, mounted upon a scow. A pit being first dug and
filled with water, the scow was launched in it, and has since gone ahead,
first excavating, and then navigating, its own canal. At the neighboring
colliery of the Lattimore Co., General Pardee, of Pardee Brothers & Co.,
he lessees, and Mr. M. M. Cooper, superintendent, showed the party
another canal excavated by hand for a similar purpose. In this case, it is
said, by the employment of cheap Italian labor, the work was done
(in frightfully muddy ground) for 50 to 60 cents per cubic yard; whereas it
is claimed that, aside from the first cost of the machinery ($5000 to $6000),
all the expenses of dredging a canal would be comprised in the sum of 10
cents per cubic yard. The excursion
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was continued to the Milnesville colliery (Stout Coal Co., lessees; William J.
Harris, superintendent), and so, past the Stockton colliery, back to
Hazleton. There was, unfortunately, not time to visit the Hollywood
colliery, just west of Milnesville (Calvin Pardee & Co., lessees), a new
enterprise, in the prosecution of which a singular application has been
encountered in the Mammoth vein, giving to this colliery two overlaps, or
three thicknesses (in all, some 120 feet thickness) of the vein.
Before the opening session of Tuesday evening, a large number of
members and visitors made a visit to the Laurel Hill colliery, No. 2, of
the Hazleton slopes. This colliery is owned by the Lehigh Valley Railroad
Co., and operated by A. Pardee & Co., lessees, Mr. Calvin Pardee being the
superintendent. The party, guided by Mr. Thomas Dickerson, the
underground foreman, went a mile and a quarter through the mine,
including a ride of about 1500 yards underground with one of the small
locomotives here in use. The same afternoon, before returning to
Hazleton, the party visited the shops of the Lehigh Aalley Railroad Co.,
where they were received by Mr. David Clark, the master mechanic. In these
shops, all the machinery for both the mines and the railroad is constructed,
including engines, pumps, and locomotives.
The second session was held on Wednesday evening, when the following
papers were read :
Mining Clay, by Prof. J. C. Smock, of New Brunswick, N. J.
Deep Boring with the. Diamond Drill, supplementary paper, by
Oswald J. Heinrich, M. E., of Midlothian, Va. The Mining Statistics of
Austria, by Mining Councillor, Dr. I. Burkart, of Bonn, Germany.
President Raymond exhibited very beautiful specimens of wulfenitc
(molybdate of lead) from the Tecoma mine in Nevada; also, a specimen of
green fluorspar from Zinnwald, Bohemia, in which cubic crystals were
combined into distinctly octahedral aggregates.
Mr. G. L. Bradley, of Providence, R. I., exhibited specimens of the steel
containing 0.3 of phosphorus, manufactured by the Martin process at
Terrenoire, in the south of France, by the aid of ferromanganese, instead of
spiegeleisen. The samples included some taken before, and some after,
the addition of the frro-manganese; also, a piece of rail.
Thursday morning, at 9.30, the Institute went by special train to
Crystal Ridge, a colliery worked by A. & Co., on the Cranberry estate.
Here a new slope was sinking, and a large breaker,
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which was begun September 1st, was already inclosed, and part of the
machinery in place—a remarkable instance of quick work. Close
by, the outcrop of the coal is beautifully exposed, in the " cave,"
between the old Laurel Hill works and the Crystal Ridge basin.
The Mammoth vein, with a thickness of thirty feet, comes to the
surface in a sharp anticlinal, and plunges again into the depths.
Returning from this trip, the Institute left Hazleton at 10.30 for
Mauch Chunk, where carriages and omnibuses conveyed the party
to the experimental works of Mr. E. F. Loiseau, the inventor and
manufacturer of the artificial fuel which bears his name. Here the
whole process of manufacturing anthracite coal dust, with 5 per cent
of clay, into hard, compact, oblate spheroidal pieces of fuel, and the
dipping of these, to render them waterproof, in a benzine solution
of resinous matter, was performed to the great interest and
satisfaction of the spectators. At the hotel, a grate filled with
Loiscau's patent fuel presented, without replenishing or stirring, a
glowing and uniform fire, from 9 A.M. to late in the night; and at 10
on the following morning it was not yet burnt out. The egg-shaped
pieces retain their form to the last, seeming, when entirely burned,
balls of ashes, which can be crumbled in the hand. There is no
sign of clinker about this fuel.
A train in waiting on the Switchback conveyed the party to
Summit Hill, whence they proceeded on foot to the old collieries
and open pits where anthracite was first mined for market, and
obtained from some of the colossal waste-dumps, magnificent views
of the coal-basin below. Near slope No. 8, a railway train received
them, and transported them through the Nesquehoning tunnel,
back to Mauch Chunk. A brief visit was made en route at the works
of the Lehigh Coal-Washing Company, where all the coal from this
district is broken and cleaned from slate in jigs.
The third session was held on Thursday evening.
After the usual announcements and election of new members, a
resolution was unanimously passed, instructing the officers of the
Institute to present thanks to the citizens of Hazleton, the
proprietors of collieries and other works, the Lehigh Valley Railroad
and Central Railroad of New Jersey, and the efficient Local
Committee, for the arrangements which had secured so successful
a meeting. The following papers were then read and discussed:
A Gas Reheating Furnace, by William A. Sweet, of Syracuse, N. Y.
Notes on the Hoosac Tunnel, by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, of Boston.
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Method of Topographical Surveying, by R. P. Roth well, M. E.,
of New York City.
The Gold and Silver Product of the United States, by Dr. R. W.
Raymond, of New York City.
Mr. Thomas S. McNair exhibited a specimen of anthracite which
had been altered to resemble cannel coal, by the effect of the discharge steam from a pump.
Prof. B. W. Frazier exhibited a specimen of sal ammoniac,
crystallized upon a brick, from a gas flue of one of the blast furnaces at
Glendon, Pa.
The following papers were then read by title:
The Economy of the Blast Furnace, by Prof. B. W. Frazier, of
Bethlehem, Pa.
The Wilmington, Illinois, Coal Field, by Jasper Johnson, M. E.,
of Chicago, Illinois.
After a few congratulatory words from the President, the Institute
was adjourned to the next meeting in February.
On Friday morning, in spite of the adjournment of the night
before, some fifty of the members reported themselves for an
excursion to Hockendauqua (Thomas Iron Co.), the Ziegler and
other hematite mines, and finally to Bethlehem, where, after a
public dinner, they visited the works of the Bethlehem Iron and
Steel Company, viewing the Bessemer plant in full operation, and the
interesting establishment of the Lehigh Zinc Company.
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NEW HAVEN MEETING,
February, 1875.
THE Institute assembled in the library of the Sheffield Scientific
School at 8 o'clock, Tuesday evening, February 23d. Prof. G. J.
Brush greeted the members present on behalf of the Government of
the Sheffield School in a few words of cordial welcome, to which
President Raymond responded. Dr. Raymond then delivered an
address on the History of the Relative Values of Gold and Silver.
The Council presented, through the President, a list of names of
persons duly proposed for members and associates, with recommendation for election. The following gentlemen were unanimously
elected:

*Prof. George J. Brush, .
.
.
*Prof. Oscar D. Allen,
.
.
.
*C. Constable, .
. .
.
.
*Leven S Goodrich, .
.
.
.
*Charles J. Nourse, .
.
.
.
*J. W. Mickley, .
.
.
.
.
*Hugh Alex. Crawford,
.
.
.
*General Ario Pardee,
.
.
.
**N. W. Lord......................................
**J. Holme Maghee, .
.
.
.
*George E. B. Jackson,
.
.
.
*Charles W. Watkis, .
.
.
.
*Charles E. Hall,
.
.
.
.
*Charles J. Duval, .
.
.
.
**Joseph Gorlinski, .
.
.
.
*Alfred Wartenweiler,
.
.
.
**Wilmot J. Bowen, .
.
.
.
*Josepli Stokes, ....................................
**Jason P. Brown,
.
.
.
.
*William Davis Hartshorne,
.
.
*Henry Williams,
.
.
.
.
*Robert Forsyth,
.
.
.
.
*S. T. Wellman....................................
*H. C. Walton,....................................
*Andrew Roy,......................................
*James H. Rittenhouse,
.
.
.

*Members

New Haven, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New York City.
Oxmoor, Jefferson Co., Ala.
Columbia, Lancaster Co., Pa.
Hockendauqua, Pa.
S t . Louis, Mo.
Hazleton, Luzerne Co., Pa.
New York City.
New York City.
Portland, Me.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Philadelphia.
San Francisco, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Trenton, N. J.
Boston, Mass.
Bethlehem, Hunterdon Co., N. J.
Spanish Bar, Clear Creek Co., Col.
Chicago, III.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Chicago, III.
Columbus, Ohio.
Providence, Pa.

*Associates
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*R. C. Chambers,
.
.
.
.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
**Charles Andrew Dusser, .
.
. Brooklyn, N. Y.
**John McVicker,
.
.
.
.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
**Fayette Brown ............................... Cleveland, Ohio.
**Courtland C. Clements, .
.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
**B. A. M. Froiseth.......................... Salt Lake City, Utah.
*Elmer F'aunce,.................................. Georgetown, Col.
*Theo. F. Van Wagenen, .
.
. Georgetown, Col.
*Ernest Le Neve Poster, ,
.
. Georgetown, Col.
**Ely T. Booth, ................................. Matich Chunk, Pa.
*John Cooper Randolph, .
.
. Jersey City, N. J.
*Robert R. Symon, . ' .
.
. Bloomfield, N. J.
*0. B. Harden,.................................... Drifton, Luzerne Co., Pa.
*Gouverneur Morris, .
.
.
.
Charleston, Kanawha Co., W. Va.
**Christian R. Winters,
.
.
. Rolla, Phelps Co , Mo.
**Peter E. Blow, ................................ Rolla, Phelps Co., Ho.
Israel W. Morris, .
.
.
.
Philadelphia.
*Eugene S. Bristol, .
.
.
. New Haven, Conn.
†W. J. Galling,.................................. Marmora, Ontario, Canada.
†J. W. Hall,....................................... Hall Valley, Col.
†J. G. Jebb, ....................................... Hall Valley, Col.
*E. S. Blackwell,
.
.
.
.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
*Prof. W. H. B. Thomas, .
.
. Mount Holly, N. J.
†A. H. Kallenberg, .
.
.
. D e l Norte, Col.
*George \V. Hawes, .
.
.
.
New Haven, Conn.
*Samtiel T. Tyson, .
.
.
.
New Haven, Conn.
*F. S. Spirig,
: New York City.
†A. McDonell Bailey ......................... Pittsburgh, Pa.
†Campbell B. Herron,
,.
. Pittsburgh, Pa.
†G. W. Hailman,
.
.
.
.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
*N. S. Chamberlin, .
.
.
.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
*Charles W. H. Kirchhoff,
.
. Philadelphia.
*Henry S. Poole,
.
.
.
.
Halifax, N. S.
*Albert W. Hale,
.
.
.
.
New York City.
†James Graham. .
.
.
.
.
Philadelphia.
*Zoheth Sherman Durfee, .
.
. New York City.
*Ed. Moore Parrott, .
.
.
.
Greenwood, Orange Co., N. Y.
*George Attwood, .
.
.
.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
†Eli Whitney, Jr., .
.
.
.
New Haven, Conn.
*Charles M. Wheatley,
.
.
. Phcenixville, Pa.
†R. A. Wight, .
.
.
.
.
New York City.
*Robert Kelly, . . . . . .
New York City.
*Hon. John Leisenring, .
.
. Maucli Chunk, Pa.
*Prof. Charles 0. Thompson, .
. Worcester, Mass.
*Frank Cowan .................................... Pittsburgh, Pa.
*R. W. Woodward, .
.
.
.
New Haven, Conn.
*Dr. Charles M. Cresson, .
.
. Philadelphia.
*Wallace T. Foote, .
.
.
.
Port Henry, Essex Co., N. Y.
†H. W. Mitchell,
.
Philadelphia.
*Aug. Jay Dubois, .
.
.
. New Haven, Conn.
* Members.

† Associates.
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A communication from General Pleasants, of Pottsville, Pa.,
on Some Recent Results obtained by Exploration by the Diamond
Drill, at the Norwegian shafts, near Pottsville, was read by Mr. E. B.
Coxe.
The President read a communication from Prof. Henry Wtirtz,
relative to the so-called Carbonite, giving results of analyses, etc.
A paper by Mr. O. H. Hahn, was read by the Secretary, in
absence of the author, on Results of Smelting in Railroad District,
Nevada.
The second session was held on Wednesday morning, when, after
announcement in reference to meetings, excursions, etc., the follow
ing papers were read :
A communication by Martin Coryell, M. E., of Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., on the Original Cross-Sections of the Jeddo Tunnel.
The Ore Knob Copper Mine and the Hunt & Douglas Copper
Process, by E. E. Olcott, E. M., of Ore Knob, N. C.
Decarburization of Spiegeleisen, by Dr. R. W. Raymond, of
New York City.
Blast Furnace Economy, by H. M. Howe, of Boston.
The following communications by Dr. Wm. Bredemeyer, of Salt
Lake City, were then presented to the Institute :
1. Maps and Description of the Neptune and Kempton Mine,
Bingham Cailon, Utah.
2. Map of Reed & Benson Mine, Big Cottouwood District, Utah.
3. Map of Ashland Vein, Bingham Canon, Utah.
4. Quicksilver in Camp Floyd.
The afternoon of Wednesday was spent by the members in
visiting the collections and working laboratories of the Sheffield
Scientific School of Yale College.
At the third session, on Wednesday evening, the following papers
were read :
The Metallurgy of Quicksilver in North California, by Prof.
Thomas Egleston, of New York City.
The Musconetcong Tunnel, by H. S. Drinker, C. E., of
Philadelphia.
The Provisions for the Health and Comfort of Miners, by Prof.
W. P. Blake, of New Haven.
At the fourth session, on Thursday morning, the following papers
were read :
The American Method of Treating by Distillation the Zinc-SilverVOL. III.—2
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Lead Alloy, obtained in the Desilverization of Lead, by Anton Eilers, M.
E., of New York City.
The Eastern Virginia Coal Fields, by Martin Coryell, M. E., of
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
The Progress of the Silver-Lead Metallurgy of the West in 1874, by
Anton Eilers, M. E., of New York City.
The following were read by title:
The Geographical Distribution of Iron Ores, by Henry Newton, E.
M., of New York City.
The Production of Coal in the United States, by R. P. Rothwell, M.
E., of New York City.
The Fires in the Mines at Wilkes-Barre, by T. M. Williams, of
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Prof. Blake exhibited a specimen of Indian steel—Wootz, and Prof.
Silliman some specimens of crystallized cement copper, from the Hunt &
Douglas process.
A communication from Prof. R. H. Richards, of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Boston, on the Newburyport Silver Mine, was
read by Dr. Hunt.
The fifth session was held on Thursday afternoon, at which the
following papers were read :
The Ores, Fuels, and Fluxes of the Connellsville Region, by E. C.
Pechin, of Dunbar, Pa.
The Frne Concentrator, by Walter McDermott, of Silver Islet, Lake
Superior.
A communication from Peter Ritter von Tunner to Prof. Egleston, on
Katzetl's process for the direct production of iron, was read.
Mr. E. C. Pechin presented the following resolution, which was
unanimously adopted :
"Resolved, That the Council be authorized to renew to the Iron and
teel Institute of Great Britain, and to extend to other foreign professional
societies or their members, the cordial invitation of the Institute, to take
part in our May meeting of 1876, and that the meeting of May, 1876, be
held at Philadelphia; and that the Council be authorized, in view of the
Centennial Exposition, to make such arrangements for the said meeting as
may conduce to the comfort of the members and guests and to the interest
and value of the sessions."
Mr. Pechin gave notice that he should propose an amendment to the
rules at the May meeting, changing the time of the annual meeting from
May to February.
At the sixth and concluding session, on Thursday evening, the
following papers were read:
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The Whale Lode of Park County, Colorado, by J. L. Jernegan,
M. E., of Hall Valley, Colorado.
The Occurrence of the Brown Hematite Deposits of the Great
Valley, by Prof. Frederick Prime, Jr., of Easton, Pa.
Note on the Transformation of Brown Hematites of Huntingdon
County, Pa., by C. Constable, C. E., of New York City.
On Some Thin Sections of the Lower Paleozoic and Mesozoic
Rocks of Pennsylvania, by Prof. Persifor Frazer, Jr., of
Philadelphia.
After the adoption of resolutions of thanks to the Professors and
authorities of Yale College and the Sheffield Scientific School, the
meeting of the Institute was adjourned.

PAPERS.

ST. LOUIS MEETING
MAY, 1874.

THE MONITOR COAL-CUTTER.
BY JOHN S. ALEXANDER, PHILADELPHIA.

spirit of this age encourages the substitution of mechanical
for hand labor wherever possible, experience proving that the employer, employe, and consumer share alike in the resulting benefits.
Through the efforts of the inventor, millions of the laboring class
have been raised from being mere contributors of muscular force to
be brain workers and directors of those ingenious contrivances now
so widely used in the various branches of agriculture, manufacturing,
printing, etc.
THE

While the genius of invention has accomplished so much in other
departments, it seems remarkable that she has not long ere this
descended into the coal mine with her wheels, levers, and eccentrics,
and provided the toilers there with some device by which their
unusually laborious work could be lessened. Until within a very
few years, however, little special attention was given to this subject,
owing largely, no doubt, to the fact that coal miners as a class
were prejudiced against innovations of this kind and ignorantly
clung to muscle as the only means of wresting from nature her
treasures stored within the coal measures. Thanks, however, to the
enterprise and skill of some Scotch and English mine proprietors
and inventors, the present decade has seen rapid strides in the right
direction, and mechanical coal mining has become a fixed fact in
some portions of Great Britain. Making her acknowledgments to
the mother country for these earnest and successful efforts, America
now comes forward with the Monitor Coal-Cutter as the result of a
trial on her part to advance the common cause of economical coal
production; for upon cheap fuel the future greatness of both nations
largely depends.
The object of this paper is to give a few items in regard to this
Monitor Coal-Cutter, which, so far as the writer is informed, is the
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only coal-cutting machine in successful operation in the United
States. It is the invention of Horace F. Brown, of Indianapolis,
Indiana, and the result of a series of experiments extending over a
period of nearly four years, during which time many different, and
some decidedly unique devices were tried before arriving at the
present machine.
It may be briefly described as a square cast-iron frame, Plate I,
revolving upon a lower frame, or bed-plate, upon which the driving
and feed parts are arranged with the greatest economy of space
consistent with freedom of movement and accessibility, and a
revolving cutter-rim carrying the cutters and supported by a radial
arm attached to the frame. The power is supplied by two 8" by 9"
trunk engines, driven by steam or compressed air carried from the
mouth of the pit in iron pipes, which terminate with a sufficient
length of rubber hose to allow of free motion to the machine.
The details can be better understood by an examination of the
drawings, Plate I, which were made by Mr. Brown, who also
prepared a full written description of the machine, from which many
points in the following explanation were culled.
Fig. 1, Plate I, gives a perspective view of the machine in
operation, and Fig. 2 a plan of the same. Similar letters indicate
corresponding parts. The frame already referred to is shown by E;
upon this rest the trunk engines, G, G, nine inches in cylinder
diameter, and eight inches in length of stroke. Through the medium
of the main shaft and worm I, motion is communicated to the driving
shaft H, carrying the pinion H", by which the cutter-rim is
revolved. .
The cutting-arm, as already mentioned, is in two parts, the
supporting-arm and the cutter-rim, and is a leading feature of the
machine. The supporting-arm, A, is a flat open malleable iron ,
casting, bolted firmly to the bracket, C, by a flange-like projection,
and, with the exception of this projection, is entirely inclosed within,
the cutter-rim. Tints supported and steadied, and kept in place by
a series of horizontal disk-like rollers, A', is the revolving cutterrim, B, 5 feet in diameter and 11/4 inches in thickness, and which
receives motion from the driving shaft, H, by a circle of slotted
perforations near its outer edge being engaged by the pinion already
referred to. This device does away with a hub, and enables the
cutter-rim to penetrate the coal over seven-eighths of its diameter, or
a depth of 56 inches, and the power being applied at the circumference
or point of resistance, there can be no loss by leverage. Upon
the periphery of this revolving rim are placed the cutter holders,
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B' shown full size and with details in Figs. 3 and 4, Plate I. Each
holder is armed with four cutting points, two acting when the rim
revolves from left to right, and the others when it moves in the
opposite direction. These points are merely two inch lengths of
1/8 by 3/8 chrome steel, forged to an edge, and are held in place by
blocks, grooved so as to give them the proper set (see Fig. 4). These
blocks, as shown in Fig. 3, are fastened into the holders by screws,
so that the operator can easily replace the points by others when they
become dull. Fig. 4 also shows the order in which the cutter
points are placed upon the cutter-rim. It will be noticed that they are
set at different angles, so that, although the action is continuous, the
duty of each is only one-sixth of the kerf, and also that those points
set at the greatest angle widen the cut sufficiently to clear the cutterarm from both the overhanging coal and the bench beneath. The
bracket, C, carrying the cutter-arm, is attached to the sleeves, D, D,
which are vertically adjustable, and held at any desired elevation on the
columns or guides, D', D', by means of the hand-worked cogged gearing
shown in Fig. 2. This enables the operator to raise or lower the
cutter-arm at will, and select, within a range of 3 feet 6 inches, the
most favorable part of the seam for the cut. Either of these sleeves
can be adjusted independently of the other, and the cutter-arm
thereby angled in such a manner that the machine can be worked in a
seam dipping or rising rapidly, and also avoid any interlaminated rock
or slate which may interrupt a straight cut. The driving shaft, H,
being in sections, one of which is squared and " telescopes " into a
correspondingly squared sleeve upon the other, is capable of
longitudinal adjustment, which, in connection with the universal
joint, H', enables it to accommodate itself to the variable elevation of
the cutter-arm.
By the shaft, J, and a system of intermediate gearing so compounded as to reduce the speed, the worm, I, is geared to the upright
capstan, J', around which the draft or feed-chain passes; and to
bring the draft as near as possible to the point of greatest resistance,
this chain also passes over a roller under the bracket C, and then is
carried along and made fast at the end of the wall, as seen in Fig. 2.
This gives the machine an automatic feed to the right or to the left,
or forward or back, according to the position of the fast end of the
chain. The speed can be regulated to suit the hardness of the coal
by reducing or enlarging the capstan. The feed-gearing shown in
the drawings will move the machine at the rate of 9 inches per min-
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ute, the main shaft making 180, and the cutter-rim six revolutions in
the same time.*
The machine runs upon an ordinary T-rail track of the same gauge as
the mine system, so that the pit cars can follow and remove the coal. Each
working face has its own track, which is moved up to the new face as
soon as the coal loosened by the former cut is cleared away. When
drawn over the mine-track system, the machine is provided with 15inch flanged wheels, fitting upon spindles, F", F", F", F" ; but upon
reaching the place of operations they are laid aside, and the machine
is trundled upon a series of small rollers, F, F, F, F, with pivoted
bearings, which allow of their being turned at right angles, so as to
run upon either the wall track or the hereinafter described cross track.
Similar rollers, F', F', F', F', placed horizontally and bearing against
the inner sides of the rails, serve in lieu of flanges on the other
rollers for keeping them upon the rails.
Preparatory to making a cut, the track, K, K, is placed parallel to
the wall, adjusted by set-screws in the ties, and braced, as far as
possible, against neighboring props ; a cross track, K', K', intersecting
and extending from it at right angles, connects with the mine track
system. With the feed-chain and cutter-arm extending toward the
coal to be attacked, the machine moves forward against the face, and the
cutter-arm channels its way into the coal, until upwards of seveneighths of its diameter has penetrated the mass. By this time the
machine has reached the intersection of the two tracks; the segmental
plates K", K", K", K", which thus far have formed a part of the cross
track, are now turned so as to bring their straight sides on a line with
the main track ; the rollers F, F, F, Fare also turned at right angles
to their former position; the feed-chain is carried along the track, and
the machine, being again put in motion, moves along the wall to any
desired distance, making a continuous 1 7/8 inch cut to the depth of
5G inches. By the cutter holders being pivoted the machine can be fed
either to the right or to the left, the cutting points which are ahead
being thrown up when the rim revolves. This feature, together with
cutting its own starting-place in the coal gives the Monitor great
advantages over many English machines designed for making a
similar undercut. When the limit of the wall track is reached, the
feed is thrown out of gear without stop-

* In a recent machine a hand-worked windlass was successfully
substituted for the automatic feed, moving the machine through the
coal at the rate of one foot, and in one instance 18 inches per minute,
without increasing the engine speed or air pressure:
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ping the cutter-rim, and by the hand-worked gearing, H", the entire
machine, with the exception of the lower frame, E', which always
remains parallel to the wall track, is slowly swung around, the cutters
continuing their work, until the cut is sufficiently squared up to
allow of the coal being wedged or blasted down even with the rib
or pillar without recourse to the pick. A cross track similar in all
respects to the one already described now receives the machine, and
the flanged wheels being replaced, it is moved to the next face. In
Fig. 2 the machine is represented as approaching the cross track.
The curved rails, L, L, are laid down after the machine is removed,
for the accommodation of the pit cars, which, when the latch-switches,
K'", K'", are open, can readily pass from one track to the other.
The chippings, in the form of fine slack, are carried around with the
cutters and deposited between the track and the wall, and the cut is
kept so free that it has never been found necessary to resort to scrapers
before taking down the coal.
Machines built on this system have been in use since June, 1873,
in Messrs. Niblock, Zimmerman & Alexander's Coal Brook Mine
No. 3, near Brazil, Indiana, working in both the upper and lower
block-coal veins of that district. This coal, especially that of the
lower vein, is very hard and dense, and being of a stratified nature
is so difficult to mine that wages rule higher in this field than in
almost any other part of the United States. The work imposed
upon the cutter in this mine has, therefore, been very severe, affording an opportunity of testing its capabilities very thoroughly. The
item of wear and tear has been reduced to a very satisfactory point,
and as most of the parts move slowly, and cast steel and malleable
iron are used wherever the friction and strain are the greatest, little
trouble is found from this source.
One of the most frequent objections advanced against coal-cutting
machinery, viz., the rapid dulling of the cutting points, has been
very successfully overcome by the use of chrome steel, and in the
hardest coal yet met with six yards have been cut with one set of
points, while in a softer part of the vein which partakes of that cuboid structure characteristic of the ordinary bituminous or coking
coal, forty yards have been reached.* The increased durability of
the cutting points, as well as the relief the machine experiences when
the cut is made in this comparatively soft coal, render it safe to as-

* In later operations the machine has cut 55 Carets 3 1/2 to 4 feet
under, in six hours anil a half, which cut in a 4-feet seam would
produce 91 tons.
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sume that in a coking coal seam the average results would be much
greater than those which have accompanied the machine's highly
satisfactory operations in its present field.
The cutting points are forged from rods of chrome steel and supplied by bolt and nut manufacturers, who, by using a die prepared
for the purpose, can turn them out very rapidly. They are sharpened
from time to time on an emery-wheel, and if tempered with care will
last a long while.
For many reasons, compressed air is the only desirable motor for
machinery in mines, and for some time has been used in Coal Brook
mines, although in the outset steam was employed. The initial pressure used is twenty pounds per square inch, at which point the safetyvalve on the air-receiver is permitted to blow off. The average
pressure, however, would be much lower, since the cut-off is at
two-thirds stroke. The main conveying pipe is three inches in
diameter, which answers for conducting the compressed air the comparatively short distance of five hundred feet now required. It may,
however, be found more advantageous in future and more extended
operations to use a still larger pipe, thereby reducing the loss by friction.
Some of the advantages claimed for this coal-cutter over hand
mining may be briefly summed up as follows : In the first place, the
waste in the undercutting process is reduced to such an extent that
the saving is sufficient to pay the operating expenses of the machine.
Experience in block-coal mining proves that one-sixth of the product
is slack or waste, or taking 100 tons as the basis of our calculation,
16 tons would represent this waste. The 1 7/8 inch cut made by the
machine is 1/25th of a four-foot vein, the standard thickness in the
block-coal region, and 1/23 th of the 100 tons equal, say, 4 tons, which
amount being deducted from the 16 tons, shows 12 tons of merchantable coal in lieu of the 16 tons of slack. The slack sells for $5 per
car of 12 tons, or $6.66 for the 16 tons, while on the other hand
the 12 tons of merchantable coal have a value of $2.25 per ton, or
$27, a clear difference of $20.34 in favor of the machine from this
one item alone. To operate the machine an engineer and two tracklayers are required, at $3 for the former and $2.50 each for the latter
per diem, making $8 for each shift producing 50 tons, or $16 for the
two shifts producing 100 tons, which, deducted from the $20.34, still
leaves $4.34 for oil, repairs, and expenses of the air-compressor, which
is run by the engineer driving the hoisting engine. The reduction of waste, therefore, in paying the cost of the undercutting, leaves
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the taking down and loading of the coal as the only expense to be
compared with the price of hand-mining. This being 50 cents per
ton against $1, as the average of hand-mining, puts the cost of " getting" at one-half, and the dead work remaining the same as now, 50
cents per ton, the expense of putting coal on the cars at the mouth
of the mine would not exceed two-thirds of the present cost. One
man following the machine can take down and load ten tons in a
shift of ten hours, so that very satisfactory wages could be earned at
forty or even thirty cents per ton for that work, which would still
further widen the difference shown by the above calculation.
Two other important advantages are worthy of mention in this
connection, to wit: The lessors of coal territory, under leases waiving all royalty on slack and nut coal, receive revenues augmented in
the ratio of the increase in the proportion of screened coal; and the
dealers and consumers, as already experienced by a large consignee
of the product of Indiana mines, find machine-cut coal so free from
slack and dirt that it is much more salable, and in all respects preferable to that mined by the pick.
How will the introduction of coal-cutters be received by the
miners? is naturally a very important question. In reply, it may
safely be said that the shrewdest and most intelligent miners will
gladly welcome the day and the means bringing relief from the arduous task of undercutting, and will most willingly exchange it for
the lighter work of taking down and loading the coal. No doubt the
ignorant and prejudiced will at first regard the innovation unfavorably, but when it is shown that with the lightening of their toil will
come no corresponding reduction in their periodical earnings, nor
diminution of employment, they, too, will doubtless cheerfully accept the situation. It should be borne in mind that the vast annual
increase in the consumption of coal, and the constant widening of
the area of production, do now and will continue to tax the supply
of skilled miners. So great has become the demand for labor of this
class, and so largely remunerative the wages offered, that in all mining regions are to be found large numbers of clumsy make-shift
miners gathered from all sources, who are so unfitted for the work
they attempt that they not only cause an unnecessarily large waste,
but are very frequently to blame for the accidents which occur in
mining operations. In the event of the immediate general introduction of coal-cutting machinery, the services of all the best and most
skilful miners would be required; for men acquainted with under-
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ground work are decidedly preferable to all others for following a
machine; and although coal could be produced at two-thirds the
present cost, the quickening of the demand to be brought about by
lower prices, and the assurance of a regular and uninterrupted
supply, would insure full employment to miners of this class. But
it is not within the remotest bounds of possibility that this change
from hand to mechanical mining will be immediately brought about.
It will take place gradually, probably with no greater rapidity than
the increased consumption of coal. Therefore miners, skilled or unskilled, should at once abandon the idea, if they now entertain it, that
the introduction of coal-cutting machinery into American mines especially, will to any degree lessen the demand for their services. Experience in other departments of labor abundantly proves the fallacy of
such a theory. The same argument was advanced against the steamengine, the sewing machine, and the reaper and mower; and when
railways were first projected many prophesied that the iron horse
would soon render our pacers and trotters comparatively worthless.
The introduction of mechanical mining, by simplifying and systematizing the work, will render less frequent those misunderstandings
between operators and men which too often lead to disastrous strikes,
an era anxiously looked for, not only by coal consumers and mine
owners, but also by those who have in view the true interests of the
miners themselves.
The diagram Fig. 5, Plate I, will show what has been adopted at
the Coal Brook Mines as the most approved plan of opening territory for machine operations. The lateral entry is driven one hundred and thirty-eight yards, and, separated by a six-yard rib, an airway is carried parallel to it the same distance. Leaving a six-yard
rib to support the main entry, the wall of the air-way is divided by
six-yard ribs into three forty-yard faces. The machine cuts the
most distant face, and is then moved to the second and repeats the
operation while the coal in the first face is taken down. By having
a third face always in reserve, the machine need not be delayed in
case of a failure on the part of the takers-down to have the coal
cleared from the first face cut. In the long rib openings are made
at intervals through which the loaded cars can be pushed to the
entry. Doors being provided for closing these openings when not
in use, the air current to the limit of the working is not interfered
with. When the faces are worked back 30 yards, the ribs are drawn
and operations transferred to another place. In a four-foot seam the
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capacity of a one-machine mine opened in this manner would be 50
tons each shift of ten hours, or by running night and day the output
would reach 100 tons in the twenty-four hours. The production of
the same quantity by manual labor alone would require the enlargement of the working area so as to accommodate 30 to 40 men, together with an accompanying increase of mine equipment. Machinecut coal comes out so free from slack that high buildings for dumping and screening are unnecessary, and at drift mines an engine
might be entirely dispensed with.
Another very important feature recommending machinery is that
operations being more concentrated, less territory is required to be
opened, and the coal is so rapidly removed from the part of the
mine worked, that much of the annoyance and danger from disintegrated roofing and pillars is escaped.
It should also be mentioned that the machine above described can
be used very successfully in driving entries and in turning rooms.
In entry work the machine is advanced to the face of the heading,
and moving forward upon a straight track laid along the entry
channels its way in, after the manner already described, and when
the limit is reached it is swung to the right and to the left, undercutting to the width of fourteen feet if desired.*

CARBONIFEROUS COAL IN NEVADA.
BY A, J. BROWN, TREASURE CITY, NEVADA.

I HEREWITH send to the Institute a sample of Pancake coal. It
is rather early yet to make any estimate of the future value of the
discovery; but it is certainly the most promising vein of coal yet
discovered in the State of Nevada, and, I believe, the first true coal
found west of the Rocky Mountains, or perhaps west of the Missouri River, unless some of the Utah coals belong to the coal measures of the Carboniferous age. The Pancake vein certainly belongs
* Since the above paper was read before the Institute, some modifications in
the description of the machine have been made in order that recent improvements may be embraced.—J. S. A.
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to the Carboniferous, as rocks of a later age are wholly wanting in
this locality.
The Pancake Mountain is a low range of hills situated in the
valley about midway between the White Pine and Diamond ranges,
and occupies throughout its length of thirty miles or more the basin
or trough of a synclinal fold. The higher mountain ranges, both
east and west, follow mainly the axes of mountain anticlinals, and
exhibit only Devonian, Silurian, and Azoic rocks. About midway
between White Pine and Pancake, two or three mounds, which are
identical, both lithologically and palæontologically, with the limestone of Treasure Hill, crop through the quaternary formation of
the valley, and still further west are found dark bituminous shales,
identical with those found along the east slope of Treasure Hill, and
under the towns of Hamilton and Eberhardt. Some four miles still
further west, and belonging to a much higher geological horizon, we
find the coal formation.
The formation immediately inclosing the veins (of which there
are said to be two) is mainly slate, though in places a light-colored
rock, which the miners call soapstone, comes in contact with the vein.
Impressions of leaves and plants are found in the slates, and a few
specimens of sigillaria have been found on the surface in the vicinity.
The sandstone formation, from which is quarried the fireproof lining
used in the Eureka furnaces, overlies the coal formation; and I
think that another bed of sandstone occurs some distance under it,
but of this I am not positive.
The vein, where worked, is situated near the north end of Pancake Mountain, about 14 miles west of Hamilton, and 20 miles east
of Eureka. The vein strikes north and south and dips quite steeply
(40°) to the west. In thickness it varies from five to six feet, but it
is much broken and displaced; and in some places the coal appears
to have been destroyed, and a kind of ash fills its place in the vein.
Several experiments at coking on a small scale have been tried, and
have resulted satisfactorily. The citizens of Eureka are discussing
the feasibility of lighting their town with gas made from this coal.
Steam hoisting and pumping machinery has been erected on the
mine during the past winter, and the company evidently is in
earnest in its determination to find coal in paying quantities if it
exists.
The mine is opened by two inclines on the vein, the deepest of
which is down 240 feet.
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A party of prospectors has been engaged during the winter in
sinking a shaft in the black shale on the Momomke Mountain in
search of coal. This shale is highly bituminous where protected from
the air, and consequently burns for a while with a bright flame, but
does not burn to an ash-a fact which has lured numbers of men on to
spend several thousand dollars at different times in search for coal
where none can be found. Query: Do not these two neds of
bituminous shales correspond in appearance, characteristics, and
geological with the Marcellus and genesee shales of New York?
The above description of the appearance of the coal vein,
thickness works, etc., but the dump was on fire and the works were
half full of water, so that I was obliged to return without
accomplishing my purpose of seeing for myself.

At the conclusion of Mr. Brown's paper, the Hon. Thomas All
enspoke of the deposit of semi-anthracite coal about 100 miles west of
Little Rock, Arkansas, where it forms deposits on both sides of the
river. These coals are now coming to this city (St. Louis) for family
and foundry use. They contain no sulphur, make no soot, and
leave no clinker. They contain about 85 per cent. of fixed carbon,
and leave a small amount of a heavy red ash. This coal has been
found excellent for steam purposes, but has not yet come into use in
the manufacture of iron, owing, it is said, to its inability to stand
the burden.
At a subsequent session of the Institute, Prof. W. B. Potter made
the following statement with regard to this coal:
Arkansas coal has recently been introduced into the St. Louis
market, and possesses considerable interest. It is mined in Johnson
County, about 160 miles from Little Rock, on the Arkansas River, and
can be put down at St. Louis for about §8 a ton. Up to the present
time about 300 tons have been delivered here. A trial in one of the
blast furnaces of Carondelet showed that it was too friable to withstand the weight of the burden. The coal appears at first glance to
be an ordinary fat bituminous coal, with regular laminated structure,
but a closer inspection shows it to be of semi-graphitic character.
It exhibits none of the columnar structure of the semi-bituminous
coals of Pennsylvania or Maryland, except when subjected to rough
handling, when it breaks up readily into cuboidal fragments. The
VOL
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seam is 3 1⁄2 to 4 feet thick, and has been traced over a territory of
1500 to 2000 acres. Though there is a slight dip, no disturbance
seems to have taken place in the formations. Analyses of two different samples gave the following results :
I
II
Moisture.............................................. 1.70
1 50
Volatile Matters................................... 8 27
9.90
Fixed Carbon,...................................... 84.81
83.24
Ash,..................................................... 5.85
5.81

Sulphur,................................................
Specific Gravity, ..................................

100.0 100.00
0 983 0.876
1.359 1.346

MR. SWEET remarked that the sample of this coal exhibited by
Prof. Potter looked like the Sullivan coal of Pennsylvania, which was
worthless for many purposes, owing to its friable crumbling nature.

SOME EXPERIMENTS ON COKING COALS UNDER
PRESSURE.
BY E. T. COX, STATE GEOLOGIST, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
WHILE engaged, in the year 1856, in determining the oilb-earing
properties of some bituminous coals from Western Kentucky, by
subjecting them to dry distillation in an iron retort, which held
about a pint, and to the neck of which were attached several bottles,
for collecting the carbon oils, and washing and measuring the gas, I
observed that there was a very great gain in the weight of coke thus
made, over that obtained from the same coal when charred in a
platinum crucible, as is usual in the laboratory for making the
proximate analysis of coal.
It was thought at the time that the increase of coke, by the former
mode of treating the coal, was due to the pressure which the retarded
gas exerted upon the solid carbon, and the possible fixing of a
portion of the carbon from the volatile hydrocarbons.
For the purpose of obtaining a more definite idea of the effects of
pressure on the coking of coals, a series of experiments were made
this spring under my direction, by my assistant, Dr. G. M. Levete.
The results are highly instructive and full of interest, since they
point out some peculiarities in the nature of bituminous coals which
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have not been noticed before, and are not fully understood. The
apparatus employed in these experiments consisted of an iron retort
that held about four ounces; the exit-pipe or neck of this retort has
a diameter of a quarter of an inch. To the outer end a small twonecked Woulff's bottle was attached to catch the carbon oils; from
the other neck of the receiver the gas was conveyed to a washingbottle, and from thence to the bottom of a tall glass cylinder, tall
enough to hold a column of twelve inches of mercury without danger
of its being thrown out by the force of the escaping gas.
Ten grammes of pulverized coal were placed in the retort, and,
after luting the rim with a paste made of fire-clay, the cover was
attached with a screw-clamp. The retort was placed in an iron
cylinder lined with fire-clay, and maintained at a bright red heat to
the end of the process, which usually took from forty to fifty
minutes. The cylindrical furnace was surmounted by a tall sheet-iron
chimney, and the heat was derived from a three-jet Bunsen burner,
supplied with gas at a uniform pressure of 1 1⁄2 inches. The
specimens of coal examined were bituminous and belonged to two
varieties, caking and non-caking coal. They were selected without
reference to special good qualities, but simply because they were
convenient, and the proximate and ultimate constituents of most of
them had previously been determined. The results are given in the
following table:

The first column contains the per cent, of coke as determined by
proximate analysis. The second column, the per cent. obtained in
the small iron retort without pressure. The third column contains
the per cent. when the gas escaped from the retort under a pressure
of a column of mercury three inches high ; the fourth under a pres-
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sure of six inches of mercury; and the fifth under a pressure of
twelve inches of mercury, or a little more than one-third of an atmosphere.
No. 1. Henry K. Wilson's coal, Sullivan County, Indiana, is a
glossy, jet-black caking coal. By proximate analysis it gave 52.40
per cent. of coke, which is but slightly puffed. Charred in the retort
without pressure, there is a gain of 6.70 per cent. of close grained
coke. When twenty grammes of coal were used, instead often, the
coke had a beautiful, radiated structure. The rays were formed of
fine columnar crystals, which extend from a central core, in all
directions, to the circumference. Under a pressure of six inches of
mercury, the coke was increased to 62.80 per cent., or 10.40 per cent.
More than was obtained by the proximate analysis, and is close-grained
and dense. Under twelve inches pressure, there was a loss of over
three per cent in weight, but the coke still remained close-grained, and
exhibited but little tendency to puff up. In order to insure uniform
results, about one pound of each coal examined was crushed in a
mortar to a powder, and kept as a stock from which to weigh out the
different quantities used in analysis.
Two experiments were made on the Wilson coal by coking small
lumps instead of the powder; one with half an inch of pressure, and
the other with twelve inches of pressure. In both cases the lumps
fused on the edges, and cemented together like a popcorn ball. The
surfaces were glazed, and in color and structure had a very close resemblance to anthracite. With the half-inch pressure, the coke
weighed 62.10 per cent., and with twelve inches 59.40 per cent.
The latter was slightly inclined to puff.
No.2. Pittsburgh coal. This coal is from Stone's mine, second
pool, Monongahela River, Pa. It is celebrated as a gas coal, both
on account of the quantity and high candle power of its illuminating
gas, and the superior coke which it makes in the gas retorts. By
proximate analysis this coal gave 57.90 per cent of coke, which is
very much puffed. In the retort, without pressure, it gave 65.05
per cent., being an increase in weight of 7.15 per cent. It appears
to have been thoroughly fused by the heat, and is slightly increased
in bulk. The outside is smooth, but it is porous within. Under
three inches of pressure, the coke is 65.00 per cent, and it is puffed;
with six inches of pressure, it is very much puffed, and weighed
65.10 per cent. With twelve inches of pressure the coke reached 66
per cent., and is puffed up more than twice the size of that obtained
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without pressure. In shape it resembles a hen's egg, and contains a
large cavity in the centre; the shell being also very porous.
No. 3 is a very dry burning block coal from Barnett's mine, Clay
County, Indiana. By proximate analysis it gives 58.50 per cent. of
coke in a slightly coherent powder. In the retort, without pressure,
it gave 62.20 per cent. of coke, but slightly coherent; a gain of 4.70
per cent. With three inches of pressure the coke weighed 61.75 per
cent.; a slight falling off in weight, and it was not perceptibly
stronger. Under six inches of mercury pressure the weight is 62.60
per cent., and the particles are a little more coherent; with twelve
inches of pressure the coke is 63.40 per cent.; a total increase of
4.90 per cent. Though not fused into a homogeneous coke, the particles are far more coherent in this than in that made without pressure.
No. 4. Woodruff & Fletcher, block coal, Clay County, Indiana.
By proximate analysis this coal gives 57.50 per cent. of slightly coherent coke. In the retort, without pressure, 58.85 per cent. of
slightly coherent coke; with three inches of pressure, 60.40 per cent.;
with six inches, 58.50 per cent.; and with twelve inches, 59.25 per
cent; a total increase of 1.75 per cent. The density of the coke increased regularly with the pressure, and that formed under the greatest pressure was remarkably strong and good.
Nos. 5 and 6 were caking coals from Knox County ; their behavior was very similar, in some respects, to that of the Pittsburgh
coal; though they did not puff up as much as the latter coal, the
coke was full of large cells like a honeycomb.
When the washing-bottle was detached, at the end of each operation, from the tar and oil reservoir, if the pressure had been used,
the confined gas would rush from the retort with great force, and
make a whistling noise as it escaped from the neck of the bottle,
which was of some moments' duration, and was distinctly heard in
the adjoining room.
These experiments go to show that the temperature at which the
carbon of a coal will melt, depends upon the nature and arrangement of the protean compounds which enter into its composition.
The carbon of the Pittsburgh coal melts at a comparatively low
temperature, and under the increase of heat, induced by pressure, it
becomes fluid enough to expand into a mere bubble. To make a
dense coke of such a coal, instead of using pressure, the operation of
coking should be conducted in ovens, where the gas could be removed
by exhaustion as fast as formed.
This is done at the gas works; here the retorts are exhausted of
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gas as fast as it is formed, and the coke made in this way is very
hard and strong. Coal like that from Sullivan County, gives a
better coke when pressure is applied, and the block coal is almost
worthless for coke, unless it is distilled under a very great pressure,
since it takes a high temperature to fuse and cement its carbon
particles together. These experiments also assist in explaining
why some of the caking coals will not answer, in the raw state, as
fuel for smelting iron in the blast furnace, and why the block coal is
used advantageously for that purpose.
The closed-top blast furnace, with its gas flues, may be very
properly substituted for the retort in coking coal, with this
advantage for the former: the coke is subjected to the additional
pressure produced by the superimposed ore and limestone. In an
experiment, not given in the table, it was found that the density and
strength of the coke is materially increased by covering it with an
inch of sand and permitting the gas to escape without additional
pressure.
I claim, therefore, that the dry-burning or block coal of Indiana,
contrary to the commonly received opinion, can be made, under
proper treatment, into a remarkably strong and dense coke ; one of
the essential conditions being a suitable degree of pressure to insure
heat enough to fuse its refractory carbon into a homogeneous mass.
I believe, furthermore, that the above mode of testing coal is
calculated to give a far better idea of its value as a fuel than it is
possible to obtain by the ordinary proximate analysis. It enables
us to know at once under what conditions a coal must be distilled
in order to fuse its carbon into a strong and dense coke. It teaches
us, also, how a bituminous coal, when subjected to heat under
pressure, may be converted into anthracite and not coke.
It is my intention to pursue still further the investigation of coking
coal under pressure, and I will arrange an apparatus for that purpose
which will secure a pressure at least equal to one atmosphere. I will
also test the effect of a reverse operation by exhausting the retort
with a Sprengel's vacuum pump. By these means, then, I believe
that it is possible to point out the way to make a good coke from any
coal which is not too much contaminated with sulphur and other
deleterious impurities.
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IMPROVED FORM OF PLUMMET LAMP FOR SURVEYING
IN MINES WHERE FIRE-DAMP MAY BE MET WITH.

BY ECKLEY B. COXE, DRIFTON, LUZERNE COUNTY, PA.
THE plummet lamp, to which I called the attention of the
Institute, at the Bethlehem meeting, in August, 1871, with the
improvement of the compensating ring, suggested by Mr. Heller,
having come into general use for mine surveying in this country, and
my attention having been called to the fact that it could not be
employed in mines in which there was danger of meeting with
fire-damp, I have so modified it that it can be used in all cases with
safety. Mining engineers, who are in active practice in those districts
where fire-damp is met with in the mines (and I am sorry to say it is
becoming much more common in the anthracite regions), know how
dangerous their work is when they are called upon to survey such
mines, particularly when they are obliged to run lines in those parts
of a mine which have been unworked, since by opening of doors,
brattice, etc., to get the sights, they are liable to disarrange the currents of air, and cause any fire-damp that may have accumulated in
the old workings to find its way into the levels, etc., where the party
is at work. It is, therefore, very dangerous to leave an open light
(such as the original form of plummet lamp) in an old breast or
gangway, even when the safety lamp has shown that no fire-damp is
present, for the opening of the doors, etc., may drive the fire-damp
to the light, and thus endanger the lives of the engineers.
The improved form of plummet lamp, now shown to you, can be
used either with or without the safety apparatus. Upon the top of
the plumb-bob portion of the old lamp a screw is cut, upon which a
ring A is screwed. (See Plate II.) On the external cylindrical part
of this ring two small conical holes are drilled, 180° apart. The
compensating ring, by which the plumb-bob part of the lamp is
suspended, passes over the ring A, and is fastened to it by two small
screws having conical points, which fit into the conical holes in the
ring A.
The safety apparatus resembles, to a certain extent, that of the
Mueseler lamp. It consists of a ring B and plate C, which are
united by four rods. The plate C has a cylindrical hole in the
middle, and four apertures distributed radially around it. In the
central cylindrical hole is fitted a conical brass chimney, which
projects below the plate C, and is fastened to the latter, being kept
ver-
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tical by four wire braces or stays, which are soldered to the top of
the chimney and to the outer edge of the plate C.
The top of the chimney terminates in an inverted frustrum of a
cone, which is made hollow, and is drilled full of small holes. The
inside is lined with one thickness of wire gauze. On the upper part
of the cone is screwed a brass cap D, composed mainly of a brass
ring and wire gauze; the smoke and the products of combustion pass
out through the latter. This cap must be cleaned from time to
time (three to ten hours), depending upon how much the lamp is
used and how much it smokes. It is well to carry an extra cap in
the pocket, which can be put on when the dirty one is taken off.
An easy way to clean the cap is to allow a jet of steam to blow
through it. The four radial apertures in the plate C are also
covered by two thicknesses of wire gauze. Between the top of the
plumb-bob and the bottom of the plate C, and inside of the four
vertical wires, is inserted a cylinder of glass. When the safety
apparatus is to be used, the compensating ring is removed from the
ring A, and placed upon the plate C, which has two conical holes
corresponding to those in the ring A; the ring A is unscrewed from
the top of the plumb-bob, and the ring B is screwed on in its place
with the glass cylinder on top of the plumb-bob. As the ring B is
screwed up, the glass cylinder is clamped between the plumb-bob
and the plate C, making nearly an air-tight joint; the lamp, having
been lighted before the safety apparatus was screwed on, is now
ready for use. The air passes down through the four radial orifices
in the plate C, which are covered with two thicknesses of wire gauze,
is heated by the flame and rises through the chimney, passing out
through the wire-gauze top.
The glass is thick and well annealed. I have allowed the lamp
to burn nearly an hour until the glass was quite hot, and then
thrown cold water upon it, without producing any effect whatever
on the glass. The wick should not be high, as a very short one
gives light enough, and not much smoke. The best kerosene (of as
high a test as possible) should be used in the lamp, since the latter
gets warm. The top of the wire-gauze covering of the chimney becomes more or less clogged with lampblack, which can be removed
from time to time with a fine brush.
The method f using the lamp is the same as that described in my
paper read at the Boston meeting. (Vol. I, p. 378.)
The lamp wa constructed by Heller & Brightly, of Philadelphia,
and is a beautiful piece of Work. The instrument, with the excep-
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tion of the point of the plumb-bob, is made of brass free from iron,
so as not to attract the magnetic needle.

ON THE CONDITION OF CARBON IN GRAY AND WHITE
PIG IRON.
BY DR. THOMAS M. DROWN, PHILADELPHIA.
I DESIRE to communicate to the Institute the results of a few
analyses that bear on the condition of carbon in gray and white
iron. These analyses were made in the course of an investigation, now in progress, of the chemical composition of "chilling"
irons. It will be remembered that Bell says he found no material
difference in the amount and condition of carbon in gray and white
pig iron made at the Clarence furnace, in England, and he therefore
refers the difference in color and appearance in these two varieties
of iron to the size of the particles of graphite. I quote from his
"Chemical Phenomena of Iron Smelting:" "The inference I would
draw from the information afforded by these analyses is, that the
condition of iron in respect to its so-called 'richness' is, within
certain limits, entirely independent of its chemical constitution. . . .
In the fluid state, I conceive the carbon, so taken up, confers upon
the iron the property of fusion much below the temperature at which
the pure metal melts, and the carbon itself may be regarded as
dissolved in the iron. If, during the process of manufacture, the
pig metal has been formed at a low temperature, consolidation, I
imagine, takes place under such circumstances that the crystals are
so minute, and the carbon which is separated assumes the uncombined or graphitic form in particles so minute as to be invisible, and,
in consequence, the iron is white. If, on the other hand, the furnace
is working at a very high temperature, the intensely heated iron
crystallizes with large facets, upon which the extruded carbon assumes the condition of distinct plates or flakes. Should the temperature be less intense, these crystals are of smaller dimensions, and
the separated carbon is less conspicuous, and, as the temperature of
the furnace declines, the crystals decrease in size, as do the flakes of
carbon, until both disappear in white iron. . . . Returning, then,
to temperature as the cause of differences in quality of pig iron, the
'chilling' of gray metal, and its conversion into white, may be
regarded as the effect of preventing, by rapid cooling, the formation
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of crystals sufficient in size to render their coating of carbon visible."
The influence of temperature—of slow or rapid cooling—in determining the character and color of pig iron is well known, but the
idea that white iron differs from gray mainly, if not wholly, in the
size of the graphite particles is not only opposed to the analytical
results obtained by chemists, hitherto, but also seems incapable of
accounting for the difference in the physical properties of the two
varieties of iron.
The samples I used for analysis were taken from a small ingot of
gray charcoal iron that was cast in a "chill" mould. For the depth
of about half an inch the iron was perfectly white, while the remainder was dark gray. Planings of the former and borings of the
latter were obtained for examination. The total carbon (determined
by treatment with chloride of copper and combustion of the carbon
in oxygen in the usual way) in the gray portion was found to be, in
duplicate analyses, 4.10 and 4.13 per cent., and in the chilled portion, 4.21 and 4.23 per cent. The difference is here too great to be
referred to errors of analysis. To what it is due I am not prepared
to say, but would suggest that there may be a slight loss of carbon
in the form of light particles of graphite in boring, Snellus's admirable mechanical analysis of gray pig iron proving that such a loss
is, at least, possible. To determine the graphite, samples were treated
with an excess of hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. 1.12), and digested for
some time at a moderate heat (as recommended by Fresenius), and
finally evaporated to dryness. The residue was taken up in dilute
hydrochloric acid, filtered through asbestos, and washed with water,
caustic soda, alcohol, and ether. The results for the gray portion
were 2.84 and 2.85 per cent., and for the white portion 1.31 and
1.47 per cent. The difference in the two portions was not so great
as was anticipated, and, moreover, the two determinations in the
"chill" differed too widely to be satisfactory. Samples were then
boiled briskly with hydrochloric acid for half an hour, filtered
directly, and washed as before. The results were for the gray portion 2.46 and 2.50, and for the white 0.21 and 0,23 per cent. The
first method of treatment was thus shown to be entirely inadequate
to decompose the carbide of iron, especially in the white iron.
Whether the decomposition was absolutely complete in the second
case I cannot say, but the results show that at least 94 per cent, of
the carbon was chemically combined with the iron, for on no other
supposition can we explain its escape as gaseous hydrocarbons under
the action of muriatic acid. I have not had the opportunity, as yet,
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to determine the amount of carbon in the gases evolved in the
treatment of the two varieties of pig iron, but this method could not, I
think, fail to confirm the other. The question resolves itself,
therefore, solely into one of chemical methods, and, until it is
clearly settled what shall be called graphite in analysis, further
discussion of the subject is profitless. My examination of other
methods than those mentioned above has, thus for, only extended to
the use of nitric acid and aqua regia, to discover to what extent these
reagents would oxidize the graphite. The samples were directly
treated with an excess of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.27), and, when
ebullition had ceased, hydrochloric acid was added, and the solution
evaporated to dryness. They were then taken up by dilute acid,
filtered, and washed thoroughly with water. The results in
duplicate analyses for the gray portion were 2.37 and 2.37 per cent,
graphite, and for the white 0.06 and 0.08 per cent. Thus, while
the gray iron only lost 4.4 per cent, carbon on the previous
determinations of graphite (2.48 per cent.), the white iron lost 68 per
cent. This may either indicate that the white iron was less thoroughly
decomposed by treatment with boiling hydrochloric acid than the gray,
or that the particles of graphite in the former were so much smaller
that tliev were more readily attacked by the oxidizing acids.
The amount of graphite separated in any given instance in pig
iron seems to be proportional to the time required for solidification.
This time is dependent on the temperature of the molten metal, on
its fusibility—i. c., on its composition—and on the rate of cooling.
Bell, as quoted above, refers the cause of the formation of gray or
white iron solely to the temperature (leaving out of consideration
the possible action of sulphur). This statement may possibly be
found all-comprehensive, since the higher the temperature, the more
carbon and silicon will the iron take up (other things being equal),
and the more fusible it will become. As an attempt to explain why a
larger amount of graphite should be separated under such
circumstances, I would offer the following suggestion: That there is
a limited range of temperature, probably near the point of
solidification of the metal, within which the separation of carbon
from the iron takes place, and that the amount of carbon separated
in any given instance is proportional to the time consumed by the
cooling pig iron in passing through this range of temperature. It is
evident that the time required for the metal to cool a given
number of degrees, near its point of solidification, must depend partly
on the temperature of the surrounding moulds. The hotter the metal
leav-
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ing the furnace, the more will it have heated
approaches solidification, and, consequently, the
become the rate of cooling, the longer will be
which carbon can separate, and the larger will
graphitic carbon in the final product.

the moulds as it
slower will, have
the period-during
be the amount of

INVESTIGATIONS ON IRON AND STEEL RAILS MADE IN
EUROPE IN THE YEAR 1873.
BY PROF. T. EGLESTON, SCHOOL OF MINES, NEW YOKE CITY.
DURING the year 1873, my attention was called to the frequent
accidents, resulting from the breaking of rails, on the different
railroads in this country, and I was requested to investigate the subject.
The plan of investigation I proposed was to ascertain, in as many
cases as possible, the exact history of broken rails, both in this
country and in Europe; to collect information in Europe relating to
the tests which rails used there were required to undergo, and to
experiment upon the pieces of rails broken on the road, with a view to
ascertain whether their fracture was due to their chemical
constitution, bad manufacture, to a reduction in strength owing to
temperature, or to physical changes in the constitution of the rail.
The investigation was commenced by the collection of statistics,
and for this purpose I spent several months in Europe, collecting
information on the subject of broken rails, as well as the life of. iron
and steel rails generally, and inquiring into the systems of purchasing
and of testing them employed by the railroads there, intending, on
my return, to make a series of analyses of rails broken, both in this
country and in Europe; to ascertain, if possible, how far great cold
had an influence on the fracture; to examine whether the rail broken,
either on the road or afterwards, underwent, at or about the fracture,
any physical change, and to make a series of experiments on the
strength of rails manufactured in the United States or sold in the
American market.
Unfortunately, the panic of 1873 came on, just before my return
from Europe, and prevented the carrying out of the larger part of
the plan proposed; as, however, I had collected in the meantime, a
large number of statistics of different kinds from all parts of Europe,
and had made a number of interesting experiments and investigations, I have thought it would be worth while to communicate some
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of the results to the Institute. These investigation are, unfortunately, not complete in any sense, since they were suddenly brought
to a close shortly after they were commenced in Europe, and before
anything had been done in this country, so that what I have to communicate will be mostly results obtained in France and Belgium,
from experiments made on broken rails, and statistics collected with
regard to them, and information relating to the purchase of rails and
their wear upon some of the principal roads. Some of these results
have not, as yet, to my knowledge, been published, and most of
them are interesting, as they bring together a series of facts collected
over a number of years, on some of the longest and most important
lines in Europe.
The purchase of railway supplies and material in Europe differs
entirely from that in vogue in this country. Rails are very rarely
purchased in the open market, but are almost invariably made by
contract with the manufacturer, after patterns furnished by the
railroad companies, and expressly for them. For the purchase of
supplies a large number of forms of contract, which are either
autographed or printed, are provided. Each railway has from
twenty to twenty-five of these documents relating to the road-bed
and its supplies alone. They enter into every detail with regard to the
ties, chairs, plates, wedges, spikes, bolts, nuts, screws, fish-plates,
and every possible material that the railroad company has to buy.
These contracts are drawn up by the engineers in charge of each one
of the different departments, and are submitted to the engineer-iiichief for approval. They are altered from time to time, as the
necessities of the case may require. They bind the contracting
parties in such a way as would scarcely be tolerated in this country,
but their general result is most careful management on the part not
only of the con-tractors, but of all of the employee of the road. These
printed or autographed contracts are furnished, on application, to the
manufacturers wishing to bid for the contract for furnishing any of
the sup-plies. All the supplies, of whatever nature, are subjected
to the closest inspection, not only when finished, but in all stages of
their manufacture, and the contract specifies that during the time of
the execution of the contract the engineers of the company shall, both
during the day and at night, have free access to the works, and be
at liberty to examine every part of the article being manufactured,
in every stage, from the crude material up to the time of delivery,
in order to verify that the conditions of the contracts are being
fulfilled. During this time the engineer in charge is always at
liberty
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to reject the whole or any part of the material which is not up to
the standard. As the strength of the rail is stipulated in the contract, a certain number of experiments are made in the presence of
the engineer of the manufacturer furnishing the rails, but under the
direction of the engineer of the railroad company, sent to the works
for that purpose. None of the verifications, however, have the effect
of in any way diminishing the responsibility of the guarantee of the
life of the rail for the time fixed in the contract. No manufacturer
is allowed to underlet any part of his contract to another manufacturer without the written consent of the company. The acceptance
of the works by the company does not guarantee the whole payment
until the article contracted for, whether it is a car, a rail, a watertank, steam-engine, or any other material about the railroad, has
worn well and without repairs during a certain specified time.
Most of the rails manufactured are of the ordinary American
pattern, though some companies still use the double-headed rail.
Iron rails are not so generally used as formerly. On all the principal
roads their place is being rapidly replaced by steel. Steel-headed
rails are used by some of the companies, but there is no certainty
that the weld of the iron to the steel will always be perfectly made.
The general experience is that there is a tendency for the two materials to separate. There have been a great many ingenious plans
proposed, to make the iron clamp the steel, or the steel clamp the
iron, but in view of the experiments made at the Northern Railroad
of France, it does not seem worth while to lay any but steel rails,
more especially as the old steel rail has a value which no combination of iron and steel could have.
It does not necessarily follow, that what is done in Europe, is
better than what is done in this country. On the contrary,
European railway companies have a great deal to learn from the
practice of this country, as is shown by the repeated reports made
by engineers of different countries, sent here for that purpose by
their governments; but in the manufacture of rails and the study of
their wear and tear, we have something to learn from them. I have
taken some pains to compare the contracts for the purchase of rails
made by different companies, and give below an abstract of the contracts made for the purchase of both iron and steel rails, including
the stipulations of all the roads of France whose contracts I have
been able to procure. There is, necessarily, a great deal of sameness in these contracts, and as no one of the roads imposes all of the
conditions which I give below, I have given the contracts somewhat
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in detail, at the risk of being tedious, since I do not know that they
have heretofore been published in English. They are, certainly,
not generally within the reach of our members.
CONTRACTS FOR IRON RAILS.
All of the roads furnish either a drawing or a steel pattern of the
form of the rails, and the manufacturer is not allowed to make the
rails until the company is assured that the rolls agree perfectly with
the shape furnished. The toleration allowed in the transverse section
is only 1⁄2mm. more or less. This is done in order to take into
consideration the difference which may arise from the wearing of
the rolls, and accidental differences in the distance between them.
They require a specimen, showing the quality of the iron to be used in
the rails, to be sent to the office in Paris. The iron rails used by the
Lyons and Orleans Railroad, are several types of the American and of
the double-headed rail. For the double-headed rails the length is 5
m. for nine-tenths of the order; the last tenth may be composed
altogether or in part of rails 4.96 m. To facilitate the manufacture,
one-thirtieth part of the rails may be admitted 3.75 m. For the
American rail, on the Lyons road, the length is 6 m. for nine-tenths,
and 5.96 m. for the last tenth; one-thirtieth of the order may be in
lengths of 5 m. and 3.75 m. The Northern Railroad contracts for
rails of the American pattern of 37 kils. The normal lengths of
this rail are 6 and 7 m. For a part of the contract which may not
exceed one-tenth, and which is fixed by the chief engineer, the rails
may be 6.96 m. to 5.96 m. long. One rail in twenty may be
delivered of a shorter length than these, and may be either 4 or 5
m. It is always understood by all the roads that the short rails are
to be manufactured from the long ones, which have to be cut on
account of defects at their extremities. All the roads stipulate that
they may order a- certain number of rails of exceptional lengths,
providing that the greatest length shall not exceed 10 m.
The Lyons road agrees to pay for all rails exceeding 6 m. in
length 5 per cent, above the ordinary price. The Northern Railroad
agrees to pay only 4 per cent. A toleration of two millimeters,
greater or less, is accorded by the Lyons and Orleans Railroad in the
length of the rail, provided that on the whole order it shall not exceed
one per cent. The toleration fixed by the Northern road is never
more than 1millimetres.
All rails which have been manufactured in the trials of the rolls
and all others manufactured after the rails have been accepted, but
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which are not in accordance with the model furnished, are rejected.
The companies are always at liberty to change the shape of the, rails,
providing always that the special expenses necessary for these changes
shall be allowed to the manufacturer.
The weight of the rails is determined by the model, and is ascertained by trial of the first rails delivered. In the reception of the
rails, a toleration of 2 per cent, above or below is allowed, providing
that the weight of the whole contract does not vary more than one
per cent. Within this limit of toleration, the rails are paid for at
their actual weight. Above it, the iron is not paid for, and any rails
outside of the limits, either weighing too little or too much, may be
rejected entirely if the company think best.
The blast-furnaees which produce the cast iron used are required not
to use any ore which gives a brittle iron. If the rail is allowed to be
made of different qualities of iron, the head must be fine-grained, but in
general, the manufacture must be so conducted as to produce only finegrained iron. It must be weldable, as hard and compact as the specimen which is furnished to the manufacturer, and not cold-short; in
short, of a quality to resist the action of the wheels of the train without
breaking, crushing, or becoming unwelded. The Northern Railroad
classifies the iron to be used into three distinct classes, namely : first,
granular iron; second, iron composed partly of grains and partly of
fibres, and third, fibrous iron. In the packages for making refined
iron, only first-class granular iron must be used. The Lyons Railroad prescribes that the foot of the American rail shall be made of
fibrous iron. It requires that the piles shall be composed of twothird puddled iron and one-third merchant iron ; that the width of
the package shall be 20 centimetres at least, and its height 22 centimetres, and that its weight shall be 40 kilogrammes heavier, at the
least, than that of the rail. All the bars used in making up the different layers must be of rectangular section. Each layer of puddled iron may be made up in width of two or three pieces at the
most. The layers of refined iron which form the upper part of the
package must all be of a single piece, and must represent one-fifth
of the total weight of the package, in order to have in the section of
the finished rail, on the surface exposed to the wheels, a thickness of
at least one centimetre. The layers which are next to them should
be entirely composed of the best puddled iron. All the pieces composing the package must be of a single length and straight. For
the puddled iron, however, a few bars are allowed of two pieces, at
the most, the smallest piece of which must be at least 30 centimetres
in length. They, however must be adjusted end to end, with care,
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in such a way as to leave the least possible space in the interior of
the package. No joint in the package should be directly above
another joint, and for this reason the bars of puddled iron should
not be of the same width. Fibrous iron may be used only in the
last third of the package. Between it and the two first layers,
granular iron only must be used. The Orleans Railroad allows the
rail to be made entirely of puddled bar, or with such a proportion of
old rails as the manufacturers think best. The packages, of which the
covering for the head is made, must be made exclusively of rectangular
bars placed together on the flat side, in regular layers, with cross
joints, and each bar should be 54 mm. in width at the least. The
packages for the head of the rail should be rolled flat, and not on the
edges, so that the width of the covering will be parallel to the direction
of the layers. The cover must be made of puddled iron of the best
quality. It must be of a single piece, and represent one-third of the
total weight of the package. The Lyons Railroad requires that the
puddled iron used, either in the body of the packages for rails, or
in the manufacture of the merchant iron for covers, should be of
good quality, carefully worked, and the edges of the bars should be
smooth. When they are shorter than the package, they must be
placed together carefully, end to end, in such a way as to leave the
least possible space between them. In the works where the rails are
rolled in a single heat, the packages must be turned in the furnace,
end for end, when the heat is three-quarters finished. In the works
where there are two heats, it must be turned at the commencement
of the second heat. All the companies reserve the right to prescribe
in what direction the packages shall be rolled, and all require that
the name of the manufacturer must be engraved in the last curve of
the rolls, so as to be distinctly seen in each rail. The dimensions,
form, and composition of the packages, as well as the drawings of
the successive curves in the rolls, must be submitted to the company, without, however, this diminishing in any respect the
responsibility of the manufacturer.
All the roads require that the rails shall be as carefully
manufactured as possible, and that all those badly welded,
laminated, cracked, or broken in any way, must be rejected.
They require that they must be perfectly flat, both on the foot and
head, and if they are not so, they must be straightened on their
four faces with the greatest care, or rejected. This straightening is
invariably required to be done, as far as possible, hot, immediately
after the rails leave the rolls. If they, afterwards, when cold,
require to be
VOL. III.-4
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straightened, it must never be done by percussion, but by gradual
and slow pressure produced by means of a screw.
All the surfaces of the rails must be clean and uniform. All the
roads require that the ends of the rails must be cut off at a sufficient
distance to be sure that the rail end is perfectly sound. All
projecting iron must be removed either with a file or a graver, and
the end's of the rail must be square with its axis. They all require
that the final length should be made by cutting one of the ends in
a lathe, planing machine, or with a milling tool, in such a way that
there shall be no tearing or any other alteration of the surface at the
end, and that all excess of matter shall be removed with a file or
graver, but on no account with a hammer. Reheating any part of
the rail, either to cut off the ends, or' for any other reason, is
positively forbidden, except in case of temporary accidents to the
machine used for cutting them, and then, if absolutely necessary, only
during the time that is strictly necessary to repair it. Every kind
of repair done to cracks or other inequalities in the rail, whether
done cold or hot, is forbidden.
Each extremity of the rail is pierced with two round holes, to
receive the bolts of the fish-plates, the dimensions and position of
which are fixed by a drawing furnished by the engineer. The
Lyons road provides that in some cases one of these holes may be
half round. Two cuts of a rectangular form must be made at the
extremity of the American rail to receive the wedges which prevent
its motion forward, the position and size of which are also given.
These holes and cuts may be made by any process which shall suit
the engineer of the company, but in any case the edges of the holes
and of the cuts must be filed smooth and not left rough. If the
positions of the holes and cuts do not conform to the drawing, the
rails may be rejected. The rails must be classified in series,
according to the manufacture of different days.
The Northern and Orleans Railroad require the rails to undergo
the following tests. Each one of the rails selected for trial is placed
on supports 1.10 m. apart, and must sustain, in the middle between
the two supports, a pressure of 12,000 kgs. for five minutes,
without preserving any sensible set after the test. The same rail, in
the same position, must support during five minutes, without
breaking, a charge of 30,000 kgs. The Orleans Railroad requires
25,000 kgs
At the Lyons Railroad, the rails are placed on supports 1 m. apart,
and should support a pressure of 13,000 kgs. for five minutes, with-
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out showing any perceptible set, and then for another five minutes,
without breaking, a charge of 27,500 kgs.
After these tests, all the companies require that the rail should be
broken by an increase of the weight. The Northern and Orleans
Railroad require, that each one of the two pieces of the rail broken
should be placed between supports 1.10 m. apart,—the Lyons Kaiload
makes the distance 1 m.,—and should then support, without
breaking, the shock of a weight of 200 kgs.,—the Orleans Railroad
requires 300 kgs.,—falling in the middle between the supports from
a height of 2 m. for the Orleans Railroad, and for the Lyons and
Northern Railroad, from a height varying, according to the
temperature,
From
0° C., and below, of .......................................... 1.30 m.
From
0° C. to +20, of ................................................ 1.50 "
From +20° C. and above, of ........................................... 1.70 "

This variation is made as the rails are not considered as capable
of resisting as great a strain in cold weather as in warm. All the
roads require that for this test the two supports should rest upon a
block of cast iron, weighing at least 10,000 kgs., placed upon
masonry at least 2.30 m. in diameter and 1 m. thick. The Orleans
Railroad allows the foundation to be of oak or masonry. If one of
the rails tested does not resist, the tests are continued upon a greater
number. If more than one-tenth of the rails do not resist, all the
roads reserve the right to reject the entire series.
Provisional receptions are being made at the works, as the rails
are manufactured, for the object of sorting, weighing, and marking
them. Up to the time of their being sent to the company, the rails
must be preserved in a dry place, and kept from oxidation as far as
possible. Those accepted must be marked at their ends, and in case
the name of the works, made by a cutting in the last curve of the
rolls, should not have come out in rolling, it must be marked cold
in such a way that it shall be visible. The rails which have been
rejected must either be broken, or marked in such a way that the
mark cannot be effaced.
All the roads provide that the tools for making the tests, as also
all the labor of accepting and testing the rails, must be made at the
expense of the manufacturer. The report of the tests and receptions
are made every day. Every rail marked, and comprised within the
report of acceptance made at the works, becomes, by the act of
reception at the works, the property of the company.
All the roads require the manufacturers to allow the agents or
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engineers of the companies to have free entry to the works during
the time of manufacture, and to watch it day and night, if they wish
to ascertain whether the conditions of the contract are being carried
out with respect to quality, resistance, and proper manufacture; but
it is understood that all observations or remarks which the agents of
the company have to make, should be addressed to the director of
the works and not to the workmen.
The manufacturer is made responsible for all delays which may
result from the rails delivered not being in accordance with the contract. The Orleans Railroad stipulates that, if there is any delay in
the delivery of the rails, an indemnity of one per cent, per month on
the price of the rails may be charged to the manufacturer. If after
having been notified that this delay is injuring the company, the
manufacturer still delays to furnish the rails for a month longer, the
company is at liberty to rescind the contract.
The manufacturer takes all the risk and expense of loading,
transporting, and discharging the rails up to a point agreed upon by
the company for delivery, and he agrees to pile them there in
regular piles.
The Northern Railroad requires that the rails must stand a wear
of at least two years without any alteration whatever. The Lyons
Railroad requires that they shall stand the passage of at least 15,000
trains. The Orleans Railway makes the life of the rail 2, 3 and 5
years, depending upon the traffic over the section of road on which
it is placed, and stipulates that this guarantee does not apply, in any
way, to provisional lines, nor to switches in the quarries, etc., but
only to the main line of the road. The manufacturer agrees to
make a stipulated reduction in the price of the rails according to
the number which have not resisted during the prescribed time.
The Northern Railway requires that 10 per cent., at least, of the
rails furnished are to be placed on the road in positions selected by
the company, of which the manufacturer is to be notified. 'At the
end of two years, the number of rails which have undergone any
kind of deterioration, such as crushing, unwclding, exfoliation, or
breaking, are counted, and allowance must be made for them by the
manufacturer. It reserves the right to commence the testing of
rails on the road-bed whenever it pleases, but agrees that the indemnity must be settled within two years, at the latest, after the re;
ceipt of the rails, whether the trial on the road is finished or not.
The responsibility of the manufacturer does not cease until the rails
have been definitely accepted by the company.
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All the roads provide that the reception of the rails by the
company does not diminish the responsibility of the manufacturer to
replace rails which break, either in transportation or within the times
specified by the contract after they are laid. The Orleans Company
requires that broken rails shall be replaced within a month after the
manufacturer is notified that they are broken.
All the companies stipulate that no part of the contract can be
sublet without the written sanction of the company.
The Lyons and Orleans Railroad agree that 85 per cent. of the
value of the rails which have been received at the works shall be
paid in the course of a month, after their reception, 10 per cent,
within a month which follows the delivery of the rails at the place
agreed upon by the company; the last 5 per cent. is paid by the
Lyons Company on the final reception, and by the Orleans Company
the year after the guarantee of the rails has been fulfilled. A
certain sum is fixed by the Orleans Railroad, however, which the
last five per cent. shall not exceed, and when this amount retained
exceeds the amount stipulated, the second payment is raised to 15
instead of 10 per cent.
CONTRACT FOR STEEL RAILS.
The contract for delivery of steel rails generally requires, that the
rail shall be of the American pattern, a steel or iron profile of which
is furnished to the manufacturers. It requires that this profile shall
be followed exactly, throughout the entire length of the rail, so that
there will be no alteration of the section, when the rails are cut to
length. All rails which do not fulfil this condition are rejected.
A toleration of one per cent., however, at the greatest, is allowed.
On the Lyons Railroad the rail weighs 35 kgs. They provide the
foot of the rail shall be 100 rnm. wide, its height 128 mm., and the
stem of the rail 14 mm. thick. If the manufacturer makes a rail
130 mm. wide, whose foot has been damaged in the rolls, they will
allow him to plane it down to 100 mm., providing that all the defeets are in this way removed. The Northern and Orleans Railroad
do not prescribe the dimensions, but furnish the pattern which the
manufacturer is required to follow.
The normal length of the rail at the Northern Railroad is 8 m.,
but one-tenth of the amount of the contract may be delivered in rails
cut to the length of 7.96 m. Besides this, another fraction, which
varies from one-fifteenth to one-twentieth, may be delivered 7 m.,
6 m., 5 m. long respectively, the quantities of each length being fixed
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by the company. At the Lyons Railroad the length of the rail is
fixed at 6 m. for nine-tenths of the whole order; the other one-tenth
may be composed in part of rails 5.96 m. in length. In order to
facilitate the manufacture, one-thirtieth part may be accepted in rails
of a shorter length than 5.96 m., but it is understood that these mils
shall be made entirely of rails intended to be 5.96 m., or 6 m. in
length, which were cut off on account of defects in their ends. The
number of these short rails is determined by the contract. All the
companies stipulate that the short rails shall be made from rails intended to have been longer, but whose ends have been cut on account
of defects. All the companies reserve the right to order longer rails,
for a certain price fixed upon beforehand.
The rails are generally cut to length hot, as they come from the
rolls, by means of saws which cut both ends at a time. The definite
length is afterwards given in a lathe, or milling machine, or by any
other means which is not likely to injure the end of the rail, and
which is acceptable to the company. The Lyons Railroad reserves
the right of at any time modifying the shape of the rail, without
the manufacturer being able to claim any indemnity, but the
company binds itself to accept all the rails made previous to the
modification, and conformable to the present contract. The normal
weight of a meter of the rail is always established on the first
delivery of 100 rails, whose sections are conformable to the model.
In the reception at the works, a toleration of 2 per cent, more or less is
allowed, provided that on the whole order the variation does not
exceed 1 percent. Over 1 per cent. the increase of weight is ot
paid for. A rail which is too heavy, may be entirely rejected if the
company see fit.
The cast iron and other material, out of which the steel rail is to
be made, must be made from ores sufficiently pure to be certain that
the rail produced will be tenacious and hard. The cast steel manufactured may be made either in crucibles or in furnaces, or by the
Bessemer process. Sometimes the contract specifies that they shall
be of Bessemer steel. The operation must be conducted in such a
way as to give first-class steel, fine-grained, homogeneous, hard,
tenacious, and capable of being tempered throughout, when drawn
out into bars of from 15 to 22 mm. square. In all cases the
manufacturer is required to furnish samples to which the rails must
conform. The manufacture of the rails is not allowed to
commence until a type specimen of the steel has been submitted to
the engineer of the company. The ingots for the manufacture of
the rail are
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required to be of, at least, a single piece for each rail. The
Northern Railroad, for the rail of 30 kgs., requires the section of the
ingot to be at least 22 by 20 cm., if they are square, or if circular,
a diameter of 23 cm. The Lyons Railroad requires for the rails
of 35 kgs., the rectangular ingots to have their angles rounded, to be
at least 25 cm. square, or if they have a circular section, a diameter
of at least 28 cm., and stipulates that the weight of the ingot must
exceed that of the rail to be manufactured by at least 35 kgs. The
Orleans Company does not prescribe the size of the ingots. The
section of these ingots may not be modified without the approbation of
the engineer. After casting the ingots, the liquid metal must be
covered over with a piece of sheet iron, and argillaceous sand must
be thrown upon it and pressed down, so as to fill up the interior of
the mould at the top. The ingots must be examined with care, and
those which show blow-holes or impurities, or other defects, which the
rolling will not cause to disappear, are rejected. Simple cavities, as
well as thin edges of metal on the sides, whether caused by defects
in the ingot moulds or not, must be cut off with the greatest care
before the ingots go to the rolls, and over a sufficient space to make
it impossible for the sides of the blow-hole or of the edges to turn
over. Any ingots showing cracks or breaks, or otherwise defective,
are to be rejected. The ingots must be heated only sufficiently for
them to undergo the operation of rolling, and the rolling must be so
conducted as to get the exact form of the rolls, and every effort
must be made to prevent the rail from being bent as it comes out of
the rolls. The Orleans Railroad requires, that in case the manufacturer carries on his works in two places, and that the ingots are
made at a different place from that in which the rails are made, the
ingots must be classified separately, and their place of manufacture
indicated by marks, so that the agents of the company may be able,
if necessary, to ascertain the history of their manufacture. One
ingot out of every twenty castings is broken. If this ingot shows,
in the part adjacent to the outside, blow-holes in any number which
are more than 30 mm. in depth, the entire casting from which it
came may be rejected.
The fracture of the rails must be fine-grained, nearly compact,
entirely homogeneous, without brilliant white points resembling the
fracture of cast iron. The hardness is regulated by the type specimen which is furnished by the company. Repairing the rails, either
cold or hot, is positively forbidden. The surfaces of the rails are
required to be smooth and uniform. All the rails which show
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cracks, breaks, lamellated surfaces, etc., coming from blow-holes,
cracks, or flaws of any kind are rejected. Only such superficial cracks
or imperfections are tolerated, as cannot in any way injure the
strength of the rails.
All the roads require that the rails shall be straight through their
entire length, and that they must, as far as it is possible, be
straightened on all the four faces hot, as they come out from the rolls.
Thismust be done on cast-iron plates, or any other suitable bed
arrangedfor the purpose, and the rails must then be placed on a
solid structure to cool. The final straightening, made when the
rail is cold, must be made by a gradual pressure, without shock, and
in performing the operation the foot of the rail must be arranged
in such a way that there will be no danger of cracks being
produced in it.
The ends cut off from the rails must be examined for texture, and
if the quality is not sufficiently good, the rails are to be rejected.
The length to be cut off from the ends of the rails, is 70 cm. for the
extremity corresponding to the upper part of the ingot, and 30 cm.
for that corresponding to the lower part. The hot rails, as they
come from the rolls, are to have both ends cut with a saw. The
final length is given cold in a lathe, planing or mortising machine.
Heating the ends of the rails, in order to cut them, is positively forbidden. Whenever the rails are cut with a saw, as they come out
from the rolls, their ends must be carefully dressed. Whatever the
method of dressing the ends may be, it must be conducted in such a
way as to make no alteration in the form of the end of the rail, and
the method must always be approved by the company. The" end
surfaces of the ends of the rails must always be parallel and at right
angles to the axis of the rail. All superfluous metal must be cut off
with a graver or file, the use of the hammer for this purpose being
positively forbidden.
All the rails must have two square cuts at each end, and must also
have at each end two holes for the fish-bolts, which must be bored
with a drill in the stem of the rail, in accordance with plans and
drawing which are given, and which prescribe not only the size and
place of the holes, but also the methods of boring them. These
holes must never, for any reason, be punched. The edges of these
holes must be perfectly clean, and all superfluous metal must be
removed with a file. The Orleans and Lyons Railroad allows a
toleration of only 1 millimeter in the distance and size of these
holes.
All the rails must have the name of the works, the year and
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month of the manufacture, and the kind of steel, whether cast,
Bessemer, or Martin, marked on them in relief. All these marks
must be engraved in the rolls, except that denoting the nature of the
steel, which may be made with a point after the rails are finished.
All the rails are classified as soon as possible after they are made,
so that they can be inspected and tested at the works, those made
during one, two, three, or four days, or those from the same casting,
being piled together. The engineer designated to receive the rails,
takes from these piles a number of rails, and the corresponding rail
ends, to be tested. The number is variable; it is not more than one
per cent. on the Northern Railroad, and not more than one-half per
cent. on the Lyons Railroad, while the Orleans Railroad reserves the
right to test five per cent, of the rails, and their crop ends. The
companies reserve the right of making tests on any other rails not
comprised in these piles, provided the piece experimented upon is
0.70 m. in length, and without flaws. The tests arc essentially
the same in all the companies, but differ somewhat in detail, the
differences corresponding, for the most part, to the weight of the
rail. All the companies use the same type of testing machine, and
a weight of 300 kgs., which is allowed to fall on the rail from different heights. At the Lyons Railroad, where the rail weighs. 35 kgs.,
each one of the rails selected from the piles to be examined, is placed
upon its foot between supports, 5 m. apart, and should be able to
support, for five minutes, a charge of 2500 kgs., without receiving a
permanent set of more than 1 mm. The same rail, placed between
supports 1 m. apart, must support for five minutes, in the middle
between the supports, a pressure of 20,000 kgs., without receiving a
permanent set of more than 1⁄4 mm. The same bar, in the same
position, must support during five minutes, a charge of 35,000 kgs.,
which will then be increased until the rail breaks. At the Northern
Railroad the tests of pressure are somewhat different. The rails are
placed on supports 1.10 m. apart, and must support, in their middle,
for five minutes, without receiving any permanent set, a pressure of—
20,000 for a mil weighing.................................. 37 kg.
18,500 "
" "
.................................... 35 "
17,000 "
" "
.................................... 30 "
Without having a permanent set of more than 0.25 mm. a pressure
of—
35,000 for a rail weighing................................... 37 kg.
33,000 "
" "
.................................... 35 "
30,000 "
" "
..................................30 "
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The Orleans Railroad requires that the rail, placed on supports
1.10 m. apart, should support a weight of 16,000 kgs. for five minutes, without preserving any set,and without breaking; a weight of
35,000 kgs. also for five minutes. The pressure is then increased
until the rail is broken.
At the Northern Railroad each one of the halves of the rail so
broken, is then placed between supports 1.10 m. apart, which are
fixed upon a block weighing, at least, 10,000 kgs., supported upon a
foundation of masonry, which must be 1 m. in thickness, and 3.3 m.
square at the base, and must bear, without breaking, a weight of
300 kgs. falling upon the middle of the bar, which, for a rail weighing
37 kgs., must fall from a height of ............................ 2.50m.
35 "
"
"
"
"
" ............................ 2.40) "
30 "
" "
"
" ......................................... 2.25"
The Lyons Railroad, for the rail weighing 35 kgs., requires a height
of 1.70 m.
The following table shows the permanent set which will be admitted for rails of various weights by the Northern Railroad :
Height of fall in metres,............................1 1.50 2 2.25 2.40 2.50
Permanent set in mm. for rails weighing 37 kgs.,1 3
6 0
0
10
"
"
"
"
"
35 " 1 3.33 7 0 11
0
"
"
"
"
•"
30 " 1 3.50 8 11 0
0
The Lyons Railroad requires the height of fall, 1.70 m.; permanent
set for rails weighing 35 kgs., not over 12 mm. The Orleans
Railroad requires the rail to resist a height of 2.10 rn.
The elasticity of the bar will be shown by the way in which the
weight rebounds when it strikes.
If one of the bars tested breaks below
2,50 m., for a rail weighing ................................. 37 kgs.
2.40 ".................. '
....................................35 "
2.25 " "
" "
.................................... 30 "
or should preserve at this height, a permanent set of more than 2
mm. beyond that indicated, the Northern Railroad requires the test
to be continued on a greater number of rails, and if more than 1-l0th
of the rails tested do not resist, the entire pile from which they were
taken is rejected.
The Orleans Railroad provides that all the five crop ends of the
rails selected may be broken by the drop-hammer, in order to examine their texture, and that the rail corresponding to the rail end
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which has the worst fracture, shall be selected as the one to undergo
the test of shock. If this rail resists, the rest of the series will be
accepted, but if, on the contrary, it breaks, a second rail will be tried,
and so on. If each one of the five rails breaks then the whole
hundred will be thrown out. At the Lyons Railroad, if one rail
does not stand the test, all the rails from the same casting may be
rejected, unless the manufacturer desires to continue the testing
upon two other bars which, if they resist, will cause others to be
accepted. At each casting, one ingot heavier than the others is
required to be made, in order to get a sound rail of 70 cm. greater
length than the others. This 70 cm. is at once cut off from the rail,
and must correspond to the upper end of the ingot.
The number of the casting, and the other marks made upon the
ingot from which this end for testing was made, are reproduced upon
the piece of rail. This piece of the rail is placed on two supports
50 cm. apart, and must support the shock of a weight of 300 kgs.
falling on the middle from a height of 1.30 m. The two supports
are made of cast iron, with round angles, and rest upon the same
kind of a foundation as that upon which the rails are tested. When
this end of the rail does not support the test, a rail of the
corresponding casting is submitted to the test of shock and flexure,
and if it does not resist, the whole easting may be rejected.
A piece of the head of the rail, at least 20 cm. in length, is then
broken and heated to cherry-red and plunged into cold water, in
order to get a hard temper. The surface of the piece should then
be white, perfectly clean, and with difficulty touched with a file.
If the steel is of good quality it should, during its immersion, produce considerable noise, with slight explosion, and crack in several
places. It must be broken afterwards in the middle, in order to
judge of the degree of temper and the transformation of its
texture. A piece of the same rail, 3 cm. wide and 2 cm. thick, is then
drawn out and submitted to the same test. The result should be the
same, but the grain of the fracture should be much finer than that
of the specimen of the rail tempered without being drawn down.
The test of tempering is made upon one casting out of ten
consecutive ones. From a piece of the same rail a graver, a
turning tool, a mortising tool, and a planing tool should be made.
These tools, tempered in the ordinary way, should without breaking
or bending, cut the outside bed of a white iron casting. The Orleans "Railroad requires that the rail should be forged from 20 to 30
mm.-square, and be tempered so hard that they will break easily.
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The fracture of the broken rail should have a fine uniform grain,
and a much finer texture than before tempering. A piece of rail is
then rolled out to 75 mm. in length, and 1 cm. thick, and made in
the shape of a spring. The spring is laid upon supports and tested
with a weight placed upon its convex side, in the middle. The
spring should be capable of being lengthened 4 mm. per meter, without breaking. All the rails submitted to the test by shock should
undergo this trial.
A provisional acceptance of the rail is made by the agents of the
company at the works, and, so far as possible, as they are manufactured.
The object of this is to sort, weigh, and mark all the rails which
fulfil the stipulated conditions. All rails which, either in transportation,
before or after being laid upon the road-bed, are broken within a
certain specified time, must be replaced. The entire expense of the
apparatus for making the tests, as well as the labor of receiving and
testing the rails, is borne by the manufacturer. All the rails accepted
are marked at their ends, and those which are rejected arc also marked
in a way that will effectually prevent their ever being used on the
road-bed. All of these marks must be easily seen, and must be made in
such a way that they cannot be effaced. The Northern Railroad
requires a guarantee of the rails for six years from the date of their
manufacture, whether they are employed on the direct line or upon
switches. The Orleans Railroad especially provides that the guarantee
shall not extend to rails laid in ballast quarries, or put down for the
purpose of building any part of a new road.
Every rail that during this time is broken, or becomes deteriorated
in any other way than by ordinary wear, must be replaced by, thc
manufacturer. This exchange of damaged rails for new ones is
effected at places indicated in the contract. At the Lyons Railroad,
all rails which arc broken or injured before 15,000 trains have passed
over them must be replaced. Whatever may be the cause of the
fracture, all the rails broken within a period of 3 years and 3 months
after they are delivered must be replaced, or, if the manufacturer
does not care to replace them, he may indemnify the company in
money. In order to ascertain what this is likely to be, 5 per cent
of the rails delivered may be placed by the company on its line, on
curves, or wherever else it shall be judged most convenient, and the
manufacturer is notified of these places. At the expiration of the
delay necessary for the passage of 15,000 trains, all the rails which
show a commencement of deterioration, like crushing, want of proper
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welding, exfoliation, fracture, etc., comprising those which have been
already replaced, shall be noted.
The proportion which is fixed in this way, is applied to the entire
order. The indemnity for every ton of rails, without taking into
consideration rails which may still be used by being made shorter,
is fixed by contract and is intended to represent the difference in
value between a ton of the new rails and a ton of the rejected rails,
both delivered in the depot nearest to the
manufacturer; but
the
rejected rails, except the broken ones which are replaced, will remain
the property of the company. The rails must be delivered on the
cars at the railroad station nearest to the works of the manufacturer, or
or deposited in regular piles, which can be easily counted, at some
other place, if so indicated by the contract. Transportation from
the worst to the place of delivery is in all cases to be made at the
risk and expense of the manufacturer.
The payments are made at Paris. The Lyons Railroad pay 95
per cent. of the value of the rails at the end of a month after their
delivery, the other 5 per cent. after their final reception. Both the
manufacturers and the railway companies are exceedingly particular
in their instructions with regard to the treatment of rails in
transporting them on the cars, and particularly in discharging them
from the cars ; throwing the rails or allowing them to fall from any
height being most positively forbidden.

The care of rails is, in some instances, even carried to excess.
Some companies who distribute their rails at certain points along
the road, in order to provide for possible accidents, house beside the
track all the rails so distributed, in order to prevent oxidation. This
housing is, certainly, very desirable in the winter-time, when the
rails are likely to become frozen together, but it does not seem
necessary for the cause assigned, for the danger from oxidation, except
in contact with acid waters, is exceedingly trifling. The rails broken
upon the road are usually brought to the workshops of the main
office of the road, and the pieces tested. It is very rare that the
pieces so tested do not resist a force superior to that required by the
contract.
As an example of the way in which this testing is done, and
the care which is taken to see that all the rails are up to the
required standard, I give below two examples of the details of
testing broken
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rails. These experiments were made at my request, and in my
presence, under the direction of Mr. Contamin, who had charge of that
department, at the works of the Chemin de Fer du Nord, at Ermont,
near Paris.
Both the rails tested were of steel, and had been broken on the
road while I was in Paris, and were sent to the works at my request
for the purpose. The first experiment was made upon a rail weighing
35 kg. per meter, manufactured at Creusot. This rail had been
down one year. It was found broken 2.15 m. from one end. The
fracture was uniform, and without blow-holes or dark spots. The
lower part of the fracture on the foot of the rail was quite smooth,
which seems to show that there had been more or less vibration at
that point, and that the fracture had commenced there. Both pieces
of the rail were tested. One of them was 5.75 m., and the other
2.15 m., so that the rail was originally 7.90 m. in height.
TEST OF THE PIECE

5.75

M . IN LENGTH , BROKEN ON THE ROAD .

The piece of the rail was placed upon supports 1.10 m. apart,
and subjected to the fall of a weight of 300 kg. under the exact
conditions of the contract, the results of which are given in the table
below:
Height of fall, 1m. 1.5m. 2m.
2.25m.
Permanent set, 1mm. 7mm. 16mm. 24mm.

2.50m.
33mm.

3 m. 3.25m
44mm. broke.

The rail, when struck by the weight, gave out a silvery sound,
and was so elastic that when struck from a height of 1.50 m., the
weight rebounded several times at each stroke, and the rail turned
bottom up in the supports, so that the head was down. The rail
was always replaced in its proper position when it turned over. At
the height of 3 m., the rebounding weight falling upon the rail
which had turned when the weight first struck it, so that the foot of
the rail was uppermost, but the rail was not horizontal, broke off a
piece of the foot, for which reason the rail broke at that point at the
next fall, which was 3.25 m. This piece of the rail was now broken
into two pieces, which were 2.45 m. and 3.30 m. in length. Both of
these pieces were tested.
Tests upon the piece 2.45 m. in length.
Height of fall,.
Permanent set,

1 m.
4 mm.

1.50 m. 2 m.
2.25 m.
10 mm. 22 mm. broke.
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It will be noticed that the permanent set here was much greater
than in the case of the first piece, but the rail did not break until it
arrived at the limit required by the contract. The fracture was lightgray, but dotted with small brilliant points which did not appear in
first test.
Test on the piece 3.30 m. in length.
Height of full, 1 m. 1.50 m. 2m. 2.25m. 2.50m. 3m.
3.25m.
Permanent set, 3 mm. 5 mm. 10 mm. 16 mm. 20 mm. 28 mm. broke.
It will be noticed that the set in this case is very much less than
in the former tests. The piece was so elastic, that the weight rebounded from it, and from 2 m. onwards the rail turned over, after
every stroke of the weight. The fracture was entirely regular, and
similar to the fracture of the first piece.
TEST OF THE PIECE

2.15

M . IN LENGTH , BROKEN ON THE
ROAD .

Height of fall, 1m.
1.50m. 2m.
2.25m. 2.50m. 3m.
3.25m.
Permanent set, 6 mm. 16 mm. 36 mm. 54 mm. 74 mm. 98 mm. 120 mm.

The sound produced by the fall of the weight was not so sonorous
as in the former cases. The rail did not turn over in its support,
and the weight did not rebound until after the second shock, and
then only once after each shock instead of several times as in former
cases. When the flexure of the rail had reached 120 mm., it was
so much bent, that it touched the bottom between the two supports.
It was then turned over and straightened, by allowing the weight to
fall upon the foot. After three successive shocks from a height of
3 m., the rail became perfectly straight, but at the last shock a piece
of the foot 15 cm. in length was broken off. The rail was then
placed with the head up, but the first blow from a height of 3 m.
broke it. The fracture was clear gray without brilliant points, but
appearing as if the crystals had been elongated. This test shows a
very extraordinary resistance to rupture, within 85 cm. of the point
where the rail broke upon the road.
This rail was thus broken five times, once upon the road and four
times in these experiments. Although the resistance to rupture in
the four experiments is very unequal, and the different parts of the
rail seem not only to have a different resistance, but a different
elasticity, they are all within the limits prescribed by the. contract;
and, therefore, in a commercial sense, the original fracture cannot be
said to be owing to the inferior quality of the rail.
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The fracture on the road was probably caused by an
imperfection which was undoubtedly commenced in a small crack,
probably produced either in straightening the rail, or in
discharging it from the cars. The irregularity of the resistance
was so great that I had pieces cut off near the breaking points of
each one of the pieces of rails, preserving the fractured surface
on one side. The other side I had polished so that it might be
etched by acids. In this way I hoped to discover any
irregularity of texture.
The other rail broken was manufactured at Terrenoire and had
been in use 16.5 months. It was laid on the 16th of December,
1872, and taken up broken on the 15th of April, 1873. The fracture
commenced in the body near the head, and just above the fish-plate
holes, and extended from thence a short distance, parallel to the
head of the rail, and then curved irregularly until it reached the foot,
40 cm. from the end of the rail. It was placed on supports as usual
and broken.

It will be noticed that the sets in this rail, with the exception of
the last one, were almost absolutely identical. The rail appeared to
be uniform throughout. The fracture showed a clear grain,. somewhat larger than the rail from Creusot, with elongated crystals.
Both pieces of the rail showed a resistance greater than that required
by the contract, but it is still, however, in general, less than that
which is shown by most rails which are broken, and less than that of
the rails ordinarily furnished from Terrenoire.
It must be seen, as a result of these experiments, that so far as we
are able to ascertain without chemical analysis, the probable cause
of the fracture was in these instances improper handling of the ails.
It certainly was not due to any defect in fulfilling the conditions of
the contract.
The following information, with regard to the method of pilintg
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rails in Germany, was collected at my request lby \V. A. Smith, E. M.
at that time attached to the United States Location at Berlin:
KöNIQSHüTTE, IN SILESIA,

FIG. 1.
Dimensions in millimeters

a
d’

d’

d

d

12

d
d

d

c

d

d
d
d

c

b
Sale of 1⁄4
a. Fine-grnin tough heud-plate, rolled out of n package of puddle-bars.
6. Foot-plate, rolled out of good tough puddle-bars..
e. Inserted bars, rolled out of good tough pud dli:-bars..
d' d'. Soft fine-grain puddle-bars.
dd. Ordinary puddle-bars.

In the finished rail: the head is three Simon reheated iron the
web is once reheated iron, the foot is twice relieved iron
These works guarantee the rails for throe years on evelswhich
not more than 16,000 axles pass daily.
The package is heated, hammered under a 4.5-ton hammer, again
heated, and rolled out to the finished rail. These mils are
guaranteed for five years, provided not more than 16,000 axleg daily
pass over them. Rails with a fine-grained iron head are guaranteed
for four years under the same conditions.
To form the head-plate a in Fig. 3, the package Fig 2 is used
This is made of the best sorted puddle-bare, the Hide-plates—shaded
in Fig. 3—being of once reheated iron rolled into the above form.
In the head-plate, the longer edges of the original puddle-bars are
placed vertically. The package Fig. 2 is heated, hammered under a
6-ton steam-hammer, and rolled out to a, Fig 3 the
plates b b are of once reheated good iron. Thin package, Fig. 3, is
heated, hammered under a 6-ton steam-hammer, again heated, and
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rolled out to the finished rail. These rails are guaranteed for three
years in Germany only.
In case the head is of steel, the package is made in the same way.

FIQ. 2. Package of puddled steel bars which is rooled out to a bar
of 0.210 m/ X 0.078 5/8 to form the head plate a in Fig. 3. In the
package, 3, and in the finished rail, the longer sides of the sections of
puddle-bars would occupy a vertical position.
FIQ. 3.
a. Steel head-plate, rolled out of puddled steel bars
b. Twice reheated tough iron.
c. Puddle-bars.
The head-plate is rolled out of puddled steel bars; and, to secure a
good weld, the bars c c, are of fine-grain oly.
The shaded loupe-bars are of puddled steel, the others of tough
iron. For the better formation of the foot of the rail, the bars b b, are
of reheated tough iron. The package is twice heated and hammered
under a 6-ton steam-hammer, is again heated and rolled our
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to the finished rail. After the second hammering, the package has
a cross section of 0.183 X 0.183 m. These rails are guaranteed for
five years, provided they are not used about stations or on grades of
1.6 or above.
To form the head-plate a in Fig. 5, the package Fig. 4 is used
This is made of the best sorted puddle-bars, the side-plates-shaded
in Fig. 4,—being of once reheated iron rolled into the above form.
PHONIX EISENHUTTEX - GESELLSCHAFT .
FIG .

4.

_

NEAK BCHRORT ON TUB RHINE
FIG 5.

Dimensions in millimetres.

In the head-plate the longer edge of the orginal puddled-bars are placed
vertically. The package Fig. 4 heated, hammered under a 6-ton steamhammer, and rolled out to a, Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the plates b b are of once
reheated good iron. This package, Fig. 5, is heated out to the finished rail.
These rails are guaranteed for three years in Germany only.
In case the head is of steel, the package is made in the same way. The
head-plate is rolled out of puddled steel bars; and to secure a good weld,
the bars c c are of fine-grain puddled iron. These rails are guarateed for
five years in Germany only.
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HOERDBR BERGWERKS- UND HÜTTEN VEREIN, WESTPHALIA..

FIG. 6.
Dimensions in millimetres.

S
cale of
1/4.

The shaded loupe-bars are of puddled steel; the others of tough
iron. For the better formation of the foot of the rail, the bars a a
are of reheated tough iron. The package is twice heated and hammered under a 6-ton steam-hammer, is again heated and rolled out
to the finished rail.
After the second hammering the package has a cross-section of
0.183 m. x 0.183 m. These rails are guaranteed for five years, provided they are not used about stations or on grades of 1.6 or above.
As it is important to ascertain the cause of fracture, in order to
avoid it, I madeffort to get from all the roads a complete history of rails broken, as far as it was possible, and also to collect the
records of the mean temperature of the month and year, and other
details as to whether the rail was broken on the inside or outside ofa
curve of a given radius, or by a train going up or down a grade.
Such a history was compiled for me by the Paris and Lyons Railroad, for three of its auxiliary lines, month for month, for the years
1869, 1870,1871, and 1872, and merits a most careful and attentive
study. The first and third of these roads used the iron doubleheaded rails, exclusively, up to the year 1872, when the Geneva line
commenced by putting down 15 1/2 kilometres of steel rails. -The
Tarascou line has used them since 1869, in small quantities at first,
but gradually increasing them until, in 1872, there were twenty-one
kilometres of steel rails on the line of the road. The St. Germain
line had not used steel rails up to 1872.
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Statistics of Rails broken per month on three of the Auxiliary
Lines of the Lyons Railroad.
LINE FROM AMBERIEU TO GENEVA.

LINE FROM TARASCON TO CETTE .

NOTE.—D.

C. signifies double-headed rail. V. signities American rail.
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Statistics of Rails broken per month on three of the Auxiliary Lines of
the Lyons Railroad.
LINK FROM TARASCON TO CETTE.—Continued.

LINE FROM ST . GERMAIN - DES - FOSSES TO BRIOUDE .

NOTE.—D.C.

signifies double-headed rail. V. signifies American rail.
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Recapitulation of Rails broken per year on the Auxiliary Lines of the
Paris and Lyons Railway.
LINE FROM ASISIERIEU TO GENEVE.*

LINE FROM TARASCON TO CETTE .

LINE FROM ST. GERMAIN-DES-FOSSES TO BRIOUDE.

LINE FROM AMBERIEU TO GENEVE .*
* As the road is composed of two tracks each rail supports only half the tonnage.

The following table shows the relative proportions of the different
iron and steel rails laid down on these lines, and the relative proportions of iron rails broken in the four cold months, as compared
with the eight others. It is remarkable to see, in this table, how
much better the American rail resists than the double-headed.
The line from Amberieu to Geneva has in plan no curve with a
radius inferior to 400 m., and in profile it has no elevation which
exceeds 0.013. This line, therefore, represents the mean of the
lines of large curves and small inclinations, and lines of large curves
and great inclination.
It is traversed by two expresses daily, that of Geneva and that of
Italy, which go at the rate of 50 to 55 km. per hour, and frequently
at as high a speed as 75 to 82 km. The traffic is very great.
Throughout the length of this line there is a very great variation
in temperature in the different seasons. In summer, the temperature is 35° C. = 95° F., and the greatest cold of winter is —18° C.
= 0° F.

LINE FROM ASISIERIEU TO G
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The line from Tarascon to Cette is one of the. lines of large curves
and small inclinations. The speed is the same as for the Geneva
line, but the quick trains are heavier. The traffic is great, though
not as great as on the Geneva line. The temperature is rather hot
than otherwise, and there is no very great amount of cold.
The line from St. Germain-des-Fosses to Brioude has a great many
curves, a very large number of which have a radius inferior to
400 m., several of them below 300 m. The maximum inclination
is not over 0.010. The least speed is generally 40 km. the hour, and
the greatest is accidentally 60 km. The traffic is less than that
upon the previous line; but about the same as that of the Geneva
line. The temperature varies from 35° C. = 95° F. to —10° C. =
14° F.
It will be seen by the table given below that on the Geneva line,
where the greatest cold occurs, by far the greater portion of the
rails were broken, during the four years, in the months of January,
February, and December; that on the St. Germain line, where the
next lowest temperature occurs, they were broken in November and
December; while on the line where the temperature is about equal,
they were broken in January and December; or, in general, that
the cold months are those in which the greatest number of fractures
occur.

Recapitulation of the number of Rails broken per month on th'e
Auxiliary Lines of the Lyons Railroad.

The same results are shown by the statistics which were collected
for me by the Orleans Company for the years 1864 to 1872, which
show as to the mean of all the years, that the greatest number of
rails broken was in January, and that about the same number were
broken in the months of February and December, March and November, and April and October. It, then seems to increase in May
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to diminish in June, to increase in July, then suddenly to fall in
August, to gradually increase again to its maximum in January.
Iron Rails broken, per month, on the Principal Roads on the Lines of
the Orleans Company of France during the years 1864 to 1872 :

The following statistics were collected, at my request, with reference to two double-headed iron rails, No. 1 and No. 2, which were
broken on the Lyons Railroad, sections of which were prepared for
etching and were to have been examined. They are exceedingly interesting, as No. 1 shows an unusual life, though not so great as the
life of some of the Belgian rails cited further on. The tonnage
passed over it, however, was not equal to that required- by the
Northern Railroad for the best iron rails. No. 2 did not last so
long as No. 1, but still much longer than the ordinary iron rail.
The amount of tonnage which passed over it is very small. Rail
No. 1 was 13 cm. high, 6 cm. in its widest part, and 20 mm. in the
body of the rail. It weighed 37.50 kgs. per m. It was made at St.
Jacques, Montlu9on, was laid in December, 1862, and was broken
January 12th, 1874. It was therefore 11 years and some days old.
It was placed upon a straight line with an incline of 0.004.
The total amount of tonnage which passed over it, wa.s 16,761,677
tons, as is shown year by year in the following table:
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Rail No. 2 was 13.24 cm. high, 6 cm. in its widest part, and 18 mm.
in the body of the rail, and weighed 36 kg. the metre. It was made at
Fouchanbault, in March, 1868, and broken in July, 1873, after having
been five years and two months in use. It was on a straight line with an
incline 0.003, and the total tonnage which passed over it was 2,647,433
tons, as is shown year by year in the following table:

The Central Railroad of Belgium, is 591 kms. in length, and uses
six different kinds of rails, whose weight, and the number of kilometers used of each, is given in the table below.

Besides this there are 141 kilometers, not included in the above,
on side tracks and switches. It is found every year, as will be seen
by the table, that the quality, or rather the power of resistance of
iron rails decreases, which may be due in part to increase in traffic.
On this road the iron rails are usually guaranteed for three years.
There were, consequently, in 1870, the rails, furnished by the contracts of 1867-68-69 to be examined. The following table gives the
result of this examination of the rails, made for the year 1870:
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The contract No. 3, for the year 1869, was for Bessemer steel rails,
which are guaranteed for seven years, and had six years yet to run.
It shows an exceedingly small proportion of rejected rails. The
contracts No. 1 and 2, for all the years, were for iron rails. The
guarantee for iron rails is for three years, but in order to ascertain
exactly how the rails wear out, the revision is made every year, and
kept up each year after the term of guarantee expires. The following table gives the results of the revision of iron rails made in 1870,
for each vear from 1865 to 18R9:

The revision of the rails laid down in 1867, at the expiration of
the three years' guarantee, gave very different results for the two
works which furnished the iron rails, as is seen by the table, the
one giving a loss of 31.22 per cent., and the others a loss of 10.63
per cent. The first of these are rails which were rolled,'while the
others were hammered. Of the 10.63 per cent, rejected of the ham«
mered rails, there were only 1.37 per cent, which required to be removed from the road-bed. The other 9.26 per cent., although rejected, did not need to be taken up. They can still be used for a
long time on the road. The greatest confidence in these hammered
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iron rail is expressed by the Belgian engineers, as being far
superior to any of those who are rolled.
Of those that were laid upon metallic ties, at the end of three
years' service, there were only 2.49 per cent, rejected, and not a
single one of these was taken off the road. Of those which were
laid upon ordinary ties of wood, there were 12.44 per cent, rejected,
of which 1.76 per cent, had to be taken off the road altogether. As
these rails are placed in positions which are identical, and were made
by the same works, the difference in wear can only be attributed to
the greater stability of the road-bed due to the use of metallic ties.
The results of the examination of the rails laid in 1868, after
being down two years, are very bad, but this was expected, as they
showed very bad wear, after one year's use, resulting from very
defective manufacture. This defect having been remedied, the
hammered rails for 1869 showed only 2.76 per cent., and 3.33 per cent,
rejected, or for the year only 3 per cent.; of which only 0.30 per
cent, were removed from the road-bed. Whatever may be said in
favor of these hammered rails, they are not to be compared with
Bessemer steel rails, which after one year of use showed only 0.89
per cent, of rejected rails, not one of which had to be taken up. It
will also be seen by the tables, that the number of rails taken up
relatively to those which are damaged, increases very rapidly from
year to year. Thus after one year, about 10 per cent; after .two
years, 18 per cent.; after three years, 18 per cent; after four years,
19 per cent.; and after five years, 79 per cent, of the damaged rails
remaining on the road were taken up. It will be seen by these
tables, that there remained upon the road-bed, in 1870, only 22 to
35 per cent, of the rails laid down in 1865 and 1866, that is to say,
that the life of these iron rails was only four or five years. These
facts, taken in connection with the results shown in all the
comparative tests between iron and steel rails, seem to show that it is
extravagant to use iron rails under any conditions.
The Belgian engineers speak in the highest terms of metallic ties,
and were making a great many experiments upon the subject, the
results of which have not reached me. They were tried extensively
in Germany, and I was informed by the engineers at Krupp's works
that they had definitely abandoned the use of wooden ties. I noticed,
in 1873, that some of the German roads near the French frontier,
which had commenced to use them, had taken them up, but I could
not ascertain the cause.
I am indebted to Mr. G. Schorn, Government Engineer of Mines
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at Liège, Belgium, for the following statistics with regard to the life of
iron rails on the state railways of Belgium, for the year 1869. These
statistics are particularly interesting, since they give not only the life of
the rails but the total amount of passenger and freight traffic over the
road for the year. It is, however, always a vicious practice, to give the life
of a rail in years, for this does not necessarily signify anything, for it is
evident that a rail may be laid in some part of the road where there is
not much traffic, and consequently may last indefinitely. The only
proper way to express the life of a rail, is by the number of tons traffic
which has passed over it.
The rails which are used on the state railways of Belgium are of five
kinds; two kinds of T-rails two kinds of double-headed rails, and the
ordinary American rail. The T-rails are of iron, and have the stem
below the head, either undulated or straight, and are laid in cast-iron
chairs, which support nearly the whole of the vertical part of the T.
These T-rails were the first kind of rails ever manufactured, and as
they were made at a time when cheap rails were not so much sought for
as now, it is not at all surprising to see that they have a life which no rail
made in modern times has ever yet attained, though it is quite probable
that the steel rails will outlast them. Such rails as these were formerly
used in this country, and have given results quite similar to these which
are given abroad.
The double-headed rails are either symmetrical, or not symmetrical. The fifth kind of rail is of the ordinary American pattern,
which they had commenced to use eight years previous. These
rails are laid upon ties which are 0.90 m. apart, that is to say, there
are 1760 ties for an English mile, instead of 2640 ties, as is commonly the case in the United States.
The following table gives the weight, per metre, of these different
rails:
Weight, per metre, of the Different Rails used on the State Railways
of Belgium, in 1869.

The following table gives the number of passengers, first, second, and
third class, carried by express, ordinary, and special trains over the road,
showing a total traffic, over a road 863 km. in length, of 13,500,000
passengers:
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Passenger Traffic on the State Railways of Belgium for the year 1869.
Total Length of the Road, 862,666 km.
Number of Passengers Carried during the Year.

The following table gives the total quantity of freight carried over
the same road, for the same year:
Quantity of Freight carried during the year 1869, on the State Railways of Belgium.

The following table shows the entire distance, in kilometres, which
every kind of train traversed :
Distance traversed by every Class of Trains during the year 1869, on
the State Railways of Belgium.
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The following table gives the number of kilometres of traffic, which
the rails, taken up from the road, supported. It is very interesting to
notice, in this table, that the service of the rail gradually increases up to
thirteen years, and then gradually diminishes, until it amounts to almost
nothing; but even this life of thirteen years is most extraordinary for an
iron rail, even though the amount of service, during this time, should
not have been so very high. The number of tons carried over each rail is
wanting. It is, however, necessary for the proper interpretation of the
table, although supposing the service of the rails to have been the same
in all cases, as it undoubtedly was, a relative view of the life of the
rails is shown in it:
Wear of Hails taken up from the State Railways of Belgium in 1869.

The following table gives the service already rendered by the rails
remaining upon the road. The increase is much less regular than in the
previous table, although it is very noticeable, that after thirteen years it
diminished, though not so regularly as in the former case.
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Wear of the Rails remaining on the State Railways of Belgium in 1869.

The following table gives the mean life of the rails taken up from
the road, and shows the very remarkable result, that the old-fashioned
T-rail and the double-headed rails, with unequal heads, have a life
of 13 years. This applies, however, to rails manufactured when
quality was more sought for than quantity, and we see immediately
in the modem rails a diminution in life of from 1/2 to 2/3. The same
superiority in the American rail being remarked that has been
noticed elsewhere:

Mean Life of Rails taken up from the State Railways of Belgium, in the
year 1869.

The following table gives the life of the rails remaining upon the
road in the year 1869, and gives the same extraordinary results for the
T-rails and shows the great economy of making a first-rate article.
For the first-class these rails have attained the extraordinary life of
23 1/4 years.
VOL. III.—6
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Life of the Rails remaining on the State Railways of Belgium,
in 1869.

I was particularly struck with the importance attached in France,
to having no repairs of any kind done to the rails by the manufacturer. The conditions of the contract are such that it is contrary to
his interest to make them, or to attempt to conceal in any way any
defects. I had seen so much of this kind of repair done in Germany and elsewhere, but, particularly in Germany, that this condition attracted my special attention. In one of the German works,
the engineer who accompanied me, pointed out with special pride
the skill with which they were able to putty up defects, and stated
to me that the composition and method of doing it was a secret, and
that special workmen only could do it. The defects were certainly
thoroughly concealed, and it required very close inspection to discover
cracks which had been cut out with a hammer and chisel, or with a
file, and filled up with the composition, and there was very little
probability that they would be discovered, even if they were sought
for in the inspection. But it is very much like trying to cure the
symptoms without attacking the disease. In other works, both in
this country and in Europe, no attempt whatever is made to conceal,
nor apparently to prevent, these defects, and I have seen very large
piles of rails ready for delivery, not a single one of which, so far as I
could discover, was without what appeared to be serious defects in
the flange. These rails were besides cut, punched, and nicked, cold.
I do not know where they were laid, but I was quite prepared to
hear from a large railway house that the life of certain rails, which
laid on an ordinary road-bed without accidents or unusual wear, did
not exceed 18 months.
Almost all the companies in Europe have rail repair shops for
iron rails, and very ingenious machinery, which is usually copied
from American works, and often conducted by Americans. In these
works, defective rails removed from the road-bed are repaired. It
is evident that the companies have a great advantage in doing this,
since in most cases, rails which are only damaged, remain the property of the company, but must be paid for by the manufacturer,
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under the stipulations agreed upon in the contract. These repairs
usually consist in putting in pieces, to fill out the rail where it has
been damaged. In most cases these pieces are put into the head at
the ends of the rail, but they sometimes require to be put in the
head in the middle of the rail, and occasionally any other parts are
replaced in the same way. The furnaces used for doing this work
are so constructed, that the rail may be heated in any part independently of the other. The pieces to be put in are fastened with strong
wire to the rail, which is then heated at that point, and passed through
rolls so adjusted, that they may bear only on the point heated. This
requires very great skill in the workmen, much more skill than time.
When the ends are pierced, the pile is arranged in such a way as to
make the rail too long, and it is afterwards cut to length, in order
to have a perfect end. When the rails are not badly damaged, and
are properly repaired, they look well, and can be very profitably
used on turnouts or any other part of the road where they are not
exposed to very great wear. Steel rails are never repaired, for the
only accidents that ever happen to them is breakage, and then they
are replaced by the manufacturer.
Steel rails have, of late years, been very generally adopted by the
leading companies of this country and Europe. The fears expressed
with regard to their not being able to resist the influence of the
climate of this country, have proved to have been entirely groundless. The Central Railroad of Belgium commenced to use them in
1869, in the part of their road where no iron rails stood the test,
with the most satisfactory results. It was at first feared that the
steel rails would become rapidly polished, and that the locomotive
would, consequently, have less adherence, and that the brakes would
necessarily act less perfectly; but all these fears were proved to be
without foundation, though steel rails do certainly become polished
much more rapidly than iron.
The Northern Railway of France adopted, in 1873, a steel rail of
the American pattern, which weighed 30 kgs. per m., made at
Terrenoire and at Creusot. The normal length of this rail is 8 m.,
but in order to facilitate the manufacture lengths of 5, 6, and 7 m.,
are also admitted. The strength of this rail, in comparison with
the types of all the rails in use on the principal roads of Europe, is
shown in the table below. The limit of force exercised on the
fibres of the top of the head of the steel rail, of 30 kgs., and the iron
one of 37 kgs., when new, are represented for the steel rails by V/I =
7.742, and for the iron by V'/I' = 7.012. The ratio of these two
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values is 7.742/7.012 = 1.104.
For the base of the foot, the
forces are 7981 for steel and 6472 for iron, whose ratio is
7.981/6.472 = 1.233.
If these same forces are calculated for the steel rail nearly worn
out, and the hew iron rail, the ratios are found to be 9689/7012
= 1882 for the head, and 9100/6472 = 1406 for the foot. For
the new rail the greatest increase of force is less than 0.25 of the
primitive values, and for the steel rail worn as far as it can be used,
the greatest increase of the interior force, with regard to those of a
new iron rail, is less than the 0.041th part of the primitive values.
The limits of elasticity of steel are, however, double that of iron, so
that the steel rail which is worn out, or has arrived at the limit of
greatest wear, is still stronger than a new iron rail. These figures
apply to the charge supposed to be at rest on the rails. If the charge
is supposed in motion, it is found that the forces are increased only
0.264 for new steel rails, while for iron rails they are increased
0.301, and that when the steel rail has arrived at its maximum use,
it is only 0.34; so that, notwithstanding its light weight, the steel is
better than the iron rail. For the resistance to friction it is found
that if T represents the force tending to cut it, s = 743 T for the
steel rail of 30 kg. and s = 662 T for the iron. This increase is,
however, fully compensated by the increased resistance of the steel, as
the increased strain does not exceed, in effective force, more than 5 kg.
per square millimetre.
Investigations, made by the Northern Railroad of France, with
regard to the life of steel rails, show that the period, though very
variable, unlike iron rails, depends directly upon the amount of
weight carried over them. It has been ascertained that the steel
rails wear out slowly in parallel layers, while iron rails deteriorate
very rapidly, and arc worn out before they have lost any very great
amount of their weight by wear. In order to ascertain exactly what
the wear is, a cast in plaster of the rail before it is hud down is
taken, and after a certain number of million tons have passed over
it, it is taken up and another cast is taken. The difference is then
measured and gives the wear of the rail, per million tons, in millimetres. It has been found, after some years of experiment, that the
very best iron rails do not last on this line for a circulation of over
20,000,000 tons, while ordinary iron rails will not last for over
14,000,000. All the experiments, however, show that steel rails
wear uniformly a millimetre for a circulation of 20,000,000 tons,
and as the rails now in use are calculated for a wear of 10 millime-
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tres, we can suppose, accidents being left out of consideration, that
the steel rail will not wear out before 200,000,000 tons have passed
over it, that is to say, that the ordinary steel rail is ten times better
than the best iron rail.
The temperature at which the steel rails are finished, has, of
course, a great deal to do with its strength, and consequently with
its life, and too little attention has been given to this subject. A
great many experiments made with the object of comparing the two
kinds of rails have shown, that in all the experiments on pressure,
iron rails preserve a very appreciable permanent set, as soon as the
compression attains 17 or 18 kgs. per square mm., while in steel rails
this deformation does not commence until about 38 kgs. In the experiments upon direct traction, iron rails of good quality have a
resistance of between 28 and 36 kgs. per square mm. Steel rails
have a resistance between 65 and 70.
In the experiments upon shock, iron rails do not resist a force
greater than 400 kilogram meters, while for steel rails this resistance
is about 900 km. Another great advantage of steel over iron rails
is, that as they are made of a homogeneous material, when they are
worn out, they are worth the full value of the steel contained, as
steel to be remelted, while the iron of old rails not being homogeneous, but being composed of materials which are essentially different, more especially when the head has been made of iron containing
phosphorus, is worth but little. The conditions of the contracts
however, are generally such as to preclude the use of old iron rails,
in any quantity, in the packages for the new ones.
The substitution of steel rails for iron, in France, has corresponded
at once to a very considerable economy in the care of the road, at
the same time that it gives greater resistance and security. For all
these reasons the Northern Railway of France has adopted the steel
rail of 30 k.*
These rails arc not only stronger and better, but are actually
cheaper, meter for meter, than the old iron ones of 37 kg. were, as
shown by the table on the next page.
It is more than probable that the same results will hold good
elsewhere. In this country, such a result would diminish the expenses for repair of the road, by increasing the life of the rails,
so as in some cases to make it possible to run roads, now working
* This rail is made heavier than the steel rail usually adopted in the United
States, which is 27 k. In Turkey for the main lines they use a steel mil of 25 k,
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Comparison of the cost price of a kilometre of road laid with Iron
Rails of 37 kilogrammes, and of Steel Rails of 30 kilogrammes.

either without profit, or at a loss, and it is very desirable that
statistics should be collected on this subject.
In changing the weight of the steel rail on the Northern Railroad
it was necessary to take into account, that there were a large number
of old iron rails still in use upon the road, and it was therefore
desirable to make the steel rail of 30 k. of the same height as the
old iron rail which weighed 37 k. Taking this as a starting-point, it
was necessary to make the head of the rail as large as possible,
and to reduce its body and the width of the foot as much as would
be safe, in order to have the greatest amount of material in the head,
as upon the depth of this part of the rail, other things being equal, its
life depends, since steel rails wear out proportionately to the amount
of traffic. That this has been done wisely, is shown by the wear of
the rail on the road, and by the following table prepared by the
Northern Railroad for the purpose of instituting a comparison
between the rails of this road and those in use upon all the principal
roads of Europe. It shows a number of very interesting comparative
results.
The steel rail of 30 kgs. adopted by the Northern Railroad, is supported at 9 points. Near its joints the supports are 60 cm. apart,
next to these 90 cm., and at all other places one metre. They are
all fished, the holes for which are 0.024 m. in diameter, and are
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bored. They are placed directly upon the ties, in places which are
cut out for them, and are fixed by two spikes of galvanized iron for
the intermediate ties, and with four for the joints. In order that the
spikes shall not split the ties at the ends of the rails, they are not
placed opposite to one another. Particular instructions are given,
that every care shall be taken that the spikes shall not be placed in
any pre-existing crack in the tie, nor in such a way, that they will
interfere with spikes placed against the end of the rail. These spikes
or wedges, are placed at one end of the rail, only to prevent it from
slipping, leaving the other extremity free for movements of dilatation.
To avoid the tendency of the rail, in all soft wood, to shove the
outside spike, a cast-iron ring 2.50 cm. in thickness, with several
projections on its outside diameter, is let into the tie, and the spike is
driven through it, care being taken that there shall be at least 4 mm.
between the upper part of the ring and the lower part of the rail. They
are now trying the experiment of not placing the ends of the rails
upon the same ties, but either on the next, or on a tic at some distance,
so that the joint on one side of the track, will be cither opposite a point
near the end, or the middle of the rails on the other. The result is,
that as the shocks due to the passage over the joints, are not
simultaneous, their action upon the movement of the car is much less
perceptible, and the road is much smoother. This method has not been
long under trial, but there seems to be a considerable decrease in
wear and tear.
A large series of both iron and steel rail ends, cut off near the
point of fracture, collected from all the different roads, under varying
circumstances, were prepared for etching, in order to study how far
the fracture might have been caused by bad welding, or other defects,
which entirely escape all ordinary inspection, and to ascertain whether,
in the case of steel rails, there was any concentration of material, as
has been suggested, near the point of fracture, Which would tend to
make the mil brittle at that point. Very little attention is paid to this
subject of etching, in tests for iron and steel, much less than it
deserves. It was hoped that important discoveries with regard to the
causes of fracture of the rails would be made, that many of the
points which are now not understood would be partially if not wholly
explained, by the developments, either of concentrations of impurities,
or physical defects, which cannot be made visible in any other way.
The chemical constitution also of the rail is a subject which
demands the most serious attention, more especially as it is now
known that the relative proportions, more
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than the amount, of certain substances, influence the strength of both
iron and steel. Unfortunately the panic of 1873 prevented the execution
not only of the analyses of the large collections of pieces of broken
rails made for the purpose, but also all the other chemical and
physical experiments which had been planned, and for some of which
instruments had been devised.
Investigation seems to show that the fracture of almost all the
broken steel rails started in defects which escaped the observation,
but which were in the rail when it was laid. These defects, if not in
the rail when delivered to the company, are generally caused, to a
very great extent, by the rail being thrown from the car to the
ground, or by other rough handling. The cases where sound rails
are broken by the trains are comparatively rare*. It is very noticeable,
that the percentage of steel rails broken soon after they are laid, is
exceedingly small, and that, up to a certain time after they - have
been down, it seems to increase, and then gradually to be reduced to
almost nothing. This is owing to the fact that the fissures or cracks
which escape observation, require some time to be developed
sufficient to cause rupture, and that this time having been reached, a
large number of rails break, and then, after these causes cease to
operate, the defective rails being for the most part removed, the normal
wear is shown in the sound rails that remain. In rails broken within
six months after they were laid, it is generally easy to see that the
fracture commenced in a small flaw and propagated itself, from the
fact that the crack is, more or less, rusted where the break commenced.
This cannot, however, be verified in all cases, because the vail is often
allowed to lie for some days beside the track, instead of being always
taken up and sent immediately to the workshops, although
instructions are generally given, that whenever a rail is found
broken, it shall be transported at once to the nearest station, to be
sent to the workshops of the headquarters of the road, to be tested.
The holes for the fish-bolts, in rails of any kind, but particularly
steel rails, should never be punched, as minute fissures are likely to be
developed in the circumference of the holes;* nor should they, for the
same reason, be notched in the flange. It is found that a very large
percentage of punched and notched rails break shortly after
* It is asserted that the fissures produced in the circumference of the holes are
so short, that they can be entirely removed by subsequently reaming out the
holes. This saves the expense of drilling, and is now under trial in some of the
French works.
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they have been laid. Hence all the roads stipulate that all steel
rails which are to be fished, should be bored, and that on no account should any change in the condition of the rail be made, after
it has once passed through the rolls, except directly at the ends.
It has been ascertained, by careful examination of the facts, that
careless handling of the rails is one of the most frequent ways in
which the small fissures, which eventually cause their fracture, are
produced, and is, consequently, one of the most fruitful causes of
railway accidents. It is positively forbidden, by most of the French
railways and manufacturers, ever to throw a rail down, or allow it
to drop from any height. To discharge it from the car, at least two
rails are required to be placed as skids, upon which the rails are to
slide to the ground. " They are then to be lifted to the place to which
they are to go. When rails are being piled up, at the works, these
skids are a great convenience to the workmen, and they are always
used; but, in discharging them from cars, they are not, as it is often
inconvenient to place them, and whenever the men think that they
are not watched, they will discharge the rails by throwing them, but
when this is discovered, it is always punished.
It is generally in the winter that the largest number of rails are
broken, and there has been a great deal of speculation, but very few
experiments with regard to the effect of cold upon the wear of iron
and steel rails. I had devised a method of making such tests, and
was to have made a very large series of experiments upon this subject, but unfortunately, was prevented. I am inclined to think, however, from a preliminary examination of the subject, that the cause
of fracture is not so much owing to the cold—though both iron and
steel have a diminished power of resistance, when subjected to great
cold—as to the fact that the road-bed is entirely frozen and ridged
during many months at a time. The want of elasticity in the roadbed would tend to increase any flaws that might have been started,
and the shock of the passing trains would have a much greater effect
upon the rail during the winter than during the summer months,
when part of the shock is diminished by the elasticity of the roadbed. The road-bed is also less capable of inspection in the winter,
owing to the accumulation of ice and snow, and a crack or flaw commenced, is less likely to be seen, or a broken rail is more likely to
be kept in its place, for a certain time, than in summer, and is therefore less likely to be removed before an accident occurs. I am
sustained in this opinion by some of the best engineers in Europe.
It is greatly to be wished that some such tests as I had proposed
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to make, should be carried out by some of our roads, in order that
this point may be definitely settled, and that we may know exactly
how far the strength of the rail is diminished by the cold of the
winter. When this is known it is probable some remedy will be
found for the greater number of accidents caused by broken rails in
the winter months.
In closing this paper, I must express my warmest thanks to the
Orleans and Lyons Railway Company, of France, whose engineers
entered heartily into my plans of collecting statistics and specific
information relating to the broken rails which were sent to me for
further investigation. To the engineers of the Northern Railroad
of France, who not only furnished me with a large amount of information, but allowed me to frequently use their shops without charge.
I can only express to them and to the Institute my very great regret
that the panic of 1873, which has so seriously affected the whole of
this country, prevented the investigation from being more than fairly
commenced in Europe, and did not allow of anything being done in
this country.

Mr. JOHN FRITZ remarked that the fracture of steel rails was referable either to abnormal chemical composition or improper mechanical treatment. Often we have in the chemical composition alone a
sufficient cause for breakage. It is known that where the amount
of carbon is high, the amount of silicon and phosphorus must be
low. He had, for instance, examined two foreign rails of the same
make which broke in the track. One contained 0.16 per cent, carbon,
0.087 silicon, and 0.127 phosphorus; the other 0.58 carbon, 0.56
silicon, and 0.112 phosphorus. They were both forged out to small
bars, and while the first could be bent double cold, the last broke at
the first attempt to bend it. But more important, if possible, than
the chemical composition is the mechanical treatment. All violent
disturbance of the molecular arrangement of the particles of the
steel when cold, as in straightening, punching, notching, etc., tends
to make it brittle. Sandberg has shown that hard steel rails which
•were notched on the flange suffered a loss of strength of 50 to 97
per cent.—the former where the notch was semicircular, and the
latter when the notch was square. At the Bethlehem Iron Works, a
sample ingot is taken from each blow, forged out to a bar about
3/4 by 1 inch, and bent until the ends meet. From this ingot
samples are also taken for analysis. A rail from each heat is
further sub-
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jected to a drop test of 2000 pounds falling fifteen feet. When the rail
is notched or punched, it will sometimes break with a drop of one foot.
The question naturally arises, Why expend so much care on a rail that
will stand the fifteen feet drop, and then deliberately reduce the strength
90 per cent, or more at each end ? The advantage in favor of drilling
over punching is very marked. Where a punched rail will break with a
drop of one to two feet, a drilled rail will stand eight to ten. Not long
since an engine on the Lehigh Valley Railroad ran off the track and
struck a number of steel rails on the sides or flanges. All of these rails
broke shortly after in the track. With regard to iron rails, it is simply a
matter of good iron and of dollars and cents. There is no mystery
here, and it is not worth discussion.
Mr. W. A. SWEET, of Syracuse, said : While I am neither a manufacturer of steel rails nor a user of them, my experience as a manipulator
of rail-ends and old rails has given me great and varied experience in the
breaking of rails, and has led me to conclusions perhaps different from
any one present. Not having shears sufficiently strong to cut a steel
rail, it has been a study with me to find a way to break old steel rails
with the least physical labor. I find, by arranging the rail as shown in
the accompanying sketch, where A represents the point of support, B
the sledge, and c the position of

the nick in the flange, the rail is almost invariably broken at the first blow.
There is a perceptible time, after striking the blow, before the
suspended end drops off, appearing as if a wave of vibration passed to
the end and back again to the point where the flange is out, where it seems
to stop suddenly, the wave of vibration appearing to me to be arrested
and concentrated to that extent that the molecular constitution of the metal
is destroyed. It may be, however, that the vibrations do not go to the end
and return, but are arrested in the first instance at the point where the
nick or dent is made. That it is a wave of vibration that causes breaking
in steel rails I am fully convinced. I do not think that the cutting or
punching of the holes for the fish-plate bolts would weaken the rail
beyond what would he produced by the removal of so much metal,
provided that the rails
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had been rolled at the proper temperature when finished. But where the ends
are allowed to get loose, my opinion is that they break at the remote end,
after the passage of the last wheel of the train.
I think if a rail is actually tight in the fish-plate (and but few are), there will
be no breakage without the cause is on the face of it, as by the running off
of the cars, or some actual duty too great for their strength to bear.
It is well known that bells are supposed to be made the proper shape to
throw off vibration, and to continue to do it for years without breaking. When
one is not so proportioned it soon breaks, and must be replaced by a new
one, and no credit accrues to the maker of the faulty one.
In the case of a rail, we have a bar equal in size from end to end, and it
only wants a mark or dent with a hammer to arrest the waves a few times,
and the result is a break. The now accepted fact, that punching the holes for
the fish-plate bolts weakens the rail 75 per cent., shows, to a thinking mind,
that there is something wrong, either in the molecular construction of the
metal itself, or in its manipulation.
I claim, and have for years, that it is in the manipulation that steel rails
have not yet been rolled properly, or finished at a proper heat. They should
be rolled and finished in chilled rolls, with finished passes, and at a heat
that will just set the scale. Having rolled thousands of tons of rail-ends
into small bars, and so treated them that they will bend double and stand
pounding down flat, I feel prepared to say that, if rails were rolled as we
roll tire steel, they would stand ten times the shock they now will, and that
punching the holes would weaken them only in proportion to the amount of
metal removed.
We arc taking Bessemer steel and converting it into blister steel by the
cementing process (imparting to it enough carbon, so that by analysis it shows
1 per cent.), rolling it into spring steel, and from it making hundreds of
pairs of springs per day. The leaves of the same are 1 1/4 inches wide, with
three holes, 5-16 inches in diameter, punched in each one, and when they are
tested they do not break in the holes. There are many thousands of our tire for
carriages, where the bolt-hole is more than 1/4 the width of the tire, and a
tire from this stock is scarcely ever broken. The tire is strained on the
wheel in setting, as is well known, and receives many blows from contact
with the pavements, fully equal to what rails are subjected to, and probably
much more in proportion to the actual weight of its section.
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ANALYSIS OF ROCKS.
ANALYSIS OF RO CKS.

BY PROFESSOR T. EGLESTON, COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MINES,
NEW YORK CITY.
How to interpret the composition of rocks has been a question which has
caused a great deal of discussion and investigation among geologists and
chemists. It is evident that that analysis will give the clearest results, which
will give the relative proportion of the different minerals composing the rock as
well as the weight of their different constituents. This, however, is a very
difficult matter, and in those rocks which seem to the naked eye entirely
compact, like obsidian and other rocks of that class, appears to be
impossible.
Cordier, in the early part of the century, invented a process which is
known as the " mechanical analysis of rocks," which is really a method of
mechanical preparation, and consists in crushing the rock to a certain
fineness, and then, by virtue of their density, washing out the different
minerals, so as to make a mineralogical analysis, separating completely the
different constituents of the rocks. In the hands of so skilful a man, this was
a comparatively easy matter, and Cordier found no difficulty in ascertaining
the min-eralogical composition of a rock. The ultimate chemical composition
was ascertained from the sum of the elements contained in the different
materials.
In the light of to-day, it is very easy to see that the complete chemical
analysis of the rock does not necessarily lead to the explanation of its
character. It has been so difficult, however, to have any other kind of
analysis made that most chemical examinations have been made as ultimate,
and not as mineralogical analyses. The panning out of the different minerals
composing the rock, which are often very nearly of the same specific gravity,
is so difficult that a person of ordinary mechanical skill is scarcely able to do
it; conse quently the mechanical analysis which Cordier proposed, and was
able himself so skilfully to effect, has never been practiced to any extent. A
school was formed in France consisting of a very small number of Cordier's
followers, which, in face of the difficulty of acquiring the method, very soon
died out as a school, though some of his most skilful followers are still living.
The next important step in ascertaining their composition was to cut the
rock into transparent sections and examine the minerals with
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the microscope, which gave results more or less certain.* The adaptation of
polarized light to the study of these thin sections was almost of necessity the
next step in order, and was for a very long time supposed to be almost the
ultima thuls of lithological investigation. Notwithstanding, however, the great
hopes which were entertained, and the thousands of sections which have been
cut and investigated, less has been derived from their investigations than
was at first hoped. The machinery which is required for cutting and
grinding the surfaces necessary for examination for micro-analysis by polarized
light is expensive, and the skill required, and the time necessarily consumed,
are such that few feel warranted in undertaking the method, though the
difficulty is more in imagination than reality. The lithologists are still
looking for some method of investigation which shall be as certain and less
difficult of accomplishment.
In 1873, while studying micro-lithology, I had the good fortune to make
the acquaintance of Mr. Fouqué, of the College of France, who had been
studying for some years the volcanic rocks of Santorin, and who, finding all the
known methods for examining these rocks unsatisfactory, had invented one
of his own, which is within the reach of every chemist or lithologist, and with
a few additions taken from other methods, is of general application. After
making a careful microscopic analysis of the rocks of that country, and
ascertaining that although nearly compact, they were composed of a large
number of minerals, and that these microscopic minerals, like most of those
which are larger, are rarely ever pure, but are filled with inclusions, both solid,
liquid, and gaseous, Mr. Fouqué invented a process which is partly
mechanical and partly chemical. It consists (1), in reducing the rock to
powder and separating, by means of graduated sieves, the coarse parts from
the fine powder. (2.) In order then to separate those parts which contain
iron from those which do not, the powder is submitted to the action of an
electromagnet, worked by eight or nine ordinary Bunsen cells. The mineralogical elements of the rock are thus divided into two parts: those
which contain iron, even in very small proportions, whether combined with
silica or not, and those which contain no iron. The white powder, in ordinary
cases, is composed almost entirely of feld* Some observer has proposed to make a drawing of the enlarged section
on a thin sheet of paper, and then to cut the outlines of the different
minerals apart and weigh them, and thus ascertain the relative proportion
of the different minerals. It is said that quite accurate results are
obtained in this way.
‡The rock resembles obsidian with small whitish crystals scattered
through it.
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spathic minerals, which, when there are several varieties, may be separated
either by differences in their size, for they are rarely ever crystallized in the
same way, or by the fact of their being unequally acted upon by acids. In
order to ascertain the composition of the other part of the rock, Mr. Fonqué
uses concentrated fluohydric acid, which, when the temperature is not raised,
and the action not too prolonged, attacks the feldspars only, and leaves behind
such minerals as magnetite, pyroxene, and chrysolite. Magnetic iron is easily
removed by the magnet, and pyroxene and chrysolite may be separated by
their color with a magnifying glass, or attacked by a weak solution of sulphuric
acid, which acts upon the chrysolite and does not act upon the pyroxene. By
the application of this exceedingly simple method, Mr. Fouqué was able to
determine eight different minerals in a rock which is either black and compact
or else granular, in which last case it is possible to distinguish the minerals
with the eye and to separate them, so that it was possible to make a complete
analysis of each of them. The use of a low-power microscope is indispensable
in these operations, both to see that the crystals with small inclusions have
been removed, and also to watch the effect of the different acids.
The first operation consists in reducing to powder two or more kilogrammes
of the rock and sifting them so that all the grains shall be of a uniform size and
about a quarter of a millimetre in diameter. This powder is divided into two
parts, which are to be treated differently. The first of these is submitted to the
electro-magnet, which, for convenience, is suspended by a wire to within three
or four centimetres of a table. The material to be acted upon is placed
upon a sheet of paper which is raised in the two hands and moved close under
the magnet. One of the ends of the wire is so arranged as
to fit the clamp-screw without the necessity of being clamped. After the paper
has been moved several times underneath the magnet it is withdrawn from
it and placed to one side of the table. Another paper is now brought under the
magnet, and the wire, which is not clamped, removed. All the material
containing iron, of whatever form it may be, that has been attached to the
magnet, falls to the paper. The wire is then replaced, and this process is
repeated a number of times until the microscope shows that all the powder that
remains on the first paper is free from any coloring matter and entirely
white. This operation requires a great deal of patience and care, because there
are, in different feldspars, very small inclusions, which are not easily taken
up, but which must be removed. All
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the material containing any considerable percentage of iron, whether a silicate
or not, is removed in the first two or three passes, and then it requires a
careful observation with the glass to ascertain, after fifteen or twenty passes,
whether there is anything which should still be eliminated from the mass. It
required thirty to forty passes under the magnet to remove all the material
containing iron from a somewhat decomposed basalt rock of New Hampshire.
The white residue which is left, is composed almost entirely of feldspar, and
generally the grains of either species will be of different sizes, and often will
be either crystals or crystalline in form. On submitting these feldspathic
grains to the action of moderately strong muriatic acid they arc either attacked
or not attacked. Those which are not attacked will be orthoclase, albite, and
labradorite, and those which are will be generally anorthite. The second part
of the powder is acted upon by fluohydric acid, which, when its action is not
too long, nor the temperature too high, dissolves at once the feldspars and
amorphous matter of the rock, and leaves behind a crystalline residue
composed of such minerals as pyroxene, chrysolite, and magnetite. The
magnet takes out the magnetite, and the chrysolite and pyroxene may be
separated with a glass by their difference in color, or by their different
solubility in acids.
In this way sufficient material was collected to make analyses of all the
different minerals of a rock apparently compact, namely, two kinds of pyroxene
and chrysolite, magnetite, albite, anorthite, and labradorite. Mr. Fouqué
communicated these results to the Academy of Sciences in May and June,
1873. To complete this work, the rock was cut into sections and
photographed, and for this particular work Mr. Fouqué had become so skilful
that he was able in the photograph to point out each variety of the different
minerals and to control his determination by the analysis that had been
previously made. He found in his observations, that all the different
feldspars . in the rocks in Santorin were in crystals of different dimensions, and
that they could be easily recognized by their structure alone, after studying the
rock.
On examining these slides made from the rocks by polarized light, by the
methods proposed by Tschermack, Rosenbuch, and others, the crystals were
determined in the rock. After working for some time upon the rocks of New
Hampshire, and using them both as sections and with the method of Mr.
Fouqué, it occurred to me that it was not always necessary to cut sections,
but that a simple examination of the powder before passing under the magnet
would be quite sufVOL. III.—7
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ficient. I found it quite difficult to prepare these slides, but, finally, adopted the
plan of using a few drops of a very thin solution of Canada balsam in
chloroform, placed upon a microscope cover-glass upon which a sufficient
quantity of powder was afterwards placed. With a glass magnifying five or six
diameters, it was easy with a needle-point to separate all the different grains,
and then by evaporation to have them all kept in their place by the small
quantity of Canada balsam. This cover-glass was afterwards turned down
upon a drop of Canada balsam, and in this way I succeeded in mounting a
large number of slides which answered all the purposes of sections. Mr,
Fouqué's method must be considered as an important step in the progress of
lithology. One of its greatest advantages is, that it furnishes for analysis very
small crystals, which are always purer than large ones, and are much less
likely to contain inclusions. It is, besides, a method which any person
possessed with a moderate amount of patience can readily learn, and with a few
variations it is applicable to all varieties of crystalline rocks.

AVOIDABLE WASTE AT THE AMERICAN LEAD SMELTING
WORKS.
BY A. EILERS, M.E., NEW YORK CITY.
IN a former paper on Western Smelting Works, I mentioned the great
difficulty of obtaining accurate information in regard to the economy of the
processes in practice; and to-day, although nearly two years have elapsed
since my former paper was written, I am sorry to say that very little
improvement has taken place in the keeping of accounts, and in the direction
of a more systematic management in the majority of these works.
But I am quite certain that by this time even the most sanguine furnace
managers must have become convinced, from the experience of the last year,
that somewhere in their processes there are enormous losses. Rates for the
purchase of ores in 1873 were not as high as they were in former years in
certain parts of the country; labor was no higher than formerly; the demand for
imparted lead was good throughout the year, with the only exception of the
time of the panic, in the fall of 1873; yet there are, of between 40 and 50
works, not more than two or three In Utah and Nevada to-day, that have paid
a reasonable interest on the capital invested.
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Why, then, not commence at the root of the evil, and bring some system
into the business? Why not give up the idea, which, I am sorry to say, has so
long prevailed with the majority of mining and smelting companies, that
smelting is the art of converting, by means of heat, the solid minerals into
liquid form, and that, if this condition is only complied with, the precious
metals will separate from the gangue of their own accord; that everybody
generally, and new-patent-process-men in particular, can manage
metallurgical works; that it is a business which requires no specific training,
except that which a few weeks or months of personal experience can give to anybody, and especially to the "practical miner, whose experience extends over
the whole space of time since 1849, and all over the Pacific States and
Territories ?"
Had book accounts been kept at all the Western works, as they have been
at a very few, it would have long been clear to even our practical men, that it is
not beneath the dignity of the free-born American citizen to learn from and
utilize the experience acquired by centuries of patient study and practice in
Europe; that smelting works must be managed with a view of extracting all
the metals in the ores which can be profitably obtained, and that, to do this, it
is necessary to watch closely every stage of the process with intelligent eyes.
Besides the negligence in accounts, the use of the chemical laboratory as a
guide in the operations has been shamefully neglected, so that it is quite safe
to say that the majority of smelters actually do not know what they arc
doing.
Under these circumstances it is impossible to keep the proper accounts, and
to give detailed and absolutely correct data in regard to the losses incurred at
the majority of works. But, fortunately for the statistician, most of our
Western works in the same districts labor under the same or very similar
circumstances, technically as well as economically; and if we therefore find
out the losses in one, we may reasonably suppose that we have a fair
indication of the losses of the others, especially if we have convinced ourselves
from repeated personal inspection, that the works we take as standards are,
if anything, better managed than the rest. Indeed, the very fact that at
these works accounts are kept, and the laboratory is brought into requisition
beyond the mere determination of values of ore and bullion, is proof of more
intelligent, and, therefore, better management.
I have had the good fortune of persuading some friends in charge of
smelting works—the one at Eureka, Nevada, the other in Utah—
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to communicate to me the losses incurred at their works. I am the more
thankful to them for this favor, as they have, for the benefit of the public,
disregarded the danger of divulging " company secrets," and because they have
conquered their professional pride to the extent of acknowledging
extraordinarily large losses for the sake of the truth. For be it said here
plainly, that even in regard to old and well-established works in foreign
countries, where it is supposed that no information is ever kept back, the true
losses are seldom made known. Allowances in the purchase of ores to
smelting works, rivalry, and professional pride of the metallurgists in charge,
prevent such inquiry effectually.
The object of this paper is to direct the attention of those interested to the
main sources, and especially to the aggregate magnitude of the losses in the
silver-lead smelting works of the West. And if thereby only one-tenth of the
wealth now wantonly, and, in many cases, irreparably lost, is saved to the
nation, the labor involved in this discussion will be amply compensated.
The principal losses in Western works are occasioned by the escape of the
furnace-dust, and by the neglect to work the matte and speiss formed. In order
to arrive at average figures for the money values of these losses throughout
the West, I shall here give such figures, in addition to those collected by
myself, as I have been able to obtain.
M. P. L. Burthe, a French engineer of mines, who studied the smelting
processes of various works in Utah, in 1873, gives, in a late publication of
his experience, the. losses of the Flagstaff, Last Chance, and Wahsatch
furnaces, as follows:

Mr. Ellsworth Daggett, formerly the manager of the Winnamuck works in
Bingham Canon, who saved his matte, but not his ore-dust, gives, in a paper
published in the Institute's Transactions, vol. ii, p. 17, the losses at his works as
3.82 units of lead, or (as his ore assayed 34.98 per cent. of lead) 10.9 per
cent., and 3 ounces of silver, or 5.8 per cent., the ore assaying 51.46 ounces
per ton.
The following records of two campaigns are from the manager of
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the only works in Utah which possessed, in 1873, condensation chambers.
The latter were, however, entirely inadequate for the purpose, and the
manager acknowledges that he could not save half his dust. At the same
works the matte produced in the shaft-furnace smelting was saved for farther
treatment. The figures, as originally received by me, gave the amounts of raw
material and product only; the remaining columns I have added for the sake of
comprehensiveness.

If we analyze these tables for the purpose of determining the actual
losses, we find in the first one that, in spite of dust chambers and the saving of
matte, there were lost:
Lead, .
. 124,246 pounds = 27.3 per cent. of the ore-contents,
Silver,.
.
2,316 ounces = 8.31
"
"
"
of which there are accounted for in the slag:
Lead, ........................................................................29,939 pounds,
Silver,..............................................................................59.9 ounces.
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leaving still 94,307 pounds of lead and 2256 ounces of silver, 01-20.7 per
cent. lead and 8.1 per cent. silver, which must be supposed to have been lost
in uncaught dust principally, though a portion was no doubt, in furnace
residues not mentioned in the tables.
If no matte had been saved and no dust caught, as is the case in the great
majority of Utah and Nevada smelting works, where, furthermore, furnace
residues and débris, generally so rich in lead and silver, are also thrown on the
dump, the loss in this particular campaign would have been in

The gain in silver, recorded in this campaign (which in the West is quite
unusual), is no doubt due to an extraordinary allowance made to the
smelting works in the ore assays. If the true contents of silver in the ore
were known, the balance of the account would certainly stand on the other side
of the balance-sheet. As it is, the apparent gain of the works is somewhat
over 2 ounces per ton of ore, an amount which is no doubt smaller than what
is usually gained in the sampling, weighing, and the assays by smelting
works.
The proportion of the quantity of matte to that of argentiferous lead
produced in the first campaign is 1:5.8. The money value of the matte
saved, if we assume the same values per pound of lead and ounce of silver
in the two, and a value of $2.50 per unit for the copper, is 8.85 per cent. of
that of the argentiferous lead. It is 6.64 per cent of that of the ore.
In the second campaign the proportion of the quantity of matte produced to
that of the argentiferous lead is 1:10.7, and the value of the matte saved is
3.78 per cent. of that of the "base bullion." It is 3.22 per cent. of that of
the ore.
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The value of the dust saved, which is, according to the statement
of the superintendent of the works, less than half of what is actually
blown out of the furnaces, represents in the first campaign 4.9 per
cent. Of the ore value, and if no dust had been saved, the value thus
lost would have been 9.8 per cent.
In the second campaign, the dust saved represents 4.6 per cent. Of
the ore value, and at least 9.2 per cent. would have been lost had no
dust-chambers been used.
From the foregoing data we may fairly estimate that in the great
majority of Utah smelting works there is at least lost of the original
value of contents in the ore treated :
In matte,
In dust,

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

5 per cent.
9 per cent.

While an additional loss occurs in slag, furnace residues, careless
handling, etc., which may reach 12 per cent. of the ore-contents, and
is certainly not less than 5 per cent.
In Eureka, Nevada, where far longer campaigns are made than in
Utah, nearly the whole loss in smelting has its source in the dust
and the speiss formed.
According to data, which I have received from one of the works
at that place, and which may be assumed for all of them for the
purposes of this paper, as the ores treated are of the same quality
and of nearly the same value at all the works, the production
Of lead is,
.
.
Of silver,
.
.
Of gold,
.
.
Of the precious metals,
Of the original
In dust, .
In speiss .
In slag, etc.,
Total,

.

.
.
.
.

contents of the
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

ore;
.
.
.

the
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

83 per cent.
82.3 per cent.
96.4 per cent.
86.4 per cent.

loss of the
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

latter is:
8.6 per cent.
4.4 per cent.
0.6 per cent.

13 6 per cent.

Speiss is produced in proportion to lead bars as 1:2 and
sometimes as 5:8.
At another smelting works, at the same place, the production for
a whole year has been found to be:
Of lead, .
.
.
.
Of the precious metals, .

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

81 per cent.
85 per cent.
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And the loss of the latter is :
In dust (nearly)
In speiss,
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

10.0 per cent.
5.0 per cent.

Total,

.

.

.

.

.

.

15 0 per cent.

.

.

The loss of the Cerro Gordo, in Inyo County, California, which
is in the third great smelting district, but of which I have been
unable to get even approximate data, I estimate to be less than that
of Eureka. I can only judge of this, however, from the fact that a
portion of the dust is saved and reworked, and the matte is, in at
least two works, thrown back into the ore smelting without a previous roasting. As there is a lack of sulphur in these ores, part of
the copper is driven into the lead at every smelting, and eventually
all is incorporated in it, to the great detriment of the purity of the
lead.
The foregoing data give us an opportunity of estimating in moneyvalue that waste of the precious metals and of lead, at least, which
may be so easily averted by simple and well-known methods, in the
smelting words of Utah and Nevada, by applying the figures found
to the production of the respective works.
The latter was for 1873 :
In Utah, from all works, including Tecoma,
Value of gold and silver,
.
.
.
Value of lead at $80 per ton, .
.
.

.
.
.

9566 tons.
$2,135,911
765,280

$2,901,191
In Nevada, from all works, including Railroad
District,
Truckee, and several small works along the
C.
P.
R. R. (the latter product estimated at 300
tons at
$150 gold and silver),
.
.
.
.
12,811.89 tons.
Value of gold and silver
.
.
.
.
$4,038,284
Value of lead at $80 per ton, .
.
.
.
1,024,901
$5,063,235

The production of Utah Smelting Works, $2,901,191, represents,
according to the above data, not over 81 per cent. of the ore value,
and the 14 per cent. lost in the shape of matte and ore-dust would
thus, at a low calculation, amount to $501,440, without taking any
account of the copper, lost also in the matte.
If we assume for Nevada works the most favorable figures given
a bove, those of the first works mentioned, and accept the statement
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that not more than one per cent, of the loss of lead is lost in the
slag, we have the loss in speiss and dust for
Lead,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$197,581

Gold and silver. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

603,422

Total for Nevada
Total for Utah, .

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

$801,003
501,440
$1,303,443

This is only for the year 1873. But losses, at this rate, have
been going on for years, and it is to be deplored that, for the greater
part of them, there seems to be now no reparation. The ore-dust is
certainly last forever. The matte may be partly regained at a much
higher cost of handling than it would have been, had it originally
been kept separated from the slag ; the speiss is probably also lost,
because, once solidified, it will cost too much to crush it for roasting
and subsequent treatment.
For professional men, it is unnecessary to add anything to the
foregoing figures. They will know how to utilize economically the
riches now so carelessly wasted. Non-professional owners of smelting
works I hope I may have impressed sufficiently by the fore- going
figures with the importance of expending the small amounts required
to build capacious condensation-chambers in connection with their
works, and of erecting such additional apparatus as may be
necessary, in order to utilize the values contained in the matte. At
the same time they ought to provide their works with complete
chemical laboratories, which are so far, I am sorry to say, nowhere
to be found. For only by subjecting raw materials, educts and
products, to frequent analysis, can smelting processes be conducted
intelligently and economically, and accounts kept, which give a true
insight into the state of the business. That the systems used with
such perfect success in foreign countries may have to be modified in
certain details, according to local circumstances, I need not add.
But to discern the necessity of such changes is the business of the
trained metallurgist; and no other should ever be put in charge of a
business, in which so much depends upon the proper supervision of
operations.
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METHOD OF DETERMINING THE HORIZONTAL SECTION
OF A BLAST FURNACE
BY FRANK FIRMSTONE, GLENDON IRON WORKS, ESTON, PA.
IT is often desirable to obtain one or more accurate horizontal
sections of a blast furnace after blowing oat. Wishing to do this,
last April, in the case of No. 4 furnace at Glendon, which had worn
in a very remarkable manner, the method described below was
employed, with very good results.
A scaffold was fixed in the furnace, and on it was placed a drawingboard, covered with paper, the top of which was made level at
exactly the height at which the section was to be taken. (Fig. 8.)

The centre of the furnace (which had previously been found, and
marked on a plank across the top) was laid off on it by dropping a
plumb-bob from above, and a strong needle was driven into the
board in the centre. By means of a straight-edge and two plumbbobs, the line passing through the centres of the front and back
arches was also drawn on the board.
A pencil was fastened to a light wooden straightedge at a known
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distance (marked 6 feet, in Fig. 8) from one end, which was cut off
obliquely, as shown, to form a tracing-point. A notch was cut in
the side of the straight-edge, at the 6 feet mark, to bring the point
of the pencil into line with the true side, and to help keep it in
place.
By carrying the beveled end of the straight-edge around, and in
contact with the walls of the furnace, and keeping the true side
always against the needle, a curve was traced on the paper which
gave the exact distance from the centre of the furnace to any point of
the wall in the plane of section ; for it is evident that if we draw any
line passing through the centre, C, 3 (Fig. 9) for instance, the distance
from the centre to the circumference on that line is equal to the fixed
distance on the straight-edge, plus the portion of the line included
between the centre and the curve on the " measurement sheet."
To make the drawing, lines are drawn by means of a protractor
through the centre of the measurement-sheet (by preference making
equal angles with one another), 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, Fig. 9, and
the distances cut off on them from the centre to the curve are meas-

ured and written down on them. Having selected the scale, draw a
circle whose radius to scale is the fixed distance on the rod-in this
case 6 feet (Fig. 10), and draw radii with the protractor corresponding
to those drawn on the measurement-sheet. We have now only to
lay off, to scale, on each radius (in Fig. 10) from the circumference
of the circle, the distances previously found for it and written on the
measurement-sheet, and to draw a line through the points thus
found. It is important to have points, such as E (Figs. 9 and
10), at which the distance from the centre is a maximum or minimum,
fixed with precision. To do this, draw a circle on the measurement-
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sheet with the same radius as the circle Fig. 10; draw a radius
through the point to be found, and measure the distance cut off on
it by the measurement-curve. This radius is easily laid off on Fig.
10, by taking the distance from its intersection with the circle to the
intersection of any other radius with the circle in the dividers, and
lay it off on the circle in Fig. 10.
The number of radii drawn depends, of course, on the number of
points required to be exactly determined in the drawing; to avoid
confusion, only eight are drawn in Figs. 9 and 10. In sketching the
line through the points, determined as above, the measurement-sheet
should be before the eyes, as it will assist in giving the line the
proper directions between the known points.
Points are well determined, even when the radius intersects the
curve on the measurement-sheet very obliquely, as No. 1, Fig. 9;
for distances measured on the sheet are full size, and any error in
them is not magnified, but reduced on the drawing.
The centre of the furnace and a line passing through the front
and back arch being known, on the drawing, it is easy to project the
tuyeres or any other part of the furnace on it.
The distance laid off on the straight-edge should be less than the
least distance from the centre to the wall of the furnace; for if it he
greater, the curve on the measurement-sheet will form loops passing
through the centre, wherever the distance to the wall is less than the
distance on the rod, which may intersect one another on other parts
of the curve, and confuse the measurement-sheet very much. Of
course all distances on the sheet corresponding to such loops will be
negative, and must be deducted from the distance on the rod.
A spring pencil-holder screwed to the rod would be a great improvement, as it would leave both hands free to guide the rod and
keep it against the needle, while an assistant carries the point around
the furnace.

HYDRO-GEOLOGY.
BY PROF. PERSIFOR FRAZER, JR., PHILADELPHIA.
THERE is always a difficulty in assigning limits to the scope of a
science or art, and among the difficulties of that kind besetting practical or stratigraphical geology is that of determining what kinds of
natural objects shall be considered as the goals of its search. The
term mineral, in its broader sense, includes every solid, liquid, or
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gaseous body which is not the product of processes of organic nature,
nor the result of the art of man. And even when we accept the
narrower interpretation of the word and apply it only to solid bodies,
it is quite impossible to exclude from consideration the familiar
oxide of hydrogen—commonly known as water, but also as ice,
snow, hail and steam—because the solid or liquid state of this body
depends upon variations of temperature quite commonly experienced
even in moderate climates. And if we define minerals to be the
compounds of which the earth's mass is composed, and economical
geology as that part of the science which deals with the search for,
and location of, these useful constituents, it is clear that water must
be considered a legitimate object of a geological investigation.
But we need go no further than to note the history of the development of coal oil, and the manner in which that development was
determined by pure geological reasoning, to have at our hand a close
analogue to water. A geological report is usually for the purpose
of determining, with a close approximation, what valuable minerals
are contained in a given tract; in what location, and in what quantity; and as the laws governing the location, quantity and kind of
fluids present in a given area are as immutable as those dealing with
the same problems with reference to solid strata (though not the
same as the latter) we may fairly welcome water into the fold of
precious minerals.
An economical geological report may include the nature of the
soil, its availability for sheep-raising, railroad building, bottle-making—(see Gov. Gilpin on the Sangre di Cristo Grant)—or anything
connected with its value, and it is safe to say that none of these
characteristics of a property exceeds in value its possibilities for
water-supply. Not only is this water question the important one in
the problem of turning mill-wheels, driving machinery by steam,
pumping by the hydraulic engine, etc., but it goes from these
great industries and enterprises right into the home of the farmer
and the herder, and decides for him where his house shall be built,
where his flocks shall graze, where his crops shall be planted.
My object in these remarks is to give as concisely as possible a
few formulated rules for the consideration of those who may have
questions as to water-supply to solve.
The most general proposition may be stated thus: In a given area
(A) can (b) cubic feet of water per minute he obtained at under (c)
dollars original outlay and (c) dollars annual cost for repairs, capable of doing (d) amount of work in horse-power. I say this is the
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most general proposition, as it will be seen to be one involving questions outside of the province of geology proper; but, without in the
least degree claiming to enter the lists with our scientific brethren
the hydraulic or civil engineers, in those branches of economical
science which they have done so much to improve, and in which
their rights as authorities must remain undisputed, it will be confessed that occasions for such reports from single individuals must
occur, and that, whether this individual be a professional geologist
or a professional engineer matters not, provided his acquaintance
with the sister sciences be sufficient to enable him to arrive at an intelligent conclusion.
In such a task, of course, the first object to which he will direct
his attention will be the surface supply of water at a given point,
and this will require a knowledge of the actual volume per minute
of flowing water on the property, with what statistics of its permanency can be obtained; checked by comparison with the average
yearly and monthly rainfall and an estimate of the extent of the
area which is tributary to A. While engaged in the investigation of
these points, of course regard must be had to the laws of the country
concerning the use of water-courses. Thus it may occur that, while
a considerable portion of the adjacent land pours its water into a
part of A, the topography is such that part of the water which falls
upon A must be lost by drainage to other properties, and that no
point can be found where all the water on A can be directed into
one channel (as for instance when the property is divided by a watershed, etc. ).
Here may arise another set of queries as to the feasibility (without
violating the laws, and at a given cost) of increasing the volume of
water by artificial works. All this part of the work would require
but an obvious application of the art of the surveyor, aided by a
slight knowledge of the methods for determining the volume of
water-flow; but the determination must often be made with but a
few days' study of the locality—(almost all persons who require reports on anything are in a hurry)—and when no accurate information as to the permanency of brooks, etc., can be obtained.
Another set of questions depending upon the structure of the
earth's surface at the given locality comes more properly within the
domain. of the geologist.
These are: First, What is the probable amount of leakage, or
percolation through the soil
the water, and how much is lost of
he water that would otherwise flow to a given point, and how much
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is gained thereby from adjoining lands? And, second, Is the
structure such that a supply of water by artesian wells may be anticipated ?
Finally, in the general case cited, this approximate volume of
water having been ascertained by the above researches, can a constant given horse-power be obtained at any special point?
It is to be noticed that one great difference between reports on
petroleum and water is this: that in the former, the geologist, aided
by what empirical data he can secure, must rest on his conclusion
and has no means of checking his results, whereas in the latter, the
statistics of rainfall for that and other ascertainable districts, together
with a constant loss which is roughly determinable for each, can give
him a maximum which his direct calculation cannot exceed.
I say the rainfall for other ascertainable districts because the
water-flow, whether superficial or subterranean, depends upon the
amount of rain which falls upon all the areas, whence any water
finds its way to the common current. These areas may be contiguous to each other or they may be separated by miles.
It is blind faith in cheap empiricism which has ruined so many
capitalists, and left the subject of the prospecting for water, like that
for oil, without a literature,
A small reconnoissance for water, made by me nearly two years
ago, in a district familiar to, and represented by, many of the most
learned members of our Institute, seems to involve most of the
questions alluded to above.
The property upon which it was desired to ascertain the prospect
of obtaining a sufficient supply of water for manufacturing purposes,
is situated on the northern slope of the Lehigh or South Mountain,
about one and one-half miles from the bridge over the Lehigh river
at South Bethlehem, and comprises about 37. 14 acres, inclosing a
ravine leading up from the 150-foot contour line, on the Salsburg
road, to a low notch in the mountain. A small stream, fed by
numerous springs, forms the axis of this ravine.
[Prof. Frazer exhibited, in connection with his paper, a sketchmap of the property and the neighboring country, on which the
buildings, roads, springs, and water-courses were laid down, and the
topography was indicated in 10-foot grade curves, determined by
means of the barometer. ]
The question proposed was, whether the known topographical and
geological features of the country justified the anticipation of such a
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supply of water as would produce ten horse-power for driving machinery on the property.
The answer to this question involved the investigation of four
important points, viz.:
1st. The average rainfall per month (or, better, per year) for several years.
2d. The topographical features of adjoining lands as affecting the
surface drainage to this property.
3d. The geological structure, as affecting the subterranean flow
from adjacent lands.
4th. The topographical features of the property itself, as influencing the rate of inclination of the flow, and, consequently, determining the power attainable by the discharge.
1. As to the first point, it is evident that all regions above the
levels of the prominent streams of a country must depend for their
water upon a fall of rain.
An apparent exception to this statement is in the case of artesian
wells, by means of which water, which has been absorbed by the
soil at great distances from the point where it is obtained, flows
sometimes from very deep wells and even to the tops of hills.
FIG. 11.

The accompanying sketch, Fig. 11, illustrates this. Here the
stratum between A B C D is some material by which the rain which
falls on the plateau, A C is absorbed, and through which it percolates to its natural points of exit between B D. A B must be a clay,
or other bed, through which the water, thus collected, cannot escape
downwards; and C D, a similarly impermeable roof over the waterbearing basin. It is evident, from the well-known principles governing the action of artesian wells, that a supply of water may be
obtained by a well at M, and that this point, though above the level
of the adjacent stream-valleys, is not exclusively dependent upon
local rainfall for its water-supply.
But, after all, the question of supply through an artesian well is
the same as that of supply by local springs, though the area of
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country and the consequent difficulty of foreseeing impediments are
greater in the former case than in the latter. In both, the supply
depends upon the amount of water which falls from the clouds as
rain. The average daily rainfall can only be computed for a given
district with any degree of accuracy after observations have been
carefully taken in the neighborhood for many years. Localities
near to each other often differ very much in their average fall of
water per year, so that the conclusions formed from one set of
observations are entirely inapplicable to another.
From the rain-gauge of Prof. Herr, of the Lehigh University,
kept since January 1st, 1872 (the year in which the survey was
made), I was enabled to place the mean monthly fall at less than
4.6 inches. In order to ascertain whether this was an
understatement of the amount, owing to any abnormal peculiarity of
the past spring, I consulted the meteorological record for the past
nine years at the Pennsylvania Hospital, and found that the
average monthly rain for these five months was greater than the
average for the past nine years in the proportion of 5.8 inches to
4.52 inches. It was fair to conclude, therefore, that the amount of
rain which had fallen in South Bethlehem for the past five months
was not less than the general average for those months. Another
thing must be considered before using these data of Prof. Herr, and
that is, whether the average monthly rainfall .during these months
was as great as the monthly fall computed for the entire year. Here
again the meteorological statistics of the Pennsylvania Hospital
were invaluable. From these it appeared that the average monthly
rainfall for April, May, June, July, and August, for the past nine
years, bears the proportion to the monthly average for the entire year
during the same time, of 4.62 to 4.16.
Thus, then, I had strong presumptive evidence that the number
of inches per month computed from Prof. Herr's observations was
above rather than below the amount which could be relied on as
permanent.
2. By considering the topography of the hills above and around
the property, it will be seen that about twenty acres were so situated
that the rain which fell upon them would be carried off over the
surface, more or less above the fish-pond, which seemed the most
eligible place for the construction of a reservoir for supplying the
machinery below. Supposing all of this water to be directed into
such a reservoir, and to suffer no loss from evaporation or waste, a
rainfall equivalent to 4.6 inches per month (or 0.10 inches per day),
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would discharge itself by a continuous flow of 7.2 cubic feet in one
minute, or about 53 gallons.
This amount, winch is the maximum to be expected from surface
drainage, is less than one-eleventh of what would be needed to produce the power required, as will be seen further on.
It must not be forgotten, moreover, that this amount represents
the flow through a single channel of all the water which falls upon
the twenty acres, with no loss from evaporation or leakage. In
point of fact, these would reduce the amount at least 50 per cent.;
so that 5 to 5.5 cubic feet are all that can be expected at that point
from surface drainage.
3. As to the influence of the geological structure of the mountain
on the subterranean supply :
The conditions under which it may be expected that an artesian
well will furnish a supply of water have been already explained.
They are: An absorbent stratum permitting a percolation or flow
through i t ; an impervious substratum which will retain the water
or prevent its escape downward ; a similar stratum above, and a
uniform sweep of those strata from higher ground beneath the
surface at which the boring is undertaken. None of these conditions
except, perhaps, the first, is fulfilled, and that only owing to the
great numbers of fractures and joints in the rock of the South
Mountain.
PIG . 12.

The accompanying sectional sketch, Fig. 12, from Coopersburg to
Allentown, taken from the final report of the first geological survey
of the State of Pennsylvania, shows the irregular internal structure
of the South Mountain, and the absence of any connecting stratum
between it and the surrounding formations.
The rocks which form this mountain are older than those of any
of the other chains of the great belt, and therefore there can be no
such connecting stratum. The dips, taken at points indicated on
the map, show a general southeast direction, and are all very steep
(72°, more or less), which, taken in connection with the absence of
a medium of transit from higher ground, precludes the hope of
finding water by sinking on the mountain.
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If the bedding of this South Mountain rock were unbroken by
rifts and cracks, it would prevent all drainage of water through the
beds; and, in this case, but thirteen acres would have to be added
to those controlling the surface supply.
The many clefts and joints will increase the amount somewhat,
hut even allowing as much as the total theoretical surface drainage
of forty acres at 55.2 inches annual rainfall, we shall attain only the
equivalent of a perennial flow of 14.4 cubic feet per minute.
This seemed to me to be fully as much as could be expected from
percolation and subterranean flow; and added to the 5 cubic feet of
constant surface drainage, it would make a total maximum flow of
20 cubic feet per minute.
It only remained to ascertain how many cubic feet flow per minute
was necessary to give the required power at some point near the
lower (northern) end of the property.
Selecting, then, the vicinity of the Fish Pond as the place for the
reservoir, and that of the new barn as the place for the machinery,
I found the distance between these two places to be 1311, feet. The
fall in this distance was 90 feet. Taking the turbine in preference
to the overshot, undershot, or breast-wheels, on account of its higher
coefficient of work for the power applied (75 to 80 per cent, against
60 to 6-5 per cent, for the others) there would have to be a discharge
of 80 cubic feet per minute in order to supply ten horse-power, or
four times as much as the surface and subterranean discharge at
their maximum were able to provide.
In view of these facts I gave the opinion that it was not possible
to obtain the desired power by means of the flow of water from that
part of the South Mountain on which this property was situated.
I may add that even if the discharge of water equalled or slightly
exceeded the amount demanded, it would be necessary to consider
that this discharge could be expressed only as an average flow, while,
owing to the fluctuations of springs, there would probably be several
months each year when the supply would be deficient, balanced by
as many more when the streams were in flood.
A motor of this capricious character is always more expensive in
the long run than one which can be controlled.
An experiment with a weir made to determine the amount of
Water actually flowing in the small stream fed by the numerous
springs in the head of this ravine, gave a little less than 2 cubic feet
per minute.
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PROFESSOR E. T. Cox inquired of Professor Frazer if the flow of
the stream was not along the anticlinal axis of the rocks? He had
observed that, as a general rule, Western rivers run either along the
strike or anticlinal of the strata. The Ohio River, in seeking an
outlet by the shortest route to the Mississippi River, would have to
cross the basseting edges of the strata. But it cannot overcome
such an obstacle to its direct course except in such places as afford a
soft material that it may readily cut away. The stream, therefore
as a rule, runs for the most part in a southerly or northerly direction
along the strike of the strata until it finds either an anticlinal break
that will permit it to take a westerly course, or until, by the accumulated force of water, it is able to make a passage in the latter
direction by abrading the rocks. Attention was called to this hydrographical feature of Indiana in the Geological Report of 1872.

ON THE OCCURRENCE OF THE LEAD ORES IN
MISSOURI.
BY JAMES R. GAGE, M. E., ST LOUIS.
THE lead deposits of Missouri may be divided into three
districts, the southwest, middle, and southeast. As too much time
would be required to devote a detailed account to each district, only
a description of the modes of occurrence of the lead ores in the
southeast district will be given.
The lead mining region proper of Southeast Missouri is embraced
in an area of about twenty-five miles in width by about one hundred
in length. The country embraced in this district is very broken,
and traversed by ridges from one hundred to three hundred feet in
height, with an occasional knob rising higher.
Porphyry forms almost the entire substructure of the region, with
here and there outcrops of granite. The crystalline rocks were eroded
into ridges and valleys before the deposition of the limestone took
place. These porphyries are older than the Silurian limestones, and
"belong (according to Pumpelly) to the Archaean (Azoic) formation,
of which they may be the youngest member in Missouri. They are
the near equivalents, in point of age, to the great iron-bearing rocks
of Lake Superior, New Jersey, and Sweden."
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Farther west the porphyry knobs are much higher, and form an
archipelago of islands in the Lower Silurian Limestone.
In the immediate lead region the porphyry ridges are much
lower, and nearly the entire surface must have been covered by the
Silurian seas when this limestone was deposited, known in Missouri
as the third magnerian limestone, being the equivalent of the
Potsdam sandstone.
This third magnesian limestone is the great storehouse of the
metalliferous deposits of this region. No lead ores, or their usual
associate minerals, have been found in workable quantities in any
over or underlying stratum.
The physical characters of the limestone appear to be very uniform throughout the district, but not a sufficient number of analyses
have been made to warrant the assertion that it is chemically the
game throughout the whole formation. The following analyses,
made by Chauvenet and Blair, show the rock to contain the carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia nearly in the proper
proportions for forming dolomite.
Limestones from Iron County.
A.
B.
c.
Insoluble silica ............................. 5.11
3.85
2.06
Peroxide of iron, .
.
.
.
4.67
1 07
none.
Carbonate of lime,
.
.
. 47 50 52.50
54.32
Carbonate of magnesia,
.
. 42.19 42.56
43.82
This limestone, especially B, is very similar to the "Galena limestone" of Iowa and Wisconsin, as seen by the following analysis
taken from Whitney's report:
Limestones from Dubuque.
Insoluble,...............................................................
Carbonate of iron,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Carbonate of lime, ...............................................
Carbonate of magnesia, .......................................

2.46
1.35
52 00
43 93

The limestone rises at the highest point to about the three
hundred foot contour line along the porphyry ridges; the formation
is about eight hundred feet in thickness.
Shafts have been sunk 180 feet without passing through the limestone; the underlying porphyry has been penetrated by the diamond
drill.
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Modes of Occurrence of the Lead Ores.

A. As Float mineral.
B. Deposits in the limestone.
Float mineral is a term applied by the miners to designate that
mode of occurrence where the galena is found imbedded in the superficial soil immediately overlying the limestone. Occasionally large
masses of the galena will be concentrated in a small area only a few
feet from the surface, but being so irregularly distributed that the
mining is very uncertain, though I have seen instances of this mode
of occurrence where the yield was very large; at one point I saw
the miners taking out from five to eight thousand pounds to the
man, and the masses of ore weighing from a tew pounds to several
tons. A single piece weighed seven thousand eight hundred pounds.
The deposits occurring in the limestone may be subdivided as
follows:
I. Disseminated ore.
II. Deposits in flat sheets.
III . Vertical fissures.
IV. Horizontal fissures.
I. The disseminated lead ore usually occurs in a stratum of limestone varying from two to six feet, occasionally reaching a thickness
of fifteen or twenty feet; the beds of limestone are nearly horizontal,
usually having a dip of eight to ten degrees. Rarely does the inclination become greater.
The galena in this formation seldom occurs alone, but is usually
associated with iron and copper pyrites, and at some points the latter
mineral occurs in considerable quantities, and in a few cases, as at
Mine la Motte, nickel and cobalt ores are found.
The accompanying cross section, Fig. 13, will give some idea of
the appearance of the disseminated ore.
A represents the roof rock, being ten feet to the overlying soil; it
is a dense, almost white crystalline limestone. B is a stratum of
limestone ten inches thick, and very similar in character to the roof
rock, but contains small blotches of galena distributed very irregularly throughout. C represents the true lead-bearing rook of this
region; at the point where this section was sketched the. stratum was
only nineteen inches thick, but the lead-bearing stratum throughout
the district varies very much in thickness; this is especially the case
at Mine la Motte, where it changes in a short distance from two or
three feet to eight and ten and at some points reaches a thickness of
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twenty feet; the whole stratum contains the mineral in sufficient
quantities for mining. This same stratum at Mine la Motte, besides
being very rich in galena, at certain points contains considerable
quantities of copper pyrites and a variable percentage of cobalt and
nickel ores. D represents a four-inch clay slate, which increases and

diminishes in thickness more or less throughout the mines. This
slate is very interesting, as it contains the only organic remains (a
Lingula) I have observed in the formation; it is also the depository
of the only crystallized form of the nickel and cobalt ores, which
Occur in beautiful cubes of "cobalt glance."
This disseminated occurrence of the lead ore is probably the most
valuable we have in Missouri, and although not yielding as largely
in a given area as do the " clay diggings " and " cave formations "
of Middle and Southwest Missouri, the mining is probably the more
remunerative as the yield is more constant.
II. Deposits in " Flat Sheds."—There are two ways in which the
"flat sheets" occur, one is in strata containing the disseminated ore,
and is caused by greater quantities of the ore being concentrated at
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different points, presenting the appearance of "sheet-mineral;" but
when this is the case the sheets are of small dimensions, usually a
few inches in extent, rarely extending several feet; but more persistent in its extent is the ore when the sheet-mineral occurs in a
limestone where there is no disseminated ore, and instead of lyingimbedded directly in the rock, the sheets are inclosed in horizontal
layers of heavy spar, containing cavities filled with crystals of galena
associated with cale spar.
The accompanying cross-section, Fig. 14, represents a horizontal
deposit of sheet-mineral in heavy spar, as seen near Potosi.
Fro. 14.

A represents the third magnesian limestone.
B represents eighteen inches of heavy spar.
C represents a sheet of galena, varying from a half inch to three
inches
in
thickness.
III. Vertical Fissures.—Vertical fissures may be farther divided
into " true-veins," "gash-veins," and "stock-werk."
A "true-vein" is a vertical opening almost invariably filled with
a gangue, and if a lead-ore vein, the gangue usually consists of
galena, frequently in crystals, associated with quartz, calcspar, heavy
spar, iron and copper pyrites, and not unfrequently fluor-spar, zincblende and other minerals.
There are several points in Missouri where vertical veins occur
and are claimed to be "true-veins;" they have all the appearance of
being such, but it is doubtful if they extend below the set of limestone beds in which they occur.
"Gash-veins" are of much less importance than the true-vein
formation just discussed, the principal distinction between the true
and gash-vein is the certainty of the former’s yield and the great
depth to which it can be worked, and the variety of its associate
minerals, while the latter, though very rich for a short distance, is
very uncertain in extent, and is almost certain to be cut off as soon
as it reaches the limit of the set of beds in which it occurs, and this
is natural, as "gash-veins" are fissures produced by shrinkage, and
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almost invariably confined to a certain set of beds near the surface.
After the formation of the fissures the space is filled with mineral
deposits from the side or above, and usually contains a single ore
unaccompanied by any minerals, while the " true-vein " is caused
by great dynamical agencies originating within the earth, and
through these movements fissures or faults have been formed in
which the metalliferous ores have been subsequently deposited.
The accompanying cut, Fig. 15, represents a "gash-vein."
FIG. 15.

This mode of occurrence is very frequent in this region. At the
point where this was sketched, the bed of limestone a is about three
hundred feet thick, and is traversed by numerous veins b of galena,
usually parallel to each other. This vein of b is from two to three
inches wide, and is firmly attached to both the hanging and foot
wall of rock; no other mineral occurs associated with the galena.
The vein has now been worked one hundred feet in depth without
any indication of diminishing, the width remaining about the same;
but I think it highly probable that the vein is confined to the limestone and does not extend into the underlying crystalline rocks.
Besides “true-veins” and “gash-veins,” there is another vertical
formation which might be called “stock-werk.” This is of but
little importance, both on account of the rarity of its occurrence and
the small yield. The “stock-werk” occurrence is more frequent in
horizontal than in vertical positions; it is represented by Fig. 16.
IV. Horizontal Fissures.—The lead ores of Missouri when found
in a horizontal position occur in caves, pipe-veins, and stock-werk.
Caves.—This mode of occurrence is one of the most interesting to
the scientist, and on account of the quality and quantity of the ore
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thus found, one of the most important to the economist. The
“caves” are horizontal fissures in the rock, which have neither been
produced by internal agencies, as the “true-veins,” nor by shrinkage, as the “gash-veins,” but have been produced by the dissolution
and removal of the softer portions of the rock. The formation is
composed of several series of limestone; that bed in which the lead
FIG. 16.

ores occur is softer than either the overlying or underlying limestone,
and consequently water or any solution percolating the rock would
naturally seek the softer and more porous rock as a conductor. The
solution acting as a solvent upon the rock would dissolve out portions, until a perfect network of horizontal fissures was formed,
passing into each other at every angle, and varying in size from a
few inches to many feet in width and height, according to the nature
of the rock. After the formation of these eaves, they were then
refilled by water passing slowly through and depositing the various
minerals held in solution. It is possible that the metalliferous deposits were formed synchronously with the formation of the caves, as
the same water which dissolved the rock away may have also held
at the same time the various minerals in solution.
These caves are sometimes completely filled, and as often only
partially so, from the ores and associate minerals. The gangue usually consists of ore surrounded by red clay intermixed with calcspar,
heavy spar, and detritus from the adjacent rock, fragments of the
limestone and chert. Not unfrequently, besides the galena, are
alternate layers of other metalliferous deposits, as calamine (silicate
of zinc), carbonate of zinc, called drybone by the miners, blende
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(sulphuret of zinc), iron pyrites, and brown hematite. The above
association is frequently met with at the Valle Mines. Figs. 17
and 18 will give some idea of the cave openings.

A, limestone. B, red clay. C, drybone. D, calamine. E, galena. F, heavy spar.

In these cave openings mining is carried on with much ease and
little labor, as the contents are all removed without blasting, and

A, clay.

B, drybone. C, brown hematite

D galena E calamine
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when the "caves" are four or five feet high and several in width
all blasting can be dispensed with. In some of these caves the calamine occurs in such quantities that the mining for the zinc yields
larger returns than that for lead.
The pipe-vein (Figs. 19 and 20) and stock-werk are very similar
in character, with the exception that the former is more continuous.
They originated, no doubt, in the same way as the cave openings

and very much resemble the latter; but unlike the cave openings,
they are usually entirely void of all gangue, being simply a deposit

of "block mineral." Mining in these two deposits is very precarious, as they are very rich for short distances, and then suddenly,
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without any warning, all traces of the ore disappear. I am acquainted with no successful mining in these two deposits.
Besides the above, there are several other modes of occurrence of
the lead ore, but they possess no economic value, and are only interesting to the scientist.
The most interesting of this class is the occurrence of galena in
coal found in Moniteau County. I have not yet visited this point,
but possess a full suit of specimens, and can vouch for this mode of
occurrence, which is thus described: " There is a bed of hard, dense
cannel coal forty feet in thickness, traversed by a network of veins
crossing each other at every angle. These veins were formed after
the coal and are now filled with galena, zinc blende, and calcspar,
presenting a very conglomeritic appearance." It is the most interesting paragenesis of minerals I have ever observed.

PROCESS OF SPELTER PRODUCTION, AS P-RACTICE& AT
CARONDELET, MISSOURI, WITH COMPARISONS.
BY JOHN W. PACK, EOLLA, MISSOURI.
A T present the manufacture of metallic zinc, or spelter, in Missouri, is carried on only at the establishments located at Carondelet,
or South St. Louis. Although the development of the industry has
not yet reached that fulness which it has attained elsewhere in the
United States, still the commanding advantages of position of these
establishments are so evident that the prospective importance and
magnitude of spelter manufacture in this State, and especially at
this locality, can hardly be doubted. A study of the chemical and
technical aspects of the business of these points cannot be without
interest to the metallurgist as well as to the capitalist. I have endeavored to investigate, as far as was practicable, within the limits
of a paper of this character, some of the .problems connected with
this industry, at the same time making a few comparisons of the
results attained at some of the Carondelet works with those of other
establishments with regard to which information could be obtained.
In the prosecution of these studies I have been kindly aided by the
managers of Carondelet establishments, and by Prof. Charles P.
Williams, Director of Rolla School of Mines. To the latter I am
especially indebted for assistance in regard to methods of analysis.
To all these gentlemen I return my thanks for their valuable aid.
Other sources of information will be duly credited in their proper
places
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Ores.—The ores treated at these establishments are brought, either
by the Iron Mountain Railroad from the vicinity of Potosi, in the
southeastern part of the State, or by the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad from the mining regions of Newton and Jasper counties, in the
southwestern part of the State. They consist chiefly of hydrous
silicate, or calamine, with variable quantities of blende and some
smithsonite. At the localities mentioned the zinc ores have been
rather the incidental products of lead mining, than the objects of direct
exploitation. For a number of years the richest zinc ores were cast
aside as unproductive vein-stone, because there was no near market
for them.
The erection of these zinc works and the prospective establishment of others, together with the utilization of the blende ores of
the southwest, at the establishments of La Salle, 111., has created a
rapidly increasing demand for such ores, till they now form no inconsiderable portion of the valuable production of the lead regions
of Missouri.
No full analysis of the raw ore has been made, but various partial
analyses seem to indicate that the ores from the southwest are much
freer from antimony than those from the southeastern section of the
State. The presence of manganese in the ores from the latter section, and its almost total absence from those of the southwest, is
noteworthy.
The ores of the southeast region, notwithstanding the presence of
antimony and arsenic, are of a very fine quality, and compare closely
and favorably with those from the well-known Saucon Valley, used
at the Lehigh Zinc Works, Bethlehem, Pa.
The ores are roasted and calcined in kilns possessing no special
features of construction. They are thus largely desulphurized and
dearsenized. A sample of the calcined ore, after crushing, gave, on
analysis, the following composition :
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No. I is the roasted ore used at the Martindale establishment,
and is chiefly furnished by the Granby mines.
No. II is the mean of two closely agreeing analyses, by Mr. G.
A. Duncan (of the Rolla School of Mines) and myself, and is of the
mixed ores of the two sections of the State; the southwestern ores,
however, predominating.
The preponderance of the hydrous silicate in the ores from Granby
is further illustrated by an analysis of a chance specimen taken from
a car-load of the ores, and analyzed by Mr. C. K. Winters in this
laboratory, which gave silicic acid 25.489 per cent.; oxide of zinc,
66.813 per cent.; oxide iron and alumina, 1.114 percent.; lime,
trace; combined water, 7.502 per cent.; corresponding closely to
the formula 2ZnO,SiO2+H2O.
Fuel.—The fuel employed is bituminous coal, brought from the
Illinois coal basin, not more than ten miles distant from the works.
It is transported to a point below East St. Louis, and is thence
ferried across the Mississippi River to the works. It is sorted by
screening, the finer material, or slack, being employed for reduction,
and the lump coal and coarser fragments for firing. The slack
shows the following composition :

Clay.—The clay is obtained at Cheltenham, St Louis County,
twelve miles west from Carondelet, on the line of the Missouri
Pacific Railroad. It has an excellent reputation for refractory
qualities, and is extensively manufactured into tile and fire-brick.
Its reputation is borne out by the following analysis, which is the
mean of two closely agreeing results, of a dried sample of the
quality used at the zinc works:
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No. I. is the mean of two analyses of the Cheltenham clay; and
No. II and III are introduced for comparison, both being Belgian
clays, analyzed by Coster. In No I it was not deemed necessary to
distinguish between the silica of the plastic portion and the free
silica and that of the intermixed silicates. Another sample from
the same locality, analyzed some time since in this laboratory by
Mr. C. R. Winters, showed silicic acid (of plastic portion), 39.157
per cent.; silica in admixture, 13.927 per cent. In this latter sample
there were but traces of the alkalies, and 1.342 per cent, of
magnesia.
Retorts.—In the manufacture of retorts and receivers this clay is
mixed with one half of its weight of ground chamotte from old retorts. The chamotte, with some adhering scoria, or residue, shows
the following centesimal composition :
Silica, ...............................................................
Alumina,..........................................................
Lime,................................................................
Sulphur,............................................................
Iron ..................................................................

84.3610
5.4336
3.4585
0.8560
2.2774

Lead, ............................................................

0.1510

Copper, .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Zinc, .................................................................
Arsenic, ............................................................
Antimony, .......................................................

truce.
4.1516
0.4348
0.9488
101 0727

On the supposition that this analysis is a fair representation of the
tempering material incorporated with the clay, and that the adhering
residue is detached as much as possible (which should be the case),
the composition of the baked retorts, used at the works of the Martindale Zinc Company, may be approximately calculated. The result
of the calculation is given below, together with the composition of the
retorts used at the Lehigli Zinc Works, as determined by my own
analysis from full-sized specimens in the technical collection of the
school:
Martindale retort. Lehigli retort.
Silicic acid, ..................................................72009
72.175
Alumina, .....................................................26.166
22.977
Ferric oxide, .........................................................820
1.883
Lime .............................................................2.422
1.002
Magnesia,.....................................................tn*-c.
.685
Alkalies,.......................................................nut estimated, not estimated.

The retorts are of the usual form used in the Belgian process;
they are four feet in length, by six and one-half inches interior and
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nine and one-half inches exterior diameter. The furnaces for containing the retorts are built in blocks of either two or four. The
capacity of the single furnaces at the Martindale works varies from
eighty to eighty-eight retorts. Those at the Missouri works contain seventy-four. There are eight furnaces in operation at the
former establishment, and six at the latter, giving a joint capacity
of upwards of eleven hundred retorts.
The Lehigh furnaces hold each fifty-six retorts, besides the socalled "cannons" for breaking the heat in the lower row.
The retorts are charged each with forty pounds of a mixture consisting of two-thirds ore and one-third slack, having the composition above given. This charge does not differ materially in quantity
from that used at Bethlehem, though the proportions of the ingredients at the latter are one hundred of ore to forty of anthracite
dust. When we consider the higher percentage of ash in the Illinois slack over that in the Pennsylvania anthracite, the proportions
are not essentially different.
Working.—The method of working offers no novel features, and
therefore requires no special description. A retort lasts, on an
average, about two weeks, or through twenty-eight charges. The
upper row of retorts is reserved for the treatment of zinc dust,
drippings, and skimmings. This mixture thus treated consists of
about one-fourth dust and three-fourths drippings and skimmings,
besides various impurities.
The dust used at Bethlehem contains from 60 to 65 per cent,
metallic zinc, while that produced at Martindale has 75.899 per
cent, metallic zinc, and shows the following composition:
Sulphur, ..........................................................
Silica and insoluble matter, .
.
.
.
Carbon, ...........................................................
Iron,................................................................
Load, .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Copper, .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Arsenic, ..........................................................
Antimony, ......................................................
Oxide zinc,......................................................
Zinc,................................................................
(Total per cent, metallic zinc, 75.899.)

0.026
9.608
.1.221
2.052
trace.
trace.
0.321
0.372
57.740
29.548

Spelter.—It is admitted that, other things being equal, the ealamine
ores should produce a better metal than those containing a preponderance of blende. Counterbalancing in some measure the excellent
properties of the Missouri ores, consequent on the presence of so
VOL. III.—9
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large a proportion of calamine, we have the presence of arsenic in
the minerals from both sections of the State, and of notable amounts
of antimony in those from the southeastern mines. These metals
are present in the spelter, as will be seen in the table of results of
analyses I have made of three samples of the commercial spelter.
As far as the Carondelet zinc is concerned, it bears distinctly the
impression of the ores from which it is made.
The spelter from the establishment of the Missouri Company's
works, where the southeastern ores are more largely used, contains
antimony, while the metal produced at the Martindale works, where
the Granby and Joplin ores are chiefly used, is free from it. The
physical properties of the two metals vary notably. While the last
named resembles the general run of commercial zinc, that from the
Missouri works is whiter in color, hard, and highly sonorous; features, which it is claimed, create a demand and establish a higher
market price for this spelter. Appreciable amounts of lead and
copper are found in the metal from both works. Iron is also present,
but not in injurious amounts.
The sulphur was determined by passing the gas, evolved by dissolving the metal in chlorhydric acid, through a solution of acetate
of lead, and treating the precipitated sulphide of lead in the manner
commonly adopted in the estimation of sulphur in cast iron. The
arsenic and antimouic hydrides evolved were decomposed and fixed
by a solution of argentic nitrate.
No. 1, is the analysis of the Missouri Zinc Company's spelter;
No. II, of the Martindale spelter; and No. III, of a specimen of
Lehigh spelter. From what character of ore No. III was prepared
I am unable to state. Nos. IV and V are older analyses of spelter
(by Plattner) from Silesian and Chinese specimens respectively.
I.

Sulphur, .
.
. .0035
Silica,
.
.
. .1346
Carbon, .
.
. .1775
Iron, ..................................7173
Lead, ................................. 0701
Copper ...............................1123
Arsenic, .
.
. .0603
Antimony,.
.
. .0249
Cadmium,.......................... ......
Impurities,
Zinc, .
.

.
.

.
.

1.3005
98.6995

II.

III.

IV.

.0741
.1374
.0006
.2863
.0061
.0018
.0590
.0000
...

.0020
.2410
.2322
1.0342
.1094
.0888
.0806
.0000
...

....
....
.0036 to .75
.28 to 32
.47 to .15
....
....
....
97

.5653 1.7882
99.43723 98.2118

....
....

V.

....
1.5
.8
...
...
....
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PHOSPHORUS AND CARBON IN IRON AND STEEL.
BY BOSSITEB \V. RAYMOND, PH.D., NEW YORK CITY.

(From the President's Address at St. Louis, 1874.)
IN the course of this address, President Raymond referred to the
law, said to have been discovered at the French works of Terrenoire,
that the amount of phosphorus may be increased without injury to
steel, if the amount of carbon be proportionately decreased. The
works named have been for more than a year, it is said, manufacturing in the open hearth, by the Martin process, steel rails containing as high as 0.35 per cent, of phosphorus, with about 0.15 per
cent, of carbon, which were not found inferior to Bessemer rails.
It is not claimed by the manager of the works that phosphorus is
an ingredient to be preferred, or purposely introduced; but only that
materials containing it (such as old iron rails, etc.), can be succesfully employed. Other parties have apparently a higher opinion
Still of the new manipulation, and are prepared to claim for " phosphorus steel " superior qualities. Mr. I. Lowthian Bell alluded to
the subject in his recent address as President of the British Iron and
Steel Institute, but without expressing a positive opinion.
After pointing out that the commercial value of the process turned
on the cheap manufacture of ferro-manganese, by means of which
only could the necessary amount of manganese be introduced into
the Martin bath, without increasing its contents of carbon, Mr.
Raymond proceeded to say that the principle alleged to have been
discovered at Terrenoire was already known years ago, in this
country, at least. Not only had steel been manufactured here, containing high percentages of phosphorus, coupled with low percentages of carbon, and suitable for use in rails, boiler-plates, etc., but
the reason of its surprising qualities had been distinctly surmised,
if not widely proclaimed. The following analyses and extracts from
private letters prove these assertions. Some of them assert a similar
principle in the case of wrought iron; but the analyses, and the
remarks based upon them, have reference solely to the steel manufactured under the superintendence of Mr. Slade, at the works of the
New Jersey Steel and Iron Company in Trenton.
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Analyses of three charges of excellent quality of soft " Martin Steel"
used for boiler plate, March 15th, 1870.
No. 214.

Carbon, ..........................................................160
Sulphur, .........................................................003
Phosphorus, .
.
.
.
.
.
.153
Manganese.......................................
. .144
Silicon,...........................................................174
Date of melting, .
.
.
.
Dec. 29,'69.

No. 168.

No. 167.

.120
.120
.008
,007
.113
.275
.058
.072
.015
.025
Oct. 20,'69. Oct. 19,'69.

Extract from letter from C. P. Sandberg, London, May 23d, 1870
to Frederick J. Slade: "I have with great interest read your letter
to Engineering about steel (Siemens), and beg to say that I fully
agree with you in many respects. One thing, however, astonishes
me, viz., the large percentage of phosphorus of 0.12, 0.15, 0.27 per
cent. Whatever could you make of such steel? Certainly not
boiler plates, and I should be afraid to use it for rails even. Bessemer says 0.05 per cent, is as much as he can possibly manage in the
pig or in the steel."
Additional analyses, June 20th, 1870,—Steel melted November 26th,
1869 (remarkably tough),
No. 272.

Carbon, . .125
Phosphorus, .314

No. 191.

Carbon (boiler plate),
Silicon
"
Phosphorus "

.

.120
. .052
. .272

(Bar),

210
.345

Extract from letter from J. Blodgett Britton, Philadelphia, June
23d, 1870, to Frederick J. Slade: "I have examined a number of
irons and mild steels (have frequently been puzzled to tell the difference), but in most eases the samples came without any collateral information, unless verbal, or in a form I cannot now quote. I made
quite an extended examination of some of the Welsh rails that were
first laid in this country. Some of them were in use twenty-eight
to thirty years, and when taken up were worked into ax-lcs and
bridge rods, because of their remarkable toughness and strength;
they contained from 0.294 to 0.385 per cent, of phosphorus and
about as much silicon. It was long ago asserted by Karsten, you
will remember, that bar iron might contain as much as 0.50 per
cent, of phosphorus before showing cold short qualities, and up to
0.30 per cent, the only effect was to give hardness, without affecting
tenacity. But unfortunately he did not add how much carbon might
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be present. I have thus endeavored to answer your questions, but ear very
unsatisfactorily. I hope you will go on with your experiments and writings, and if I can
assist you I will."
Extract from letter from same to same, March 8th, 1871: " Phosphorus exerts a marked
influence upon the metal when associated with carbon; the more carbon the greater
relatively the influence causing brittleness and frangibility at ordinary temperatures, when
in the slightest excess. The substance is nearly always present. If not relatively in
excess it does not appear to be hurtful. Thus I have found 0.30 per cent, of phosphorus
with 0.06 per cent, of carbon, and 0.08 per cent, of phosphorus with 0.20 per cent, of
carbon, and in metals that were claimed to be very good."
Extract from letter from A. S. Hewitt to Edward Cooper, dated London, August 3d,
1869: "There is one other matter of equal importance. It seems to be settled that heads
of rails wear better if the iron contains phosphorus, but is otherwise pure, that is, free
from sulphur, and puddled so that there is no carbon left in the puddled ball. This is the
key to the good iron rails made in Wales and in Westphalia. Heads that are to be made
hard with carbon (puddled steel) should be free from phosphorus, and heads that are to
be made hard by phosphorus must contain no carbon or sulphur (in order to insure
welding) and no silica, (in order- to insure sufficient tenacity). At Dowlais, if there is the
slightest trace of carbon in the flame of the puddled ball, it is sent back to the furnace,
but the pig used is expressly made from ore containing phosphorus. In other words, it has
been ascertained that iron containing phosphorus but free from other impurities, is good for
wear and next best thing for heads of rails to steel."
Mr. Slade says of these data: " The charges, the analyses of which are here given, were
not exceptional, but are samples of our regular working; we having made several hundred
tons of similar character. The letters from Mr. Britton were in reply to questions which I
asked of him, suggested very probably by the foregoing letters from Mr. Hewitt and Mr.
Sandberg. The analyses were made by him, and were desired partly to throw light on the
same subject."
Nor were the works at Terrenoire the first to use ferro-manganese in the manufacture of
soft steel. This was a subject much discussed about 1866, the only difficulty being the cost
of the ferro-manganese. In that year, Mr. Slade applied to both Mr. Henderson and Mr.
Prieger (whose patents the Terrenoire works subsequently purchased) to ascertain on what
terms the article could be obtained.
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Neither of them were then making any; but Mr. Slade purchased of the Lancaster Steel
Works for the Pennsylvania Steel Company a few tons of Henderson's ferro-manganese,
which was all that he could find in the English market. These facts seem to settle the
question of novelty in anything but the purely commercial aspect of the case.
So far as that aspect is concerned, it is doubtful whether the margin of difference between
Bessemer pig and old rails leaves room for the employment of ferro-manganese so as to make
steel rails by the Martin process in this country that can compete in price with Bessemer
rails. The price of old rails is regulated by the bar-mills to such an extent that it is not likely
to fall below a certain interval from the price of pig iron. At present, Bessemer pig can
doubtless be had at $45; and old rails are worth perhaps $40. If the cost of ferro
manganese is to be even but twenty-five cents per pound (the smallest sum yet hinted) the
prospect is not specially encouraging. Whether anything can be done by the proposed process
in the way of converting phosphoric pig into serviceable steel, it would be premature to
inquire. The practice at Terrenoire has dealt, it is understood, with old rails wholly or
chiefly.
These remarks are the more appropriate, since M. Tessié de Motay already claims as his
own the invention of the phosphoric steel process ; and a dispute appears to be pending
abroad on the subject; while at the same time a foreign company is proposing to introduce
the patents into this country. It may be well for American iron masters to know that
whatever is the value of the new process, it is not a new invention.

THE MECHANICAL PREPARATION OF ANTHRACITE.
BY RICHARD P. ROTHWELL, M. E., NEW YORK CITY.
THE anthracite coals' of Pennsylvania are all mined from large veins. A seam less than
four feet in thickness is generally considered as unworkable, those from which most of the
coal now comes being from 8 to 30 feet thick. The system of mining employed is, almost
without exception, that known as "chamber and pillar work;" that is, the coal is taken out of
chambers of from 18 to 30 feet in width, and pillars of from 12 to 20 feet are left between
these to support the roof. In general, the entire thickness of the seam, even
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though it be 20 to 30 feet, is taken out at one operation, and owing to the hardness of the
coal, the use of powder for breaking it down js universal. The blast brings down the coal
in very large blocks, which are broken up with the sledge to such a size (from 20 to 60
lbs.), that a man can readily lift them into the mine cars or wagons, the top rail of which
is about 5 feet above the track. This, of course, applies to the case where the seam is
nearly horizontal and the cars are taken up to the face of the work. Where the beds dip
at an angle of 20° to 45°, the coal is carried down the chambers in shoots, and where the
angle is from 60° to vertical, the chamber is kept constantly full of coal, some being drawn
out at the bottom as room is required at the top to mine it. Where the inclination of the
seam is very great the coal is frequently "shelly," and breaks up easily, making much
more waste than where it is hard, as is generally the ease in the less disturbed beds.
When circumstances will permit, the larger bands of shale are separated from the coal in
the mine, and the fine coal is also some- times left in the chambers, though not to so great an
extent as was formerly the case.
The amount of coal abandoned in the mines, in pillars for the most part, will average
throughout the anthracite region to-day from one-third to one-half of the entire coal of the
beds worked over; it rarely gets as low as one-fourth, under very favorable circumstances,
and not unfrequently exceeds one-half in high pitching scams.
Owing to its difficult ignition, it is necessary to break anthracite to a small size before it
can be used for general domestic and manufacturing purposes. The blast furnace is almost
the only large consumer of "lump" or unbroken coal, so that the small sizes always
command a higher price than the large, and a considerable part of the lump coal is
broken up to the sizes demanded by the market.
This breaking is always effected by means of pairs of iron rollers revolving together, and
with projections or " teeth," formed either of cast iron, cast or forged steel, or wrought
iron with steel points. Till within six or seven years the cast-iron teeth, sometimes with
chilled points, were in general use; but experience has since proved very fully that the
amount of waste or fine coal made in breaking with sharp, pointed teeth, is much less
than with the round ends formerly used, and we find the best breakers to-day provided
with sharp steel teeth, which can be taken out and sharpened when they wear down ; and,
though they are quite expensive in first outlay,
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the saving of coal which their use effects would pay for the most expensive rolls in a very
short time.
After the coal leaves the mine it is dumped on a shoot having a grating, "a" (Plate III)
of iron bars, 4 to 7 inches apart at the lower end, and a gate immediately above the bars,
so that by raising the gate more or less the man in charge can regulate the amount of coal
running down. All but the largest lumps pass through this grating on to a shoot, which
carries it into the mud-screens " b b." The lump coal that passes over the first set of bars
lands on a plat-form, " c," where it is " picked," that is, the shale is picked out, and it
then goes into the lump-coal shoot, at the commencement of which there is a short set of
bars, " d," or grating, which lets through all the smaller pieces.
If it be desired to make a large proportion of small sizes, a portion of the lump coal,
after being picked, is pushed through a hole on the platform into the No. 1 or " crusher "
rolls, " e e ;" these are usually from 18 to 36 inches in diameter, and 30 to 40 inches long,
and the space between the points of the teeth is equal to 31⁄2 to 41⁄2 inch mesh on the
revolving screens. The rolls are set closer together or further apart as the market calls for
a greater or less proportion of the smaller sizes of coal.
The coal that has gone through these No. 1 rolls joins that which went through the bars,
"a," and goes into the mud-screens, "b b," or it goes direct from the No. 1 rolls into the
steamboat screen, when there is one, as in the drawing. Where there is no steamboat
screen, steamer coal is separated on bars; but many engineers prefer the use of screens
even for this large size. There are generally two mud-screens (their dimensions are
given below). They revolve with a periphery speed of from 130 to 200 feet per minute,
and have an inclination of from 7/8 to 1 inch in 12. The coal is here separated from the
fine coal or "dirt," which is sent direct on to the culm bank. As this screening is a
preliminary one, several sizes of coal are allowed to go through together, and thence they
run down shoots into the main screens, where they are separated into the usual market sizes.
The sizes of coal made at a " breaker " are :
Lump coal, being the largest lumps as they come from the mine.
Steamboat coal, the largest lumps that pass through the bars " a" and "d," and the
largest of that going through the No. 1 rolls, "e e." It passes sometimes through a
screen called the "steamboat
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screen," as in the drawing, passing over a 4 inch square mesh, and sometimes over fixed bars.
No. 1. Broken, or grate coal goes through a 4 inch mesh and over a 23⁄4 to 21⁄2 inch
mesh.
No. 2. Egg coal goes through a 23⁄4 to 21⁄2 inch mesh, and over a 21⁄4 to 2 inch mesh.
No. 3. Large stove coal goes through a 21⁄4 to 2 inch mesh, and over a If to 11⁄2 inch
mesh.
No. 4. Small stove coal goes through a If to 11⁄2 inch mesh, and over a 1 1/8 to 1 inch
mesh.
No. 5. Chestnut coal goes through a 11/8 to 1 inch mesh, and over a 5/8 to 1⁄2 inch
mesh.
No. 6. Pea coal passes through a 5/8 to 1⁄2 inch mesh, and over a 3/8 to 1⁄4 inch mesh.
No. 7. Buckwheat coal is rarely made, except when the coal is washed on the screens,
and where the chestnut and pea coal made have the larger dimensions above given.
Dirt passes through a $ to 1⁄4 inch mesh, or a still finer one, where No. 7 is made.
These dimensions vary with the nature of the coal, the condition of the market; and the
smaller sizes with the state of the coal, wet or dry, as it comes from the mine, and with the
nature of the preparation. In some places this coal is washed as it passes through the
screens. This is particularly the case where it comes wet from the mine, and consequently
lias the dirt sticking to it, making it difficult to distinguish the slate from the coal. In other
cases it is screened dry.
The working drawings, Plate III, show the arrangement of the screens and rolls, and
the length of the segments or divisions of a screen for the different sizes. These
dimensions vary, of course, according to the size and pitch given the screens, and the
proportion of different sizes the colliery is expected to make; in other words, according
to the nature of the coal and the market which it is intended to supply.
After passing through the mud-screens " b b," and the steamboat Screen " f f," the coal
that is already sorted to market size has the slate picked out on shoots, which lead it
direct into the pockets.
The larger sizes, " steamboat " and " broken," are often run through the main or No. 2
rolls "gg;" these are from 20 to 48 inches diameter, and 30 to 40 inches long, and are
usually set so that the
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distance between the points of the teeth is equal to 2 1/4 to 3 inch square mesh.
In these, as in the other rolls, the length of the teeth, working point against space,
is for steel three-fourths, and for cast iron five-eighths of the mesh.
All the coal that goes through the rolls should first have the "slate" carefully
"picked" out.
All the coal coming from the No. 2 or main rolls, and the smaller sizes, Nos. 3 and 4
(above chestnut and pea size), coming from the " mud" and "steamboat" screens,
go direct into the main sereens " h h," where they are separated into the several
sizes. The chestnut, pea, and some of the culm or "dirt" from the main screens,
and that from the mud and steamboat screens, go into the chestnut screens, where they
are separated into sizes according to the above standard. All the sizes from No. 4
upwards are " hand-picked " on inclined tables, shoots, or "telegraphs" (as the shoot
which carries the coal from the screens to the pockets is called), before being run into
the pockets. The chestnut and pea coals are not picked.
Where it becomes necessary to break up the No. 2 or egg coal to stove size, a third
pair of rolls, called the No. 3 or " monkey rolls," is used. These rolls are placed
below the main screens, from which they take the No. 2 coal, and they necessitate the
use of one or two small screens to sort the coal that passes through them.
On the drawing no provision was made for these No. 3 rolls; their dimensions
are usually from 15 to 24 inches diameter, 24 to 30 inches long, and they are set so
that the distance between the points of the teeth is equivalent to 1 3/8 to 2 inch
mesh of screen.
The working drawing, Plate III, designed for preparing coal from beds making a
good deal of dirt or fine coal, and where the market would take the average proportion
of the different sizes, including steamboat coal, makes it unnecessary to enter into any
long description of the " breaker." We will confine ourselves to some general remarks.
Our " coal breakers," as the buildings in which anthracite is broken and screened
are called, are always frame structures, built of oak, pine, or hemlock timber, in the
manner shown in the drawing; their height from the track under the pockets to the
dump platform varies from 65 to 90 feet, This height is regulated as follows: the
discharging shoot of the pockets must be from 8 to 9 feet above the railroad track, in
order to allow the cars and their projecting "breaks" to pass under; the bottoms
of the pockets must have a
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pitch of 5½ to 6 inches in 12, that the coal may run clown in them. The depth of
the pockets will vary somewhat with the certainty of regular supply of cars, but they
are generally made to hold about 75 to 100 tons each. The lump coal shoot holds a
much larger amount. All the shoots carrying coal from one part of the breaker to
another should have sufficient pitch to let the coal run freely, and thus avoid
handling. This will require a pitch of from 3 inches in 12 for clean coal running
over clean sheet iron, to 7½ or 8 inches in 12 for wet fine coal on wooden or
even iron shoots. It is a very great mistake to seek to economize timber in the
height of the breaker, by giving an insufficient inclination to the various shoots,
for the timber, including carpenter's work, costs say $30 per 1000 feet (board
measure) for hemlock that costs $15 at the mill; or say $40 for pine, costing $25 at
the mill ; and the difference of 10 feet in the height of a breaker is a very small
matter, while the continual trouble and limited capacity, when the shoots are not
steep enough to carry the coal easily, are very heavy and constant sources of expense.
The pitch necessary and convenient for the several shoots is marked on the
drawing. It should be recollected that these shoots are all either of sheet or cast
iron, and become bright with use. At first the pitch indicated may not appear
sufficient, but a greater inclination will be found inconvenient after the iron becomes
polished.
The fundamental conditions that should govern the designing of a coal breaker
are:
1. The dirt, or fine coal, as it comes from the mine, should be separated at the
earliest possible stage and sent to the dirt-pocket, instead of carrying it down to the
main screens, where it is mixed with freshly broken coal.
2. All coal should have the slate carefully picked out before it is allowed to go
through the rolls.
3. No coal should be put through the rolls except what actually requires breaking.
4. Abundance of room and light should be provided wherever the coal has to be
picked by hand, and, as above stated, the shoots should have sufficient inclination
(but not too much) to allow the coal to run without handling.
Simple and self-evident as these conditions may appear, they were very generally
disregarded in the construction of our older " breakers," and we constantly find all
the coal, small and large, coming from the mine, except the lump coal, passed
through the rolls, and
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that before any picking has been done. The results are that much more dirt or waste
is made than is necessary by the breaking up of coal already small enough; and as
each piece of slate going into the rolls is broken into several pieces, it requires a
correspondingly greater number of hands to pick it out than would have been necessary
had the picking been done before breaking. Cast-iron rolls with sharp steel teeth are
the most economical; they probably make fully 10 per cent. less waste than do castiron pointed rolls. There is a diversity of opinion on the question of the best size of
roll; some preferring small, others large. We are well satisfied that the larger the roll
the less waste will it make, and with large rolls the teeth should be set point to point,
and not point to space as is usually done. This will, however, depend somewhat on the
condition of the coal as it comes from the mine. Sometimes, when the bed is
"faulty," the coal breaks up into long flat pieces, which are objectionable in marketing
the product, and the coal may be broken more thoroughly, though probably with more
waste, by running the rolls " point to space." The speed of the rolls is generally from
700 to 900 feet per minute at the periphery. When the engine power is sufficient, and
the desired quantity of coal can be broken at the lower speed, it is probably less wasteful
than the higher. The gears on the roll-shafts driving the rolls are made with extra long
teeth, so that the distance between the rolls may be varied as the requirements of the
market may demand.
There is a great variety in the make of breaker rolls ; some manufacturers make a
simple hollow cast-iron cylinder, with pyramidal teeth cast on it; others make the
roll in three or more segments, which are bolted together, forming the cylinder.
Others, again, use a series of cast-iron rings, with only three large teeth on each ; these
are put on the shaft over a feather, and the last one keyed up, and the two rolls
running at different speeds. Another form has one roll with teeth, and the other
with only a few slight projections, the idea being to assimilate the operation to
breaking coal with a pick on an iron floor. Sometimes the teeth are straight
pyramids, at other times they are made " hawk-bill," or with the front edge radial and
the back curved, so as to give the necessary strength, the object in this case being to
have the point, and not the face or edge, of the tooth strike the coal; with large rolls
this object is best attained, and this form of tooth is the best. With steel-teeth rolls
some makers take cast-steel teeth, sharpened and tempered, and cast the cylinder of
the roll on them, continuing to run the metal through the mould
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till a perfect weld is made between the steel and the cast iron—the teeth being heated
before being put in the mould. Other manufacturers take a forged tooth, turn off the
lower end of it, and drive it into a bored hole in the cast-iron cylinder. This
method, though very expensive, has the advantage that when a tooth gets broken it
can be taken out, or driven through, and another put in.
The rolls are in closed in a cast-iron box open at the bottom, and with an opening
over the centre of the rolls to let the coal in.
Screens.—The screens are nearly always made with cast-iron segments. These are
light castings, weighing only about 7½ to 8 pounds per square foot. The weight per
square foot varies but little for the different sizes of mesh which we have already
given. The screen-shaft was formerly made of wood, then of cast iron; now rolled
"Phoenix" columns are much used, which have the advantage of less weight. Now
that lap-welded tubes as high as 14 inches in diameter are made, they would probably
prove economical and reliable, and would suffer less than "Phœnix" columns from the
acid water resulting from washing the coal. The wooden shaft always had so much
spring in it when it was of any considerable length that it would. break the cast-iron
screen segments. Formerly woven wire screens were in general use, now they are
replaced everywhere by cast-iron segments except for the chestnut screen, and the
very fine mesh screens, used to separate the dirt from the coal, the very fine castings
not being strong enough to withstand the blows given them to shake the dirt and coal
out of the meshes, where it often sticks.
Segments woven with wronght-iron rods having a square section are excellent, and
are preferred for small sizes particularly, but they are much more expensive than
those of cast iron, and so have not been generally introduced; cast-steel segments are
as yet in their experimental stage.
The question as to what sizes of coal should pass through revolving screens is one
which depends on the nature of the coal itself; if this comes from the vein dirty, the
fine " dirt" cannot be separated in running over bars, and if it be desired, as it should
be, to get rid of this at the earliest possible stage in the preparation, it is necessary to
put it through a revolving screen. This is the practice of many of our most advanced
coal operators.
The length of screen varies with the kind of coal to be made, and the quantity of
"dirt" that comes from the mine, from 12 to 30 feet. The diameter varies from 4 to
7 feet, the main screens being
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usually 5 to 6 feet, the mud-screens 6 to 7, and the chestnut screens 4 to 5 feet. The
periphery speed of screens is from 130 to 200 feet, and the pitch given them
varies from 7/8 to 1¼ inches in 12 inches. They should be driven from a different
shaft from the rolls, which have a variable speed according to the amount of coal passing
through them. The screens should run very uniformly. Where the coal is washed
in screening, it is done by means of water falling from a perforated trough on to the
screen while it revolves.
The capacity of a breaker is never limited by the rolls. They can always break
more than the screens can clean. The limit is either in the screen capacity or in the
picking-room.
Mechanical Separation of Coal and Slate.—Within the past three or four years
efforts have been made, with partial success, to introduce a modification of the old
Freiberg jigging machine for the separation, in water, of the slate from coal. Several
mechanical separators have been tried, and though they have not as yet received any
extended application, yet there can be little doubt that the work can be done in this
way much more efficiently than by hand labor. The proportion in specific gravity
between anthracite and slate is as about 1.4 or 1.5 to 2.2. Where the coal and slate are
in separate pieces, and the coal is of nearly uniform size, there can be no serious
difficulty in separating them mechanically; but where the coal is intimately associated
with the shale, or " bony," as it is usually termed, there is not much difference in
specific gravity between the bony coal and the carbonaceous shale; yet even then the
mechanical separation should do the work better than the boys usually employed, at
least for all the smaller sizes, say Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. The large sizes, broken and
egg (No. 1 and 2), can best be picked by hand. No effort has ever been made to
separate the shale from the coal in the sizes below No. 4, though it is very evident that
they are specially adapted for mechanical separation; and, as their use is rapidly
increasing for domestic and manufacturing purposes, such a separation would enable
the producer to put them in market at a price very little below that of stove coal,
while now they are quoted $1 per ton below it. The use of the "base-burning"
stoves has greatly extended the consumption of chestnut and pea coal, and, if they
were washed free from slate, they would be preferred by many consumers at a very small
difference of price in their favor.
Many of our manufactories to-day use nothing but pea coal under their steam boilers,
and as any measure which extends the consumption of these sizes diminishes the
waste at the mines, and conse-
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quently tends to reduce the price of all the other sizes, the importance of the subject
must be evident.
The waste made in this system of mechanical preparation of anthracite has not been
determined by careful experiment; it varies from one colliery to another, according
to the nature of the coal and of the machinery, and particularly of the rolls employed
in preparing it. Taking the coal as it comes from the mine, where the seam is flat
and but little "dirt" is sent out, there will usually be a loss of from 15 to 40 per
cent. In the breaking up of clean lump coal to the smaller sizes there will be a loss
of from 15 per cent., under the most favorable circumstances, to 30 per cent. under less
advantageous, though much more usual conditions; this is where no smaller mesh
than 3/8 inch is used on the screens.
The cost of preparing anthracite in the manner described varies according to the
greater or less proportion of the smaller sizes made. As the miners were paid by the
car, the estimated yield of which was based on the market coal obtained, and not on
the direct weight of the coal coming from the mine, the loss of mining this waste fell,
and now falls, on the miner. The royalties to the landlord are paid on the coal
actually sent to market, so he loses his royalty on the waste, while the operator loses
on the handling of an unprofitable product, and on the greater wear and tear of
machinery, etc.; they had not, therefore, sufficient inducement to study economy till
they (the operators) commenced to purchase the coal lands, and the miners, in
some places, insisted on being paid for actual weight taken from the mine.
We may now reasonably expect this subject to attract more attention than it has
hitherto received.
The cost of preparation may be given in a general way as varying from 35 to 45
cents per ton; of this, about 10 cents per ton is for depreciation of machinery and
breaker buildings, and the greater part of the balance is paid to the " breaker boys."
The cost of a breaker having a capacity of, say 600 tons per day, such as is shown
in the drawings, when built of hemlock lumber, would be about $45,000 to $55,000,
including all machinery. A more elaborate construction, with the requisite machinery
for the preparation of 1500 tons per day (including about 25 per cent. of lump coal),
would cost $75,000 to $85,000; or, if built of oak or Georgia pine, it might cost
$90,000.
The whole cost of the waste in preparing anthracite should be more fully
investigated by the large companies that now control that
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trade and own, practically, the whole field. A series of carefully conducted
experiments would undoubtedly lead to a very important saving, by determining the
best machinery for breaking and cleaning coal, and the most economical manner of
carrying on the work. It must be admitted that the anthracite coal must be broken to
small sizes before it can be used without an artificial draft, and the system of breaking
at the mines with specially adapted machinery is undoubtedly the best; bnt it must also
be evident that an immense improvement in the direction of economy may be made by a
thorough investigation of the subject, inducing the adoption of improved machinery.

ROCK-DRILLING MACHINERY.
BY E. GYBBON SPILSBURY, NEW YORK CITY.
IT is not my purpose in this paper to describe all the different contrivances which
have been devised, daring the last quarter of a century, for the purpose of lessening
the expense of mining and : tunnelling operations; I wish merely to call your
attention to the crying want of the Western miners for some cheap and effective
machine, capable of economizing on the heavy item of hand-drilling, and to enumerate
a few of the latest improvements which have been made in machines of this class.
This necessity for the introduction of some kind of labor-saving machinery in
mining, especially in the West, begins to make itself felt more imperatively every
day. No branch of industry has remained so conservative to the old customs and
systems of working, as has mining; and yet no branch is so entirely dependent on economical working for a successful issue; and in very few is the proportion of cost of
hand-labor to profits obtained so preponderantly heavy.
Perhaps the chief reason for this seeming apathy towards progress in this direction
arises from the fact that nearly all mining operations, especially in this country, are
carried on in regions more or less remote from the great centres of civilization,
thereby rendering the carriage and erection of machinery extremely difficult and ex
pensive. Another reason, however, exists in the fact that a large number of men in
charge of mining operations are greatly prejudiced against the introduction of
machinery underground, from the idea that it cannot be made to adapt itself to the
various positions and
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work it would have to be placed in and perform. As, however, every year strides
are being made towards placing mining on a scientific and systematic basis, we may
hope soon to see these prejudices fade away, and, ere long, such improvements will
have been made to the power-drills, that they will come into as general use in mines as
the sewing machine has in every household. Of course, before such an end can be
attained, the expense of this class of machines must be considerably lessened, as at
present but few can afford to invest the necessary capital for the air-compressing machinery and drills. Before entering into details of the machines, we will first
investigate briefly the amount and kind of work these drills may be expected to
perform.
Long and thorough investigations have proved that in Europe fully two-thirds, and
in this country probably three-quarters of the entire cost of mining is consumed by
the expense of drilling holes for blasting purposes.
Rziha, in his work on the building of tunnels (Lehrbuch der Tunnel-baukunsf), gives
some very good tables on this subject, from which I extract the following one :

Now, supposing that we allow that one-third of the labor is consumed in charging
the holes, blasting, and removing the debris, we shall have, from the average column
of the above table, 72.6x 2/3 = 48.4 + 17.6 for steel, etc. = 66 per cent. as the
proportion consumed in drilling.
According to Hennezel, Annales des Mines, 1839, p. 513, the whole average cost of
mining at Sourciaux and Gervais was distributed as follows:
Hand labor, ..................................................... 76.1 per cent,
Drills and repairs on tools, ............................ 6 . 9
"
Oil..................................................................... 4.7
"
Cartridge paper and fuse, ............................... 0.6
"
Powder, ........................................................... 12.7
"
VOL. III.—10
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Deducting, as above, one-third of the labor, we have 76.1X 2/3 X 5.9 + (4.7 X
2/3) = 59.71 per cent, as the cost of drilling.
From my own experience at different mines in Germany, I find that the average
proportion of cost was as follows :
Hand labor ...................................................... 74.8 per cent.
Steel for drills and repairs, ............................ 13.1
"
Powder,............................................................ 11.0
"
Cartridge paper and fuse, ............................... 1.1
"
Thus giving 74.8 X 2/3 X 13.1 = 61.9 per cent. as the cost of drilling.
Dr. F. M. Stapff, in his work on Hock-Drilling Machinery, gives numerous similar
examples, all of which tend to show that the actual cost of drilling varies from 50
to 70 per cent. of the whole cost of mining. All the foregoing examples, taken from
European sources, are based on the fact that wages were from 50 to 75 eents u day for
miners, so that in this country it may be assumed that drilling will probably represent
75 per cent. of the entire expense of mining. From the foregoing, then, it will be
seen that in order to lessen the expense of drilling, we must chiefly aim at
cheapening hand labor, either by a cutting down of wages, or by raising the effective
standard of the working power. The former method is, of course, out of the question,
as the price of hand labor is gradually on the increase all the world over, rather than
on the decrease. Our whole attention, therefore, must be given to an increase of effective
power, or, in other words, to the introduction of a machine which will diminish the
cost of hand labor.
The idea of fastening a drill to the piston rod of a cylinder engine, and causing it to
strike the rock with the force brought to bear through the pressure of either steam,
compressed air, or water, on the piston, is really as old as the invention of the
steam hammer. A great many obstacles, however, arose in the practical carrying out of
this idea, most of which have, until very recently, seemed almost unsurmountable. For
instance, a drill not only requires the reciprocating motion of the engine, but must also
rotate a certain amount at each stroke. The whole machine also must be gradually
pushed forward as the depth of the hole increases. The valve gear must be so
arranged that the function of the steam ports can be reversed even without the piston
having travelled the whole length of the stroke. Further, the whole machine must be
light, of great strength, and easily adjustable to any required position. The motive
power having, in most cases, to be brought a great distance, it is requisite to obtain
the utmost effective power; and lastly, to compete effect-
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ively with hand labor, the machine must be simple, solidly built, and not apt to get
out of order. It should require but very little attendance, and that not of skilled
labor.
As a proof of how very difficult it has been found to construct machines
embodying the requisites of simplicity and solidity, I will here mention that in the
Mount Cenis tunnel, in 1864, it required seventy of the "Sommellier" drills to keep
eight constantly at work, thus necessitating a staff of twenty-five men in the repair shops
; and according to the report of the engineer in charge, for 1867, they required in all
two hundred machines to keep sixteen constantly at work.
In 1865 I was present at a trial made in the mines of the Vieille Montagne
Company at Moresnet, with a machine somewhat of the same construction as the "
Doring " drill, and the result showed that it required at least three machines to keep
one at work. In this country, at the Hoosac Tunnel, where the " Burleigh " drill is used,
experience showed that the average life of each machine without repairs did not exceed
fifty hours, and that it required four machines to keep one at work. Almost every new
drill that is invented shows great improvement in this regard. Thus at Ausable Forks,
N. Y., where the " Ingersoll " drill is being used, it is found that three machines will
keep one at work ; and at the Bethlehem tunnel (New Jersey), on the Easton and
Amboy Railroad, where the same drills are used, the average has been lowered to two
to one.
The second requisite, that of compactness and simplicity, has also been found most
difficult to comply with; so much so, that in this country there are only four drills
which can come under the heading of practical mining drills. These are the "Burleigh,"
" Rand," "In-gersoll," and " Waring " drills. A fifth drill, the " Wood," has, so so
far as I can learn, never been practically tested. Of the above four machines, the
first has so far been superseded by the others, that it is placed almost out of
competition. The second drill, the "Rand," is a light, compact, and effective machine,
but has the great objection of being simply a hand-feeding machine, instead of having an
automatic feed, as the others have. This, of course, necessitates a very close attention
on the part of the attendant, as its construction is such that any neglect on the part of the
latter to feed regularly, invariably results in the blowing out of the cylinder-head.
Unfortunately, I have been unable to obtain sufficient reliable data by which I
might have shown a fair comparison of the relative merits of these different machines.
A few weeks ago, what might
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have been a very interesting competitive trial took place between the three last-named
drills. This trial was instituted by the Port Henry Iron Ore Company, at their mines
on Lake Champlain, and was under the supervision of Mr. George H. Reynolds, the
company's Consulting Engineer.
Unfortunately the results obtained were not so reliable as they should have been,
owing to the partisan jealousies between the different competitors, which feelings were
taken up even by the workmen and employés of the company. Portions of Mr.
Reynolds's report on the result of this trial have already been published in the
Engineering and Mining Journal, and I will not now repeat them. I will merely add,
that from the report it appears that, in drilling vertical holes, the result of the working
of the three machines did not differ very materially. In a " side hole," inclined
downwards, the "Waring" and the " Rand" drills were nearly equal, the latter
being slightly ahead ; whereas the " Ingersoll " drill in that position could perform,
from some cause or other, but half the work of the others. On a dry hole, slighly
upcast, the difference in the action of the three machines was very remarkable and
almost unaccountable, unless we take into consideration the difference in the manner
of their mounting. The "Ingersoll" drilled 4 feet 9 inches in 62 minutes, or at the
rate of 0.93 inches per minute.
The "Rand " machine drilled 4 feet 9 inches in 46 minutes, 55 seconds, or at the
rate of 1.22 inches per minute.
The "Waring" machine drilled 5 feet in 29.15 minutes, or at the rate of 2.05 inches
per minute.
The rock on which these trials were made was a hard, compact, magnetic iron ore.
The only conclusion that can be arrived at by this report is, that each of the machines
was capable of doing, with more or less success, all ordinary mining work, but that the
" Waring "drill showed a decided advantage in breast-work and upcast boring; for
Mr. Reynolds reports that one hole was bored by this latter machine which could not
be reached by either of the others; and that undoubtedly the mounting of this drill
for all purposes is far superior to either of the others. In order to show more completely the strength of the different machines, Mr. Reynolds should have gone more
fully into the cost of repairs on the different machines, and reduced this cost to the
foot bored. Such a table would show, more than all the rest, which of the drills was
really the best for mining purposes. From inquiries I have made outside, and for the
perfect accuracy of which I cannot vouch, although I know them
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to be approximatively correct, I find that the cost of repairs on the "Band" drill
amounted to 7.89 cents per foot bored, and that of the "Waring" drill to 2.55
cents per foot. I have been unable to obtain the figures for the " Ingersoll " drill.
The two drills most nearly approaching perfection at the present titme are,
undoubtedly, the " Ingersoll " and the " Waring " machines. They are both so good that
it would be difficult to determine which of the two is really superior to the other for
every kind of work. They are both nearly of the same sizes and weights, and both will
drill at about the same rate. The "Waring" drill must, however, be awarded the
palm on two very important points, viz.: first, on the fact that all the working parts
are covered up, and thus protected from the dirt and grit of the mine, and secondly,
the mounting of this latter machine on its tripod, and the tripod itself, far surpasses
that of its rival. The attachment to the tripod is effected by one bolt only, and the
machine can be taken off or fixed into the tripod without a moment's delay. The tripod
itself is so constructed that each of the two forward legs can describe an entire
circle around its point of junction with the fork, and the third leg can be moved not
only in a direction parallel to the axis of the fork, but also at right angles to the
same. This construction of the tripod permits the drill to be placed in any
conceivable position, and is of utmost importance to the introduction of power drills
into ordinary mining operations, for without it, all the holes could not be drilled by the
machine, and hand labor would have to be used, thus greatly reducing the economy of
the drill.
It seems strange that so little study has been given to determining the actual
mechanical requirements of this class of machines. At present no rules, either
empirical or theoretical, can be established for the requisite strength or dimensions of
their different parts, and little or nothing is known on the following points, which are of
great importance to the future success of power drilling: Whether use "of high or low
pressure, air or steam, is most economical? Whether a high or low rate of speed is
most effective and advantageous ? What is the most effective proportion of rotary
motion to each stroke of the piston, and whether the reducing of the total weight of
the machine greatly impairs the actual efficiency of the stroke? From the experience
gained at the Mount Cenis tunnel it was found, that when working in hard rock, most
progress was made by striking light blows, whereas in soft rock, hard blows were
requisite to perform the same amount of work, and, as in the use of similar machines
the
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first condition is obtained by shortening the stroke, and the second by lengthening
the stroke, we may conclude for hard rock, a machine running at a very high rate of
speed, with a short stroke, is preferable, whereas in soft rock, a slower-going
machine, with a longer and more powerful stroke, would be requisite to accomplish
the same amount of work.

NOTE ON THE OCCURRENCE OF ANTIMONY IN
ARKANSAS.
BY PROFESSOR CHARLES P. WILLIAM, ROLLA, MISSOURI.
DUEING the fall of the year 1873, attention was redirected to the occurrence of lead
ores in Southwestern Arkansas (chiefly in Sevier County), and somewhat extensive
explorations of the deposits have since been made in the hope of finding the ores
sufficiently argentiferous to be profitably worked. How far the expectations have been
realized I am not authentically advised, but samples of ,the galena ore, yielding
62.09 per cent. of lead, gave on assay at the rate of 15 3-10 ounces of silver to the
ton of ore. This was the highest result obtained by myself, though I am informed that
higher yields have been obtained by others.
Among the samples of ores from this loeality, forwarded to me in January last, was
one specimen which I at once recognized as stibnite, and, on notification, other specimens
of the same from Sevier County were forwarded me. The first specimen of the several
received contained 11.51 per cent, of gangue, 57.62 per cent. antimony, 4.57 of bismuth,
with small amounts of arsenic and iron. The latest result from a portion of another
hand specimen I append in full, with duplicate estimations of the arsenic, bismuth,
and gangne. The analyses were all conducted by Mr. C. R. Winters, under my direction, and in the case of those given below the ore was separated as closely as possible
from the gangne before analysis. The results are for the mineral freed from
hygroscopic moisture, and arc as follows:

I.
Sulphur,........................................... 28.518
Antimony, ............................................68.576
Arsnic,................................................... .547
Bismuth,............................................... .521
Iron, ...................................................... .762
Gangue, ................................................ .944
99.868
This result indicates that the ore is stibnite.

II.
...
...
.474
.498
...
.948

Mean.
28.518
68.576
.497
.509
.762
.946
99.808
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With varying, but always small, amounts of the sulphides of antimony replaced by
the isomorphous sulphides, orpiment and bis-ninthinite, the mineralogical composition
of the above specimen would be as follows:
Stibnite, .......................................................
5.417 per cent.
Orpiment,.....................................................
.815 per cent.
Bismuthinite, ...............................................
.626 per cent.
Pyrite, ..........................................................
1.632 per cent.
Quartz, .........................................................
.946 per cent.
99.436 per cent.
The mineral is interesting from the association of the bismuth with the antimony,
and from the fact of adding another locality of antimony ores to the few now known in
the United States.
For the information of those interested in such matters, or who have occasion to
analyze metallic sulphides of this character, I will state that the sulphur was oxidized,
in the course of the above analyses, by the addition of bromine from a dropping-tube to
a hot solution of caustic potash, in which was suspended the finely divided ore. This
method I have found to be expeditious, and to require no special precautions
beyond the cautious addition of the bromine. The antimony was always weighed as
sulphide, in the usual manner; the arsenic was separated and weighed as the arscniate of
ammonio-magnesia, and the bismuth was preeipitated as carbonate and weighed as oxide.

PROF . E. T. Cox did not believe that the deposits referred to were true veins. He
believed them to-be similar to the Kellogg mine in Pulaski County, which belong to the
coal measures, the ore occurring stratified, and in pockets associated with quartz,
spathic ore, galena, and tennantite.
DR . RAYMOND remarked that antimony localities were more numerous than was
generally supposed. There were many deposits west of the Rocky Mountains, which
would be worked if there were an adequate market.
PROF . EGLESTON stated that east of the Rocky Mountains there were no deposits of
any consequence except in Nova Scotia. The occurrence of the rare mineral tennantite,
hitherto mainly confined to Cornwall and the Hartz, was interesting. A good
opportunity might here be offered to study its associations.
PROF. E. T. Cox remarked that he had sent a specimen of tennant-ite to Prof. J.
Lawrence Smith, who made a thorough examination of it, and confirmed his
statement with regard to the mineral.
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SKETCH OF EARLY ANTHRACITE FURNACES.
BY WILLIAM FIRMSTONE, GLENDON IRON WORKS, EASTON, PA
ON the 19th December, 1833, a patent was granted to F. W. Geisenheimer, for
smelting iron ore with anthracite. In his claim he says: "Sixthly, though I cannot,
and do not, claim an exclusive right of the use of heated air, for any kind of fuel,
nevertheless I believe to have a right to claim the use of heated air, applied upon, and
in connection with, the said principle and manner discovered by me, to smelt iron ore in
blast-furnaces with anthracite coal, by applying a blast of air in such quantity,
velocity, and density, or under such pressure, as the compactness, or density, and the
continuity of the anthracite requires, as above amply and fully described and
illustrated."
Dr. Geisenheimer made experiments in smelting iron ore with anthracite at the
Valley Furnace, near Pottsville, but he failed to carry out to good practieal results the
principles enunciated in his patent.
In the Journal of the Franklin Institute for February, 1838, a communication was
published that was made by Mr. George Crane, of the Ynisecdwyn Iron Works,
South Wales, to the British Association, in September, 1837. On the smelting of iron
with anthracite coal, Mr. Crane states therein, that he began the use of anthracite with
hot-blast on the 7th February, 1837, in a cupola blastfurnace, 41 feet high, and 10 1/2
feet across the boshes ; product, 34 to 36 tons a week. Mr. Crane goes on to say, " It
may not be uninteresting to be informed in what matter the idea first occurred to me of
applying a heated blast to anthracite coal. One evening, after I had placed a piece of
it upon my parlor fire (which had before been made up with bituminous coal), and
had allowed it to arrive at a red heat, upon applying as fierce a blast to this piece of
coal as I could raise from a pair of bellows, I noticed a black spot or mark
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upon that part of it where the air impinged upon it; on my continu-ing the like rapid
current in the same direction, I shortly blew the fire out of it. I at once perceived
that the effect of the strength of the current of air, when cold, instead of encouraging
ignition, was actually unfavorable to it. The question promptly occurred to me, What
would be the effect of turning a blast into a furnace upon this coal which would itself
burn, which would itself melt lead ? The further consideration which I gave to the
matter, and the further experiments I shortly after instituted (continued at great
expense for some months) have at length been crowned with the full success which I
have now had the pleasure of reporting to this meeting."
1. The first authentic published account of success in smelting iron ore with
anthracite in the United States is that of a little experimental furnace, built in the year
1838, at the Weigh Lock, below Mauch Chunk, by Baughman, Guiteau & Co., Mr. F.
C Lowthorp, C. E., of Trenton, N. J., being one of the partners. The dimensions
were: height. 21 1/2 feet; diameter of boshes, 5 1/2 feet; hearth, 19x21 inches; length
from back to dam stone, 5 feet 3 inches. An overshot waterwheel, 14 feet diameter, 3
1/2 feet bucket, drove two single-acting wooden blowing tubs, each 6 feet diameter and
11 inch stroke; 12 strokes a minute making about 700 feet of blast a minute.
Mr. Lowthorp, in a letter to Professor Walter R. Johnson, of Philadelphia, dated
November 9, 1840, and published in the work of the latter, 1841, entitled Notes on
the Use of Anthracite, stated that, during his connection with the furnace, it made,
from July, 1839, to November, 1839, during three months, at the maximum rate of 2
tons of pig iron a clay, of Nos. 1, 2, and 3 grades; fuel, anthracite, exclusively.
Temperature of blast, 400° to 600° F. Ore, brown hematite, with magnetite, from
Dickerson mine, New Jersey. The blast was heated by flame from the tunnel head,
and open tuyeres were used. Notwithstanding the good work done at this furnace, the
feasibility of using anthracite in blast-furnaces was still disputed, and a prominent iron
master declared his perfect readiness and ability to eat all the iron that Mr. David
Thomas could make in the furnace he was then erecting at Catasauqua, to use
anthracite.
2. The next furnace was built at Pottsville, Pa., by Mr. William Lyman, under the
auspices of Burd Patterson, and blast was applied July 10th, 1839, but for want of
experience of those in charge, success Was not attained. Mr. Benjamin Perry, who had
blown in the coke
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furnace at Farrandsville, then took charge of it, and blew it in, on the 19th of
October, 1839, with complete success. This furnace was 35 feet high, 8 feet 9 inches
diameter at boshes; hearth of stone, 3½ feet square, and was blown by steam power, a
15-inch steam cylinder driving two blast cylinders each 40 inches diameter and 6 feet
stroke, 18 revolutions a minute. The blast was heated in ovens at the base of the
furnace, with anthracite, to a temperature of 600°, and supplied through 3 tuyeres at a
pressure of 2 to 2½ 1b. per square inch. At the blowing in of this furnace, in October,
the plan was adopted, afterwards so extensively followed, of using closed tuyeres and
a closed forepart, tapping out the cinder periodically. The product as about 40 tons
week of good foundry iron, from brown hematite and carbonates of the coal measures.
Some of the iron was used by Messrs. Savery, of Philadelphia, in the manufacture of
hollow ware, and approved. The success of this furnace was so complete that during the
next year, 1840, no less than four furnaces were blown in on the Schuylkill and
Susquehanna Rivers with anthracite, and profiting by the working at Pottsville,
success was attained at all; two of them were blown in by Mr. Perry. I visited the
furnace in the spring of 1840, and found it still in blast and working well. It
subsequently came into the hands of Dr. G. G. Palmer, now of Stanhope, N. J., and
was named by him Pioneer Furnace.
3. The Danville Furnace, Biddle, Chambers & Co., Montour County, Pa., was
built in 1839, 30 feet high, 7½ feet diameter of bosh, 2 tuyeres; steam power,
a 12-inch steam cylinder 4 feet stroke, driving 2 blast cylinders, each 40 inches
diameter and 42-inch stroke, 30 revolutions a minute ; steam pressure, 100 Ib. to
the square inch ; blast pressure, 2¾ Ib.; temperature, 600°; pig iron produced, 35 tons
a week from fossiliferous ore.
4. Next, Roaring Creek Furnace, Montour County, Pa., Burd Patterson & Co.
Height, 30 feet; diameter of bosh, 8½ feet; 3 tuyeres; water-power; blast, 2400
feet per minute, at a temperature of .650° and 2½ pounds pressure. Product, 40
tons a week of good dark-gray pig iron, from fossiliferous ore.
Blown in by
Benjamin Perry, May 18th, 1840.
5. Phoenixville, Chester County, Pa., Reeves, Buck & Co.
This furnace was 33
feet high, 8 feet diameter at boshes; slope 65°; stone hearth, 3 feet square and 6
1/2 feet long; water-power; blast, 1700 feet a minute under a pressure of 1 1/2 pound
to the square inch; temperature, 700° Fahr. Product, 28 to 30 tons of pig iron a week.
The hot-blast stove, which was planned and erected by M. Julius
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Guiteau, of the Mauch Chunk Furnace, was situated on one side of the tunnel head,
and heated by the escaping flame of the furnace.
When using all brown ore, or limouite, a good soft No. 2 foundry iron was produced.
A mixture of brown ore with magnetite, from Warwick mine, gave a forge.iron,
which, when puddled and rolled into nail plates at the mill, made a good cut nail.
It took 1 3/4 tons of anthracite to make 1 ton of gray forge pig iron. I blew-in this
furnace June 17th, 1840, and it continued in blast until put out by the great flood of
the 8th of January, 1841, in the Schuylkill River, which flowed into the hearth.
6. Columbia Furnace, Danville, George Patterson. Built 1839, and blown-iu by
Mr. Perry, July 2d, 1840. 33 feet high, 8 1/2 feet diameter at bosh; hearth, 3 1/2
feet. A steam cylinder, 12 inch diameter and 3 1/2 feet stroke, steam 100 pounds
to the square inch, running 25 revolutions per minute, and driving 2 blast cylinders,
32 inch diameter, 5 feet 4 inch stroke; 15 revolutions a minute; pres-sure of blast, 3
pounds ; temperature, 600°. Product, 30 to 32 tons a week of foundry iron. Ore,
fossiliferous.
7. Catasauqua.
This furnace was erected for the Lehigh Crane Iron Company,
consisting of Josiah White, Erskine Hazard, Thomas Earp, Thomas Kimber, and
others, by Mr. David Thomas, who came out from the Yniscedwyn Furnaces, South
Wales, for that purpose. It was built in 1839, and blown-in by him on the 4th of
July, 1840. The dimensions were: Height, 40 feet; diameter at boshes, 11 feet;
hearth, 3 1/2 feet square; 3 tuyeres; pressure of blast, 2 1/2 pounds per square inch ;
temperature, 600° Fahr. Product, 50 tons a week of good foundry iron, made from
brown hematite, yielding 40 to 45 per cent, metallic iron.
The power employed was a watcrwheel, 12 feet diameter and 25 feet buckets,
driving 2 blast cylinders, each 5 feet diameter and 6 feet stroke; 10 revolutions a
minute. This furnace continued to work very successfully until the great freshet in
the Lehigh River, January 8th, 1841, put a stop to its operation. The furnace is still
in existence, and doing good work. Furnace No. 2 was built in 1842.
With the erection of this furnace commenced the era of higher and larger furnaces
and better blast machinery, with consequent improvements in yield and quality of iron
produced.
It was the commencement of an enterprise that, under the able management of Mr.
Thomas, resulted in building up one of the largest and most successful works in the
Lehigh Valley, now con-
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sisting of six blast furnaces, some of them 60 feet high and 17 or 18 feet in the boshes,
producing 250 tons of pig iron a week, and using the escaping gas to raise steam and
heat the blast.
It will be seen that in the year 1840 there were only six furnaces using anthracite,
two of them on the Schuylkill, three of them on the Susquehanna, and one on the
Lehigh, making from 30 to 50 tons a week each. At three of the above mentioned
furnaces, viz. Mauch Chunk, Phœnixville, and Columbia, the hot-blast ovens were
heated by the flame escaping from the furnace; at the others, the ovens and boilers
were on the ground, and heated by independent fires. At that early day, the plan
now so general of conveying the escaping gas in air-tight conduits to the boilers and
ovens, was not adopted. It was introduced by Mr. C. E. Detmold, a German engineer,
now of New York.
In the foregoing sketch of the early anthracite furnaces of 1839- 40, I have derived
some of the facts there stated from the work of Prof. Walter R. Johnson, published in
1841, before mentioned, and partly from my own notes and observations. The amount
of blast stated was deduced by multiplying the cubic contents of the blast cylinders by
the number of revolutions made in a minute. The amount that really reached the
furnace was very considerably less, on account of defective fitting of the pistons, and
leaks in other ways. Even at the present day, with vastly improved machinery, the
loss is very considerable.
These diminutive furnaces of 1840, with their feeble blasts (com- pared with those of
the present day), were the small seed that was destined to develop into a great
industry. At the present day, out of 680 furnaces in the United States, 226 are
anthracite, producing nearly one-half of all the pig iron made. The size of the
furnaces has increased from 8 feet boshes, and 30 to 40 feet high, to 20 feet boshes,
and 80 feet high, furnaces with 16 feet boshes and 60 feet high being most numerous.
Some of those 70 to 80 feet high are making 300 tons of pig iron a week, using a
blast pressure of 6 to 8 pounds on the square inch, and a temperature of 700° to
900°, with a consumption of coal less than 1 1/2 tons to the ton of pig iron of grade
No. 3.
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ECONOMY OF FUEL IN OUR ANTHRACITE BLASTFURNACES.
BY PROF. B. W. FRAZIERS, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, BETHLEHEM, PA.
IN the numbers of the Engineering and Mining Journal of June 27th and July l1
th, 1874, there appeared some very complete statistics of the working of some
anthracite blast-furnaces belonging to a large establishment in this country, followed by
calculations of the heat requirements of the furnaces, similar to those which have been
made for European furnaces by Mr. I. Lowthian Bell, Prof. Gruner, Prof. Akerman and
others. To the author of these valuable papers, Mr. John A. Church, of New York, the
thanks of American iron metallurgists are due for this attempt (the first, to my
knowledge at least), to attack systematically and scientifically the problem of
economy of fuel in our anthracite blast-furnaces, by applying the formulas obtained
from European practice and from the experiments of European metallurgists, to the
determination of the amounts and the modes of distribution of the heat production
and absorption in our furnaces.
In order to facilitate a comparison of the results thus obtained for the anthracite
furnaces in question with those obtained for the best types of European coke
furnaces, I have reduced to the same standard of heat units (the product of the ton
and the degree Centigrade), and placed side by side, the calculations of the heat
requirements of one of the furnaces of the Clarence works, as given by Mr. Bell, of
a furnace at Pouzin, on the banks of the Rhone, given by Prof. Gruner, and of the
anthracite furnaces for 1869-73, as given by Mr. Church. Table I shows the
different conditions of working of the three furnaces, of which Table II gives the
respective heat requirements. I have made this latter table in such a manner as to
give for each furnace its heat requirements, both according to the views of Mr. Bell
and those of Prof. Gruner.
Mr. Bell assumes that all the carbonic acid produced by the decomposition of the
carbonate of lime of the charge, is reduced to carbonic oxide by contact with solid
carbon ; also, that the carbon of the pig iron is a portion of that deposited in the ore
in the upper part of the furnace, by the dissociation of carbonic oxide.
Prof. Gruner, on the other hand, assumes that all the carbonic acid of the
carbonates of the charge escapes unreduced, and that the carbon deposited in the upper
part of the furnace, by the dissociation of carbonic oxide, is again converted into
carbonic oxide or
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acid, by combining with the oxygen ceded by the iron oxide of the ore.
The carbon of the pig iron he assumes to be derived directly from the
solid carbon of the fuel.
In consequence of these different assumptions, the total heat
requirement of a furnace, especially of one using such a large quantity of
limestone as the anthracite furnace, is considerably greater by Mr.
Bell's calculations than by Prof. Gruner's. Those elements of the total
heat requirements, which depend upon Mr. Bell's assumptions only, are
placed in brackets, and below the total heat requirement of each furnace,
according to Mr. Bell's views, also in brackets, is placed the
corresponding sum according to the views of Prof. Gruner.
Slight discrepancies exist in the elements of the total heat requirements
of the different furnaces, owing to the different coefficients which have
been adopted by the above named eminent authorities, but they are too
slight to have any practical importance, except, perhaps, the coefficients
of heat absorption in the reduction of the oxides of iron.
The heat requirements of the anthracite furnace are mainly those
given by Mr. Church, who has adopted Prof. Gruner's coefficients and
assumptions. I have made some slight alterations, correcting what I
believe to be clerical errors, besides adding, as before explained,
elements representing Mr. Bell's views.
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Upon comparing the columns in this table, the first thing that
strikes one is the much greater heat requirement of the anthracite
furnace, notwithstanding the fact that it smelts richer ores than does
either of the others.
This result is, no doubt, in part due to the richer quality of the
pig iron produced in the anthracite furnace, and to the larger quantity of water which must be evaporated from the charge ; the Cleveland furnace, especially, which smelts calcined ores, requiring a very
small quantity of heat for this purpose. Evidently, however, the
difference is mainly caused by the much larger quantity of limestone
charged in the anthracite furnace. This excess of limestone absorbs
heat:
1st. By its decomposition.
2d. By the amount of heat carried off by the corresponding excess of cinder.
3d. (According to Mr. Bell), by the decomposition of the CO 2
which is expelled from it.
That the quantity of limestone charged in the anthracite
furnace is not too great for the ore which it smelts, is proved by Mr.
Church, who calculates the probable composition of the resulting
cinder to be:

It must, therefore, be rendered necessary by the siliceous nature
of the ore. There is but one remedy for this, viz., to reduce the
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amount of silica in the charge of ore. This may be effected in two
ways:
1st. By a more careful selection, washing, and preparation of the ores.
2d. By a judicious mixture of calcareous ores with these highlysiliceous ores.
In order to render evident the economy in fuel which might be
effected by a mixture of calcareous ores with the magnetic and brown
hematite ores of the furnace in question, I have calculated the heat
requirements of a furnace using such a mixture that the charge of ore
will be self-fluxing. The calcareous ore, which I have chosen, is one
which is at present mined by the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and
Iron Co., near Alburtis, on the East Pennsylvania Railroad.
It occurs, as I have been informed, in a vein or bed, the outcrop of
which consists of an altered manganiferous magnetite, while below it is
com posed of a magnesian limestone, through which are disseminated small
crystalline masses of manganiferous magnetite and chlorite.
An analysis of this limestone by W. Th. Roepper, Esq., of Bethlehem, gave the following results, which he has kindly communicated
to me:

For convenience of calculation, I have assumed that the insoluble
matter consists of chlorite in its original hydrous condition, and that
the amount of Fe3O4 is 50.26, instead of 50.16. As the chlorite must
have been partially attacked, and the residue was certainly deprived of
water during incineration, these assumptions are inaccurate, but the
errors they involve will not materially affect the re suits. This ore is
then assumed to consist of
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A mixture of 1.45 tons of this ore, with 0.95 tons of the mixture of
brown hematite and magnetite of the anthracite furnace of 1869-73
would produce a slag slightly more basic than was produced by that
furnace.
A self-fluxing charge of ore would then be 29 cwt. calcareous ore, 19
cwt. mixture of magnetite and brown hematite per ton of pig.
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Table III gives a balance sheet of the materials introduced into,
and the products issuing from the furnace. In constructing it, I
have made the following assumptions :
1st. The pig iron consists of

I have neglected the sulphur and phosphorus, as the amounts of
these substances in the ore and fuel are not given. 2d. The coal
consists, as Mr. Church assumes, of

I have assumed that the volatile matter consists of H2O, neglect-
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ing the excess of H, which the volatile portion of anthracite
contains.
3d. The ashes of the coal consist of

4th. The weight of moisture contained in the blast is 0.0062
times the weight of the dry blast.
5th. There have been left out of the account, on the one side, the
weight of alkalies introduced in the charge, and, on the other, the
weight of dust or fume carried out by the gases.
TABLE IV.

Weight of carbon consumed per ton of pig = 1.' 117, equivalent
to 1.' 314 coal @ 85 per cent. C.
The resulting cinder is highly aluminous, but not more so than
the slags of some Cleveland blast-furnaces, mentioned by Mr. Bell,
which it closely resembles in composition.
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Table IV gives the heat requirements of a furnace using this
mixture of ores, and shows the manner in which the heat is
developed. I have adopted Professor Gruner's coefficients, which
were used by Mr. Church for the anthracite furnace of 1869-73,
but have made the table of heat production according to the views
of Mr. Bell, In order to render the comparison independent of the
working of the furnace, I have assumed that the quantity of CO2,
produced from the reduction of the oxide of iron, which has been
reduced to CO, is the same as in the anthracite furnace of 1869-73.
As there is less water in the charge to be evaporated, I have assumed
that the temperature of the escaping gases is somewhat higher (287°
C. instead of 260° C.).
The results are a total heat requirement less than that of any of
the other furnaces which have been mentioned, and a consumption
of 1.314 tons coal per ton of pig, which represents a saving of 0.67
ton or 13} cwt. of coal per ton of pig, effected by this mixture of
ores. It is not likely that this or similar calcareous ores will ever
be found in such quantities as to be extensively used in oul anthracite furnaces in the proportions above given. Where it is practicable, however, the foregoing calculations show that the mixture of a
calcareous ore, though a lean one, with some of our highly siliceous
ores would be productive of a considerable economy of fuel.
Another method by which economy of fuel may be effected is, as
pointed out by Mr. Church, the improvement of the working of the
furnace in such a manner that the iron oxide may be reduced as
much as possible by carbonic oxide, and that the resulting carbonic
aeid may escape as such, without suffering reduction. This reduction of carbonic acid by the solid carbon of the fuel entails a loss of
fuel in two ways:
1st. Every pound of carbon in the carbonic acid carries off with
it a pound of carbon from the fuel, thus diminishing the quantity of
carbon which reaches the tuyeres.
2d. The reduction absorbs heat to such an extent, that the
reduction of a quantity of carbonic acid, containing one pound of
carbon, requires slightly over one pound and a quarter of carbon to be
burned uselessly at the tuyeres, merely to supply the requisite heat.
With regard to the maximum of economy that can be attained in
this direction, the opinions of metallurgists vary. Mr. Church has
assumed that the proportion between the carbonic acid and the
carbonic oxide in the escaping gases, which corresponds to the
maximum of economy, is 0.70.
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Mr. Bell, in his estimate of the minimum quantity of fuel
required by a furnace smelting Cleveland ores, assumes that the
maximum quantity of carbonic acid, which can exist in the
escaping gases, is the sum of the carbonic acid formed by the reduction
of the, iron oxide of the ore, and of that which is formed by the
splitting up of carbonic oxide into carbon and carbonic acid in such
quantity as to supply the carbon of the pig iron.
Prof. Gruner assumes that the maximum quantity of carbonic
acid in the escaping gases is the sum of the carbonic acid due to the
reduction by carbonic oxide of the iron oxide of the ore, and of that
which is expelled from the carbonates of the charge. These assumptions of the two latter authorities are in accordance with their
respective assumptions with regard to the reactions in the blast
furnace, which have been already stated. It should be mentioned
that Mr. Bell's estimate has been but slightly exceeded by his own
furnaces, and represents, consequently, a degree of excellence in
working which has been nearly attained. Prof. Gruner's estimate
represents what he calls the ideal working of a furnace, and the
corresponding consumption of fuel is considerably less than has as
yet been found necessary in practice. Mr. Church's method of
estimating the amount of fuel corresponding to the ideal working of
a furnace, has the disadvantage of not being applicable universally
to furnaces under different conditions. The proportion between the
carbonic acid and the carbonic oxide in the escaping gases of a
furnace depends not only upon the working of the furnace, but also
upon its heat requirement. Two furnaces working equally well,
but with different heat requirements, would necessarily have different ratios between carbonic acid and carbonic oxide in their escaping
gases.
Let us see what arc the quantities of fuel corresponding to the
greatest economy of working, according to these different assnmptions, for the anthracite furnace of 1860-73.
The amount of oxygen contributed to the gases by the iron oxide
of the ore is, in this furnace, 0.397 ton per ton of pig. This corresponds to 1.092 ton carbonic acid. 0.03 ton of carbon is supplied
to each ton of pig (according to Mr. Bell) by the dissociation of 0.14
ton carbonic oxide into 0.03 ton carbon and 0.11 ton carbonic acid.
The maximum weight of carbonic acid in the escaping gases per
ton of pig is then, according to Mr. Bell,
1. From reduction of iron oxido, ..................................1.092 ton.
2. From dissociation of carbonic oxide,....................0.11 "
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The heat requirement of the furnace, according to Mr. Bell, is
6180 heat units.
To find the amount of heat which must be supplied by the combustion of carbon to carbonic oxide, there must be subtracted from
the total heat requirement the amount of heat developed by the
oxidation of CO to CO2, and that introduced by the blast.

Subtracting this sum from 6180 (the total heat requirement), we
find that 3444 heat units are to be developed by the combustion of
C to CO. This quantity of heat would be developed by the combustion of 1.393 ton carbon to carbonic oxide.
The result is, however, merely an approximation to the truth, for
we have omitted to take into account the fact that, -when the quantity of fuel is diminished, the heat requirement of the furnace is
somewhat diminished, and that the quantity of heat introduced by
the blast also decreases, if the temperature of the blast remains constant. Whether the result of these corrections will be an important
diminution in the quantity of heat to be supplied by the fuel, will
depend mainly upon the temperature of the blast and that of the
escaping gases. When, as in the cases before us, the temperature of
the blast is considerably higher than that of the escaping gases, there
will be but a slight diminution in the quantity of heat to be developed by the fuel.
1.393 ton carbon corresponds to 1.639 ton coal of 85 per cent,
carbon. The difference between this latter weight and 1.982 ton
(the weight of coal employed per ton of pig in the furnace of 18G973), or 0.343 ton, represents the saving in fuel.
As the fuel is assumed to contain 10 per cent, of ashes, there would
be 0.0343 ton less ashes to flux containing 0.019 SiO2. This would
render possible a diminution of 0.0571 ton in the charge of flux,
containing 0.024 ton CaO MgO. The saving in the heat requirement would be composed as follows of:
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The diminution in the amount of heat brought in by the blast
would be—
1 X 0.239 X 482° = 114.
Deducting this quantity from the saving in heat requirement \ve
find that, with a saving of 0.343 ton of fuel, the heat to be developed
by the fuel would be less by 103 heat units. This corresponds to
very nearly 0.042 ton carbon or 0.05 ton coal.
Deducting this amount from the first approximation we obtain
for a second approximation, which is quite close enough for our purpose, the weight 1.59 ton of fuel as the minimum quantity, which,
according to Mr. Bell's views, could supply the heat requirements
of the furnace of 1869-73.
This represents a saving of about 0.39 ton, or nearly 8 cwt. of
coal per ton of pig. The amount of CO 2 in the escaping gases
would be—
Tons.
Per ton of pig, ......................................1 202
And of CO,............................................2.8G4
The ratio '= m = 0.42.
If we adopt Prof. Gruner's assumptions, and apply a similar
method of calculation, we find the total heat requirement of the furnace to be 5188 heat units. From this we deduct:
1. Kent introduced by the blast, ......................... ..........898
2. Heat produced by combustion of O.G95 CO to CO.,,.. 1070
2568
This leaves 2620 heat units to be supplied by the combustion of
carbon to carbonic oxide. This amount of heat would be produced
by the combustion of 1.059 ton C to CO. Adding 0.03 ton carbon
for the impregnation of the pig we find that 1.89 ton carbon,
corresponding to 1.28 ton coal, would be required.
Deducting 0.10 ton coal as representing approximatively the
saving in fuel from the diminution in the heat requirement, we
obtain 1.18 ton coal for the amount of fuel representing Prof.
Gruner's ideal working of a furnace with the heat requirement
given. This corresponds to a saving of 0.802 ton coal, or about 16
cwt. per ton of pig. The amount of CO 2 in the escaping gases
would be, per ton of pig, 1.692 ton, and of CO, 1.575.
The ratio CO 2 /CO=m = 1.074.
Mr. Church, by fixing the ratio CO 2 /CO = m at 0.70, calculates
that
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the ideal working would be attained with a consumption of 1.380 ton
coal, corresponding to a saving of 0.6 ton, or 12 cwt. coal per ton of
pig.
Finally, if we make similar calculations for the furnace with a selffluxing charge of ore, the heat requirement of which has been
calculated above, we find that according to Mr. Bell's views 0.90 ton,
and according to Prof. Gruner's, 0.765 ton coal per ton of pig, would
correspond to the greatest economy of working, representing a
saving, in comparison with the anthracite furnace of 1869-73, of 211⁄2
cwt., and 24 cwt. respectively.
With regard to the manner in which the working of the furnace
is to be improved I feel obliged to dissent from the views expressed
by Mr. Church. He recommends a lower furnace with a narrower
top, and that the furnace should be worked with a hot top. In explanation of these recommendations he states that the difficulty lies
in the burning of carbon in the upper part of the charge by the carbonic acid formed lower down. Now it appears to me that the
results of the investigations of Mr. Bell and other metallurgists
prove that this reduction of carbonic acid by the solid carbon of the
fuel takes place almost simultaneously with its formation, and in a
portion of the furnace where the temperature is comparatively high,
and that consequently they furnish no ground for the assumption
that carbonic acid could be generated in, and escape from these
hotter regions of the furnace to suffer reduction in its passage
through the charges of ore and fuel in the cooler regions above. Mr.
Bell's experiments especially have shown that though the reactions
between carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, carbon, the oxides of iron, and
metallic iron which take place in a blast furnace are complex, and
the various affinities which cause them all increase, within certain
limits, with the temperature, yet those affinities which tend to cause
reactions producing carbonic acid, such as the reduction of scsquioxidc of iron by carbonic oxide, and the dissociation of carbonic
oxide arc predominant at lower temperatures, while, on the contrary,
the tendency towards the reduction of carbonic acid by carbon or
metallic iron increases more rapidly than the preceding, as the temperature increases, and becomes predominant at a temperature some
where between a dull red and a full red heat, under the conditions
existing in the upper part of a blast-furnace.
The temperature at which, according to Mr. Bell's experiments,
sesquioxide of iron commences to be reduced is about 140°-200° C.
Calcined Cleveland ore commences to suffer reduction at about
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200°-210° C. The dissociation of carbonic oxide, Mr. Bell thinks,
commences probably at the latter temperature. On the contrary the
action of carbonic acid on metallic iron does not commence till a
little above 400° C., and at 417° C. the action of hard coke upon
carbonic acid is not appreciable.
It is true that from an experiment made on a furnace at Wear
Mr. Bell infers that a portion of the coke acts at a comparatively
low temperature (estimated by him at 500° C.) to decompose carbonic acid, but he attributes this action entirely to soft coke, and,
besides, the conditions of the experiment were different from those
of an ordinary furnace, as the charging of ore had been discontinued.
It is well known that anthracite, from its compact nature, exerts a
feebler action upon carbonic acid than coke does. It seems to me,
therefore, that we should be justified in assuming that carbonic acid,
which has been formed by the reduction of iron oxide by carbonic
oxide, in any region of an anthracite furnace where it can exist in
contact with the fuel, is not likely to be reduced in its passage
through the upper and cooler regions of the furnace.
Mr. Bell has shown that the region of the reduction of the iron
oxide of the ore by carbonic oxide is a limited one in the upper part
of a furnace.* He estimates it for a Cleveland furnace as the upper
twelve or thirteen feet of the furnace.
The upper limit of this region is not attained in any furnace; unless the gases escape at such a temperature, or charged with so much
carbonic acid as to be incapable of further action upon the sesquioxide of iron.
In the case of the Cleveland furnace, the increase in the proportion of carbonic acid in the gases, and in the case of the anthracite
furnace, the diminution in the temperature at the throat, owing to
the heat absorbed by the drying and heating of the fresh charges,
are sufficient, at least, to render the reducing action of the escaping
gases languid.
The lower limit to this region of economical reduction is imposed

* This statement should be restricted to furnaces working under
conditions similar to those of the Cleveland furnaces. From
experiments made to determine the temperatures at different depths in
other furnaces, this region of economical reduction seems to extend in
some furnaces considerably lower down than it does in those of the
Cleveland district. The experiments made on a charcoal furnace at the
Rothehiittu, in the Hurz, are especially remarkable for the very low
temperature existing at a considerable depth in the furnace. They are
recorded in the Zeitschrif't fur das Bcrg-Hütten und Salinenwesen in
dem Prcussischon Staate, Vol. XIX, 1871.
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by the rise in the temperature to such a degree that the carbonic acid
formed by the reduction of the iron oxide is again reduced to carbonic oxide in contact with the fuel.
The sufficient extension of this region, by causing the temperature
to rise gradually as the charges descend, so that the oxide of iron
may be deprived in it of as much oxygen as it will.part with to carbonic oxide, is one of the requirements for the perfect working of
the furnace.
Now, what are the conditions of an anthracite furnace, smelting
uncalcined brown hematites and magnetic ores ? There is a region
of very high temperature in the hearth, and the unusually large
quantity of gases developed there, in rushing through the furnace,
probably causes a comparatively high temperature to prevail to a
considerable distance above the tuyeres.
Near the throat, however, there is a region of low temperature,
produced, by the absorption of heat in the heating up of the fresh
charges, and the expulsion of water from them. The nearer together these opposite regions arc, the more rapid must be the rise in
the temperature of the charges as they traverse the distance between
them (the rate of descent remaining constant), and consequently, the
smaller must be the region of economical reduction. If, on the contrary, we increase the distance between these regions of opposite
temperature, by increasing the height of the furnace, it seems natural
to infer that the region of economical reduction will also be increased
in extent, and the working of the furnace improved.
As far as my information extends, these a priori reasonings have
been confirmed by the general experience in our anthracite blast
furnaces. The tendency has of late years been towards the erection
of higher furnaces, and I believe that the higher furnaces have been
generally found to work better and more economically than the lower
ones.
There arc other points to be considered in this connection. It is
well known, that the molecular condition of an ore has a great influence upon the ease with which it can be reduced by carbonic oxide.
It is probable that the calcination of the compact magnetic ores used
in many of our anthracite furnaces, would, by rendering ttiem more
porous, cause them to be more readily reduced. It is very desirable
that experiments should be made to determine the relative rapidity
of reduction of calcined and uncalcined magnetites.
Two of the reasons assigned by Prof. Gruner for the very good
working of the French blast furnaces, which he cites in his Etudes
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sur les Hauts Fourneaux, notwithstanding their comparatively small
size, are worthy of the consideration of our iron-masters. They
are, first, the slender shape of the furnace, which tends to cause uniformity in the distribution of the gases; and, secondly, the small
diameter of the hearth, which renders it easier to maintain a uniformly high temperature in it than in a wide one. It is unnecessary for me to urge the importance of the third reason, which he
assigns, viz. the attention paid to the proper distribution of the
charge, as that has been the subject of considerable experiment and
inquiry on the part of our anthracite furnace managers, though there
is room, no doubt, in many cases for improvement.
To resume briefly the results of our calculations :
In answer to the question, " What caused the great consumption
of fuel in the anthracite furnaces of 1869-73, cited by Mr. Church ?"
•Eve have seen that it was caused :
First, by their large heat requirement, owing chiefly to the
siliceous nature of their ores.
Second, by the imperfect working of the furnaces, due in great
measure to the reduction to carbonic oxide, in contact with the fuel,
of the carbonic acid produced by the reduction of the iron oxide of
the ore, and, perhaps, in part to a wasteful manner of producing the
high temperature necessary for the reactions in the hearth.
The remedies proposed for the first evil are:
1. A more careful preparation of the ores.
2. A mixture of calcareous ores with the siliceous ores smelted in
the furnace.
The remedies for the second evil, not all proposed with confidence,
but suggested for consideration, arc :
1. An increase in the height of the furnace.
2. Calcination of the magnetic ore.
3. A more slender shape of the furnace.
4. A narrow hearth.
5. A more perfect distribution of the charge.
We have estimated that, by mixing calcareous ores with the
siliceous ores of the furnace, to remedy the first evil, an economy of
fuel might, under favorable circumstances, be attained of 131⁄2 cwt.
of coal per ton of pig iron, according to the views of Mr. Bell. The
economy of fuel to be effected by completely remedying the second
evil has been variously estimated at from 8 cwt. to 16 cwt. of coal
per ton of pig, and if both evils were remedied at once, it has been
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estimated that an economy of from 211⁄2 cwt. to 24 cwt. of coal per
ton of pig would be effected.
In conclusion, I would remark that in this paper everything has
been discussed solely with a view to economy of fuel. I am well
aware that the nature of the problem, which every iron-master must
solve for himself, viz., how to produce iron with the maximum of
profit, is a complex one, embracing many elements besides economy
of fuel, so that he may, in many cases, be obliged to resign himself
to a certain waste of fuel as the least of several evils.

COAL-WASHING.
BY JOHN FULTON, M. E., SAXTON, BEDFORD CO., PA.
THE increase in the production of iron has been accompanied by
a growing demand for an improved quality, and more especially at
the present time, in the manufacture of Bessemer steel, which is
rapidly becoming an important branch of industry. This has led
the makers of pig iron to a careful investigation of the composition
of the materials from which their metal is produced, the inquiry being
greatly assisted by a cordial alliance of science and practice. Formerly, chemical science was held in abeyance, or admitted in a hesitating experimental way ; but now it is received as a valuable auxiliary, and its decisions are accepted as final and conclusive. It is
called on to assist the iron-maker in determining the quality of his
stock, and to detect the presence of injurious elements in his fuel,
ores, flux, or iron.
The object of this paper is to submit the method now in use at
the furnaces of the Kemblc Coal and Iron Company in the Broad
Top coal and iron region, for removing, by a process of crushing and
washing, slate and other impurities from coal, designed, when coked,
for furnace fuel. It is not contemplated to claim very advanced progress in this work, believing that it is susceptible of improvement,
but to show that some progress has been made in a comparatively
new field, and it is hoped in the right direction, since coke is probably destined to become the principal fuel in the metallurgy of iron.
The Broad Top coal region occupies an isolated geographical
position, standing 25 miles east from the Alleghany field. It is
associated with the latter by the structure of its coal, and more
closelywith the Cumberland field by a similarity in the quality of
coal.
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Of the five principal coal-beds of the. Broad Top field, two have
been found peculiarly adapted to iron working,—the 2d and 3d workable seams in the series. These seams possess, in a modified manner,
the peculiar columnar structure so characteristic of the Alleghany
coal. There is this difference, however, that the coal in Broad Top
is shaped into rhomboidal blocks by well-defined cleavage planes.
The slates in both seams of coal are diffused through the coal in
horizontal plates, occasionally presenting deposits of lenticular
structure.
The sulphur is found mainly associated with these slates, though
a small portion, in the form of thin scales, is found scattered through
the pure coal. Ordinarily the coal from these two seams is regarded
as very excellent and pure fuel.
The following table of analysis of the Broad Top coals, made by
Prof. W. T. Roepper, of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in 1864, will
exhibit their general character :

The Barnet scam (C), and the Kelly seam (D), of Broad Top,
have their equivalents in the Alleghany beds in the Peacock (C), and
in the Cement ((I)) scams, at Johnstown. In other portions of the
Alleghany field, the Peacock is known as the " Miller seam."
The Broad Top coal-field is flanked on its cast and west sides
by outcrops of the secondary iron ores, brought to light by the
sharp and repeated flexures in the Juniata district. Along the
western edge of the coal-field, three distinct horizons of iron ores
occur: I. The Levant iron ore, near the base of the Surgcnt series;
II. The twin bed of fossiliferous in the middle of the Surgcnt formation ; and, lastly, III. The hematite iron ores, which occur in association with the lower limestones of No. VI.
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Analyses of the Iron Ores found along the west edge of the Brod Top
coal-field, made by J. BLODGET BRITTON, at the Iron Masters'
Laboratory, Philadelphia, in 1869.

* Lump selected, over average, free from much clay.
† Lump of dry block fossil ore, fair average quality.
‡ Soft fossil ore, soft as clay, average quality.
§ Hydrated hematite, conchoidal fracture, selected.
I Upper part'of deposit, hard block ore, purple color.
¶Laminated, brick-red, homogeneous, middle members
of bed.
The hematites and fossiliferous iron ores of the region had been
thoroughly tested in the old charcoal furnaces which dotted the glens
of the Juniata and its tributaries, producing a very superior quality
of pig iron. The character of these ores was not likely to make any
serious difficulty in the blast-furnace. The only element causing
some anxiety was the quality of the coke likely to be produced from
the coals of the region.
The limestone for fluxing shows the following composition (Mr.
Britton):
Carbonate of lime, ......................................................92.12
Insoluble siliceous matter,..........................................2.48
Water,........................................................................... 68
Oxide of iron and alumina,........................................1 08
Oxide of manganese,....................................................... trace.
Carbonate of magnesia and loss, .............................. 3.64
100.00
In full appreciation of all these facts, the late Hon. William
Kelly, of Rhinebeck, New York, organized, in 1868, the Kemble
Coal and Iron Company, of which he was President, the late L. T.
Wattson, of Philadelphia, Vice-President, and R. A. Wight, of
New York City, Secretary and Treasurer.
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The first furnace was put in blast July 3d, 1869, followed by a
second, March 4th, 1871. These furnaces are placed at Ricldlesburg,
near the confluence of Six Mile Run with the Juniata River, having
the coal a few hundred feet up the Six Mile Run side, with the iron
ores and limestone a short distance on the other side, the Broad Top
Railroad occupying the intermediate belt, and affording every facility
for transportation of stock to furnaces and pig iron to market.
The two furnaces erected on this place, designed by F. Rumpf,
the engineer of the West Point Foundry Works, are models in every
respect, in proportion, materials, and workmanship, embracing all
the modern improvements in hot-blast ovens and blowing machinery.
Their dimensions are as follows: Height, 60 feet; width of bosh,
14 feet, and 8 feet wide at charging plates.
Notwithstanding the especial study of the materials entering into
the manufacture of pig iron at this place, and the careful preparation
of the furnaces, the resulting pig iron was not satisfactory, being
occasionally silvered or mottled with sulphur, or silicon, or both.
The late David Worden, who was the first superintendent of the
furnaces, drew attention to the evident want of a pure fuel in order
to secure satisfactory results. This led to an investigation as to the
best method of purifying the coal, and resulted in adopting a coal
crushing and washing apparatus.
The plan was elaborated at the West Point Foundry by Mr.
Rumpf; it is a modification of the apparatus invented by Mr.
Bérard, which was exhibited in London in 1851, and in Paris in
1855.
The operation of this apparatus is: 1st. The crushing the coal
into small pieces; and 2d. The separation of the coal from the impurities (slate and pyrites), according to their respective specific
gravities in a pulsating water-bath; the coal being the lightest, will
be carried to the top, Avails the slates, pyrites, etc., will be jarred to
the bottom.
The apparatus was erected in 1873 near the two lines of coke
ovens, between them and the mines. The Avater used for Abashing
the coal is pumped from the Juniata River by an independent pumping
engine. The machinery of the coal-washing apparatus is driven by a
stationary engine of 8 horse power. The coal is conveyed to, and
brought from the washing-house by railroad dump cars, having
convenient side doors for discharging their coal into the hopper at
the crushing rolls and into the coke ovens. The cross-section, Plate
IV, will render its operations intelligible.
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The coal to be cleansed is clumped into the hopper A, from the
railroad car R, by a side door and over an iron shoot, from whence
it is diffused on the separator B, which is kept in agitation by the
cam a. The large lumps, which will not pass through the 3-inch
square openings in screen B, roll down to the screen platform C,
where they are broken by a workman with a maul, and, fallingthrough the grating, pass to the rolls D D. The smaller lumps pass
through the 3-inch meshes in agitator screen B, when they are
further divided by screen b. The portion of the coal which will
not pass through the 1⁄2-inch holes in the latter screen, pass directly
to the rolls D D, whilst the very fine portion is carried under the
rolls, down the shoot C, into the receiver F. The rollers D D have
teeth or spurs set all over their circumference, each being about
1⁄2 inch high by 1⁄2 inch square. Their arrangement is such that the
spurs of one roll mesh into those of the other. One of the crushing
rolls has its pillow-blocks set in sides, with rubber ball spring e, so
as to admit of a small horizontal movement to prevent the breaking
of the teeth of the rolls by the passage of hard slates or rocks.
After passing the rolls, the crushed coal falls into the receiver F,
whence it is elevated by the chain of buckets G, and delivered into
the shoots H, through which it is carried into the separating pans
J, made of cast iron, with a copper plate on top of the grating, forming the bottom of the iron pan, which copper plate is filled with
1/8-inch holes, set close together. The pans are supplied with water
conveyed into them by troughs, through which also the coal is
carried. The action of the piston K, which moves with quick, short
strokes (120 per minute), forces the water through the coal and slate
in rapid pulsations, lifting the pure coal upwards and onwards with
the movements of the water until both are carried over the side of
the pan at L, and thence over a grated shoot into the railroad car
M, on' the track in front of the washer. The impurities being
heavier than coal, sink to the bottom of the pan and arc carried to
its front interior angle, whence they are discharged by a valve d, into
the receiver N, from which they can be removed by a sliding bottom /. The movement of the coal in the pans is about 20 inches
per minute, giving a continuous overflow of washed coal into the
railroad cars. This flow can be. regulated by raising or lowering
the front side of the wash-pan at L. The main portion of water is
drained from the coal by a zone of fine copper-wire screen on a shoot,
immediately under the discharge from the wash-pan at L. This
water, charged with the very fine coal and dust, passes through g,
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and is conveyed by a trough, h, into a large tank alongside the
washer, where the fine coal is permitted to settle, and is then shovelled into the railroad cars along with the coarser coal, and all carried
and dumped into the coking ovens without further handling. The
washer, with three pans, is capable of cleansing 121⁄2 net tons of coal
per hour. To supply one furnace with coke would require this
apparatus to be run about nine hours per day, or eighteen hours to
supply the two stacks when both are in blast.
The cost of machinery, gearing, motive power and independent
steam pump, was $9000. Cost of erecting, §3000. Making total
cost of apparatus, when ready for work, $12,000.
The cost of labor required at the washer in handling 1 ton of
coal, is given by William Lander, furnace superintendent, at eighteen cents, to which must be added the interest on the washing plant
at 10 per cent., 31⁄2 cents, making total cost of 1 net ton of washed
coal, 2H cents. In addition to this, there is some waste of coal
which should be taken into this calculation (a), the very fine coal
carried sway suspended in the discharge water, and (6) the fine coal
escaping with the slates and other impurities. The amount of fine
coal in the former is 30 pounds per ton, and in the latter 20 pounds
per ton, making the total waste of fine coal from these sources 50
pounds per ton, or 21⁄2 per cent. The slates, pyrites, and other impurities separated from the coal amount to 180 pounds per ton, or 9
per cent. The total impurities separated, and fine coal lost in the
operation of washing, amounts to 230 pounds per ton, or ll1⁄2 per
cent.
The cost of this 230 pounds of coal and slate is 131⁄2 cents, to
which must be added the expense of the labor in washing and interest on apparatus, 211⁄2 cents, making the whole cost of labor and
loss in washing 1 net ton of coal 35 cents.
We will next consider the results which have followed the washing of the coal,
1st. The effect of the removal of the impurities in producing a
more uniform, denser, and purer coke.
2d. The effect in the furnace in improving the quality of the pig
metal, and in increasing the yield of the furnace.
1st. The coal used at the Kemble furnaces is produced from the
Kelly seam, the third workable bed in the lower coal measures. It
is not regarded as quite as good a coal as the Barnet seam, 100 feet
below, but is, on the whole, a very excellent bed of coal, mined
carefully by the company's coal superintendent, Capt. Turner. It
vor.- III—12
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is 3 to 4 feet thick, without any dividing bands of slate, and has no
bony coal at roof. It is homogeneous throughout.
In obtaining, a sample of coal for analysis, care was taken to
select a fair average quality of coal with its impurities. A vertical
fluted cut was made on the face of the seam, from floor to roof, and
the materials from this cut collected, powdered, and mixed. The
analyses of the coal, coke, pig iron, etc., were made by Thomas T.
Morrell, Chemist of the Cambria Iron Co., at Johnstown, who has
kindly assisted in this examination.
Analysis of Kelly coal, as it comes from the mine.

After washing, the sulphur is reduced to 1.50 per cent., a
decrease of 11.76 per cent. The reduction in the ash is much
larger and will be manifest in the analysis of the coke.
About two-thirds of the coal is crushed to pieces not quite as
large as marbles, the balance is reduced to the fineness of coarse
sand. Analyses for sulphur in these two classes showed the
former to contain 1.75 per cent., and the latter 1.02 per cent.
Analysis of coke, from washed coal, forty to fifty small pieces
collected, pulverized and mixed, giving a fair average.

Mr. Lander calculates that l.6 net tons of coal are required to
make 1 ton of coke.
The sulphur in 1.6 tons of washed coal at 1.50 per cent., would
give 2.40 in coke—the analysis shows 1.06, indicating a reduction
of 1.34 or 44 per cent, by volatilization in coking.
This coke has a bright silvery appearance, is dense, sonorous, and
bears handling without breaking. The uniform quality of this coke
is manifest. Few scales or wedges of slate are found in it. It is
believed to be a very superior coke.*
* Mr. Britton's analysis of an average sample of Connellsville coke
is as fol-
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The coal is dumped into the ovens as it comes from the washer,
quite damp. This suggests a question of the chemical effect produced by water in the process of coking, whether the dry semibituminous coals do, or do not, require a proportion of moisture in
a certain ratio to amount of bitumen. It is evident that a limit
must be reached in this, or the volume of water in the crushed coal •
would chill the ovens. Hon. D. J. Morrcll, General Manager of
the Cambria Iron Co., has just put in operation a very large and
complete coal-washing apparatus, at the Iron and Steel Works at
Johnstown. He contemplates boring an artesian well to procure
salt water for washing the coal, and assumes that a portion of the
salt will go with the washed coal into the ovens, and that its vapors,
coming in contact with those of the sulphur and pyrites, will volatilize a portion of the sulphur, leaving the small residue in a harmless form of sulphuret of sodium. In this way it is confidently
expected to produce a very pure coke, at a very small increased cost.
2d. The effect in the furnace, in improving the quality of the pig
iron, and in increasing the yield of metal.
The pig iron produced with coke from unwashed coal was variable,
depending on the quality of the coal from which the coke was made.
The following analysis, it is believed, will exhibit its general character :

The following determinations snow, in a very striking manner,
the improved quality of the pig iron made with coke from the
washed coal:

The pig iron is gray, soft, granular, open, and is classed as No. 1
extra.*
Of the enhanced value per ton of the pig metal, by washing the
coal, it is difficult to decide accurately, more especially during a time
like the present, when great depression exists in the iron industries.
* In the production of one ton of pig iron there are used in this furnace as
follows: Coke, 2.13; limestone, 1.48; and fossiliferous iron ore, 3.34 net tons.
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It has been estimated by experts in the iron trade that its increased
market value at least $4 per ton, an opinion supported by the increasing
favor it is meeting with even in a weak market.
The yield of pig iron from one furnace per week, previous washing
the coal, law 140 tons a fair average, with a blast of 3 1⁄2 to 4 pounds per
square inch. The yield per week of the same furnace from washed coal is
180 tons, calculated as a fair average product, an increase of 40 tons per
week, or 28.57 per cent.* The blast has also been increased to 5 and 5 1⁄2
pounds per square inch.
The following statement, furnished by W. Lauder, superintendent of
the Kemble furnaces, exhibits the make of pig iron by one stack (14 feet
bosh, 60 feet high) running on fossil ore with coke made from washed
coal, during the month of November, 1874:

The cause of this large increase in the yield of the furnace is
evident, as it requires 1.6 tons of coal to make 1 ton of coke, and
2.13 tons of coke to melt 1 ton of pig iron, or 3.48 tons of coal
coked. Then 3.48 x 180 tons gives 626.40 tons of coal made into
coke for a week’s work. From this coal there has been taken, in the
crushing and washing process. 180 pounds per ton. or 9 per cent.
which gives 56.37 tons of impurities removed from the above coal.
From this will require to be deducted the volatile matter in this
material, estimated at 22 per cent., or 12.40 tons, leaving 43.97
tons of solid matter withdrawn from the work of the furnace,
resulting, as shown, in the increase of 50 tons of pig iron in a week.
Or, in other wouls, it is a transfer of the work of the furnace. In
place of melting and volatilizing 56.37 tons of worthless and
injious materials as aitherto, it now melts iron ore with the
foregoing results.
* The yield of this furnace during the months of August and
September last, vas 866 and 827 tons respectively; mostly foundry
iron.
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ent when the saving in the furnace operations during a week are

considered.
Some coal-washing has been done in Pittsburgh with satisfactory
results, and there appears to be at the present time an awakening amongst
ironmasters to the importance of purifying the fuel. As before noticed,
Mr. Morrell has just put in operation an extensive apparatus for washing
coal at the Cambia Iron and Steel Works at Johnstown. with the view of
preparing fuel carefully for the new furnaces designed to produce
Bessemer pig iron. This washer is very complete, and appears to clean the
coal in a superior manner It will cost $20,000 to $25,000 when
completed, will wash 200 tons per day.
The most impressive fact in the whole washing process in the
unexpectedly large quantity of slate and impurities in coal of good
quality. The old legend of coal “absolutely free from slate and sulphur”
has been hopelessly ruined, the pile of slates and pyrites at a coal-washer
burying it out of sight in total oblivion.
This cleansing process must, from the nature and extent of our coal
deposits, become an important branch of industry. Its importance will be
more appreciated when it is considered that in the United States there are
at least 230,000 square siles of anthracite coal. But the washing process,
as at present arranged, cannot be applied to all classes of “soft coals,” In
Northern Ohio the Youngstown coal is used with success in the furnace
raw, the Indiana block coal also, and perhaps more will be developed of
similar qualities. We have also zones of very pure coal in the Alleghany
and other fields. The Miller seam near Gallitzin, use at the Remington
furnace, does not require washing, and excellent Bessemer pig iron is
being made by coal is also an example in point, it also makes a very fine
coke unwashed. But these are exceptional cases. The great bulk of the
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soft coals, especially from the Loicer Measures, will require cleansing. The small cost of this work will hasten its general adoption,
rendering beds of coal valuable which have hitherto been condemned
for furnace use.
In answer to a question, Mr. Fulton replied that the coal was
coked in the old beehive ovens, but that at East Broad Top and at
Cambria, Belgian ovens were used.
ME. PECHIN remarked that while Mr. Parrott deserved great credit
for inaugurating coal-washing at Broad Top, Messrs. Jones &
Laughlin, of Pittsburgh, have had coal-washers in operation for
some years, with good results.
The subject of the value of salt as a desulphurizer in coking having been brought up, Mr. I. Lowthian Bell said that the use of salt
had been patented in England by Mr. Crace Calvert some years ago,
and that he had given the matter a fair trial. He failed to discover
any effect whatever from its use. Mr. Bell further remarked that
the subject of coal-washing was of the greatest importance and magnitude in England. The heaps of coal-dust, or "duff," differed from
fine anthracite in that it was liable to be destroyed by spontaneous
combustion. As to the relative value of coke made from W??hed or
unwashed coal, he was of the opinion that the coke made from coal
that did not require washing was superior to that made from washed
coal. Some of the English coal-beds furnished coal containing but
5 per cent, of ash, and the coke made from it is of the finest quality.
The plan of washing employed in England was very simple. The
apparatus consists of a long wooden box, say 25 to 30 feet long, and
2 to 3 feet wide, open at the top and inclined about 3 inches to the
yard. At intervals are placed dams 3 to 4 inches high. This constitutes a true washing machine, and operates on the same principle
as the one which has just been described. The coal is crushed and
discharged in this sluice, where it meets a stream of water. The
heavier slate and pyrites arc intercepted by the dams near the top,
while the lighter coal passes further down. When about half the
dams are full, the operation is stopped and the box cleaned up. Experiments were made with machine rakes, but it was found more advantageous to employ manual labor. About 400 to 500 tons a day
could be treated on one of these simple machines, and the ash of the
coal reduced from 12 to 6 per cent. The finest coal which passes
out of the box was collected in settling ponds, and was coked in admixture with that collected in the box. In giving figures he spoke
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from memory only, and did not wish them taken precisely. He
thought that the cost of washing in one of these boxes would not
exceed one half of that mentioned by Mr. Fulton. As to the practical
gain of washing coal with respect to the value of the coke for
iron making, it amounted to more than the mere elimination of so
much earthy matter. If there was 12 per cent, ash in a coal it was
a very simple matter to calculate how much extra fuel must be
employed to flux it in the blast-furnace, and it would be found that the
advantage gained by washing was far greater than the mere saving
of this extra fuel. He thought it was to be referred mainly to the
physical character of the coke produced. The action of heated carbonic
acid on coke differs according to its hardness and density; the harder the
coke the less actively is it attacked and taken up by the carbonic acid.
Now, the coke from washed coal is harder and more compact than that
made from impure coal, and, consequently, the carbonic acid in the
furnace is less affected than if the coke was soft and porous. It is to
this cause that the gain in washing is mainly to be attributed.
MR . COXE suggested that the hard and glassy anthracite would be
therefore found better adapted to the blast-furnace, than the dull and
softer varieties.
MR . FIRMSTONE replied that this would doubtless be the case, but
that the glassy variety decrepitated so much in the furnace that, it
could not be used advantageously.
MR . BELL said that if typical specimens of anthracite were furnished him he would gladly undertake the investigations of their
properties with reference to blast-furnace use and communicate the
results to the Institute.

DEEP BORINGS WITH THE DIAMOND DRILL.
BY OSWALD J. HEINRICII, M. E., MIDLOTHIAN, VA.
(Supplementary Paper.)
IN conclusion of a scries of deep exploration-borings with the
diamond drill, I beg to submit the following statements, supplementary to those iu my former papers on this subject:
Since my communications read at the St. Louis Meeting, in May
last, I have finished two more borings, one terminating at the depth
of 922 feet 7 inches, the other at the depth of 715 feet 6 inches.
The results in regard to time and expenditure have been highly
favorable and fully confirmatory of my opinion stated in previous
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communications, as will be seen in the following tabular statement
from the journal kept in conformity with my former headings.

Table exhibiting Cost and Progress of boring by Diamond Drill.

These borings were executed in the same locality, through the
same series of strata as formerly described. The record, therefore,
varies but slightly with regard to the extent of softer and harder
naterial passed through. It may also be mentioned that the work
vas carried on steadily in the manner stated in the former coimnuniations, the rods being drawn at every ten feet bored, and record
icing kept of the core obtained. Particular attention has also been
?aid to keep up and set the bit according to the instructions set
?rth in my former communications.
The result has been that the 911 feet hole was bored almost with
le same bit without resetting. One bit was changed for a few
ours only to repair it so as to keep up the full gauge; and the pcriptiblc wearing off of the diamonds amounted to 7 e. only per foot.
. better result even was obtained in the 701-foot hole, this having
been bored with one bit only, and the bit being still in good condition
In the cost of the first bore-hole, $413.06, or 45 c. per foot, is
larged for additional improvements not strictly belonging to this
le boring. This should properly be deducted, leaving the total
st per foot §1.46.
In commencing the first bore-hole, a stratum of very loose sandone was struck, 18 feet from the surface, forcing nearly all the
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feed-water through the surface soil instead of through the standpipe. Preparations were made to ream out the hole
larger and tube it. But before the reamer
could be procured the evil had to some
extent passed away, and the boring was
carried down 922 feet, although with a
good deal of annoyance in consequence of
washes in the hole. During this time it
was also noticed that the rods had deviated from the vertical course in passing
from a very hard sandstone to one of a
great deal softer nature. The rods got
badly hung at 117 feet depth, but were
relieved by strenuous efforts with a heavy
25-foot lever. The hole was got straight
again bv slow boring with a newly set
bit with good square edges ; no difficulty
afterwards was noticed.
In the second bore-hole, the same difficulty with the water occurred at 35 feet
from the surface. All the feed-water was
lost in a similar loose stratum of sandstone, over a hard, firm siliceous rock.
Having encountered so much annoyance
in the former bore-hole in not being able
to collect pure samples of the borings in
consequence of the washing of the hole,
it was at once decided to ream out this
hole and tube it.
The reiuncr used I constructed of a solid
perforated iron cone, with edged steel
plates inserted all the length of the cone
(Figures 21, 22, and 2:3). The plates
were dovetailed into the cone and held
tight below by the guide-rod and above
by a collar-plate screwed upon the cone,
this being held again in place by the rods
above. The diameter of the reamer was
31⁄2 inches, and it reamed successfully even
through tolerably hard siliceous sand-
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FIG. 21.

Reamer pit, 1⁄4 nat. size.
d, d are dinmonds, which may
bo used in harder rocks, particularly the top une?, to keep
up the gauge of the hole, s, s,
steel plates. i, iron bit. c, collar-plate screwed on. g, guidepipe. R, rod.
FIG. 22,

FIGo. 23.
Top view.

Bottom view.
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stone, although with considerable wear of the steel plates. In softer
material it worked very well. The steel plates can be easily renewed
or sharpened. This tool, I think, would be found useful in all softer strata, even
for boring where larger holes are required. If set with diamonds
upon the steel plates, I think it would offer a better tool for boring
larger holes with the aid of the diamond drill than the bits now
used, so far as I know, for that purpose.
The diamonds would have to be set in spiral lines up the reamer,
either covering, as it were, all the surface in their rotation, or leaving the steel plates to aid in cutting on vacant spaces left between,
so far as they could do this without being too rapidly worn out.
Where it is desirable to obtain a core at the same time and to increase the diameter of the bore-hole also, I think this bit will answer
better than a larger annular bit, as it will be difficult in hard rock
to construct a core-lifter which will break off the core without
danger.
I have not yet had an opportunity to test the instrument further
"than is referred to above; but I would not hesitate to do so under
circumstances .requiring it.
Returning again to the ultimate success of reaming the hole in
question, I can only add that it was done to the depth of 40 feet,
and a standpipe with seed-bag at the bottom was placed in the hole,
being also made fully water-tight above by dry moss compressed
around it.
During the time of reaming the hole, the reamer passed 12 feet
down without assistance through a 2-inch hole bored, thus giving
full evidence of considerable washing in softer materials.
This all confirms me in the opinion formerly expressed, that in
?nstances where soft rock in very thick strata is to be encountered,
he diamond drill is not preferable, and can be replaced by other
ools which allow the necessary tubing to be more readily performed.
it may, in instances, be even better to alternate with drop tools orotary
?etary tools of different constructions, according to the difficulties
resenting themselves.
But in hard rock, or the firmer rocks of sedimentary origin, and
vhere the softer materials only occur in moderately thick strata, I
?m still more constrained to be a firm advocate of the diamond drill,
s the cheapest and most expeditious system of boring deep holes.
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ON THE DECAYED ROCKS OF HOOSAC MOUNTAIN.
BY T. STEY HUNT, LL.D., F R.S., BOSTON, MASS.
AT the meeting of the Institute in Easton, October, 1873,I made
a communication on the Ore Knob copper mine, in Ashe County,
North Carolina (Transactions, vol. ii, p. 123), in which I called
attention to the chemical decomposition alike of the pyritous lode
and the inclosing gneiss rock to a depth of 60 feet, by which the
feldspar of the latter had been converted into clay, and the whole
rock very much softened. Such a decomposition is well known to
be almost universal in the crystalline rocks of the Appalachians
south of the Potomac; and if it is only seen in rare and exceptional
cases farther to the northward, this, as I have elsewhere pointed out,
is due to the fact that the decomposition began and ended in the
ages anterior to the drift period, and that the decayed portions
which still remained were at that time removed from the surface,
except in some localities which were protected from the eroding
agency. I have lately had an opportunity of studying a remarkable
instance of this kind in an examination made last month for the
corporators of the Hoosac Tunnel.* The locality is at the western
base of Hoosac Mountain, the western slope of which rises rapidly
1300 feet above the town of North Adams, in Berkshire County,
Massachusetts, itself 700 feet above the sea level. Through this
mountain, as is well known, a tunnel for the Troy and Boston
Railroad has lately been opened, a distance of 25,081 feet from east
to west. The rock of the mountain consists of mica schist and
micaceous gneiss, including in its western half a great mass of
harder feldspathie and quartzose strata in part a granitoid gneiss,
the strata for the most part dipping to the eastward with variable
angles, but with occasional western dips, apparently due to inversion. The crystalline strata of the mountain crest and sides are in
many places exposed, and present rounded surfaces, often deeply
grooved and striated, but with no appearance of decay. At the
western base of the mountain, however, the gneissic rock is in a
state of complete decomposition, which was well displayed in opening the tunnel, which, for a distance of several hundred feet, was
driven through highly inclined strata so much decomposed that they
were excavated with pick and shovel, and without the aid of blast-

* See, for a detailed account of this examination, Dr. Hunt's report,
published by the General Court of Massachusetts in House Document
No. 9, 1875.
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ing. The feldspar of the gneiss was converted into a white clay
and the mica also much softened and disintegrated, while the quartz
of course remained unchanged.
At the time of my examination the brick arch, which had been
constructed for 2000 feet from the western entrance to the tunnel
concealed for the most part these decayed strata ; but it was easy to
perceive decayed specimens, both of the granitoid gneiss and of the
more micaceous portions, just without and above the stonework
then being erected from the portal to the white limestone, a foot
beyond, which limits the decayed rock.
By the kindness of Mr. B. D. Frost, the State Engineer of the
tunnel, I was enabled to get the following data as to the extent of
the decayed or, as it was called by those in charge, the "demoralized " rock. The softening and disintegration of the gneiss were
described as complete for a distance of 600 feet from the west portal,
where the floor of the tunnel is 200 feet below the surface of the hill;
and were partial at 1000 feet from the entrance, where it is 280 feet
below. Still further, at a distance of 1200 feet or more, the gneissic
rock included a bed of limonite ore, itself doubtless a product of
decay, showing that the solvent and oxidizing action of atmospheric
waters had penetrated to this point more than 300 feet from the
surface.

THE WILMINGTON, ILLINOIS, COAL-FIELD.
BY JASPER JOHNSON, M.E., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
TAKEN in all its bearings there is, perhaps, no more interesting
coal-field than that lecally known and designated as "Wilmington,"
both on account of the superior qualities of its product as a household and steam fuel, when compared with other Illinois coal, and
its geological position. The territory underlaid with coal, to which
this name was originally given, embraced a very small area, including
only the south half of sections 31 and 32 (township 33 north,
range 9 east) in Wilmington township, and sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 17,
18, 19, 30, and 31, with occasional outliers in sections 3, 4, and 9,
and, possibly, in sections 20, 28, 29, 30, and 32 (township 32 north,
range 9 east) of Reed township, in Will County, comprising eleven
square miles of workable coal within the known basin. Borings
indicate the presence of coal on sections 30 and 33 in Wilmington
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township, but it has not been demonstrated whether the conditions
are favorable to successful exploitation. All coal heretofore found
on sections 3, 4, and 9 in Reed township, has proved unprofitable
in working, having no solid roof, and the coal being too soft to bear
handling and transportation to market. The name was given to
this portion of the basin doubtless from the fact that coal was first
discovered near the village of Keeversville, in Wilmington township,
four miles southeast of the city of Wilmington. For the first two
or three years after mining operations had been begun, all the coal
was taken to the latter named place by the Chicago and Alton Railroad for shipment to Chicago and elsewhere, the mines being located
one or two miles from the main line, which was reached bv side
tracks built and maintained by the mining companies, hence "Wilmington coal," which has ever since been retained as a distinctive
title and trade-mark, notwithstanding a flourishing town of about
three thousand inhabitants has subsequently been built up at the
mines, and is known as Braidwood, from which all the coal is now
shipped, and where all the companies have offices. The most appropriate designation would most certainly be "Northern Illinois
Coal-field," as it is a well-established fact that the district now
under consideration is the most northerly of any in the State, the
Silurian rocks jutting up against the coal on the north and east
sides of the basin, and extending north to Lake Michigan, as a
glance at any geological map will demonstrate; and, in fact, it has
been proved that in many places the Silurian rocks underlie the coal
at no very great depth. At present, however, the term Wilmington
Coal-field is applied to the district already described and all that that
territory embraced within the townships of Felix, Braceville, Greenfield, and Mazon, in Grundy County, and a portion of Essex township in Kankakee County.
The discovery of coal in this locality was the result of chance
more than anything else, it having been found in sinking a well,
there being no outcrop of rocks or exposure of the coal-scam anywhere within the known limits of the original district. A few
years ago, nothing could be seen but a bleak prairie, dotted here
and there by small groves of stunted trees, the monotony being
broken occasionally by a chain of sand hills which extends from
near Morris, in Grundy County, running diagonally across Will and
Kankakee Counties, nearly parallel to the Kankakee River, to the
mouth of Yellow River, in Starke County, Indiana, there being on
the surface none of those distinctive features which generally record
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in unmistakable language the presence of coal. This portion of the
country has suffered much from the effects of erosion, all the upper
portion of the measures having been cut away. In fact, there are
many evidences that the Kankakee and Des Plaines valleys were
once the outlet of Lake Michigan, or else a large inland lake, having an outlet somewhere towards the Wabash River, occupied all
this country. These personal observations of the writer are strengthened by the opinions of scientific gentlemen who have examined the
field. In the Geological Report of Illinois, vol. iv, page 208, Professor Frank H. Bradley says : " Throughout the valleys of the Des
Plaines, Du Page, and Kankakee Rivers the alluvial deposits constantly remind the observer that this county (Will) once bordered
the lower ends and the outlets of Lake Michigan. The ' mounds'
along the Des Plaines, which were formerly attributed to the industry
of the aboriginal ' mound-builders,' are evidently the islands and
banks of the old western outlet ; while the sandy ridges of the Kankakee valley, apparently identical in structure and in timber overgrowth with those now formed and forming on the shores of the
present lake, tell us of the former existence of cither an eastern outlet, by the way of either Deep Creek or Salt Creek (in Indiana) and
Kankakee, or, perhaps more probably, a lakelike expansion of the
Kankakee before it cut down through the heavy-bedded Niagara
limestone and the underlying shaly calcareous sandstones of the
Cincinnati group, which form the high bluff banks of this river
along its course through this county ............... As subsequent in age
to this river and lake alluvium, we may here refer to the large
boulders, which are so abundantly distributed over the broad levels
which cap the first terrace, in the southwestern portion of this
county. The majority of them are composed of 'greenstone,' or
'trap,' probably from the Lake Superior region, while the remainder
furnish representatives of nearly all the varieties of mctamorphic
rooks. From their position above the black soil, it is evident that
they floated to their present position on fields of ice, not long before
the river retired to its present lower level. They are especially
abundant at points where the surface configuation shows that eddies
would be likely to form, which would retain the ice-floes until they
had time to melt and drop the burdens of rocks, which they had
brought from more northern regions."
The same general features mark the south side of the Kankakee,
in Grundy County, to the head of the Illinois River. A great many
different theories have been advanced, by those whose opinions are
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of considerable weight, accounting for the peculiarities of this basin,
which we do not propose to examine in this brief sketch ; but there
is no other theory so plausible or probable as the foregoing, viz.:
that the entire surface contour of the district under consideration is
the result of drift, after the upper measures had been cut away by
the action of water. The town of Braidwood is about twenty-five
feet above the "datum of six feet below the lowest registered water
of Lake Michigan." Running north, towards the Kankakee River,
the surface dips quite regularly, low-water mark in the river indicating levels below the above mentioned "datum" of Lake Michigan at the following points: at cast line of Grundy County, eightythree feet; at head of feeder of Illinois and Michigan Canal, below
State dam, sixty-nine feet; at Prairie Creek, fifty-eight feet; under
bridge at Wilmington, fifty-one feet; above rapids, thirty-nine feet;
at east line of Will County, twenty-seven feet. The workable seam
of coal in the field is nearly horizontal, dipping slightly to the southwest; nevertheless, in all the openings made so far, the miner is
often troubled with "faults" and "rolls," materially interfering with
the perfect drainage of the mines, and in remote instances interrupting the continuity of the seam. Such a case occurred in the Robbins shaft, near Keeversville, in Wilmington township. This condition seems to have resulted from the irregularity of the denuded surface of the Silurian rocks, upon which the coal was deposited, as there is nowhere to be found any evidence of volcanic
action. In some instances these contortions may be the result of the
displacement of the subjacent limestone by solution in underground
streams, subsequent to the deposition of the coal. This theory seems
to be the most plausible one in accounting for the disturbed condition
of the seam in the neighborhood of Jugtown, south of Goose Lake,
Grundy County, where the coal is found at various angles and depths,
ranging from twenty to forty feet. The seam in this locality is not
continuous, lying in what the miners designate as "pockets."
The rocks of the coal measures in Will County (the original Wilmington basin) are distributed over considerably less than two townships in the southwest corner of the county, and consist mainly of
sandstones and clay shales. The rock formation of the entire county,
so far as we know, after enumerating the coal measures, present the
following : Niagara limestone, Cincinnati group, and St. Peter's sandstone. In Grundy County the order is somewhat reversed, beginning at the top with coal measures, Cincinnati group, Trenton limestone, and St. Peter's sandstone. As before hinted at, there is but
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one workable seam of coal in Will County, though many persons
still believe there is another bed below the one now being worked
all over the field. The soft beds of green clay shale, east of the outcrop, encourage many in the belief of finding coal at a lower depth;
but these shales nowhere contain the nodules of carbonate of iron
(often containing vegetable or animal remains) which characterize
the shales immediately overlying the coal. They doubtless belong
to the Cincinnati group.
A number of years ago a deposit of coal, quite limited in area, was
worked at Schoonmaker's Ford, on the Kankakee River, which is now
exhausted, and was evidently the remainder of one of the upper
seams which had been destroyed by the erosive action of the mighty
current that once swept through the Kankakee valley. The Schoonmaker coal was locally ten and a half feet thick, overlaid by brown
and drab alluvial clays, the upper layers of the coal being left to supply deficiency of a rock roof. The upper and lower benches wove
clean, cubical coal, while the central portion had a very irregular
fracture. As a whole, the coal was impure, containing disseminated
pyrite and partings of calcite, and yielding a very large percentage
of ash. The seam has been found in the river-bank, in Grundy
County, the exposures showing all the way from ten inches of coal
to eight or ten feet of coaly shale and shaly sandstone. It was also
found in one or two places in the bottom of the river, from three to
four feet thick, with a floor of a few inches of fire-clay resting upon
the lowest beds of the Niagara limestone. This was the first coal
worked, but has long been exhausted, as repeated borings within a
half-mile of the original workings fail to discover the presence of
coal.
The principal coal worked in the entire basin is the equivalent of
No. 2 of the Illinois Valley section, as laid down in the Report of
the Geological Survey of Illinois, vol. iii, page 5, the seam ranging
from 2 feet 10 inches to 4 feet, most generally averaging 3 feet 3
inches. The coal is very bright, hard, and compact, fracture partly
conchoidal; layers thick and intersected by thin vertical plates of
carbonate of lime. There are some impurities in the coal, consisting
of small quantities of pyrite—"sulphur" of the miners—but it is
generally found in bands which admit of easy separation from the
coal, so that by exercising a little care on the part of miners and laborers engaged in preparing it for market, an unusually pure coal is
furnished, as compared with other Western coals. So far as known,
it is the best steam and domestic coal yet discovered in Northern Illi-
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nois. It is impossible to give an analysis of the coal from the
original field, as all the books and records of the companies operating
there were destroyed, with the general offices, in Chicago, during the
great fire of 1871. Below is given the average of the analyses of four
samples from the same seam, in Grundy County, by Dr. Blaney, as
follows:
Specific gravity, 1.3; weight of a cubic foot, 80.87 lb.; moisture,
10.9; volatile combustible matter, 27.0; ashes, 5.25; earbon in coke,
56.85; quality of coke, cellular, slightly swollen; color of ashes,
light-gray.
The covering over the coal increases quite regularly going southwest, the surface gradually rising in that direction. Eighty-three
tests in the possession of the writer, scattered over Wilmington and
Reed townships, in Will County; Felix, Braceville, Mazon, and
Greenfield townships, in Grundy County; and Essex township, in
Kankakee County, show the coal at various depths, from 35 to 192
feet, the former being in sections 3 and 4, Reed township, Will
County (on the northeast border of the field), and the latter in section 9, Greenfield township, Grundy County, just south of the corporate limits of the town of Gardner. All openings made in Wilmington township, except one shaft, have been abandoned, being too
near the outer edge of the field (we cannot appropriately say "outcrop," as the No. 2 seam nowhere comes to the surface in Will County.)
for profitable operation. The first shaft was sunk in 18G5, to supply local trade. The Chicago and Wilmington Coal Company,
composed mainly of Boston and Chicago capitalists, was organized
in 1866, and commenced operations in Wilmington township. This
company has subsequently been consolidated with the Vermilion
Coal Company of Streator, La Salle County, under the corporate
name of the Chicago, Wilmington, and Vermilion Coal Company,
and is now the largest mining corporation in the State. The principal mines in the Wilmington coal-field proper are located in the
vicinity of Braidwood, on sections 5, 6, 7, 8, and 17, in Reed township, Will County; the operations being carried on by means of vertical shafts reaching the coal at depths ranging from 72 to 115 feet.
The following companies operate on the territories just named, their
mining offices being located at Braidwood:
Chicago, Wilmington and Vermilion Coal Company,
Eureka Coal Company,
. . . . . . . .
Wilmington Star Coal Company, . . . . . .
J. Q. A. King (not incorporated) . . . . . .
Total,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.
.

3 shafts.
2 "
2 "
1 "
8

"
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The Wilmington Coal Mining and Manufacturing Company,
office at Diamond City, Grundy County, operates two shafts, one on
the northeast corner of section 1, in Braceville township, the other
on the southwest corner of section 31, Wilmington township, the
coal being shipped from Braidwood Station. Smaller operations are
carried on at Braceville (two shafts), at Gardner (one shaft), at Jugtown, in Felix township, Grundy County, and in Essex township,
Kankakee County, the coal being raised at the two last-named places
by whim shafts.
The product of the Braidwood mines has rapidly gained favor in
the markets, and is now shipped all over Northern Illinois, Iowa,
Michigan, and Wisconsin. The following table will give an idea of
the growth of this interest in this locality:
Tons.
Coal mined in 1866, (about), . . . . . . 10,000
1867, . . . . . . . . . 90,000
18G8, . . . . . . . . . 150,000
1869,
. . . . . . . . . 265,000
1870,
. . . . . . . . . 285,000
1871,
. . . . . . . . . 309,000
1872, . . . . . . . . . 460,000
1873, . . . . . . . . . 465,400
1874, to October 1st, . . . . . 240,000
A “strike” from June to September, during which time none of
the mines produced any coal, accounts for the meager output of this
season. In 1873, the total production would have reached a half
million tons if the money panic had not swept over the entire country,
closing up the majority of the manufacturing establishments and
materially crippling the railroads.
All the shafts at Braidwood, except one, arc operated by the
system known as “long wall advancing,” extracting all the coal,
except a sufficient pillar to support the bottom of the shafts. The
exception is that owned by J. Q. A. King, and is worked in “pannels,” by “long wall retreating.” This method was adopted from
the fact that the roof, instead of being composed of soft clay shales,
as in all the other shafts, is a very hard, compact conglomerate,
almost defying the action of powder, and consequently furnishes no
material for building the “walls” or “gob-roads” peculiar to the
ordinary long wall system. The rooms are usually worked by three
men, two miners and a pusher, producing daily, when work is full,
from five to eight tons of merchantable coal per day, per room.
Coal, at prices paid for mining for the past four years, delivered on
board cars at the mines, costs from $1.85 to $2.25 per ton, varying
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according to the regularity of time worked during the month, the
average selling price at the mines being about $2.60 by the carload.
A first class shaft in this district, developed to a capacity for producing one hundred tons of coal daily, including the most approved
patterns of hoisting machinery, costs from fifteen to twenty-five
thousand dollars, varying with the depth of material passed through.
In addition to this outlay, railroad tracks and sidings, connecting
the mines with the main line of the Chicago and Alton Railroad,
cost from five to fifteen thousand dollars, varying with the length of
track and the cost of iron. Great inducements are held out to capitalists for the investment of money in this field, owing to the soft
nature of the measures and the moderate depth of the coal, requiring
but a comparatively short time in which to commence realizing on
investments, the time required for sinking and timbering a shaft
varying from one to three months, according to depth. Everything
being favorable, a vigorous prosecution of operations will usually
place the operator in a position to commence paying expenses, if not
showing a margin for profits, within six months from date of breaking ground. Coal lands, not occupied by bonâ fide operators, sell
from one hundred to one hundred and forty dollars per acre. Some
mines are operated under royalty leases, the operator paying fifteen
cents per ton when mined and marketed. This field has been singularly free from disturbances arising from "strikes," owing to a system
of written contracts between the operators and miners entered into
annually, wherein all the important details relating to price and
discipline are specifically provided for. In practice these contracts
have worked well, and the district presents the spectacle of the most
prosperous and intelligent body of miners to be found anywhere in
the West,
Following are the vertical sections of a few openings, given to
show the average depths and conditions of the strata:
East part of Sec. 30, T.
1. Drift, . . . .
2. Clay shale, . . .
3. Coal
. . . .
Total, .

.

.

.

32 N., R. 9 E.—Reed Township.
. . . . . . . 35 feet.
. . . . . . . 43 "
. . . . . . . 3
" 4 in.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

81 feet 4 in.

Centre of Sec. 17, T. 32 N., R 9 E.—Reed Township.
1. Drift, . . . . . . . . . . . 43 feet.
2. Shale, . . . . . . . . . . . 41 "
3. Coal,
. . . . . . . . . . . 3
" 2 in.
Total. .
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At no great distance from this point the east line of the coal-field
crosses the Chicago and Alton Railroad, running nearly due north
and south.
Centre of Sec.
1. Drift, .
2. Shale, .
3. Coal,
.

31,
.
.
.

T.
.
.
.

33
.
.
.

N.,
.
.
.

R. 9 E.
. .
. .
. .

—
.
.
.

Wilmington Township.
. . . 2 5 feet.
. . . 15 "
. . . 3 " 2 in.

Total, .

1.
2.
3.
4.

. . . . . . . . . .
Eagle Shaft—Braidwood Station.
Soil and drift, . . . . . . . . .
Sandstone—water-bearing, . . . . .
Clay shale— "soapstone," . . . . .
Coal,
. . . . . . 2 ft. 10 in to

5. Fire-clay . . . . . . . 7ft. to
6. Coarse, porous, water-bearing sandstone,
7. Fire-clay . . . . . . . . .
8. Coarse sandstone, . . . . . . .
9. Greenish fire-clay, . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

43 feet 2 in.
22 feet 6 in.
24 " 0 "
27 " 6 "
3
" 10 "
77 feet 10 in.
8 feet.
12 "
3 "
6 "
15 "

The section below the coal was obtained while boring for another
seam of coal. No. 9, designated as "greenish fire-clay," evidently
belongs to the Cincinnati group, the party in charge of the boring
not being competent to distinguish between these shales and those of
the coal measures.
C. W. & V. Coal Co.’s Shaft “G,” near centre of N. E. quarter of Sec. 7,
T. 32 N., R. 9 E.—Reed Township.
1. "Black soil, . . . . . . . . . . 1 foot 6 in.
2. Yellow sand, . . . . . . . . . 7 " 0"
3. Blue clay, . . . . . . . . . . 0 " 6 "
4. Water-bearing gravel, . . . . . . . 0 " 6 "
5. Clay, mixed with small boulders, . . . . 3 " 6 "
6. Water-bearing gravel, .
.
.
. . 0 " 6 "
7. Clay, mixed with small boulders, pebbles, and fine
sand, . . . . . . . . . . . 3 " 0 "
8. Clay, mixed with pebbles and fine sand, . 4 " 6 "
9. Clay, mixed with small pebbles and gravel, 4 " 0 "
10. Blue laminated clay, . .
11. Soft porous sandstone, . .
12. Gray clay shale, quite soft,
13. Blue clay shale, . . .
14. Coal, . . . . . . .
15. Clay,. . . . . . .
16. Coal,. . . . . . .
17. Fire-clay (good quality), .
Total

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

5
4
15
27
3
0
0

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

0
0
0
4
4
3
6

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

65 " 23 "
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C. W. & V. Coal Co.’s Shaft “IT,” center of southeast quarter Sec. 6,
T. 32 N., R. 9 E.—Reed Township.
1. Black soil, . . . . . . . . . . 1 foot 4 in.
2. Yellow sand, . . . . . . . . . 1 " 8 "
8. Yellow clay, impervious to water, . . . 2 " 0 "
4. Yellow clay, mixed with sand,
2 " 6"
5. Blue silt, the last two feet containing small boulders, 4 "
6
"
6. Hardpan,......................................................... 8 " .6 "
7. Hardpan, containing streaks of a hard, black substance, resembling rotten wood, .
.
.
. 2"
6 "
8. Blue indurated clay, ...................................... 2 " 0 "
9. Alternate layers of clay, sand, and gravel, the first
eight feet being very hard, résembling soft sand
stone.............................................................. 17 " 0 "
10. Blue shale, ....................................................... 1 " 0 "
11. Sandstone,....................................................... 2 " 0 '•
12. Blue shale, ...................................................... 0 " 6 "
13. Sandstone, ...................................................... 14 " 0 "
14. Blue shale,...................................................... 24 " 6 "
15. Coal,................................................................ 3 " 3 "
16. Massive bed of fire-clny,
.
.
.
.
.—
—
Total, ......................................................... 82 feet 3 in.
The Eureka Coal Company found coal in their shafts at the following depths:
Shaft No. 1, 115 feet
Shaft No. 2 Coal, 3 feet 6 inches at shaft.
Shaft No. 2, 88 feet. )
Wilmington Star Coal Company:
Crombie shaft, 76 feet Bailey shaft, 72 feet.
feet.
King's shaft, 92 feet; coal, 3 feet.

Coal, 8

No detailed sections of these shafts made public.
The northern and eastern outline of the coal in this county was
very accurately stated in the Geological Report of Illinois, under the
caption of Will County, all subsequent borings substantially verifying the line then drawn. I quote from page 212, vol. iv: "Entering the county near the northwest corner of section 30, township 33
north, range 9 east, it passes diagonally to the centre of the south
line of this section; thence to the middle of the east line of the
northeast quarter of section 31, and eastward to the same point in
section 33; thence diagonally to the centre of the north line of the
northwest quarter of section 3, township 32; thence southwest to
the centre of the west line of the same section and to centre of south
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line of section 4; thence to the southwest corner of section 9, and
in nearly the same course to the centre of section 20; thence due
south into Kankakee County."
In that portion of the field embraced in Kankakee County, the
eastern boundary enters the county from the north near the centre
of section 5, township 31 north, range 9 east, runs due south nearly
three miles, then bears a little westward, and near the centre of the
west line of township 30 north, passes into Livingstone County. I
am not sufficiently posted to give any details aside from the mere
fact already stated, that the coal is reached by whim-shafts, the
products of which are sold to farmers, no railroad line penetrating
that part of the county. The scam worked is No. 2, Illinois Valley
section, and is of the usual thickness. Below is a section of Hook's
shaft in section 8, township 31 north, range 9 east.
1. Soil and sandy loam, ............................... 4 feet
0 inches.
2. Brownish clay, with cobble stones,........... 4 "
0 "
3. Blue coulcler clay, ................................... 30 "
0 "
4. Bluish clay shules,...................................... 23 "
0 "
5. Coal........................................................... 2 " 10 "
6. Fire-clay,................................................... 2 " 0 "
7. Sandstone, ................................................ 6 " 0 "
Total,....................................................73 feet 10 inches.
The northern outline of the coal measures in Grundy County may
be approximately given as a line running from near the northwest
corner of the county, with some variations, in an east-southeast
course to an old mine on Au Sable Creek, just above the Chieago,
Rock Island and Pacific Railroad; thence southeasterly to the Goose
Lake Slough, and easterly to the cast end of the lake; thence northerly to the mouth of the Kankakee River. The Mazon Creek may
be regarded as the western boundary of the Wilmington coal-field,
is all the coals west of that stream, though substantially the same
seam, arc locally known and designated as the Waupecan and Morris
?eds, and, being marketed as such, do not come within the scope of
his paper. Within the boundaries just laid down, there are, besides he
Lower seam, or No. 2, Illinois Valley section (the one generally
vorked all over Grundy County), four distinct deposits, known
ocally as the " Block Coal" seam, found on Au Sable Crcek, in the
outheast quarter of section 19, township 34 north, range 8 east; nd
in Wilson's shaft, on the northeast corner of section 25, town-hip 31
north, range 8 east, where the roof is a black, slaty shale, vith
heavy ironstone concretions, covering about three feet of a very
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pure " block coal," with much mineral charcoal in the partings; the
"Sehoonmaker" seam, already described tinder the head of Will
County ; the " Waupecan" seam, on Waupecan Creek, originally
worked on section 20, township 33 north, range 7 east, but now exhausted ; the coal was said to be five feet thick, resting on a bed of
fire-clay, and is, perhaps, referable to coal No. 4, Illinois Valley
section, the " Mazon " seam, cropping out at various points along the
banks of the creek of that name, though there is no positive evidence that future explorations will not prove this to be the lower, or
No. 2 seam, fully described. A number of years ago, a shaft was
sunk by William Burt, Esq., near the southeast corner of section 19,
township 33 north, range 8 east, beginning at about 25 feet below the
general level of the prairie, which cut this seam. It presented the
following section:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Blue clay and sandy shale, with ferns,.
Coal......................................................
Soft black shale,..................................
Fire-clay, with rootlets,
.
.
.
Hard, sanely Clay .................................
Fire-clay,.............................................

20 feet.
0 inches.
3 "
0 "
0 " 6 to 8
"
0 " 6 to 8 "
0 "
8 "
2 "
6 "

Total ...............................................27 feet

6 inches.

The following is the section of an artesian well on the farm of
John Holderman, Esq., near the centre of section 18, township 33
north, range 8 east:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gravel, .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 1 5 feet.
Sandstone..............................................................34 "
Coal, ......................................................................3 "
Sandy shale ..........................................................88 "
Limestone, ............................................................185 "
820 feet.

A few whim-shafts arc worked by individual miners, for country
sale, at Jugtown, on the south side of Goose Lake, but the operations
are so feeble as to hardly deserve the name of mining. The seam
ranges from 30 inches to 4 feet, but is very much .disturbed, and
contains a large percentage of impurities, consisting of heavy bands of
crystalline carbonate or iron and lime, with much disseminated
pyrite. The coal at this point lies about 20 feet below the surface,
and continues northward under the south half of Goose Lake, the
bottom of the northern half of the lake being composed of the shaly
limestones of the Cincinnati group.
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There are three shafts at Braceville, two on section 25, township 33
north, range 8 east; one, long since abandoned, which reached the
coal at a depth of 98 feet; another, owned and at present operated by
the Bruce Coal Company, 100 feet deep; and Augustine's shaft,
located on section 26, 101 feet in depth, coal 3 feet thick, and of the
same average quality and conditions as that worked at Braid-wood. No
detailed sections of these shafts are in the writer's possession.
In the town of Gardner (section 4, township 31 north, range 8
east), the No. 2 seam is worked in a shaft 160 feet deep, immediately
overlaid by the same conglomerate rock as is found over the coal in
King's shaft at Braidwood. I have not been able to obtain a detailed
section of this shaft. Only sufficient coal is produced to supply the
local trade, the freight tariff on the railroads virtually excluding it from
the general market.
By far the largest and most important operation in the Grundy
County division of the Wilmington field is carried on at Diamond
City (as already mentioned), on section 1, township 32 north, range 8
east, by the Wilmington Coal Mining and Manufacturing Company.
A detailed section of this shaft is appended below:
1. Soil and yellow sand, . . . . .
4 feet
2. Yellow clay,........................................... ........... 8 "
3. Stratified clay and sand,.................................... 5 "
4. Hurdpnn, ................................................ .......... 12 "
5. Shale,...................................................... .......... 65 "
6 Coal ......................................................... .............3 "
Total,................................................................ 98 feet

9 inches.
3 "
0 "
0 "
0 "
0 "
0 inches.

At a distance of about five hundred feet west of the main shaft, in
air-shaft pierces the coal-seam at a depth of eighty-three feet, vliile
a boring three hundred and sixty feet northeast from the air-haft
presents the following section :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Soil,........................................................ ............. 1 foot 0 inches.
Yellow clay, .......................................................2 " 0
"
Blue clay, ...........................................................10" 0
"
Blue cluy and gravel,........................................... 3 " 6
"
Hardpan, .............................................................0 " 6
"
Gray shales (soft), ..............................................15 "
0
"
7. Blue shales, ......................................... 54 "
6 "
8. Coal........................................................ 3 "
0 "
Total, ......................................................... 89 feet

6 inches.
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A boring eighty rods north of this company's shaft, No. 1, on
section 36, township 33 north, range 8 east, gave the subjoined
section:
1. Soil, ......................................................
2feet0 inches.
2. Yellow loam ........................................
3 " 0 "
3. Hardpan, ..............................................
5 " 0 "
4. Water-bearing gravel,
.
.
. 5 " 0 "
5. Hardpnn, ..............................................
4 " 0 "
6. Blue clay, .............................................
5 " 0 "
7. Shales, .................................................. 57 " 6 "
8. Coal, .....................................................
3 " 2 "
9. Clay, very soft.....................................
0 " 6 "
10. Fire-clay ...............................................
1 " 0 "
Total,.................................................... 86 feet 2 inches.
A number of other tests have been made preparatory to developing
mines about two miles west of the property described above, the land
being owned by the Chicago and Illinois River Railroad Company.
This corporation is building a line of railway from Streator, in La
Salle County, to Chicago, whichruns diagonally in a northeasterly
direction across the Grundy County coal measures, and it is
confidently expected that the linc will be finished by early winter.
The company does not propose to enter into business as miners, but it
is preparing to dispose of its coal interests by royalty leases. A few
tests have already been made to determine the conditions of the coal,
preparatory to sinking shafts. A boring made by Mr. Alvin Matson, an
exceedingly careful and reliable explorer, in the autumn of 1866, at the
half section corner between the west half of section 2, township 32 north,
range 8 east, and the south half of section 35, township 33 north, same
range, shows the following record:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Soil,.......................................................................3 feet.
Clays, ................................................................... 27 "
Clay shales ...........................................................72 "
Coal,.............................................2 feet 6 inches to 3 "
Total ..................................................................... 105 "

The Wilmington Star Coal Company made a test at the southeast
corner of the southwest quarter of section 2, same township and
range, during the month of April of this year, showing an approximate detailed section as follows :
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1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Soil ........................................................
Yellow sand,.........................................
Clays, ....................................................
Sandstone, .
.
.
. .
.
Clay shale, ............................................
Coal, ......................................................

1 foot
6 '
38 '
.6 '
72 '
3 '

Total,..................................................... 126 feet

6 inches.
0
'
6
0
'
0
'
0
'
0 inches.

The company is sinking a shaft near this point, and have readied a
depth of about eighty feet. Another company is also making
preparations to sink a shaft in the vicinity.

THE PRODUCTION OF GOLD AND SILVER IN THE UNITED
STATES.
BY ROSSITER W. RAYMOND, PII D., NEW YORK CITY.
most important event in the history of mining in the United
States was the discovery of gold in California, which led to the rapid
development, not only of a new industry, but of a new empire. The
ettlement of the Pacific slope was making but slow progress under ;he
inducements of a scanty commerce in furs and hides. The lib-ral ral
grants offered by the government to agricultural pioneers in
Dregon had attracted to the Willamette valley and other favored
oints in that territory a limited population ; but the government of he
Mexicans in California was positively unfavorable to enterprise. t is
true that gold was known to exist in the country. Rumors of were
current among the trappers, and placers had actually been orked in
what is now Los Angeles County; but the padres of the cighboring
mission of San Fernando had discouraged the business 3
demoralizing to their flocks; and the existence of the precious ctal
was not widely known; still less was its distribution north-ard
suspected.
The discovery of gold, January 19th, 1848, at
?utter's saw-mill, on the south fork of the American River, afterward
?mous as Coloma, in Eldorado County, was the beginning of the new
?och.
This discovery was made by James Wilson Marshall, a
partner in the mill, who observed in the debris washed down by the
il-race a glittering fragment of a mineral unknown to him.
Susecting it to be gold, he sought for further specimens, and
obtained, the course of a few days, several ounces of it.
Tests
subsequently
THE
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made established its character; and the news spread with great rapidity, arousing an excitement throughout this country, and even in
European countries, which has never been paralleled. March 15th,
1848, a San Francisco newspaper contained a paragraph giving the
tidings. In May, the same paper announced the suspension of publication; and the editors and workmen, imitating their fellow-citizens
of every class, went off to the diggings. Two years later, the population of California had risen from 15,000 to 100,000, and the goldbearing zone, extending along the west flank of the Sierra to Oregon,
had been put under active exploitation. The placers of the southern
counties of Oregon were opened in 1852; those of the John Day
and Powder Rivers in 1860. Gold was discovered in Idaho, on the
banks of the Pen d'Oreille River, in 1852; but the active development of the territory dates from the discovery of the Oro Fino mines
in 1860, and the opening, two or three years later, of the rich Boise
Basin. Montana was found to be auriferous in 1858 (possibly
earlier), and in 1860 placer mining was inaugurated. In 1862 a
considerable immigration from Pike's Peak (then the general name
for Colorado) set in. The gulches of Colorado began to be worked
in 1859; and that territory was rapidly settled, chiefly by immigrants from the east—in contrast to Nevada, Idaho, Oregon and
Arizona, the pioneer population of which was largely an overflow of
the restless enterprise of California. In Arizona, gold is said to have
been discovered in 1858, on the Gila River. In Nevada and Utah, no
gold placers of importance have been found, though the metal is not
entirely absent from the mountain ravines, and in some instances,
particularly at the Comstock lode, in Nevada, it constitutes a
considerable portion of the value of argentiferous ores.
The first form of gold mining in these States and Territories was
that of diggings. The miner loosened the auriferous soil with a
pick, and shovelled it into a pan, from which, by skilful manipulation
in water, the clay, sand, and pebbles were removed, and the heavier
particles of gold-dust left behind. The first improvement on the
pan was the rocker; afterwards the " torn " was introduced, from
Georgia, and with it the sluice. In 1850 and in 1851, the two latter
devices began to be generally employed, in consequence of the greater
convenience of water-supply afforded by the mining ditches. The first
ditch of importance was made in 1850; and its success so stimulated
imitation that in the course of eight years, six thousand miles of
mining canals had been constructed, at a cost of more than §15,000,000,
in California alone.
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The development of the gold-mining industry was attended with
much excitement, and many fluctuations. A phenomenon more frequent in early days than at present was that of the "stampedes," or
sudden emigrations of whole communities, on receipt of tidings of
rich discoveries in new localities.
Perhaps the most remarkable of these was the so-called Fraser
fever in 1858, when, in the course of four months, 18,000 men
nearly one-sixth of all the voters in California, went to Fraser River,
in British Columbia, expecting to find another virgin gold-field, and
to restore the "flush times" of 1849. The excitement reached its
climax before any gold had been received from the new diggings in
San Francisco, and was founded wholly upon rumors and reports of
rich deposits on a bar of Fraser River, and upon the presumption
that large and valuable placers would be found in the upper basin
of that stream. The first discoveries were made in the spring ; and
the fever died out as suddenly as it had arisen, five-sixths of the
adventurers returning before the end of the year.
At the present time, the resources of the Pacific States and Territories are sufficiently well known to prevent these miscellaneous and
excited migrations of population. It is not likely that new deposits
will be discovered. ofFerinsr large returns to individual labor without
capital or machinery. The present chief sources of the gold product
of the West arc three: first, old and well-known placer mining regions, where the ground continues to he worked with sluices, and to
pay a reasonable profit to miners, who usually operate in partnerships and companies (as do the Chinese); secondly, deep placers and
cement deposits, which arc worked by drifting and blasting, and by
the hydraulic process, usually in the hands of powerful and wealthy
joint stock companies; and thirdly, quartz mines, operated by individuals or companies.
The following table, offered as an approximate estimate of the
gold product of the United States since 1847, is the result of careful
study of numerous treatises and partial statistics, in the light of
much personal observation of the principal producing districts.
Down to 1862, it follows the table compiled by J. Arthur Phillips,
and published in his Gold and Silver. From 1862 to 1866, the
production of California is calculated by deducting from the express
receipts of uncoined treasure at San Francisco, from " the northern
and southern mines," the receipts from Nevada, and adding 10 per
cent. to the remainder, to cover amount shipped in private hands.
From 1866 to 1872 inclusive, the reports of the United States
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Mining Commissioner have been followed as a general authority; but
as these do not separate the product of gold from that of silver, the
division has been made by estimate, bused on the known conditions
and relations of the industry of different localities. The figures for
1873 are based on the express shipments, with arbitrary allowances
for product otherwise transported. Under the head of " Other States
and Territories," is included the product of gold from Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, etc., and one-third of the product
of the Comstock lode in Nevada, that being the average proportion of gold by value in the Comstock bullion. The values are
given in United States going coin.
Estimate of Gold Product of the United States since 1847.

Silver mining in the West, apart from the early operations of the
Spaniards in New Mexico, and perhaps in Arizona, may be said to
date from the discovery of the Comstock vein in 1859. This vein
is in Nevada, on the east flank of the Sierra. Aecording to some
accounts, it was discovered as early as 1857, and the placer diggings
in the canon, below its outcrop, were found as early as 1849 and
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worked by a small population from 1852. The gold contained a
large proportion of silver—in some claims nearly one-half the value of
it—a circumstanee which was considered a misfortune by the miners,
since it reduced the value per ounce of the gold-dust as currency from
§17 or §18 to §10 or §12. In the vein itself the proportion of gold
has been usually about one-third of the total value of the bullion.
The revelation that the gray sulphuret of silver from the vein was
a rich ore worth thousands of dollars per ton gave rise to perhaps the
most intense excitement that has ever swept through the West, since
the first discovery of gold. As usual in such cases, many older
districts were suddenly depopulated and the mining industry was sadly
demoralized. The State of Nevada was rapidly overrun by pioneers,
and the silver districts of Esmeralda, Lander, and Humboldt Counties
were explored and developed with an energy which proved in many
cases premature. The Washoe excitement maintained for three years its
predominance; but all the silver mining enterprises of the State shared
in the encouragement afforded by the first success of the mines of
Virginia City. In 1863, the panic swept away thousands of wild-cat
speculations, and the Comstock mines themselves fell greatly in
nominal value. A ruin-ous litigation, involving millions of dollars of
expenditure, assisted this reaction. The discovery within the last three
years of immense bodies of ore at the depth of more than 1 500 feet
below the surface in the Comstock lode, has brought the product of
that vein to a figure not inferior to those of its best days. The silver
mining districts of Owyhee in Idaho; Unionvillc, Reese River, Belmont,
Pioche, White Pine, and Eureka, in Nevada, continue to be
productive. The latter district and the silver districts of Utah and sonic
of Mon-tana and New Mexico, as well as that of Cerro Gordo in
California, produce argentiferous galena and carbonate of lead which arc
reduced by smelting in shaft furnaces. The Washoe ores and those of
Pioche are treated by the so-called Washoe process, consisting of
crushing in stamp mills and subsequent amalgamation in pans. The
ores of Reese River, Belmont, and Unionville, in Nevada, and of
George-town, Colorado, are treated by preliminary roasting with saltand subsequent amalgamation. From Colorado and Utah considerable
quantities of rich ore are shipped to American and foreign smelting
works.
The total product of silver in the United States since 1848, is
estimated as follows:
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TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYING AND KEEPING SURVEY
NOTES.
BY RICHARD P. ROTHWELL, C. E., M. E., NEW YORK CITY.

THE communication which I have to lay before my fellow-members of the Institute, is no elaborate paper, nor the statement of any
great discovery ; it is simply the record of convenient methods of
conducting topographical surveys, and of keeping the notes of the
same; methods that have grown out of practical experience, and
have saved me many a day's labor by facilitating office and field
work, and at the same time secured a greater degree of accuracy
than is obtained by the methods now in general use.
I assume it as granted that no topographical map is worthy of the
name, except it represent the elevations and depressions of the surface by means of horizontal or contour lines.
In the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain, the contour lines are
traced for every fifty feet vertical height, I believe, by running out
the line with level and compass through all its meanderings on the
surface; this, of course, is a very tedious, though accurate process,
but " in the woods," where many of our surveys have to be made,
it would be practically impossible.
Some time ago, I made an extensive and quite elaborate topographical survey and contour map of the southern portion of the
Cahaba coal-field, in Alabama, the object of the survey being to
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determine the best route for a railroad to enter the coal-field, and
open that portion of it where the quality of the coal and the size of
the beds made it desirable to open mines. The country is greatly
broken by ridges and valleys running in every direction, so that it
is exceedingly difficult to select the best line in all respects, for, while
it is easy enough to find the best place to cross any one ridge, it is
by no means easy to find the line that, though perhaps not the best
in crossing any one obstruction, will yet give the best mean results.
This could only be done by having a complete contour map of the
district, such a map being also essential to the intelligent selection of
the best point at which to open mines.
As many of the engineers present know, the financial limits set to
such work are, in this country, and especially in the South, very
restricted. We have to combine speed and economy with accuracy
in such work.
The State of Alabama has its lands divided up into townships,
ranges, and sections, by lines running north and south and east and
west. I made these section lines, one mile apart, the main lines of
my survey, and ran them in some cases with the transit, reading
both deflections and needle back and fore sights, and in other cases
simply with the surveyor's compass. In the total absence of any
magnetic attraction I prefer the compass. My distances were most
carefully measured, with either a brazed link steel chain or with a
steel tape, and a stake was driven every hundred feet. These stakes
were at least eighteen inches high (so as to be easily found in the
brushwood), and were marked as in railroad work, the distance on
one side, and at all desirable points with the elevation above tidewater on the other side. Thus X. 87+50 marked on the front of
the stake, and 735.62 on the opposite side being X line station,
8750 feet from the starting-point, and the elevation of the surface at
this point is 735.62 feet above the sea. The levelling is done carefully, and checked by cross lines. These section lines arc approximately north and south and east and west, though not quite straight
nor uniform in their variation, owing to errors in the original survey.
This survey is tabled by latitudes and departures, and can thus
be plotted on ordinary cross-section paper, without the use of protractors, the lines on the paper being taken as magnetic meridians
and east and west lines.
The notes of section lines are kept in the manner prescribed by
law. The level man as he runs over them, if thought desirable,
sketches in the contour of the surface for a few hundred feet on each
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side of his line; this, however, is not necessary, as the work is done
in a subsequent operation.
We now assume some convenient corner as a zero, or startingpoint; plot in the section lines on the cross-section paper, by latitudes
and departures, taking the lines on the paper as magnetic meridians
and east and west lines. Those passing through the starting-point
are the zero meridian and zero east and west line. If we make our
map and the note-books on the scale of 500 feet to the inch (a very
convenient scale in extensive surveys), every tenth line (heavy lines)
on the paper will be marked as we recede from the zero lines, thus :
5 E., 10 E., 15 E., 5 W., 10 W., 15 W., etc.; 5 S., 10 S., etc.; so
that any point in the district may be designated by a name which
indicates, without a moment's consideration, exactly where it comes
on the map; thus 65 E., 15 N., is a point 6500 feet to the east and
1500 feet to the north of the zero point of the survey.
To get the topography, I run lines 500 feet apart, either north
and south or east and west, but not in both directions over the
same ground. These lines commence at some station on the section
lines, and arc run due north and south or east and west on the
500 feet lines. They are run with the pocket compass and steel tape
or chain, and with the Locke pocket level. These lines close on the
section lines, and a check is thus given to the work at intervals of
one mile; as the section lines are staked every 100 feet, and the elevation marked on the stakes, the check is perfect and immediately
applied, for when commencing the line the man in charge knows
exactly when he should intersect the next section line. If he docs
not strike this point, he can at once verify his work.
With careful work, the variation in direction of the line run a
mile with the pocket compass will never exceed 10 feet, and will
generally be within 5 feet, cither of which is as close as we can plot
on the scale used. The levels run over these compass lines with the
pocket or Locke level will seldom vary 5 feet in running a mile over
rough ground, errors balancing; and as they check upon the section
lines every mile, this error can be reduced to say 21⁄2 feet midway
between the section lines.
The notes of the survey are kept in a note-book made of cross-section paper ruled the same on both sides.
We write from bottom up. Thus we will write at foot of page:
" Running line 17 N."—We see at once the line being run is an
east and west line, 1700 feet north of the Zero E. and W. line; we commenced at, say, " 35 E." on this line—that is, at a point 3500 feet east
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and 1700 feet north of the zero or initial station of the survey. We
know, without looking to another line, exactly where our startingpoint is on the map, and can, without a moment's hesitation, point it
out.
After running 500 feet, we find, the station is 40 E., so that the
line is being run east; the topography is sketched on as the work
proceeds, the field-book in scale and fulness being a finished map,
the final map being merely the transfer on to a single sheet, in a
better style, of the several pages of the note-book.
The surveying party consists usually of but five persons, three of
whom may be green boys.
1st. Axeman, who is also flagman.
2d. Compassman.
3d. Front chainman.
4th Level man, who is also rear chainman.
5th. Rodman.
If the timber is thick, it may require a sceond axeman to be able
to clear the line as fast as the levelman can get his notes and sketch
in the topography.
The advantages of this manner of conducting a survey are speed,
economy, and accuracy, for no error can extend beyond a mile, and
the notes are all made and map finished on the ground with every
feature before the eyes of the draughtsman, so that if his work be
not correct, he knows it at once before leaving the field, and can seek
and find the error with but little loss of time.
At night, and during wet days, the work is all "posted up " on
sheets of cross-section paper, so that the entire map is complete before leaving the camp, and, in fact, each day's work is complete in
itself; and if the survey be suddenly interrupted, as was that to
which I referred above, none of it is lost, but it can at any future
time betaken up just where it was left off without any difficulty.
The notes do not need the presence of the man who made them to
interpret them, as is not unfrcqucntly the case, and tell where his
line comes on the map; for each page tolls itself exactly where it
belongs, and as it is itself the complete original of the map containing every contour and feature of the surface, as sketched and figured
on the spot, it leaves nothing to the artist's imagination.
The rate at which a party, such as above enumerated, will run out
and level these secondary lines depends on the nature of the country.
In broken ground, where the brushwood is not too thick, from 7000
to 15,000 feet of line per day can be run, putting in contour lines
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every 10 feet-vertical, ahd sketching for about 300 feet on each side
of the line. If the lines are run 500 feet apart, this allows an overlap of 50 feet, which serves as a check in bringing the work together
on the sheets. The thousand little practical details that facilitate
the work, and which suggest themselves naturally to the engineer in
' the field, are not here mentioned ; it is sufficient to call attention to
the general outline of the method, and to say that its practical usefulness has been fully proved, for it has been the outgrowth of an
extensive experience.

MR . J. FULTON cordially recommended Mr. Rothwell's method of
making and recording topographical fieldwork. He had, in his
practice, followed nearly the same plan, and believe it to be efficient,
simple, and not liable to produce confusion or lead to errors. The
value to the geologist and mining engineer of correct contour topographical maps is becoming more and more appreciated, and any contribution to this department is especially valuable in inducing harmony in the method of work and uniformity in the maps.

MINING CLAY.
BY PROF. J. C. SMOCK, ASSISTANT GEOLOGIST OF NEW
JERSEY, NEWBRUNSWICK, N. J.
THE primitive mode of mining clay by open workings, in which
the overlying beds of earth (commonly termed the " bearing ") were
removed, and the clay then dug out by sinking shallow pits, is still
the prevalent and almost universal mode of extraction. This is
particularly true of our cretaceous and tertiary clays, which are
generally earthy in character, and but slightly covered by drift and
alluvium. The most accessible beds in many of our clay districts
have been worked out, and clay miners arc compelled to search for
new outcrops, or to remove thicker beds of top dirt or bearing.
Under this stimulus subterranean working, or mining proper, has
been suggested. A brief notice of this new mode, as employed by
Mr. Otto Ernst, near the head of Chesquake's Creek, three miles
south of South Amboy, New Jersey, is here presented for your consideration.

Previous to mining, the old mode of extraction, digging pits, was
found to be too expensive, in consequence of the heavy amount of
top dirt and the excessively large amount of water in these overly-
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ing porous strata. For some time the locality was abandoned, until Mr.
Ernst came in possession of the property, and began mining theclay.
The mines are in a flat, bordered on three sides by higher ground
and on the fourth opening into tide-water meadow. The mouths of
the two working shafts are 31 and 27 feet, respectively, above highwater level. The surface a few rods from them is about 40 feet
higher. The geological section, made by combining the outcrops
seen in these surrounding hillsides, and the beds passed through in
the shafts, is as follows :
1. Soil.
2. Moulding sand and sandy earth.
3. White quartz and in very thin layers, alternating with lightcolored sandy clay, 40 feet.
4. Black, tenacious clay, containing pyrite and lignite, 5 feet.
5. Dark-colored clay, very sandy towards the bottom, 6 feet.
6. Bluish-white stoneware clay, 18 to 20 feet.
7. Dark-colored quartz sand.
The bearing in the flat varies from 12 to 22 feet, so that the
greater portion of the potters' clay bed is below high-water level.
Under the surrounding hills it is about 60 feet.
The mining operations have been the sinking of vertical shafts,
and then the removal of the clay by a system of horizontal drifts.
The shafts stop in the clay stratum. On account of the very wet
and porous beds of sand and sandy clay over it, the sinking of the
shafts was attended with much difficulty. They had to bo watertight. To do this the cribbing was doubled, and the intervening
space was carefully filled with the best of clay, rammed down hard.
This clay filling has been found efficient, and so far, enduring. From
the shafts working tunnels have been cut. slightlv rising, in order to
allow easy drainage and to assist the loaded cars running to the bottom
of the shafts. Some of these main tunnels have been cut in 500 feet.
They are about 8 feet wide and from 8 to 10 feet high. In driving
these, as also in removing the clay from the side drifts, the boring
auger is in constant use to ascertain how much clay is in front, as a
thickness of five feet is always left below for flooring, and the same
overhead for roof. This is rendered all the more necessary by the
irregularities in the surface of this stoneware clay stratum, sometimes amounting to differences of 10 to 14 feet from a horizontal
plane in a distance of as many rods. To support in part the roof,
the ordinary mode of timbering horizontal drifts is employed, the
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uprights or props with their corresponding sleepers or collars being
get from a foot to eighteen inches apart. In some places, for extra
security, they are set closer, or they are doubled. Lagging on the
sides keeps up the sand filling where the clay has been removed.
From the main drifts laterals or side drifts are cut at right angles to
the former and parallel to one another.
In these the timbering is not so substantial, its object being the
temporary support of the roof while the cutting 1es forward.
Generally the timbering follows closely the extraction of the clay,
rarely leaving more than five feet of roof in advance unsupported.
As soon as one of these laterals has attained the proposed length, it
is filled with sand brought from the surface, and a few yards only from
the mouth of the shaft. A second side drift or tunnel is then cut,
removing the clay quite to the first, and thus the work of extraction
and filling goes on to the further end of the working or main tunnel.
These side drifts are rarely more than 75 feet long. One main serves
thus for the excavation of the clay from a width of 150 feet, or
from an area of 500 x 150 feet, or nearly two acres. Owing to the
earthy nature of both the roof and the floor and the weight of the
bearing, sinking and creeps occur, ultimately shutting up the most
carefully timbered tunnels. In practice these serve about a year,
but this is generally sufficient for the removal of the clay from both
sides of it. A second belt is then opened from a new shaft and
tunnel. The sand filling has been found quite essential to economical
mining, as it prevents the cracking and fissures through which,
either in the roof or in the floor, water and quicksand would soon
flow in and fill the mine. In a word, this sand filling completely
replaces the clay, making the series of beds almost as solid as they
originally were, and accidents from such breaks have but rarely
happened. The greatest source of danger is in getting too near the
adjacent sandy beds, and thus letting in the water. Hence the constant use of the auger to know what is ahead.
The clay is very solid and quite dry, and broad-edged picks or
grubbing hoes are used to cut it down. The mass thus broken down
is shovelled into cars. These run on tracks which, in the lateral
drifts, are temporary, being taken up and laid in the next drift, when
one is finished. A more permanent track is laid in the main tunnel,
and on this the loaded cars arc pushed to the shaft. Here they arc
emptied into buckets, which are hoisted by horse-power to the surface.
The ventilation is effected through a board flue built upon one
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corner of the shaft, and running from the surface down to within
three feet of the bottom. A current of air is created by the heat of
two or three large kerosene lamps, burning at the lower end of this
flue. Without this the air would soon be so vitiated that work in
the drifts would be impossible.
During the past summer ventilation has served a double purpose,
not only supplying good air, but also removing dangerous gases.
The first indication of the presence of such gases was an explosion,
Monday morning, July 19th, as the miners were entering one of
the old drifts, going to their work. This put out the lights and
badly frightened the men, but beyond this did no hurt. Mr. Ernst
at once began investigations, and found gas near the roof in a side
drift, which was partly filled with sand. There were no further
explosions, but the gas could be lighted by holding the, candle-flame
near this roof. Prof. Cook and myself visited the mine a few days
after the explosion. We could detect the gas by the effect of flame
of a candle held close to this roof, and near the sand-filling. At
first the flame would be drawn out and slightly diminished in
intensity; then followed the ignition of the gas, which burned with a
very faint blue flickering flame that crept along the clay overhead,
and slowly disappeared. The amount of gas was evidently limited,
as indicated by the short duration of the flame. After an interval
of a few minutes the experiment of burning the gas could be
repeated. The same phenomena were observed in a drift, near one of
the shafts. The explosion first noticed was probably due to a larger
volume of gas, which had accumulated in the interval of rest over
Sunday. From the flame it was supposed to be marsh gas (methylhydride, mixed very likely with some carbon dioxide and nitrogen),
but no chemical tests could be made, as the amount was too small
and it could not be easily collected for analysis. The presence of this
gas (marsh-gas) in a clay bed appears at first to be quite improbable,
or at least anomalous. In this locality, however, the clay bed which
is worked is covered by dark-colored sandy layers, which contain
much lignite, in the form of small stems with leaves and fine woody
or carbonaceous matter distributed through it. The decomposition
of this vegetable matter with an insufficient supply of oxygen would
produce these gases. Through very small cracks these might find
escape into the chambers of the mine, and there manifest themselves
in the phenomena described. Marsh-gas or fire-damp has been
observed in some of the brown-coal mines of Europe, and condi-
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tions favoring its production in the brown-coal formation, are not
very unlike those which exist in the surroundings'of this clay mine.
As the clay bed is impervious to water, and the shafts, which cut
the overlying porous strata are water-tight, there is practically no
water to be raised, at least, only that which comes in by accidents,
such as are sometimes unavoidable.
This mode of mining clay has been successfully employed by Mr.
Ernst for several years. With further improvements in enlarged
workings, in the modes of underground transportation, the hoisting
and the pumping, greater economy might be obtained. As it is, he
gets a superior clay, since there is no mixing with overlying top dirt
or inferior clays. Then there are no interruptions caused by slides,
inclement weather, etc., common to open workings. In addition to
those advantages, the mining goes on night and day, thus doubling
the capacity of the same area in a given time.
One disadvantage will be evident at once. For every 8 feet of clay
taken out, 10 feet (5 feet below and 5 feet above) is left. But as the
area of clay land is yet large, this is not so serious nor objectionable.
The rapidly diminishing area of clays at depths easily accessible
by open diggings, and the increasing value of superior clays to meet
the large demands in making fire-brick retorts, sewer and drain pipes,
and the manifold forms of pottery, demand greater economy in mining
them, and this mode, so successfully employed, ought to be more,
general, for it would extend vastly the workable areas of valuable
clays, and thus contribute to our mineral wealth.

A GAS REHEATING FURNACE.
BY W. A. SWEET, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
THE furnace I am now about to describe was designed to obtain
and maintain very high temperature. Knowing the cost of the gas
furnace that was in successful operation here and abroad, I approached
the subject with some misgivings as to my ability to attain anything
like success, or even to reach a point of advancement, There seemed
to be a field for a furnace of moderate cost for small mills, or whore
a particular heat was wanted, but the work was not enough to warrant
the outlay necessary to build any gas furnace yet brought before the
public.
The section, Plate V, represents the furnace as I now build it for
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heating steel and iron for rolling-mill purposes. The heatingchamber is not different from that of other furnaces used for the
same purpose. The gas-producing chamber is peculiar, and the
manner of introducing the coal is perhaps the most novel and useful
feature of the furnace.
The coal used is fine bituminous, or semi-bituminous, bat a
mixture of two-thirds semi-bituminous with one-third anthracite
may be used, or anthracite may be used with a very bituminous coal,
half and half. The coal is thrown into the hopper B, where it rests
on the slide or plunger, which is worked in and out by the crane
M. The coal is used very wet, that is, with all the water it can be
made to absorb. The slide or plunger is worked back and forth
with a crank and gearing, which works into the two racks, at
each cud of the plunger. This gearing is so compounded that eight
turns of the crank puts the plunger in, and of course the same
number brings it back again.
The plunger should always be left at the point shown, that is, just
through the plate of the furnace, with a charge of coal in front of it.
This front plate is thickened with a lip to break any lumps that
may be in the coal, and the power obtained by the crank is sufficient
for this purpose. Four turns in are given, then eight out, then four
in, and the plunger left as shown.
The wet coal keeps these plates comparatively cool, and, when
first introduced, retards the low gases sufficiently to have them get
thoroughly heated by passing through the red-hot mass of the
burning coal above. They arc thereby properly heated and mixed
with the gases of a higher grade coming from the coal that has been
longer in the furnace, and those that arise from the combustion of
coke near the bridge-wall.
At the bridge-wall the gas comes in contact with heated air from
the hot stove at the other end of the furnace, introduced partly
through the bridge-wall and partly through the crown brick, both
of which are tubular, and made of fire-brick material.
When the furnace is run for high temperatures, no smoke is seen
issuing from the chimneys, which are small flues only a little out of
the roofs. When the furnace is run for steel heating, we have to
run a full carbonizing flame to heat the stock properly, and while
we do not get as much economy in coal, we more than make it up
in saving of steel. We recently rolled nine tons of three-inch square
Norway iron into small shapes at less than one per cent, actual
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waste. The furnace waste was nil, all the waste being train or rolling-waste.
The hot-blast stove is very similar to the hot blast of ordinary
blast-furnaces. The flame is led down through the flue N under the
arch protecting the pipes R, and a sufficient amount of the heat or
flame is let into the oven N' to heat the pipes, and passes out of the
passage governed by the valve N". The blast can be heated up to
900° F., according to the pyrometer of Brown, and there is no
difficulty in governing it by using a number of the pipes according
to the heat of the air wanted. From the stove the hot air is
carried into the flue connecting with the tubular crown and bridgewall.
My object in the construction of this furnace was to be able to
heat or melt as much steel as was done by others at a less cost of
furnace "plant," and less labor in practical working, together with
less time for heating, and less cost in repairing. I leave it to others
to decide how well I have succeeded.
We are heating nine pounds of billets with one pound of coal.
These billets are rail-ends, from one to five feet in length, and sixtyseven pounds to the yard. We heat this steel as hot as others, and
at a very small per cent, of waste in the furnace, and no extra furnace help. Our furnace and rolling-waste is two per cent.
The cost of the furnace is §1100, and of the stove $400.
Description of Furnace, Plate V.
B. Hopper for coal.
A, Coal and coke in furnace.
F. Standing open grate.
7. Grate-frame to drop free when letting the fire completely out.
H. Dump-plate for cleaning out ashes and cinders once in five hours.
0. Air-pipe into ash-pit—cold air.
E. Tubular brick for inner bridge-wall for hot air.
A". Lining to protect the tubular brick E, and to be repaired.
D. Tubular crown-brick for hot air.
W. Heating-chamber.
N. Flue for heat and flume to the chimney-arched passage under the
iron pipe
R, with holes through at N' to let the proper quantity of heat into the
chamber surrounding the pipes.
R. Pipes to heat the blast to the proper heat, governed by the vnlve
N" into the chimney Z.
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PROVISION FOR THE HEALTH AND COMFORT OF
MINERS.-MINERS' HOMES.
BY PROF. WILLIAM P. BLAKE, NEW HAVEN, CONN

"WHEN we consider the efforts made in Europe to promote the
physical and moral well-being of the working classes, the question
is suggested whether in this country, where, theoretically, every man
is peculiarly the arbiter of his own destiny, we may not be too prone
to expect every man to take care of himself, and neglect to make
those provisions for the welfare of the employed, demanded alike by
enlightened economy and humanity. In the older countries, where
the disproportion between capital and labor is greater, and the working classes are more dependent, their welfare largely occupies the
attention of employers. The subject is involved in the problem of
the just relations of capital and labor, and we are rapidly approaching the time, if we have not already reached it, when a generous
paternal interest in the welfare of the employed should be more generally manifested. It is a subject which is of special importance to
mine-owners and engineers in this country, especially to those located
in the coal regions. My own attention has been particularly directed to it by a visit made to the Hassard collieries, a few miles
from Liege, Belgium, under the direction of M. Andrimont. This
celebrated engineer has established a comfortable home for the miners
near the mouth of the shaft of the mine. It has been highly successful and beneficent in its results, and may to a great degree be regarded as a model for such undertakings.
It is known as "Hotel Louise," this being the name of Madame
d'Andrimont, who laid the corner-stone of the building April 4th,
1871. The structure is of brick, upon three sides of a square, and
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is three stories high. The ceilings arc high; it is thoroughly well
ventilated, and it is fireproof. It has lodgings for 200 men, and all
above the first floor. The first or ground floor is used for the restaurant, the coffee-room, the reading-room, library, store, and the
office. The basement is divided off into kitchen, laundry, bathingroom, storeroom, etc. Each miner has a separate room, with separate bedding and clothing, all marked with the number of his room,
by which number the occupant is generally known.
The miners wear a special dress into the mine, and remove it on
coming out. When they reach the hotel at the end of the shift they
go to the bathroom and bathe, each in a small compartment. Hot
and cold water are plentifully supplied in movable tubs. The
soiled mining clothes are removed to the laundry, and are neatly
washed and ironed in the course of the next day, and placed in the
miner's room. The miners wear sabots in the mine, and leather
boots or shoes above ground. These are nicely blacked daily at the
hotel, and kept in readiness for the miner when he dresses for the
surface. The men are not allowed in the restaurant or other apartments of the hotel until their toilet is made.
Meals are furnished at a fixed rate. The food is wholesome, wellselected, and well cooked, as I can testify from actual trial. The
miner is charged only with the meals that he takes; that is, he does
not pay by the day or week, but is furnished with a printed card
upon which each meal taken is registered, and at the end of the time
named the account is squared. These cards or tickets arc in the
subjoined form, and entitle the holder to the privileges of the hotel
for the eight days, of which the dates are given, by stamping in the
figures when the card is issued.
Now cards arc issued at the end of the time, and the old ones are
surrendered. Whenever a meal is taken the clerk of the hotel
punches a hole through the proper square under the date. At the
end of the time the card shows exactly how many and what meals
have been taken.
Upon the back of this ticket the miner is informed, by a printed
notice in French and in German, that no workman is permitted to
lodge at Hotel Louise unless he works regularly for the company,
and conducts himself honestly and properly toward his fellowworkmen and the officers of the establishment.
The hotel has proved a success. Its comforts are prized by the
men, and it helps to secure an excellent class of miners for the company. The moral effects are important. The library is an excellent
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ae; the books are well selected, are substantially bound, and are
ell used. The total cost of all this wholesome comfort was stated
) me as only one franc and twenty centimes a day.

At the store connected with the hotel the men can purchase any
othing or delicacies of which they have need at very low rates,
he cheapness of sabots, of boots and shoes, and of well-made
ornish hats was surprising.
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But this is only one of many prominent examples of provision for
the health and comfort of workingmen abroad. To give only a
general view of what has been accomplished at the great industrial
and metallurgical establishments would require more space than can
appropriately be given in conjunction with the technical papers of
the Institute. The subject is a broad one, and much has been
written upon it since the lamented Prince Consort more fully aroused
the attention of the public to it by the model dwellings which he
erected at the Great Exhibition in 1851. Those who visited the
Paris Exhibition in 1867 will remember the miner's cottages, with
their furniture, shown by the Blanzy Coal Mining Company as examples of the 679 cottages of the kind which they had erected at
the works, and rented for 54 francs a year, including fuel and a garden privilege.
My object is not, however, so much to enter into the details of
these and other efforts for the improvement of the condition of miners,
as it is to bring the subject generally to your attention as one of great
and increasing importance in many points of view.

PROF. EGLESTON.—The improvement of the condition of workmen, which is the subject of Prof. Blake's paper, is one in which
every one must feel the greatest interest. There is, however, something beside their mere physical welfare, which is the topic of Prof.
Blake's paper, which requires the most earnest attention. I do not
know of any place where laundry privileges seem to be carried out
in so great perfection, or where such special attention is given to the
restaurant department as in the hotel which he has described. These
are, however, only insignificant items, so far as the general wellbeing of the men is concerned. Something requires to be done to
elevate their moral as well as physical condition; and unless it is
done, it is impossible to keep up their morale for any great length of
time.
To ameliorate their condition, it is not sufficient to provide restaurants and laundries, although good food and cleanliness are very
important moral as well as physical correctives. But the world cannot generally depend upon unmarried men, for whom these provisions arc made at Hotel Louise. It is generally conceded that, to
keep a skilled or even an ordinary workman for any length of time
in the same place, he must be married. He should be able to hope
that his family, which is as dear, and, perhaps dearer to him, than
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that of persons occupying higher stations in life,- will be reasonably
provided for in case of his death ; or that, if he is disabled by accident, there will be some expectation that he will either receive treatment which will cure him, or, at least, will render him as capable as
possible, under the circumstances, of supporting his family. He
wishes to be assured that his family will be provided for in case of
sickness, that his children will be educated, that his dead shall have
a decent burial.
In those establishments where the best work is obtained, some
kind of rational amusement is provided, which not only elevates the
tone of the society which surrounds him, but keeps him with his
family, and, what is quite as important, from worse things. It is
not always possible to combine all this in any one institution; nor
are they anywhere combined, but each one separately docs exist in
the highest state of perfection in different parts of Europe. As a
student, my attention was very early called to this subject, and the
condition of the working people has been a subject of great interest
to me ever since. The establishments for ameliorating the condition
of workmen differ in different countries. Most of them have been
founded for the sake of keeping the men quiet and satisfied where
they are. No one is applicable in this country as it exists abroad.
There arc too many races here, each one of which has its own national customs and amusements, and they refuse as persistently to
blend as oil and water.
In the Georg-Marien Hi'itte, in Hanover, each workman is provided, at a low rent, with a house built of slag brick, which is of a
gray color, and is light and singularly free from dampness, and
makes a house of exceedingly pleasant exterior aspect. These houses
are arranged for families of different sizes, and their interior is in
every way comfortable and commodious. They have each a cellar, and
arc one story and an attic high. Every attention is given to their
proper sanitary condition, and their arrangement in streets is most
convenient. The plans of these houses attracted very great attention
at the Vienna Exposition, and I think, on the whole, are the best
of their kind, furnishing a comfortable, commodious home, where
more than ordinary sanitary regulations are carried into effect. In
certain parts of Austria there is a choice in such houses, the best
being given to those married men who have been longest in the
works, and who have had the least complaint made against them for
abuse of the sanitary laws.
Of the mere matter of houses, these form the two mast conspicu-
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ous examples that have fallen under my notice. Under such conditions as these, where houses are furnished, the restaurant system
becomes impossible; and it is doubtful whether it is desirable, except in the case of unmarried persons, who are, in Europe, almost"
always transient men, and, therefore, are not a very desirable class.
The part of the old Guild system, which requires that the workman
shall travel, is still in moral force, from the fact that it has become
a custom, though the Meisterstuck is no longer required, and there
are consequently a considerable number of transient workmen who
use the time they remain in works for their own benefit. With the
modern system of rapid travel the transient workman is generally a
very demoralizing element.
It is characteristic of almost all the German works, where the
system of looking after the workmen is carried into effect, that they
provide some kind of rational amusement. The best types of these
are at Georg-Marien Hütte, where the workmen have a small Bier
Garten, and have beer furnished to them at cost price, and where
they have also a theatre and a concert hall. The actors and musicians are composed exclusively of workmen. I visited this theatre
and Bier Garten, and examined it in detail, and I was told by the
director of the works that the musical and theatrical performances of
the men were creditable in the highest degree, and that the families
of the officers of the works were in the habit of visiting the theatre
and concerts as a matter of amusement; and that since the erection
of the theatre there was an appreciable elevation in the condition of
the men. The bier-garten system, or the pleasure garden of the
Anglo-Saxon, is most extensively and completely carried out in
Borsig's Works, in Silesia. A garden, comprising a number of
acres, laid out in the most artistic style, and planted with trees and
flowering shrubs, is provided by the works. It is arranged on the
same general plan as the pleasure gardens of the great European
cities, but, of course, not so luxuriantly fitted up. This garden is
provided with the ordinary amusements for children, with handsome arbors and shade trees; and on holidays a band of music,
composed of workmen, plays at stated intervals. All kinds of
amusements, for grown people as well as children, are provided,
such as is usual in gardens of that character in Europe. All the
buildings arc decorated artistically, and are filled in the evening and on holidays with men, women, and children, including
the families of the officers of the works. On special occasions there
are grand demonstrations of music, and special decorations of the
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gardens, all of which are carried out by the men, under proper direction. Such a garden as this, filled with families engaged in all kinds;
of harmless recreation, goes far to make the men and their families
respectable, and is certainly an interesting spectacle, which, unfortunately, cannot often be seen in any country inhabited by AngloSaxons. Its influence is seen directly, in the product of the works.
The men rarely leave of their own accord, and their general morale
is no small part of the reason why the works turn out some of the
highest grades of iron manufactured in Germany.
The free hospital and school systems are carried out in their
greatest perfection in England, where day and night schools have
been established by the proprietors of some of the works, under the
direction of clergymen and government schoolmasters. I became
so much interested in some of these schools, that after examining
them in a good deal more than the ordinary routine of arithmetic,
etc., I offered a prize for a written examination on subjects which I
proposed to them, and these examinations were afterwards sent to
me. The children of this school, which was a day school, were
none of them over thirteen or fourteen years of age. The examinations would certainly have done credit to the lower classes in
our colleges and the universities abroad. The night schools were
attended principally by persons over the age of sixteen. The parts
of these schools which principally attracted my attention were the
drawing classes; they were organized to teach not only free hand
sketching, but to sonic extent geometrical and mechanical drawing.
The interest excited even among the older workpeople of both
sexes was surprising, and their performances highly creditable.
The schoolhouses are so arranged as to be easily transformed into a
church on Sunday, and I certainly never saw a more quiet and devout congregation than that assembled there for worship. 1 visited
the families in their homes with the clergyman in charge, and as is
not unusual in England, I frequently found that the grandfather
of the family had been a workman in these same works, and the
grandson was looking forward to the same position. There was
connected with these works a hospital system, a physician being
paid by the works, and the men allowed the liberty, in all ordinary cases, of being treated in a hospital building or in their own
homes. A system, which I have seen nowhere else, was adopted
here with reference to boys who had become maimed in the works
so as to render them unfit to become workmen. They were specially
trained to occupy office positions, or educated for occupations suited
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to their condition. One of the brightest boys I saw had lost a leg
by some accident about the rolls, and was being trained to occupy
the position of bookkeeper. My attention was specially attracted
to these works because I had gone to Staffordshire to ascertain how
their iron was made, as it was of superior quality, and much better
than that of their neighbors who were using the same materials.
My impression, of course, was that the superiority was owing to
some peculiar process. After visiting the works carefully I saw
nothing in any way different from the other works of the neighborhood, and I became convinced that the whole secret lay in these
excellent arrangements for elevating the moral and physical tone of
the workmen. The proprietor of these works informed me that he
had spent £30,000 in the erection of the necessary buildings, and
in carrying out the plans, which were the most perfect that I saw in
England; and I am certain that every penny of the capital so invested came back to him, in the superiority of the work done in
consequence, every few years.
In France the hospital system—for the school system was not formerly in favor—is carried out mainly by the workmen themselves.
A society of the workmen is formed, of which the director of the
works is president. Members chosen from among the workmen by
ballot are associated with him as a council or board of trustees. A
certain part of the funds necessary is subscribed by the company,
the rest is raised among the workmen themselves, by means of a tax
on wages or by fines. These fines are established for such things
as coming to the works intoxicated, arriving late, unnecessary neglect, and, in some cases, for profanity, etc. The workman declared
sick by the physician in the employment of the company receives
so much per day from the common fund. In case of death a portion of the funeral expenses is paid by the society and the works
together, and the widow receives a pension, graduated according to
the position of her husband and length of time he had been connected with the society or the works. Persons disabled by sickness
or age receive a pension, to provide for which a certain percentage
of the wages received by every workman is retained by the society
to create a pension fund. Any workman discharged for incompetence or neglect, or who voluntarily leaves the works, loses all
right to any part in the administration of this fund. In case he
should return, he commences, except under special circumstances, as
if he had never been connected with the works.
I have been convinced for a great many years that the workman
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does the best where he is most kindly treated, and where he can look
forward to some reasonable support for his family in case of his
death or inability to work.
When I first returned to this country I hoped to put some of
these schemes into practice, and I commenced with more enthusiasm
than judgment to apply a system drawn from my experience in England and the Continent to Celts, with not very fortunate results.
They were suspicious of the houses that I built, were certain that I
was personally deriving benefit from the fines that I proposed for
the foundation of their fund; were jealous of their own members,
raised to higher position than themselves, as they thought, by being
brought more in contact with the officers of the company than they
were, and caused so much trouble that in the interest of the company I was obliged to abandon any attempts to elevate the condition of the men, and I must confess that I have been obliged as
conscientiously to abstain from acting as I was at first disposed conscientiously to act.
The short time that can be allowed to the discussion of any question like this by the Institute is greatly to be regretted, not only
because anything that can be done to raise the condition of the
workmen, necessarily increases the product, but also because there is a
greater humanitarian interest in elevating the moral and physical welfare of our own people and our adopted countrymen. Unfortunately
our religious and political differences greatly aggravate the difficulty. I believe it, nevertheless, to be true that some plan may be
devised which will work suceessfully with the various nationalities
which we are obliged to employ as workmen. The chief trouble
with them all, as far as they have come under my notice, is that, as
a class, the men engaged in mining are improvident, and that they
are addieted to the use of the stronger alcoholic stimulants. If they
used good liquors in moderation there would be l i t t l e objection.
The difficulty, however, is that the liquor which they buy in preference is cheap, and that, as a general rule, even if they should try
to purchase good liquor the cheap article would be furnished to them
at a high price. This cheap liquor contains so much fusel oil as to
endanger the constitution of the men and make them more unmanageable than they would be if inebriated simply by alcohol. To
furnish the men with good liquor at a low price, or at least liquor
which did not contain fusel oil, would strike me as being one of the
means of remedying the real evil. I cannot pretend to say how this
should be carried out or regulated in each particular case. The Ger-
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man would certainly be content with good beer, and if he understood
that better beer was furnished to him for the same money he would
take that in preference; while the Irishman would probably want
somthing which scratched all the way down which could be furnished him without the poison. Whether it would be worth while
for any company to undertake to inspect the liquor sold to their
men is a question. Those who have large works have probably
tried the experiment of regulating the sale, and know more about it
than I can suggest, but it is a matter of real moral and physical importance that some method should be devised by which workmen
should be prevented, if possible, from drinking liquors which, from
their method of manufacture, must be more or less poisonous. We
cannot prevent their use of stimulants and I therefore think it is
better that, since they cannot be prevented from drinking, a good and
always pure liquor should be furnished them, and that they should
be furnished a better article than they can buy at the same price,
which can only be done by those who have no interest in making
money out of them.
I cannot pretend to give a remedy for the improvident character
of the miners, except it be to encourage marriage among them, and
I do not feel certain that even this would be effectual; but it seems
to me that some plan of furnishing them comfortable, commodious,
well-drained and ventilated houses, provided with plenty of good
water, would be an efficient means of keeping them at home.
The question of education is provided for much better in this
country under State laws than it is in any of the countries of Europe,
and I do not know that it would be wise for any company to interfere further, than perhaps to see that the Slate system was really
carried out.
The matter of pensions, hospital relief, etc., has been taken up so
much by societies among the workmen in this country that it would
seem, perhaps, a difficult matter for any company to interfere in any
way with it. I am satisfied, however, that if any plan could be
devised by which the society could have as its officers members of
the company, who would show in their meetings a real interest in
the welfare of the men, that would go far toward destroying the influence of demagogue workmen upon their fellows. I am not prepared to furnish any plan for such a society, nor am I at all sure
that such an organization would be possible. This class of people
are difficult to treat with, and my experience of many years' charitable work among the poor has shown me that the great difficulty in
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reaching them is not so much the kind of treatment or the distribu
tion of alms as their suspicion of you, for they are, as a general rule
slow to believe in disinterested motives. I make these suggestions
with diffidence in presence of persons largely engaged in manufactures
and who have so many men working under them, on account of my
great interest in the subject, because I have become convinced by
long connection with charitable work that a great deal of our charity
makes beggars, and that there is a great deal of misdirection in the
philanthropic work undertaken to elevate or relieve the classes known
as the working classes. It is much easier, I know, to find fault than
to carry out plans for relief, or even to suggest some practical method
for effecting the object in which we are all so greatly interested.
PROF. BLAKE said that we, in the United States, were not without
notable examples on a considerable scale of care of working men
both unmarried and married, with suitable provision for their education, amusement, and morals. He cited the silk establishment of
Cheney Brothers at Manchester, Conn., and of the Messrs. Fairbanks
in Vermont, and expressed the hope that in anticipation of the Centennial Exhibition, a suitable presentation of the whole subject would
be made.

EASTERN VIRGINIA COAL-FIELD.
BY MARTIN CORYELL, M.E., WILKES-BARRE, PENNA.

THIS coal area, and the coal from a limited portion of it, has been
known for a long time. In 1817, McClure prepared a geological
map to represent the boundaries, and they are not controverted at
the present date. In 1834, Richard C. Taylor made a survey and
report on portions of the basin. In 1835, Prof. W. B. Rogers was
appointed by the State of Virginia to make a geological survey, and
made six annual reports in which this area was included; but the reports and maps were not published. R. C. Taylor's Statistics of
Coal, published in 1855, gave to the public the details of exploration and production, to date, very perfectly and completely. Daddow
and Bannan's work, Coal, Iron, and Oil, published in 1866, repeated the details before given, and advanced some vague theories
respecting the coal-field, but gave no new faets. Macfarlane's work,
Coal Regions of America, published in 1873, under the head of
"Triassic Coal," chapter 27, gives what is known from existing publications of the position, geology, and production of the field, making
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popious extracts from Rogers, Taylor, and Lesley, and closes with the
remark: "This oldest of our coal-fields is yet to see its best days."
The object in presenting this subject is to call attention to the fact
that for want of scientific knowledge in mining, mine surveying, and
the careful recording of notes, a large amount of capital has been
expended in producing a small amount of coal. We have here,
within twenty-five miles of navigable tide-water, an area of ninetysix thousand acres of coal measures, having upon it seams or pockets
of coal of from five to fifty feet in thickness, as proved by workings
jn various places, which is left unimproved, unproductive, and almost
unknown at this day, when cheap fuel, cheap transportation, and
rapid transit are attracting so much attention.
There are several collieries opened, and producing coal to a very
limited extent, the principal ones being Clover Hill, near Appomattox River, on the southeasterly side of the basin, and Midlothian,
on the eastern side, near the middle of the field, on the Richmond
and Danville Railroad, and only twelve miles from the city of Richmond. In this vicinity arc, further, three or four individual operations.
The James River Coal Company, occupying and operating the
property of the Carbon Hill Coal Company, is on the north side
of the James River, and the coal is here loaded into canal-boats
from a railroad four miles in length. Messrs. Wilkinson and Duval
and the Old Dominion Coal Company, on the south side of the James
River, are on the westerly rim of the basin, and load their coal into
canal-boats in the James River, which is made navigable by the
dam built to feed the James River Canal. There are other openings,
but the production is very small.
South of the James River, it is generally believed, there is but
one seam, and that very thick, from twenty to sixty feet, and lying
very close to the granite rock. On the north side of the James,
four seams are represented at the mines formerly opened by the
Carbon Hill Coal Company, and now worked by the James River
Coal Company. They were reported as follows, beginning at the
bottom :
1.-Seam of coal, unknown,................................
00 feet.
Rock, ............................................................. 40 to 60 "
2.-Seam of coal, ................................................
6
"
Rock, .............................................................
12
"
3.-Seam of coal, ................................................
5
"
Rock, .............................................................
50
"
4.-Seam of carbonite, ........................................
6
"
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This section is from the middle (east and west) of the basin, and
it is doubtful if the lower seam has ever been found or proved, even
with the boring tools.
The latest and only scientific information given to the public is
from our fellow-meinber, Mr. Oswald J. Heinrich, whose admirable
contributions, including map and diagrams, will be found in the first
and second volumes of the Transactions of the Institute. I believe
this to be the only recorded survey of the mines, in all this area,
that can be depended upon.
Mr. Heinrich has devoted his attention to but a very small area
but with the aid of the diamond drill, his superior skill and painstaking industry is preparing the way for a thorough knowledge of
this field.
For the general information of the Institute, I present a specimen
of the granite rock taken from the south side of the basin ; also, the
chloride slate which underlies the coal at the Clover Hill colliery, a
very small specimen of the coal from Bright Hope shaft, eight hundred feet deep, and a cross section of the Raccoon slope, or colliery,
showing the down-throw of the seam, with specimens of the " gangue"
taken from the rock against which the coal, in all its purity and
solidity, abutted. These specimens also exhibit the grooves made
in slipping, termed "slickensides."
The assertion made in the books describing this basin, that the
coal lies almost immediately upon the granite, does not apply to those
portions of the field that I could examine, for I found at least three
hundred feet of this ehloritic slate between the coal and the granite.
Mr. Heinrich gives five hundred feet, and his assertions are based
on the disclosures of the diamond drill, which gives us a specimen
of the granite eleven hundred feet below the surface.
I present a specimen of the natural coke taken from near the south
bank of the James River, said to be four hundred feet from the surface. The seam was represented to be six feet thick, and very regular. The course of the gangway was east and west on water level.
This colliery is considered to be very nearly in the middle of the
basin, on an east and west line.
On the western outcrop, the dip of the coal is represented as very
flat, say from five to fifteen degrees at those collieries which are
worked on the south side of, and near, the James River. The shafts
are seventy-five feet to the coal, which is represented to be in two
benches and irregular—the upper bench being from five to nine
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feet, then from one to three feet of slate, then coal four and a.half
feet.
The specimen of rock from over the seam of natural coke or
earbonite was given me by Mr. Torrey, of the James River Coal
Company; it was taken from the rubbish of a shaft sunk near the
canal, where the carbonite seam was passed through. It is not
known how near the carbonite and this rock come together, or the
thickness of the rock, but it is considered to be a trap dyke, forced
horizontally between the overlying strata, the intense heat of which
coked the coal of the underlying seam.
With this theory comes the report that, as the coke seam is proved
westwardly from the Carbon Hill openings, the carbonite or coke
decreases, and bituminous coal sets in from the bottom, and at one
portion of the gangway, the coal is two feet thick, and very good,
and the coke or carbonite is two and a half feet thick, also good,
with some slate between, the scam maintaining its total thickness of
five feet.
I present a map of thirty-five miles around Richmond, upon
which I have marked out the coal areas. I do not pretend to accuracy of detail in this, or in the hand-sketch, or to present them as
original or new, but I offer them to provoke discussion and more
thorough exploration of a coal area which is neglected and permitted
to lie waste, simply because scientific skill and experience have not
been called into investigate it.

THE MUSCONETCONG TUNNEL.
BY HENRY S. DRINKER, E.M., PHILADELPHIA.

T HE Muscouctcong tunnel is situated in New Jersey, near the
line of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, about twelve miles from
Easton, on the Easton and Amboy Railroad, the latter being the
extension of the Lehigh Valley Railroad to tide-water. Up to the
present time, the terminus of the Lehigh Valley Railroad has been
at Phillipsburg, N. J., opposite Easton, passengers connecting there
with New York by the Morris and Essex (D. L. and W.) and New
Jersey Central lines; freight and coal being forwarded by the
Morris and Essex to tide-water at Hoboken, and by the Central
Railroad to Elizabethport and Port Johnson ; also, by the Belvidere
and Delaware connections through Trenton to South Amboy.
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By the Easton and Amboy route, the Lehigh Valley Railroad
will possess a direct through road for its heavy coal and freight
traffic to tide at Perth Amboy, passengers for New York connecting
at
at Metuehin with the Pennsylvania Railroad (Camden and Amboy).
Preliminary lines having been run, the first location was decided
on in the autumn of 1871 and winter of 1872, it being such, with
regard to alignment and grades, as to insure the greatest economy
in conducting transportation. Construction was commenced in the
spring of 1872, and, from the first, the tunnel was especially pushed
from being the heaviest piece of work on the line. The road, on
being ready for construction, was subdivided into four divisions,
Robert H. Sayre, chief engineer of the Lehigh Valley Railroad,
being also chief engineer of the Easton and Amboy extension, and
Calvin E. Brodhead, principal assistant. The tunnel was located in
Div. I, John L. Wilson, division engineer, and Henry S. Drinker,
resident engineer. Mr. Charles McFadden, of Philadelphia, took
the contract for the tunnel, and for several miles of construction
adjoining each extremity.
Musconetcong Mountain is one of a range, around or through
which a road from Easton to New York must go. Its summit is
about 900 feet above tide-water, and 470 feet above the grade summit, which occurs in the middle of the tunnel, the one adverse
grade to transportation occurring in the whole length of the road
being between Phillipsburg and this point. The total length of the
tunnel is a little less than a mile, it being, with the exception of the
Hoosac, the longest east of the Mississippi.
By consulting Fig. 1, Plate VI, the general formation of the mountain and the location of the different parts of the work may be observed. It will be seen from it that the preliminary top headings
(shown by broken lines) passed through 770 feet of soft ground at the
west end ; 702 feet of this was subsequently arched, the balance being
taken out in open cut. Next occurred 4G0 feet of limestone, and
then 3731 feet of syenite, the latter continuing without change out
to the eastern entrance. At the junction of the limestone and syenite,
some 263 feet of arching was required, as the rock was found for
some distance on either side of the line to be very loose and seamy.
This syenite may, in reality, be called a syenitic gneiss for the
greater part of its length, as it seems to have a distinct stratification, the dip through both it and the limestone being invariably to
the east, or against the mountain on the west side. In Fig. 1, Plate
VI, it will be observed that the first rock met at the west end was a
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roll of limestone, occurring with an anticlinal axis in the open cut;
this was followed, for some hundred feet, first, by bands of decomposing, shaly limestone, and then by seemingly stratified layers of
red and white clay. Syenite was then encountered, with an
anticlinal axis, evidently in situ, but partially decomposed, being
most solid in the centre of the roll, where it required blasting.
Then came another formation of clay, next occasional boulders, with
much water; and then, with an adverse dip to the mountain,
limestone again, the latter continuing, and meeting the syenite with
this same adverse dip.
Before meeting the syenite, and near the junction, a large body of
water was struck, and the limestone for some 50 feet was somewhat
disintegrated, largely impregnated with iron pyrites, and the syenite,
after the junction, continued soft and seamy for over 200 feet before
becoming hard enough to support itself; arching was necessary
through both the soft ground and under the loose rock. Between
the syenite and limestone there occurred only a small vein of about
6 inches of soft, decomposed rook, with no intervening stratum of
either slate or Potsdam sandstone. The syenite preserved mainly
the same dip to the east, throughout its total length, except for some
distance about the middle of the formation, where it seemed massive
(shown in Fig. 1, by crossed lines). Without hazarding any
positive assertion on the subject, where so many plausible theories
might be advanced, the formation as shown in Fig. 1, is offered to
account for the position of the strata. It seems somewhat plausible,
and if carried out, would make an anticlinal axis in the syenite
somewhere in the cast heading, probably. This would account for
the parallelism of the dip on both sides of the mountain, and for the
limestone underlying the syenite at the west end. At the cast end
no limestone was found, and no outcrop observed on the west
slope, it being, probably, denuded, and only preserved in the
supposed synclinal fold, as shown at the bottom of the slope.
The approach at the west end is through a cut about half a mile
long, running from grade to about 75 feet of cutting at the entrance,
mostly through earth, with some limestone rock, and a part through
a soft whitish clay, resembling kaolin, which latter gave much
trouble, the steam shovels, two of which were used, settling in it
constantly.
This deep cutting at the west end, which we will treat of first, as
it was by far the heaviest work, made it necessary to begin the
tunnel by sinking either a shaft or slope to grade. A slope was de-
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cided on, and it was located so that its foot reached tunnel grade
about 850 feet from the west end. This location was made that the
solid rock might be soon reached and a heading started at once to
the east. Then, while it was being driven, the open cut could be
brought up, and any soft ground encountered between the slope and
entrance arched.
Ground was broken for the slope in April, 1872; dimensions, 8 x 20
in the clear; length to grade of top heading, 276 feet, on an angle
of 30°. It ran 190 feet through earth, necessitating timbering;
collars of 12-inch oak, 4 feet apart from centre to centre, supported
by end and 2 middle props, lagged at the sides and above with
chestnut forepoling. The remaining distance was through good
limestone rock, dimensions 8 x 16, the average progress through both
rock and earth being from 7 to 10 feet per week, as shown in Table
I. (See further on. ) On reaching grade of tunnel roof, on November
13th, 1872, top headings were started east and west, 8 feet high
by 26 wide, by hand labor; progress, after getting fairly started, being
in No. 1, or the heading driving east, in December 40, in January
57 feet. The work went on favorably in this heading during the
winter. Machine drilling was introduced in February, raising the
progress at once in February to 69 feet, and in March to 95 feet, a
rate subsequently very much increased after getting the machines in
full working order, as will be shown. In April, when the face had
advanced about 275 feet from the foot of the slope, the rock began
to show signs of disintegration; the amount of water coming in
increased, and the roof became so heavy that it was found necessary to
timber it with collars of 15-inch oak, set about 5 feet apart from
centre to centre, lagged above, and sometimes at the sides, and supported either on legs, or by hitches in the rock. These collars (1)
were put in high enough to clear a 2-foot ring of masonry (Figs. 11
and 12, Plate VII), and above them, packing was securely blocked
in, up to the roof.
On May 7th, 1873, about 3 P . M., a head of water was struck, first
by a 21⁄2-inch drill-hole, about 4 feet above the floor of the heading.
The water forced the drill back and shot some fifty or move feet out
into the heading in a steady stream, seeming to come from some
targe, pent-up reservoir. At 5 P. M. it was rising so fast that it was
found necessary to take out the drills and pumps, to save them. At his
time there had been two steam pumps at work; one No. 7 Niigara, and
one No. 5 Knowles. The water caught the last before it could be
removed and hoisted. The Niagara was moved up the slope
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during the night, but it could not keep back the water, which continued steadily rising; so it was taken out, and another similar one
sent for, so that the two could be set to work when the water ceased
to rise.
The water still rose through the next day, but on the 9th, it
reached its maximum elevation within 120 feet of the top of the
slope or 70 feet beyond the junction of the limestone rock and earth,
giving cause to fear that should the water not be soon removed it
might undermine the props of the slope timbering, and start the
earth to working above the collars and at the sides, it being very
treacherous material when moistened. On the 10th, the new pump
arrived, and the two set to work, throwing, it was estimated, about
1500 gallons a minute. On the 14th, the water was lowered 20,
and by the 15th, 40 feet, by incessant work, gaining back a few feet
every time the pumps were moved down, and the latter had to be
run at such a rate that they were soon badly racked. However, the
pumping was being vigorously pushed, when suddenly, about 1 A. M.
on the 14th, the water being at that time nearly 50 feet down,
several sets of timber at water level, and others below, gave way,
the breakage subsequently continuing up to the surface of the ground,
some hundred or more feet above.
The breakage, it will be noted (Fig. 1), occurred at, and just above,
the junction of the rock and earth, and seemed to be caused by the
water having eaten away the backing of the side props sufficiently
to allow them a chance to sag outwards, so throwing increased pressure
on the roof. This disaster would practically necessitate a new
driving and complete retimbering, in all probability, of all the slope
through earth below the level the water first rose to, as it was all in
a dangerous condition, and this in the face of a head of water so
strong that it would probably be impracticable to keep it back with
such pumps as there would be room for while carrying on so difficult
and delicate a task as retimbering ground so heavy as this, after
having started " running. "
It was thereon decided by the chief engineer to sink a shaft,
locating the same about 420 feet west of the bottom of the slope, the
object being to push headings east and west from the shaft to tap and
carry off the water from the slope workings to the open cut. On
the 16th, the shaft was commenced at 1 P . M . It was so located as
to clear 4 feet on the left and 12 feet on the right of the centre line
of the tunnel. It measured 8 x 16 feet in the clear, timbered with
12-inch square white pine sets, placed at first touching, and lower,
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about 2 feet 6 inches apart in the clear; some of these latter sets
were subsequently strengthened with liners. It was also strengthened from top to bottom by 12-inch pine braces, and by them divided
into a 7-feet compartment on the left, for pumps and tubing, and an
3-feet one on the right for a hoistway. The shaft reached grade of
the top heading, 110 feet down, in five weeks, on June 21st, 1873,
laving been driven and timbered at the rate of 25 feet per week.
We may note that while the heading was being pushed east from; he
bottom of the slope, the one coming west was also driven on, but lot so
rapidly, so that when the slope workings were flooded the leading
coming west was advanced about 125 feet, its face being still ?n
limestone rock, with 290 feet yet between it and the shaft. It was
driven 26 feet wide by 7 feet high. To meet this, heading No.! was at
once started east from the bottom of the shaft througharth, its
dimensions in the clear being: top width, 8 feet; bottom width, 10
feet, by 8 feet high. This was timbered in the ordinary manner
(Figs 15 and 16, Plate VII), with oak collars and props of 2 to 15inch round timber; sets placed from 21⁄2 to 3 feet apart from centre to
centre, footed in very soft ground, on 6-inch sills, but ordinarily
on 3-inch foot-blocks. A similar heading (No. 4) was at the same
time started west towards the open cut, the top bench of which
was sufficiently advanced by the 30th of August to allow a haft 32
feet in depth to be sunk at a point about 20 feet west of the roposed
mouth of the tunnel. This reached bottom September 3th, 1873,
and a fifth heading (No. 5), similar to Nos. 3 and 4, was arted from
this shaft east to meet No. 4. and driven at an average ?of 33 feet
per week through earth.
To return to No. 3, or the heading driving east from the main
haft, to tap the slope workings. During July it was driven and
numbered through earth at an average rate of 20 feet per week, this
the being raised in August to 30 feet per week; at the same time ?
adjoining heading, No. 4, was driven at first at an average rate 25
feet per week, and in September of 28, 36, 39, and, at the ghest,
41 feet per week; the force required being generally 2 iners, 2
helpers, 2 laborers, and a boss or foreman.
When No. 3 had reached a point 165 feet from the shaft, still in
?rth, on August 13th, 1874, a large body of water was tapped in ?e
face, there being at that point about 124 feet remaining between
adings 2 and 3. The water was struck about 8 P. M., and rushed
with great force; it was estimated at not less than 3000 gallons r
minute, or four times the capacity of the pump. This flow rap-
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idly enlarged the original aperture, the material being soft. The
men working in heading No. 4 had barely time to escape, as the
shaft was quickly filled with water some 40 feet up, and the pump
submerged.
Two No. 7 Niagara pumps were at once placed on the cage,
lowered to water level, and started; while gaining on the water,
they did not lower that standing in the slope, leading to the
unpleasant inference that this was a new reservoir. By the 19th of
August the water was pumped out, and it was found that, far from
being exhausted, it had, in fact, dammed itself, the heading being
completely blocked with sand half the distance from the face to
the shaft. This was nearly cleared by the 21st, when, at 9 A. M.,
the water again broke in, this time bringing more sand with it, stopping the flow quicker, so that the water only rose some 25 feet in
the shaft.
It was again pumped out by the 22d, at 10 A . M . After a delay
of about a week, the heading was again cleared, and an attempt
made to drive it by keeping a strong oak-plank dam ahead. This
was put in about 20 feet back of the old face, the planking being
caught at the ends by the heading-props. A crevice below the bottom plank allowed the water to run out, and the top plank being
removed, enough material was dug out to allow this plank to be put
forward and braced against the next set of props. Then the second
plank was advanced likewise, and so down to the bottom; by this
method a continuous dam being constantly kept up. With this the
work was pushed through the 20 feet of sand up to the old face
again, which was reached on September 8th, when an attempt being
made to drive on the heading, the water again broke in, at 4 P . M .,
with such irresistible force, that in spite of every effort it broke
through the dam, and again drove out the men, filling the headings
and part of the shaft. By 1 P . M . on the 9th the water was again
pumped out, and the men started to clearing up. Meantime the
headings 4 and 5, designed to connect the shafts, had been pushed as
rapidly as possible, work on No. 4 being resumed whenever the
water was out of the shaft, and on October 7th connection was made,
so that in case of flooding the water could be pumped from both
shafts at once. Work was again resumed in No. 3, with a dam
ahead as before. On reaching the water it again proved too strong,
and drove the men out on the 13th at 6 P . M . It was pumped out
through the two shafts by 1 A . M . on the 14th. It was now decided
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by the chief engineer not to resume work on the main heading at
once, but to leave the sand in the face as a dam, and to try to tap the
rater by starting a cross-cut (Fig. 4, Plate VI), 4 feet wide by 6 feet
igh, at a point (B) about 25 feet back of the face (A). This was
driven at right angles to the line of the tunnel, north 14 feet, thence
head, parallel to the main heading, to a point (C) a few feet in
advance of the face, thence south again about 6 feet. This was
done without meeting water, so on October 23d, at 1 A. M., an
attempt was lade to tap the water by boring ahead through the
earth with a 3-wich auger, but unsuccessfully, so it was decided
to drive on the arallel heading, and also to make another attempt
to either driven or get a steady flow of water in the main
heading, the trouble being always that there was no chance to
exhaust the body, as it inariably dammed itself after doing all the
damage possible. On getting up to the face of the main heading the
water came in again in the bottom on November 4th at 10 P. M.,
but this time was mastered by the miners quickly throwing across
three clams in succession, in which the sand lodged, so that it
only rose some 2 feet above the bottom without attaining a
steady flow. The parallel heading, meantime, had been pushed
on to a point (D) about 17 feet in advance of the face of the
main heading, making its total length 42feet, and another crosscut was driven south about 9 feet towards the of the tunnel. In it,
by boring, the water was tapped on November 8th, at 9 P. M., it
seeming to lie between a lot of loose boul? in sandy soil. The
pumps were run to the limit of their capacity, first keeping the water
under control, but at the end of three clays, ing racked by incessant
work, they gave out, and it rose to the top the heading. By this
time the steam shovel had advanced thesecond bench of the open
cut to within 55 feet of the second shaft, ? which a heading, No.
6, had been driven 32 feet west in October in readiness to meet
the shovel. A heading was now started, November 17th, in from
the open cut, clearing the remaining 23 feet November 20th, so
giving at last a free vent to the water, which creon spent its force
in about 40 minutes, running the headings 1, and spouting out in
a huge jet, then subsiding into a clear runing stream, carried by a
ditch in the centre of the heading. Driven on the main heading
(No. 3) was resumed, and it advanced in! next three weeks, still
in earth, at an average rate, at first, of 30 feet per week, then,
meeting the limestone at a point about 240 feet ?m the shaft,
progress was reduced to 20 feet per week.
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Meantime, the water standing in the slope remained stationary at
its first level. By the first of October, however, it had gradually
lowered to some 170 feet from the top, or the point to which the
pumps had reduced it when the timbers broke, so that now it was
found possible to keep the water down before the miners, the heavy
head being off. The miners were, therefore, started to clean out and
repair the damaged portions of the slope, and as soon as the water,
on November 20th, found a permanent outlet through the shaft
headings, it at once sunk in the slope to the level of the top of the
heading, or roof of the tunnel. Now, the height of the tunnel
through rock is 18. 4 feet above base of rail. When arched, it is
21 feet in the clear above base of rail. Adding to this a 2. 5
feet ring gives 23. 5 feet to crown of arch; but the bottom of the
collars, in a preliminary top-heading through soft ground, must
clear 3. 5 feet above the crown of the arch, to allow room for working
the subsequent drawing bars in enlarging, as will be explained hereafter. This makes the bottom of the collars in the soft ground
heading 27. 0 feet above the base of rail, or 8. 6 feet above the roof
of the tunnel through rock. As the soft ground heading was driven
about 8 feet high in the clear, its floor barely came on a level with
the average top of the rock heading from the slope, as shown in
Fig. 1, so that the advantage gained and desired by tapping the
water in the shaft, was simply to take its head off, the steady stream
that subsequently ran in the slope workings being pumped out at the
slope, by at first one, and as the heading advanced, two No. 7 Niagara
pumps.
Work was resumed in headings Nos. 1 and 2 about January 1st,
1874, and on the 3d, headings 2 and 3 met, thus affording
connection between the shaft and slope workings, and leaving
only
the
west heading, No. 1, from the bottom of the slope east, and the east
heading, which had been from the first driving steadily west, with
about 2335 feet yet to drive between them. As No. 1 advanced,
the water was found to have been tapped by the drill-hole that first
struck it, in a run-way in the limestone, about two feet wide, cutting
across the line of the tunnel. The rock was found to continue so
bad that it was decided unsafe to put in the machines, the constant
jar being too heavy in loose rock.
The dividing line between the limestone and syenite was soon
reached. Water was also constantly met in new springs as the
headings advanced, so that the contractor for a long time was obliged
to keep his pumps going steadily; indeed, until the open cut was
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brought up to grade, and the bottom heading, that was subsequently
driven, connected with the rock enlargement.
After passing the dividing line of the limestone and syenite, the
rock continued loose for some 200 feet, requiring timbering all the
way as described above, when the loose limestone was first met in
this heading. Through all this loose rock the packing ran regularly
from 4 to 5 feet above the collars, and occasionally as high as
from 6 to 8 and even 10 feet, the collars being always put in so as to
just clear a 2-foot ring of masonry. This, of course, gave an
immense amount of loose rock to remove, and retarded the progress of
the work, so that the advance gained did not exceed an average of
40 feet per month until the middle of May, 1874, or about one year
from the time the water first broke into the heading. Solid rock
being reached, the drilling machines were put in, and the work at
last might be called fairly started, with about 1725 feet of hard
syenite still between headings; one of the hardest rocks, except
trap, that has been encountered in tunnelling in our Eastern States;
harder and tougher, it is said by judges familiar with both, than any
body of rock encountered in the Hoosac tunnel.
At the west end, four Burleigh compressors were used to run the
drills. These compressors were what are known ordinarily as the
"two-drill compressor, " consisting of two vertical air-cylinders run
by a horizontal steam engine. They have the great merit of being
extremely simple in construction, and have won a well-deserved
reputation by the work they have done at Hoosac, Nesqueboning,
and elsewhere. By consulting Fig. 5, Plate VI, a section of the
air-cylinder, it will be seen that the pistons (a) of the air-cylinders
are worked from a shaft, the cranks, b and e, of which arc at an
angle of 180°. With these the motor crank e forms an angle of
45°, so that the greatest work of the motor piston is designed to
correspond with the greatest resistance offered to the compression
piston. The valves, f and g, are circular plates, held in place by
vertical guides. The compressed air from the two cylinders is driven
into a common chamber, h, and thence conducted by pipes to a
receiver, which serves to insure an equalized pressure, and from the
bottom of which any water carried over by the air and condensed is
tapped at intervals. This water is admitted in a jet through the
pipe, i, and serves to cool the cylinders, and in working down assists
also as a lubricator. Four of these compressors were found sufficient
to run the nine drills usually kept going in the heading and
bench. To furnish steam for them, four return tubular boilers of
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45 horse-power each were used. The compressed air was conducted
by a six-inch pipe, at first about 1300 feet, and, before the headings
met, about 3000 feet, before reaching the drills, and it was observed
that the loss of pressure rarely exceeded from 2 to 3 pounds, and
generally was still less.
The Ingersoll drill was adopted by Mr. McFadden after a careful
trial, and used throughout the prosecution of the whole work, giving
entire satisfaction. At first 31⁄2-inch, and then 4-inch drills were
tried; but, finally, the 5-inch was decided on as by far the best size
in the hard rock encountered. Fig. 6, Plate VI, shows a section of
this drill, which sufficiently explains the principle on which it works:
1 being the feed; 2, exhaust; 3, valve; 4, ports; 5, valve-stems;
6, tappet; 7, piston; 8, an eight-thread screw fitting into the piston,
which thereby receives the rotary motion necessary; 9, tappet, from
which the motion is communicated by the bar, 10, to a pawl and
ratchet movement acting on the feed-screw 11. This is the so-called
"Improved Ingersoll Drill; " and, it will be observed, the tappets
and valve-stems are entirely concealed by being placed inside, thus
being protected from accident by careless workmen in starting the
drill, as with this they are confined in starting to simply slightly
moving a small lever, or sometimes a ring connected with the tappetarm. This style of drill was found to run months with little or no
repairing necessary, and, what repairs were necessary, were generally
more in consequence of wear than breakage, the parts giving out first
being usually the feed-pawls and ratchets.
The drills were mounted in the heading on two carriages, one on
each side of centre line. These carriages were simply stout frameworks of oak, running on tracks carried up to the face of the heading,
each supporting in front three horizontal iron bars, on which
the drills were so clamped as to insure convenient lateral and vertical
motion. Fig. 7, Plate VII, shows a front and side view, and plan
of the forepart of one of these carriages, there being two in the heading,
one on each side. After a blast, all hands are at once engaged
in shovelling and filling the broken rock into the middle of the tunnel
between the machine tracks, so as to clear the latter. As soon
as the way is clear, the carriages are at once run up to the face, and
drilling recommenced, and the broken rock subsequently removed
by cars on a centre track. The heading being twenty-six feet wide,
there was room enough to accommodate the three tracks, and by
proper switching there was rarely any detention from want of cars.
As to the manner of drilling holes, the west heading, after passing
VOL. 111. —16
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the loose rock, was all broken by the method of centre cuts, and
subsequent squaring up. This method was introduced at
Musconetcong by Mr. William White, superintendent of mining for
Mr. McFadden, and formerly superintendent for Shauly Bros., at
the west end of the Hoosac Tunnel. To his efficient management
of both the rock and subsequent heavy timber work at the west end
much credit is due for the rapidity and thoroughness with which the
work was completed. Giant powder or dynamite was adopted as an
explosive by Mr. McFadden. It is sold in two grades, as No. 1
and No. 2, No. 1 being much the stronger and quicker in its action.
Their composition, etc., will be explained hereafter.
This method of blasting by cuts is based, of course, on the extraordinary force developed by a comparatively-small bulk of explosive
matter. It consists in first blasting out an entering wedge or core,
about 10 feet deep at the centre, and subsequently squaring up the
sides by several rounds. To do this, first twelve holes are drilled
by the six machines, three on a side, the holes placed as shown in
Fig. 8, Plate VII, and marked C, A being the floor of the heading.
These twelve holes are drilled two and two, six on a side, with from
11⁄2 to 2 3/4-inch "bits, " the two sets being started about 9 feet
apart,
and at such an angle as to meet or cross at the bottom, the largest
bits being put in first. They are then charged with about 25 lbs.
No. 1 and 50 lbs. No. 2 giant powder, and fired simultaneously by
electricity. No. 1 is only used for cuts, inasmuch as in them a quick,
strong powder, comprised in a small bulk at the bottom of the holes,
is required where the greatest resistance will be found; while the
No. 2 added, serves to fill the holes, and to start the sides of the
cut as the apex moves. The cut being out, a second round of holes
is started for the first squaring up, as shown by the numbers 1, 1, 1,
1. In these, and the subsequent rounds, 2, 2, 2, 2, and 3,. 3, 3, the
resistance is pretty equally distributed along the whole length of the
holes, and is also, of course, not so great as in the cut; therefore No.
2 is used, as in it the nitroglycerin being mixed with a larger proportion of absorbent matter, the force is thereby distributed over a
greater space.
In the first and second squaring up rounds, from 50 to 60 lbs. of
No. 2 are charged, and in the third, from 80 to 90, the holes getting
stronger as the arch falls at the sides; there are generally, also, one
or two additional roof-holes in the third round that arc not shown
in the figure, their position being variable according to the lay of
the rock. The top holes in the first round are also designed to bring
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down any roof not shaken by the cut, and are, therefore, given a
strong angle towards the centre, and always drilled from 12 to 14
feet deep. The horizontal projection of the above holes is shown in
Fig 7, Plate VII, 3 being the cut holes, 4, 5, and 6 the squaringup rounds. As to their relative depth, the holes of the first squaring
round are always drilled a foot or more deeper than the cut holes,
and, when blasted, they generally bring out a foot additional of
shaken rock at the apex of the cut. The following table will
approximately show the number and depth of holes required, and the
powder used for a lineal advance of 10 feet in heading work:
Number Depth
of
of
holes. holes.
Cut
First square-up,.
Second "
'•
Third
"
"..
Additional roof-holes,

12
8
8
6
2
36

10' 6"
12
12
12
{10
}
{8
}

Total
depth
of holes.
126
96
96
72

Lb. No. Lb. No.
1.
2.
25
..

50
55
55
85

25

245

18
408

Now, allowing the cut holes to be 101⁄2 feet deep, the cut will
generally blast out about 9 full feet linear, which, as explained
above, is raised to ten in the subsequent rounds.
Assuming the average cross-section in an eight-foot heading to be
about 175 feet, for a lineal advance-of 10 feet, 65 cubic yards of
rock would be broken, which would give an average of, say fourtenths (0. 4) Ib. No. 1, and four (4) Ibs. No. 2 giant powder burnt,
and a little over six feet of holes drilled, per cubic yard broken.
This, however, it should be noted, would often be increased by
occasional block or side holes, and is assumed for a case in which no
holes arc supposed to have missed, and in which no secondary
drilling and blasting is required. Proportionate amounts would
have to be added for such cases.
The above estimates are based on ordinary 10-feet cuts; there
were, however, many instances of 12 and 13, and sometimes 14-fcet
cuts taken out by ambitious foremen, but even giant powder has its
limit of strength, and working too deep cuts is not advisable, as
they will often only blow out partially, leaving the rock in awkward
shape. As to the division of time in heading work, to drill and
square up a cut should take about four eight-hour shifts, with such
rock as was met at Musconetcong, it being, as stated, unusually hard
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and tough. It will take one shift to drill and blast the cut and one
shift to each of the three rounds, and this with a force of twelve
machine men (one driller and one helper to each machine), six
laborers for loading broken rock, one nipper for carrying tools, and
a boss. On an average, however, this standard will hardly be
reached, as it provides for no stoppage, no missed holes, and no
accidents, and, unfortunately, tunnel headings, like all things
earthly, are liable to occasional stoppages and accidents. However, a
standard approximating this can be attained, and was attained in
the west heading at Musconetcong, in the latter part of the work.
With the advanced stage drilling machinery has attained, engineers
might now turn their attention more fully to devising increased
facilities for the more economical removal of broken material; beyond
a certain point it will be of no avail to reduce the time of the
drilling, for at present the limit in progress appears to be the time
necessary for the removal of rock. Till some improvement has been
made in this particular, further improvements, to secure greater
speed in drilling, will effect little practical benefit.
With reference to the comparative advantage of the use of a
powerful explosive and deep cuts, Mowbray states, in his work on
tri-nitroglycerin, that, while visiting the St. Gothard tunnel in 1873,
he spoke of the obvious advantages of the method of blasting by
cuts as then pursued at Hoosac, over the plan adopted in the
workings at the Goeschenen end of the St. Gothard tunnel, where
they were driving (in compact granite) first a heading 7 feet high
by 6 feet 6 inches wide, and then enlargements of this heading on the
left and right, whereas by cuts and squaring, the whole heading could
undoubtedly be more easily cleared at once, for not only docs the
method give more room and play to the machines, rendering them
more easily handled, but in a small, narrow heading they cannot be
set at such an angle as to insure the best work.
M. Le Favre, the contractor, seemed, however, to consider the
statement of Mr. Mowbray, that at Hoosac they were bringing out
8 and 10 linear feet of rock at a shot, as an Americanism, and observed, " Si Vous pouez entrependre le forage, le chargement, et l'allumage de trous de trois metres, et manipuler le nitroglycerin sans accident naturellement nous somme a vos pieds Mais nous pennons que
nous devons instruire les Americains, au lieu d'être instruitde I'Quest. "
If M. Le Favre still holds these opinions, he should, ere this, have
been"aux pieds de P'Ouest, " for first at Hoosac, in hard granite,
have holes of three metres been repeatedly, and, as a rule, success-
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fully taken out, and now, at Musconetcong, in harder syenite, the
average advance per cut has been as above stated, 10 feet, and
frequently, not only three but four metres have been attained at a
blast. Mr. Mowbray, in arguing this method of blasting in
preference to the European plan, of course based it on the necessity of
using pure nitroglycerin for cuts, or possibly " Mowbray's
trinitroglycerin, " inasmuch as he states that M. Le Favre was at the
time using both Kreb's lithofracteur and Nobel's dynamite, and
with neither was able to blast out holes deeper than forty inches.
Mr. Mowbray appears to ignore the fact that it was rather the
small width of M. Le Favre's heading, than the use of dynamite
that prevented deep shots, for inasmuch as Mr. Mowbray tells us that
the Goeschenen heading was driven only 6 feet 6 inches wide, he
certainly must be aware that it would be somewhat difficult in a
heading 61⁄2 feet wide to put in two sets of holes 9 feet apart as are
necessary for cuts; and that if even pure nitroglycerin were used in a
tight 61⁄4-foot heading it is very doubtful whether it could be made
to bring more than 3 to 4 feet at a shot. At Musconetcong, where
the latest and best appliances have been put in force to expedite
the work, the work done by dynamite has fully equalled, and rather
excelled, the record of nitroglycerin at Hoosac.
It is worth noting what this new explosive, giant-powder or
dynamite, is. As to its characteristics, —first it is tremendously
powerful, bringing out at a blast masses of rock that black powder
could not even shake, and is simply invaluable for rapid driving in
hard rock. How it compares economically with pure nitroglycerin
we arc not prepared to state. Containing a percentage of the latter,
it is, of course, not so powerful bulk for bulk, but again it has the
great advantage of distributing the force over a greater space, which
is the underlying principle of much of the deep-hole blasting.
Again, so far as an explosive can be termed so, it is entirely safe
from accident from the proverbial carelessness of workmen,
undoubtedly safer by far than black powder, while many times
stronger. Hardly anything short of a cap exploded in a cartridge will
fire it. Alone, it may be hammered, crushed, or burnt with
impunity. Thrown into a stove or set on fire, it simply burns fiercely
without danger of explosion. For exploding the cartridges very
strong caps of fulminate of mercury are used; those adopted at
Musconetcong, we believe, were originally imported from
Hamburg. These caps are prepared as electric exploders as
follows: First, a small quantity of sensitive powder is dropped on
the fulminate, and into this
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two wires (lying side by side) are inserted, and the caps then filled
with melted sulphur. On the spark passing, the sensitive powder is
ignited and explodes the fulminate, and the cap being inserted by
the blaster into the cartridge of dynamite, the explosion of the cap
fires the latter. If firing by fuse, it is simply necessary for the
blaster to squeeze the end of a piece of fuse, properly rasped and
sharpened, into the cap, and to place the latter in the cartridge. A
good electric battery is manufactured by the Laflin & Rand
Company, under, we believe, Julius Smith's patent, the condenser
and generating plate being of vulcanite, and the parts of the battery so
arranged as to make it compact and easily handled.
Dynamite is simply nitroglycerin mixed with a kind of silicious
earth known variously as silicious marl, tripoli, and rottenstone.
The peculiar variety of this material best suited for this use is
homogeneous, has a low specific gravity, and is generally composed of
the remains of infusoria. So great is the absorbent capacity of
this earth that when in a pulverized condition, it is claimed by
Nobe that it will take up three times its own weight of liquid
nitroglycerin, and still retain the form of a powder. Any
mineral, or indeed vegetable, substance susceptible of pulverization
or communication, and which will retain nitroglycerin by absorption
may be substituted for infusorial earth in the manufacture of
dynamite, but the latter has so far been found to excel all other
substances tried in possessing the requirements necessary; being
composed of minute tubular shells, it is light and absorbent. A mass
of it is very spongy and compressible, its shells absorbing the
nitroglyceriu by capillary action, and holding it with almost absolute
security against filtration or compression. The secret of the safety of
this powder seems to be in its soft, pulpy, and at the same time
mealy consistency, which gives it a complete cushion to prevent
percussion, as a blow upon it seems like a blow upon a bag of meal:
the greater the quantity the more the compressibility, and the greater
the safety.
In an admirable paper on dynamite, read by Captain Alexander
Mackenzinc, of the Corps of Engineers, before the Essayous Club,
n February, 1874, he gives his experience of a visit to the works of
he company in Morris County, N. J. He says: "The infusorial
rarth or kieselguhr was originally all imported from Germany, but
?s of it were subsequently found in the vicinity of the works, in Sew
Jersey, No. 1 powder is composed of 75 per cent, nitroglycrin and
25 per cent, infusorial earth, made into cartridges 1 3/8 inches
iameter by 8 inches long. No. 2, of 36 per cent, nitroglyecrin,
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43 per cent, nitrate of potash, 7 per cent, rosin, 7 per cent, sulphur,
and 7 per cent, infusorial earth, comes in cartridges 11⁄2 inches in
diameter by 8 inches long. The size of these cartridges may be
varied to order. In manufacturing No. 1 powder, the kieselguhr is
prepared for use by first mixing it with a little water and baking
into bricks for thorough drying. These bricks are then ground and
mixed with nitroglycerine. In preparing the absorbent or dope for
No. 2, the sulphur is pulverized in a revolving cylinder, at one end
of which a blast of air enters, and, passing through, carries the
powdered sulphur into a tight box. The nitrate, either of soda or
potassa, is first dried thoroughly on an iron floor, then ground in a
mill and passed into a box. The rosin is pulverized in a cylinder.
The sulphur, nitre, rosin, and earth are then mixed in proper proportions. In making the nitroglycerine, the following proportions
are used: Two parts of sulphuric acid arc mixed with one part of
nitric acid. For every seven parts of the mixed acids one part of
glycerin is added. One part of nitroglycerine is expected for every
four parts of the mixed acids. The relative strength of No. 1 and
2 powder has not yet been definitely determined practically by any
series of experiments, but it may be calculated as follows:
Composition.
No.

1

2

Relative strength of
composents.

75 per cent.
nitroglycerin,
25 per cent,
kieselguhr.

75 per cent.
0
"

36 per cent,
nitroglycerine,
64 per cent,
potash,
sulphur, etc.

36 per cent.
32
"

Relative strength as compared with
pure nitroglycerin.

75 per cent.

C8 per cent.

''It is claimed that, though the absorbent of No. 2 has really but
little strength within itself, it develops when fired by nitroglycerin,
about one-half the strength of nitroglycerin pure. "
With reference to the direct connection of this explosive with tunnel work, the advantage gained by its use is based especially on the
great saving of time, which is an object in all work. Taken pound
for pound, it is more costly than black powder; but it should be remembered that its explosive force is also many times as great. Berthclot, in his researches on explosive matters, calculates from the
chemical composition of the explosive the volume of the gases pro-
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duced by the explosion, and the quantity of heat produced in the
reaction. The product of the two numbers, as he conceives, giving
within within certain limits the explosive force, Berthelot's estimate
gives' the ratio of ordinary blasting powder to pure nitroglycerin,
as 88 to 939, or that nitroglycerin is 10. 7 times stronger, taken in
equal weights. This estimate, applied to dynamite, would make
No. 1 eight (8) times stronger than blasting-powder, and, if we accept
the estimate of 68 per cent, as the relative strength of No. 2, it would
make No. 2 seven and three-tenths (7 3-10) times stronger than
blasting-powder. The questions to be considered, in reference to the
adoption of dynamite, would of course be governed by considerations of
time, location of work, character of rock, etc. Where the material
is a soft, dry rock, which can be attacked from several points at once,
and in cases where the speedy completion of the work is not the most
important element to be considered, probably black powder, at present
prices, would be the cheaper agent; but, again, taking the case of a
tunnel where the blasting, like that at Musconetcong, is for the
greater part through hard, wet rock, which can only be attacked from
two headings at a time, and where a heavy outlay of capital lies dead
until the completion of the work, the advantage of using so speedy,
and yet so safe, an agent is most manifest.
The introduction of dynamite has already revolutionized rock
tunnelling, and, hand-in-hand with machine drilling, is doubling
and trebling the old rates of progress attained by hand-drilling
and black powder.
Before taking up the east heading, we will consider in a few words
the enlargement in rock of west heading No. 1. This "bench, " as
the rock enlargement is termed, was kept both on the cast and
west sides from four to six hundred feet back of the headings, so
avoiding any interruptions at the bench from heading-blasts, and
allowing plenty of room for handling and switching cars, also for
backing the machines to a safe distance from the face when blasting,
etc. In taking up the west bench, there was no extraordinary
detention; the work was begun about January 1st, 1874. By table
No. 7 it will be seen that, owing to various detentions, its steady
advance did not commence until July, 1874. Up to that time, though
the headings were of course free from water, the flow remained so
great that frequently the enlargement, on the shortest stoppage of
he pumps, would become flooded several feet in depth; also, until the
headings met, in December, 1874, both the west and east
enlargements were detained by the time lost in removing the
broken rock
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from the headings. This was run out from the top heading on a
movable bridge extending over the men at the bench, and ending in
a shoot, into which the cars were dumped. From this shoot the rock
was again loaded on cars in the bottom and run out to the slope.
Every time, therefore, that a blast was fired this bridge had to be
run back, and then up again to the face as soon as the track could
be cleared, much time being often lost in the operation from
unavoidable detentions that frequently arose. The different rates of
progress attained in running a bench with a heading in front, and after
the headings are cleared, is shown in tables 7 and 9, by which it will
be seen, the average monthly advance was raised in the west
enlargement from 87 feet, in 1874, to 188 feet, in 1875, on the
meeting of the headings in December, 1874; the increase in the east
enlarge ment being from 96 feet, in 1874, to 181 feet, in 1875.
Figs. 9 and 10, Plate VII, show the method of blasting adopted in
enlarging in rock. First, six top holes, from 12 to 13 feet deep,
are drilled and blasted; their relative position is shown in Fig. 10,
which is a horizontal projection of the heading, A being centre line,
B the sides in the enlargement, (B') sides of heading, C face of bench,
and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, the holes. These six lift most of the rock;
what is left is broken by several horizontal holes projected by (6) in
Fig. 9, in which 1, 2, and 3 are the top carriage, drill, and location
of hole; and 4, 5, and 6 the bottom carriage, etc.
These two sets of holes, top and bottom, will average a linear advance for the bench of 9 feet, the following being a fair estimate for
that advance of the number of feet drilled and powder burnt:

Top holes, ........................
Bottom holes,. . . .
Totals,. . . .

Number of

Depth of

Total depth

No. 2,

holes.

holes.

of hole.

dynamite.
62 Ibs.

6
4
10

12 feet.
10 "

72 feet.
40 "
112 feet.

45 "
107 Ibs.

The total height of the cross-section adopted for the tunnel
through rock (Fig. 2, Plate VI), from lower sub-grade (1. 75 feet below
base of rail) to roof, was 20. 15 feet; with an 8-foot heading off, this
leaves about 12 feet of a bench, with an area of 306 square feet,
which gives about 102 cubic yards to a lineal advance of 9 feet, or
1. 05 pound No. 2 dynamite, and 1. 1 foot of holes drilled to one
cubic yard of rock broken, holes being drilled with from 11⁄2 to 23⁄4
inch bits, the largest bits being put in first. In general, three ma-
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chines are kept in use at the bench, two on top and one below; to
run them, three drillers and three helpers are needed, about fourteen
laborers to clear away rock, one nipper, and a boss.
Before speaking of the east end, it may be well to state that the
enlargement in rock of No. 2, or the heading driven west from the
slope, was not pushed during the foregoing work, there not being
the same necessity for haste. Table 8 will show its progress. After
passing the junction of headings Nos. 2 and 3, it was driven on to
a point about 175 feet from the slope. There the rock giving out,
the enlargement in earth, to be followed by arching, commenced,
which will be described hereafter.
The east heading had no serious natural detention from its beginning
to end. Its monthly progress is shown by Table 6. The open cut was
sufficiently advanced by July 22d, 1872, for the top heading to be
commenced. It was started in a very loose, decomposed syenite, and
driven for the first 60 feet of the size of, and timbered in the same
manner as, the small earth heading at the west end, this small heading
being subsequently taken out in open cut. At that point, meeting
solid rock, the heading was enlarged to the full width of 26 feet,
and driven on by hand labor, until the machines were introduced in
January, 1873. Giant powder and Ingersoll drills were used as at the
west end, and cut blasting was begun in November, 1873, making at
once a marked difference in the rate of progress, as the men became
more familiar with it, raising the progress from the previous average
of 89 feet per month in 1873, to 116 feet in 1874. The compressors
were of the Rand and Waring make, and were located about 300 feet
from the mouth of the tunnel, giving the air about 2800 feet to travel,
at most, by the time the headings met. Four of them were in constant
use, three of 12-inch and one 16-inch air-cylinder. These compressors
consist of a horizontal air-cylinder, driven by an oscillating steamcylinder.
There is no Illustration offered of them, simply because the author
had not time to prepare one in addition to the other drawings, and
for those who are unfamiliar with the working of air-compressors,
the section of the Burleigh will sufficiently show the principle.
The section seen in Fig. 5, Plate VI, of the Burleigh compressor, is
adapted from one given in the Revue Universelle des Mines for July
and August, 1874, with some slight modifications in internal structure.
Steam for running the compressors was supplied by five large
locomotive boilers of 50 horse-power each, and all the coal and
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machinery used at this end of the tunnel had to be carted, it will be
noted, some five miles over a heavy mountain road, from the New
Jersey Central depot on the west side. The only two serious
interruptions to progress that occurred at the east end were, first, in
September, 1872, a riot between the Irish and some colored
workmen; and, second, the explosion in April, 1874, of one of a new
pair of boilers that had recently been put up, by which three men lost
their lives. This accident stopped work, except some driving by
hand labor, for nearly two weeks, until the damage could be in a
measure repaired, and its effect was felt for some time.
Two accidents also occurred at this end, strikingly illustrative of
the principles given above as governing the use of dynamite.
Besides the regular magazine, it is advisable to keep a so-called dry
house, in which the blasters prepare their charges for each round,
and in which a fire is kept burning in winter to thaw the powder,
which congeals at a low temperature, thereby lessening its readiness
to explosion. One day, there being three men in the room, one of
them, becoming impatient, took two cartridges and held them to the
fire to thaw more quickly. They took fire, when, instead of throwing them out of doors, in his confusion he dropped them into a box
of cartridges ready capped for a blast. The men succeeded in
making their escape before the explosion occurred.
This accident pointedly illustrates the fact of the safety of this
powder until knowingly rendered explosive by the introduction of
the caps.
'
We will now turn to the methods adopted of enlarging and
arching under loose rock in heading No. 1. (Figs. 11 and 12, Plate
VII.) As before stated, the collars in the heading were put in high
enough to clear a 2-feet or 6-brick ring. It was decided to widen
out and arch in sections of about 18 to 20 feet at a time. The first
thing to do was to dress down the sides, which, under this 263 feet
of loose rock, had been contracted about 3 feet on a side from the
ordinary full width in taking out the bench, in order to leave a firm
support for the legs above.
In Figs. 11 and 12 (1) shows the collars, (2) the props, (3) a bar
occasionally put in to hold the legs in place when dressing down the
sides, if the rock is very loose, and (4) a raker supporting this bar
at its leading end, the back being wedged in the masonry.
No foundations were deemed necessary, the walls being started on
the solid rock at tunnel sub-grade, or 1. 75 foot below the base of the
rail, and built 2 feet thick at springing line, 9. 75 feet high, with a
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batter on the face of 1 inch to the foot for upper 9 feet, making them
2 feet 9 inches wide at the bottom. "Walls and about 5 feet of the
arch were built rubble of Potsdam sandstone brought from quarries
at Bethlehem, Pa., with Rosendale cement used with one-half sand,
the latter brought from Phillipsburg. The arch was of hard-burnt
brick from Somerville, N. J., with mortared backing carried high
enough to catch feet of props, and thence dry up to the collars.
Under each collar a cemented brick packing was built at the crown
of arch, about 5 feet out on each side of centre line; also at the
end of each section a two-feet counterfort wall was run up from the
arch to the collars.
No table is given of these sections, for the exact progress cannot
be given of each separately, as frequently the abutments would be
run up for several at once. The ribs or centres used (shown in Fig.
12) were of 3-inch oak plank, made in six segments, 25 feet wide
from outside to outside at bottom, being set 3 feet above spring line,
and the walls built to that point with profiles. Each full segment
was 5 feet 81⁄2 inches long, with an ordinate of 1 foot 2 inches at
centre. Middle ribs were made of two, and leading ribs of three
thickness of plank. Segments were bolted together in two-ply ribs
with plates of boiler iron at each joint, 1 foot 2 inches by 8 inches,
with four 1⁄2-inch and four 3⁄4-inch bolts each. In three-ply ribs, plates
were only used where joints came outside. Inside joints of middleply,
each bolted with four 1⁄2-inch bolts, as shown in Fig. 12. These
ribs were footed on ordinary slack blocks resting on half timbers
running the length of the section, and supported by props, one
under each rib, footed on 6 x 12-inch sills. A very convenient form of
derrick used is shown in Fig. 13, Plate VI. The application of parts,
allowing the rope to pass through the shaft, is claimed to be original,
and is the invention of Mr. Jacob Snyder, who designed the
first one built at the Summit tunnel, Pennsylvania Railroad, while
putting in masonry there for Mr. McFadden. These derricks, with
two men, will lift a stone of 2400 Ibs., and are conveniently taken
apart, and moved from section to section.
This finishes our account of rock mining at Musconctcong. Now
we will proceed to the methods of enlarging and arching in soft
ground. (Figs. 14, 15, and 16. ) The system used was the so-called
English, described in full in Simms's report of the Blechingly and
Saltwood tunnels (1844) and in Rziha's Lehrbuch der gesammten
Tunnelbaukunst (1868). A short summary of the method, however,
may be interesting. In the statement of the formations passed
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through, it will be remembered, it was shown that about 700 feet of
the tunnel proper passed through soft ground, the material being
red and white clay and decomposed gneiss. Through this top
headings were driven, the particulars being given in the account of
headings above. Their collars were put in to clear 3 feet 6 inches
above the crown of the arch, and the headings measured in the clear,
top width, 8 feet; bottom width, 10 feet, by 8 feet high. In coming
west from the slope, the enlargement, on reaching soft ground, was
commenced by first turning a 12-foot section of masonry under the
solid rock to give a bearing for the subsequent work. The ground
was taken out in 15-foot sections as follows: First, two crown-bars
(3), so called, of spruce, about 30 inches in diameter and 21 feet
long, were placed in the top heading, one on each side of centre
line, and about 31⁄2 feet apart from centre to centre; these were
supported at the back (Figs. 14 and 16) on the arch, already turned,
being given an 18-inch bearing, and at the face, at first on props (8)
in the heading, footed, as shown in Fig. 16, on a bearing made by
laying in very soft ground two longitudinal pieces (4), say 12 feet
long, of 12-inch square hemlock, and across these a 12-inch hemlock
• sill (5). These props are of 12 to 15-inch spruce, and they, as well
as the leading props to the remaining drawing-bars, are put in with
from 18 to 24 inches of sprague or inclination forward, the object
being to throw the weight down and forward, as much as possible
off the face of the sections. The two crown-bars in place, the heading
is widened go as to admit two more bars (6), which are held in
place at first by short back props until the next two (7) arc in place
(Figs. 15 and 16). The six are called drawing-bars, as they are
drawn forward from section to section, instead of being struck, as
the lower, shorter ones are. They being in place, the miners sink
at centre to the level of the top sill bed, about 71⁄2 feet below the
bottom of the two crown-bars, and strengthen the six drawing
bars, by putting another prop (9) under each of them, of about
15-inch stuff, and 6 feet 6 inches long; these props having a sprague
of about 20 inches in their length, footed on blocks at level of bottom
of sill, and lagged in the face with inch boards, are designed
both to keep back the earth, and to help in supporting the bars,
while the miners drive out on each side for the top sill holes, and
its bed being prepared, the sill is put in place. (10,10, Fig. 16.)
This sill is of 18-inch pine, square, 31 feet long, cut in two for
convenient handling, the joint being clamped with two plates, one
above and one below, of ¾-inch iron, 4 inches wide, and 5 feet
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long, with five 1 1⁄2-inch connecting-bolts passing through the sill
also, around the sill and over these plates, are passed two elamps
of 3/4-inch iron, 3 inches wide. To take the weight off the
centre of the top sill, and also the middle sill, when there is a
bottom heading, saddles of oak (11 and 16) 9x18 inches, and 16 feet
long, are placed on each sill, and clamped to it by two bands of 3 x
3⁄4 inch iron, located about 2 feet from either end of the saddle. On
this saddle, or on the top sill when no saddle is used, props are now
footed extending radially one to each bar. This gives the drawing.
bars 3 props each in the face, and it should be remembered that the
drawing and all lower bars are firmly supported at the back, on the
masonry of the last section built. Before going further, it may be
well to describe the method of drawing the bars a little more in
detail, as we believe this to be the first tunnel in America in which
the system has been put fully into practice, the principle adopted
being generally to brick-in all timber used, thereby rendering it
necessary to provide, bring in, and hoist into place, a new set of bars
for each section. Figs. 17 and 18 show the process. Let (1) Fig.
18, represent the bar being drawn, and (1) Fig. 17, its proposed
place. In this instance, it will be observed, it is the third bar, two
being already drawn and in place, and shown by (2) and (3), footed
at the back on the arch (4), and at front on the props (5) and (6).
To start and work on the bar a clawbar, termed a "devil," is used,
bearing on the top of the arch as a fulcrum. Before the bar is
drawn a bed is dug out for it, as shown in Fig. 17, and the dotted
circle (1) shows its proposed location. After being drawn and in
place, it rests on this bed until propped up at its further end, similarly
to (2) and (3). The earth is then dug from under it, and the
work continued on. The succeeding bars above the top sill,
generally three on a side, need only one face prop, extending
radially from the sill, and are 16 feet 6 inches long, and from 15 to 18
inches thick. The twelve radial props, and all those below between
sills, are footed on wedges placed between them and the sills, so that
on the wedges being knocked out, they can more easily be removed
when the section is finished. The top still being in place, it is
braced at both ends by stout stretchers, butting against it, and
extending back to the masonry, and the bars are made all secure by
small stretchers from one to the other. The miners next sink at the
centre again to the level of the middle sill (13, 13, Fig. 16), and at
the same time drive two holes down through the earth, so as to get
in at once the rakers (14, Fig. 15), to brace the top sill. These
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rakers are of 1 foot square white pine, about 28 feet long, and fit
the top sill, as shown in Fig. 15; they are surrounded at the top
with a clump of 1⁄2-inch iron, 2 inches wide, to prevent splitting.
Having sunk to the level of the middle sill, the miners widen
out on each side, putting in the back props (15, Fig. 15), extending
from the top sill down behind the middle sill, and footed on, say
3-inch foot blocks at the level of the bottom of the sill. They are
given a sprague of about 20 inches in their length, and where there
is a bottom heading, those coming over the heading are footed on
the collars, an additional prop being usually put in below, as shown
in Fig. 14. These back props are lagged with inch boards, and
are designed to take the weight off the face, while the second sill
can be put in place. When ground is very heavy, rakers similar to
the sill-rakers are put in to brace some of the back props, being
caught in them by a joggle, or joint, and extending down on an
angle to the floor of the tunnel. The back props are generally
about twelve in number, varying with the weight of the ground,
and run from 12 to 15 inches thick, set about 21⁄2 feet apart from
centre to centre. The face having been made safe, the middle sill
(13, 13) and its saddle (16) are now put in place, and the sill braced
by stretchers at either end, extending back to the masonry, as in the
top sill, and by two or more rakers similar to those holding the top
sill, only shorter; also between sills two or more bars are put in at
the sides, as needed. About ten props, a little lighter than the
back props, and about, say 21⁄2 feet apart from centre to eentre, are
wedged in between sills, and then sinking is again commenced at
the centre for the bottom sill, where there is no bottom heading, and
the back props, similar to the upper ones, being put in place, the
remainder of the material is removed, and the bottom sill bedded ;
one or two bars, as needed, being put in between sills again to keep
the sides back. In very good ground no bottom sill is needed, as it is
sufficient to foot the vertical props, put in to assist in holding up the
middle sills, on 3-inch foot blocks, they being similar to those
between the middle and top sills. Of course the number and
strength of all these props vary, according to the weight of a section, and sometimes more may be needed on one side than on the
other. Where there is a bottom heading, after getting in the middle
sill, the collars and legs of the heading are pulled down, and the
sides widened out, the bottom sills (18, 18, Fig. 16), on either side
only extending to the side of the heading. The section being
excavated, foundations are sunk on either side
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to such a depth as may be advisable, according to the material (at
Musconetcong there was no invert), and one or two props are put in
them to hold up the ends of the bottom sill. The section is now
ready for the masons, and it will be observed that the following
pieces are needed in ordinary soft ground to do the above work, the
sizes being gauged for 15-foot lengths :
24 bars as follows: 6 drawing bars, from 22 to 30 inches in
diameter, 21 feet long; 6 additional bars above top sill, from 15 to 18
inches diameter, 161⁄2 feet long; these 6 and the lower bars not being
drawn ahead, but struck as the masonry gets up to them; 4 sill
stretchers, about 15 inches diameter, 15 feet long; 8 bars between
sills, from 12 to 15 inches diameter, 161⁄2 feet long; 2 sills, 18 inches
square, 31 feet long; 1 bottom sill, 8 x 20 inches, 31 feet long, or
two 12 feet long where there is a bottom heading; 22 props, from 12
to 15 inches diameter, for top bars, running from 2 to 81⁄2 feet long;
about 18 sill props, 12 inches diameter and 7 feet long; about 18 back
props, 15 inches diameter, 81⁄2 feet long; 2, and sometimes 3, long
top-sill rakers, 1 foot square and from 28 to 30 feet long; 2 or 3
middle sill rakers, 1 foot square, about 12 feet long; also a number
of short props and stretchers for bracing.
Now, all the above timber is saved each time, and used over in
the succeeding section, nothing being left in but the boarding used
for sheeting above the bars and at the sides. On an average, it
takes about 10 miners, 13 laborers, and a boss, when there is no
bottom heading, from five to nine days to mine and timber a 15-foot
section, the work being always considered half done when the top
sill is set, and the radial props to the bars are in place; and from
four to six days where there is a bottom heading.
The masons follow the miners at once and run up the side walls
and arch, as described in the arching under loose rock, the only
difference being that through soft ground the walls are increased
to 2 feet 6 inches; and in very heavy ground 3 feet thick at spring
line, with the same batter of 1 inch to the foot on the face. In the
soft ground arching, however, there was considerably less packing
than under loose rock, where the corners of the collars and legs
made a large space to fill on the haunches. It has been suggested
that an adoption of a modification of the drawing bar system, in enlarging through loose rock, would have avoided the necessity of
taking out so much rock and then filling it in again, and this might
doubtless be a more economical plan in direct outlay, but, in reality,
much more expensive when the question of time comes to be con-
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sidered; for undoubtedly in most tunnels the great question is time,
and a temporary expense is often a heavy saving in reality, if it
materially expedites work.
In soft ground, the arch was either of seven or eight bricks in
thickness, according to the weight of the ground, stonework being
carried up to about 5 feet 8 inches above spring, and, on the arch
being keyed, dry packings, Fig. 14 (1), two bricks thick each, were
run up between the six drawing bars the whole length of the section
to catch the sheeting plank on the bars being drawn ahead. At
the leading end, however, between these packings and the sheeting,
are placed "breaking-in pieces," as they are called, of 4 x 6 inches
stuff, Fig. 14 (2). These project about 4 feet beyond the face of
the masonry, and are braced by pieces of 2-inch plank, footed in the
ring. (Fig. 15.) They serve to support that portion of the sheeting
beyond the arch over the drawing bars, which would otherwise crush
when the latter are struck. With reference to the striking and
drawing of these bars, it should be understood that they are placed
with about 10 inches rise in their length, so that, when the arch is
keyed and the breaking-in pieces in place, the props are knocked
from under the bars, and they drop loose from their original position
(3) to (4), Fig. 14, and are then easily drawn. Were they placed so that
the arch came directly under them, in a heavy section where
everything is continually squeezing and crushing, they would become
so tightly packed that it would be impossible to move them. In
ordinary cases they are started and worked along with a devil (Figs.
17 and 18), or claw-bar, as described above. But when the bars stick, it
becomes necessary to bring a strong serewjaok—"Joe Smith"
byname—into play, shown in Fig. 19, Plate VI. In the illustration,
the point of sight is supposed to be in the upper corner of the top
heading. 1 is the bar to be drawn, resting on the arch already turned
under it; 2 is the screw connected with the hut by a strong chain, 5.
By turning the nut, 4, by the lever, 3, the serew is drawn and the
bar must follow, the screw being held in place by a framework of
stout timber butting on the brickwork. These jacks are tremendously
powerful, and with them either the bar must come, or the chain
break. In some sections in the tunnel, where the ground was
heaviest, the props actually sunk some 3 inches, or more, into the
crown bars, and the brick packings, as soon as the weight came on
them from the bars being drawn, were gradually ground into
fragments. Several times heavy bars
VOL. III. —17
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have been broken, and twice the sills were crushed from the heavy
pressure, but in each case with no further damage, owing to the
constant and watchful care of the mining superintendent. It should
be noted that in this method of enlarging, all the timber, except the
oak saddles used for strengthening the sills, should be of soft wood
the object being, in heavy ground, to leave a chance for a slight give
and take through the whole work. Were hard wood used, it must
either hold or break, while this has a chance to adapt itself to the
situation, very much on the principle that it is advisable to slacken
centres slightly soon after the arch is keyed, that the compression
may cause the closer bond to be taken by the cement while setting.
As to the kind of wood used, it, of course, depends much on the
locality. At Musconetcong the bars, stretchers and props were of
spruce, and the sills and rakers of pine, these woods being pronounced to
be about the best for the purpose. The bars being drawn, after
each is removed, a man goes into the hole, and with either broken
rock or pieces of plank, packs the space all firm and tight between
the arch and the sheeting above, and the section is then complete. It
will be seen by consulting Table X, that ordinarily it took about 8 tenhour shifts for the masons to run up a section. Eight shifts is a fair
estimate where there are deep footings, and eight rings of brick in the
arch. Of this time, 31⁄2 shifts are spent in putting in the foundations
and running up the walls to rib line; 1 shift in setting ribs and putting
on the remaining 2 feet 8 inches of stonework ; 21⁄2 shifts more to run
up to key, and 1 shift to put in the final 2 feet of keying. Should
there be light foundations, owing to the rock bottom, and seven
instead of eight rings in the arch, this time might be lessened by a
shift, half the saving going to the foundation, and half to the arch.
Without a bottom heading, where the material has to be loaded and
sent down from above, one of these sections will require to a shift—6
masons (3 on a side); 16 laborers, and 1 boss. Where there is a bottom
heading, as was the case in the latter part of the work, this force can
be lessened by about four laborers.
In the above description of excavating a section in soft ground,
we have taken the most favorable case, that in which the earth adjoins
the solid rock, a section being first turned under the latter to serve as
a bearing. To expedite the work at Musconetcong, section mining was
also commenced and carried on at the shaft, and at a point about 26
feet in advance of the final location of the west entrance. In these
cases, where there is no masonry to take up one
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end of the bar, it becomes necessary to support both ends by a similar
system of face timbering; then the arch being turned gives a bearingpoint each way. And in the case of beginning with a shaft length it is
especially difficult work, as the shaft must be left open for hoisting.
The enlarging in soft ground was first started at the foot of No. 1
shaft, and a 20-feet section deemed advisable, the shaft being 8 feet
wide in the clear, with 1 foot square timber. The three bars that
would interfere with the hoisting compartment were left out, the
shaft timbering taken up and supported by the remaining bars, and
the space between bars kept up by strong stretchers. The walls being
run up, centres were set on each side of the shaft and two five-feet
sections of arching run around, the shaft and its timber taking up
10 feet of the 20; these two rings then served as bearings to start
the subsequent work either way.
Where masonry is in this way started from several points, especial
pains has to be taken, on the different forces of work coming
together, that the final keying-in or "pigeon-hole" should be put in
with the greatest care; it being necessary, of course, to key from
below.
The water from this enlarging at the shaft was pumped up into
the top heading, and drained out through it to the open cut, until
the bottom bench of the shovel-cut having reached a point about 23
feet back of the final entrance, on September 7th, 1874, a bottom
heading or adit (No. 8) was started, which met the enlargement
coming west from the shaft, November 13th, at 10 A.M., and in that
month, the arching between the shaft and slope being completed on
the 21st, the water in the slope workings finally found a clear outlet,
and pumping at the slope was stopped. Through this bottom heading, also, all material excavated in section mining was subsequently
taking out, hoisting at the shaft being discontinued, and through it
all material for mason work was brought in. One great advantage,
it will be readily seen, in driving a bottom heading through soft
ground as soon as practicable, is that the earth in section mining is
thereby handled less, as instead of being shovelled back in a sort of
stope and then shovelled again into the cars, the cars can be run
right under the section as soon as the top is out, and a hole being
sunk through, the dirt is run down directly into the cars below, the
cars holding about a yard each.
Hoisting at the slope was also discontinued after the meeting of
the headings, and all broken rock from the bench thereafter sent out
also through this bottom heading.
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This concludes the description of the direct methods of miningemployed at Musconetcong tunnel, and it may now be interesting,
before leaving the subject, to give a summary also of the surveying
work done, and of the tests made in meeting in alignment and levels
but first we would say that at date of publication of this paper
the arching has been carried over underneath the shaft, and the latter
has been filled with clay and earth to the surface. It is also the
intention to turn a five-foot ring for a permanent ventilation chimney
up through the slope. This ring will be five feet in diameter in the
clear, built four bricks thick, and bearing at the bottom on a retaining
wall put in across the slope just where the rock begins, and
around this ring the slope will be filled up to the surface.
The transit and all the instruments used on the work were made
by the well-known firm of Messrs. Heller & Brightly, of Philadelphia. The transit was unusually large, and of the compound
centre class; diameter of graduation of horizontal limb, 7 inches;
telescope, 17 inches long, achromatic and erecting; magnifying power,
28 diameters. A very sensitive bubble is attached to the axis of
the telescope, at right angles to the line of sight, and by its careful
adjustment and observation, great accuracy may be obtained.
The approach to the tunnel on the west begins on a 5° curve, the
P. T. of which is about 800 feet from the entrance, and the tunnel
itself located on a tangent throughout its length, the said tangent
terminating in a curve, having its P. C. some 1850 feet beyond the
east portal. The grade ran to a summit in the middle of the tunnel,
the same being the summit for the road. It was reached by a rise
of two-tenths (0.2) to the hundred feet on the west side, or 10.56
feet to the mile, falling on the east at fifteen-hundredths (0.15) to the
hundred feet, or 7.92 feet to the mile.
To determine the line after its preliminary location, an observatory
(A), (Fig- 20) was erected on the summit of the mountain, about 12
feet high, with an eight-feet square base, battering on the four sides
about 11⁄2 inches to the foot. Two solid stone foundations were also
built on line—one on a hill at (C), about half a mile from the west
entrance, the other (B) on the grading, at the ease end, and about
half a mile from the eastern portal. As the observatory was located
about midway over the tunnel, this gave, approximately, equidistant
sights of about, say a mile and a quarter each, at the farthest. This,
however, was done after the tunnel had been started from points
established on both sides by repeated and carefully checked running.
The tower being subsequently built, two points were established, one
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each on the foundations B and C, on either side, from the lines by
which the work at either end had been so far run, and then assuming
these end-points as correct, by a series of repeated and careful trials,
the centre point on the tower, or permanent back-sight for both ends
was determined by setting up, approximately over it, and then
reversing and sighting repeatedly, moving the instrument to and feo
sideways, within a variable distance of about fifteen-lumdredths
(0.15) of a foot, in which the sights all came, and finally taking
their mean. This was at first done, as soon as the observatory could
be located and built, with sufficient accuracy to test the preliminary
lines. Subsequently this centre-point was tested, and rotested, and
determined with extreme accuracy, by the means of very many trials
made by sighting both by day and by night, and in winter and
summer. Different objects were used for sighting on in-day work.
Both the ordinary red-and-white round pole, also a flat 2 x 1 inch
black pole, with a white centre-streak. This latter, from its shape,
was found difficult to keep plumb, either when held or fastened.
Also a pole of 1⁄2-inch round iron, painted white, was tried, and
found to answer well, better than either of the others. But far
better and more accurate than any daylight back-sight, whether
permanent or movable, was found the simple expedient, of using
plummet-lamps on clear calm nights. They worked admirably
outside, a flame ¾-inch high, by 1/3-inch in diameter, being
distinctly seen in the long sights, and with a fine hair, the sights
were found, finally, to repeatedly agree within such close limits
(two or three-hendredths), that the point being once fixed, it was
not subsequently found advisable to move it. Now, these three
reference-points A, B, and C, being located at the west end, a entre
was set at the month of the slope, and from it another at the
bottom. This gave a back-sight of 276 feet to run from into
the heading. At each shaft a centre was first set, with great care,
about twenty-five feet off, and from this the line prolonged to two
staples driven into the timbers on each side. On the mean of many
sights being determined, the points on both staples were notched, the
notches tested, and fine plummet lines dropped from them, the
weights being steadied, at the bottom, in water. Then the line was
continued from these, as in ordinary mine surveying, in running
from a shaft, the instrument being first approximately set up in line,
and then moved sideways, until the hair exactly bisected the mean
of the slight oscillations observable in the lines. Though the
distance to be run from the shafts was not
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great, this care was necessary from the shortness of the back-sight,
the distance between staples being only some 71⁄2 feet, and from the
fact that the headings were through earth, it being very necessary in
enlarging through earth to be able to have the crown bars closely
located at equidistant spaces from centre. On the headings between
the shafts and slope meeting, the various runnings all tested closely,
but it was the long line between the main east and west headings,
that required, of course, the most care, and caused the most anxiety.
This line, at the east end, was simply continued on the grading, up
into the heading, at first with one, and, subsequently, as the headings
advanced, with two intermediate centres. At the west end, the
line was at first run into the main heading (No. 1) down the slope,
but as the enlargement in soft ground proceeded between the slope
and west end, in time a clear sight was obtained from the mouth of the
tunnel to the slope, and thence into the heading, making two intermediate centres, as at the east end. It was always necessary to have
a station where the slope came down, since the latter was driven,
after meeting rock, sixteen feet wide—"thirteen on the left and three
on the right of centre line, leaving at its foot about ten feet of space
for passage on the right, as the line ran, and, of course, cutting off
centre line. The three feet on the right, however, were dressed off,
subsequently, at the level of the heading, so as to give a clear backsight to the mouth.
These east and west lines were repeatedly run and tested as the
headings advanced, and, besides the work continually spent on them
by the division and resident engineers, they were frequently checked
by the principal assistant engineer. They finally tested within fourhundredths (0.04) of a foot, or less than one-half an inch. The
levels were carried over the mountain by a series of test-benches run
until succeeding benches tested within five-thousandths (0.005) of a
foot. On meeting, the face-benches on either side were found to test
within fifteen-thousandths (0.015) of a foot, or less than one-fifth of
an inch. Owing to the system of centre cuts used in blowing rock,
in which ten feet at a time were brought out, it was especially
necessary that the chaining should be accurate, so that the distance
apart of headings might be safely determined. To measure over the
mountain two stout frames were made, steadied by weights on the legs.
Each consisted simply of a vertical shaft with three legs, one of which
was movable. From a board nailed on the top of the shaft a fine
plummet was hung. The two were put in line, the plummets cen-
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tred by the transit, and a point at the top of one line levelled with
a point near the bottom of the other, and the measurement thereon
taken between the two with steel tape. The hind frame was then
moved on, and the chaining so carried up or down hill in successive
steps. This method was found to be satisfactory, for, on the headings coming together, the distance apart, predicted and marked, was
found to agree with the measured distance within fifty-two hundredths (0.52) of a foot, or about six inches out in a total chaining
of about eight thousand feet, four thousand through headings, and
four thousand over the mountain, the test measurements being
brought down the slope on angle instead of in at the west entrance.
EÉSUMÉ.
It may be interesting to note, in a few words, what the history of
this tunnel in reality has been; how the three years of its construction
have been spent; what plans were adopted by the chief engineer in
designing the work, and what means were employed by the contractor
for the execution of the same, so as to enable him, in comparatively so
short a time, to overcome difficulties as persistent as they were
formidable.
First it will be noted that in laying out the work the deep and long
cutting at the west end necessitated the starting of the tunnel by a
slope, and that subsequently, on heavy bodies of water being met,
this cut, for a long time, in fact through the majority of the work,
prevented economic drainage being obtained by bottom headings
through the shaft ground, as until the bottom bench of the said cut
was out, of course the water had still to be raised by pumping, while
at the cast end the heading and enlargement started directly in from
the open cut, and meeting solid rock almost at the start, progress
went steadily on, without any serious natural obstacle, to the
completion of the work.
To revert to the west side again, it will be remembered that after
getting the heading fairly started to the cast from the bottom of the
slope, water was met in May, 1873, in such quantities as first to
flood the tunnel, and then, by causing the disaster to the slope, to
entirely stop all the work in the heading until January following.
But, in addition to this sheer and direct loss of eight months, it
must be remembered that after getting to work again in the heading,
it was not until May, 1874, that the rock became firm enough
to introduce machine-drilling, and that in the four months intcrven-
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ing between the resumption of work in the main heading, in January,
1874, and the meeting of this solid rock in May following owing to
the time lost in timbering and taking clown loose rock a total advance
of only about 160 feet was accomplished, a distance subsequently
equalled in a single month by machine-drilling (November 14th to
December 15th, 1874). This brings us to May, 1874, to just one
year from the time the heading was drowned out, making a total of one
whole year in this heading, in which, in spite of every effort, an
advance of only 160 feet was gained, from the natural and unforeseen
difficulties encountered.
When loose rock was first struck in this west heading, March
1873, at a point about 275 feet from the slope, there were yet 3256
feet between headings. After the machines got fairly to work at the
west end they made an average in the six months, beginning June
1st, 1874, of 135 feet per month through a rock which was
pronounced harder and tougher than any met with in the Hoosac
tunnel by judges familiar with both. At this rate the cast heading
would probably have been met June, 1874, the enlargements in
rock would have been close after, and the tunnel completed nearly a
year sooner; for the soft ground arching, had it not also been
detained by water, could have been probably pushed so as to keep up.
Again had this tunnel been driven throughout, as certainly many
tunnels have been, in moderately firm rock, however hard, and
without meeting such persistent natural obstacles, according to the
record shown of the progress now attainable through the agency
of machine-drilling and high explosives, it might well have been
finished at, say the moderate rate of 125 feet per month of the
headings, within less than two years from the start, as the main
headings from the slope east, and from the east coining west, would
have holed in about sixteen months, during which time the heading
from the slope west and the enlargements would have been going on,
and leaving eight dear months of the two years for delays in starting,
pushing the open cuts, finishing enlargements, and for accidental
stoppages, etc.
To expedite the work, the contractor had in use the latest and
most approved machinery, and no means wore spared to push the
work in every possible manner. The plan found necessary
comprised:
26 Ingersoll drills; 4 Burleigh and 4 Rand and Waring
compressors ; 4 return tubular boilers at west cud ; 5 large locomotive
boilers at east end; 2 machine shops with repairing outfit, one at
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each end; about I1⁄2 miles 6-inch air and water-pipe; 2 hoisting
engines, one each at the slope and shaft; 4 locomotive boilers to run
them; a number of steam pumps in constant use ; 2 steam shovels
for removing the west end open cut, run constantly clay and night,
and 2 small locomotives to run out the cut, and such of the tunnel
material as could be brought out of the entrance.
All material for the west end for over two years had to be carted
nearly a mile by rough roads from the Central Railroad, while that for
the east end, comprising in coal alone a heavy expense, required to be
hauled some five miles over a heavy mountain road, and all this
carting kept some twenty-four four-horse teams in constant
employment. About 1000 tons of soft coal were burnt in the course of
the work, by the steam-shovels, blacksmiths' shops, and
locomotives, and it took about 26,500 tons of anthracite, in the
three years, to supply steam for the slope and shaft hoisting
engines, pumps, and the west and east end compressors. In the whole
amount of tunnel work, about 14 tons No. 1 and 70 tons No. 2
dynamite were used; quite a large amount, including some black
powder, being also consumed in blasting rock met in the open cuts.
Some black powder, also, was used at first in the tunnel at the start,
before the introduction of dynamite.
As there were about 82,000 cubic yards of rock excavated in the
tunnel with dynamite, this gives, as a total average, about 0.34 lb.
No. 1, and 1.71 lb. No. 2 burnt per cubic yard of rock broken,
inclusive of all work, which tallies, it will be found, pretty well
with previous estimates made of the powder consumed in heading
and bench work; as for heading work, it was estimated that about
0.4 lb. of No. 1 was burnt per cubic yard of rock broken, and this
proportion is reduced in the general average, probably, by some No.
1 occasionally burnt at the bench. Again, in the heading work it
was estimated that some 4 lbs. No. 2 were burnt per cubic yard
broken, and at the bench 1.05 lb. As the rock broken in the heading
would run about one-third of that in the bench, the total average
of 1.71 lb. per yard for the whole tunnel is not far from a mean.
In exploding this powder, 5400 feet of leading wire, and 805 lbs.,
or 261,625 feet of connecting wire were used; also 55,100 exploders,
with an aggregate length of 567,200 feet of wire attached, making
in all a total length of 834,225 feet, or about 161⁄2 miles of wire
used. For blasting by fuse, some 200 boxes, or about 20,000 caps,
were consumed.
When in full progress, Mr. McFadden had constantly a force of
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about 1000 men on hand, and with them built up a settlement of
several hundred shanties on each side of the mountain.
With reference to these men, it may be noted that the experience
at Musconetcong paralleled that on most public works in the
obstacles encountered by every contractor, in the swarm of liquor
shanties, which, if not soon checked with a stern hand, will every
month stop work for nearly a week following pay-day.
When we look back over the history of this work, and note the
many obstacles encountered, and the steady train of difficulties in
succession arising, it seems hardly credible that so much work could
have been compressed into the space of three years, comprising a
record of tunnelling that, under the old regime of hand-labor and
black powder, might well, with the hard rock, heavy ground, and
dead work encountered, have occupied much more than double the
time.
In conclusion, I would beg the indulgence of our fellow-members
of the Institute for the errors of omission and commission in the
above paper. They must remember that it has been hurriedly
compiled during odd moments of the busy life of a tunnelist, while
treading the divers " paths that are (literally) dark," in which his
feet are led. Some of the methods of mining have been characterized as new in America; for this reason the enlarging by the English
method has been illustrated as fully us the time permitted, and
in this connection I desire to acknowledge the ready and very efficient
assistance rendered by Mr. William D. Hartshorne in the
preparation of the various illustrations and tables appended.
The geological structure of the mountain given above has received
the indorsement of Prof. Cook, State Geologist of New Jersey, and
of Prof. Smock, his assistant, as to the question of the limestone underlying the syenite in consequence of a probable fold ; and it may be
well to state that Prof. Cook is of the opinion that although Potsdam sandstone was not directly encountered, nevertheless that part
of the decomposed layer of rock lying between the limestone and
syenite was originally sandstone, and this, if so, would complete the
parallelism of the formation with that of the Lehigh Valley above.
If this account of the history and methods of work adopted at
Musconeteong has been of any interest to fellow-members of the
Institute, their co-operation is requested in the preparation of a
supplementary paper, or treatise, on American tunnelling in general,
for which the author of this paper has been endeavoring to collect data.
There has been no resume of American work in this direction, and it
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would be very interesting to contrast the large number of tunnels
driven by hand-labor through all kinds of material, with the machine
work at Hoosac, Nesquehoning, Musconeteong, and elsewhere. And it
would also be of interest to compile and contrast the different methods
of driving and enlarging in soft ground in America with the
methods in vogue abroad. European engineers have very little
knowledge of the heavy work done here, from the paucity of
published accounts on the subject. Only of late years, since the
establishment of the various engineering societies, have such papers
as those of North, Dutton, Steele, Chesborough, Clements, and others,
begun to show what has been going on in our underground railroad
work. It might be well worth while to collate all available
information on the subject, and any additional data that engineers
interested will furnish, will add to the value of the work. Then, by
tabulating and giving a general outline of such records as may
be attainable, we shall be able to see what American tunnelling, as
contrasted with European, amounts to.
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NOTE ON THE TREATMENT OF MERCURY IN NORTH
CALIFORNIA.
BY PROF. T. EGLESTON, SCHOOL OF MINES, NEW YORK CITY.

THE ores of mercury of North California are composed of metallic
rnercury and cinnabar. They are found in serpentine, and are very
often associated with chalcedony, in masses more or less irregular,
often concentrated enough, however, to furnish ores yielding from
three to ten per cent., and sometimes richer. This deposit makes its
appearance in Vallejo where it has been worked. North of here
the mines are more developed. Most of the quicksilver mines, however, are situated in Sonoma and Napa Counties. On its outcrop
the serpentine rocks have become decomposed, and have often been
washed away to a considerable depth, so that in many cases in their
neighborhood, what is apparently nothing but ordinary dirt, will
frequently contain from two to three per cent, of metallic mercury,
with but a trace of cinnabar, in which ease, as at the Sonoma mine,
it is made up into adobes and distilled. Such material does not
require to be mixed with dirt to be made into adobes. Very often,
also, the outcrop of the rock, where it is not decomposed, is filled with
metallic mercury, so that by striking a pick into it, as at the Rattlesake mine, a pound or more of mercury at a time will sometimes spurt
out. Such rock as this is found in several localities in every stage of
impregnation, and usually makes very rich ore. There is generally,
however, very little of it, and it is found only in the first workings ;
the ore in depth is always cinnabar. At the Rattlesnake mine near
Pine Flat, where large quantities of metallic mercury arc found, the
rock contains so much petroleum that it has been necessary to make
special arrangements to burn the carbides of hydrogen, since the distillation of the petroleum causes an extra quantity of poor soot to
be formed in the condensation-chambers. At the Geysers the ore is
associated with large quantities of sulphur and gypsum, so that in
a hand specimen there is often more sulphur than cinnabar, which is
a serious impediment to working, especially for the modern style of
furnace with iron condensers, and causes so much soot to be formed
that it has been known to penetrate as far as the blower, and to so
completely clog it as to prevent its- revolution.
The ore coining from the mine is more or less hand-picked.
In
one or two cases attempts have been made to treat the poorest, and
especially the very fine ores, mechanically as at the California works.
VOL. III—18
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The apparatus used for the purpose is very rude, and the treatment
does not seem to be very successful, as there is visibly a considerable
loss in the tailings.
Usually the fine ore is not concentrated; it is taken as it comes
from the mine, mixed with dirt and made up into adobes, which
have no regular size or weight, and treated in the furnace.
The processes by which the ore is treated are, first, the processes by
precipitation; second, by roasting. The precipitation is done in
retorts with lime, and consists of oxidizing the sulphur by means of
an excess of air, and so producing sulphate of lime and free mercury.
The roasting is done either in retorts, or in other furnaces that are
not continuous, and in several styles of continuous furnaces. The
reaction consists in volatilizing the sulphur and oxidizing it so as to
produce free mercury and sulphuric acid, which, with the moisture
of the fuel and ore is condensed and allowed to run to waste. The
furnaces which are not continuous are a modification of the old Idria
furnace, which is used at Knoxville and at New Almaden in South
California. Those which are continuous are the Luckhart, which is
used at Sonoma, and which was being built at the Rattlesnake mine
and elsewhere; and the Knox furnace, which is in very successful
operation at the Redington, Manhattan, and the California mines,
and elsewhere. There are a number of other varieties of furnaces, none
of which, however, I saw. To these processes should be -added the
process of distillation, if the metallic mercury of the outcrops were
found in sufficient quantities to warrant the ore being treated alone.
This, however, has never been the case, and the small quantities that
are found are charged in the furnace with the other ores, either as
rock ore or as adobes. Very little effort is made to sort the ore, and
this generally consists in a rough attempt at hand-picking. No assays of any kind arc made. The furnace manager, or miner, judges
by the eye that the ore contains one, two, three, ten, or twenty-five
per cent., as the case may be, and hence there is little faith to be
placed in the statement of many of the advocates of different kinds
of furnaces, that their furnace yields such and such a percentage of
the assay value.
The mercury produced is put up in iron flasks, which contain
761⁄2 lbs. each, with an iron screw for a cork, and shipped. Irregular flasks, as they are called, contain less or more.
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METHOD OF DISTILLATION.
AMERICAN MINE.

At the American Mine, near Pine Flat, all the ore is crushed fine
in an ordinary California stamp-mill, with a battery of ten stamps,
which is run at a high velocity. It is then mixed with lime, and
treated in retorts. The average yield of the ore is said to be two
per cent.
There are twelve retorts 9 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 18 inches
high in the middle. They are made of cast iron, and are D-shaped
like the ordinary gas retort, and are arranged in benches of three,
the centre one being the highest, so that there are four fireplaces to
the twelve retorts. The charge consists of 150 lbs. of crushed ore,
to which ten per cent, of quicklime is added. This charge is introduced into the muffle in an iron spoon 6 feet long, 9 inches wide,
and 6 inches deep. This is carried by three men, one taking the
end, which has an iron handle 2 feet long, with a crossbar of wood
of the same length. The middle is supported on an iron bar, curved
in the middle to fit the shape of the spoon, with handles projecting
18 inches from the sides, and is carried by two men. This spoon is
introduced into the muffle and shoved to its end. It is drawn out
by short jerks, so as to leave the charge in the retort. The doors of
the retort are then fastened by means of thumb-screws, and luted
with wood ashes, and fired during four hours, when the charge' is
withdrawn. Not over 500 lbs. per retort is treated in twelve hours.
The condensation pipes are in the back of the retort. A pipe,
about 18 inches long, connects each retort with a vertical pipe about
5 inches long, which connects with a horizontal pipe 6 inches in
diameter, placed in a water-tank at a lower level than the front of
the furnace, and which receives the pipes of all the retorts. Every
six retorts are so arranged that they discharge their condensed mercury through a siphon pipe.
The soot is treated with lime as is usual.
These works arc new and carefully built. It is surprising to see
works upon which no expense seems to have been spared, apparently
put up to treat such very small quantities at a time of very lean ore
by such a system ; not even the possible economy of the retort system seems to have been taken into account. There did not seem to
be sufficient care taken with the condensation apparatus, for the air
for some distance from the works was filled with mercurial vapors;
and though the workmen wore wet sponges over their mouths and
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noses, most of them were more or less salivated. I did not visit the
mines; but any mine which would justify such carefully erected
works with stamp-mills, would certainly justify the erection of other
and less wasteful furnaces.
METHOD OF ROASTING.

The method by roasting is the one which is the most extensively
used, and all the different varieties of furnaces are adapted to it.
Those most in use are retorts, and the modified Idria furnace of the
non-continuous varieties, the Luckhart and the Knox furnace of the
continuous ones.
NON-CONTINUOUS FURNACES.

Missouri Mine.
At the Missouri mine, near Pine Flat, the average yield of the ore
is from one-half to 2 per cent, of mercury. The cinnabar is irregularly scattered through a chalcedony found in very irregular masses
in serpentine; the large pieces are crushed in a Blake's crusher to
about 1 cubic inch in size. There are two benches of retorts, one containing two retorts and holding 250 pounds of charge at a time, and
the other containing three retorts and holding 350 pounds, so that
the small retorts treat 1000 and the large ones 2100 pounds in
twenty-four hours. The large retorts have been in use but a short
time, and have consequently produced but little. The retorts are
D-shaped, and are here 9 feet long, 12 inches high, and 18 inches wide
on the bottom; they are charged every twelve hours by means of a
shovel. At the Lost Ledge mine the same company have three
retorts which are only five feet in length, and have a capacity of 500
pounds, or 160 pounds each; they arc charged every four hours, and
consequently treat 3000 pounds of ore in twenty-four hours. It
takes three-quarters of an hour at the Missouri mine to discharge
and charge the large retorts, and half an hour for the small ones,
so that, as there is not much difference in the wear and tear, the
large size retorts are the most advantageous. They arc never filled
full; as there would be danger that the pressure of the discharging
vapors might force an exit through the luted joints.
When the furnace is ready to be discharged the men cover their
mouths and noses with wet sponges, tied on with bandages, and then
remove the cover of the retorts. When they are about to be removed a little fan placed on the condensing pipes is set in motion to
cause an aspiration through the retorts, so that no mercurial fumes
escape. When the fumes cease to be dense the charge is drawn out
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of the retort with long hoes on to the floor in front of the furnace,
The discharged ore is at a cherry-red heat, and, as it is not entirely
free from mercury, a considerable quantity of fumes are given off so
that the precaution of using the bandage over the mouth and nose
is indispensable. After the ore has all been raked out, it is carried
as quickly as possible a short distance from the furnace and extinguished with water, a new charge being put in in the meantime.
This is an exceedingly bad system, as the workmen are constantly
exposed to fumes; more especially when water is scarce, since small
quantities at a time thrown on the very hot ore seems to increase the
quantity of fumes. The men, however, seem to know this, and
take the necessary precautions, as none" of them were salivated. The
product of the small retorts varies from 31⁄2 to 70 pounds of mercury
in twenty-four hours. The large ones yield from 10 to 100 pounds.
As the two benches of retorts are at some distance, each bench
requires one man per shift of twelve hours, who is paid $3.75 a
day. They burn 31⁄2 cords of wood in twenty-four hours. Wood costs
$6 per cord, and labor §04 per month with board. Each retort is
connected by a short joint, with a horizontal pipe leading to the
condenser, which must be large enough to insure of its not being
clogged by the soot. This pipe is of cast iron, and is 30 feet long
and 6 inches in diameter. The pipes leading from the retorts, in
the latest and best construction, come from the back, where there is
plenty of room and they are not in the way, so that they can-be
large. Formerly they were made to come from the front, where
they were in the way of the workmen, and were constantly in danger
of being damaged by the charge lying against them as it was drawn
from the furnace.
The condensing apparatus consists of two cast-iron boxes 3 feet by
2, and 2 feet high, turned down into cast-iron tanks, with inclined bottoms, which arc covered with water. From the bottom of these tanks
a wrought-iron pipe, curved in the shape of an S, is placed, with the
arms sufficiently long to counterbalance the pressure of the water, so
that the mercury flows from it continuously. The mercury commences
to flow two and one-half hours after the charge is put in. Between
the two cast-iron boxes, which are connected with each other, and on
the main pipe, a small fan-blower is placed, and is made to suck out
the vapors from the retorts, or when the condenser is to be cleaned
into an exterior pipe. The fan is inclosed in a box 18 inches square,
into which there is an opening 1 foot in diameter, closed with a
hydraulic packing. The pipes and condensers arc cleaned once a
week. 0
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In the small furnace 140 pounds of soot and mercury together
are collected; this is put into a sheet-iron pan, 8 feet long, 3 feet
wide, 6 inches deep, inclined about 25°, which is not fixed, but is
moved from place to place as convenience may require. The soot is
placed at its upper end, and is worked with a hoe for a quarter of an
hour, to separate the free mercury. Three to five pounds of unslacked
lime without water are then stirred into it. As the soot is already
damp, the lime soon commences to slack; it is left until it slacks entirely. No one goes near it for one-half or three-quarters of an hour
on account of the vapors arising from it. It is then worked with a
hoe for three hours. About one barrel of lime, which costs $3 the
barrel, is used per week for treating the soot. The mercury as it is
collected runs into the lower part of the pan, and is taken out with
a ladle and put into flasks. The residue, which has twice the bulk
which the soot originally had, is added to the next charge of the
retorts, in addition to the charge of ore. Such a charge will produce
about 10 pounds more of mercury than usual. From 140 pounds of
soot, 120 pounds of mercury are obtained directly, and about 10
pounds more from soot charged in the furnace. The large furnaces
were run 10 days; 200 pounds were taken from the first condensers
and pipes, and from 12 to 14 out of the second condenser. When
there is only a small amount of soot to be treated, a small cast-iron
sink 3 feet by 18 inches is used, the drain-hole being placed over an
enamelled iron vessel 1 foot in diameter, and 6 inches deep. This
vessel is used because ordinary kitchen utensils answer perfectly well,
and can be had much cheaper than special apparatus, which would
work no better.
The expenses are for twenty-four hours:
2 men at the retorts .
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Lime for soot,
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Crushing the ore two days, at $1.25,
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.

2.50

There does not seem to be any real economy in using this retort
system. The yield is not greater, nor is the cost of repairs and running less, while the risk of salivation is greater. There is certainly
an economy of first installation, and this seems to be the only reason
why such furnaces are used. With the high prices of quicksilver
which have ruled during 1873 and most of 1874, every place where
ores could be found has been worked, and as all the deposits are
irregular and uncertain, the owners of such mines have not felt
themselves justified in going to any greater expense. I saw no welldeveloped property, nor any property which appeared to have any
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future, which was worked with retorts, except in a few instances,
where the retorts were put up to have a yield while other furnaces
were being erected on the property developed, or where the mines
were evidently being worked with too small a capital.
MODIFIED IDRIA FURNACE.

Redington Works.
As an example of non-continuous working with shaft furnaces, I
have selected the practice of the Redington mine, with the old Idria
furnace, which is by far the largest mercury works in North California.
But as every thing relating to this variety of furnace, which is destined
in a few years to disappear altogether, is of interest, I have added
some details relating to the New Almaden furnace of the same type,
which I visited shortly after, although they are south of San Francisco. Great attention is being paid to the question of condensation,
which is, perhaps, even more important than that of the furnace.
The two questions are, however, intimately connected, and are engaging the most serious study of all persons interested in the metallurgy of mercury.
At Knoxville, the Redington Quicksilver Company treat the ores
from the Redington mine, which they own, in both the modified
Idria furnaces, of which they have two, and also in the Knox furnaces, of which there are two working, and two in the course of
construction ; besides these, two others are to be built. The furnaces
are situated at the mines and within a few feet of the ore shaft. The
mine produces 700 to 800 tons of cinnabar per week. The ore occurs
in a sand-rock, in serpentine. Much pure cinnabar is found, and a
considerable quantity of high grade ore, but the average yield of the
whole mine is about 3 per cent. Metacinnabarite is found in considerable quantities in these mines. Epsomite, resulting from the
decomposition of the serpentine, also occurs here in very large quantities, in acicular crystals over a foot long. The ore is largely associated with pyrites. About one-tenth of the ore comes from the
open out made in the side of the hill. From the mine the ore is
thrown upon screens placed one over the other; the upper screen is
made of round iron bars 1½ inches in diameter, placed 2 inches apart
at the top, and 2¼ at the bottom. The screen itself is 5 feet wide
at the top, 5 feet 0 inches at the bottom, and is 8 feet long. Whatever
passes over this screen only, is hand-picked. What passes through
falls upon strong iron-wire screen of ¾-inch mesh? What goes over
the second screen goes directly to the furnace, and is charged with
the hand-picked ore; what passes through is treated as fine ore; all
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the large pieces are broken by hand. Before the Knox furnace was
introduced, the ore was dressed by hand up to 5 per cent.
All the fine ore is mixed with dirt and made into adobes, which
are sun-dried and stored, for use in the modified Idria furnaces exclusively. There is no generally adopted size for the adobes. They
are made in roughly constructed wooden frames, made by the workmen, which wear out rapidly. The usual sizes are 9x4x4 inches.
When dry such adobes weigh 12 pounds. They are sometimes
made 12x5x5 inches, which is a very large size. Such adobes
weigh 18 pounds. The smaller size is the one most generally used.
Seven men, at $2 per day, can make 6000 adobes. Each man can
mould one thousand, but the six men require one man to loosen and
moisten the dirt, and to mix the ore with it. Making the adobes
costs, therefore, $2.33 the thousand. The cost of the adobes delivered at the furnace, ready for charging, including making, carting,
and storing, is $5 the thousand.
The modified Idria furnaces (Plate VIII, Fig. 1) are built one on
each side of the condensers, which are at right angles to them. Each
of these furnaces is capable of treating 100 tons of ore with 4000 to
5000 adobes per week. They are built of a porous sandstone, which
is found a short distance from the works. Each furnace has a double
fireplace, B, 20 inches in width, 17 feet long, and 15 feet high, from
the spring of the arch of the fireplace. The total inside height of the
fireplace compartment is 20 feet. It has on the ore-chamber side a
brick screen pierced with fourteen openings, the size of one brick, and
two bricks apart, across the furnace, and fourteen openings in height,
also two bricks apart. The fireplace wall has been repaired once in
seven years. It is made of red brick, and is glazed by the heat.
The ore chamber, C, is 13 feet by 10, and 20 foot high. Its walls are
4 feet thick. There are two ore discharge openings, 32 by 20 inches,
on each side, at the bottom, which arc four feet above the ground.
The car for discharging the furnace rims under a swinging apron of
cast iron, and the ore which has been treated is raked out over it.
The fireplace and condenser wall are each mere screens of brickwork
filled with holes, which are the starting-points of the flues, made in
the charge. As the condenser side is constantly exposed to the acid
vapors, it is the one most rapidly worn. It has been renewed twice
in five years. It is now strengthened with an abutment. From
constant use the inside walls round the ore-chamber have become
worn away, making its present size somewhat larger than it originally was. Beyond the ore-chamber each furnace has two sandstone
condensers, D, which are 4 feet wide, 13 feet long, and 20 feet high,
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in which very little material ever collects, never more than two flasks
of mercury a week.
In the drawing, Fig. 1, Plate VIII, these furnace condensers are
connected with the main condensing chambers, A, by the flues, E,
which are supported upon arches, and which enter the top of the
first chamber of the main condenser, A. The length of the flue
between the furnace and the main condenser is 8 feet, and the furnaces are so arranged that each one may work independently into
the condenser, the connection being cut off at will. The total length
of each furnace, including the fireplace, ore-chamber, and two condensing chambers, is 36 feet, its total width is 17 feet, total outside
height 24 feet. The main condensers, A, consist of a series of twelve
chambers, each of which is 4 feet wide, 20 feet long, and 20 feet
high on the inside, contained in a structure at right angles to the
furnaces, and which is common to both of them. Each one of these
compartments has an iron door on each side on a level with the
bottom of the chamber. The inside walls of the condensers arc 1
foot thick, the outside 18 inches. They are braced on the outside
with wooden beams 8 x 10 inches, which are tied with ⅜-inches round
iron rods. These rods must be carefully watched, as they are likely
to become corroded through, and allow the wall to fall, and thereby
cause serious accident.
The walls of these chambers are soon saturated with mercury, and
become soft from the effects of the acid vapors. The stones arc found
corroded for a depth of 6 inches, and some of the interior walls have
been corroded entirely through. Whenever they have been repaired
with brick, it is found to be quite hard and to resist much better
than the stone.
The relation of the condensing surface of the condensers to that of
the charging compartment is much too small. The relation of the
condensing volume to the volume of the furnace should be at least as
24 to 1. In this furnace, however, it is not more than one-half of
that amount. This would make the chambers only large enough
for one furnace. That the condensing capacity is not sufficient, is
evident, from the fact that metallic mercury has supersaturated the
stones, and still exudes in globules from the walls even after repeated cleaning.
The flue leading to the chimney is also built of cut stone, and is
250 feet long. It is oval, 4 feet in the highest diameter inside,
with walls 2 feet thick. It lies against the side hill. The chimney
is built of stone, with walls 3 feet thick. It is conical, 5 feet in
diameter at the base, and 50 feet high.
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The furnace is charged by a windlass from above. The ore is let
down in iron buckets 3 feet in diameter, and 30 inches high. The
adobes are let down in iron cages that hold 150 adobes, which weigh
about a ton. This cage is 3 feet by 30 inches, and 2½ feet high
The charging compartment is lined with adobes 2 to 5 thick, piled
close, but not crowded. Inside of this the ore is placed in pieces
from about the size of an egg to twice the size of the fist, in layers
of four 18 to 24 inches in thickness, then four to five channels the
size of an adobe are built of adobes over the ore. Their number depends on the size of the ore, five for fine ore, and four for course.
These channels start in the opening of the fireplace screen, and end
in the opening towards the condensation-chamber. They answer the
purpose of flues, and are necessary not only to provide a draft and
to allow of the heat coming in contact with the ore, but also to prevent the charge from packing together. The poor soot, or that
which has been worked, is charged on top of every layer of ore. A
new layer of ore is then put in, and so on, until the chamber is
nearly full. A layer of fine ore and poor soot is placed near the top,
and this is covered over with clay and straw. The compartments
are closed with cast-iron pans, which are filled with water, the joints
between the pans and against the masonry being made tight with
ashes or cement. These pans are 10½ feet long, 4½ feet wide, 5 inches
deep. The cold water flows constantly from an inch pipe into the
pan nearest the fireplace. A spout from every pan carries the water
to the next pan, so that they are always full. Each pan is provided
with two eyes at the sides for their removal when it is necessary to
recharge the furnace. One furnace is charged on Monday, and is
fired Monday night, and is kept burning until Thursday morning.
During this time two cords of wood arc burned to each furnace.
The sulphur, to a great extent, answers for fuel, for there is always
an excess of sulphur in the shape of pyrites in the ore. The other furnace is charged on Tuesday, and is fired Tuesday evening, and kept
burning until Friday. One furnace will thus be cooling on Saturday and Sunday, and. the other on Sunday and Monday. A little
mercury commences to run in D on Tuesday, and in the 1st, 2d, and
3d compartments of the main condenser. It runs most freely Wednesday and Thursday. By Thursday the mercury condenses quite
in the end of the condenser, but only in very small quantities; 150,
sometimes 200, flasks arc collected from both furnaces during the
week; most of it comes from the 5th and 6th condensers. On Wednesday it commences in the 5th and 6th, and runs from here con-
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tinually until the furnace is discharged. The most of the mercury
is obtained when the furnace is cooling down. When the draft is
good and the ore moderately rich the yield will not be less than 200
flasks a week.
The bottoms of the condensing-chambers were originally built inclined toward the centre, as is shown in the lower part, Fig. 2, with
the intention of having all the mercury in all the condensers run
out through a common opening made for the purpose, but the openings in the partition walls of the condensing-chambers very soon
became clogged, and so much mercury was absorbed in the masonry
that this was shortly abandoned. The present disposition is iron
pans sloping from the centre toward the outside, as is shown in the
upper part, Fig. 2, which are placed 3 feet above the furnace bottom
of the old construction, which has not been altered, so that there is
a space of considerable size under the bottom of the pans. The pans
are made in three pieces, which overlap each other. This is especially necessary, as when the walls get old and fall, the whole pan
would then be liable to be broken. Tiles placed upon the top of the
pans to protect them have been used with good effect. The castings
with this protection have lasted already four years, and are seemingly
perfect. The cast iron without the tiles lasts only two years, at
which time it is corroded by the sulphuric acid which condenses
from the furnace.
On Saturday the iron doors at the bottom of the condensationchambers arc taken off, and a workman with a long hoc collects the
soot on the pan and that from the walls about two feet above the
bottom of the pan; what is higher up on the wall is left to collect
there until it falls of its own weight. 75 to 100 bushels of soot are
collected in buckets every week from the bottom of the condensingchambers, which yields from 5 to 20 flasks of mercury. This soot
is a mechanical mixture composed of ordinary soot condensed from
the smoke of the fuel; ashes, fine dust and dirt carried over from the
ore, volatilized cinnabar, and sublimated mercury in very fine globules. It is usually taken from the condenser damp, owing to the
condensation of steam from the moisture in the fuel and ore, and the
acid vapors. This soot is removed in buckets, 14 inches in diameter
at the bottom, 30 at the top, and 33 inches high. Two such
buckets filled one foot high are taken from each side of the condenser. Sometimes as many as eight and sometimes not as many are
taken. It takes two men two days to clean out and work the soot
from all the five condensers in an ordinary working of the furnace.
The amount collected is very variable. When, for any reason, such
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as a stoppage for repairs, the furnace cools, a large quantity of soot
becomes detached at the time the furnace is lit. The amount of
mercury collected from the soot varies from 5 to 20 flasks a week.
The flue leading to the chimney is cleaned once in two or three weeks;
about one bushel of soot is taken from it. This is not kept separate, but is mixed with that taken from the condensers.
It takes ten men one day to charge each furnace, and six men one
day to discharge it. The six men are paid about $35 per month and
board, making about $1.90 a day. There is a fireman and one man
to clean and repair the flasks and to fill them. They work during the
the day only. Each shift of twelve hours has its own foreman.
This does not include the men working up the soot. When the
draft is not good a fire is placed at the foot of the chimney, which
is fifty feet high, to increase the draft. The draft depends for the
most part upon the way the furnace has been charged, but is sometimes due to the direction of the wind. This draft furnace is oftenest
used when the furnace has been allowed to get cool. Not a cord of
wood per month is required for this purpose. In winter, fall, and
spring there is no trace of mercury in the flue, but when the weather
is hot it collects inside, near the top of the chimney, which is provided with a ladder in order to make any observations on the escape
of gases at the top which may be desirable. When the furnace is
out of repair in very hot summer weather, it is apparent that some
mercury escapes. The joints of the furnace are made so tight that no
accident arises from salivation except through the carelessness of the
men. As soon as the workmen experience any sensitiveness about
the mouth they are instructed to go to the office, and are there furnished with a mouth-wash, consisting of 2 parts of cinchona, 1 part
tincture of myrrh, and 3 parts water, but no case of real salivation
except from the carelessness of the men, has occurred in a great
many years.
Twice in a year a general clean-up is made. This is done by
putting iron pipes, 24 inches in diameter, in compartment D, and
three in the flues leading to the chimneys, both to hasten the cooling and ventilate them while they are being cleaned. The walls of
the condensers are cleaned by scraping. On account of the dust
arising from the falling soot, it is necessary, when this work is done,
for the men to wear a wet sponge over the mouth and nose, which is
covered with a thin cloth tied behind the head. At this work, the
men relieve each other every fifteen minutes. After scraping, the
walls are thoroughly washed. It takes eight men two days to scrape
and wash the walls, flues and condensers. The soot so detached
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contains a large amount of mercury. From such a general clean-up
as many as one hundred flasks have been collected. The soot in the
first condenser is often 6 inches thick in concretions. It is here hard
and solid, but in the other condensers it is soft and light. The light
soot upon the walls is of very, variable thickness, but is rarely less
than 1 to 2 inches thick. It sometimes reaches as high as 6
inches after a long run without cleaning. When there is very rich
soot it may often be as thick as 6 inches on the bottom of the iron
pan. The soot is richest in the fourth, fifth, and sixth condensers,
but it is always very unevenly distributed. In all the compartments in the space below the iron pans a hard concrete, consisting
of hardened soot and mercury in globules, is found.
The furnaces with the condensers cost originally between $100,000
and $125,000; they have been built eight years, and have been repaired three times, parts of six partition walls having falling down
at the flue end. At the furnace end the wall is good. The walls
after having been scraped and washed every day for a month still
showed mercury in globules all over them, a few hours after they
became exposed to the heat of the sun. All the stone taken out of
.the condensation-chambers during repairs is carefully preserved and
is treated as very rich ore.
The first time that the furnace was charged the ore was picked.
At the top of the charge, over the rich ore, 6 to 7 feet of rich soot
were put in, but the heat did not reach it. The charge being unusually rich, should have yielded five hundred flasks of mercury,
but all but nine flasks of it were absorbed by the walls.
This furnace has been definitely abandoned at Knoxville. The
masonry has been altered into Livermore's inclined continuous furnace, which is adapted to treat fine ores, and since its introduction,
in the earlier part of 1875, no adobes are made. The cost of altering the furnace was only $1200.
Average cost per week of reducing 1 ton of ore in the modified
Idria furnace, at the Redington mine, furnaces Nos. 1 and 2, in 1874:
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New Almaden Works.
At New Almaden, the Quicksilver Mining Company have six
furnaces of the modified Idria type, built of brick, which produced
in the year 1874,11,042 flasks of 76 1⁄2 pounds each, or 920 flasks per
month. Four of these have a capacity of 50 tons, one a capacity
of 70, and one 100 tons of ore a week. They run a week, so that
each furnace makes four charges a month. Each furnace has from
sixteen to twenty-two brick condensing-chambers, the numbers varying with its ore capacity. The bottom of the chambers inclines from
the centre toward the doors. The floor is built of brick, and is
covered with cement. Beside the brick condensers, each furnace has
four to five wooden condensers, which are 26 feet long, 14 feet wide,
20 feet high, divided into six compartments of equal size. As the
result of the addition of these wooden chambers, one of the flues,
which formerly yielded in the general clean-up from 60 to 100 flasks
of mercury, yielded in the year 1873 only two flasks, and the largest
part of this was found near the outlet from the condensers, and no
signs of metal were found further on.
It is the present intention to cut up the blocks of brick condensers
by taking down the outside wall of one or more compartments, and
making the dividing walls the exterior walls of the new structure.
The former condensers will thus be divided into three or more
separate buildings. A much larger radiating surface being exposed
in this way, it is expected that the condensation will be much more
perfect. Adobes 10x41⁄2x41⁄2 inches in size, made of the fine ore
mixed with dirt, are placed over the floor of the ore-chamber, one
adobe thick the entire height of the sides; ore is then put 21⁄2 to 3 feet
in thickness, then a layer of adobes, in which five flues from one side
to the other of the furnace are made, and then ore, and so on to the
top. The top is covered with a layer of adobes, and then a layer of
straw 2 or 3 inches thick, and then ordinary clay and mud, to make
it even with the top, and over this ashes. Any cracks that may
occur arc filled in with ashes. When the furnace is filled, one-third
of the charge will be adobes; sometimes the furnace is run on adobes
alone. It takes six men one day to charge the furnace. It takes
one man part of twelve hours to keep up the fire. It takes four
men one day to discharge it. The charging is done by the company,
as it must be carefully done, but the discharging, as it requires no
supervision, is done by contract. The fire is kept up for ninety-six
hours, and during this time 18 cords of wood are burned for 100
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tons of ore. The wood costs from four to six dollars a cord. The
ore is discharged twelve hours after the fire is drawn; twenty-four
hours afterwards the soot is taken out.
The mercury commences to condense fourteen to sixteen hours
after the furnace is lit. If the ore is very rich it sometimes commences to condense in eight hours. It appears first in condenser
No. 1. In Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, it runs for ten hours; after this
it runs in Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. It appears in No. 7 on the second
day, after which it ceases to run in the first four condensers, but continues to run in all the others. The greater part collects in Nos. 9,
10, and 11. Before the fire is drawn, half of all the mercury is condensed, which is in about forty hours, gradually diminishing until
it ceases to condense. A small amount of mercury still runs, however, the flow being kept up by the dripping from the walls. From
the bottom of each of the condensers there are small pipes leading
into an outside trough, to allow any mercury that forms to run immediately into the gutter, from which it is discharged into the reception basin.
The iron doors which close the entrance to the brick condensers
have been given up, except for the first four or five chambers, and
are now replaced by ordinary glass window-frames 3x3 feet, with
six panes of glass. It is found that there is a material difference in
the condensation since they have been adopted. The condensers
made of wood and glass, which was patented in May, 1874, is
in successful operation here. They are certainly much cheaper,
and it would seem a much better condenser, and less likely to get
out of repair than the iron ones used elsewhere. This kind of condenser requires no water, and is, therefore, applicable everywhere.
The want of water in many places in California is often a serious
drawback to the working of the ores. Four such condensers are at
work at New Almaden. Each one has a volume of 2640 cubic
feet, and 1196 square feet of condensing surface, or altogether
10,560 cubic feet volume, and 4784 square feet of surface. They
have cost only $1500, which is the smallest cost for any such
amount of condensing surface known. If they work as well as they
promise they will replace at least half of the iron or brick condensers.
The soot is collected in the same way as at Knoxville. That collected from four charges gave 18 flasks of mercury. The same four
charges produced 474 flasks. The soot condenses in all the condensers from No. 4 on; the most of it collects in 10, 12, and 14, or
about in the middle. On an average about a lime-barrelful per
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week is collected from each condenser.
One man does the whole
cleaning up.
The soot was formerly placed on an inclined plane, and stirred
and slightly rubbed with a wooden hoe. A certain quantity of
quicksilver separated and ran out into a vessel prepared for it, but
left a very large quantity still remaining in the soot, which was
afterwards treated with lime. This method, which is in general use
and takes a great deal of time, has been given up here. The soot
is now put into a hemispherical boiler about 3 feet in diameter;
it is mixed with boiling water from a vertical boiler, used for this
purpose only. About half of the bulk of soot is added in woodashes, and the whole thoroughly stirred with an iron hoe for threequarters of an hour, when the separation is complete. It is then
allowed to remain an hour and settle, and during this time another
boiler is worked. The mercury collects in the bottom of the vessel,
and flows out of a siphon-shaped pipe, so that only the pure mercury is discharged. The water is drawn off afterwards, and the
soot remaining behind is thrown into a heap, and when dry is placed
upon the top of the furnace near the flue where the flame passes, as
it still contains some sulphur. It is claimed that all the mercury in
the soot is separated in this way and with much less labor than by
the former method. This process was patented October 4th, 1873.
It takes one man, working ten hours, four to five days to work
the soot of six furnaces.
The fuel used here is wood, or ordinary charcoal made from oak,
or a mixture of charcoal and coke. It requires 75 lbs. of coke and
charcoal mixed to 3000 lbs. of ore and adobes, or equal quantities
in bulk.
This furnace, as used here and at Knoxville, must be considered
as a very great improvement on the old Idria furnaces, as there are
no arches in the ore-chamber which arc likely to break down without warning.
The method of charging large and small ores and arranging airchannels by means of adobes prevents the charge from packing, and
gives all the space which is required for the circulation of the air
and heat, and allows of using a poorer ore than could be otherwise
used. The labor of making the adobes, which is, however, only
$5 the thousand, must be regarded as a necessary expense, as the
furnace could not be run without them ; as the expense of making
the air-channels of large pieces of ore would be too great, and there
would be no certainty that they would last if so made. The adobes,
however, do not change their form, and the air-channels once made
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remain as they were made in the charge. The making of adobes is,
however, one of the expenses to be avoided in the furnace of the
future, and the most careful attention now being given to the construction of furnaces which will allow of the fine ore being treated
as it comes from the screens. Although this furnace, with its expensive, cumbersome method of condensation, is a great improvement on the old Idria furnace, it is destined to disappear, and in a
few years will probably be cited as one of the curiosities of metallurgical history.
CONTINUOUS FURNACES.

The continuous furnaces in use are all of them shaft furnaces,
which do not differ essentially in the principles of their construction,
though there are wide differences of detail, which are more or less
essential. The California practice is essentially different from, that
of other countries, in that all of these furnaces are provided with
fans placed beyond the condensing apparatus, which not only do
away with the necessity of high chimneys, but give such an absolute
control of the draft that there is no fear of the fumes escaping.
The draft is always toward the interior of the furnace, so that
even if an aperture in the furnace or the condensing apparatus
should remain open, no fumes escape, and consequently cases of
salivation arc very rare. As the velocity of the fan can always
be changed, the draft can be regulated at will to suit either the
working of the furnace, or the irregularities of the weather. The
furnace is of less consequence than the condensation apparatus,
though its aim should always be to extract the metal at the lowest
possible temperature, and to require the least possible preparation of
the ore. It is consequently on the condensation apparatus rather
than on the furnace that the greatest number of experiments have
been made; providing that the furnaces are continuous, the one
which has the best condensation apparatus will be the best.
There are a number of these furnaces used in California, all of
which I believe arc patented. I saw, however, but two of them,
the Luckhart and the Knox, working.
LUCKHART FURNACE.
The Luckhart furnace is, in all respects, similar to the Swedish
furnace for roasting iron ores. It consists of a shaft with a fire-box,
with openings in the two sides only, which goes through the furnace
from one side to the other. It is covered with a cast-iron roof slanting from the centre towards both sides of the furnace, so that the
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charge is divided as it passes clown, and the heat is also divided as
it passes up. The sides of the furnace are pierced with holes to observe what is passing in its interior, and to watch the progress of the
charge. The discharge door is sufficiently far below the grate to
insure the ore remaining long enough in the furnace to have all
of its volatile contents distilled, and to be sufficiently cool to be
discharged with perfect safety into an open wagon at the bottom
By this system, which is common to all the continuous furnaces, the
inconveniences arising from the discharge of hot ore not entirely
worked are avoided.
The Luckhart furnace used at the Sonoma mine, is capable of
treating 15 to 18 tons of ore and adobes a day. The richest ore
treated has not contained over 10 per cent. The serpentine containing the mercury crops out near the furnace, and is very much decomposed. The rock is soft and crumbly, and where it is exposed to the
weather, its débris have been washed away so that the soil for some
distance from the outcrop is composed of its detritus, more or less
mixed with free mercury, and a very little undecomposed cinnabar.
Where the rock has been mined so as to reach the undecomposed
parts of it, it is found to contain in the upper portions more or less
free mercury mixed with the cinnabar, but nine-tenths of all the ore
treated consists of dirt taken from the surface of the ground, which
is made into adobes by Chinamen. The adobes contain from onequarter to one-half per cent. The rock does not contain more than
one and a half per cent. The adobes are made by mixing the earth
with water to a thick paste, and then putting it into wooden moulds
5 by 41⁄2 inches, and 4 inches high. The thick mud is simply placed
in a frame containing 8 of these moulds, patted with a shovel, the
wooden frame drawn up, and the adobes left to dry in the sun; it
takes about two days to dry them. When ready for use, they weigh
about eight pounds each, and arc a little larger than an ordinary
brick. One Chinaman can make a thousand in a day. The men
are paid $1.25, and find themselves. It takes two Chinamen, at
$1.25, to pick as much dirt as six men can use for making adobes.
The furnace is charged by means of a circular hopper 22 inches in
diameter, and 26 deep; 5 to 6 of these hoppers full make a charge,
and 5 such charges make a ton. The hopper is covered over with a
hydraulic cover for safety, but even when it is off, the draft is so
strong that there is no discharge of mercurial vapors from the top
of the furnace, as I assured myself by removing the cover and having the charge withdrawn below the hopper. The furnace consumes
one and a half cords of wood a day, which comprises all the fuel
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used in the works. The wood is usually oak, and is worth $3 a
cord. About 15 tons of ore a clay are treated. Most of the ore is
discharged from the bottom of the furnace black, some of the last of
a discharge is occasionally red-hot; it is drawn about every hour
and a quarter into iron wagons, which hold about half a ton. There
are 7 men engaged in making adobes, and there is one Chinaman
and one engineer on each shift of twelve hours at the furnace; the
Chinaman is paid $1.50, and finds himself, the engineer is paid $65
a month. The engineer helps the Chinaman, who draws the charge
and dumps it, and charges the furnace and puts in the fuel. In addition to the two helpers, there is one man engaged continually in
chopping wood. The total cost of treating the ore is one dollar per ton.
The condensing apparatus consists of three sheet-iron cylinders
five feet apart, which are 14 feet high, 6 feet in diameter. The vapors pass from the furnace through a pipe about 20 feet long, in at
the top, and out at the bottom of the condenser. A blower is placed
just beyond the last condenser, which is three feet in diameter, and
makes 100 to 120 revolutions a minute. If there is much fine stuff
not made into adobes charged into the furnace, it must be run faster.
The engine used is twelve horse-powers, but six would answer for a
single furnace. Just beyond it is a wooden box, 6 feet high, 12 feet
long, and 8 feet wide, into which the blower discharges. This box
has a partition in the centre, which goes to within 2 feet of the bottom, to break the current. From this box there is a flue 2 feet square,
and 100 feet long, ending in a wooden chimney 20 feet high. Around
the top of the condensing cylinders there is a lead pipe 1 inch in
diameter, pierced with small holes about 3 inches apart. When
there is a plenty of water it is allowed to flow continuously from this
pipe, and discharges itself over the outside of the cylinder, thus
cooling it. When there is a lack of water it is allowed to flow only
over the last condenser. The pipes which connect the cylinders
have in their interior a partition about 2 feet long, and on them
a considerable amount of soot collects. The bottom of the cylinders incline towards the centre, and from here a pipe leads to an
iron kettle on the outside two feet in diameter, which is kept
constantly full of water. A large quantity of soot collects on the
sides of the condensing apparatus. A little of it constantly falls,
and is washed out into the iron basin by the condensed moisture,
which is but slightly acid, as there is but little cinnabar in the ore.
About one flask of mercury a day is collected from the first two
condensers. About one-half of this comes from the second. From
the third about a flask a month is collected. The cylinders are pro-
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vided with doors, and the furnace is stopped once in three weeks to
clean out the soot, which is collected in kettles. About ten flasks of
mercury will collect from the soot after some stirring; the rest is put
into an iron pan, 9 feet by 3, with a gutter in the centre. The pan
is set at an angle of 20°, and gently heated to about 120° F.; it is
then mixed with lime or ashes and stirred. The mercury flows
readily from it, and about 70 per cent, of its mercury contents is
collected in this way. The rest is made into adobes and treated in
the furnace.
The more or less acid water which is constantly flowing into the
basin outside of the condenser, as it runs off carries away some light
mercury and soot. This is conducted to a wooden tank, 12 feet long
6 feet wide, and 4 feet deep, where it collects and gives a product
which contains considerable mercury, which is treated as soot. The
soot comes from the basins, the wooden tanks, and sometimes a very
little is taken from the blower cylinders. This soot gets poorer as
it is further from the furnace. The richest contains 60 per cent, of
mercury and the poorest about 3. The product of the works is
about 25 to 50 flasks of mercury a month.
The condensation at these works seemed nearly perfect. The manager stated to me that he had exposed a $20 gold piece for six weeks
from the top of the wooden chimney, and that he not only found it
there at the end of that time, but entirely unaffected by mercury.
There is so little sulphur in the ore that the sheet iron does not seem
to have been acted upon to any great extent. With this system of high
cylinders with a bottom converging towards the centre, there seems to
be but little opportunity for the action of the acid, and with a thick
cast-iron bottom there seems to be no reason why it should not answer
quite well. It would seem, however, that a few large compartments
could not give as good results as a greater number of smaller ones,
as a perfect condensation requires a maximum of surface, and does
not depend so directly upon volume, though the amount of soot
and mercury collected in the wooden box and in the last condenser
here seem to show that in this case, at least, owing probably to the
very small product of the furnace, the condensation was quite perfect.
KNOX FURNACE.

At Knoxville, beside the Idria furnaces, there were, in August,
1874, at the Redington mine, two Knox furnaces in the course of
construction, and two in work, which treated 25 tons of ore each in
twenty-four hours, and have been running since January, 1874.
During the years 1874 and 1875, two other furnaces have been con-
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Strutted, making six in all, which treat together from 900 to 1000
tons of ore a week. Before the use of these Knox furnaces, and
while the modified Idria furnaces were the only ones in use at these
works, all the ore had to be dressed up to 5 per cent. Now ore
yielding not more than 1 to 1½ per cent., as it comes from the mine,
is treated, and Mr. Knox claims that he can treat profitably ore containing not more than ½ per cent. A furnace about to be constructed is to be adapted to treat fine ore exclusively, and it is expected, if this furnace works successfully, to give up making adobes
altogether and treat the fine ore here, and if the modified Idria furnaces are still retained, to treat in them only the large and mediumsized ores.
The Knox furnace (Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 5) is a shaft furnace with
a fireplace upon the side. The total height of the furnace is 39
feet. The bottom of the fireplace is 17 feet 6 inches from the
bottom of the furnace, so that the fire itself is about in the middle
of the shaft. The furnace is rectangular in shape. At the top it is
2 feet square; it continues for 2 feet at this size, and then widens out
on one side, until at the depth of 4 feet it attains the width of 7 feet.
While in the other direction it continues straight for a depth of 10
feet, and then increases gradually until it becomes 7 feet at the fireplace. At this point there are two chambers, Z and Z’, Fig. 5,
arranged in the masonry, on one side for the fireplace, and on
the other, the space for the introduction of the pipe U’, which
carries off the fumes. At this point, which is 17 feet 6 inches
from the top, there commence a. Series of six retreating arches,
which support the masonry of the furnace, four of which retreat
2 feet 6 inches on cither side. The two others which are above are
much smaller, and reach to within 3 feet of the top of the furnace.
At the fireplace the furnace is 7 feet square. The shaft continues to
the bottom on the fireplace side of the same size. On the other
side it contracts equally upon both sides, so that at the bottom,
X-Y, where the ore discharges, the width is only 2 feet. The fireplace follows the retreating arches with a width of 36 inches to the
top of the second arch, and then diminishes to 30 at the top of the
third, and continues so to within 3 feet 6 inches of the top of the furnace. Between each of these arches, on both sides of the furnace,
there are openings 6 inches wide, and the whole width of the arch.
The aspiration of the blower draws the flame from the fireplace Z
to the chamber Z’ on the opposite side. The heat of the fireplace
is always sufficient to keep it at a dull-red. This construction of
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liable to be worn by the ore, though not very rapidly, but are quite
rapidly affected by the fire and the gases. Exactly the same effect
might be brought about by the much simpler construction of having
the fireplace entirely outside of the furnace. As originally constructed the furnace was quite different. It was 24x42 inches at
the top, and continued for 2 feet at this size, and then gradually
widened by a curve upon one side until at a depth of 7 feet from
top it was 7 feet 6 inches wide-, it continued to the bottom of the
fireplace at this width, and then gradually diminished until it was 2
feet at the discharge. On the other side, at a depth of 2 feet from
the top, it widened to 3 feet, and continued at this width to the top
of the arch, then followed the retreating arches down to the bottom
of the fireplace, where it was 7 feet, and continued at this size to the
discharge. There were only three openings between the arches, and
it was found that this was insufficient, and the two small arches
above were introduced to increase the heat and attack the ore higher
up. The fireplace is so arranged that it receives air which enters
at the bottom of the furnace and passes round it through a series of
channels Y, so that before entering the fireplace, it is heated by the
walls of the furnace, and thus effects a small saving in fuel, so that
the furnace may be said to be in some respects a hot-air furnace.
The masonry of the furnace was formerly made 6 feet thick, and it
is now made 8 feet. It is braced by ten large wooden beams, which
are held together by iron bolts, and as the furnace is double, are
strengthened by three uprights of the same size, also clamped together by bolts which pass entirely through the masonry furnace.
By the enlargement of the furnace in the centre the ore as it comes
to the point where it is to receive the highest temperature is made
suddenly to spread out, so that each particle of it comes in contact
with the heat, and is in no danger of fusing. The flames are made
to traverse through the six openings between the arches, which are 6
inches in height, to the chamber on the opposite side of the furnace, into
which all the fumes are carried by the draft.
The cubic contents of the furnace is calculated in such a way as to
be capable of containing about 75 tons of ore, but as only 1 ton of
treated ore is drawn from the bottom of the furnace every hour its
capacity is 24 tons in twenty-four hours, so that every ton of ore
will remain in the furnace at least three days. When, however, the
proportion of very fine ore becomes large, or when the ore is wet,
the amount that can be treated in twenty-four hours will be reduced
to 12 to 16 tons per day. In the case of a large quantity of fine
ore it is proposed to remedy this to some extent by charging wood in
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small pieces with the ore. This serves to some extent the purpose
of keeping the ore open, so as to allow free passage to the heat
through the ore, and at the same time creates a source of heat within
the charge, so that it will be partially dried, and not pack as it comes
down in front of the fireplace. The chamber for the outlet of the
vapor is under laid with a very heavy cast-iron plate; in order to prevent any possible condensation or absorption of the vapor at that
point. The pipe U’ for the outlet of gas is made of cast iron, is
18 inches in diameter, 16 feet in height, as it enters the condensationchambers U. It projects 2 feet from the furnace before it turns
down; at the elbow there is a man-hole for cleaning the pipe. Just
above the outlet pipe a cast-iron door is arranged, so as to observe
what is passing in the interior of the furnace on the side. Two of the
furnaces were built in one structure on account of economy of constructing and running them. They are charged with ⅔ to ¾ medium,
and ½ to ¼ of fine ore. Adobes are never used in these furnaces.
The charge is introduced by means of an automatic iron wagon,
which contains 18 cubic feet of ore, which is equivalent to about a
ton when it is moderately heaped. If the ore is very light, however, the amount contained may be somewhat less than this. When
the capacity of the furnace is given in tons, that number of carloads
is intended to be expressed. The wagon runs upon rails, and is
shoved by the charger to the top of the furnace, where the rim of
the wagon first strikes a lever attached to a wire rope, which supports the cover of the furnace, which throws off the cover, then
a projection on the body of the wagon throws it to one side. The
workman then pulls out a pin in the wagon, which discharges the
ore into the furnace. As soon as the ore is discharged the weight of
the furnace top and lever drives the car back, when the cover drops
and closes the furnace. The weight of the charge holds the wagon
in place only long enough for the car to empty itself. The workman shoves the empty car back far enough to be out of the way,
covers the furnace top with ashes, and prepares a new charge.
There are fifteen men breaking and sorting the ore, but one man
does the whole charging for both furnaces. The fuel used here and
at the Manhattan works is the most ordinary oak brush, which is cut
by the company and brought one-quarter of a mile. It costs about $4
a load, which is supposed to be equal to about a cord of good wood.
The reason for the use of brushwood is, that during the summer an
unlimited supply of it can be had at a short distance from the furnace, both at the Manhattan works and at Knoxville. It is much
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more easily cut and carried than wood, and it is a cheap fuel in the
summer. As this supply fails in the winter, and teaming is more
difficult, wood is used at this season. A sheet-iron trough, 3 feet
long and 2 feet square, is hung before the fireplace door. This
trough is made to fit the fireplace door, which is counterbalanced and
rises vertically. The brush is cut to the length of the trough and is
packed into it with a pitchfork, the fire-place door is then raised, and
the brush shoved in with the fork. This brush is used green, immediately after cutting. It flames very readily and makes a quick
hot fire. It is charged about every half hour. It takes 2½ cords
of good wood to do the work of the furnace in twenty-four hours
or two loads of brush, which are considered as weighing one ton.
The wood is a mixture of white and live oak, and costs $5 a cord
delivered at the furnace. A ton of the brushwood costs $5, and is
sufficient to treat about 24 tons of ore.
The fireman draws the ore that has been treated and takes care of
the furnace. The charge is drawn from a long narrow door X in the
lower part of the furnace, 15 feet below the level of the fireplace and
on the side next to it. The door is raised by a tackle, and is counterpoised. The discharge is effected by means of a hoe and a rake,
attached to handles 12 to 14 feet in length made of inch pipe. The
discharging car is of iron, and is half the length of the door. It is
rolled to one side of the opening and stopped with the handle of
the rake, so as to be exactly opposite the end of the door. The ore,
which is black, though not cold, is drawn into it from one side of
the charging door until the wagon is half full, it is then rolled to
the other side and filled from there. By the time the car is full the
red-hot ore appears. The car holds one ton of fully treated ore.
One load is drawn every hour from each furnace. The furnace is
charged above as soon as the charge is drawn. It is done by the
same men who also attend to the fire.
Each furnace requires two men and an aid per shift, so that a
single furnace requires six men to treat 24 tons in 24 hours. A
double furnace requires only 8 men, who treat 5 tons in 24 hours.
To run four furnaces, standing as in Plate VIII, requires 10 men
to treat 100 tons in 24 hours. It therefore requires one day's
labor to treat 4 tons, 6 tons, or 10 tons in 24 hours, showing a
gain of twice and a half on all the labor by increasing the number
of furnaces to four. One engine and boiler will do all the work of
four furnaces, and three or four cords of wood is sufficient both to
burn the ore and to keep up steam to run the blowers.
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The draft in the furnace is produced by four Root's blowers, E,
F, G, H, placed at the extremity of the condensing-chambers.. The
bottoms of the condensers U are inclined at an angle of from 15°
to 20°. They are joined, as is shown in the drawings, at the top by
means of curved iron pipes U. There are sixteen to each furnace
as at present constructed. It is proposed, however, to have four
gets of eleven, two sets of ten, and six out of line, making twentytwo in all, or eighteen for each, when the four furnaces are finished.
These condensers are 8 feet long, 2 feet 6 inches wide, and 5 feet
high at one end and 6 feet at the other. They are set on wooden
frames on a cement floor. The first condenser of the series nearest
the furnace is set 30 inches, and the last one 37 inches above the
ground. Commencing with the next series, the first one farthest
from the furnace is 40 inches, and the last one of this series, nearest to the furnace, is 47 inches above the ground. They are made
out of three castings, for greater ease of transportation and repair.
The top piece is 30 inches in depth all round, is clamped to a
projection of the bottom part. The top is made in the shape of a
pan, and holds water to the depth of 2 inches. When there is
plenty of water it is made to discharge over the top, so as to run
down the sides of the condensers, but when water is scarce it simply
rests upon the top. At the Manhattan works, which were the
first that used the Knox furnace, the condensers are only half
the height of those used elsewhere. They have been in constant
use for five years, and are nearly worn out, though they may last
six months or a year longer. The ore here does not contain much
sulphur. These condensers will be replaced by others like those in
use here. A very small amount of weak and impure sulphuric acid
water commences to condense in the third condenser, but is very
abundant in the eighth, and condenses through all the rest. It
corrodes the iron-work more or less rapidly. As this action takes
place chiefly on the bottom of the condenser, it is cast separate and
made several inches thick. As it has been found that the action of
the acid water is much less rapid when it is in contact with a small
quantity of air, it is allowed to collect for about two inches in the
bottom of the last eight condensers, and at this height is discharged
from a wooden spout into the mercury trough, and runs to the settling vats M, which arc 6 by 10 feet in size and 4 feet deep. A very
small amount of mercury is carried off by these streams and collects
in this tank. The very small amount so collected shows that the condensation is very nearly perfect. Mercury commences to collect in
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the first to the eighth condenser, and is discharged at once into a
conduit by a small opening in the bottom of the manhole door. It is
collected in the iron pots K, which contain about an inch of
water, to prevent the mercury from spattering as it falls into the
pot. The iron pipe leading from the trough into the mercury pot
is shaped like a goose-neck, so that the acid water runs off above
and the mercury collects clear. It is bottled from these pots in the
bottling-pot J.
From the end of each set of condensers a wooden box, E, F, Q
H, 1500 feet long and 30 inches square, carries the fumes and
smoke away from the furnace. The boards of which it is made are
clamped against a wooden frame, on the inside by wooden clamps, on
the outside so that it can be taken apart at any time. If nails
were used they would very quickly corrode, and the flue, if not
clamped, would be likely to fall to pieces at any moment. 300 feet
from the furnace, on these long flues, there is a chimney, I, which
descends about 15 feet high and 4 feet square. This chimney is filled
with large stones, and water is made to flow over them from a pipe
connecting with the reservoir S. This reduces the volume of smoke,
which, in this way, is made quite cool at this point. 1000 feet from
this point the four conduits are united into one, and is continued to
the top of the hill, half a mile off. No mercury and no mercurial
soot is found in any part of this conduit, or in the flues leading to it.
The object of it is to carry away the smoke, which in the wintertime collects in and around the furnace and annoys the men. It
is quite common to see the sickly cattle of the neighborhood collect
near the end of this conduit and remain there for half a day at a
time, so that they have to be driven from it.
The engines, W, which do the work of the two blowers are fifteen
horse-power, and are to be used to saw all the wood. It takes 1 1/2
cords of wood for the engines in twenty-four hours. Nothing like
fifteen horse-power is required for these blowers, and only four will
be required when the six furnaces arc built.
All the condensers are cleaned once a week. This is done in the
intervals between the charging and discharging by taking off the
manhole door and cleaning down the sides with a hoe, but without
scraping them. It takes two to three minutes to take out the soot
from each condenser. The soot is caught in an iron soot-bucket,
which is 2 feet by 3 feet, and 18 inches deep, and is carried on a
truck.
The soot from the first eight condensers only is rich enough to
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treat; that collected from the others is too poor to work, and is put
back into the furnace. The draft into the condenser is so strong
that there is no danger that mercurial vapors will escape, if not more
than one condenser is open at a time; so that to prevent any posgible accident they are opened one by one. After one or two have
been cleaned the soot is worked up, and then the others are cleaned.
By doing the work in this way times can be selected when the furnace is neither charging or discharging. The quantity of soot which
is produced is very variable, and depends entirely upon how thoroughly the condensers are cooled, whether the fire is slow or quick,
upon the speed of the blower, and also to some extent upon the
changes of the weather, so that the quantity deposited in each condenser will vary at different times. The same is true of the acid
water; and it sometimes happens that when the blower is run at
the usual speed, and everything else in the furnace is in the normal
condition, but the water has given out, that no acid water will be
deposited in the first six or eight condensers, the heat, which is usually absorbed by the evaporation of the water, being so great that
they remain perfectly dry.
It takes from Monday to Friday to clean out and work up all the
soot, which is worked in the usual way with lime on an inclined
plane.
On Saturday the conduit and spouts, which get filled with mud,
are cleaned, and the flasks are filled with mercury collected
duringthe week. In a charge which gives 150 flasks per week, 40
flasks come from the soot.
The works are so arranged that two furnaces may be run with
one blower, or through one set of condensers; and this may become
necessary when one of the blowers, or one set of the condensers,
have to be repaired. It is more difficult to keep the heat up under
such circumstances, and a smaller charge has to be put into each
furnace. The diminution of capacity will amount to from four to
five car-loads of ore in twenty-four hours. The two furnaces, B and
C, will generally treat 50 tons of assorted ore in a day. They have
been run without repairs since January, 1874, and have produced
from 600 to 900 flasks a month, the variation depending upon the
richness of the ore.
It is the intention to make the trial of distilling all the soot in a
retort, P. The retort is built, but the trial had not at the time of
my visit been made.
At the Manhattan works the soot is worked up in a retort to
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which a Liebig condenser, like Q, 10 feet long, is attached. The
condensing pipe is large enough to hold a barrel of water at one time
The experiment is being made here of working the soot mechanieally. It is mixed with lime and is put into an iron rocker, which
has several motions, and in which a rake works backwards and forwards. A very large part of the mercury in the soot is collected in
this way by machine labor without necessarily having any one to
tend it. The rocker is run by the steam-engine of the works.
This machine is not yet perfected. Working as it did at the tirne of
rny visit, some of the mercury separated is afterwards flowered.
This is a serious imperfection, but it is expected will be shortly overcome.
The best men in the works at Knoxville are always selected
for the Knox furnace. They work twelve hours, and are paid §40
for 30 days and board. If the men have families and occupy the
company's cottages they are allowed §20, as a commutation for
board, but they pay $7 1/2 per month for rent.
California Works.
The California Quicksilver Works also use the Knox furnace.
They treat their own ores and produce 26 flasks of 76 1/2 pounds of
mercury a week. All the ore passes over a coarse screen, so as to
separate the large pieces from the fine and small, which are separated
by other screens in the same shute. The larger pieces arc broken
by hand. The fine ore which is rich enough is made into adobes.
One man mixes his dirt and makes 900 a day. The poor fine ore
is dressed by hand gigs, and six men treat 10 tons, and reduce it to
one-eighth of its former capacity. The enriched ore contains about
five per cent of mercury, but a considerable quantity of cinnabar is
lost in the tailings, and it is doubtful whether the dressed ore pays
for the labor expended upon it.
The men arc paid $40 and board, which equals $2 a day.
The attempt was made here to treat the soot in the arched chamber
Z opposite the fireplace, but the gases of the furnace contained so
much free oxygen at this point, that the result was the formation of a
large quantity of sulphate of mercury, and the attempt was abandoned. The works have been managed with so little care that the
condensing-chambers, which have been used only 18 months, are so
corroded that they will have to be taken out. Long stalactites of
acid sulphate of iron are hanging from them in every direction, and
the walls in some cases have been entirely eaten through, or are so
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thin that they could be easily pushed through with the finger. It
is the intention to replace the lust eight condensers by brick chambers,
8 by 10, and 4 1/2 feet high, with three partitions. When the iron
condensers are in good repair the soot is found in from the third to
the sixth, but now they are leaking it is found in from the first to
the third. The soot is drawn every week from the first six condensers ; beyond the sixth they are cleaned only once in three months.
The soot collected in the first six condensers is about six ordinary
sugar barrels per week. The quantity depends upon the sulphur in
the ore, its dampness, and other causes.
Good oak wood is $4 1/2 per cord. About two cords in twenty-four
hours are burned in the furnace. Brushwood is not as cheap as
other wood here, and is consequently not used. There are five men
in twenty-four hours about the furnace. At night the fireman and
engineer alone run it.
In discharging the furnace the engineer fills the wagon while the
furnaceman draws the charge down. In the daytime there is a
superintendent of the work, beside one man making adobes. The
miners are required to deliver the ore broken and sorted. There
are 100 men working in the mines. The miners are paid $45 a
month. The works have been run constantly for 18 months without repairs, and have not stopped more than three weeks during the
whole of this time for any cause.
The first Knox furnaces constructed cost between $35,000 and
$40,000 each. They were built when wages were high, and labor
was difficult to get. The furnaces since constructed have cost about
§25,000 each. There are 170,000 brick in the furnace beside the
stone, but nearly half the cost of construction is for iron-work.
Below is a statement of the cost, at the Redington mine, of treating the ore in the modified Idria furnace and the Knox furnace.
Cost per ton of reducing ore in the modified Idria furnaces, Nos.
1 and 2, at the Redington mine, Napa County, California, in 1874,
taking one week's run, both furnaces :
5 1/2 cords wood, at $5 ........................................ $24 50
30 days. Furnace foreman and his assistant, ..........
86 00
20 " Laborers charging furnace, ....................
38 60
12 " Laborers discharging furnace, ..................
23 15
8 " Laborers working soot,...............................
14 55
8 " Fireman, .................................................
14 55
9000 adobes, at $5 per thousand, ..........................
45 00
Total charge of 200 tons ore in these two furnaces cost $249 35
Average cost per ton for reduction,............................
1 25
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Cost per ton of reducing ore in the Knox furnace at the Redington
mine, furnaces Nos. 3 and 4, taking one week's run of both furnaces •
42' days' labor, engineer, fireman, soot men, etc.,.........
$81 06
17 1/2 cords wood, at $5,................................................
87 50
1 gallon oil for lamps,...............................................................
75
1 gallon lard oil for engine,...................................................
1 20
Total cost of one week's run, ........................................ $170 51
Average cost per day for reducing 50 tons, ....................
24 36
Average cost per ton,......................................................
50
The difference between $1.25, which is the cost of treatment in the
modified Idria furnace, and §0.50 the cost of treatment in the Knox
furnace, is sufficiently great not only to warrant the use of
much poorer ore in the latter furnace, but to call seriously into discussion whether it is not worth while to abandon the old style of
furnaces altogether,
Below is given an estimate of the principal items of expense of
building one Knox & Osborn quicksilver furnace, in October, 1874:
50 to 75 -\I red brick.
12 M fire-brick.
Stone for foundation, walls, etc.
1 cast-iron lintel, weight, ..................................................
3000 lbs
1 cast-iron draw-door frame, weight,.............................
600 "
1 set draw plates, cast iron, weight, .............................
3500 "
18 cast-iron condensers, complete, weight each,.................
6500 "
1 fire-door and frame, weight, ......................................
650 "
1 flue-chamber plate and door, weight,...............................
1000 "
6 braces, weight .............................................................
3000 "
1blower-box, weight, .....................................................
2500 "
1 pots, etc., weight, ........................................................
500 "
1 set grate-bars, weight ..................................................
1200 "
1 blower, .........................................................................
$300 "
Blower pipes,..................................................................................
50
1 retort and condenser, ...............................................
500
1000 feet wooden flues, cost per running foot,....................
1
1 engine, with pulleys and shafting, 8 x 12 cylinder.
2 boilers (12 x 3).
35 square timbers, 12 inches by 12 inches, and 21 feet long.
60 round iron rods, 1 1/4 inch diameter, 23 feet long, 10-inch washers
on both ends.
2 cars, railroad tracks, etc.
It takes six or eight masons, with their helpers, between three and
four months, to build one of these furnaces. The cost might be made less
by making more than one-half of the condensers of wood. They might
answer even nearer the furnace, if there was a certaintyof always having
a large supply of water, so that they could be kept constantly wet.
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Cost of labor would be about..............................................$5,000
Cost of building the furnaces 3 and 4, and condensers now in use,.... 60,000

Below is given Knox & Osborn's estimated cost of a quicksilver
furnace, with a capacity of 75 tons, or to work 24 tons every twentyfour hours:
Cast iron in furnaces, 17,000 lbs., at 6 cts. per lb.,.$1,020,00
Cast iron in condensers, 91,600 lbs., at 6 cts. per lb.,5,.........400,00

Work, planing and fitting, ....................................................$90 00
1 conical charging car, .......................................................... 160 00
1 discharging car,........................................................... ....125 00
1 Knox patent suction blower,........................................... 400 00
2 boxes borings to caulk condensers,............................ 10 00
3 iron Kettles, 120 gallons each........................................100,00
Forging bolt ends, and nuts and screwing,............... 70 00
945 00
Gross amount of foundry bill,...........................$7,401 00
20,000 feet lumber, at $20 per M,.......................... . 400 00
80,000 red brick, at $10 per M,................................... ...800,00
7000 ?brick, at $60 per M, .......................................... ... 420 00
4,000 lbs. wrought iron, at $5 per M,....................... ...200,00
1 set blocks and fall (watch tackle) 6 inches,.......... ....1,000
2 iron sheaves, l 1/2 x 6 inches, ................................ .......5 00
4 iron side pulleys, ...............................................................2 00
40 feet chain, 1/4 - inch wire,...................................... ........200
10 kegs nails and spikes, at $4.50 per keg,...................45 00
1,884 00
Labor, erecting furnace................................................$2,000 00
Boiler and engine, four horse-power,...........................80,000
$12,145 00
In this estimate nothing is included for grading site, drayage,
freight, hauling brick, sand, clay, rock, and timber, to the furnace;
nor for the sheds to cover the structures. As different sized
furnaces would require about the same amount, as an approximation,
we may say, that $3000 would cover an extreme case, and §1500
would suffice for a very favorable one. In a position where water
for a four horse-power can be had, a saving in the first cost is
effected, and a greater saving in the current expenses of running.
There arc two sizes of this furnace, a half size, or 12-ton furnace,
which easily treats 15 tons, and has, when crowded, worked 17 tons.
The full size, or 24-ton furnace, crowded in the same way, will
work 30 to 34 tons.
The cost of the half size furnace is about . . . .
$9,000
The cost of the throe-quarter size furnace is about .
. 14,000
Both these sizes have been built within the year 1874, and they
are giving perfect satisfaction.
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The following is the estimated cost of running or operating the
Knox & Osborn furnace, at the Manhattan works, per day of twentyfour hours, when run by steam power:
For an average ore for 24 hours, 1 1/4 cords of wood (oak), at 54.50 per
cord,*...............................................................................................S3 G3
2 men on each watch of twelve hours, or 4 men, $50 per month, and
board, $2.53 per day,..................................................................10 12
Oil for light and engine,................................................................. 50
Cost per day of reducing 24 tons of ore,...............................................$1,625
Cost per ton, ....................................................................................67 7/10
With regard to these systems of working it may be said that the
advantage of the retort system is its economy of installation. It
does not appear that there is any gain in yield, though this is claimed
for it, while the expenses for fuel and labor are necessarily a
maximum, as the amount which can be treated at any given time
must be considered as a minimum. The cost of repair is also a
maximum, since the iron of the retort is rapidly attacked by the
sulphur of the ore, which destroys them, so that a larger number of
them must always be kept on hand. The danger of accidents from
salivation is at a maximum, even when the precaution of using a
blower, as at the Missouri mine, is taken, and there seems to be no
good reason why such furnaces should not go out of. use altogether.
There is evidently a limit beyond which the speed of the blowers,
which are so characteristic of California practice, cannot be increased.
Not only is a large surface necessary to a perfect condensation, but
a certain amount of time is quite as indispensable to cool the
volatilized material, in order to have it condense. If, therefore, the
condensing surface be a maximum, but the velocity of the current too
great, it is evident that there will be a loss of mercury, which will
be exhausted out of the condensers by the rapidity of the current.
The proper speed of the blower will vary at different times, and
with the obstruction caused to the passage of the air, by the kind of
condensers used, and by the character of the ore charged in the
furnace. It is evident that in a given furnace, the ore may be charged
so fine, that it will pack in such a way, that no speed of the blower
will draw the furnace's gases through it, or so large that a few
revolutions per minute will be all that will be required. Between
these two extremes, there is a mean, which can only be determined by
the judgment of the person in charge of the furnace, and it is often
pre* Of this one cord would tire the furnace, one-quarter the boiler.
Ores rich in sculpture will not require over one-half cord of wood in
twenty-four hours.
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cisely this judgment and skill, which may or may not have been
acquired by long experience with a process, which makes an inferior
process give good results in one place, and the want of it which
makes a good process fail in another. Such examples occur through
out the-whole range of metallurgical industry, and not in the
metallurgy of mercury only.
The objections to masonry condensers are generally the
penetrating power of the mercury, which is so great that it not only
impregnates the vertical stone or brick walls of the chambers, but
infiltrates into the ground to such an extent that on taking up the
foundations of some old furnaces at New Almaden, about the year 1863,
mercury was found to have penetrated through the foundation, and
the clay beneath it to the bed rock a depth of 25 to 30 feet, and over
2000 flasks were recovered in a single year from the foundations of
two furnaces. This loss is now prevented by building the condensing
chambers upon double arches, into which plates of iron are built so
as to cut off the flow of mercury, and turn it inwards towards an
iron basin into which it may be seen to fall in intermittent streams
every few minutes. At the time of my visit to New Almaden
a large shaft had been dug beside one of the furnaces, and at the
depth of 30 feet, it was still profitable to wash the dirt in order to
collect the mercury from it. In 1874 sufficient mercury was
obtained from the brick ore-chamber, and three condensingchambers of a furnace, and from the dirt around the structure, to
more than pay for the new shaft furnace and condensers. For the
construction of condensers bricks, though porous, are much
preferable to and I think less porous than the sandstone used in the
old Idria furnaces at the Redington Works. Whenever repairs in the
condensers at Knoxville have been made with brick, they have stood
while the sandstone next to the bricks has been worn away. It is
evident that what is required is some substance that will be
impervious to mercury. Bricks, however, are not so. Every brick or
piece of sandstone taken out of a condenser must be considered and
treated as a very rich ore of mercury, for whenever broken
myriads of globules of metallic mercury are seen scattered through
it.
Iron
is
better than brick, in that it does not absorb mercury, but it is rapidly
corroded by the sulphuric acid which condenses. Wood is much
cheaper, but cannot be used near the furnace on account of the heat.
At a certain distance from it, it is more or less rapidly acted on by
the condensing sulphuric acid. It seems perfectly practicable to
make such a combination of wood and glass that will stand at a
YOL. III.—.20
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certain distance from the fireplace, and by placing the condensers
made of brick near the furnace, and cutting them up into smaller
structures so that they shall not retain the heat, or substituting iron
condensers with water cooling arrangements, for them to arrange a
good condensing apparatus. By using, for instance, the Knox condensers together with the wood and glass arrangement recently
patented at Almaden, it would seem that a much better condenser
would be made than any now in use.* In any case a few large
compartments are not so effective as the same volume distributed
among a large number of small ones. What is required to effect a
perfect condensation is surface more than volume, and more especially
sudden and frequent changes of the direction of the current of
volatilized material. With a furnace having only a natural draft
this was impracticable, but with a furnace working by an exhaust
fan, where obstacles can be introduced within certain limits, it is only
necessary to increase the speed of the fan to get the necessary draft.
There is, however, evidently a limit of obstruction which cannot be
overstepped.
There seems to be a very decided advantage in using an artificial
fuel when it can be had; European experience has pronounced
decidedly in favor of it. At New Almaden a series of experiments
were made during the years 1873-4 with coke and charcoal, and a
mixture of both, but at the time of my visit no definite conclusion
had been arrived at. It would seem even advantageous under certain
circumstances to mix a certain amount of fuel with the ore,
especially when large amounts of fine ore not made into adobes must
be charged. It is evident that the fuel which contains the least
amount of moisture, if it is not friable, will prevent the formation
of a certain quantity of soot, and as artificial fuels generally contain
less moisture than natural ones, there would probably be less acid condensed if they were used. There are places, however, where the
cost of making the artificial fuel would more than counterbalance
the advantage gained.
Every system in use, and some which are not, have their supporters. When the date of the discovery of these deposits in California is taken into consideration, it must be confessed that more
* While this paper is going through the press, Mr. C. E. Livermore,
of the Redington mine, writes that they have commenced to use six or
eight wooden condensers to each furnace. They are made of seasoned
red wood 1 1/4 inches thick, and of the same size and shape as the iron
ones. They are found to last at least equally as well, and are far
cheaper.
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rapid strides have been made in the metallargy of quicksilver there
than in Europe. There is, however, much to be done. So little is
known of what is done, and the prices of the metal have been
subjected to such great fluctuations, that except in the case of the
wealthy companies, there has been but little encouragement to
experiment. The price of quicksilver in San Francisco in August,
1874, was $1.75 per pound. It is now 75 cents, and has been in
former years as low as 35 cents. Such prices as these, if they
should rule again, would compel almost all the small works to stop.
The general feeling is that every advantage must be taken of the
present. Under such circumstances the small works must wait to
benefit by the experiments and experience of the larger ones, if they
are not entirely ruined by the fluctuations in value before they have
the opportunity.
In conclusion, I beg to express my thanks to Messrs. C. E. Livermore and J. W. Hall, of the Redington mine, and to Mr. R. F. Knox,
of the firm of Knox & Osborn, in San Francisco, who have furnished
me photographs, drawings, and a large amount of information before
and since my return from California, and to the managers of the
works generally who were always ready to facilitate the object of my
visit.

PROGRESS OF THE SILVER-LEAD METALLURGY OF THE
WEST, DURING 1874.
BY A. EILERS, M.E., NEW YORK CITY.
THE year 1874 marks a decided advance in the metallurgy of the
West, in two directions. On the one hand, the technical
management has been very materially improved, and on the other, the
production has been largely increased over that of the previous year.
The technical improvements of greatest importance are the
introduction of condensation-chambers, or flues, at several works, and
the further treatment of the lead matte produced in the ore smelting.
These two are of general importance, and although by no means
introduced at the majority of works, their adoption at the few where
their great importance has begun to be understood will no doubt
bring about their universal introduction. To these may be added a
third step forward, which for some localities is vital enough, though
for others it must still remain doubtful whether it is to be regarded
as an improvement or not. This is the introduction, at several
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works in Utah and elsewhere, of water-jackets, in addition to the
water-tuyeres used heretofore.
Finally, the year 1874 has witnessed the successful introduction
in one Territory, of the Ziervogel process, by means of which argentiferous and auriferous copper mattes, heretofore sent to England and
Germany for further treatment, are now deprived of their silver in
the most satisfactory manner in loco.
Of contrivances for the purpose of collecting the dust and condensing the fumes, two deserve special attention. These are long
flues built by the Richmond and Eureka Companies at Eureka
Nevada, and the peculiar chamber constructed by Mr. Ayres, of the
Waterman Smelting Works, at Stockton, Utah.
The flue at the Richmond works is 800 feet long and ends in a
wooden stack, 40 feet high, which stands on the side of the
mountain behind the works, and the top of which is about 200 feet
higher than the charge doors of the furnaces. It receives the fumes
from three large furnaces, which smelt 150 tons of ore (mostly fine)
per day. The 250-feet flues along the back of the furnaces and
thence to the hillside are constructed of strong sheet iron, plates of
which are riveted together in the shape of a pentagonal prism, the
two upper corners being slightly rounded off. By means of iron
rods this part of the flue is suspended horizontally from wooden
trestles, with the sharp angle downwards. About 4 feet below the
lower extremity of the flue, a car truck runs along the entire length.
At intervals of a few feet, small sliding doors are inserted along
one side and at its lower edge, so that by opening the same the dust
can be drawn into the car below. The size of the flue in this part is
amply sufficient to receive all the fumes. The accompanying sketch,
Fig. 24, shows the size as well as mode of construction.
Further on, where the canal enters under ground, it is still larger,
being 9 feet wide on top and 8 feet deep; but from this point on all
the way up the hill to the wooden chimney, it is simply a culvert in
the ground, without lining of any kind, and closed on top by a
sheet-iron cover.
In 1873, the total loss at the Richmond works was 20 per cent.
of the assay value of the ore; in 1874, after the flue had been put
up, the loss was reduced to 12 per cent., of which a large proportion
is accounted for in the speiss. Only the first 250 feet arc cleaned
frequently; the portion under ground requires this only at long
intervals. Yet in the sheet-iron portion alone there are saved from 9
to 10 tons of dust per day, when the three furnaces are running.
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The deposit here obtained assays invariably higher in the precious
metals than the ore smelted, and, if we assume its value as only $55
per ton, it is easily seen what an immense saving is brought about
by this simple contrivance.
The Eureka flue is also 800 feet long and constructed of galvanized
sheet iron throughout.
FIG. 24.

The condensation-chamber at the Waterman Works, near Stockton,
Utah, is substantially represented by the accompanying cuts (Figs.
25 and 26). At the time of my visit to the works the furnace was
in blast, and it was, therefore, impracticable to obtain dimensions
inside of the chamber. Some of these were, however, furnished to
me afterwards by Mr. George P. Lockwood, who superintended the
smelting works at the time. The accompanying cuts show
approximately the construction of the chamber, which is partly
novel, at least as far as the use of the cylinder with Archimedean
screw is concerned. In the sketch the letters represent:
F, shaft-furnace; A, flue from furnace to chamber; B, smaller
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compartment of chamber; C, larger compartment of chamber; D,
chimney; E, Archimedean screw in sheet-iron cylinder, covered with
tar; b, axis of cylinder, revolved by pulley, p, on the outside of
Fio. 25.

chamber and gearing inside; H, discharge-valve in bottom of chamber; d, slide-valve in partition wall between the two compartments,
opened when the chamber and cylinder are cleaned; a a, revolving
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water-jets, to keep the sides of the chamber wet; c, level of water
in bottom of chamber and cylinder.
In starting the furnace, F, the chamber is cold, and there is an
insufficient draft through the chimney, D, as well as danger of
explosions from the flaming furnace. Therefore, the top of the
furnace is at first kept partly open. In from eight to twelve hours
the chamber is sufficiently warmed, and the flaming of the furnace
has
FIG.. 26.

ceased so much that the top of the furnace can be closed and the
gases directed through the chamber. Passing around A and B, there
is no escape, except through the revolving cylinder E, in which, as
two-thirds of its size are immersed in water, the fumes are thoroughly
cooled, and the dust precipitated either in the water or on the walls
of C.
The walls of the two compartments of the chamber are cooled
and kept wet by the jets a a, which throw water against them in a
continuous shower. The uncondensed gases then pass off into the
chimney I).
The cylinder in this chamber revolves 65 times per minute, when
in action. The velocity imparted to it must of course be commensurate with the quantity of gases evolved from the furnace.
The bottom of the chamber slopes from all sides to the dischargevalve, H, through which the accumulated dust is drawn off every
twenty-four hours into settling tanks outside of the furnace building.
From these the clear water is drawn off every twelve hours. The
bottom of the condensing-chamber is again filled, by means of a
hose, after every cleaning.
To keep the water at the level c, an escape is provided, to run off
the water brought in continually by the jets a a. The roof of the
chamber is constructed of slightly arched 3/8-inch boiler-iron plates,
which arc laid on loosely.
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There are several improvements which suggest themselves for
this chamber, as, for instance, some way of preventing the settling
of dust in A, which can be effected by bringing the top of the arch
under A to an angle of about 45°, or by inclining the whole canal
steeply upwards or downwards. The size of the chambers is also
smaller than it ought to be. In fact, I do not doubt that with two
chambers, at least 16 x 16 feet and 25 feet high, to be cooled by
sprinklers from above, the no doubt troublesome cylinder and screw
might be dispensed with altogether,
As the chamber is now, however, it does very good work, saving
on the whole about 11 per cent, of the ore smelted as dust. There
are no smelting works in Utah of which as favorable a record in
this respect can be given.
In the further treatment of the first or lead-matte, a beginning
has been made by several works in Utah, where an increased quantity of
sulphurets has been encountered as the mines advanced in
depth. Lead matte has been made for years in the West, and the
total loss incurred by disregarding it has been large enough, as I
have shown in a former paper; but the amounts of silver and lead
thus squandered at individual works were not sufficiently important
in the eyes of the inexperienced to induce, them to treat a product
of which they knew nothing, and which for years was designated as "iron."
Since, however, more abundant sulphurets have begun to occur in the
ore a very largely increased production of matte has taken place, which
in some cases has been equal by weight to the product of lead.
Mr. Wartenweiler, of the Winnamuck, first began in Utah to roast
his matte and to use it in the ordinary way in subsequent ore smeltings as a
very welcome flux. Others, and notably the Sheridan Hill works, have
since followed his example. All have found that besides the advantage of
extracting the larger part of the lead and silver from the matte there arc
other very material gains in doing so. Mr. Wartenweiler says that by
using the matte he did not only lessen the quantity of costly iron-ore flux
from 20 per cent, to 3.5 per cent, of the charge, but that also the
quantity of fuel used per ton of smelting mixture was very largely
reduced. His data permit the calculation of the exact saving in the
consumption of fuel, which is 28 per cent, of the quantity formerly used.
In other words, while 409 lbs. of coke per ton, or 20.4 per cent, of the
charge, were used before roasted matte formed a part of the mixture, only
293 lbs. per ton, or 14.6 per cent, of the charge, were necessary after the
change
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was made. The total additional cost in rehandling and roasting
the matte (portions of it three and four times) is certainly not more
than $4 per ton. Eventually, of course, a small fraction of the
original bulk remains as argentiferous and often auriferous copper
matte, which is not further treated, but sold in that shape.
The introduction of water-jackets instead of fireproof material
used in the smelting zone of the shaft furnace is another step forward, which, at least for Utah and Cerro Gordo, where fire-brick or
other refractory material is excessively high, cannot be regarded as
of doubtful merit. These jackets are simply hollow iron castings,
occupying about 3 feet 6 inches in height on the outside of the
hottest part of the furnaces. The water-space is from 21/2 to 4
inches. The tuyeres were first cast in one piece with the jacketsections where the furnaces were round, or the side and back-castings
where they were rectangular. But it was soon found far better to
leave openings and insert wrought-iron tuyeres. For when a cast
tuyere cracked, which was frequently the case, the whole section or
side of the jacket, as the case might be, had to be removed, which
is no easy matter with a furnace in blast. Otherwise the appliance
proved very satisfactory, the increase in the consumption of fuel
being insignificant; and there is no doubt that it will be largely
used in the future. Where the water used holds appreciable quantities of mineral in solution, a form of the jacket preferable to the
present one will undoubtedly be simple cast plates, provided with a
water trough at the lower extremity to carry off the water which is
continually forced in many small streams against the top.
The introduction of the Zicrvogel process for the extraction of
silver from copper mattes at the works of the Boston and Colorado
Company, at Black Hawk, Colorado, has been a perfect success, both
technically and financially.
The increase in the production of argentiferous and auriferous
lead in the far West over that of the previous year has been large.
This was not so much due to the erection of additional works as to
better management in keeping a number of those in existence regularly at work. The following is a comparative statement of the
production during the years 1873 and 1874:
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AMERICAN METHOD OF TREATING BY DISTILLATION
THE ZINC-SILVER-LEAD ALLOY, OBTAINED IN
THE DESILVERIZATION OF LEAD.
BY A. EILERS, M.E., NEW YORK CITY.

ALTHOUGH the process to which I refer in this paper has been in
successful operation for nearly five years, during which time it has
been introduced, superseding all other processes having in view the
same end, in almost every lead refinery in the country, no description of it, giving economical data, has ever appeared in print, nor
has the process been known in its details to any considerable number
of engineers beside those conducting it at their works.
A discussion of this subject at the present time becomes especially
interesting in view of a late publication in the Prussian ministerial
organ for Mining and Metallurgy, by Dr. Wedding, in which the
method of treating the zinc-silver-lead alloy by distillation, as finally
settled upon at Tarnowitz, is very minutely and fully described. It
is the more interesting, because in that article reference is made to
the American method in an unfavorable light, while, at the same
time, it is clear from the article itself, that the most important details
of the process, besides the one that it is conducted in blaek-lead
retorts, were not at all understood. In publishing herewith the
details of our American method, one of my objects is to invite comparisons between our simple and direct process and the elaborate one
at Tarnowitz.
In extracting the silver from work-lead by means of zinc, it is
always the intention, in this country, to obtain a zinc-crust so rich
in silver that the rich lead resulting from subsequent distillation
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contains from 8 to 10 per cent, of silver, or even more. Where the
ordinary work-lead of the Western smelting works, containing from
100 to 300 ounces of silver per ton, is treated, from 1.4 to 3 per
cent, of zinc is used, and it is only necessary to use the 2d and 3d
additions of zinc again in a subsequent operation, as addition No. 1,
in order to bring them up to the required standard, the No. 1 of
the first operation being already rich enough for the purpose contemplated. When poorer work-lead is treated (which, by the way,
does not often occur), the same object is reached by the repeated use
of the No. 1 zinc addition, as above mentioned, in regard to additions 2 and 3 of the ordinary process. One object in making the
zinc-crust so rich in silver is to render it less liable to oxidation in
the following liquation ; another, to shorten and, therefore, cheapen
the distillation itself.
The rich zinc-crust is liquated, at some works in reverberatories,
at others in kettles standing for that purpose near the large desilverization kettles. It is, however, always the aim, not to produce any
oxides, and for that reason the temperature is kept exceedingly low,
and access of air is limited as much as possible. In this fact lies
the fundamental difference between our American distillation and
that at Tarnowitz. In carrying liquation not near so far, and therefore not producing any oxides, we get rid at onee of an immense
amount of work, which the oxides formed at Tarnowitz occasion ;
and our immediate product of silver reaches, in consequence, a far
higher percentage.
The liquated zinc-crust was subjected to distillation, before 1870,
by Mr. Balbaeh of Newark, but the process was at that time very
expensive, in consequence of the frequent breaking of retorts, which
cost from §14 to §16 apiece. The retorts then used were made of
the same material and of the same shape as those used to-day. They
are made of New Jersey clay and chamotte, and contain about 25
per cent, of plumbago. But at that time the neck of the retort had
to be freed from the surrounding brick, and lowered every time at
the end of a distillation, and this handling of the retort, while whitehot, caused frequent breakage. This most serious objection to the
process was, however, removed in 1870, by the invention of Mr. A.
Faber du Fanr's tilting retort furnace, which has since been introduced in the majority of works in this country. The accompanying
drawings, Figs. 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31, represent this furnace, and
require no further explanation.
The process of distillation now is as follows: The retort furnace
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is heated gradually by means of coke,* until the retort has become
dark-red. Then it is charged by means of a small copper shovel
with liquated zinc-crust, which has previously been subjected to
Fro. 27.

what is incorrectly called granulation, i. e., after having been taken
from the liquation furnace, it is spread, still soft, on a clean iron
FIG .

28.

plate in front of it, and here cut up, by means of a shovel, into pieces
of about 1 to 11/2 cubic inches. According to the richness of the
* At one works in the West, crude petroleum is said to have been
used instead of coke. This is probubly so far advantageous, as thereby
the formation of slag accretions on the outside of the retort is
prevented.
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alloy, and the size of the retort, a charge filling the retort to the
neck consists of from 250 to 400 pounds of alloy, with which from
3 to 5 pounds of small charcoal of bean to nut size have been mixed.
FIG. 29.

Next, the condenser is put on; this may either be made for the
purpose, being in that case simply a truncated cone of fire-clay, about
2 feet long and of an inside diameter at the base a little larger than
FIG. 30.

FIG. 31.

the outside diameter of the retort; or it may be an old retort, which
it is unsafe to expose to the white heat required for distillation, and
which is thus made to do duty for a while longer. The temperature is then at once raised to white heat, and kept so until the distillation is complete. The operation lasts from 8 to 10 hours, according to the percentage of zinc in the alloy. During all this time it
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is only necessary to keep the retort uniformly at a white heat. If
this is neglected, a crust of chilled alloy is apt to form on top of the
metal-bath, which, upon a renewed raising of the temperature
would cause an explosion in consequence of zinc-fumes suddenly developed under the crust. An occasional introduction of a small iron
rod into the retort through the condenser serves to show the workman whether he has kept the temperature high enough. Experienced men never make a mistake in this respect. The metallic zinc
collecting in the condenser, and retained there by a rim of blue
powder and oxide of zinc, forming around the mouth, is from time
to time tapped, and the blue powder and oxide are quickly scraped
into iron vessels, from which the air can be excluded, the object
being to prevent the oxidation of the blue powder. When sufficient
metallic zinc has thus been collected, it is remelted in a kettle under
a coal covering; the oxide and impurities are taken off, and the
metal is cast into plates, which are again used for desilvcrization.
From 40 to 50 per cent., and sometimes more, of the zinc originally
added to the work-lead, is thus regained in the form of plates
which contain only a trace of silver. The blue powder and oxide
containing no more silver than the metal, and comprising about 10
to 20 per cent, of the original zinc, are sold to zinc works. Thus,
about 50 to 70 per cent, of the original zinc is obtained again, the
remainder having been partly retained by the desilverized lead, the
contents of which in all cases amount to the somewhat constant
figures of 0.7 to 0,8 per cent, of zinc to the whole mass of lead, and
partly lost as oxide escaping from the month of the condenser.
When, in spite of a continued white heat, the zinc vapors are developed only very sparingly, the process is carried as far as policy
permits, the rich lead containing then still a trace of zinc. At the
same time it is desired that the zinc contents of the rich lead should
not be more than a trace, in order that serious losses from this cause
may be avoided in the subsequent cupellation. The condenser is
then taken off, so that the zinc fumes, still in the retort, may more
readily escape, and the furnace is left to itself for a few minutes.
Meanwhile a small two-wheeled wagon, carrying a cast-iron pot,
lined with moulder's sand of the iron-casting houses, is brought in
front of the retort, and by tilting the whole furnace, the rich lead is
transferred in a stream to the kettle. After having here cooled
awhile, the metal is poured into lead moulds, previously washed inside with lime milk, and well warmed. These moulds are only
half filled, in order to produce thin bars, which are handier afterwards for gradual addition on the English cupelling hearth. The
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residue remaining in the retort after the discharge of the rich lead,
and consisting of a little charcoal and slag, is scraped out with
an iron hook, while the retort is yet tilted. The larger pieces of
coal go back into the retort in the next distillation. The small
stuff and slag is kept separate, and is afterwards added in the
smelting, in which the rich litharge is reduced, or sometimes it
is immersed in poor lead. The entire quantity produced during
any one distillation should, after sifting out the large coal, not
weigh over a pound or two. If no dust or dirt has been allowed
to get into the alloy before distillation, and if the temperature
has been kept high enough during that process, including the
discharge of the retort, the remaining scraps will always be found insignificant.
A handful of fine charcoal-dust is now thrown into the discharged
retort, the object being to prevent the oxidation of small lead
globules, because litharge once formed would soon destroy the
retort. Next, the furnace is turned back to its original position, the
grate is cleaned, accretions of melted ashes, which may have formed
on the sides, are broken off, there is new coke added, and the retort
is at once filled with a new charge. A retort lasts now from 15 to
30, or an average about 20 distillations, the retorts becoming
unserviceable principally on account of accretions on the outside,
which are melted coke ashes. To obviate this, firing with crude
petroleum, and flame-fire from gas-generators have been proposed.
Both ways are, no doubt, practicable, and the latter especially will
result in a large saving in fuel. The following arc the results of two
campaigns of the Pennsylvania Lead Company at Pittsburgh, for
which I am indebted to Mr. E. F. Eurich, the metallurgist and
superintendent of the works. In one of these, unrefined work-lead,
as it comes from the shaft furnace of the company, was treated; in the
other, work-lead refined before melting it down in the desilverization
kettle.

I. DESILVERIZATION OF WORK-LEAD DIRECT FROM THE
SHAFT-FURNACE.
To the kettle; impure work-lend, .
.
Taken off: "Schlicker" (cuprous oxide),

87,294 Ibs.
3,497 "
Silver oz,
Remains: pure work-lend,...................................83,797 Ibs. with 6,305.6
To this was added : zinc,
.
.
.
.
1,760 " =2.1 per cent.
The zinc-crust after liquation was, ,
.
. 9,525 "
" Abstricli " from dezineation of poor load, . 7,810 "
Oxids and metallic lead from market-kettle,
1,000 "
"Lend from liquation of zinc-crust, .
.
.
808 "
Market Lead

.
.
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DISTILLATION OF LIQUATED ZINC-CRUST.

The liquated zinc-crust was subjected to distillation in twentyseven charges. Average charge 353 pounds of alloy with 3 to 4
pounds of small charcoal. In twenty-four hours two distillations
were effected in each retort.
Charged : Liquated zinc-crusts, ...................................9,525 pounds.
Charcoal,........................................................ 108
"
Result: Rich lead, ......................................................... 7,609 “
Metallic scraps,................................................. 390 "
Charcoal, with little metal............................... not weighed.
Metallic zinc,.................................................... 770 pounds.
Blue powder and oxide, ................................... not weighed.
Coke used: 410.4 bushels @ 40 Ibs. = 1.7 Ib. per Ib. of zinc-crust.

The metallic scraps were immersed in poor lead on the cupelling
test, and then cupelling was continued in the usual way, by adding
rich lead bars from time to time. By the immersion of the scraps
in poor lead, 230 ounces of silver were extracted from them.
RESULTS.

1. Control of Silver.
In refined work-lead, .
.
.
.
.
.
... 6305.6 oz.
Obtained and proved:
Silver tapped from test 6098.75 oz. @ .989 fine, . 6031.66 oz.
Small pieces of silver from test 150 oz. @ .970 fine, 146.50 oz.
Directly obtained, silver,.............................................6178.16 oz.
Silver in market-lead, 0.33 oz. per ton in 67,104 Ibs. 11.18 oz.
6189.34 oz.
This leaves in litharge, hearth, retort-scraps, oxides,
and scum from immersion, and liquation lead, .
116.26 "
6305.6 oz.
And the direct product of silver is 98.1 per cent.

2. Control of Lead.
Unrefined work-lead.................................................. ....87,294 Ibs.
Obtained and accounted for:
"Schlickcr " 3497 Ibs. at 80 per cent., .............................. 2,797 Ibs.
Lend in zinc-crust,..................................................... .... 7,765 "
Soft market-lead,........................................................ .... 67,104 "
Oxide and scum from market-kettle 1000 Ibs. at 95 per
cent.,........................................................................... ...... 950 "
Liquation lead, ........................................................... ...... 808 "
Oxides from dezincation 7810 Ibs. at 80 per cent.,..........6,248 "
85,672 "
Loss, about 1.9 per cent., ......................................

II.

1,622 "

DESILVERIZATION OF REFINED WORK - LEAD .
To the kettle: Lead,.................................62,895 Ibs., with silver, 6105.9 oz.
Added: Zinc, ............................................1,360 "
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Produced ; Liquated zinc-crust ............................................. 6,362 Ibs.
"Abstrich " from dezincation of poor lead, . . .................. 3,500 "
Oxides and metallic lead from market-kettle,.......................... 700 "
Market-lend, 53,420 "

DISTILLATION OF LIQUATED ZINC-CRUST.

The liquated zinc-crust was subjected to distillation in 20 charges.
Charges and time required were the same as in the first campaign.
Charged: Liquidated zinc-crust, .
.
.
.
.
6362 Ibs.
Charcoal, ............................................................... 80 "
Result : Rich lead, ........................................................... .. 5221 "
Metallic scraps, charcoal, zinc, and oxides, ......not weighed.
Coke used: 276 bushels at 40 lbs. = 1.73 Ib. per Ib. of crust.

The residue in the retort after the discharge of the rich lead, i. e.,
metallic scraps and charcoal impregnated with metal, was not divided
into two classes, as in the former case, but was all kept together, to
be added in the reduction of the rich litharge at some future time.
There was, therefore, no immersion in poor lead in this case, and
consequently, a smaller direct product of silver than in the previous
campaign.
RESULTS.

1. Control of Silver.
In refined work-lead, .................................................. ......................6165.9 oz.
Obtained and proved:
Silver tapped from test 5714.5 ozs. at .989 fine,..............5645.9 oz.
Small silver pieces from test 115 ozs. at .970 fine,.......... .111.5 "
Directly obtained,.....................................................................5757.4 "
In litharge, 5200 Ibs. at 30 oz. per ton ...................... ........ 78.0 "
In market-lead, 53,420 Ibs. at 0,33 oz. per ton,.................. 8.9 "

This leaves in hearth and retort-scraps, .

.

.

And the direct product of silver is 93.3 per cent.

.

5844.3 "
321.6 "
6165.9 "

2. Control of Lead.
Refined work-lead .........................................................
62,895 Ibs.
Obtained and accounted for :
Market-lead,..............................................................................53,420 Ibs.
"Abstrich " from dezincation, 3500 Ibs. at 80 per cent., 2,800 ''
Oxide and metallic scum from market-kettle, 700 Ibs. at
95 per cent., .................................................................................665 "
Lead in zinc-crust,...........................................................................5,002 "
61,887 "
Loss, 1.7 per cent.,................................................
1,008 "
62,895 "
VOL III.-21
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In both campaigns above cited, the loss of lead, which will
place upon reduction and further treatment of oxides and other
intermediate products, is not taken into account, as it could not be
directly ascertained. From former experience, however, the total
loss of lead in refining, i.e., adding to what is given here the loss
in the further treatment of all middle-products, is from 3 to 4 per
cent, of the original weight of the unrefined work-lead.
It is to be regretted that the direct proof could not be furnished
that the silver, not directly produced, is really all in the various in
termediate products given above. But as long as the works are not
so situated that these by-products can be worked by themselves, this
cannot be done, and we must be satisfied to find at the end of each
year, when the balance is struck, that the supposition has been
correct.
Although not strictly within the scope of this article, I will add
here for the satisfaction of those who think that no market-lead
pure enough for the manufacture of white-lead, is made in this
country, that the Pittsburgh works, as well as two others, do regularly produce an article of unsurpassed purity.
Since new and large desilverization kettles nave been introduced
and so set as to prevent an inconvenient cooling of the upper part
during skimming, the silver contents of the refined lead have been
brought down to the low figures of from 4 to 8 grammes in a ton.
These limits can now be maintained regularly. The following is a
late analysis by Dr. O. Wuth, of market-lead produced from Utah
and Colorado ores, and subjected to desilverization by zinc without
a preparatory refining. The sample was taken from one out of ten
charges, all which were made up of lead obtained from the same
ores. This lead is used by the Pittsburgh White-lead Works, which
I believe are substantially under the same control as the smelting
works:
Silver, ......................................................... 0.00042
Antimony ................................................... 0.00051
Copper, ....................................................... 0.00007
Zinc,............................................................ 0.00038
Iron, ............................................................ trace.
Sulphur, ....................................................... 0.00018
Lead, ................................................... ........ 99.99844
100.00000
By comparison with the analyses of the great majority of the
foreign brands, used for the same purpose, it will be observed, that
the
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Pittsburgh lead is superior, and ranks with the best made in any
part of the world.
The only unsatisfactory feature of the American method of distiljation is the large consumption of fuel, which is connected with it in
the present apparatus. This has led to the construction of other
furnaces, which are heated either by flame-fire or gas, and though at
present the general results obtained are still doubtful, the saving of
uel intended is absolutely proved.
Of these furnaces I will here mention the two following:
1. The furnace constructed lately by Mr. Faber du Faur, which
is represented in Figs. 32, 33, and 34.
FIG. 32.

a, fire-place; b, retort, holding 2000 pounds; c, condenser on
small wagon; d, flue; e, supports for retort;/, fire-doors; g, firebridge ; h, gas-escape, at one side, and near bottom of condenser,
with movable cover for cleaning condenser, etc.; i, iron beams, resting on shaft k, on which the whole furnace is tilted by means of a
chain at I, running over a sheave above, or by means of a screw and
screw wheel-sector, attached to furnace.
The furnace is heavily armed with cast-iron plates and cross-pieces.
The same apparatus can, by slight alterations, be adapted to gas
fire. In this case the grate is lowered about a foot, and provided
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with under and over-blast, from hot-blast pipes arranged in the flue d.
The top-wind, to ignite the gases, would have to enter in jets.
arranged across the inner edge of the fire-bridge.
The better way, however, proposed by Mr. Faber du Faur, is to

have a separate and stationary gas apparatus, so arranged that when
the retort furnace is tilted, the fire-bridge will be lifted oft' from the
combustion apparatus.
2. The furnace constructed by Mr. W. M. Brodie, first at the
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Montgomery Works, near Bloomfield, N. J., and lately at the works bf
the Messrs. Tatham Bros., near Philadelphia. It is represented in Figs.
35, 36, and 37.
a, retorts (centre line); a', condensers; b, protectors; c, grate; d, ashpit; e, flue;/, blast-pipes; g, fire-brick tiles; h, tapping.bench; i,
filling bench ; k, spout.
This furnace contains six graphite retorts of the common pattern
used in this country heretofore for the purpose of treating zinc-crust.
They are arranged in two rows, the upper ones lying over the spaces

between the lower ones in the position shown in the drawing. Firebrick arches keep the flame from striking directly against the retorts.
These are tapped, when ready for discharge, by means of 1/4-inch
holes bored in the lower edge of the bottom, the rich lead being
conducted into moulds through black-lead gutters. The fire-grate
is provided with under-blast, which is heated in pipes lying in the
main flue. The six retorts hold 2600 to 3000 pounds of zinc-crust,
according to the degree of liquation that it has been subjected to.
The time required for one operation in this furnace is from twelve
to twenty hours, according to the material operated upon. Clean
scum, resulting from refined work-lead, requires about twelve hours;
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impure crust, resulting from badly refined, especially from cupri.
ferous work-lead, requires naturally a much longer time. The
former leaves, after tapping, scarcely any residue but charcoal in the

retorts; the latter leaves a considerable quantity of dross. It is,
therefore, policy to refine the lead as completely as possible before
adding the zinc, even if there is so little dross in the work-lead, as
received from the shaft-furnances, that it would apparently not pay

to subject it to a refining before the addition of zinc. The quantity
of fuel used in this furnace is 2240 pounds of soft coal per ton of
zinc-crust. One man attends with ease to the six retorts. The product of silver and zinc is not different from that obtained in the
Faber du Faur furnace; but the time required to finish an operation
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is far longer in this case. But, perhaps, this may be remedied by a
larger grate-surface, and by having the retorts made in the future
with a prolongation in the bottom, the object being to render possible
such a position of the retorts in the furnace, that the flame can play
around every part of them which contains metal.

ON SOME THIN SECTIONS OF THE LOWER PALEOZOIC
AND MESOZOIC BOCKS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
BY PROF. PERSIFOR FRAZER, JR., PHILADELPHIA.

IT was my intention to have directed the attention of the members
of the Institute to a complete series of rocks representing the older
and middle formations represented in Pennsylvania, but time has
been insufficient for the purpose, and I have been unable, in the
first attempts to reduce the sections of those rocks, which I have
brought with me to this meeting, to the requisite thinness necessary
for exhibiting the peculiarities of their constituent minerals.
The rocks represented here belong to the various horizons already
mentioned, and include gneiss, ferruginous gneiss, chlorite slate,
quartzites, and hydro-mica slates, limestones, dolomites, ferruginous
conglomerates, quartz conglomerates, " Potomac marble" (nether
member of the Mesozoic series), dolerites, and a syenite.
The order in which these are named is, roughly, the order of
geographical position in a section line from southeast to northwest,
commencing at the intersection of the Northern Central Railroad
with the Maryland line, and ending a few miles from the town of
York, and a short distance within the marginal outcrop of Mesozoic
red sandstone.
In such a geographical section all the rocks above mentioned
would be encountered in the given order except syenite, about which
a few words are to be said in a moment. (But this is far from representing the rocks in their geological sequence.) There is nothing
of unusual interest to present to your notice in these slates and quartzites. The limestones were carefully searched under 450 diameters
microscopic power, but they show no signs of organic remains.
One section of a fine-grained Triassic sandstone contains a very beautifully banded plate of quartz.
But the objects of greatest interest at present are the specimens of
trap. The more fine-grained and compact traps were collected from
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a variety of places in York and Adams Counties, where they
emerge through older rocks (chiefly Trias). I have been
permitted
by
Mr.
E. S. Dana, of Yale College, to examine the large and
interesting collection of thin sections of fine-grained traps
which
he
has
made
from the rocks of many localities in Connecticut. It was
exceedingly interesting to observe the striking resemblance of
them to that of which I have spoken. Both were dolerites, and
the specimens from the two States were indistinguishable from
each other, both in general external appearance and also under
the microscope.
In the cabinet of Mr. Dana, which contains upwards of 150
thin
sections of dolentes alone (if I am not in error) there were
examples
of every variety of texture, but their appearance under a high
magnifying power and in polarized light was much the same as
the
Pennsylvania dolerites.
The specimen which I had supposed to be syenite was so
similar
in general external properties, to some of Mr. Dana's suite, that
no
one could have expected any great differences in the
composition of the two. They were, however, widely different.
Whereas
the
Connecticut specimen exhibited blades of plagioclastic feldspar
imbedded in pyroxene, the Pennsylvania variety (from
Cemetery
Hill,
Gettysburg) contained hornblende and quartz. Magnetite occurred
quite
frequently in both.
This occurrence of syenite in the red sandstone is rare and will
be
further investigated. This series of slides is offered to the
inspec
tion of the Institute, not for its intrinsic merits in their
workmanship or material, but as a beginning of the microscopic study of
the
oldest life-bearing rocks.*
* An examination of numerous specimens of this trap under the
microscope, made subsequently to the date of the above remarks,
revealed the admixture of a small percentage of hornblende and
occasional small grains of quartz in nearly all of them, but,not in
sufficient quantity to justify the name syenite as applied to this
rock from Cemetery Hill. What seeing to be a true syunitu was
found, however, in another locality, breaking through the
Mesozoie rocks. This has not yet been reduced to a thin section,
but will be studied and noticed on a future occasion.
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A CAMPAIGN IN RAILROAD DISTRICT, NEVADA.
BY O. H. HAHN, EUREKA, NEVADA.

1 HAVE lately had occasion to conduct a campaign at the
works of the Empire City Company, in Railroad District, Elko
County,
Nevada, which, if not highly satisfactory, was at least very
interesting in a technical point of view, and which I therefore
think worthy of communication to the Institute.
The lead ores in this district occur in lenticular masses
along
and
near the contact of crystalline limestone with a dioritic
porphyry,
and consist of argentiferous carbonate of lead and galena, the
latter
occurring in solid blocks, or in ribbons running through the
limestone.
Associated with these are silicate, carbonate,
and suboxide of copper, and brown and calc-spar. Adding
to this, that the proportion of galena in the ore is small, and
that no iron pyrites exists in the district, it is at once evident
that the ore-mixture is difficult to treat.
For a successful
reduction by smelting, it would be necessary to introduce into
the charge:
1. The proper quantities of sulphur-bearing
ingredients, to effect a complete separation of copper and
lead; and, 2. Sufficient silica and iron oxide, to form with
the lime and magnesia of the ore, a slag of the required
fluidity.
Thefirst condition could be fulfilled only very
imperfect-ly, there beingno iron pyrites in Railroad, nor in
the surrounding districts. Thenearest occurrence is in Battle
Mountain, whence a supply could not be procured in time.
The second condition, i. e., the addition of iron ore and quartz,
was easily complied with, there being an abundance of these
materials ill the vicinity.
The furnace of the Empire City Company, is a small
shaftfurnace, with an area of hearth of six square feet, and is
supplied
with blast by a No. 4 Root blower. In spite of this small size
the
furnace smelted during this campaign, which lasted 31 days,
an
average of 28 tons of ore, and 13 tons of fluxes, together 41 tons
of
charge, per twenty-four hours.
The following tables give the complete data in regard to
the smelting process, and the results obtained :
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II.—Exhibit of the Working-results at the Empire City Company's Furnace, Railroad District, Nevada, during the run from October
19th, till November 18th, 1874.

It will first be noticed from Exhibit I that the total amount of
sulphur-bearing material in the ore was only 2.6 per cent. The consequence was the formation of a very large amount (54,000 lbs.) of
skimmings, which are an alloy of metallic lead and copper, mixed
with a little matte. This disagreeable product being lighter than
metallic lead floats on the top of the lead-basin (in this case an
automatic tap), and threatens continually to clog up the taphole, as it
requires a higher heat than lead to remain liquid. Without a
chance to melt down the whole product at a high heat in a separate
apparatus, it is impossible to take a correct sample of it. From
various assays made of samples taken at random, I estimate the contents of lead at 60 per cent., and of silver as 86.04 ozs. per ton.
The average of all assays made of samples from 180 sacks of
matte, produced in this campaign, indicates :
Copper, ....................................................... 48.0 per cent.
Load,.......................................................... 24.5 "
Silver,..............................................................58.33 oz. per ton.

Of flue dust there were only inconsiderable quantities formed, but
the following interesting investigations were made with a sample
taken from the roof of the furnace building:
The sample was divided into a fine and a coarser portion by sifting through a No. 80 and a No. 30 sieve. The former yielded by
assay: Lead, 24.7 per cent.; Silver, 15.3 ozs. per ton; the latter,
Lead, 10.5 per cent.; Silver, 7.29 ozs. per ton. The slag from the
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coarse sample indicated by its color a larger percentage of copper than
that from the fine portion.
In looking over the data shown by the exhibits, there are several
points which would deserve investigation by such members of the
profession as are not continually beset by the duties of active
practice. It appears, for instance, that although there was not
enough sulphur in the charge to cover all the copper and carry it
into a matte, not alone a portion of lead, but also of iron, reduced
from the iron ore, entered the matte, while a portion of lead oxide
entered, instead of the protoxide of iron, into the slag. From this
fact, it would almost appear that Fournet's law is not quite as reliable, under all conditions, as we have been taught. From the large
proportion of skimmings (metallic lead and copper) formed, and the
presence of so much lead sulphide in the matte, it is also clear that
the precipitating action of metallic copper on sulphide of lead is
extremely imperfect.
To remedy the unwelcome occurrences which I have mentioned, it
would have been necessary, in my opinion, to add to the same charge,
as above given, a sufficient quantity of only partially roasted iron
pyrites, to furnish enough sulphur for the purpose of carrying all
the copper into the matte, and at the same time enough of an easily
reducible oxide of iron to prevent the entrance of lead and the
accompanying silver into the slag. No doubt there would have been
much more lead carried into the matte in such a case; but from this
it can be easily extracted after roasting by means of a second smelting, while from the slag it rarely pays in the West to extract the
lead once taken up in it.
Another interesting feature in the above exhibits is the really
very large loss of lead, which can only partly be accounted for,
while that of silver does not at all correspond. The latter is, in
fact, very small and all authenticated by assay.
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REDUCTION OF CO2 IN ANTHRACITE FURNACES.
BY HENRY M. HOWE, A.M., E.M., BOSTON.

MY attention has been drawn within a few days to a series of
articles in Volume XVIII of the Engineering and Mining Journal,
1874, by Mr. J. A. Church, in which it is stated, among other
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things, that the details of the practice at certain anthracite furnaces
in Pennsylvania indicate that their excessive consumption of fuel is
mainly due to the excessive and needless reduction of CO2 in the
upper part of the furnace by the reaction
(1)CO2+ C=2CO;
moreover that this may be prevented by using lower stacks and
narrower throats, so that the exit gases shall be hotter, the upper
part of the furnace be hotter, and the entering charge be more rapidly
heated.
While I fully appreciate the great good that Mr. Church has done
by calling the attention of ironmasters to such subjects, and the
importance of familiarizing them with the methods used by modern
investigators in considering blast-furnace phenomena, I think he has
here advised so unwise a step that I feel justified in* asking your
attention to the reasons why I differ from him. *
I propose, 1st, to criticize the reasoning from which he concludes
that the waste of fuel is mainly due to the reduction of CO2, and,
2d, to attempt to show that the remedy proposed would probably
increase the waste of fuel.
I. I need hardly tell you that it is of the greatest importance to
have as much as possible of the carbon of the charge to escape from
the furnace as CO 2 , and as little as possible as CO. When a ton of
C is oxidized to CO, only 2473 calories are developed; but if it is
oxidized to CO2, 8080 calories arc developed, or over three times as
much heat. And if the CO2 so formed is again reduced to CO, by
reaction (1), 8080-2473 = 5007 calorics are absorbed, and our heat
development is no greater than if the C had never been oxidized
beyond CO.
The duties of the fuel arc twofold: 1st, to reduce and carhurize
the iron of the charge ; 2d, to produce heat. Reduction and heating it accomplishes by combustion, 1st, with the O of the ore, 2d,
with that of the blast. The more thoroughly oxidized the products of
its combustion leave the furnace, the greater the duty they have performed ; the cooler they escape, the more thoroughly have they given
up to the descending charge the heat produced. So, when an excessive quantity of fuel is used it is in general safe to say (provided we
cannot decrease the amount of slag to be melted or carbonate of lime
to be calcined) that the excess is due mainly, cither to the carbon of
* It is only fair to say that I had not heard of Prof. B. Frazicr's
paper on this subject when this paper was read —H. M. H.
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the charge not being oxidized as far as possible, i, e., to the CO2 of
the gases falling below the attainable maximum, or to the gases leaving
the furnace hotter than is necessary.
Considering the former source, let us find (A), the maximum
weight of CO2 we can hope to find in the escaping gases, and, (B)
the weight actually contained in them. The difference between
these will be the weight of CO2 needlessly reduced in the furnace in
question.
A.—We might expect the generation of CO2 from several sources •
I. The carburizing of the oxygen of the blast; II. The decomposition of the carbonate of lime charged; III. The reduction of SiO2,
P2O5,CaO, etc.; IV. The reduction of iron oxide; V. The impregnation of carbon by the reaction.
(2.) 2CO=CO., + C.

I.
The CO2 formed by the blast acting directly on the fuel at
the tuyeres is entirely, or nearly entirely, reduced at once by the
surrounding incandescent fuel, and may be entirely neglected in
considering hot-blast anthracite furnaces.
II. The CO2 generated by the decomposition of carbonate of lime
is almost inevitably reduced, according to Bell,* by reaction (1).
Quicklime rapidly absorbs CO2 in a warm atmosphere containing
much CO2; CaCO3 cannot be decomposed, at any rate permanently,
in such an atmosphere. It is said to retain its CO 2 , when under
pressure, even at the temperature of fusion. So, even if any CaCO3
were decomposed so near the tunnel head that the surrounding and
overlying fuel, through whieli the CO2 evolved must pass, would be
too cold to decompose it, nevertheless the descending quicklime
would meet so much CO, from reduction of iron oxide and carbon
deposition that CaCO3 would be rapidly formed again; and thus as
much CO2 as is gained from the decomposition of CaCO3 must be
subtracted from that which we might expect from reduction of iron
oxide. It is only at a depth at which the temperature is so high
that any CO2 given off is reduced by reaction (1), that CaCO3 can
be permanently decomposed. It seems very improbable that there
ever is an appreciable portion of the furnace entirely below the zone
of reduction, and therefore free from CO2 caused by reduction of iron
oxide, and yet not hot enough to reduce CO2 evolved from CaCO3,
either by the action of carbon, metallic iron, or low iron oxide.

* Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, Vol. I, 1871, p. 190
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III. Nor can we hope to preserve the CO, formed by the reduction of SiO 2,P 2O 5, etc., etc., as these are reduced only at so high a
temperature that the resulting CO 2 is at once decomposed by the
surrounding fuel.
IV. While several different reactions actually oecur in reducing
iron oxide, the effect is the same (when we deal with iron oxides) as
jf the entire reduction were performed by the reactions
(3.) Fe.2O3 + 3CO =3CO2 + 2Fe,
and
(4.) FeO + CO =CO2 + Fe,
as far as the formations of CO2 is concerned, i. e., for every atom of
oxygen in the iron oxide charged, a molecule of CO 2 is formed, or
•for every ton of this oxygen 2.75 tons of CO2 are given to the gases.
V. Although an immense amount of CO2 may be formed, and an
immense weight of carbon deposited, by reaction (2), SCO = CO 2
+ C, yet the only CO., we can hope to find in the exit gases from
this source [besides that already accounted for by reactions (3) and
(4)] is that generated by, and corresponding with, the deposition of
the carbon permanently retained in the pig metal. Thus for every
atom of carbon in the molten metal we can hope for a molecule of
CO2 in the exit gases, or 367 tons of CO2 for every ton of carbon in
the pig.
By as much as the CO 2 actually in the gases falls short of the
weight indicated in IV and V, as generated by the reactions (2),
(3), and (4), by so much, and by so much only, do we fall short of
practically attainable perfection in this respect, according to Bell.*
Let us apply this reasoning to Mr. Church's data; and lot us consider his example of 1869-1873, in which we have 0.405 tons of
oxygen in the iron oxide of the ore, after deducting the unreduced
oxide slagged off, and 0.03 tons of carbon in the pig metal per ton
of iron produced.
Tons CO,.

From reduction of iron oxide 0.405 X 2.75=..............1.114
From carbon deposition, 0.03 x 3 . 0 7 = .......................0.110
Greatest attainable weight of CO 2 per ton of iron according to Boll,
1.224 tons.

B.—The actual weight of CO2 in the gases is easily found if we
know the weights of carbon and of oxygen they contain, for, unless
the fuel contains hydrocarbons, we can safely assume all its carbon
to escape either as CO or as CO 2 . [For this purpose we must, of
* Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, Vol. I, 1871, p. 195
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course, deduct from the total weight of O that which escapes com
bined with H as H2O.]
Mr. Church's' data give the weight of
carbon, which is, of course, all that contained in the flux and fuel
minus that absorbed by the pig. The weight of oxygen, however
is not given; it is all that in the oxides to be reduced, the CO of
the flux, and the blast. That contained in the first two is given in
the composition of the charge, and our problem resolves itself into
finding the weight of the blast. This cannot be found with sufficient accuracy by direct measurement. As we shall see further on
to find with satisfaction by this means the loss of the heat due to the
reduction of CO,, we must know the weight of the blast within two
or three per cent, at most. Owing to the varying and undeterminable loss by leakage, and to other sources of uncertainty, such
accuracy is unattainable with ordinary construction.
Of course a direct "analysis of the escaping gases would tell us the
weight of CO2 they contain exactly (the weight of C they contain
per ton of iron being known). Moreover, it would give us the
weights of O and of N they contain per ton of iron. From the
first we can tell the weight of O in the blast by deducting from the
total O that set free by the reduction of the ore and the calcination
of the flux. We can then compare the corresponding weight of
blast with that weight which the relative amounts of C and of N would
indicate, and thus check our work. A second check is afforded by
comparing with the heat required for operations of the furnace, the
sum of the sensible heat introduced by the blast, plus the heat developed by the combustion between the carbon of the charge and the
oxygen found in the gases. The heat required must, of course,
equal the heat developed. Some such methods of cheeking our work
arc of especial importance in applying, as we arc here obliged to,
deductions based upon observations of European smelting to anthracite smelting in Pennsylvania, the attendant circumstances being
different.
In default of a direct analysis, I suppose Mr. Church's mode of
finding the weight of blast is as good as any. It could not possibly
give very reliable results, as it affords no means of checking them,
but under the conditions of the problem, as I understand them, its
results are peculiarly unreliable and vague.
He finds approximately the quantity of heat, H, needed for the
operations of the furnace; then (knowing the weight of carbon
actually used, and the temperature of the blast), he finds a weight of
blast which will bring into the furnace a certain amount of sensible
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heat, H', and at the same time as much oxygen as will, together with
that furnished by the reduction of the ore (by combustion with the
carbon of the charge), produce an amount of heat H", such that:
(5); H, heat required = H', sensible heat of blast+ H", heat from
combustion.
This is a perfectly true equation, of course. Knowing, then, the
weight of blast (and thence the O in the blast), the weight of O in
the ore and flux, and of C in the flux and fuel having been given in
the composition of the charge; in short, knowing the weight of O
and of C in the gases, it is easy to calculate how much CO 2 they
contain.
His whole method is based upon the calculation of the heat requirement of the furnace, which, with the meagre data given, is liable
to very great errors ; errors so great as to make any deductions based
upon it as to the amount of CO, present in the gases exceedingly
unreliable. An increase of any one of the members of the heat
requirement, H, equation (5), will require more heat to be generated
in the furnace. As the temperature of the blast is fixed, this requirement can only be met by supposing more blast to have been
introduced, which would not only bring in more sensible heat but
also more oxygen, so that we would have more CO2 in the exit gases,
and hence less loss of heat from reduction of CO2.
If it were possible to calculate closely the heat required in the
process, this method would give valuable results. But, unless he
has data which I suppose to be wanting, it is impossible to arrive
with satisfactory closeness at the heat requirement; failing this, the
amount of CO2 present cannot be told accurately enough even to
draw the rough inference which Mr. Church draws.
Two very important elements of the heat requirement calculation,
I think, arc wanting,—the temperature and the weight of the escaping
gases. The second is a function of the weight of blast injected,
our unknown quantity. Looking at it algebraically,
Let x = weight of oxygen in blast,
L = weight of oxygen from all other sources, available for combustion,
y = temperature of escaping gases,
and H= heat requirement from all other sources than the sensible heat in
the gases;
then, heat developed = heat required.
=H+(yfx = sensible heat in gases).

Here we have only one equation, with two unknown qualities.
If either of our variables could only vary within narrow limits, we
VOL. III.—22
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might arrive at a result very near the truth. Unfortunately, the
variation between probable limits is so considerable as to make it
utterly impossible to determine what proportion of the loss of heat
is caused by the three principal causes we are considering, viz.:
unnecessary reduction of CO2, heat in the gases, and weight of slag
and CaCO3 To illustrate how different values assigned to the temperature of the escaping gases will indicate different weights of blast
and thus different divisions of the waste of heat between the three
sources, let us consider Mr. Church's example of 1869-1873, assuming, I, the temperature chosen by Mr. Church, 260° C.; and, II, A
temperature of 486° C., or 226° higher than the first, and calculate
what proportion of the loss of heat is due to each source, under the
two assumptions. I have adopted, for convenience of comparison
Mr. Church's constants and method of calculation, but I have considered the CO2 of the CaCO3 to be decomposed into CO + O. This
does not affect the calculation, as it adds the same number of calories
to each side of the account.

Specific heat of blast, 0.239 assumed.
Specific heat of gases, 0.239 assumed.
Moisture in blast, .62 per cent.
Temperature of blast, 482° C.
Unit of heat, 1 ton of water raised 1 degree Centigrade.
BLAST-FURNACE ECONOMY.
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Now I have already pointed out in A that the greatest amount of CO2
to be hoped for in the exit gases is 1.224 ton. so that we now have a
deficit of 1.224 — 0.880 = 0.344 ton CO2 and, therefor, lose by
reduction of CO2 0.344 x 1⁄4 1⁄2 x 5.607 = 527 calories.
If we assume that the lowest possible weight of gases is 3.34 tons
(see Journal Iron and Steel Institute, Vol. I, 1872, p. 80), and assume
308 ºC. as their lowest possible temperature, 3.34 X 208 x 0.239 = 166
calories represents the lowest possible amount of heat they can carry
off; 683 —166 = 517 calories, then, is the unnecessary heat in the
waste gases by Case I. [The gases do escape at even lower temperatures than 208; Gruner gives them at 100 ºC at No. 1 furnace
Montluçon, St . Jacques, with hydrated ores.]
If we assume 0.6 ton as the minimum weight of slag (though I
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believe less is sometimes made), the minimum heat requirement for
fusion of slag will be 0.6 X 550 = 330 calories. Since in some furnaces no limestone, and in many furnaces calcined limestone is used,
the minimum heat requirement for decomposition limestone w
e
may call O. Then we have unnecessary heat absorption, in Case
I, for decomposing CaCO 3 and fusing slag = 509x 942 — 330 =

1121
According, then, to Case I, the waste of heat is distributed thus:

If now we assume that our gases escape at 480° C., or 226° higher
as is very possible, we have at once an increase of heat requirement
thus:
CASE II.—HEAT REQUIREMENT.
Additional blast introduced, 0.456 ton.
0.456 ton more gases at 260°, 260X0.456 X 0.239,
.
.
28 calories.
in additional blast, 0.456 X 0.0062 X
3222, .........................................................................
. ..
9
"
11.503 tons gases 226° higher, 226 X 11.503 X 0.239, .
. ... 621
"
Increase of heat requirement by Case II........................... ........ 658
Heat requirement by Case I, .............................................. ........ 6200

"
"

Total heat requirement by Case II,.................................. ........ 6858

"
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ton CO2 containing 0.015 ton C. Our loss of heat from reduction
CO2 will then be 0.015 x 5607 = 84 calories.
Heat in gases by Case I,...............................683 calories.
Increase by Case II, 621 + 28, .................649 "
Total heat in gases by Case II ..................1332 "
Minimum heat in eases.................................. 166 "
Unnecessary heat in gases by Case II,

.

.

1166

"

According to Case II, then, the waste of heat will be distributed
among these three sources thus :
Unnecessary reduction of CO2................................................. 84 calories.
Unnecessary heat in exit gases,
.
.
.
.
.
1166 "
Unnecessary calcination and fusion of CaC03 and slag, .... 1121 "

I mean by the word " unnecessary " reduction, etc., " in excess of
the minimum which is attainable under any circumstances whatever," and not necessarily "conveniently or economically avoidable."
Case III. If we assume the gases to escape at a temperature still
lower than 260° C. (the temperature Mr. Church assumes, Case I),
we will find that more of the waste of heat is caused by reduction
of CO2 than by the heat in the waste gases, but that still more
is due to the excessive weight of slag and CaCO3 than to either of
the other sources. But it is highly improbable that the gases should
escape much below 260° C., and yet that so much CO2 should be
reduced as this supposition would imply. In most cases of excessive
waste of fuel from reduction of CO2 and heat in the gases, it is clue
alike to both sources. As we diminish the waste from one source,
we, in so doing, diminish that from the other. If our gases contain
too little CO2 we will generally find them escaping unnecessarily hot.
Case IV. It may be objected that Gruner's theory that the CO2
of the limestone may escape unreduced, would make the maximum
CO2 much greater; that consequently the conditions of the problem
would indicate that much more avoidable reduction of CO2 had
taken place; that thus the loss of heat would be much greater than
it has been found to be in Cases I and II from this source.
In answer, 1st, that this does not affect my argument, provided
that we admit that Bell's theory is as probable, or nearly as probable, as Gruner's. I am not trying to show that it is impossible, or
even improbable, that most of the waste of fuel is due to the reduction of CO2, but that our data are not sufficient to enable us to decide to which source it is due; that conclusions drawn from them on
this point are not trustworthy. All must admit that in the present
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state of our knowledge Bell's theory carries sufficient weight to
make conclusions, which are directly opposed to it, unreliable.
2d. The weight of CO2 in the gases, which Bell's theory indicates
to be possible, has never been reached in practice, and all the recorded experience we have on the subject seems to indicate that it is
extremely improbable that it will ever be passed,
3d. I do not understand Gruner to say or to think that so great a
quantity of CO2 from CaCO3, as 0.6 ton per ton of iron, can be
enabled to escape unreduced. In the seven examples he discusses
in his Studies, the highest weight of CO2 thus considered is 0.4
ton.
4th. If we were warranted in expecting all the CO2 from
CaCO3
in the waste gases, Mr. Church's conclusion would not be certain
The greatest possible weight of CO2 would then be:
CASE IV.—GRUNER'S THEORY : GASES AT 480° C.
Tons C02
From reduction of oxides, vide A, .
.
.
1.114
" decomposition of limestone,..................... 0.600
" impregnation (Gruner), .
.
.
.
0.000
Maximum C02, ............................................................... 1.714
According to Case II the gases actually have,
.
. 1.169
C02 reduced, .................................................................. 0.545
C corresponding, .................................................................... 0.148
Loss of heat from reduction of C02 0.148 X 5607,
. ..= 830 calories.
"
"
" waste gases, as per Case II,
.
. .. = 1166 "
"
"
" calcination and fusion of slag and CaC03, = 1121
"

Thus, even according to this extreme assumption, it may be shown
that the loss of heat is due less to the reduction of CO2 than to either
of the other sources.
Case V. If we assume that the gases escape at a temperature of
260° C. we will find the loss of heat greater from reduction of CO,
than from the heat in the gases, according to Gruner.
Maximum C02, as per Case IV,.................................. ...... 1.714 ton.
Actual C02, as per Case I, ......................................................880 "
C02 reduced ..............................................................................834 "
C corresponding, .834 X1/42/4,........................... ..................=0.227 "
Loss of heat from unnecessary reduction of C02, 0.227x5607, ..... = 1273
calories.
Prom unnecessary heat in the gases, as per Case I, .
. ............517
"
Prom unnecessary calcination of CaC03 and fusion of slag,
. 1121
"

Of course, if Mr. Church actually knows by accurate observations,
that the temperature of the gases was 260° C., Cases II, III, and IV,
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become at once impossible. In such case, the waste of heat clue to
unnecessary reduction of CO2 will be about equal to that caused by
unnecessary heat in the gases, or greater than it, according as we
assume (I) Bell's or (V) Gruner's extreme hypothesis. But under
either hypothesis it will not materially exceed the waste caused by
the unnecessary weight of slag and CaCO3 But I believe he has
no good authority for stating that they escape at 260°, for the following reasons:
1. Mr. Church gives the temperature of the gas as 260°, both in
1855 and in 1869-73. The conditions of working were so different
in the two periods, as to make it very unlikely that the gases should
escape at identically the same temperature during both.
2. He gives it, as if observed with no greater accuracy, and as if
no more reliable, in 1873 than in 1855. A. I believe (under correction) that careful and repeated observations of the temperature of
gases escaping from dose-topped furnaces, with reliable and accurate
pyrometers, were very rare in Pennsylvania in 1855. B. It strikes
me as exceedingly improbable, that, as in Mr. Church's example of
1855 (p. 21, Vol. XVIII, 1874, Engineering and Mininy Journal),
the gases should escape as cool as 260° C., and yet, that all, or nearly
all, of the CO2 formed by reduction and impregnation, should be
reduced as would be implied.
3. He does not tell us that the temperature of the gases was ob
served more accurately, or is more reliable, than the weight of blast
(which he gives us first as 20, and then afterwards as 8 tons); I have
already pointed out that the weight of blast cannot be directly observed with anything like the accuracy necessary for an investigation of
this kind.
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From this table we see that we cannot infer that more waste of
heat is clue to reduction of CO2 than to the gases, if we accept Bell's
theory, unless, as in III, we suppose them to escape cooler than 260°
the temperature Mr. Church himself assigns to them, which is not
likely.
If we admit that it is possible that as much as 0.6 ton of CO
from CaCO3 can effectively escape unreduced, which is extremely
improbable, then, as we assign (IV) a high, or (V) a low temperature to the gases we will find (IV) more waste caused by the unnecessary escape of heat in the gases than by unnecessary reduction of
CO2, or (V) the reverse.
But we will find that about as much slag is caused by the waste
and CaCO3 as by either of the other causes, whichever theory we
accept, unless we assign an improbable temperature to the gases.
Finally, if the assumptions made in I, II, and III (which make it
highly improbable that unnecessary reduction of CO2 causes more
waste of heat than the gases do, or half as much as the slag and
CaCO3 do), err on either side, it is in the direction of showing too
great a proportion of the waste to be due to reduction of CO 2 For
the least possible reduction of CO2 is assumed to be considerably less
than has ever been reached in practice, while the lowest possible
temperature of gases and weight of gases, slag and CaCO3 assumed,
have been reached, if not passed, in practice.
It must be observed that either an alteration of the heat requirement by only 8 per cent, or of the weight of blast by less than half
a ton, is sufficient to entirely alter the deductions to be drawn from
our data.
Now, while such inferences as Mr. Church has drawn from these
data may be interesting, I hold that it is unsafe to base advice as to
practical construction upon them; and more especially, to advise
that the furnaces should be run with hotter tops, a change which
Mr. Church confesses will increase the waste of heat in the gases,
which cannot lessen that from the slag and CaCO3, and which will
be almost certain to increase that from reduction of CO2, as I shall
try to show in the second part of this paper.
Equally unsafe is it to state that they " leave but one answer,
namely: The large amount of fuel used in anthracite furnaces is
due to the excessive reduction of carbonic acid." (The italics are Mr.
Church's.)
§ 2. Now, granting, for the sake of argument, that which I think
we have no right to infer from the premises, that the principal waste
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of fuel is from the reduction of CO2, let us consider the propriety of
the remedy advised, which is to build anthracite furnaces with so
much lower stacks and narrower throats that the exit gases may
escape hotter, the upper part of the furnace be hotter, and the entering charge be more quickly heated.
This is really the important part of what I would criticize : the
physician's diagnosis is of little direct practical importance compared with his directions and treatment.
And, first, let us consider the conditions under which CO2 is generated, and those under which it is reduced.
1. CO reduces iron oxide by the reactions
(3.) Fe203 + 3CO = 2Fe + 3C02,
and (4.) FeO + CO = Fe + CO 2 ,

and deposits carbon by the reaction
(2.) 2CO = CO2 + C,

both actions generating CO2 at all temperatures above 200° C., at a
rate increasing with the temperature and rapidity of the current of
CO, and dependent upon the molecular condition of the oxide. At
400° C. to 450° C., iron oxide is reduced with very great rapidity,
which increases but moderately with further rise of temperature. At
400° C. to 500° C., carbon deposition is most rapid ; above this point
it decreases rapidly, and ceases at a full red-heat.
2. Carbou* reduces CO2 by the reaction
(1.) C + CO 2 = 2CO,

at all temperatures above 500° C., at a rate increasing with the temperature and rapidity of the current of CO2, and dependent upon the
molecular condition of the carbon. (Very soft forms of carbon
attack CO2 at temperatures slightly below 500° C.) This action
takes place slowly below 650° C., but above this temperature the intensity and rapidity of the action increase very fast.
3. CO and CO2 interfere with each other's action. But the higher
the temperature at which a given mixture of CO and C02 is exposed to
carbon and iron oxide, the more powerful is the tendency to reduce CO.,
by reaction (1) compared with the tendency to produce it by reactious
(2), (3), and (4).
From this it will be seen that there is a broad margin of temperature between the point where CO2 is generated by reduction of iron
oxide and carbon deposition and that where the CO thus formed
can
* Fe and low oxides also reduce CO2 as C does.
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be reduced by carbon ; and that, if our iron oxide is entirely reduced
at temperatures between 200° C. and 500° C., all the CO2 thus formed
will be saved (the overlying .fuel through which it escapes being, of
course, in such case below 500° C.), our fuel will produce its full
calorific and reducing effects, and we shall have reached the maximum economy in this respect. [This can never be fully realized in
practice, for the joint action of CO and C seems powerless to remove
the last traces of O below the temperature of fusion.]
Moreover, the more of the iron oxide is reduced below 500° C
the nearer we shall approach to this limit, and the less CO 2 will be
reduced. Again, it follows that if iron oxide is to be reduced above
500° C., the lower the temperature at which it is reduced the less of
the CO2 thereby generated will be decomposed, cœteris paribus.
Now, the higher our furnace is, the farther its mouth is removed
from the tuyeres, and the cooler its upper region is, the longer will
the ore be exposed to the reducing action of CO at each degree of
heat between 200° C. and 500° C., and the more of the CO2 will be
produced at temperatures below 500° C. Moreover, of the CO produced above 500° C., the lower will be the average temperature at
which it is produced, the more of the CO, so produced will be saved
and the less reduced.
The same holds true of the CO 2 formed by carbon deposition.
The cooler the upper part of the furnace, the longer will the ore and
the ascending CO be exposed to the temperature (200° C. to 500°
C.) favorable to carbon deposition and too low for the reduction of
CO 2, and the more CO 2 will be thus formed and saved.
It sometimes happens, that in large furnaces nine-tenths of the reduction of iron oxide take place at temperatures below 500° C. In
such a case, at least nine-tenths of the CO 2 formed by reactions (3)
and (4) are saved.
If, on the other hand, our furnace is so low and its mouth so near
the tuyeres, that the charge is raised to a red heat in the first foot of
its descent, nearly all of CO, formed will be exposed in its nascent
state to incandescent carbon, the reduction of CO2 will be very
highly favored, and very little CO 2 will be formed by reaction (2).
The nearer we get to the first condition the greater will be the
calorific and reducing effects of the fuel, and the more of our CO,
will be preserved. This is not a mere theoretical speculation. The
experience of ironmasters of Europe has shown most conclusively
that excessive reduction of CO2 is lessened by increasing the height
and capacity of furnaces, so as to lower the temperature of the gases.
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If the researches of Bell, Turner, and Gruner, have clearly demonstrated anything, it is this. All that experience has shown us points
unmistakably in this direction. "But," Mr. Church will say, "the
higher the initial temperature is at the throat, the more rapidly will
the CO2 be formed and the reduction take place, the shorter will be
the reducing zone, and the shorter time will the CO2 be exposed to
the fuel, since it will be formed nearer the mouth and have less distance to travel before it escapes from the furnace."
But here temperature is a more important element than time, and
more CO2 will be reduced i n one second at 500° C. than in a thousand centuries at 200° C. It is far better that CO2 should travel for
a long distance through cool, inert carbon, than that it should be
exposed in its nascent state to incandescent carbon, even if it escapes
very quickly thereafter from the throat.
Although increasing the temperature of the upper part of the furnace will shorten the exposure of the CO2 to the fuel, yet it will increase in a greater proportion the rapidity of its decomposition, since
the tendency to reduce CO2 increases more rapidly with the rise of
temperature than does the tendency to produce it by reactions (2),
(3), and (4.)
Gruner (p. 6, of Gordon's translation of Studies of Blast-Furnace
Phenomena), raises a somewhat similar point, which is not to be confounded with this.
He reasons thus: "The reduction of iron oxide
and the deposition of carbon together, cause an elevation of temperature at the throat.
If our furnace is so large that the gases
enter the zone of reduction at the temperature to which the actions
of reduction and deposition would of themselves raise the materials
of the charge, a further increase of capacity would produce no
further cooling.
The nearer we get to this temperature, the slighter
will be the effect of increasing the capacity of the furnace, and a size
is soon reached beyond which the cooling would be inconsiderable."
He then asks, "May not further increments be not only useless, but
actually detrimental, by exposing the CO2 formed in the reducing
zone, to the action of the fuel longer, and thus favor the reduction
of CO2?"
On theoretical grounds I think not. The width of the upper part
of the furnace being given, the capacity of the zone of reduction is
determined, cœteris paribus, by the rapidity with which its temperature increases downwards, which is indicated by the temperature of
the escaping gases. The cooler the gases the more slowly is the
entering charge heated, the larger is the zone of reduction, and the
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longer on an average will the CO2 formed in it have to travel
fuel before escaping, for a given speed of working. I believe that
all authorities agree that experience and theory both show that increments of capacity up to the point of minimum heat in the gases
hinder the reduction of CO2 As further increments of capacity
will not lower the temperature of the gases, they cannot increase the
zone of reduction nor expose the CO2 formed in it to a longer journey through incandescent carbon : hence I cannot see that, unless
the speed of working is lessened, such increments can affect the
reduction of CO2 directly, always supposing that the shape is not
distorted.
Such increments of height probably raise the entire zone of reduction bodily, and create below it a region of almost neutral action
in the interior of the furnace. Similar useless widenings of the
upper part of the furnace, besides affecting the distribution of the
descending materials and of the currents of ascending gases often
unfavorably, probably widen and shorten the zone of reduction,
without altering its size, unless indirectly.
What recorded experience we have, points in the same direction.
With the monster furnaces of Cleveland, even after the capacity has
been reached beyond which additions produce no further cooling of
the gases or economy of fuel, further very great increments show no
tendency to favor the reduction of CO2,* where the section of the
furnace has not been made too stumpy.
I know of no case of a furnace in which more of the CO, produced is reduced than in a lower and smaller one, when the conditions of working are the same, and when the gases escape at as high
a temperature from the low as from the high furnace.
Whether a furnace can be imagined of height and capacity so much
greater than the Cleveland monsters as to favor reduction of CO2 is
* Gruner's instance of the monster Ormcsby furnace, which suffers more reduction than the smaller Consctt and Clarence ones, proves nothing whatsoever,
as regards the effect of capacity. The reduction of CO2 is influenced by the rate
of working, by the composition and condition of the materials charged, by the
shape of the furnace, and by other agencies as well as by the capacity of the furnace. Gruner does not attempt to show that it is due to the latter rather than
to any other cause. As an indication that it is not due to the height of the furnace, observe that the temperature of the gases is much higher than that of any
of the furnaces having more C02 in the gases which he cites (p. 55, Gordon's
translation). Now I do not think that any one can suppose that increasing the
height of furnaces can of itself raise the temperature of the gases. It is fair,
then, to conclude that the greater reduction of C02, and the higher temperature
of the gases are both due to some other source than the great height at Ormesby.
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an open question, but not, I think, one of direct practical importance.
(I believe it has never been definitely settled how many angels can
dance on the point of a needle.)
The question need never arise in practice, for it is pretty clearly
shown that increasing the capacity beyond, or even up to, that of
the Cleveland furnaces is in most cases detrimental from other reasons,
and that in no case is any advantage to be gained commensurate
with the cost entailed.
But Mr. Church's position is entirely different from Gruner's.
Gruner, after explicitly stating that increments of height and capacity do unquestionably prevent the reduction of CO 2 , cautiously
says that increments of capacity, when carried, as in Cleveland, to
great excess (sometimes to a capacity of 40,000 cubic feet, with a diameter at the boshes of 30 feet), may, under some conditions, favor
the reduction of CO2 But he by no means implies that height alone
ever can favor it. (See § 23, Studies of Blast-Furnace Phenomena.)
He most explicitly says that the reduction of CO 2 is favored by a
hot top.
Mr. Church, on the other hand, boldly asserts that, in a particular
case, increasing the height of the furnace has favored reduction of
CO2 or what amounts to the same thing, that diminishing the height
and the throat diameter will prevent reduction of CO2 And as he
gives no reason why such diminution should be needed in this case
particularly more than in others, nor the dimensions which he considers proper for the height and throat, nor even the dimensions of
this furnace which he considers too great, one might infer that all
anthracite furnaces are too high and open in the throat, in his
opinion, and that the more the height is reduced the less CO2 will be
reduced.
Looking at the matter from another point of view, it is evident
that the lower the furnace and the narrower the throat, the less time
will the reducing gases be in contact with the ore. We must either
make up for this loss of time by making these gases more
strongly
reducing in their nature, by having more CO in proportion to the
CO 2 to be formed by the reduction of the ore—i. e., we must burn
more C to CO at the tuyeres, which means charge more fuel; or else
we must make up for the loss of time by having our gases hotter, and
the CO2 they contain more liable to be reduced, which again implies
a greater consumption of fuel.
Again, the richer in oxygen the gases escape from the throat, the
more oxygen they will have taken from the ore (the blast can only
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oxidize to CO), the less carbon they need contain, and the less fuel
need be charged per ton of product. But it is only at temperatures
too low for the reduction of CO2 by reaction (1) that the gases can
acquire a high percentage of oxygen. It then should be our endeavor to reduce our oxide as far as possible at low temperatures
i. e., to run our furnace with a cool top, for if we reduce our oxide
at high temperatures, we must dilute the gases with much needless
CO, which means to charge much needless fuel.
The whole question hinges on these points: (A) that iron oxide
can be rapidly reduced at temperatures far below that at which CO
begins to be reduced; (B) that reaction (2) generating CO2 takes
place most readily at such low temperatures; and (C) that the reduction of CO2 increases with the rise of temperature faster than its
formation does. Mr. Church may answer that though these are
true of European fuels and ores, their opposites may be true of
American anthracite and ores. If possible, it is highly improbable.
The Cleveland ore, on the behavior of which most of our information is partly based, is most difficult of reduction, and yields its
oxygen at higher temperatures, and more slowly, than nine-tenths
of the ores of commerce. But, at any rate, the burden of proof is
on him; and in the absence of direct experiments, it seems to me
unsafe to assume that which is directly opposed to all recorded experience and experiment for the basis of opinions as to the construction and management of such important and expensive works as
anthracite furnaces.
The principal means of economizing fuel I have said to be usually, (1st) enabling the gases to leave the furnace as fully saturated
with oxygen as possible, (2d) to give up their sensible heat as far as
possible to the descending materials, (3d) decreasing the weight of
gangue, and of carbonate of lime charged. I have tried to show
that building furnaces lower, and with narrower throats, cannot
effect saving by the first means. It is hardly necessary to point out
why it cannot diminish waste by the second.
The gases acquire their heat mainly at the tuyeres. As they ascend through the descending column of materials they give up their
heat to it. The higher the furnace and the broader the throat, the
greater quantity of cooling surface will the gases be exposed to, and
the cooler will they escape from the throat, cœteris paribus. They
are indeed subjected to a slight rise of temperature in the reducing
zone, but the cooler they enter the zone the cooler they will leave it.
I would not be understood to say that it is beneficial under all
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circumstances to increase the height of furnaces; indeed, there are
many cases on record in which, from the peculiar composition or
mechanical properties of the fuel, flux, OF ore, the lowering of furnaces has produced beneficial results. Nor do I think that under
any circumstances indefinite increase of height could be beneficial.
A height is soon reached beyond which additions produce no further
economy. The height is moreover limited by the resistance of the
materials to crushing, by the increased expense of construction,
which is not compensated for by correspondingly increased yield, and
by other inconveniences.
The same as to the diameter of the throat. For every height and
every set of conditions there is a best width of throat.
I merely say that, if there is an excessive consumption of fuel,
not due to the composition and proportions of the flux and ore, it is
highly probable (in absence or ignorance of any preventing peculiarities of the materials), that the consumption can be lessened by
increasing the height (and often with it the throat in proper proportions), until the ascending gases are enabled (1), to become saturated
with oxygen, and (2), to give up, as far as practicable, their sensible
heat. Furthermore, that decreasing the height (and with it the
throat diameter), so much as to enable the gases to escape notably
hotter, is all but certain to favor the reduction of CO2
But Mr. Church says : "Whatever improvement anthracite practice attains, must be made along lines very different from, and often
quite the opposite of, those which have led to such marked economy
of fuel in furnaces using coke." Very good ; but I cannot see that
he has given us any reason whatever (beyond his word that it is so),
why these lines should thus diverge at the point in question, or that
he has pointed out the essential differences of condition between anthracite and coke smelting, which make a hot throat prevent the reduction of CO 2 in the one case, when we know that it favors it in
the other. There may be such differences as to produce this specific
effect, but if a physician should tell me that a dose of laudanum
which would kill other men, would prove to me a valuable stimulant, I should like to know that he had valid reasons for his advice
before following it.
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THE WHALE LODE, OF PARK COUNTY, COLORADO
TERRITORY.
BY JOSEPH L. JERNEGAN, JR., M.E., HALL VALLEY, COLORADO

THE Whale Lode occurs in the main range of the Rocky
tains, Park County; Colorado Territory, at Hall Valley. It been
opened up and worked to some extent by the Whale Mine, situ, ated
some 11,300 feet above the level of the sea. The mine, with 700
feet of the lode on either side of the discovery shaft, is the property
of the Hall Valley Silver-Lead Mining and Smelting Company.
The adjacent country rock is a compact, fine-grained gneiss • its
general strike is about north and south, dipping steeply to the
west. In the immediate vicinity of the mine, the strata arc very
nearly vertical. The gneiss incloses numberless veins of a reddish
granite, in which the feldspar largely predominates over the quartz
and mica, the latter oftentimes being scarcely perceptible. As a
general rule these granitic veins seem to more frequently follow the
lines of stratification of the gneiss than otherwise. They are of
varying width, some large, some small; the larger are from 5 to 6
feet wide. Gash veins of feldspar and quartz are also of very frequent occurrence.
The general trend of the lode is about northeast and southwest,
intersecting the country rock at about an angle of 45° to its stratification. It dips to the northwest at an angle of 65°. I am unable
to state accurately how far this lode has been traced upon the surface, but it is at least well known to extend entirely through the
mountain upon which the mine is situated, and is traceable over
the ridge by a hollow extending for some distance along the surface,
in which the lode crops out. This hollow in the surface rock has
probably been formed through decomposition of the vein matter by
atmospherical influences. The width of the crevice is variable, generally between 5 and 10 feet; the pay vein varies from an inch, or
less, to 36 inches. The vein is generally accompanied both on foot
and hanging walls by a whitish, semi-decomposed rock, composed of
quartz and decomposed feldspar, and in some places—where the process of decomposition has not reached as advanced a stage—a lightgreenish or black mica. This rock, therefore, is in places composed
of all the constituents of gneiss, and is undoubtedly nothing more
or less than the same in a decomposed condition. It is often very
strongly impregnated with iron pyrites, generally crystallized in
minute cubes, and it is probably owing to the presence of this mm-
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eral that the rock is in such a state of decomposition. The vein is
frequently separated from this decomposed country rock by a "gouge"
of clayey substance. The accompanying sketch, Fig. 38, will serve
to give the reader a more lucid idea of the general structure of the
lode.
FIG. 38.

A, Decomposed gneiss impregnated with iron pyrites,
B. Vein
of barite inclosing irregular bunches of galena and gray copper. c,
c. Clay " gouge."
The occurring minerals, including also those constituting the decomposed walls of the vein, are quartz, decomposed feldspar, mica,
clay, barite, spathic iron, iron pyrites, galena, gray copper (tetrahedrite), copper pyrites, malachite, azurite, and sulphate of copper.
The feldspar and mica are confined to the decomposed wall rocks.
Quartz occurs both in the wall-rocks and the ore vein. Iron pyrites
seem to be almost entirely confined to the decomposed wall-rocks,
mere traces, if any, occurring in the vein. Barite, spathic iron,
galena, gray copper, copper pyrites, and pyrites, are present only
in the ore vein. The clay constitutes the "gouge" on either side
of the ore vein. The minerals of secondary formation, malachite, azurite, and sulphate of copper, arc also confined to the ore
vein, and occur principally in portions of the lode not far from the
surface,
Of the metalliferous minerals, galena and gray copper are of the
most frequent occurrence.
Barite is the principal and almost only
gangue where the ore vein is of any considerable width; where
pinched, however, quartz and spathic iron are associated with it, the
barite sometimes disappearing, especially if the vein carries no ore.
The entire, or almost entire, absence of iron pyrites in the ore
vein is rather singular, especially as the decomposed gneiss on either
side is frequently strongly impregnated with this mineral.
This
circumstance might be explained by impregnation from the vein
outwards into the wall rocks, accompanied, perhaps, by deposition of
other mineral in the space formerly occupied by the iron pyrites.
VOL. III.—23
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Crystallized occur: barite, quartz, spathic iron, galena, tetrahedrite (seldom), and iron pyrites. The barite often in large tabular
crystals; spathic iron in small rhombohedrons; quartz in six-sided
prisms, terminates with six-sided pyramids; galena in cubes modified by the octahedron; tetrahedrite in modified tetrahedrons, and
iron pyrites in minute cubes in the decomposed wall-rocks only
The crystals of quartz are oftentimes colored a reddish-brown or
yellow, through the agency of oxide of iron, and the crystals of barite a
pinkish color. The presence of oxide of iron is very general in the
upper portions of the vein near the surface, imparting to the crevice
matter and wall-rocks a more or less reddish-brown tint thus
forming a very distinct gossan, or "iron hat."
Of pseudomorphism, one instance only has come within my observation ; it was copper pyrites after tetrahedrite.
The general structure of the vein is porphyritic: snowy-white
barite inclosing irregular lumps of galena and gray copper.
The
banded structure is, however, not uncommon for short distances
especially where the vein is pinched. The presence of the banded
structure in this lode speaks in favor of its belonging to the class of
true fissure-veins, on which point, I think, there can be no doubt.
It has been previously intimated that the vein va- ries
FIG. 39. in width, being much wider in some places than in others,
as represented in Fig. 39. Its porphyritic structure is
shown in the wider parts, and the banded where it is
pinched. This frequently recurring in- equality in the
width of the vein may be owing to a lateral movement of
the fissure-walls subsequent to the formation of the
crevice. Smooth and polished slickensides are often
observable, and their occurrence speaks somewhat in
confirmation of the above view. Striated slickensides, \
however, from which the direction of the movement might
possibly be deduced, have never come within my
observation,
In the fourth level the lode has been dislocated, the line
of dislocation being at nearly right angles to the general
trend of the vein. The dip of the gneiss strata to the
east of the dislocation is exactly opposite to that of the
country rock to the west of it, so that there seems to
have been a complete overturning of the strata in this
place. The vein sometimes splits and incloses a
fragment of the country rock, called by
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the miners a " horse." Spurs and stringers also occur. In drift No.
1, of the mine, 73 feet from the mouth and in the hanging wall, a
spur, measuring about 24 inches in width, comes in at about an angle
of 45° and joins the main vein. The course of its strike is about
north and south, consequently parallel to the stratification of the
country rock; its dip also coincides with the same, namely to the
west. Its mineral character agrees with that of the main vein, the
gangue consisting of barite; the metalliferous minerals are galena
and gray copper. Thus far, I have not been able to trace this branch
of the vein into the lower workings of the mine.
Some 235 feet from the mouth of same drift, the vein throws off
another spur at about an angle of 30° into the foot-wall, dipping
north 75° west, therefore opposite to dip of main vein. In drift
No. 2, 50 feet vertical distance in a straight line beneath the same
point in drift No. 1. the same spur can be perceived coming again into
the main vein on the foot-wall, it
having a clip of about 25°, which would bring them
FIG. 40.
together somewhere between the second and third
levels. This spur or branch vein must consequently
describe an arc of a circle, as represented in Fig. 40,
which is an ideal cross-section; a, main vein, b, branch
vein. Whether, in driving the first and second levels
further to the southwest on the line of the main vein, this
branch vein will again come in and join the vein, remains to
be seen.
As regards the distribution of metalliferous mineral within the
vein, it seems to be more or Jess influenced by the nature of the
country rock, gangue and width of crevice. Where the crevice is
wide, with a gangue consisting almost entirely of crystalline barite,
and the adjoining country rock mild and decomposed, and at the
same time strongly impregnated with iron pyrites, the metalliferous
minerals seem to be present in much greater proportion. Where
the vein is pinched the wall-rocks are unconformable, hard, and of a
less decomposed nature, a light-greenish or black mica forming one of
their principal constituents, deficient in iron pyrites, and at the same
time contain numerous little stringers of a grayish quartz. The
gray copper oftentimes seems to be present in proportionately larger
quantities in the narrower parts of the vein ; or, more strictly speaking, the relative proportion of gray copper to galena is greater than
in the wider portions. Where barite occurs in large crystals, the
metalliferous minerals are more scattered and less frequent. Where
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the vein throws off spurs, or divides, in taking in a "horse," it is
almost always poorer. It is probable that in further exploitation
the ore will be found to be chiefly confined to zones, or chimneys'
as already the first, second, and third levels have been drifted
through considerable ground on the vein that has proved quite
barren of ore, though the crevice has always remained well defined.
The most striking characteristic of this lode is a crevice almost
entirely filled with the mineral barite, carrying argentiferous galena
and gray copper. The preponderance of barite over all the other
minerals of the vein is of great significance in regard to the dressing
and subsequent metallurgical treatment of the ore.
The Whale Lode might perhaps be well compared to the so-called
barytic-lead formation of Freiberg in Saxony, of which the principal minerals are barite, fluorite, quartz, galena, and zinc blende.
Common to both are barite, quartz, and galena.
The geological history of this lode seems to have been simple, and
somewhat as follows: 1, Formation of the fissure in the country
rock by plutonic agency, and, perhaps, accompanied at the same
time by a lateral movement of one or both of the fissure-walls. 2.
Deposition from solution of minerals now composing the vein
material on the sides of the fissure. A third period might perhaps
be added, viz.: The impregnation of the country rock from the vein
outwards with iron pyrites.
The above might, of course, be extended into many more periods,
were the effects of chemical changes to be taken into consideration,
I do not wish to be understood by deposition of minerals now composing the vein, as assuming that the minerals were actually deposited from their solutions in the very form and state of chemical
composition in which they are at present found; it is by far more
probable that many and various chemical changes have taken place
since the time of their first crystallization upon the sides of the
crevice.
There arc numerous other veins in the vicinity of the Whale
Lode, which have been more or less developed, and almost all of
them are similar to the "Whale" in many of their characteristics,
especially in the frequent occurrence of barite, which is, to say the
least, worthy of notice.
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THE FRUE CONCENTRATOR.
BY WALTER McDERMOTT, SILVER ISLET, CANADA.

THIS machine is an improvement on the well-known endless
travelling belt used for dressing slimes in many mills; the chief
point of difference, and constituting the essential advantage of the
present over the old form, is the application to the machine of a '
secondary agitating or shaking motion, in addition to the ordinary
progressive motion of the belt.
In the machine as heretofore made, the inclined belt or apron
moved slowly up against a thin stream of water and ore, depositing
the concentrations carried over in a tank placed below, through
which the belt travelled, of course, in a reversed position. By reference to the accompanying drawings, it will be seen that in this main
principle the new modification does not differ materially; but the
means by which it is carried out are essentially different.
The machine consists of a substantial frame of wood, F, Figs. 41,
42, and 43, within which hang the shaking frame and rollers, B B,

A, Endless apron ; B, Apron frame and rollers ; C, Driving drum ; D,
pulleys; E, Shaft and connecting rods; F, Wooden frame; G,
Shaft of regulating Pulley ; H, Yokes.

supporting the upper half of the travelling apron, A, which passes
below around the driving drum, C, in the water-tank, J. On leaving the water-tank, the belt passes over the guiding and tightener
pulley, G. The ends of the shaking-frame, B, are provided with
iron yokes, H H, bored to admit the shafts of the end rollers, and
carrying a lug, by which attachment is made to the connecting rods,
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K, from the crank-shaft, E.
The shafts of the two end rollers slid
in their bearings, L L, and the reciprocating motion is applied to
them by the yokes, H, through the rollers, which are fixed on the
shaft.
The slow motion of the belt, communicated by driving,
drum, C, turns the end rollers, and with them their shafts, which
FIG. 42.

A, Endless apron ; B, Apron frame and rollers ; C, Driving drum ; D, Pulleys;
E, Shaft; F, Wooden frame; G, Regulating pulley; H, Sand-sluice; I, Watersluice; J, Mineral tank; K, Waste sand launder ; L, Pillar blocks.
PIG. 43.

A, Endless apron; C, Driving drum; D, Pulleys; F, Wooden frame; H,
Yokes; I, Collar rings; 3, Rollers; K, Connecting rod; L, Pillar blocks; M, •
Mineral tank; N, Sand-sluice; 0, Water-sluice.
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revolve in the yokes and their bearings, L L. The side crank-shaft carries three cranks
of 1⁄2-inch throw, or 1-inch stroke—one at each end, and one in or near the centre.
These cranks are attached to the shaking-frame by short connecting rods, the two end
rods being pinned into the lugs on the yokes, while the central one is connected with an
eye bolted on to the frame.
The belt is revolved slowly by the drum, advancing at the rate of 100 to 120 inches
per minute, while, at the same time, a rapid lateral shaking is applied to it by the
revolution of the side crank-shaft, which turns about 200 times per minute.
The sand to be dressed, suspended in a current of water, flows down a sluice and
spreader, H, on to the belt. Close to the head of the machine, behind the ore-sluice a
thin stream of water strikes the belt and flows down it.
The operation of the machine is as follows: The stream of ore and water from the
sand-sluice runs slowly "down the belt, exposed to the lateral shaking of the same,
which effects a settling action on the heavier portions of mineral. The slow advance
of the belt carries the heavy mineral up against the descending current of water, past
the stream from the water-sluice, and eventually depositing it n the water-tank
below. The light rock, and all the water, traverse the length of the belt, and drop from
the tail of the machine into the waste launder, K.
The inclination of belt and speed of same, the relative amounts of ore and water, and
the amount and speed of the shaking motion, are all under control, being regulated
according to the quality and size of the pulverized rock.
As first made, for experimental purposes, the belt was twelve feet along its upper or
dressing surface—about 27 feet in all—and 20 inches in width. A number of
machines have since been built in which the belt is 4 feet wide. The capacity of the
smaller size is 3 tons in 24 hours.
Of course, like every dressing machine made, or ever likely to be made, the results
obtained are in proportion to the previous sizing of the ore; but the one point in which
this concentrator excels others is in the working of fine "slimes." Experiments have
been made on slimes flowing from the agitator of the ordinary Western amalgamating
apparatus—slimes so fine that after persistent draining they still retain 33 per cent.
of water—and, by the proper regulation of the machine, a regular and slow discharge
of impalpable galena and zinc blende was delivered over the head of the belt.
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The valuable effects of the shaking motion are perceived at once by disconnecting the
crank-shaft, when the capacity of the machine is at once reduced, the sand packs and
the water cuts channels through it, and the "tailings" become perceptibly richer.
Experiments have been carried on for the last two years on a variety of ores of lead,
copper, and silver; and during that time many improvements have been made in the
details of construction, so that the machine, as now manufactured, is simple, durable,
self-acting and requires very little power to run it.
The directors of the Silver Islet Company are so convinced of the value of this
invention that they have commenced building a large stamp-mill and wash-house for the
treatment of their poorer grades of silver ore, and in which the machine described will be
the only concentrator employed. At the Silver Islet mine the rich ore is picked by
hand, barrelled and shipped to the smelting works of the company, at Wyandotte,
Michigan. The concentrations from the poor ore will be sent to the same works.
Twenty washers, with belts of 4 feet in width, are now on the ground, with
batteries, stamps, shafting and all machinery for a mill capable of treating from 100
to 150 tons a day; and it is expected that by the spring of 1875 one-half of the mill will
be running. This form of concentrator will, in time, become a widely used and valuable
adjunct to all amalgamating mills and concentrating works, in which such a slime
dresser has been a long-needed desideratum.

THE ORES OF IRON; THEIR GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND RELATION TO THE GREAT CENTRES
OF THE WORLD'S IRON INDUSTRIES.
BY HENRY NEWTON, E. M., NEW YORK CITY.
IT may seem somewhat a work of supererogation to present to the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, composed largely of gentlemen with whom the subject is so familiar, a
paper on iron ores and their distribution. To many of them, however, it possibly will
not be without interest, as there may be some, like myself, who have nowhere found a
connected account of the character of the deposits and the circumstances upon which are
founded the great iron-producing centers of the world. This blank I have endeavored
to fill,
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so far as possible, first briefly noticing the ores with which the iron-master has to deal,
which, notwithstanding the number of minerals containing iron as an essential component,
are practically limited to those forms in which the iron occurs in an oxidized state, as the
red and brown hematites, magnetic oxide, and carbonates, and then re- iewing shortly the
ircumstances in the different great iron producing countries.
Mention has been made by several observers that iron has been found in certain
localities as native or pure iron. It is probable, however, that iron is never found of
terrestrial origin in a pure state, and that in the instances referred to, the material was of
meteoric derivation. In meteoric masses, nearly pure iron is not uncommon, but the
iron of meteorites is usually associated with certain proportions of nickel, cobalt, and
other elements, and sometimes considerable amounts of occluded hydrogen.
Magnetite or the magnetic oxide (Fe,O3 + FeO = Fe3O4), is the richest of all the known
ores of iron, and when perfectly pure contains 72.41 per cent. of iron and 27.59 of oxygen,
though commercially it rarely exceeds 55 to 60 per cent. of iron. It is found crystallized in
octahedra, crystalline, massive, or as sand; color black; is magnetic, and some varieties
possess polarity,—the loadstone. The great de- posits are in the Russian Altai and
Ural Mountains, Sweden, Norway, and Lapland, and in North America. In
America it is found solely in the metamorphic crystalline rocks,—Archæan,—the great
deposits being in the Canadian highlands and the Alleghany Mountains from the St.
Lawrence to Georgia. Besides these, other deposits of less present importance are found
in Arkansas and at various points in the Archæan rocks of the Rocky Mountains.
Certain deposits in all of these great iron regions are found to be contaminated by
titanium in the form of the mineral menaccanite (Ti.Fe) 2 ,O 3 . In the Eastern United
States, Canada, Tasmania, New Zealand, Japan, etc., a sand of magnetic oxide, often
titaniferous, is found as the result of the destruction of large masses by wave action, in all
of which places it has been used in the manufacture of iron.
In Sussex County, New Jersey, there is found a unique deposit of magnetite
Franklinite—in which part of the protoxide of iron is replaced by protoxides of zinc
and manganese, and part of the peroxide by peroxide of manganese. This mineral
when pure contains about 65 per cent. of peroxide of iron, 12 per cent. of manganese
oxide, and 20 per cent, of zinc oxide. It is a doubly valuable ore,
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first, for the production of zinc white, and secondly in the production of spiegeleisen.
Hematite, red hematite, specular iron, etc. (Fe 2 O 3 ). When pure it contains 70 per
cent. of iron and 30 per cent. of oxygen, though as used by the ironmaster it rarely
surpasses 60 to 66 per cent. of metallic iron. It is distinguishable from the other ores
of iron by-its red streak; is found nearly black to brick-red in color, crystal- listed,
crystalline, massive, fibrous, oolitic, botryoidal, ochrey, etc The great deposits of this ore
are crystallized on the island of Elba-massive and botryoidal in Lancashire, England,
and certain places in Western Europe; massive and crystalline, Lake Superior, Pilot
Knob, and Iron Mountain, etc., Missouri; oölitic in the stratified ore of the Clinton group
of the Lower Silurian in the Eastern United States, the " dyestone " or " fossil ore."
Limonite, brown hematite, brown iron ore, hydrated peroxide, bog" ore, pipe ore, etc.
(2Fe2O3,3HO), contains when pure 59.9 per cent. of iron and 14.4 per cent. of water.
Under this ore may practically also be included the other peroxides of different degrees
of hyclration, Gothite and Xanthrosiderite, or yellow iron ore, which sometimes largely
compose masses of limonite. Limonite is found nearly black in color to brown,
yellowish-brown, or yellow, and is distinguished by its yellowish-brown streak. It occurs
massive, botryoidal, stalactitio, granular (bog ore), ochreous etc. In richness it varies
greatly, but the ore as used rarely contains more than 45 to 50 per cent. of iron. Of all
the ores of iron it is one of the most widely distributed. Usually it is found as surface
deposits in basins or depressions, which are of very uncertain extent, and while there is
scarcely a country or state that does not contain some deposits, as an ore, though valuable, it is of inferior importance. Sometimes it is found as the result of the oxidation
of the outcrops of mineral veins containing iron (gossans) of the stratified carbonates or
crystalline ores, and as deposits on the surface or in cavities, pockets, or fissures in the
rocks from ferruginous springs or waters. In Sweden large quantities are found in the
bottoms of the lakes as grains of all sizes up to that of peas or beans, and is known as
lake ore.
Carbonates of the protoxide (FeO,CO2) the different forms of which are : (a.) Spathic
iron ore, side-rite, or chalybite, the crystallized carbonate of iron, when pure containing
48.22 per cent, of iron, crystallizing in rhombohedra. Though a very valuable ore of
iron, it is of little importance in the United States, and is found in but small deposits
in Roxbury, Conn., and Southern Vermont. In
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Carinthia and Westphalia in Europe, the spathic ore is of great importance and is the foundation of large industries. (b.) The clay
ironstone or argillaceous carbonate of iron, is the great ore of the
coal measures, but is, however, found in considerable quantities in
the cretaceous formation of both the East and West United States.
It occurs as stratified deposits, though more commonly as rounded
masses, kidneys or nodules, of all sizes, which are sometimes, however, so closely compacted as to form regular strata. In richness
this clay ironstone contains commonly from 33 to 40 per cent. of iron.
It has been the principal ore used in Central England and Wales,
and is also found in several of the European coal basins. While
the carbonates of the coal measures are of considerable importance
in the United States, they are greatly overshadowed in value by the
richer and more abundant crystalline ore.
Clay ironstone is also found granular and oölitic, as the oölitic
ores of the Jurassic (Lias) in Germany and France, which are also of
the same age and general character as the celebrated ore of the Cleveland Hills of Northeast England, where they are the foundation of
an immense iron industry.
When the argillaceous carbonate is associated with bituminous
matter it forms (c.) blackband or bituminous clay ironstone, which
is a bituminous shale impregnated with sufficient iron to render it
valuable as an ore. Usually it contains from 25 to 50 per cent. of
iron. It is the ore of the famous blackband iron district of Scotland, and is found to some extent also in Central England and Wales,
also in some of the German coal basins. The United States contains
deposits of little importance in the Triassic coal basin of North Carolina, in the metamorphic coal measures of Pottsville, Pa., and in
the bituminous coal basin of West Virginia. The only deposits of
value.now known, however, are found in the coal measures of Eastern
Ohio.
Ores are rarely used which contain less than 25 per cent. of iron,
and they may be roughly divided according to their richness into
poor ores, those between 25 and 35 per cent.; ordinary or average
ores, between 35 and 50 per cent.; and rich ores, those containing
more than 50 per cent. of metallic iron.
To show the distribution of the ores of iron, and the locations of
the great iron producing regions of the world, the chief iron-making
countries of the world may be passed rapidly and briefly in review.
E NGLAND .—It requires no argument to show that England's
position, as one of the highest civilized countries, arises mainly from
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the extent of her manufactures and her commercial intercourse with
the rest of the world, which arc due almost exclusively to the great
magnitude of her iron industries. Thus in 1871, of the total of
13,315,000 tons of pig iron made in the world, England produced
about one half, or 6,500,000 tons. Her facilities for iron manufac-.
tures are almost unsurpassed, for all the materials necessary, the iron
ore, coal, etc., may be drawn from very limited areas, and often from
the same mine, thus being in marked contrast with the condition in
the United States where such long and expensive transportation is
necessary. The districts of manufacture are five in number: the
Scotch, Cleveland, West Coast, Central England, and South Wales.
1st. The Scotch region is limited by the extent of the Scotch
coal measures, and is included in the shires of Fife, Lanark, Linlithgow, Stirling, and Ayr, extending across from the Frith of Forth
to the Frith of Clyde. The ores are the blackband and clay ironstone of the coal measures, which are found in beds of limited extent and thickness, varying from a few inches to a couple of feet,
but on an average only about ten inches. The amount of ore mined
in 1872 was 3,270,000 tons. The fuel employed is the dry openburning coal of the Scotch fields used raw in the furnace, similar in
character to our own block coals of Ohio and Indiana. The pig
iron produced is mainly for foundry use, and though not of first
quality, has a reputation over all parts of the world for its exceeding uniformity and adaptability for foundry purposes, and is known
by the familiar names of "Coltness," "Gartsherrie," etc.
2d. The Cleveland district, though the newest, ranks first in production and in the application of skill and boldness in the manufacture. It is situated on the northeast coast of England, around Middlesboro', in Durham, and the North Riding of Yorkshire. The ore
used is an oölitic clay ironstone from the Jurassic formation, occurring in immense beds 12 to 17 feet in thickness, and containing
about 35 per cent. of iron, with commonly 1 per cent. of phosphoric
acid. The production of ore in 1872 was 5,539,000 tons. During
the last few years, however, some ores have been imported for mixtures from Spain and Sweden. The fuel used is coke from the
Durham coal-field, the coal of which approaches more nearly our
typical coking coals than that of the other English coal areas.
3d. The West Coast district is one of the newest centres; but as
the repository of the only ore used in Great Britain in making iron
for the Bessemer steel process, is of great importance. It is located
along the west coast of Cumberland and Lancashire, at Barrow,
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Workington, etc. The ore is a very pure red hematite found in
pockets in the mountain limestone, and containing about 50 per
cent. of iron. The ore is shipped largely to other parts of the
country, Wales, Central England, etc., and in 1872 there were raised
1,769,000 tons.* The fuel employed is coke from the coals of the •
Cumberland coal-field, but principally from the Durham coal measures. The iron produced is specially adapted, from its purity, for
making Bessemer steel, and large quantities are transported to Germany, France, and the United States for that purpose.
4th. The Central region of Staffordshire, Derbyshire, etc., including the famous towns of Birmingham, Derby, and Sheffield,
though one of the oldest in the country, is being overshadowed by
the newer districts. The ores worked for so many years are now
becoming less abundant, and more difficult to mine. They are the
argillaceous carbonate, and some black band of the coal measures,
besides which brown hematites are imported from the adjoining
country, Forest of Dean, etc. The fuel is the dry bituminous coal
of the underlying coal formation, which is used both in the raw
state and as coke.
5th. The South Wales region is embraced in the shires of Glanmorgan, Monmouth, and Brecknock, and is limited by the area of
the Welsh coal-fields. The ores are similar in character to those of
Staffordshire, besides which considerable quantities are brought from
Cumberland, Ireland, Spain, etc. The fuel is the dry bituminous
coal and anthracite of the region, and the iron produced is used
chiefly for forge and mill purposes.
SWEDEN.—The ores of Sweden are specular, some brown hematite
and bog ore, but principally magnetite. The character and geological
position of the latter is peculiarly similar to that of the magnetites
of the Eastern United States and Canada, though they are generally
more free from sulphur and phosphorus. While abundantly provided with iron ores, and producing a large amount of iron celebrated
for its excellent qualities, Sweden has made but little advance in her
production, because of the absence of ready means of communication, but more especially from the want of an abundant supply of
* Quite large amounts of ore are imported from Ireland, which is also sent, to
a considerable extent, into Staffordshire and Wales. The ore is a pisolitic
limonite, particularly free from sulphur and phosphorus, but remarkable for its
large percentage of alumina, being, in fact, almost a bauxite. It has been found
to add much to the case of smelting the pure hematites of the Cumberland
region, and to mix well with the other English ores.
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fuel, the only fuel being charcoal, and the quantity of this is fast
becoming reduced, though its production is controlled by law. The
principal deposits of magnetite in Sweden are in the southern part
around Lake Wenern, and in the counties of Wermland, Westmanland, and Dalecarlia. The mines of Dannemora, north of Upsala, also produce large quantities of iron, which is made into the
celebrated brand of that name. There are also large deposits of
magnetite in North Sweden and Lapland, and in Arendal in Norway. The chief product is wrought iron made from the pig iron
almost exclusively in low fires, holding the first rank in all countries
of Europe. Considerable amounts of cast iron and steel are also
produced, and some quantities of ore are now being sent to the coalfields of England and Northern Europe.
RUSSIA.—Russia contains immense and almost inexhaustible deposits of iron ore, principally magnetite, with some hematite. While
producing iron of the highest grades, her advance in the manufacture
is retarded, like Sweden,by the want of mineral fuel; and though in
some of the governments coal is known to exist, charcoal is the only
fuel employed, its consumption reaching 1,500,000 tons per year
and large areas being laid waste to furnish the supply. The scantiness of the population, the vast areas possessing limited and precarious means of communication, and the great distance from the works
to the markets are also great obstacles to its progression.
The principal iron regions are: 1st. Those of the Ural and
Altai Mountains, which are the great mineral storehouses of Russia.
Large and valuable deposits are found in the Altai Mountains,
around Nertschinsk, in Eastern Siberia, and Barnaul, in Western
Siberia. The great deposits and works are, however, situated in the
Urals, in the government of Perm, and the magnetic deposits of the
mountains of Blagodat, 150 wersts north of Jekaterinburg, of Nijni
Tajilsk, etc., are celebrated for their magnitude and richness. Beside the magnetic ores, considerable quantities of red hematite are
found near Barnaul, Jekaterinburg, and the South Urals. The
vast establishments of Prince Demidoff at Perm, Nijni Tajilsk, and
Jekaterinburg have a world-wide reputation.
2d. The region of Central Russia around Moscow, Nijni Novgorod, etc., in the governments of Nijni Novgorod Vladimir, Kaluga, Penza, Orel, and Tambov, in which the principal ore, the red
hematite, is found in great abundance, containing usually from 45
to 48 per cent of iron, together with carbonate ores.
In addition to these two principal regions, considerable iron is
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produced in Russian Poland from carbonates and bog ores, and Finland is particularly rich in magnetites, though producing but little
iron. Information is limited concerning the magnitude of the
Russian iron industry, but it is estimated to be between 200,000 and
300,000 tons per year.
F RANCE .—France is quite abundantly supplied with iron ores,
but the manufactures have been much retarded from a want of a
good supply of coal. A large part of the iron has been made from
charcoal, but the introduction of a better system of communication
has enabled the ironmaster to more thoroughly utilize the coals of
the few and scattered coal-basins, which are neither of very superior
quality, nor of great extent, and to very largely increase her production. Very considerable amounts of coal are also annually imported from England. The principal ore of France is the oölitic
ore (similar to the Cleveland ore of England), which occurs scattered on the surface and in the rocks of the Jurassic formation, extending across the country from the Pas de Calais, on the northwest,
to the Jura Mountains on the southeast. There are also found very
abundant deposits of limonite in the tertiary and alluvium; some
spathic ores, red hematites, and a little magnetite, besides which quite
considerable quantities of magnetite and hematite are imported from
Algiers, Elba, Sardinia, and Spain, especially into the southern
regions.
The iron districts of France have been divided into nine groups,
viz.: 1st. Group of the Southeast, or of the Rhone and Saône, including now the principal district of France, and the celebrated
works of Le Creusot, Terrenoire, St. Etienne, of Petin, Gaudet &
Co., at St. diamond, etc. The ores are mainly oölitic and brown
hematite, and imported ores from the Mediterranean, the fuel being
coke from the coals of the basins of the Loire, Gard, etc. The production in 1867 was 28.8 per cent. of 1,380,422 tons, the total production of the country.
2d. The Compté district, situated in the east, along the Jura and
Franche Compté, employing charcoal with oölitic and brown hematite ores, and in 1867 producing 5.6 per cent. of the production of
the country.
3d. Region of the Alps, in the southeast, in Isère and Savoy,
using charcoal and principally spathic carbonates, and in 1867 producing only 0.4 per cent. of the total production.
4th. The Champagne district, on the northern border, in Ardennes, Haute Marne, and Meuse, in which the fuel is charcoal and
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coke, from the coal-basin of du Nord and Pas de Calais on the west,
and the borders of the Belgian coal-field on the east, with oölitic
and hydrated peroxide ores, the production in 1867 being 12:8
per cent, of the national production.
5th. Group of the North, in Pas de Calais, basins of the
Escant and Sambre, employing coke from the coals of the
underlying coat measures as fuel, and granular limonites, etc., and
producing in 1867 13.6 per cent. of the total iron production.
6th. Region of the Centre, comprising the manufacture in the
provinces of Berry, Bourbounais, Nivernais, etc., using charcoal
mainly, and some coke, from the Allier basin, and alluvial with
some little Spanish and Mediterranean ores. The proportion of the
production for 1867 was 10.4 per cent.
7th. Region of the Northwest, north of the Loire and west of
the Seine, in Bretagne, etc., using charcoal and a little coke, with
limonites, little magnetite, and some ores from Spain, producing in
1867 1.6 per cent. of the iron made in France.
8th. Southeast group, or group of the Pyrenees, in which the
fuel is charcoal, with some coke, and the ores hematite, spathic
limonite, oolitic carbonate, etc., with a production of 5.6 per cent.
in 1867.
9th, Region of the Moselle and Meurthe, in the northeast, where
the fuel is from the Prussian coal-basin of the Saar, and the ores
oolitic carbonate from the Lias, with a production in 1867 of 20.8
per cent.
In 1870, by the annexation of Alsace and Lorraine to Prussia,
twenty-five establishments out of thirty-seven were taken from this
group, which represented 75 per cent. of the production of this
region.
BELGIUM.—Belgium, though only about the area of the State of
Maryland, by the development of the comparatively small coalbasins of Liège and Charleroi, and of the abundant iron ores, produced in 1871 nearly 900,000 tons of iron, which ranks her as
fifth among the iron-producing countries of the world. The ore
most important in her manufacture is the minette, psammite, or oolitic
limonite from the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. This is a hydrated
peroxide of iron, the result of the oxidation of oolitic carbonate of
the Lias, the equivalent of the Cleveland ironstone of England.
Formerly the red hematites occurring in the limestone at the base
of the coal measures, in the eastern provinces of Namur and Liège,
were the main source of supply, but they became insufficient for the
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demand, and have been supplemented by the minette, which in many
cases has to be transported a hundred miles or more. Besides these
ores there are found considerable quantities of brown hematite in
the eastern provinces, and some bog ore mainly from the northgast low countries. The iron manufacture is conducted chiefly
around the cities of Liege and Charleroi, the fuel employed being
coke made from the coal of the adjoining coal-basins. The usual
inferior character of the Belgian and French coals, compared with
the English, have necessitated their most careful preparation, to
enable them to be successfully used in the blast-furnace, and hence
to these countries we are indebted for the development of and the
best forms of coal-washing machines and coking apparatus, now
in use.
AUSTRIA .—Austria, though one of the largest states, and containing some of the most valuable ores in Europe, ranks but sixth
among the iron-producing countries, and in 1871 the make of pig
iron, 450,000 tons, was but little more than half that of the small
kingdom of Belgium. The cause of this is mainly to be found in
the wide separation of the great ore deposits from the coal-fields,
and the want of cheap and ready means of transportation. In
1870 84 per cent. of the iron made was produced with charcoal, and
16 per cent. with mineral fuel. The. only valuable coal-fields are
found along the northwestern border of the empire, in Bohemia and
Silesia, the coals of which are much inferior, as smelting fuels, to
the coals of France and Belgium. Brown coal, or lignite, and peat,
are found in considerable abundance in many places, especially in
Hungary and Bohemia, and when dried, or charred, they have been
used to a small extent for smelting purposes, though they are more
commonly employed in puddling and working iron.
The most important iron ore deposits arc found in the southeast,
in Styria and Carinthia (the Noricum of the Romans), where charcoal is the only fuel, and as the manufacture has been pursued in
these countries for several centuries, the production has been limited
on account of the scarcity of fuel. More perfect communication,
however, is stimulating the industry, and permitting the transfer of
mineral fuel from the northern coal-fields to these southern deposits.
The ores are principally rich and pure spathic carbonates, the iron
from which has long been famous for its excellent quality. The
spathic ore deposits of the Erzberg and Eiscnerz, in Styria, are celebrated for their great magnitude, being found in beds from 200 to
600 feet in thickness, while in Carinthia arc similar deposits of less
VOL. III. —24
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extent. The ore raised in Carinthia and Styria in 1858 was 15 and
20 per cent. of the total raised in the empire, and in 1870 the make
of pig iron was respectively 11 and 37 per cent. of that made in
the
empire, exclusive of Hungary.
Next in importance to the manufacture in Styria, and Carinthia
is that of Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia. The principal ores
of Bohemia are red hematite from the bordering mountains and
brown hematites, with clay ironstone, of the coal measures. In
Moravia and Silesia the ores are mainly clay ironstone from the
Carpathian Mountains. The proportion of ore raised in these
countries was, in 1858, in the above order: 19.36, 12.48, and 2.09
per cent. of that raised in the empire, and the production of pjg
iron in 1870 was 23, 11, and 2 per cent. of that made in the empire
excluding Hungary. In Hungary the ores are chiefly spathic carbonates, with some magnetites, limonites, etc. In 1858 Hungary
raised 18 per cent. of all the ores produced in the empire, and in
1870 yielded about 133,000 tons of pig iron, while Carinthia and
Styria produced 178,000, Bohemia 130,000, and Moravia and Silesia
33,000 tons.
THE GERMAN EMPIRE .—In the Empire of Germany, the principal iron production is confined to the Prussian states, in which
there are two great iron-making sections, viz., in the east, in Upper
Silesia, and in the west in the region bordering the Rhine, or the
Rhine provinces; besides a manufacture of less importance in the
central and northern parts, Saxony and Hanover. These sections
also contain all the coal-fields of any importance in the Empire, as
those of Silesia, of the basin of the Saar, on the Upper Rhine, and
of the basin of the Ruhr or Westphalia, and the adjoining basins of
Aachen in Belgium, in the Lower Rhine, with the smaller and less
important one of Saxony.
The ores of the Prussian states are in the order of their importance
as follows : The brown hematites, which furnish 40 per cent. of the
ore used, are very widely distributed, and probably the most valuable of the ores. The spathic or sparry carbonate forms nearly 20
per cent. of the ore used, and is mainly obtained in the Rhine
provinces, especially in the Bonn region, where are the celebrated
deposits of Müsen, Siegen, etc., which furnish large quantities of
Bessemer iron, and spiegeleisen, the latter of which is exported to
all parts of Europe and America for steel purposes. The red hematite deposits yielding 19 per cent. of the total ore produced are found
chiefly in the Rhine provinces west of Bonn, where it is a continua-
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tion of the similar deposits of Belgium in the carboniferous limestone.
Black band ore forms 10 per cent. of the ore used, and is exclusively
obtained in the coal-fields of Westphalia. Limonites,—"bean ore,"—
to the extent of 7 per cent. of the total ores, is used in the Clausthal
or Hanoverian region. Clay ironstone, including the oölitic carbonate of the Belgian frontier, is used to the extent of 1.75 per cent.,
and is found mainly in the Silesian region and the Rhine provinces.
Bog ore is found in considerable quantities in the plains of Northern
Germany, and to the extent of 1.75 per cent., is mined and used in
Silesia and Northern Germany.
The manufacturing districts are divided by the Prussian authorities as follows: The Silesian region around Breslau, Oppeln, etc.,
where the Silesian coal-field and the brown hematites, with clay
ironstone and bog ores, produced in 1870 24 per cent. of the pig
iron made in the Prussian states.
The Halle region of Saxony, at Magdeburg, etc., of little importance, producing only 0.12 per cent. of the total production of pig
iron.
The districts of the Rhine, which are divided into: 1st, the
region of Dortmond, the most important iron region, producing
36.75 per cent. of the iron made, containing part of the Westphalian
coal-field, and using black band, brown hematite, spathic, and red
hematite ores. In this division are included the celebrated works of
Krupp at Essen—the largest iron establishment in the world—and
a considerable manufacture at Dusseldorf, Osnabruck, etc. 2d. The
Bonn region, which ranks next in importance, producing in 1870
33.67 per cent. of the pig iron made, and including portions of the
Westphalian and Rhine provinces around Bonn. Fuel is accessible
from the basin of the Ruhr on the north, and Aachen on the west,
besides the celebrated lignite beds of the Rhine, The most important ore is the spathic carbonate, of Devonian age, which is found
in the famous district of Siegen, where the most noticeable deposit is
that of the Stahlberg or Steel Mountain, near Müsen, besides which
large quantities of brown hematite and red hematite are also employed.
The Clausthal region of Hanover, etc., using mainly limonite
ores, is of smaller importance, producing in 1870 only 5.22 per cent.
of the pig iron made in the Prussian states.
The annexation of Alsace and Lorraine, after the war of 1870, has
transferred to Prussia 25 blast-furnaces, producing in 1870 204,579
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tons of pig iron. The principal ore used is the oolitic, minette, of
the Jurassic, the continuation of the same formation producing the
valuable ores of Northeastern France, and Southeastern Belgium
already mentioned. The fuel is all obtained from the basin of the
Saar near Osnabruck, already alluded to.
The other states of the Zollverein besides the Prussian—Wurtemberg, Bavaria, and the coal-basins of Zwickau in Saxony-hold
but an unimportant position in the iron manufacture.
SPAIN .—We have but little accurate information concerning the
mineral resources of Spain, but we know that she possesses many
large and valuable deposits of iron ore with coal-basins of no mean
extent. While, during the last half century, the iron manufacture
in the other European states has advanced to a most wonderful
extent, from inherent national conservatism, political uncertainty
etc., the iron industry of Spain has been far behind them, and her
prosperity is still further checked by the present civil war. In
former years a considerable industry was maintained in the production of charcoal iron on the Biscayan coast, etc., and of wrought
iron by the Catalan direct process in the Pyrenean provinces, Catalonia, etc., but from the causes mentioned her present iron production is small, being in 1870 but 54,000 tons.
Within the last five years, however, very earnest attention has
been directed to the Spanish ore deposits by English and German
ironmasters, principally in seeking ore sufficiently pure for producing
Bessemer pig iron. Many companies have been formed for working
the deposits, with an aggregate capital of several million dollars,
and large amounts of ore have been, and are being constantly shipped
to England, Belgium, and Germany.
The principal deposits yielding these ores are situated on the Biscayan provinces of Oviedo, Santander, Biscaya, Guipuzeoa, etc.,
and the deposits now most extensively worked are near Samorrostro
(Santander), and especially in the vicinity of Bilbao (Biscaya). The
deposits of the range of mountains along the Biscayan coast, have
been examined by Mr. David Forbes, who pronounces them to be
of Cretaceous age. The ore is a hydrated peroxide, occupying
veins or lodes in the rocks of this age, is quite rich, and particularly
free from sulphur and phosphorus. It is an ore well adapted for
making steel iron and for such purpose is principally employed.
The ore, as greater depths are readied in the veins, is found to be
only a gossan or oxidized outcrop, the mass of the unchanged deposit
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being spathic iron or carbonate ores, containing, however, a greater
proportion of sulphur than the gossan ore.
North European capital has also been at work developing the iron
mines of the southern provinces, particularly in Murcia (near Cartagena), in Malaga, Seville, etc. The ore in these districts is principally magnetic and specular, and owing to the interference in
mining operations in the north by the occupation of the Carlist
troops, mining has been very active in these latter districts during the
past year. The great addition this entails upon the expenses of sea
transportation is, however, against their competition with the product of the Biscayan coast. In the coal-fields of Villanueva, the ore
deposits of Seville, etc., find a ready fuel, and it is not unlikely that
it will soon be the foundation of a prosperous local manufacture.
Statistics of the yield of the Spanish mines arc very meagre.
According to some authorities the total annual production in 1870
was 436,000 tons, while from other source? the importation of England alone was in 1868 only 8,8,000, which had, however, risen in
1872 to 631,000 tons.
AFRICA .—Deserving of mention also are the rich and pure deposits of iron ore in Algiers, which have a growing importance in
the iron manufacture of Europe. The ores are mainly spathic carbonates and limonites, the result of the decomposition of the former.
They are quite rich in iron, and particularly free from sulphur and
phosphorus, and are now largely exported for the manufacture of
Bessemer irons. France has heretofore been the chief importer of
these ores, but owing to the Spanish difficulties considerable quantities have been sent to England and Germany. Some cargoes have
also been shipped to the United States, and have been used by the
Bethlehem, Pa., Bessemer Steel Works. This ore is said to have
been sold in New York for $24 per ton. The principal export has
been from the Mokta mines, which produced in 1872 335,000, and
in 1873, 404,000 tons of ore. Attention has recently been directed
toward smelting in Algiers, and works are said to have been erected
to use coal brought by the ore vessels on their return voyage. Wood,
though abundant, consists mainly of cork, mahogany, and other
woods too valuable to make charcoal from.
NORTH AMERICA .—In the abundance, purity, and wide distribution of iron ores, and their accessibility to the largest coal areas in
the world, the United States possesses facilities for an iron industry
unexcelled by those of any other land. Along the eastern coast,
the magnetic ores are found as an almost constant associate of the
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older metamorphic rocks, the gneiss, hornblende, and mica schists
of the Appalachian Mountains, in nearly continuous lines of out
crop from the borders of the St. Lawrence River and Lake Cham
plain in Northern New York, to their terminations in the northern
part of Georgia. The ore occurs in beds interstratified with the
other members of the Archaean system, following the severe contortions of that series, usually in lenticular-shaped deposits, and though
limited in extent and thickness, are often of great magnitude. The
thickness is subject to very great variations, and while sometimes
occurring in beds 150 to 200 feet thick, they are usually of much
less size. In the character of the ores, the mode of occurrence, and
their associations, they bear a very close resemblance to the magnetic
deposits of Sweden already mentioned.
In Northern New York in the Adirondack Mountains, in Essex and
Clinton Counties, immense beds are found, which have long been
worked, and supply much of the ore consumed in Eastern New York
and on the Hudson River. The great beds of the Moriah district
in Essex County are remarkable for their great size, in some cases
nearly 200 feet in thickness of solid ore. These ores often contain
large proportions of titanic acid, sometimes from 12 to 30 per cent.
which renders many deposits of little present value. Phosphorus
and sulphur, especially the former, are quite generally present, and
often in a damaging proportion. In the highlands of Eastern New
York, and portions of the adjoining State of Massachusetts, in the
same belt of metamorphic rocks, valuable deposits of magnetite also
occur, which are of special importance in Orange, Putnam, and
Dutchess Counties.
In direct continuation of these deposits are those of the northern
counties of New Jersey, Passaic, Sussex, Morris, and Warren, a belt
of this same scries passing across the State from northeast to southwest, and contains some of the most valuable ores of the Eastern
United States. In this region is also included the unique deposit
of Franklinite. a manganiferous magnetite containing zine, which is
of great importance in the production of zine and manganiferous pig
iron or spiegeleisen. The ores west of the Hudson, in New York
and Northern New Jersey, have been wrought from a very early
period, and contain but little or no titanium, but are commonly contaminated by sulphur or phosphorus, generally to so great an extent
as to unfit them for the manufacture of steel-irons.
In Pennsylvania, the only really important deposits of magnetite
arc found in the southeast part of the State, at Cornwall, in Lebanon
County, where they occur near the junction of the Mesozoie sand-
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stone and metamorphic Silurian slates. They are quite sulphurous
and arc associated with copper minerals, but particularly free from
phosphorus, and are altogether one of the finest and most important
deposits in the country. In other places in Eastern Pennsylvania,
magnetites are found, and are remarkable often for an association
with chrome and alumina.
Following this Archaean belt of the Appalachian Mountains,
through Maryland and Western Virginia, magnetites occur in numerous places, but their importance is not yet fully known.
In Western North Carolina they have been fully investigated,
and occur in an abundance and of a purity unsurpassed by any
other of the well-known regions of the country. They are found in
several nearly parallel belts, passing across the western part of the
State in a southwest direction into Northern Georgia, where they
still retain considerable importance. Some of the North Carolina
ores are quite titaniferous, others aluminous or chromiferous, while
others again are of very exceptional purity, as the celebrated Cranberry ore of Mitchell County. These ores are found often in beds
of 300 or 400 feet in width, and are destined to assume a great value
in the development of the iron industry of that region, especially
as they are not far distant from the valuable extensions of the Alleghany coal-field in the Cumberland region of West Tennessee, the
Black Warrior basins, etc., of Alabama, and the Deep and Dan
Rivers Triassic coal-fields of North Carolina. These magnetites of
the Eastern United States flank the great Alleghany coal-basin along
its entire eastern margin, and must form the most important storehouses of ore for the iron industry of that part of the country.
Analyses of Magnetic Iron Ores.
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Bearing a similar though more remote relation to the northwest
margin of the Alleghany coal-basin and the coal-fields of the Mississippi Valley in Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, etc., are the rich specular hematites of Missouri and Lake Superior.
The specular ores
Lake Superior, admixed in certain localities with magnetite
found on the south shore of Lake Superior, beginning about
ten miles from the lake in Marquette County, Michigan, and
extending thence in a belt about eight miles in width, in a south
and westerly direction, into Northern Wisconsin. Developments,
however have only been made extensively in Marquette County,
Michigan.
The ore occurs in distinct beds in the metamorphic
rock of the Huronian age, which are chiefly quartzites, ehloritic
rocks, ferruginous schists etc., in which the ore is often only a
ferruginous stratum; rich enough to be valuable as an ore of
iron.
These beds are of great magnitude, in some instances 200
feet or more in thickness, and not unfrequently occur in lenticular
masses, as mentioned when referring to the magnetites of the Eastern
United States. The ore varies from a very pure specular ore, often
beautifully crystallized in lamellæ, to a silicious ferruginous rock,
of little value as an ore, and on the whole the ores are generally
silicious
and
often
contain
much
jasper.
The ore is otherwise exceptionally pure, as may be seen from the following analyses from the Michigan State Geological Reports :

According to their richness, they are divided into three classes:
1st, containing 55 to 65 per cent. of iron; 2d, those containing 45
to 55 per cent.; and 3d, those ores below 45 per cent. of iron. The
ore is mined almost entirely in large open quarries, and since the
first openings in 1856 up to 1870 there have been produced 3,771,939
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tons of ore, and in the year 1871 alone, the production was 1,073,979
tons, producing about one-quarter of the pig iron made in the entire
United States.
The great deposits of specular ore in Missouri occur in isolated
peaks, or islets of the older Archaean rocks, probably of the same age
as the very similar ores of Lake Superior, surrounded by the more
recent sedimentary rocks. They arc situated about 75 miles southwest of St. Louis, and appear in two principal localities, removed
from each other by only a few miles,—Pilot Knob and Iron Mountain. Adjoining Pilot Knob, are Cedar Hill, Shephard Mountain,
etc., which are also ore-bearing. In both these localities, the characteristic associate of the ore is a porphyritic rock, which is usually
very much decomposed. The Pilot Knob deposits form a regular
bed, distinctly stratified, while the Iron Mountain ore is of a compact character and is found in veins in the porphyry more or less
irregular. The ores of both localities have much of the character
and purity of the Lake Superior ores, though the Pilot Knob ores
are much more silicious than the Iron Mountain. The following
analyses from the Missouri Geological Reports will show their composition :

From the purity of the Lake Superior and Missouri hematites,
they afford the main source of supply in the United States for making iron for conversion into steel by the Bessemer process, and for
this purpose they are very largely used. They are the main dependence of the iron industry in West Pennsylvania, Ohio, and the
Mississippi Valley, and in the coals of these regions, the Lake
Superior ores first meet an abundant supply of fuel in which they
are deficient at home. Magnetic ores have been found in the Archaean
rocks of Wyoming Territory, Arkansas, etc., but they have not yet
become an element in the iron industry of the country.
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The next ore of importance in the United States is the "fossil"
ore, an oolitic red hematite, which is found as a member of the
Clinton group in the lower Silurian formation, and is known in different sections as the "Clinton," "fossil," "dycstone," and "flaxseed" ore. In the extent of its distribution, and the uniformity of
its character and occurrence, it is one of the most remarkable ores
in the country. Following the formation wherever it outcrops, it is
found in almost a continuous stratum over a very large area of the
Eastern United States. In Dodge County, Wisconsin, it occurs as a
bed 20 to 25 feet in thickness, of a soft gravelly character, and is
there mined and known as "flaxseed " ore. Its next place of appearance is where the inclosing formation enters New York State at
Little Sodus Bay, from which it passes eastward in a curved line
through Oncida and Wayne Counties, and southward into Pennsylvania at Danville. It is mined and largely used in New York
State, where it is familiarly known as the "Clinton" or "Wayne
County" ore. From Danville, Pa., it passes southward, through
Huntingdon and Bedford Counties, and following the flanks of the
Alleghanies, it is found in all the intermediate States, disappearing
finally in Northern Alabama. At Danville and numerous other
places in Eastern Pennsylvania and in Maryland, it is very extensively worked and known as the "fossil" ore. In Eastern Tennessee
and in Northern Alabama, as the "dyestone" ore, it forms a very
important element in the iron industry of that region. The ore
occurs as distinct strata in the Clinton group, usually in two beds,
and though varying considerably, is on an average from 2 to 4 feet
in thickness. The character of the ore is peculiar, being an aggregation of grains of peroxide of iron, each seeming to have a nucleus
of some organic remains, and the mass is filled with fossils, and
usually calcareous. It is probably the result of a deposition in
shallow water in a manner similar to the accumulation of bog ore
at the present day, and not a formation subsequent to that of the
inclosing strata. Where, however, the beds have been highly tilted,
the ore is not unfrequently found changed by the percolation of
atmospheric waters into a brown hematite or hydrated oxide. The
ore very generally contains considerable phosphoric acid, from 0.5 to
1.00 per cent., and the pig iron produced is wholly unfit for steel
purposes and generally the better qualities of wrought iron, yet it
fulfils excellently well foundry purposes and the ordinary grades of
malleable iron. The following are analyses of this ore from three
States:
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The ores of the coal measures of the United States are much less
abundant and important than those of Great Britain, and while valuable, are insignificant when compared with the richer and more
commonly used ores already mentioned. In the Alleghany coalfields no important deposits are found in the anthracite basins, and
though sonic local accumulations of argilliferous ores are found at
the base of the upper group of coals, as the Oliphant ore, etc., of
Southwestern Pennsylvania and Northwest West Virginia, the chief
deposits occur in the rocks of the lower group of coals.
Several horizons in the lower coals in the western part of the
Alleghany coal-field arc peculiarly marked as ore-bearing, especially
that of the "ferriferous limestones" of Northwestern Pennsylvania
and Eastern Ohio, and while they arc of some considerable value in
Northwestern Pennsylvania, they become of particular importance
in the Hanging Rock region of Southern Ohio and Eastern Kentucky, where they arc the foundation of a large industry. The ore
resting upon a limestone is a carbonate of iron, more or less calcareous and argillaceous, though it appears more largely as a hydrated
peroxide, the result of the decomposition of the original bed. Near
the same horizon are also other deposits, of less interest, of nodular
clay ironstone. In the Kanawha Valley of West Virginia important
accumulations of ore arc also found in the lower coal series, which
are not yet, however, an essential element in the manufacture of iron
in that region.
At many horizons in the Alleghany coal-basin deposits of argillaceous shale occur, including scattered kidneys or nodules of clay
ironstone, but they are of very uncertain character and are
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any importance as ores. The coal-fields of the Mississippi Valley
have nowhere been found to contain any considerable deposits of
iron ore.
Black band iron ores have been found in the Triassic coal-basin of
North Carolina, but Dr. Genth reports them to be valueless as ores
from the large proportion of phosphorus present, derived from fossil
organic remains. At Pottsville, Pa., black band occurs metamor
phosed by the same action that changed the accompanying coal into
anthracite, but the deposits have not been found to be of great
extent. The only important deposit of black band known in the
United States is in the coal measures of Eastern Ohio, where it
exists as a local accumulation at the top of the lower series of coals
in limited portions of Stark and Tuscarawas Counties. The deposit varies greatly in thickness and character, and while ranging
from 6 to as high as 16 feet, the average thickness is about 12 feet,
though it not unfrequently thins out entirely, or passes into a nonferruginous bituminous clay shale. The ore is generally less rich
than the Scotch black baud, and contains 25 to 40 per cent, of iron.
The only deposits of crystallized carbonate or spathic iron ore
known in the United States, are found at Roxbury, Conn., and in
Southern Vermont, but they are of little economic significance.
The brown hematites or limonites of the United States are very
widely distributed, and are of great interest in" the iron industry of
the country, and while every State contains some deposit of them,
they are particularly abundant in the valleys and lowlands along
the flanks of the Alleghany Mountains, which are so rich in magnetic ores, and in similar relations, though in less extent, to the
great ore deposits of Missouri and Lake Superior. These ores are
largely used in the Eastern States as mixtures with the richer crystalline ores, and the deposits of South Vermont, Salisbury, Conn.,
New York, and at other places, arc well known, and contribute
largely to the iron industry of that region. In Eastern Pennsylvania, they are very abundant, and at numerous other places in the
southern extension of the Alleghany Mountains, in Tennessee, etc.,
but from the great uncertainty of the extent of the deposits, they
rarely can prove the basis alone of any important iron industry in
our country.*
* Since the preparation of these notes much light bus been thrown upon the
distribution and mode of occurrence of the brown hematites of Eastern Pennsylvania, by the able and energetic investigation of our fellow-member Prof. Fred.
Prime, Jr., of Lafayette College. These studies form the subject of a very inter-
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The Laurentian rocks of Canada are very rich in magnetic ores,
similar in character to those of Northern New York. The area
including them stretches in direct continuation of the Adirondack
region on the north side of the St. Lawrence River in a northwesterly direction, crossing the river about Ogdensburgh, and passing
in a broad area along the eastern shores of Georgian Bay and Lake
Superior.
The ore occurs in numerous deposits, similar in character to those of
Eastern New York, and often of great dimensions, as the celebrated
bed of Marmora, which is 100 feet in thickness. They have been
mainly developed in the vicinity of the Rideau canal, Marmora,
Belmont, etc., in the region north of Kingston, from which they have
been shipped to some extent to the iron centres of Pennsylvania and
Ohio. Though selected ore of a fair degree of purity is obtained, it is
generally largely contaminated with sulphur and phosphorus, and often
contains very large proportions of titanium. But while Canada contains
very extensive deposits of ore, from the absence of mineral fuel it
produces but a very small amount of iron.
The immense deposits of magnetite, specular, and other ores
which are found in the United States, and the facilities which our
mode of transportation gives to their union with the great coal areas of
the Allegheny and the Mississippi, must give to the United States the
foremost position in the future iron industry, and consequently of the
manufactures of the world. In their development we are yet but
beginning to realize their importance, and the future must witness
great advances in the manufacture in the Eastern States, but more
particularly in the Virginias, East Tennessee, Northern Alabama, and
in Western North Carolina, which are so abundantly provided with
rich and pure ores. The manufacture of iron in the Eastern States
will undoubtedly be divided into two great "regions, the northern
centring in Pennsylvania, and the southern in adjoining corners of
Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, and North Carolina. Independent,
however, of these regions in the east, the facilities offered by the
valley of the Mississippi, in its valuable coal-basins, and the rich ores
of Missouri and Lake Superior, must surely give materials to large
iron industries, and all the attendant manufac-

eating paper "On the Occurrence of the Brown Hematite Deposits of
the Great Valley," read before the Institute at its New Haven
Meeting. (See p 410.) It is replete with interesting facts, and is a
long stop toward an understanding of the sequence of events in the
formation of those most puzzling deposits, the brown hematites.
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tures, and the rich and fertile valley of the Mississippi must be the
home of a large, wealthy, and from its position, a united population
To complete this article, it may not be inappropriate to add a" brief
synopsis of the great iron regions of our country, with the peculiar
conditions of each, and to this end they may be divided as follows:
1st. The ANTHRACITE and MAGNETIC IRON ORE districts of NEW
YORK , NEW JERSEY , PENNSYLVANIA , and EASTERN MARYLAND
The establishments included in this division, with the exception of
a few charcoal furnaces in New York and Pennsylvania, depend
entirely upon the anthracite coal-basins of Northeastern Pennsylvania for their fuel, and produce all the iron made in the country
with anthracite coal. This was, in 1872, 52 per cent, of the total
production of the United States, or 1,197,000 out of 2,300,000 tons
being the yield of 209 blast-furnaces. The ores used are chiefly
magnetic and commonly an admixture of brown hematite, and in
some cases the Clinton fossil ore, the Rossie red hematite of St.
Lawrence County, New York, and in Western New York some
Lake Superior and Canadian ores, and in Maryland argillaceous
carbonate from the Cretaceous clays. The districts may thus be
subdivided by reference to the position and the character of the ore
in each group.
(a.) The group of Eastern New York, including the manufacture in the Adirondack region, at Port Henry, and various places
on the Hudson River and contiguous counties; at Troy, Albany,
Hudson, Poughkeepsie, etc., where the anthracite is brought by canal
and railroad from Pennsylvania, and the ores used arc mainly magnetic from the Adirondacks and the southeastern counties, with an
admixture of the brown hematites of the region.
(b.) The group of Central and Western New York.—The ores
used in the central counties, Chemung, Oncida, Wayne, etc., are
mainly the fossil Clinton ore, and in some cases an admixture with
magnetite or Rossie hematite, while in Western New York, at Buffalo, etc., Lake Superior and Canadian ores are generally employed.
In 1872 New York produced about 1C per cent, of the anthracite,
and about 9 per cent, of the total pig iron made in the United
States, the greater part being produced in the eastern section of the
State. The entire number of blast-furnaces in the State is about
sixty-two.
(c.) Northern New Jersey, though furnishing large supplies of
magnetic ore to the neighboring State of Pennsylvania, produced in
1872 only 84,035 tons of pig iron, or 7 per cent of the total an-
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thracite pig iron made in the United States. The ores exclusively
used are the magnetites already alluded to, occurring in the northern counties, while the anthracite coal is supplied by Pennsylvania.
The manufacture is conducted principally at Phillipsburg, Boonton,
Ringwood, etc., and includes about sixteen blast-furnaces.
(d.) Eastern Pennsylvania, so well supplied by its abundant stores
of anthracite coal and the accessible magnetites of the eastern counties and New Jersey, and by the large and scattered deposits of brown
hematite, and, near the Susquehanna River, the fossil Clinton ore,
is the largest pig iron producing region in the United States. In
1872 it produced 893,375 tons, or 74.6 per cent, of all the anthracite pig iron made in the country. This region of Eastern Pennsylvania may be again divided into four groups.
(a.) The Lehigh Valley, embracing the manufacture along and
near the Lehigh River, at Easton, Bethlehem, Catasauqua, Hohendauqua, Allentown, etc., producing about one-fifth of the total iron
made in the country. The ores used are chiefly magnetites from
New Jersey, with varying proportions of the brown hematite of the
adjoining country.
(ß) The group of the Schuylkill River, embracing the manufacture in Schuylkill, Berks, Montgomery, Chester Counties, etc., where
the ores arc magnetic, obtained principally from the Cornwall mines
of Lebanon County, with smaller proportions of brown hematite,
smelted with anthracite coal from the Pottsville region. The manufacture is represented by about sixty-five furnaces, the chief points
of production being Reading, Pottsville, Conshohocken, etc.
(Þ) The group of the Upper Susquehanna, embracing the manufacture in Montour, Luzerne, Columbia Counties, etc., where the
fuel is obtained from the neighboring anthracite basins, the ores
being chiefly magnetite from New Jersey, and brown hematite; with
some Clinton fossil ore; the latter obtained in the vicinity of Danville. The chief points of manufacture arc Seranton, Danville, etc.,
with a total of about twenty-five furnaces.
(Ø) The group of the Lower Susquehanna, in Dauphin, Lebanon,
Lancaster Counties, etc., where the most important ore is derived
from the magnetite mines of Cornwall, besides which considerable
quantities of brown hematite and some fossil Clinton ore are also
employed. Charcoal is used only in a few localities, the principal
fuel being .anthracite from the Pottsville basins. The furnaces of
this group are about forty-five in number.
(e.) The final group, which has been included in the region of the
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Eastern United States, is made to contain the manufacture in East
ern Maryland, in Harford, Baltimore, Howard, and Washington
Counties, which though possessing a few anthracite furnaces is
rather an exception to the classification, as it includes quite a number of furnaces using charcoal and coke, the latter derived from the
great Cumberland coal-basin, while the little anthracite used comes
from Eastern Pennsylvania. The ores also are chiefly brown hematite, with some red hematite and argilliferous kidney ore from the
Cretaceous clays' of Eastern Maryland. The chief points of manufacture are near Baltimore, and the entire number of blast-furnaces
in the group is about twenty-one.
2d. THE MOUNTAIN REGION OF CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA , lying
on the eastern borders of the Alleghany coal-basin, and including
also the manufacture depending upon the semi-bituminous coalbasins of Broad Top and Cumberland, and containing between 45
and 50 furnaces, located chiefly in Blair, Huntingdon, Centre
Franklin, Cambria, and Bedford Counties. Nearly one-half of this
number employ charcoal as fuel, while the others use coke made
from the coals of the eastern part of the Alleghany basin, and the
semi-bituminous coals of the small Broad Top and Cumberland
basins. The use of charcoal must soon be entirely superseded by
coke, an abundant supply of coal being so accessible. The ore which
occurs in greatest importance and regularity is the fossil Clinton ore,
which is particularly abundant in Bedford and Huntingdon Counties,
besides which large quantities of brown hematite are very generally
distributed as surface deposits, and decomposed fossil ore, which, in
in some cases, are the main source of supply. Large quantities of
coal-measure carbonates are also used at Johnstown, and by the
charcoal furnaces of Blair, Centre Counties, etc., while small quantities of Lake Superior ore have been imported to one or two localities, but at great expense. The chief points where the pig-iron
manufacture is carried on, are at numerous places in Blair County,
where charcoal is the fuel, and the ores clay ironstones, fossil, and
brown hematite; at Johnstown, where are located the works of the
Cambria Iron Company, the most extensive rolling mills in the
United States—supplied with fuel by the underlying coal, and using
the fossil, coal-measure and surface limonitic ores. The Broad
Top region of Bedford and Huntingdon Counties, drawing its supply
of fuel from the Broad Top semi-bituminous basin, has at present
a limited manufacture. The presence, however, of vast deposits of
the fossil or Clinton ore has destined it to be at no distant future
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large producer. Near the latter, in Maryland, are a few furnaces
bearing a similar relation to the semi-bituminous Cumberland coalbasin.
3d. THE PITTSBURGH REGION (which city being the great iron
centre, may appropriately give a title to the entire region), including
the manufactures of Western Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio and Kentucky, and West Virginia. Though possessing much diversity in
material and conditions in the various sections, all the different
manufacturing points can with reason be included in one great iron
district. While in some places charcoal is still an important fuel,
the larger supply, and the entire future dependence must be upon
the abundant deposits of coal of this part of the Alleghany coalbasin. The coals vary in character, as the celebrated open-burning
block coals of the Shenango Valley, Pa., and Mahoning and
Hocking Counties, Ohio, the splint coals of West Virginia, and the
coking coals, which arc widely distributed, and of which the celebrated Connellsville coal, of Southwestern Pennsylvania, and the
Pittsburgh coal are types. This region bears also an important
relation to the rich deposits of specular and magnetic ores of Lake
Superior and Canada, which first find here an abundant supply
of fuel, and which are the chief source of supply for the northern
districts of the region. Besides these, large quantities of Missouri
specular ores are also used, and in some parts of Southwestern Pennsylvania, Southern Ohio, Kentucky, etc., the coal-measure ores become of great importance. This region may be divided into four
districts as follows:
(a.) The Pittsburgh district proper, embracing the manufacture in
Armstrong, Allegheny, and the southwestern counties of Pennsylvania, and at Lcetona, Steubenville, Martinsberg, Bellaire, etc., in
Ohio, and Wheeling in West Virginia. The fuel is exclusively coke,
derived principally from the Pittsburgh coal-seam, the Connellsville
coal furnishing considerable used in the district, though coke is also
made at each place from the local coals. The coal-measure ores are
used in Armstrong and Lafayette Counties, but the main supply are
the rich ores of Lake Superior, Missouri, and Canada.
The chief points of the industry arc Pittsburgh, which from the
extent of its manufacturing industry has not been inaptly called the
Birmingham of America, as it is undoubtedly the city of the largest
iron manufacturing interest in the country. Steubenville, Ohio, and
Wheeling, West Virginia, though much inferior in importance, are
rapidly becoming the centres of an extensive industry, and the latter
VOL. III.—25
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place, from the magnitude of its nail manufacture, is commonly known
as the "Nail City."
(6.) The block coal regions of the Shenango Valley, Pennsylvania
and Mahoning Valley, Ohio, in Lawrence and Mercer Counties
Pennsylvania, and Mahoning and Trumbull Counties, and Cleveland, Ohio, comprises 34 furnaces in Pennsylvania, and 25 in Ohio
The fuel is exclusively block coal, which is used in the raw state in
the blast-furnace, and as the "Briar Hill" or "Mahoning Valley"
coal, has become celebrated as one of the finest known smelting fuels.
The ores are almost without exception the rich specular ores of
Lake Superior, though sometimes small quantities of Canadian or
Lake Champlain ores have also been imported. The ores of the
region are generally shipped by way of Cleveland, which is the most
important iron market on the entire chain of the great lakes, it being
the commercial centre for the chief Lake Superior mines. The chief
points of manufacture in the region are Sharpsville, Sharon, Middlesex, and Wheatland, Pennsylvania, and Youngstown and Cleveland, Ohio.
(c.) The black band district of the Tusearawas Valley, in Stark
and Tusearawas Counties, Ohio, with furnaces at Massillon, Canal
Dover, Port Washington, etc. Though but a small iron-producing
district, from the exceptional character of its conditions it merits
separate consideration. The ore used is the black band ore, the
only place in the United States where it is used in any quantity,
and though the deposits are of limited extent, it must be the foundation of a considerable industry, especially in the event of its mixture
with the richer crystalline ores. The fuel now used is Massillon
block coal, similar in character to the Mahoning coal, though coke
will eventually be very considerably employed. In the character of
its product it more closely resembles the celebrated "Scotch pig,"
than any other iron made in the country..
(d.) The Hanging Rock region of Southern Ohio and Eastern
Kentucky, in Lawrence, Jackson, Vinton, etc., Counties of Ohio,
and Boyd and Carter Counties, Kentucky, is the largest charcoal
iron region in the United States; but charcoal is rapidly giving way
to the use of mineral fuel, which underlies the entire region in great
abundance. The special characteristic of this region is the rich and
valuable deposits of ore found in the rocks in the lower group of
coals, which occur either as a bed of unchanged calcareous or argillaceous carbonate of iron, or as a hydrated peroxide, the result of
the oxidation of the original bed, as well as some less important
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accumulations of kidney ore, etc. The iron made from these ores
with charcoal has long held a superior rank as a peculiarly soft and
tough iron, and has been largely used by the government for ordnance purposes. The substitution of coal for charcoal and the open-,
ing up of new avenues of transportation are rapidly increasing the
importance of the region, and permitting the importation of the
Missouri and Lake Superior ores, which work admirably with those
of native origin. Large and pure deposits of open-burning coal are
accessible from the Hocking Valley region on the north, and have
been long used from the Coalton region of Kentucky. The chief
points of the manufacture are at Ironton, Ohio, and Ashland, Kentucky, which two places are the keys to the region, in their respective States, Ohio being represented by 46, and Kentucky by 15 blastfurnaces. In West Virginia, beside the points already mentioned,
there are very large deposits of iron ore, as well as excellent fuel,
both coking and open-burning, which must ere long be the foundation of a large industry. The valley of the Kanawha River has
been characterized by numerous observers as particularly rich In
such resources.
4th. THE REGION OF THE SOUTHERN ALLEGHANIES , in East
Tennessee, West North Carolina, Northwest Georgia, and Northern
Alabama, or the Chattanooga region, though at present represented
by but 52 blast-furnaces, some half dozen of which only use coke or
raw coal, is still most important in its resources and in the relation"
which it must bear to the future iron industry of the South, and the
country at large, when better means of communication are provided
and the region becomes more developed. In the Cumberland tableland of East Tennessee, the Black Warrior, Coosa, and Cahawba
basins of Alabama, we have the southern prolongation and termina- ,
tion of the Alleghany coal-fields, represented here by numerous coalseams of great value, and which, though at present very little developed, must be the key to extensive manufactures and great wealth.
The extreme northwest corner of Georgia possesses also some coal—
the overlapping edge of the Alabama and Tennessee coal-fields, and
North Carolina contains in the Triassic coal-basins of the Deep and
Dan Rivers, coals similar in character to those of Richmond, Virginia, which may be of value in iron smelting. The great extent,
purity, and importance of the magnetic iron deposits of North Carolina, which extend also into Northern Georgia, though not yet very
largely opened, must make a chief source of supply in the future
iron industry of the South. The ores at present mainly employed
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in Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee are brown hematites, which
very abundant, and the dyestone or fossil ore, which latter is
used in Georgia and Alabama, The fuel now employed is, with
only a few exceptions, charcoal, but the supply of wood is necessarily
limited, and in the future expansion of the manufacture, the depend
eneewill be upon the coal-basins already mentioned. Many of the
coals of Alabama and Tennessee are dry or open-burning in charac
ter. At present the manufacture in Tennessee is principally con
ducted in Roane, Carter, and Green Counties, by about 10 furnaces:
in Alabama, in Jefferson, Cherokee, Shelby, and Bibb Counties by
17 furnaces ; and in North Carolina, in Chatham and Lincoln Coun
ties, by 10 furnaces.
5th. The manufacture in WESTERN OLD VIRGINIA , along the
flanks of the Blue Ridge Mountains, in Wythe, Pulaski, Page,
Augusta, Botetourt Counties, etc., which, however, is not vet of
great importance. The points of manufacture are widely skittered,
the fuel with one or two exceptions being charcoal; while the forests
will furnish a long supply of fuel, the basis of large industries must
be the mineral fuel, which is readily accessible in the adjoining coal
basins of the Cumberland on the north, and West Virginia on the
west, the use of which will concentrate the establishments in such
places as are accessible to both ore and fuel. The ores employed are at
present almost, exclusively brown hematites, with a small proportion
of red hematite, producing in 1870, according to the census returns,
17,200 tons of pig iron.
6th. THE REGION OF WESTERN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE ,
south and west from Louisville—in Lyon, Trigg, and Bullitt Counties, etc., in Kentucky; west of Nashville, in Stewart, Dickson, etc.,
Counties, Tennessee. Though containing, in Western Kentucky,
part of the Illinois coal-field, this is an iron region of comparatively
little interest. It is represented in Kentucky by 9, and in Tennessee
by 14 blast-furnaces. The fuel is, with one or two exceptions in Kentucky, charcoal, the ore being brown hematite, which is found frequently in large deposits, mainly decomposed nodules of carbonate
and sulphide of iron, from the lower carboniferous rocks of the
region. This region is probably never destined to be of much importance in the production of iron; the ore is scattered somewhat
uncertainly in its deposits, and too often quite silicious, but as a feeder
of ores to the iron manufacture in the southern part of the Illinois
coal-field it may meet a needed supply of raw material.

7th. THE BLOCK-COAL IRON REGION OF INDIANA, originated
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within the past few years, and though at present represented by less
than a dozen blast-furnaces—situated in Clay, Vigo, and Martin
Counties—is a region of peculiar interest. The southwestern part
of the State is underlaid by the eastern margin of the Illinois coal- .
field, and in the counties named, the coal is extensively mined and
used in iron smelting. It is an open-burning block coal of unusually excellent and pure quality, resembling very closely the block
coals of Eastern Ohio. Indiana contains no iron ores of economic
value, and hence the supply is obtained from Missouri or Lake Superior, chiefly the former. The iron made is of excellent quality,
and has been successfully used in the Bessemer process. The manufacture is centred principally around Terre Haute and Brazil.
8th. THE MISSOURI IRON REGION , with St. Louis as a centre, includes the manufacture in Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri.
Considering the immense deposits of specular ore of Pilot Knob
and Iron Mountain, and the great extent of the workable coal area
in Missouri, Illinois, and Kentucky, this region has resources
which when developed fully must make it the great iron centre of the
Mississippi Valley. At present the manufacture is maintained
chiefly at and near St. Louis, Grand Tower, Pilot Knob, and in
Franklin and Campbell Counties, Illinois, the furnaces being about
24 in number. The ores are drawn almost entirely from Iron
Mountain and Pilot Knob, while in the adjoining counties in
Missouri, a small industry is supported by less important deposits
of red and brown hematites The coals of the Missouri and Illinois
coal-basin are as a rule much more impure than the coals of the
Alleghany basin, and most of them require washing before they
will make coke suitable for iron smelting, though from their general
dry character some of the coals are used in the raw state, as the
coal from the Big Muddy, Illinois. At St. Louis and Grand Tower,
coke is made chiefly from the Big Muddy coal of Illinois, though
no inconsiderable amount has been brought from Pittsburgh and
Connellsville, Pennsylvania. In the other works of Southern
Missouri, charcoal is the only fuel used. The iron produced with
these materials is of an excellent quality, and together with the
iron made from Lake Superior ores, ranks as the best in the
country.
9th, THE NORTHERN ILLINOIS or the CHICAGO REGION , is
not large in the number of its establishments, but it includes, at
Joliet, in Will County, Illinois, one of the largest pig iron and
steel works in the West, and at Chicago and Milwaukee several fine
blast-furnaces, beside a number of others in Southern Wisconsin,
in Dodge, Sauk
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Counties, etc. The ores that are the chief dependence of the industry of the region are shortly and easily transported by water from
the Lake Superior region, via Escanaba. Some Missouri ores are
used at Joliet, and in Central Wisconsin the celebrated fossil or
flaxseed ore of Dodge County is largely smelted and exported, and
to some extent used at Milwaukee and Chicago. In Wisconsin
charcoal is still used, while much of the fuel at the other places
is coal and coke from the northern part of the Illinois coal-field
The coal is not of so good a quality as that of Pennsylvania and
Ohio, and while at Joliet, etc., large quantities of Northern Illinois
coal are consumed, there is still a very considerable amount of coke
imported from Western Pennsylvania, At Chicago and Milwaukee
anthracite has been brought from Eastern Pennsylvania, and mixed
with the native coals. The source of fuel supply, however, for this
region must be the Illinois coal-field, and necessity will compel the
use of more perfect methods of fuel preparation.
10th. THE LAKE SUPERIOR IRON REGION comprises the manufacture of pig iron in the Lake Superior iron ore district, from the rich
native hematites, which, from the entire absence of mineral fuel, is
conducted with charcoal, with only one or two exceptions where
Ohio or Pennsylvania coals are imported by the ore vessels on
their return trips from the lower lakes. The iron produced holds
a deservedly high reputation in the Western markets, and is very
largely used for the manufacture of Bessemer steel in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and Illinois. In this group is included the manufacture in
Marquette County, Michigan, and the counties adjoining Green
Bay, Lake Michigan, and in Brown and Outagamie Counties in
Northern Wisconsin.
Though not properly included in this group, there is quite a considerable industry in Southern Michigan, depending on the supply
of Lake Superior ores, and which belongs properly to none of the
other groups mentioned. Thus the Lake Superior ores are carried
from Escanaba across Lake Michigan to several counties adjoining
Grand Traverse Bay, where are vast forests of timber, also to the
southern end of the lake to Van Buren County. At Detroit also,
on the direct line of communication between the upper and lower
lakes, a considerable industry is established, where the ores await
the anthracite and bituminous coals of Pennsylvania and Ohio, as
well as the charcoal of the adjoining country. In all, the furnaces
in the places mentioned number about 50, and in the Marquette
region of Upper Michigan are located the greater proportion, nearly
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40, producing in 1870, 50,000 tons of pig iron.
The region
to which this name is more generally applied is, however,
centred in Marquette County, where are located also the immense
and valuable ore deposits, which more than any other element are
the foundation • of the iron industry of the Northwest.

THE ORE KNOB COPPER MINE AND REDUCTION WORKS,
ASHE COUNTY, N. C.
BY EBEN E. OLCOTT, E.M., ORE KNOB.

The Mine.—For some years attention has been drawn to the copper
deposits of the Appalachian range of mountains, and especially to
those in that portion crossing the corners of Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennessee. Certain it is that in many places in this locality
available deposits of copper await the miner, and one after another
are being opened and worked. The parts of these three States alluded
to are but sparsely settled, and communications are insufficient to
meet the demand for transportation. Railroads are wanted, as the
existing wagon roads are unfitted for heavy hauling; these circumstances increase very much the difficulties in the way of mining
enterprises. Notwithstanding this, the success of gome of the mines
of this section is an established fact, and Ducktown has for some
years held a high rank among the copper-producing localities of the
United States.
Of all these deposits, however, none is more interesting or more
deserving of attention than the one now under consideration. The
works of the Ore Knob Copper Company have been energetically
pushed forward, since the reopening of the mine, in the spring of
1873, by Mr. J. E. Clayton, the superintendent and one of the
chief owners of the property, and if one thing more than another
can insure success it is the combination in this gentleman of rare
business capabilities with the deepest personal interest in the prosperity of the undertaking.
The copper vein at Ore Knob* is a clearly defined fissure traversing
the gneissic rocks of Pre-silurian age in a direction 61° east of north.
* The reader is referred to a paper by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, in the second
volume of the Transactions of the Institute, on the " Ore Knob Mine, and some
related Deposits," pages 123 to 129.
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Its intersection with the country rock is marked by a quartz selvage.
most distinct on the northwest wall. The vein is nearly perpendicular, having an average dip of 88° to the northwest. A line of
ferruginous gossan, or impure limonite, marks its outcrop, varying in
width from 8 to 13 feet, and in depth from 40 to 68 feet; at the
summit of the hill traversed by the vein the depth is greater and it
diminishes on either side. The character of the limonite affords
quite certain information to the experienced eye of the quality of the
underlying copper ore. As its porosity is indicative of the leaching
away of much copper, it is likely to happen that beneath porous and
open gossan will be found good ore, while, on the other hand, compactness of the limonite is an undesirable sign. This gossan might
be used as an iron ore, as has been the case with similar outcrops in
Floyd County, Virginia, and also in other localities in the Blue
Ridge.
Next below the gossan is found the so-called black ore, which is
an excellent copper mineral, yielding from 18 to 60 per cent. of the
metal. The black color of this ore is caused by the existence of
copper glance, which is the result of the decomposition of copper
pyrites. It is quite evident that the copper once contained in the
gossan above has been leached out and redeposited, causing a recomposition of the ores, now appearing of a black color. The depth of
this black ore is about 30 feet, with an average width of 12 feet.
When this is passed through, the true or unaltered mineral of the
vein is met. This is a chalcopyrite, nearly of the formula Cu?S
Fe?S3, consequently containing about 34.6 per cent. of copper. Associated therewith is magnetite, pyrrhotite, pyrite, quartz, garnet,
epidote, hornblende, black mica, calcite, prochlorite, and here and
there a crystal of sphalerite, besides the copper minerals. The ore
in depth will average 7 per cent., and can be easily brought up to
12 per cent. of copper by a little picking. The vein, so far as explored, presents very few of the irregularities and impoverishments
commonly seen, at all points affording paying material. This important character is particularly observed in the undecomposed
portions; the altered ores are a little distorted. Northeast of No.
4 north shaft, is a large body of ore, denominated low grade in the
section, Fig. 2, Plate IX; here pyrrhotite and pyrite are found in
greater abundance, and the chalcopyrite, though regularly disseminated, is in smaller quantity. An immense amount of 3 or 4 per
cent. ore can be taken out from this spot, which can (and it may be
said will) be successfully worked in due course of time.
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Besides these two classes of ore, the decomposed and undecomposed, predominating in amount, other interesting associations occur,
which are shown by transverse sections of the vein at some points. A.
little below the gossan, on the southeast wall, is found a scam of native
copper disseminated through a loose quartzose gangue. On the
northwest wall, with the quartz selvage already mentioned, occur silicate
and carbonate of copper, the cavities of which are filled with red oxide
of copper, while the junction between these and the sulphuretted ore is
marked by impure copper glance and black oxide. These two
impregnations are not constantly met with, and doubtless result from
secondary actions. The native copper is found on the hanging wall,
and has probably been carried thither in solution and there
precipitated, perhaps through the agency of some organic matter or
by reducing gases. The maximum thickness of this seam is 4 inches,
and it runs out to a feather edge. It yields from 30 to 50 per cent, of
copper. The deposit on the opposite wall is less regular, but has about
the same thickness as the selvage containing native copper, and yields
about 40 percent, of the metal. In small specimens, red and black
oxide, chrysocolla, malachite, and copper glance are seen together.
Eleven shafts have been sunk on the vein, extending over a distance of 2792 feet (over half a mile), seven of which have reached
good ore, but four of them to such a depth only that the gossan has,
given proof of the existence of the ore beneath. The whole number
of feet sunk in these various shafts is 854, and the total length of
levels is 127C feet. In the opening of the mine alone about 5000
tons of ore have been removed, 3500 tons of which have been subjected to treatment.
The shaft occupying the most important position, both in reference to
the mine and to the reduction works, is the one denominated on the
section the "Engine Shaft." Through this it is designed to do most of
the hoisting by steam power, though as yet a horse-whim suffices to
raise the ore at this point. It is located in the centre of the mining
property, at the summit of the hill, directly above the crushing-mill,
and in such a position as to leave available space for concentration works,
if any change in the character of the ore should necessitate their
introduction. This shaft, which is now sinking, has reached the depth
of 147 feet; the ore removed in this operation has more than paid the
expense of sinking, and every foot sunk continues to give
encouragement. Slopes are being commenced on the ground lying
between No. 1 North and the Engine Shaft, which
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will suffice to meet the demands for 1875, This bids fair to prove a
most valuable block of ground. It is 236 feet long .by QQ feet deep,
having an average width of 12 feet, therefore containing 786 cubic
fathoms, which it is estimated will each turn out 25 tons of ore,
equal to 19,650 tons of copper ore.
Fig. 1, Plate IX, is a longitudinal section of the deposit, with the
workings HI 1874.
This short description and the section of the lode will, it is hoped
give to members of the Institute some notion of the promising character of this great mine. We will now turn to the consideration of
the hydrometallurgical method here adopted for the treatment of
the ores, known as the Hunt & Douglas process.
The Reduction Works.—The Hunt & Douglas process for obtaining
metallic copper from its ores depends upon the power of a solution of
protochloride of iron to dissolve oxide of copper, with the separation
of peroxide of iron and the formation of protochloride and dichloride
of copper, which latter is kept in solution by means of hot strong
brine. The copper is then thrown down from its solutions by metallic
iron, and the protochloride of iron being thus regenerated, serves to
chloridize a fresh portion of oxide of copper, and so on indefinitely.
The bath or solvent liquor is conveniently made by adding
protosulphate of iron (copperas) to a strong solution of common salt,
and this once prepared there is no consumption of chemical reagents,
except the metallic iron used in precipitation and an amount of salt to
supply unavoidable losses.
At Ore Knob the method pursued in applying this process is as
follows: The ore coming from the mine, after sorting, if necessary, is
dried on a kiln 20x40 feet in size. It is then removed to the
millhouse, where it is crushed, first in a Blake's breaker, from which it
falls into the hopper of a pair of Cornish rolls thirty inches in diameter;
after passing these the ore is conveyed by a system of cupelevators to a
compound revolving screen, the inner sieve of which contains ten
meshes to the linear inch, the outer forty. The fine ore falls into a
large bin below, while the coarse ore failing to pass through either of
the screens is deposited in the raff-box at their base. From this it is
carried by a second line of elevators to a second pair of Cornish
rolls, twenty inches in diameter, and after passing through these is
taken by elevators to another screen, the raff from which falls into the
box before mentioned, there mingling with the larger amount of raff,
which-is treated as above stated. Thus all the raw ore is passed
through a forty-mesh sieve before
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falling into the bin, from which it is drawn at the bottom (as shown in
he section, Fig. 1, Plate IX) into the car for conveying it to the roasting
furnaces.
These are at present six in number, standing in a solid block, 32 x
90 feet, inclosing which is the furnace-house, 52 x 100 feet. The fireboxes, 2 x 2 J x 6 feet, are in pairs between the furnaces, and communicate directly with the lower hearths. The heat passes from end to
end of the hearths, and from the back of the upper hearth the waste
gases escape into chimneys thirty feet high, one chimney serving for two
furnaces. These furnaces are three-hearthed revcrbera-tories, 9x18 feet
within, constructed of red brick. The ore is charged through hoppers on
the upper hearth in portions of one ton, and remains twelve hours on
each hearth; it is moved from one hearth to that next below it through
dropholes, and when the roasting is completed is drawn into the
archways below the bottom hearths through similar openings. During
the exposure of thirty-six hours it is rabbled, at intervals of threequarters of an hour, through doors in the ends of the furnaces, and in
this time the amount of sulphur is reduced to about four-tenths of one
per cent. (4-1000 of the weight of the ore). Two shifts of four men
each tend the six furnaces, and roast twelve tons of ore in twenty-four
hours, with a consumption of from a quarter to a half cord of wood per
ton of ore.
The average composition of the roasted ore is represented by the
following analysis:

This ore is now conveyed to the stir-tanks, which are eight in number,
eight feet in diameter and five feet deep, with raised conical bottoms.
These arc each charged, once in twenty-four hours, with three
thousand pounds of roasted ore and fifteen hundred gallons of the
solution of protochloridc of iron and common salt, marking about 22°
Baume, and heated by steam to 160° Fahrenheit. The mixture is kept
in agitation for eight hours by means of suspended stirrers, consisting of
a vertical shaft with a horizontal blade at the lower extremity, while at
the top is attached a bevel-gear, which communicates to the stirrers a
speed of twenty-five turns a minute. After eight hours the stirrers are
stopped, and the contents of the tanks allowed to settle for four hours,
when the clear liquor is drawn off
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into the precipitating-tanks, and the remaining portion, holding peroxide of iron and fine particles of gangue in suspension, into subsiding-tanks. The sand or coarse residue remaining is then washed
first with hot, strong bath, and then with a weaker solution. Those
washing liquors are allowed to settle in the subsiding-tanks, when
the clear portion is drawn off into precipitating-tanks containing
iron. The wet sands are then removed from the stir-tanks to leaching-hoppers, where a portion of adhering solution containing copper
is recovered.
The slimes are allowed to accumulate in the subsiding-tanks till
these are about one-half full, when they are washed with bath and
water till they contain only about one-half of 1 per cent, of copper
and are then run into large eatchpits outside of the house, where
they are drained and sun-dried, to be further utilized for the iron
contained in them. The subsiding-tanks are twenty in number, ten
feet in diameter by five feet deep, occupying two floors. They are
situated on either side of the small engine and pump, and, therefore,
are not seen in the section given.
The strong liquors from the stir-tanks are capable of holding fifty
pounds of copper in solution to the hundred gallons, but weaker
solutions are desirable as they lessen the risk of the deposition of
dichloride of copper on cooling. Thirty pounds of copper to the
hundred gallons is found to be a convenient strength. The hot and
strongly colored liquors are run through launders into the precipitating-tanks, as already noticed. These are twelve in number, twelve
feet in diameter, by five feet deep, containing each about 12,000
pounds of scrap iron; the temperature is here maintained at 160°
F. by the injection of steam ; from twelve to eighteen hours suffice
to precipitate all but a trace of the copper from the liquors, which
are then drawn off into a lower tank, and thence pumped up to the
stock-tanks, to be again used on a fresh portion of roasted ore. For
the precipitation of copper wrought iron is much preferable to east
iron; it is quicker in its action, and does not give off scales and
graphite, thereby rendering the copper impure, as cast metal does,
and finally the cement is more easily detached. The copper is removed from the precipitating-tanks when they contain from four to
five tons each. The consumption of iron is 70 percent, of the pure
copper produced. The cement copper is now washed, dried, and
packed, and contains generally from 75 to 85 per cent, of copper;
the impurities are chiefly peroxide of iron and fine earthy impurities
from the gangue. Special lots of the cement suited for the manu-
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facture of pure copper salts have, however, contained less than 4
per cent, of foreign substances; a complete analysis of such a lot is
subjoined—

The cement manufactured at Ore Knob costs a little under eight
(8) cents for the pound of copper, including all expenses for mining,
treating, and packing. Of this sum nearly two cents is for metallic
iron, owing to the expense of transporting the scrap iron over fortyfive miles of rough mountain roads, from Marion, Virginia, the
nearest station on the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad. A graded
turnpike is now in contemplation between the mines and the railroad, which will materially reduce the obstacles in the way of hauling. A great economy will be effected by the substitution of sponge
iron made at the works for wrought-iron scrap.
The working of the Hunt & Douglas process was begun herein
May, 1874, and since the last of June it has operated in a regular
and constant manner. Up to December 31st, 1874, viz., in six
months, an amount of cement equal to more than 400,000 pounds of
fine copper was produced. This has been shipped and sold to various smelting companies, but a refining furnace is now being constructed to convert it on the spot into ingot copper.
The sectional view, Fig. 2, Plate IX, of the works shows all the
various steps in the treatment of the ore, from the shaft's mouth to
the packing house.
The satisfactory results which have been obtained here by the
Hunt & Douglas process give much reason to hope for its extended
application in this and other copper-producing regions, since, with
proper management, good and very economical results are obtainable.

DR . T. STERRY HUNT referred to his communication on the Ore
Knob Mine and sonic related copper deposits, made to the Institute
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at its meeting in October, 1873, and published in the second volume
of Transactions (page 123). The results of later investigation, as
here given by Mr. Olcott, have confirmed his view that the Ore
Knob deposit is a true fissure-vein of great extent and value, and
have shown that the rich black ores are here, as at Ducktown, replaced in depth by yellow sulphrets. He referred to the results of
the working of the Hunt & Douglas copper process at this mine as
previously described by him in the Engineering and Mining Journal
and said that the estimates then given were based on the treatment
of the black ores, of which the upper portions averaged not less than
twenty-five per cent, of copper, as shown by the returns for several
carloads sent to Boston and to Baltimore. The calcination of these
was more easy and rapid than of the harder unaltered yellow ores
but in their treatment in the Hunt & Douglas process they were
found to yield so large an amount of slimes from precipitated ferric
oxide, that it was not easy to work them economically with the
plant adopted ; and, therefore, the ores now treated arc the lower
grade and harder yellow ores. As a result of this, the six furnaces,
instead of roasting daily 15 tons of 2000 pounds of ore of 15 or 20
per cent., now furnish little over 12 tons of ore of 12 per cent, of
copper; so that the present yield of copper is not over 3000 pounds
daily, and the expense of production is somewhat increased. In accordance with the wishes of some of the directors, blast-furnaces
have been erected for the treatment of the rich black ores. At the
same time, the satisfactory results of the present moist process are
such, that they announce in their Report of January, 1875, the immediate extension of the plant for its application.
The solvent of the copper in this process being a neutral one,
many of the impurities which contaminate cement copper made in
the usual way are absent, and, as a consequence, the treatment of the
cement is very simple. Instead of fusing it with a portion of sulphuretted ore, to make blister copper, as».is usually done, it has been
found by the Revere Copper Co., who purchased the greater part of
the 400,000 pounds of copper produced by the works at Ore Knob,
last year, that a single fusion, without addition, suffices to give fine
copper. For the future the cement will be treated at the mine.
DR . HDNT mentioned, also, that works arc now in process of
erection at Phoenixville, Pennsylvania, adjoining those of the Schuylkill Copper Works of Mr. Charles M. Wheatley, for the treatment
of low grade copper ores of Pennsylvania by the Hunt & Douglas
process. A company of New York capitalists, with Mr. Wheatley,
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as president, and Mr. "W. S. Church for superintendent, has charge
of the enterprise. The works were begun January 1st, and two buildings have been erected; one 72 X 30 feet, and the other 62 x 36
feet. These will contain a forty-horse power engine, with crushing
machinery, furnaces, and the necessary plant. The severe frost of
this winter has greatly retarded operations, but it is expected that
the works will be in operation in May.

THE MINERALS OF SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA.
BY E. C. PECIIIX, DTJNBAR, FAYETTE CO., PA.
THE attention of the members of the Institute of Mining Engineers is asked to a description of the minerals of Southwestern
Pennsylvania, as representing the minerals of an enormous area,
stretching continuously, with local variations, along the western
slopes, and at the base of the Alleghany Mountains, through Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Kentucky, and destined to
play no mean part in the future of the iron trade of the country.
The particular locality is at and near Dunbar, in Fayette County,
where the most careful examinations and extensive developments
have been made. The deep gorges cut by the Youghiogheny and
Monongahela Rivers, in their passage through the mountains and
lower lands, give admirable facilities for observing the measures
lying between the sandstones of No. 11 and the upper coal measures.
Apart from its varied mineral and agricultural resources this section of country has great historic interest attaching to it.
It was down the Monongahela that Braddock led his ill-fated
army to its defeat under the walls of Fort Duquesne, and it was up
the Youghiogheny River and Dunbar Creek that the shattered remnants hastily fled to gain the camp of Colonel Dunbar, the
second in command, who was entrenched upon a high knob, at the
head of the creek which bears his name, and which is still known
and visited as Dun bar's Camp.
Numerous streams, runs, and localities preserve the names of the
guides and pioneers who accompanied, in early colonial times, young
George Washington, who was pushing his surveys into the trackless
and hostile wilderness, and many of them taking up large tracts
of
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lands, and moving thither their families, and joined by adventurous
friends laid the foundation of numerous settlements and towns.
The manufacture of iron \vas established at an early day, and was
the first effort in this direction west of the mountains.
Shortly after the Revolution Colonel Isaac Meason, of Virginia
took up large tracts of land, and in 1790 commenced the building
at Dun bar of a small cold-blast charcoal furnace, known as "Union
Furnace." About the same time other furnaces of a similar character were built in the mountains round about, until a very active
industry was established.
The difficulties under which the ironmaster labored in those days
were curious ones. Not only was he compelled to work with crude
machinery and imperfect knowledge, but his efforts to realize on his
products were herculean. The iron was run into numerous castings
suitable for frontier life, or manufactured at small forges into the
merchant iron of those days. These products were hauled in teams
from 15 to 30 miles across the country to Brownsville, on the Monongahela River, and there loaded into flatboats. These floated down
the Ohio and Mississippi; the iron was exchanged for corn, pork,
whisky, etc., which, carried on to New Orleans, were traded for
sugar and molasses; the latter, sent around by sea to Baltimore, were
in turn exchanged for groceries, dry-goods, etc., which, loaded on
Conestoga wagons, were hauled three hundred miles over the mountains to the furnaces, from whence the iron had started out so many
months before. An old furnaceman told me that he .once conducted
business continuously for three years, and only saw during that time
ten dollars in money. Another curious phase of that early life was
the insertion of a clause in all contracts for labor, that a certain
quantity of whisky was to be allowed each day in addition towages.
A stoppage of whisky rations was about the only cause in those
days that would produce a strike.
In the course of time the manufacture of charcoal iron became
unremunerative, and its manufacture wholly ceased. When the
admirable qualities of the Connellsville coke were ascertained the iron
industry took a new start, on a scale commensurate with the times.
In describing the minerals of this section it will give a clearer
idea to take them in their geological order, beginning with the sandstones, which are the base of No. 11 of Pennsylvania geology.
Under these sandstones there has been thus far no development of
ore.
Resting upon them are the "mountain" limestone. The first
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plate (No. 1, below) is about six feet thick, and silicious. Then follow
two plates of a compact, pea-green stone, working very well in the
furnace, about six feet in thickness.

Above these a dark-blue fossil-bearing limestone, some 20 to 30 feet in
thickness, with partings of shale, quite silicious on the outcrop, and not
used at present. It is probable that this will improve under cover.

Immediately above this is the red shale, and between this and the great
conglomerate are the ore measures of No. 11, whence the principal
supplies in the past have been drawn.
Until very recently these measures were supposed to contain only
carbonates, but a few months since a singular development was made,
which has given rise to considerable speculation.
About 40 feet above the red shale, on a mountain-side, a regular outcrop
of a hematite ore has been traced for a considerable distance, following
the general direction of the measures. The first conclusion was, that this
was merely a surface deposit, arising from the decomposition of the
overlying carbonates. Several testholes were driven in some 15 to 30
feet, and in each case a regular vein of brown hematite ore was found,
averaging 30 inches in thickness, and lying in yellow clay. It is
authoritatively stated that at an old charcoal furnace, some miles further
up the mountains, a heading had been driven in 150 yards, the ore
preserving its continuity throughout, and making an excellent iron.
The partial analyses given below (No. 1 on fine, dirty ore, and No. 2
on lump ore), show a very marked difference from any other ores in this
section, containing an exceptionally large amount of
VOL.

III.—26
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phosphorus, and very considerable manganese, which is practically
unknown in our other ores.

From 70 to 80 feet above the red shale is found the principal mountain
ore, locally known as Big Bottom, a dense, hard protocarbonate, lying on
a sand-rock, floor, imbedded in a very hard, tough blue slate, which also
serves as a roof, with 6 feet of fire-clay above this The roof is very
treacherous, requiring much timbering and careful mining. The ore is
found in one, two, and sometimes three plates in five feet of ground,
quite irregular, thickening and thinning, with frequent rolls and small
faults, and averaging about 18 inches of solid ore. A peculiarity of
this ore is, that while found on both sides of a hill, or possibly all
around it, it disappears often during say 150 yards into the hill. As long
as the slate holds the ore is found but when the fire-clay comes down it
cuts out both ore and slate.
Some 16 feet above the Big Bottom, is a single plate of ore, from 8 to
12 inches thick, known as the "Flag," a very good ore at the outcrop, but
growing rapidly silicious until, at 30 to 40 yards under cover, there is
nothing more than a ferruginous sandstone. This ore was extensively
benched in olden times on the outcrop, but is not now worked.
About 20 feet above the Flag is an excellent, ore, the "Kidney." In
some localities it takes the shape of a plate of ore on the floor, from 3
to 4 inches thick, then three feet of gnarled, tough slate, filled with
kidney lumps, with a thin plate of 1 to 2 inches on top. In other
localities the bottom plate thickens from 8 to 10 inches, with kidney
balls above. Owing to the nature of the ground this ore is more costly
to mine than the other ores, and is only moderately worked.
Above this follows ten feet of fire-clay, on top of which is a small vein
of coal from 6 to 10 inches, and about a foot above this from 5 to 12
inches of another excellent ore, almost identical with the Kidney by
analysis, but cellular in appearance, and hence called "Honeycomb." The
small coal vein not only gives excellent mining, permitting this ore to be
worked, but supplies fuel for the calcination of this and the kidney ore
at the pitmouth. Both of these ores seem to be persistent, and not cut
out under cover.
It will be noticed by the analyses below that there is very little
chemical difference in the above ores, but in practice the Kidney and
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Honeycomb make the best iron. These ores are all calcined, and
work kindly and rapidly in the furnaces, requiring, however, a large
amount of limestone.

Above the Honeycomb are several small seams of ore, none of
them workable; and this brings us to the great conglomerate, No.
12, the base of the coal measures, and corresponding to the Freeport sandstone. This sandstone forms magnificent cliffs along Dunbar Creek and the Youghiogheny, and the upper and softer portion,
when crushed and washed, is largely used in the manufacture of
glass in Pittsburgh.
In the interval between this sandstone and the Lower Freeport
coal, some 200 feet, occur numerous seams of coal, from 6 inches to
2J feet in thickness, and, connected with them, small and unimportant layers of ore. These coals thicken to the eastward in Somerset
County, and in a very marked degree in West Virginia. The Lower
Freeport coal gives from 4 to 4£ feet of workable coal, full of sulphur and slate, but, when cleansed of these impurities, making a
strong, excellent coke. It is not now regarded as of any value, but
when the day conies that the Connellsville coal is exhausted, this coal
will play an important part in smelting the vast stores of ores which
will still remain.
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Immediately under this coal, and for 60 feet above it, occur small
and unworkable bands of ores. About 70 feet above the coal is
found a vein of limestone ore, claimed to be 2 to 3 feet thick, lying
on some 3 to 5 feet of limestone. An analysis of cropstone gave
the following:

Some 60 feet above this occurs another vein of limestone ore,
which has only been opened on the outcrop, but not analyzed.
Above this follows the Mahoning sandstone, largely quarried in the
past for hearths for furnaces and glass-works.
A long interval of shales follows, embracing two small ledges of
limestone; then the Legoneer sandstone, underlying the Pittsburgh
coal-bed, here known as the Connellsville coal-seam.
About 16 feet under the coal is an important ledge of limestone,
of about 10 to 12 feet in thickness. The analysis of this stone will
be found below. Between this limestone and the coal is found a
vein of iron ore of recent discovery, which promises to revolutionize
the iron industry of this section, and make it one of the great iron
centres of the State.
For many years past the Fairchance Iron Works, situated six
miles south of Uniontown, have drawn their supplies of ores from
three veins of ore lying from 8 to 12 feet under the big coal, and
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locally known as Blue Lump, Condemned Flag, and Big Bottom.
The Blue Lump is one of the best ores of this section, averaging
from 35 to 37 per cent, of iron, and only 0.006 of phosphorus.
The two veins below yield from 28 to 32 per cent., and more
phosphorus and silica. "Worked together, and especially with charcoal, they made a brand of iron which was well known through the
West for its excellence. Where these ores are found, the covering
is very light. In looking for them at Dunbar and adjacent points,
where the hill rises rapidly over the coal, the Blue Lump has
dwindled to about an inch of ore imbedded in 4 inches of a mushy,
wet clay, and the Flag and Big Bottom have practically become
limestone, with streaks of ore running through it; but, between these
ores and the coal, another vein of ore has come in, in its appearance
and composition, widely different from the ores hitherto known and
worked. In appearance it resembles baked yellow clay, contains
both sulphur, 1.11 per cent., and phosphorus, 0.44 per cent.; is
richer in alumina and leaner in silica than the other carbonates; is
affected by the weather, calcines with great ease, and runs together
in great loups. It lies about 4 feet under the coal, and is about 12
to 15 inches in thickness.
The vein of soft clay above mentioned, say 2 feet below, gives
admirable mining, and permits, it to be very cheaply wrought, the
present cost of mining being §1.50 per ton. It is not a rich ore,
averaging not more than 30 per cent, raw; but, when calcined, melts
with great ease, and with a decreased consumption of fuel and lime.
Mixed with one-half mountain ores, it gives a very soft, fluid, and
desirable foundry iron; the forge iron is, of course, cold short, but
otherwise very good. It has been opened, and. is now being mined
in every bank from Uniontown to Dunbar, a distance of ten
miles, both near the outcrop and far under cover, and found in a
regular condition. An artesian well bored for water passed through
it at a depth of 420 feet from the surface. North and west of Connellsville it has not been found, as yet, in a workable condition, the
limestone there having been shoved up to within a footer two of
the coal, cutting out both slates and ore.
From the observations made by the writer, and from the information received from various points on both the eastern and western
outcrop, he has come to the following conclusions: That the southern
portion of the Connellsville coal-field, from near Dunbar to the
Monongahela River—a section 25 miles long by 3 wide-—where a
proper interval exists between the coal and the limestones, the above
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ores will be found in a condition most profitable to be worked; that
where the covering is light near the outcrop, the Blue Lump and
attendant lower ores will be found, and that wherever the cover
grows heavy, these will run out, and the other vein come in.
It is very possible that there will be local variations in the character of the ore as to the percentage of iron and lime present; but
on the whole, it will be found in a workable condition. It yields
about 5000 tons to the acre. The area above mentioned containing
48,000 acres, the total amount of ore will amount to 240,000,000
tons. By using, say, one-fifth of Lake Superior ore with this new
ore, a most admirable iron would result. Just above this vein of
ore, as stated, is the now famous Connellsville coal-seam—a magnificent bed of coal, running for 50 miles, by 3 in breadth—almost
without a fault, and giving from 8 to 9 feet of workable coal, soft
easily and cheaply mined, and making a coke of unusual excellence. A
verified analysis of the coke is as follows:

A large number of analyses of Connellsville coke have been
made, generally showing less carbon and more sulphur. As regards
carbon, I have had a number of analyses made at different times out
of different lots, showing somewhat more carbon than the above.
This point is worthy of being noted in connection with this coal,
viz., that in some localities slate veins (always containing more or
less of sulphur) are almost wholly wanting, being confined to a
thread of not more than a quarter of an inch in thickness, about
two feet from the bottom of the coal, while in other localities not
far distant, there are numerous small slate seams. The above
analyses were made from very pure coal.
The cheapness of this fuel is-surprising at the present time. The
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coal is mined, coked and loaded on cars at the ovens for 23/4 cents
per bushel, or $1.37 per net ton.
35 feet above the Connellsville coal is another seam of coal 2
feet thick. 40 feet above this is a ledge of limestone, 10 feet thick.
35 to 40 feet above this is another coal-seam, 4 to 4 1/2 feet thick,
which has only been worked by farmers for domestic use. It is
said to be a good clean coal. Immediately above this are two ledges
of limestone, separated by 8 to 10 feet of shale, giving 25 to 30 feet
of stone.
There is practically no difference between these various ledges of
limestone, and the analysis below will serve for all. These ledges
supply the local furnaces, and ship large quantities for the Pittsburgh furnaces and city lime-kilns:

Still higher up in the series are indications of other veins of limestone ore, but of these nothing definite is as yet known.
At Uniontown, at a distance of say 300 feet above the Connellsville coal, is a very valuable ledge of cement stone, from which the
Phoenix Hydraulic Cement is manufactured on a large scale.
Fire-clays are found everywhere, -many deposits being wholly
valueless by reason of the iron contained, while others give a brick
of highest grade.
This region is penetrated by two railroads: the Pittsburgh and
Connellsville Railroad, running to Cumberland, on the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad, and controlled by the latter, strikes the Connellsville coal-field about 5 miles west of Connellsville, and runs along
the eastern outcrop, southwardly, to Uniontown, a distance of 18
miles, with branches, northwardly, up Hickman Run, on the western
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outcrop, and to Mount Pleasant. The Southwest Pennsylvania, a
branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad, leaves the latter at Greensburg, striking the coal about 5 miles north of Connellsville, and
running parallel with the other road to Uniontown, with the ultimate intention of striking Fairmount on the Monongahela River,
thus running nearly the whole distance on the eastern outcrop.
These two roads give railway connection with all points East and
West, carrying coke as far west as Salt Lake City.
The soil of the locality described is extremely fertile and highly
cultivated, and capable of sustaining a large consuming population.
It will be seen by the foregoing, that in this favored section there
are united all the elements for creating and sustaining a vast iron
industry. A central position, a most healthful climate, pure water,
a fertile soil, and vast stores of mineral wealth awaiting the adventurous hand of man.

DR . T. STERRY HUXT .—Mr. Pechin's interesting paper suggests
comparisons of the iron ores of the Connellsville region with those
which abound in Southeastern Ohio, where they have long been mined
to supply the numerous blast-furnaces of the Hanging Rock district.
The chief supply comes from what is called the limestone ore, from
the fact that it rests upon a limestone stratum which there overlies
the Coal No. 6, known a little farther to the north as the Great
Vein or the Nelsonville or Straitsville coal. This ore forms a
bed from a few inches to a foot and in some places 2 and 3 feet in
thickness. In one locality, in Vinton County, 10,800 tons of ore
were taken from less than 2 acres, and in another the yield of 3 acres
is said to have been 23,000 tons. These deposits are largely mined
both by stripping and by drifting, and it is estimated that 12 inches of
ore can be profitably mined by the latter method in hard sandstone,
and even 6 inches in soft shales. If we take the specific gravity of
the ore to be 3.125, or two and a half times that of coal, a continuous
layer of ore a foot in thickness, would yield nearly 4000 gross tons
to the acre. The cost of mining and delivering the ore to some of
the furnaces in Gallia County is stated at $2.50 a ton, and those who
purchase their ores, pay from $3.00 to $5.00, according to quality
and locality. The books of one furnace in Milton, lately examined
by me, showed the average cost of ore of 40 per cent., delivered at the
furnace, in 1872, to be $2.71 per ton, while in 1874, the contract
price for mining and delivering varied from $1.50 to $2.25. This
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limestone ore is but one of many bands of iron ore which in this
region, from the Ohio River northward to the Hocking Valley and
beyond, are found interstratified with the lower coal measures.
Higher in the series, between the Coals 6 and 8, there are very large
deposits of ores described as occurring in the Sandy Greek Valley,
and ores are also mined at several horizons lower down. The iron
ores hitherto mined in this region of Southeastern Ohio, are the
blue ore or carbonate and the red ore, by which is meant the limonites produced by the alteration of the carbonate. I have, however, observed in this region a third kind of ore, which seems, from
its unlikeness to the others, to have been neglected. It is a darkred, hard, compact hematite, with a specific gravity of about 4.5,
and containing from 55 to 60 per cent. of iron. It is found a little
above coal 1, and also above the coals 6 and 8, and if, as there is
reason to believe, abundant, will prove an important source of iron.
This occurrence of the anhydrous peroxide in the coal measures is
also a fact of some mineralogical interest.
Carbonates and limonites lying below the Coal No. 6, or the
Great Vein of dry-burning coal, are extensively mined along the
western border of the coal formation in Perry County, and are
smelted at Logan, and at Zanesville and Columbus, in the latter
cases with the aid of the coal just named. These ores are sold,
delivered on the railroad, at from $3.00 to $3.25 a ton, and in the
raw state yield about 40 per cent, of iron. The resources of this
region for the production of pig iron are very great, and the supply
of ore will last as long as the coal itself, since each ton of the ore
requires a ton of coal to smelt it. Hitherto charcoal has been the
fuel chiefly used, but this is becoming scarce, and the raw coals of
the Hocking Valley, and, farther south, those of Jackson County,
are employed with great advantage in the blast-furnace. No region
so accessible as this probably offers greater advantages for the cheap
manufacture of iron, from the association of excellent furnace-coal
with limestone and native ores; while the large and increasing exportation of the coals of this region to northern markets is already
causing the rich iron ores of Lake Superior to find their way, as
return freights, to be smelted at Zanesville and Columbus. In the
near future, the necessity of providing cheap iron in this country
must, I think, lead to the transfer of the manufacture to regions
like this, and the geographical position of Southwestern Ohio will
doubtless make of it one of the great iron-producing centres of the
country.
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ON THE OCCURRENCE OF THE BROWN HEMATITE
DEPOSITS OF THE GREAT VALLEY.
BY PROF. FREDERICK PRIME, JR., LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, EASTON, PA.

THE Great or Cumberland Valley, which (under a variety of
names) extends from Canada, through Vermont, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Kew York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and
East Tennessee, to Alabama, is composed in part of limestones lying
immediately above the Potsdam sandstone. Geologically, they
belong to the era between the Potsdam and Trenton, and are commonly termed Calciferous. A peculiarity of these limestones is
their great richness in limonite or brown hematite ores, which form
a large part of the charges of the many blast-furnaces situated on
their outcrops. The mines from which the ores are obtained are
(properly speaking) only pits or quarries, from which the ore is
extracted by means of picks or shovels, powder being rarely employed.
The ore does not occur casually at any point in the limestone,but
forms regular lines, following apparently the outcrops of certain
beds. In Lehigh County, Penn., where I have been engaged on
the Geological Survey of the State, during the past season, there
are three or four of these lines. During the progress of the survey
I was much struck by the fact that the two most important and
promising lines of outcrop were, one at the base of the crystalline
schists (forming the South or Lehigh Mountain), and overlying the
Potsdam sandstone conformably; the other, near the line of junction of the calciferous limestone with the slates of the Cincinnati
epoch. The mines along these two lines, following the topography
of the country, were in place, richer and more permanent than those
of the belts between, which were generally leaner.
A peculiarity of these two lines of outcrop, and one to which I
particularly desire to draw attention, is the occurrence of what I at
first mistook for a highly altered slaty limestone, but which subsequent analysis proved to consist in great part of damourite (hydrated
potash mica). The following are analyses of this damourite slate:
I. From Fogelsville, Lehigh County, within a few hundred feet
of the contact of limestone and slate, by Dr. F. A. Genth.
II. From Hensingerville, Lehigh County, within 300 feet of
gneiss, by Mr. Sydney Catle, of the University of Pennsylvania.
III. From Allentown, Lehigh County, Within 150 feet of con-
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tact of the limestone with Potsdam sandstone, by Mr. Pedro G.
Salom, of the University of Pennsylvania.
IV. From another quarry close to III; also by Mr. Salom.

As typical damourite contains 11.77 per cent, of potash, it is evident from the above analyses that I contains 55.40 per cent, of
damourite; IT, 49.70 per cent.; III, 53.02 per cent.; and IV, 28.30
per cent. The remainder of the slate consists of ferruginous clay,
quartz, and carbonates of lime and magnesia.
I have noticed that, as a rule, the fresh damourite slate can only
be observed where a mine is being worked; when fresh, it is white
to straw-yellow in color, has a greasy feel and very slaty texture,
being composed of minute crystalline plates. As soon as work is
stopped in a mine the slate commences to decompose and becomes
rapidly converted to a white or yellow clay, the latter color being
due to oxide of iron. Indeed, in many mines no slate can be observed at all, the whole of it being changed to clay prior to the
opening of the pits.
Analyses of brown and white clays from the same mine as 1,
made by my assistant, Mr. Joseph R. Shinier, gave the following
results. V is the white, VI the yellow clay.
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That the damourite slate belongs to the Calciferous and not to the
Laurentian or Huronian periods, is evident from the fact that it is
found forming a bed in the limestone immediately overlying the
Potsdam sandstone and conformably to the latter. The ore is always
found above the clay or damourite slate, or at least in the upper
portions of it, never below it; and usually in streaks or masses precisely in the manner noticed by Prof. W. P. Blake* at Ocoya CreekCalifornia; and from the manner in which the ore occurs it appears
to have been deposited, by the percolation of waters containing iron
in solution. The ore also occurs as so-called " bombshell ore," and
this ore, when hollow, either contains water or the clay resulting
from the decomposition of the damourite slate. The interior surface
of this bombshell ore is frequently glazed, apparently by a thin
coating of manganese oxides, and often contains small stalactites, the
ore clearly indicating its aqueous origin, and its formation subsequent to the rock or clay inclosing it.
So-called pipe ore is also found—though more rarely in this district—but under different conditions, being always found underneath a bed of limestone, and evidently formed by the percolation of
ferruginous water through this bed. I have never seen the pipe
ore in large quantities at any one point or associated with the slate
or clay.
If this occurrence of the damourite slate or clay and ore was
merely local, it would be scarcely worth noticing; but in fact we find
that the slates or clays are almost universally associated with the
iron ores of .the Calciferous epoch. They are, therefore, of the
greatest importance.
Professor Dana, in a letter to me, mentions the occurrence of slates
with the brown hematite deposit of Richmond, Berkshire County,
Massachusetts. Professor Shephard,† in writing of the ore bed at
Kent, Connecticut, speaks of decomposed micaceous gneiss, (?) called
by the workmen "gray fuller's earth," and also of "decomposing
quartzy mica slate." We meet with this association of slate or clay
and ore in Lehigh County, Pennsylvania.
Professor Lesley also speaks of this occurrence in his Report on
the Brown Hematite Deposits of the Nittany Valley, Pennsylcania.
Here there arc apparently three lines of mines, to judge from the
map accompanying the report. Prof. Persifor Frazer, Jr., informs
* See Pacific Railroad Reports, Vol. V, p. 168.
† A Report on the Geol. Survey of Connecticut, by C. U. Shepard, p. 20.
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me that he found the same association of white clay with ore in
York County, Pennsylvania.
Professor Lesley* gives a sketch of what he calls "ore-bearing
slates" lying between the Potsdam and Calciferous of the Cumberland Valley. These are evidently damonrite slates, for he proceeds
in the article to speak of white clays formed by their decomposition.
The same association is found in Maryland and Virginia, in the
valleys forming the Great Valley.
Professor Lesley† speaks of the occurrence of white clay with ore
in the same formation at Embreeville, East Tennessee. It also
occurs at Shelbyville, Alabama.
It is therefore evident that the occurrence of this slate or clay
With the brown hematite ores of the Calciferous epoch is the rule, its
absence the exception. As Professor Lesley* says: "They (the
ores) never occur in any other relationships. They are the same
ores, in the same rocks, arranged in the same way, the whole distance from Massachusetts to Alabama. Consequently, what is geologically true of the ore beds at Salisbury and Amenia, east of the
Hudson, is true all the way to Alabama."
Formerly the slates probably covered the sides of the mountain
ranges now forming their south boundary, resting on crystalline
limestone, which separated them from Potsdam sandstone. On account of the large amount of carbonate of lime that the slates
probably contained, and the ease with which they were converted to
clay, they have suffered the most in the erosion that has taken
place. My own experience has been that the slate and clay occur
under the ore, and not the reverse.
From this constant occurrence of the slate with the ore it is evident that the former has exerted an important influence on the deposition of the ores; and I think that the presence of the slate was
necessary to such deposition, in that it formed an impervious bed
through which the chalybeate waters could not percolate. Whatever
may have been the manner in which the ore originally existed, it
was deposited in and above the slates from an aqueous solution.
Under these circumstances, it will be highly improbable that we
shall find continuous deposits of the brown hematite ores when the
slate or clay does not occur with them.
* Lesley, " The Iron Ores of South Mountain, in Cumberland County, Pennsylvan, " in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., Jan. 1873.
† Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., May, 1872.
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With respect to the quantity of ore Professor Lesley, in his paper on
the Cumberland Valley, says it will depend: "First, on the original
charge of iron in the strata; second, on the dip of these strata; and
third, on the depth beneath water-level to which the moldering decomposition of the strata and the peroxidation and concentration of
the iron has extended."
There is much difference of opinion as to how these deposits of
brown hematite ore can have been formed. Dr. Hunt, in a paper
read before the National Academy of Sciences, in November, 1874,
gives it as his opinion that they were once beds of pyrites in Huronian schist’s, now decayed. I have shown in the commencement of
this paper that they are Calciferous slates or schisms; and were they
ores formed by the alteration of pyrites in place, we should find kernels of iron pyrites which had escaped alteration, especially in the
deepest mines. This is not, however, the case. Iron pyrites are
found very rarely; as, for example, in Brenig's mine, near Allentown, and one of the Glendon Iron Company's mines near Easton;
and these mines are not the deepest we have, the former being quite
shallow.
Professor Lesley * thinks the ores " were deposits in loco originali
of the iron (as hydrated peroxide) set free from the limestone or dolomite rocks during their gradual erosion and dissolution;" agreeing
in this respect with Dr. R. M. S. Jackson, who made the first geological survey of the Nittany Valley ore beds in 1838 or 1839. Of
course only the carbonates of lime and magnesia would be dissolved;
the clay, iron, and silica would remain behind. Were this, however,
the case, should we find fresh, undecomposed damourite slate conformably in position with limestones above and below it, as can be
seen at the Lehigh Iron Company's limestone quarry at Allentown,
Pa.? From what I have seen in Lehigh, Northampton, and Berks
Counties, Pa., I have been led to the following conclusions, which I
advance with considerable reluctance, as I consider it extremely
dangerous to argue from observations within a limited area to general conclusions.
The damourite slates being the product of the decomposition of
primary rocks containing orthoclase, and probably oligoclasc, or
albite, were deposited in the Silurian sea during the Calciferous
epoch, and near its commencement. At Allentown and Bethlehem,
Pa., the slates are from 50 to 100 feet above the Potsdam sandstone,
* Lesley, Report on the Brown Hematite Deposits of the Nittany Valley.
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with a blue massive limestone, generally crystalline, between the
two. Limestone was again deposited above the slate. I am not yet
prepared to say whether more than one bed of damourite slate was
formed, and reserve an opinion on this point until I have made
further explorations.
The brown hematite were probably formed by the oxidation of
iron pyrites, but the former are not in the same place that the latter
were. My reasons for this assertion are twofold. In the first place
the animal carbon of the organisms, whose shells formed the enormous quantity of dolomite or limestone, exists in such quantities
throughout the limestone as to color the rock, the zinc blende (of
Friedensville) and the carbonate of iron a bluish-gray. This same
carbon, very probably in the state of a hydrocarbon, would readily
reduce the sulphate of iron carried into the ocean to iron pyrites.
As a proof of this reduction I need only mention that iron pyrites
have been found in the mud* of a pond. Secondly, the great majority of the brown hematites which I have had analyzed, and they
are many, contain a trace of sulphur, usually not more than a few
hundredths of a per cent. I have also found minute (almost microscopic) crystals of iron pyrites in much of the limestone, where it is
opened in quarries; and I have also seen in much of this same limestone where weathered, minute cavities, which I have ascribed (perhaps erroneously), from their general appearance, to the decomposition of the pyrites.
It is at present impossible to say whether the pyrites from which
the brown hematite ores were and are forming were thus minutely
disseminated through the limestone, or whether there was a bed of
the limestone—now decomposed,—especially rich in the pyrites.
In either case it would seem that the pyrites above water-level —
and we must bear in mind the great erosion which the surface of the
country has undergone since it was formed—would oxidize from the
action of the water and the air carried in by it, forming protosulphate of iron. This being readily soluble in water was carried
down through the limestone, forming sulphate of lime (gypsum) and
carbonate of iron wherever the solution came in contact with the
fresh limestone. This reaction was, however, probably slight, owing
to the rapid descent of the solution in seeking the water-level. It
experienced no difficulty in its descent until it came in contact with
the damourite slate, when, meeting with an impervious bed, it could
* Gmelin—Kraut's Handbuch der Chemie, 6th ed., Vol. III, p. 333.
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not descend any further, and was then obliged to follow the slates.
This considerably retarded the rapidity of its flow, permitting the
reaction between the limestone (and the carbonates of lime and magnesia in the damourite slate) and protosulphate of iron to take place
more completely. By this means carbonate of iron was deposited
being but slightly soluble; while the sulphate of lime (gypsum)
formed, being very soluble, was carried off in solution.
No doubt many of the limestone caves—so common in the Calciferous limestones—were formed by the dissolving action of the
water containing protosulphate of iron. The subsequent formation
of the limonite is easily explained, being merely the oxidized and
hydrated product of the carbonate of iron.
In fact a bed of blue carbonate of iron, identical in appearance
with the ordinary limestone and Friedensville zine blende, occurs
with the brown hematite ores at Balliet's mine, near Allentown, and
at one of the Hellertown mines near Bethlehem. It does not occur
at many of the mines in the Lehigh Valley; those being the only
mines where I know of its occurrence. The very fact of this occurrence would tend to show that the abovementioned reaction has
taken place, and was the one by which the ore was formed. This
reaction would also explain why the brown hematites which occur
in limestone are almost always free from sulphur, merely containing
a trace; and yet almost always containing this trace. As a proof
of this I give the analysis of a brown hematite which occurs at
Katahdin Furnace, Piscataquis County, Maine. The analysis was
made by Prof. T. M. Drown, of Lafayette College. It afforded
Ferric oxide. Water and organic matter.
76.87
19.25

Silica.
0.71

Sulphuric acid.
3.10

Phosphoric acid.
0.10 = 100.03

Professor Drown informs me that the rock underlying the ore was
silicious in character, thus giving the sulphuric acid no opportunity
to combine with lime, and be carried away.
The objection may be raised to this view of the case, that we do
not anywhere find any deposits of gypsum. It must he borne in
mind that gypsum is readily soluble, and would be carried a considerable distance in solution before being precipitated. I can also
point to one very considerable deposit of gypsum in this formation;
that of Saltvillc, in Russell County, Virginia.
It may be urged, and I confess with much show of reason, that
the iron was first present in the limestone as carbonate. As one
example of this, may be adduced the following instance, for which I
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am indebted to Professor Dana: "In one of the brown hematite
mines at Richmond, Berkshire County, Massachusetts, there was
exposed, about fifteen months ago, a great mass of massive carbonate of iron, which was once a part of the limestone of the region.
It appeared to have resisted decomposition in consequence of its
compactness and purity. There is limonite of great thickness all
about it, which has been made by the decomposition of the limestone
and its included carbonate of iron, or its carbonate of iron and lime,
for an extensive ledge of limestone rises above the great pit or excavation on its north side, whose layers are conformable to that of the
massive carbonate of iron in the bottom of the mine. The material
between the two must have originally been calcareous; it is now
gone, and there is limonite in its stead."
The fact here mentioned tends to prove that the limonite was
probably originally present as carbonate of iron, and that the outer
and possibly less compact portion of the deposit became changed.
It seems to me that in this instance, as in those at Balliet's mine
and Hellertown, we have a case of alteration of the limestone to
carbonate of iron, particle by particle; or, so to term it, "a pseudomorph by replacement."
My objection to the original deposition of the carbonate of iron,
as such, in the Calciferous epoch is threefold. In the first place, it
should be uniformly distributed through the limestone, and not confined merely to the horizon just above the damourite slates. Then
there should not be even the trace (the few hundredths of a per cent.)
of sulphur in the brown hematites which we so uniformly find. And,
finally, there seems to be a lack of cause, such as exists in the case
of the carbonates of lime and magnesia, for these were secreted by
the marine animals to form their shells, etc., which would not be the
case with carbonate of iron.
In conclusion, I would once more point to the fact that whatever
the origin of brown hematites may have been, the cause of their
deposition, where they are now found, must have been the damourite slates.

DR .

T. STERRY HUNT remarked that the question of the origin
and mode of occurrence of iron deposits about the base of the Palcozoic rocks along the great Appalachian Valley is a very complex
one, and must be considered with reference to the whole Palcozoic
basin, although the points raised in the paper of Professor Prime
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have reference only to certain ore beds found in close proximity to
the Auroral limestones of Pennsylvania, and generally referred to
the Primal slates of Rogers. He proceeded to remark upon the
well-known fact of the presence of sheets or nodular masses of iron
ores interstratified in the Palezoic rocks of the Appalachian basin
from the coal measures downwards. In the coal formation, besides
carbonates and limonites derived from their alteration, there is found
anhydrous red oxide or hematite deeply buried in the measures under
such conditions as lead us to regard it as an original deposit. He
referred, moreover, to the interstratified deposits of limonite or brown
hematite at the summit of the Pre-meridional or Lower Helderuerg
limestones, and in the lower part of the Scalent or Saliferous limestones, besides the great fossiliferous red hematite or dyestone ore of
the Surgent or Clinton, so widely spread throughout the Paleozoic
basin, and the red hematite found in lenticular masses in the white
Levant or Medina sandstone. All of these he conceived to have
been derived by solution from ferriferous, silicious, and argillaceous
sediments, by a process similar to that by which bog ore is now
formed. From the great mass of such material, which made up the
Oneida and Medina formations, came the iron for the horizons of
the Clinton and the Lower Helderberg.
Descending in the series, we reach the Auroral limestone (No.. II),
in which, following Lesley, we here comprehend everything from
the base of the Calciferous to the summit of the Trenton. With this
great limestone group are associated, extensive deposits of brown
hematite ores, which are supposed by Lesley to be of posterior origin,
and to have been formed by the accumulation of the iron set free by
the decomposition of the accompanying strata, the magnesian limestones of which contain, by Genth's analyses, a not inconsiderable
quantity of carbofnate of iron. The oxide set free from the decay of
such rocks is at all times subject to resolution and deposition in the
form of limonite.
Beneath these limestones occurs another horizon of brown hematite ores, distinguished by Lesley as the slate-crop banks. In these
the ore is in layers, interstratified with beds of soft clayey matter,
frequently white and unctuous, the whole formation often much corrugated and at high angles. These ores, according to Lesley, arc
the result of a decomposition, by infiltrating waters, of ferriferous
strata, which he assigns to the Primal slates of Rogers, supposed to
occupy a position between the Calciferous sandrock and the Potsdam
sandstone. These slates, as decay went on, arc conceived by Lesley
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to have slipped downwards, and become corrugated by the weight
of their own mass. (Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., Jan. 3d, 1873.) The
ores of these slates, which are thus described as occurring in the
Cumberland Valley at the foot of the South Mountain in Pennsylvania, are by Lesley compared with the beds of brown hematite ore
which occur along the western border of New England, and which
he conceives to have the same origin and geological character.
At this stage of the inquiry I wish to call attention to the fact
that some, at least, of these deposits to the northward belong not to
the uncrystalline rocks of the Paleozoic basin, but to the more ancient
crystalline schists of Eozoic age. This was long since noticed and
described by Professor C. U. Shepard, in his Report on the Mineralogy of Connecticut, in 1837 (pp. 17, 20, and 146). Of the wellknown ore deposits of Salisbury and Sharon, in that State, it was
there said that "the ore is disposed in vast beds, with a stratification
everywhere obvious and perfectly conformable to that of the adjoining mica slate. It is, moreover, free from secondary aggregations."
In the town of Kent, again, the ore forms parallel highly inclined
layers, interposed in a decomposed micaceous gneiss locally known
as fullers' earth. In some localities in this region, the ore appears
as the cement to a breccia containing fragments of quartz. It was
suggested by Shepard that the source of these ores is to be sought in
the decomposition of sulphurct of iron and other ferriferous minerals,
and he says "it is obvious that in a majority of instances the change
took place in the original repositories of these minerals." Similar
observations arc reported to me by Professor James Hall, as seen in
Richmond, Massachusetts, and in Columbia, New York, where the
limonite ores occur in mica schist; and a like case has recently been
observed near the western base of Hoosac Mountain. There, as I
have described in my recent Report to the Corporation of the Hoosac
Tunnel, the highly inclined strata of gneiss and mica schist are decomposed to a considerable depth, the feldspar of the rock being
changed into a clay, and the whole mass so softened as to be excavated with spades. It is clear, I think, from a study of the region,
and a comparison of it with the universally decayed condition of
similar crystalline strata further southward in the Blue Ridge, that
the decayed rock at the western base of the Hoosac Mountain is but
a portion which has escaped the general erosion that has left on the
higher levels of the mountain rounded and grooved surfaces of the
hard undecomposed rock. The Hoosac Tunnel was driven through
these decayed strata. At a distance of 600 feet from its western
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entrance, and at 200 feet from the surface, the decay of the gneiss
rock was still complete; but at 1000 feet, where the tunnel is 280
feet from the surface, some portions of rock were found but partiallydecayed. At a distance of more than 1200 feet, a bed of brown
hematite ore was met with, and Professor Hall has observed the
outcrop of this bed from the gneissic rock in the flank of the mountain, where it has a thickness of from 4 to 6 feet.
These limonites noticed by Shepard and by Hall offer analogies
with those which occur among the decayed crystalline rocks of the
Blue Ridge, from Southern Virginia to Georgia and Alabama, and
arc well known to be the outcrop of great veins or beds of sulphurets
of iron, generally more or less cupriferous. These gossans are there
often worked at the surface as ores of iron, the origin of which is
clearly like that supposed by Shepard for the limonites of Western Connecticut, namely, the alteration in situ of beds or veins of pyrites.
It is hardly necessary to recall the fact that the various crystalline
rocks of the great Appalachian belt abound in pyrites, often interbedded in great masses or disseminated or interlaminated. It is
also to be noted that of these crystalline rocks the Huronian series
occasionally includes beds of carbonate of iron and others of magncsitc and dolomite abounding in carbonate of iron, sometimes with
much carbonate of manganese. Emmons, moreover, thirty years
since, noticed the deposits of carbonate of iron in the limestones
and talcose schists of his Lower Taconia rocks, to which, according
to him, the limonites of Western Massachusetts and Eastern New
York belong. From the decomposition and oxidation of these
various minerals, whether sulphurets or carbonates, hydrous peroxides will result, and hence we should expect to find them wherever
these decayed rocks have escaped erosion.
It was with these various facts and considerations before me that
I had, last October, an opportunity of seeing one of the slate-crop
ore deposits near the base of the South Mountain, the Zicgler Mine,
in the vicinity of Fogelsville, Pa. The strata, as exposed in the ore
pft, are highly inclined, and some of the soft and argillaceous beds
with which the limonite is interstratified consist of a tender, unctuous, micaceous substance, resembling closely many of the so-called
talcose schists of the Huronian, which I long since showed to consist in large part of hydrous mica. The whole aspect of the deposit
led me to suspect that we night here have a portion of ancient crystalline strata decayed in situ, and this was confirmed by the knowledge of the fact that Dr. Genth had found the unctuous mineral
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associated with the limonite in similar ore beds to contain a large
portion of a hydrous potash-mica, damonrite. This opinion I ventured'to express in a communication to the National Academy at
Philadelphia, in November, last, and it is to this that Prof. Prime
has alluded in his paper. It would be presumptuous in me to generalize from a single case or to assert, without further examination,
that these decayed ore-bearing strata are not Paleozoic; but the
analogy between this deposit and those in New England and elsewhere, where similar ores occur in decayed crystalline schists, makes
me very desirous to pursue further the investigation.
PROP . FRAZER .—The suggestions contained in Prof. Prime's
paper are very valuable, and show a state of things in Lehigh
County very analogous to that observed in York County. The
work of the party of the southeast district of the Second Geological
Survey of Pennsylvania has been comprised within the belt of
country which stretches from Wrightsville and Marietta Furnace,
York County, in the northeast, to Littlestown, in Adams County,
in the southwest. The slates composing the formations of this part
of the State overlie the mica schists and gneisses, which cross in a
southwest direction into Maryland east of the York County boundary. These slates are for the most part chlorite slates, sometimes
alternating with chloritic gneiss and quartzite, and passing (in a
direction across the measures and with the preponderating dip northwest) into hydro-mica slates containing chlorite, then into hydromica slates without this mineral.
This latter is the character of the slates immediately underlying
the Auroral limestone; but in most cases these slates are very much
weathered, and sometimes sufficiently to obscure both cleavage and
bedding planes where they pass into the clays which distinguish this
particular horizon.
My own observation confirms all that Prof. Prime says in relation to mode of occurrence of the limoniteA of this horizon; their
proximity to the lower edge of the limestone basin; their association in the yellow, blue, and white clays, etc.; but I am not prepared to accept the theory of their production from pyrite disseminated in the overlying limestone. The law governing the deposit of
this ore is well studied along the margins of the two groups of
limestone which enter York County from the northeast; and
wherever an edge of this calcareous deposit is exposed within the
boundaries of the basins, it is almost uniformly accompanied by its
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limonite belt. The angles of dip are usually quite sharp, and the
strata very much folded within the area represented on the old geplogical map as uniformly blue (i.e., limestone basin). If a line be
traced through the points on the map which represent banks actuallymined, or places where ore is known to exist, that line will quite
nearly mark the limits of the Auroral basin. The view expressed
by Prof. Prime, as to the agency of these clays produced by the
weathering of the mica slates, in retaining the solutions of iron by
virtue of their impermeability, and allowing the ores to segregate,
must be adopted by all who have an opportunity of observing the
facts, as at least one, if not the only reason for the occurrence of
limonites in this relation.

ANNEALING SPIEGELEISEN.
BY ROSSITER W. RAYMOND, PH.D., NEW YORK CITY.
I DESIRE to call the attention of the Institute to an interesting
experiment, which may turn out to be an indication of a valuable
improvement in the manufacture of steel. As the members are
aware, the addition of ordinary spiegeleisen, in the open hearth or
Bessemer converter, to a bath of decarbonized iron, has a twofold
object,—the recarbonization of the bath to a desired degree, and the
remedy of the red shortness otherwise found to be inevitable in the
final product. This red shortness is ascribed to the presence of
oxide of iron in the molten metal; and it is supposed that the manganese of the spiegelcisen, uniting with the oxygen of such oxide,
carries it into the slag. At the same time there is a small percent
age of the manganese usually left in the cast steel, probably to the
improvement of its quality. Whatever be the true explanation the
effect of the manganese is acknowledged to be not only beneficial,
but necessary. But the use of spicgeleisen containing high percentages of carbon limits the quantity that can be introduced, because
the carbon must be limited if soft steel is desired. This inconvenience becomes so serious as to prevent the use of ordinary spiegcleisen in the manufacture of steel containing more than, say two-tenths
per cent, of phosphorus; since the quality of the steel can be made
tolerable only by reducing its contents of carbon in proportion as the
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phosphorus is increased. The necessity of adding manganese without
adding carbon in excess has led to the employment of ferro-manganese instead of spiegeleisen ; and the only difficulty now remaining
is the high cost of the ferro-manganese.
Some months ago, while engaged with Dr. T. M. Drown upon
some literary labors relative to the metallurgy of iron and steel, I
received from him the suggestion that the process of "annealing,"
employed in the manufacture of malleable castings (a discussion of
which, by Mr. Terhune, will be found in the first volume of our
Transactions), might be employed in the decarbonization of spiegeleisen, so as to produce a manganiferous iron containing little carbon. In pursuance of this suggestion I requested a member of the
Institute, Mr. F. J. Slade, of the New Jersey Steel and Iron Company, to make an experiment, principally for the purpose of testing
whether the oxidizing agent employed in annealing would not
remove manganese as well as carbon, and also to ascertain the rate
and degree of the reaction.
Broken pieces of German spiegeleisen, about three inches in
diameter, were packed in scale from the rolling mill, in an iron box
of about one cubic foot capacity, and this box was placed on the
back part of the hearth of a Siemens furnace, used as a heating furnace auxiliary to the melting furnace of the Martin process, at the
works of the New Jersey Steel and Iron Company, at Trenton. In
this position the box was exposed continuously for three weeks to a
cherry-red temperature, after which it was removed, and the contents
were examined. The interior of the pieces of spiegeleisen was apparently unchanged; but the outside, to the depth of about oneeighth of an inch, had been altered in texture and appearance. [Dr.
Raymond here exhibited a fractured sample of the annealed spiegeleisen.] This exterior layer is no longer brittle, but exceedingly
tough, so that it is extremely difficult to break it. ' By hammering
a piece of this spiegolciscn the whole interior may be shattered,
while the outside layer is simply battered, not broken.
The following analyses made by a member of the Institute, Mr.
J. Blodgct Britton, show the chemical changes that accompanied
this physical alteration:
Phosphorus, .

.

Manganese, .
Carbon, .
.

.
.

I.
Ordinary spiegeleisen.
.
.079

.

. 11.636
3.016

IT.
Annealed spiepcleisen.
.055

10.698
0.499

According to these analyses there has been a slight diminution in
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manganese and phosphorus, and a large reduction in the amount of
carbon. It is evident that the annealed spiegeleisen can be used
where the other cannot, in the manufacture of mild steels. The
advantage of this treatment, if it should prove economically practicable, would be still greater in the employment of the extra manganiferous spiegeleisen, such as is now produced from the blast furnaces in West Cumberland, England, and by the, Société Anonyme
des Hauts-Fourneaux at Marseilles, France.
The following analysis shows the high percentage of manganese
in the spiegeleisen extra manganésé of the latter company; a percentage, by the way, which they claim they can increase still further:
Manganese, ...................................................................................24.40

Silicon,............................................................... 0.43
Sulphur, ........................................................... 0.009
Phosphorus, ..................................................... 0.010
Carbon between 4 and 5 per cent.
If such a spiegeleisen, costing at New York, say $85, currency, per
ton, could be decarbonized by the comparatively cheap process of
annealing, it would be a profitable substitute for ferro-manganese at
the present high cost of the latter.
In carrying out such a plan in practice it would be necessary to
have the spiegeleisen granulated or east in thin plates, so that when
surrounded with scale or ore, and heated, it might be annealed
throughout.

MR . A. L. HOLLEY said he had been much interested in this
communication, and thought there might be considerable importance
in the idea. He had made some experiments formerly in the same
direction, but without success. The result obtained by Mr. Slade
was, however, substantially encouraging.
DR . DROWN , alluding to the question of the effect of the annealing
process upon other ingredients of the iron than carbon, called
attention to a paper by Mr. Russell W. Davenport, published in
Silliman's Journal for October, 1872, entitled Results of a Chemical
Investigation of Several Points in the Manufacture of Malleable Iron.
In this paper analyses are given in duplicate of two castings,
before annealing, after a first annealing and after a second annealing.
As the annealing process in that case was continued for but five or
six days, the results after a second annealing are most appropriate
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for comparison here.
given as follows:
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The average of the duplicate analyses are

Casting No 1,
Before annealing.

Silicon, .
. .445
Phosphorus, . .315
Manganese, . .529
Sulphur, .
. .059
Carbon, .
. 3.43

After.

.449
.315
.525
.083
less than 0.1

Casting No. 2.
Before.
After.

.585
.280
.585
.105
3.48

.614
.295
.575
.162
less than 0.1

Mr. Davenport says: "From the above analyses the following
conclusions may be drawn: first, that the silicon, phosphorus and
manganese are in no way affected by the annealing process; second,
that the amount of sulphur is not diminished, and may be slightly
increased; and third, that the amount of carbon is reduced by each
annealing until a mere trace remains. The slight increase of sulphur shown by both sets of analyses is probably due to the presence
of that substance in the coal used for fuel." In another place he
says: " . . . It would appear from the above that when a casting does
not much exceed one-eighth of an inch in thickness, the carbon is
approximately eliminated throughout the whole mass by the ordinary annealing process; when, however, the casting is thicker the
elimination only extends from the surface into the mass for a certain distance, but may be carried further in by a repetition of the
process."
ME . H. M. HOWE .—It seems to me that there will be a considerable loss of manganese when these thin plates of spiegcl are cast
from the blast-furnace. When spiegel is melted, or even red-hot,
its manganese is rapidly oxidized. In Bessemer works there is
apparently a considerable oxidation of manganese, during the short
time the melted spiegel is exposed to the air, as it runs from the
melting furnace to the converter. From this it would seem that a
very notable amount of manganese might be oxidized when these
thin plates of melted spiegcl are cooling on the casting-floor, as the
amount of surface exposed to the air would be vastly greater than
when spiegel is cast in the usual way, in thick pieces.
Again, when the spiegel is annealed may not the manganese be
oxidized as well as the carbon ? Mr. Britton's analyses, if performed in the usual way, give us no information on this point, for
they would not distinguish between manganese in its metallic and
its oxidized state. It is altogether possible that several per cent, of
the manganese found in the annealed spiegel may have been oxidized, and, therefore, rendered useless. The analyses of Davenport,
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on the manufacture of malleable castings, do not tell us positively
that silicon and manganese are not oxidized in annealing, for they
do not state how these elements were determined, and whether he
discriminated between their metallic and oxidized states.

THE HISTORY OF THE RELATIVE VALUES OF GOLD
AND SILVER.
BY ROSSITER W. RAYMOND, PH.D., NEW YORK CITY.
Being a portion of the President's Address at New Haven, February 23d, 1875

As I have attempted briefly to show you, gentlemen, the present
position of the mining and metallurgical industries of this country
offers in several respects most important indications of radical
change. This is an epoch for more than one branch of these industries. We are commencing again to export copper; we have
shifted the main production of lead from the Mississippi Valley to
the far West, besides developing a new production of that metal in
Missouri; we have seen the price of quicksilver go up, and the
price of iron go down to such an extent as to affect profoundly, on
the one hand, the great business of extracting silver by amalgamation, through the Washoe process in this country and the patio process in Mexico, and, on the other hand, the various manufactures
employing iron as a raw material ; above all, the manufacture of
steel. But the epoch which has occurred in the relative value of
gold and silver, in consequence of causes which I shall attempt to
explain, and among which the extraordinary increase in the silver
product of Nevada is not the least; this epoch is, perhaps, the most
striking feature in the review of our situation. Since my official
duties in connection with the mining industry of the Pacific slope and
the Great Interior Basin have led me to pay particular attention to
this subject, I have thought it not inappropriate to lay before you a
somewhat extended account of its history.
It is a topic of peculiar interest, because of the general use of
these two metals as standards of value in the exchange of commodities. Neither of them is suitable to be, for the political economist,
a real standard of value. That standard is rather to be sought in
some more universal product of labor, such as wheat—the relation
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of which to the rate of wages is said, on high authority,* to have
been substantially unaltered through centuries, one bushel of wheat
representing one day's labor. But the most convenient measure of
exchange has been furnished by the precious metals, and hence these
have been employed as standards of value. Unfortunately the use
of both of them as standards has involved a new element of complexity-—the fluctuation in the relative value. It is this element,
which I wish to trace this evening, quite independently of the general
relation between money and labor and other commodities. Not the
purchasing power of the precious metals measured in terms of wages
or supplies, but the purchasing power of each of them measured in
terms of the other, is the question to be considered; and the use of
these metals as currency gives to the inquiry more than a merely
speculative interest. For the attempt to maintain a double standard
involves the perpetual readjustment of the relation by law, and the
alteration of coinage accordingly. Hence the civilized nations have
gradually come, with few exceptions, to the adoption of gold as the
standard, and the employment of silver as the material for subsidiary or token coinage. The illustration of this principle is
scarcely required; yet a simple statement may not be out of place.
If the law says that I may offer in all payments requiring dollars,
either gold dollars or silver dollars, as I choose, then both coins are
legal tender, and there is a double standard. At the same time the
law must have fixed, for the protection of my creditors, the exact
amount of fine gold in the gold dollar and of fine silver in the silver
dollar; in other words it must fix, for the purpose of coinage, the
relative value of these metals. Now so long as this is also the
market value, or nearly so, it is a matter of indifference to me
whether I give and take silver or gold. But there may bo a change
in the market value. For instance, a great deal of silver may be
wanted by manufacturers, or for shipment in commerce to countries
like India, where gold is not available for the purpose; and the
parties desiring silver may be willing to pay more than a gold dollar for the silver dollar, in order that they may melt or export the
latter. In that case I would prefer, of course, to sell my silver
dollar, pay to my creditor the gold dollar, and keep the surplus.
Everybody feeling the same impulse the silver coinage disappears,
and is melted or exported. If the silver coins smaller than a dollar are also of the same fineness and relative value, this disappear* I owe the suggestion to a conversation with Mr. Abram S. Hewitt.
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ance of silver causes great inconvenience, because people can no
longer " make change;" and the natural result is the general use of
tokens, dinner tickets, shinplasters, etc., a fractional currency in
short, which is not legal tender at all, and which, when it proceeds
from individuals or private corporations, has but a local circulation
Recognizing this evil all governments provide for a regular token
currency for small units of money, which shall be legal tender for
small amounts only, but is redeemable by the mints in larger
amounts. There is not a cent's worth of nickel or copper in the
cent, or a dime's worth of paper in the ten-cent note of postal currency. The same principle is extended to the smaller silver coins of
most nations, and constitutes, in fact, a recognition of the law of
political economy that there should be but one standard of value in
coinage. What is universally done with regard to small coins
should be done for all silver coins. They should be subsidiary or
token coins, legal tender only in small amounts, and redeemable in
gold at the mint.
But whether the token coinage is confined to the smallest denominations or includes all silver coinage, the question remains, How
shall it be maintained? How shall its value be fixed? In this
country, we have seen how the copper cent disappeared, because the
price of copper rose until a hundred copper cents could be sold in
the market for more than a dollar. The same fate will inevitably
overtake any coinage which is undervalued by law. Hence, to
prevent the evils resulting from this source, it is necessary to fix
upon the subsidiary coinage a value which shall be permanently in
excess of its market value as metal. Yet, on the other hand, it is,
for reasons which I will not fully discuss here, not advisable to
debase a silver coinage or reduce its weight so far as to ignore entirely
its real value. This may be clone with the smallest coins ; but it
should not be done, for instance, with dollars and half dollars. A
very important reason for this is the increased temptation and facility
thus afforded to counterfeiting. The imitation of a die is not a
difficult matter; and the security of the public against counterfeit
coins is not so much in the design upon the coin, the workmanship
of which may be, when genuine, much defaced by wear, as in the
easily ascertainable weight and fineness of the metal, and in the fact
that it would not pay individuals to manufacture coins of the same
weight and composition. For any coin of higher denomination than
five cents, a considerable overvaluation would lead to extensive and
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dangerous counterfeiting by the use of the genuine metallic alloy, or
one nearly approaching to it in fineness.
We have then our two limits for the legal valuation of coins; and
the problem is to get as near as possible to the relative market value
of gold and silver, and yet keep always on the safe side, which is,
as we have seen, the side of the overvaluation of the silver or subsidiary coinage. These considerations render the history of the
relative values of gold and silver an important study.
I am indebted, in the investigation of this subject, to various
financial and economical authorities, including the Parliamentary
Blue Books and Reports, from the days of Sir Isaac Newton, and
Congressional documents, from the famous report of John Quincy
Adams down to our own day. Mr. E. B. Elliott, the well-known
statistician of the Treasury Department, has kindly furnished valuable suggestions and information. But the most recent, compendious,
and satisfactory discussion of the special branch of the question to
which I shall now devote myself is an article by Professor Soetbeer,
of the University of Gottingen, one of the leading European writers
on banking, currency, and exchange. This distinguished economist
has examined with great care the accessible sources of information,
and illuminated by his acute criticism many sources of error. Large
portions of what I shall lay before you will be little more than
translations, compilations, and rearrangements of what he has said ;
but I may indulge in the expression of views, arguments or prophecies for which neither of the authorities upon whom I have drawn
could fairly be held responsible.
With these preliminary remarks I present several tables, and remarks upon them, illustrating the history of the relative value of
gold and silver.
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TABLE I.—ANCIENT PERIOD.

NOTE.—In all these tables the figures in the second column show
how many times .as valuable as a given weight of fine silver would
be an equal weight of fine gold.

Remarks.—It appears from a study of this table that the ancient
and long-established relation between silver and gold in the Orient
was 1 :13.33. The stability of this relation must be referred probably to the limited nature of commerce, and its control by the sovereigns. Gold, by reason of its specific gravity, and non-liability to
oxidation, is found, as silver is not, in alluvial deposits; and would
naturally be first brought into use among barbarous nations. But
the production of silver by rude metallurgical processes (requiring
much lower temperature than the metallurgy of iron) would not be
a difficult discovery; and we find that at a very early period this
metal also was in general use. The greater scarcity of gold and its
superior qualities, especially at a time when the chief vises of both
metals were for jewelry and ornament, naturally established for it a
higher value; and in the absence of sudden demands or fluctuations
in supply, such as active industry and free commerce would produce,
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the relative value of the two metals might remain; for purposes of
trade or tribute, where it was once fixed by arbitrary authority. We
see, however, that in Greece, Egypt, and Italy, the value referred to
did not vary, as a rule, very far from the ancient ratio; and this
may justify us in supposing that the relation of 1:12 or 1 :13 approximately represented the cost of producing silver, as compared
with gold. The variations from this ratio, noted in the table, are
generally due either to the sudden influx of gold from new quarters,
or to the arbitrary action of governments for purposes of profit in
coinage. In those days the laws of political economy were not so
well understood as now; and, indeed, until a very recent period,
tampering with coinage has been a favorite method of replenishing
the treasury of the sovereign.
TABLE II.—THE MIDDLE AGES.

Remarks.—The data on which this table is constructed are not all
of equal authority. Particularly in England, there appears to have
been a considerable undervaluation of gold for purposes of coinage.
This would tend to keep the silver coinage at home, and to repay to
the government the cost of obtaining silver for that purpose. But
it is not necessary here to discuss the special meaning of the British
figures. It is safe to say that, down to the fifteenth century, the
general market ratio of silver to gold was not far from 1:12. The
serious variation shown in the thirteenth century, when, according
to Italian economists, the average ratio in Milan, Florence, Lucca,
Rome, and Naples, was as low as 1:10.5, indicates a much greater
supply of gold in that region, at that time, than was available in
the more warlike and less commercial parts of Europe. Indeed, at
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the period referred to, these Italian cities were notably prosperous
in trade and manufactures ; and we may well believe that gold
flowed in abundance to them, as to points where it could be safely
and profitably invested.
There is no doubt, however, that during the fifteenth century the
relative value of gold declined from about 12 to the neighborhood
of 10, probably by reason of the scanty supply of silver, and the
growing demand for that metal in manufactures (especially by the
silversmiths) and in Oriental commerce. The ancient sources of
silver in Thessaly and Spain had been to a great extent exhausted,
the New World had not begun to yield its argent treasure; and the
mines of Saxony and Bohemia had not reached their maximum
productiveness. It will be seen in the following period, as at others
in this history, that the development of new fields and new methods
of industry checked the tendency created by the currents of commerce and restored the balance of value so seriously disturbed.
TABLE

III.— PROM

THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA TO THE OPENING OF IN
CALIFORNIA AND AUSTRALIA .
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REMARKS.—The first part of this table, like those which precede
it, is compiled from imperfect data, in the absence of such direct
evidence of ruling market values as is furnished from 1687 to 1840
by the Hamburg quotations, the appearance of which is a significant
indication of the extension of commerce and manufactures. All
conclusions drawn from the mint regulations of countries maintaining a double standard are affected with a double uncertainty. In
the first place, the frequent practice of enforcing, for reasons of state,
arbitrary relations of value in coinage may mask the real market
ratio; and, in the second place, the lack of free commerce and swift
intercommunication among the nations may retard the evils resulting from such arbitrary action, and postpone the necessity of legislative remedy. Hence the change, as shown by the mint regulations, may apparently occur some time after the real change in the
relative value of the metals. Certain wild experiments with the
coinage, particularly in England, have been omitted from the table,
as having no real connection with the actual relative value. But if
we do not scan the dates too closely, nor lay too much significance
upon the maintenance of a certain rate in one country after it had
been abandoned in another, the figures above given, down to 1680,
may furnish us an instructive picture of the effect of the discovery,
conquest, and plunder of South America upon the commercial relations of Europe.
The earliest effect of this discovery was the shipment of gold to
Spain during the first quarter of the sixteenth century. At the
beginning of that century, as shown in Table II, the ratio of silver
to gold was about 1 : 10.7, or 1 : 10.5. The average annual influx
of gold to Spain, down to 1527, probably did not exceed $400,000.
But this supply, though it seems small to us now, would doubtless
have depressed still further the value of gold, but for the remarkable
productiveness of the Bohemian and Saxon silver mines. The joint
result of both causes was a notable increase of the amount of precious
metals in circulation, and hence a rise in general prices, with which
we have here nothing to do. The effect on the ratio between gold
and silver was a gradual increase in the value of gold.
About 1550, the annual supply of gold may be roughly estimated
to have been $400,000, and that of silver $2,600,000. By 1600,
the production had become about §1,200,000 gold and $10,000,000
silver; in 1650, about $2,300,000 gold and §15,000,000 silver. This
increase in the supply of gold is largely due to the development of
the Guinea Coast, and the productiveness of the Hungarian gold
VOL.

III.—28
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mines. The increase in the supply of silver is due to the introduction of amalgamation, and its use, principally in the form of the
patio process, for the cheap production of silver in Peru and Mexico
It is scarcely necessary to point out that the relative value of the
two metals is not in the simple inverse ratio of their supply. The
question of cost of production and of superiority in qualities adapting them for different purposes of currency, exportation, ornament
and manufacture, must always play an important part; and, even
after all these elements have been calculated, it would be difficult
to fix or foretell the relative price of the metals, since the local
temporary, and fluctuating demands, and so-called " movements of
specie," come in as disturbing phenomena of that incalculable element, the human will.
Thus we find that in the latter half of the sixteenth, and the first
half of the seventeenth, century the production of silver was about
seven times as great as that of gold. The drain of silver to the
East Indies had already begun, and a large part of the product of
South America found its way thither, returning in varied forms of
wealth and luxury to enrich and enervate the Mediterranean nations.
Yet the remainder of the silver product was great enough to cause
an increasing surplus of that metal, and a consequent fall in its
relative price. It was, moreover, in many countries a period of war,
and the large expenditures incurred led to a general increase in the
gold coinage. The sudden and violent changes shown by some of
the continental mint regulations are indicative rather of financial
and legislative necessities than of commercial changes. The English
regulations seem to have been, on the whole, more stable, and represent probably with greater accuracy the steady enhancement of gold,
the value of which, as compared with silver, advanced during the
seventeenth century about 30 per cent., and during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries together, about 45 per cent.
A general tendency in the same direction is visible in the eighteenth century; but here there is much greater stability, and the
rise of gold is frequently checked.
Aided by the exact data drawn from the Hamburg quotations, we
can trace the causes of fluctuation more accurately than in former
years. I repeat that we are not here concerned with the general rise
in prices produced by the greater volume of metallic currency, and
the multiplication of its efficiency through banking and credit. Our
object is to study simply the agencies at work upon the relative
value of the metals, and we find in this period, as in former ones,
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counteracting causes with a general resultant effect. The influx of
silver from South America to Europe was continued and increased
down to the beginning of the nineteenth century; but the export to
Asia of piastres, coined from American silver, assumed colossal proportions, averaging, as Prof. Soetbeer estimates, from 1690 to 1800,
about $6,000,000 annually. Moreover, there was a considerable
importation of gold from Asia, in return, to Spain and England.
In China and Japan, according to the celebrated report of Sir Isaac
Newton, Master of the British Mint in 1717, the pound of fine gold
was worth but nine to ten pounds of fine silver, while the ratio in
Europe was about 1:15. A merchant buying his goods in India
with silver, and selling them in Europe for silver or for gold, with
which he purchased silver again for a new venture, would gain 50
per cent in exchange alone, besides the fair profit of the trade; and,
of course, it would be worth while for him, after completing in the
East his cargo of bulkier products, to lay out the remainder of his
cash capital in the purchase of gold, which could be easily stowed
and transported. This explains why, in the piracy and naval warfare of those times, the East Indiamen, going or coming, were considered so desirable as prizes. In either ease, they were tolerably
certain to carry rich booty of silver or of gold.
But besides the export of silver to India, and the imports of gold
from India, there was, for a short period, a notable influx of gold
from America, principally from New Granada and Brazil. The
Brazilian supply was greatest from 1749 to 1761, and at that period
occurred the unusual phenomenon of a rise of more than 4 per cent.
in the relative value of silver, due to this cause. From 1701 to
1748 the average ratio was 1 : 15.19; from 1751 to 1755 it was but
1 : 14.53. This reaction, on the other hand, was checked by the
demand for gold in the United Kingdom for the purpose of coinage,
and for the payment of heavy war subsidies to the continental
nations during the struggle with Napoleon. The Bank of England,
it is true, suspended specie payments from 1797 to 1819, and during
this period the circulation of gold in Great Britain was reduced, but
the subsidies and hoarding kept up its price, and the resumption of
specie payments caused a sharp rise, so that the average ratio for
1821 was 1 : 15.95. The contemporaneous falling off in the supply
from America, Africa, and India, would doubtless have carried this
movement still further, but for the unexpected development of a new
source of production in Siberia and the Ural. In the absence of the
political and commercial causes already enumerated as operating to
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enhance gold, this sudden influx-of it would have mightily diminished its price. In fact, however, the ratio of value was not essentially changed, though the proportion of production was for the time
being revolutionized. At the end of the eighteenth century, the
whole annual product was estimated at about $15,000,000 gold
and $40,000,000 silver. In 1846, on the other hand, by reason of
the supply from Russia, the gold product was estimated at about
$43,000,000 while the silver had not increased — had, in fact
slightly fallen off. At the beginning of the nineteenth century in
other words, the production of the precious metals was about 27.8
per cent gold, and 72.2 per cent silver. By 1846 it had become
about 52.3 per cent of gold to 47.7 of silver. Yet the relations of
value had not greatly changed. The average of 1846 shows a ratio
of 1 : 15.66.
From 1851 to the present time the relative values are calculated
from the London quotations, as explained fully below.

REMARKS.—The discovery of gold in California in 1847,
and
in
Australia in 1851, threw an unexampled quantity of this
metal
into
circulation. While the annual product at the beginning of
the
century had been only about §15,000,000, and in 1846 had been
swelled
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by the Russian placers to the then astonishing amount of
$43,000,000, it had reached in 1853, according to Prof. Soetbeer, a
value of more than $165,000,000, while the annual silver product
was scarcely more than $40,000,000. This enormous
disproportion, coupled with the continuance of. vast shipments of
silver to India, naturally caused many economists to anticipate a
serious and permanent depreciation of gold. It appears from the
table that this did not take place in such a degree as expected—and
for two reasons. First, the supply of the precious metals, particularly
silver, on hand in Europe was so great that even the immense
production of the gold mines in California and Australia could not
immediately cause an overwhelming revulsion. General prices, of
course, advanced; but that is not the point now in question.
Chevalier estimates that the gold production from 1500 to 1847,
inclusive, had been nearly $3,000,000,000, of which (according to
other authorities) something less than -82,000,- 000,000 had come
from Spanish America, which had furnished in the same period
about §5,000,000,000 in silver. Of the latter, perhaps
§1,000,000,000 had been, exported to India; but the stock of both
metals still remaining in Europe was large; and the introduction of
silver-plated wares liberated much silver which had been kept in the
form of solid ware. But this would not long have sufficed to retard
the fall of gold but for another cause—namely, the enormous
coinage of gold in the countries employing the French system.
Before discussing this important element, it is well to point out
that the gold production of California and Victoria suffered a
diminution, through the exhaustion of the richest superficial placers,
say about 1860, which was but partially compensated by the new
discoveries in New Zealand, Idaho, Montana, etc. . Moreover, after
1866 the shipments of silver to India notably declined; and finally,
the production of silver from Nevada and other Territories
advanced to colossal proportions. It was' in the period preceding
these changes' that the French coinage system exercised its re
straining influence against the depreciation of gold. By the French
law of 1803, the franc was fixed at five grammes of standard silver,
9-10 fine, and it was provided that the kilogramme of standard
gold, of the same fineness, should be coined into 155 twenty-franc
pieces. In other words, the relative value of the metals was established by law as 1:15.5. By the payment of a small coinage
charge, any one could obtain at Paris coin of either metal in exchange for fine bars of the same. Now, by reference to Table III
above, it will be seen that the ratio between gold and silver in.
the
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market (which had been up to the beginning of the nineteenth century always less than 15.5) ranged steadily, during the first half of
the century, above that point. Hence, there was no inducement to
coin gold. The gold coins themselves commanded a premium for
melting. From 1825 to 1848, inclusive, the French coinage was
only 268,000,000 francs in gold, against 2,380,000,000 francs in
silver. The law of 1803 had been passed at an unlucky period
and its effect for nearly fifty years was to drive gold from circulation and flood Western Europe with a redundant silver currency.
But it undoubtedly operated, during that period, to check the depreciation of silver by employing an excess of it as currency, and
by diminishing the similar employment of gold, and thus increasing
the available supply of that metal for other uses.
The reaction caused by the influx of American and Australian
gold was immediate. So soon as fine gold was enough cheaper in
the market than 3444 4/9 francs per kilogramme to make it
profitable
to holders of it to take coin for it at that rate, the amount of gold
presented for coinage in France was immense. From 1851 to 1867
there were coined in that country more than 5,806,000,000 francs
gold against 383,000,000 francs silver; and the silver coinage
rapidly disappeared. Of §800,000,000 silver shipped to India in
the period just named, probably more than half was melted down
from the coinage of the franc-using countries—France, Italy, Belgium, and Switzerland. Thus the new supplies of gold found a new
application, and the Eastern demand for silver found a partial supply; so that the value of gold was kept at 15.09 to 15.21, in spite of
the excessive influx of it, which would otherwise have caused it to
sink much lower. The practical abolition of the double standard
by the United States, in 1853, and the increased gold coinage of
Great Britain and her colonies, were subordinate causes, assisting
this tendency. But the French system,. serving for awhile as a
breakwater against the natural effects of great commercial facts, was
itself swept away by the tide. The disappearance of a silver coinage is more inconvenient. to the masses than the lack of* gold. The
lack of silver for currency brought about the famous Convention of
December, 1865, at which France, Italy, Belgium and Switzerland
united in the attempt to regulate again the relative values of the
metals in coinage. But for the obstinacy of France, the cumbrous
and fluctuating system of a double standard would have been given
up. What was done was to diminish the value of the silver coinage,
or, rather, to establish a coinage of pieces from a half-franc to two
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francs, which being legally as coins worth more than they were
worth actually, could not be remelted or exported with profit. It
was a pity that even a measure of this kind was carried out in the
most unfortunate way. By changing at that time the weight of the
gold, instead of the silver coinage, the franc-countries might have
obtained a system in which the weights of coins would have borne
a direct relation to the metric system; and, if the double standard
had been definitely abolished, and gold adopted as the sole standard,
a foundation would have been laid for that international system
which still appears an unattainable blessing—a system, namely, by
which the different nations, each coining its own money, might
maintain a certain uniform fineness in gold coinage, and accept as
legal tender all gold coins according to their weight in metric units.
The gramme of standard gold would then be the international unit
of money, with which all coins would gradually be brought into
simple integral relations.
But the Convention of 1865 chose a different course, and it had
hardly taken the step of debasing the silver coinage, to counteract
the effects of the enhancement of silver, when a revolution took
place, and a depreciation of silver was inaugurated, which has continued to the present time. The causes of this change, some of
which have been already alluded to, deserve closer attention.
The exports of silver to India, down to 1856, were to pay for
products of the East, exported to Europe and America. During our
civil war, the extraordinary production of cotton in India increased
this balance of trade, and thus augmented the drain of silver in that
direction. Moreover, between 1856 and 1866, large sums of silver
went to India as' loans, to be employed in the construction of an extensive railway system. These special causes ceased after 1866, and
the payment of the interest on the Indian loans is now, so far as it
goes, an element on the other side of the balance of exchange. The
demand of silver in India is, however, by no means extinct; and
one effect of the increased development of internal trade and industry
in that region will be to maintain this demand. Prof. Soetbeer, in
proof of the intimate relation between the rate of Indian exchange
and the ratio of silver to gold in London, calculates the following
five-year averages from the London prices, and the Calcutta quotations for 6-month drafts:
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The second great cause of depreciation of silver was the colossal
production from the United States. The product of this country, as
I have shown in a paper read before the Institute at the Hazleton
meeting, was in 1861 but $2,000,000. From 1862 to 1866, inclusive, it was $45,000,000, or an average of $9,000,000 per annum.
In 1867, it was $13,500,000; in 1868, §12,000,000; in 1869,
$13,000,000; in 1870, $16,000,000; in 1871, §22,000,000; in 1872,
§25,750,000; in 1873, §36,500,000. The declared importations
into Great Britain were:

The great bonanzas discovered in the Comstock lode of Nevada
have been the chief cause of the latest increase; but the extraordinary
and rapid development of the silver-lead smelting industry in Nevada (Eureka) and Utah has also been an important factor.
A third cause of the depreciation of silver was the abandonment
by Germany, after the Franco-German war, of the silver standard,
and the issue of a standard gold coinage for the Empire. Prof.
Soetbeer estimates that in November, 1874, there was still in circulation in the different German States about $230,000,000 in silver
coin, less than half of which would probably remain in circulation
after recoinage—the remainder being thrown upon the market for
exportation. The effect of the change is twofold—the liberation of
silver from circulation as coin, and the increased demand for gold.
The amount of Imperial gold coinage resolved upon in 1871 was
400,000,000 thalers (about §290,000,000), of which 362,000,000, had
been coined up to November, 1874. It was evident, however, that
at least 500,000,000 thalers would be required; and this would tend
to continue the special demand for gold.
The countries of the franc-system, with double standard, have,
however, again furnished a check to the prevailing tendency which
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has, doubtless, greatly modified the fall in silver. In these countries,
the ratio being fixed at 15.50 by law, it has been, since 1866, profitable to have silver coined. In 1872, the coinage of silver in the
Netherlands was 33,540,945 florins; in 1872 and 1873, all the
states of the franc-system coined some 200,000,000 francs in silver.
But this could not continue, and in 1874 a limit was provisionally
set to the coinage of five-franc pieces. A new convention is said to
have been arranged for January, 1876, the results of which will be
very important to the question now under consideration. The depreciation of silver may be retarded, if the coinage of it as a legal
tender currency, at a rate above its market value, is continued. But
this policy, whatever its immediate conveniences, is contrary to the
true principles and tendencies of political economy. The demonetization of silver, and the universal adoption of gold as a standard
currency, with silver as a material of subsidiary coinage, is that to
which all nations must come. The ratio of 15.5 is too near the
average market ratio for the last century, to be safely adopted. But
the ratio of 15, as proposed by Mr. Elliott and other American
writers on this subject, and partly adopted in our coinage, is reasonably certain to remain permanently below the market ratio, and
hence to serve satisfactorily in coinage, while it possesses practical
value, as an integer, simply related to the decimal system.
A review of the whole history shows us that the natural tendency
has been, since industry and commerce were organized,'towards a
depreciation of silver; that this tendency has been periodically counteracted by three great causes: the successive discovery of new gold
fields (Africa, Brazil, the Ural, California, Australia, New Zealand,
Idaho, Montana, etc.); the exportation of silver to the East; and its
elastic employment for coinage. It is highly improbable that new
Californias will be opened, though the present production from
quartz and hydraulic mines, in this country at least, is likely to be
maintained and even increased; the demand for India will not be
augmented, but by growing reciprocity of commerce, probably decreased, though slowly; and the use of silver in coinage will probably also remain stationary or decline. On the other hand, the production of silver will probably increase—though the enormous
reinforcements from this or that great bonanza will be temporary in
their effects. Looking at the subject on a larger scale, it is not this
or that single mine, but the vast area of silver-bearing territory in
this country and Mexico which may be expected to develop and
maintain an increased production. What may be the metallic treas-
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ures of Asia, we scarcely know as yet; but their exploration will at
all events for many years to come, produce nothing that the vast
population of that region will not immediately swallow up.
All general considerations, so far, seem to point to a permanent
depreciation of silver.
Not that the price of November, 1874 the
lowest ever reached in history by the free action of commercial and
industrial causes—will be maintained or further decreased; but that
the ratio ruling a dozen years ago is not likely to be regained, and
the low price of silver must be accepted by. miners and metallurgists
as a part of the economical problems submitted to them. When I
say that the gross product of a silver mine to-day is worth in gold
nine per cent. less than it would have been in 1859, you will see
that this is a question intimately connected with profits and dividends. Indeed, the probable suspension of mining and metallurgical operations which cannot afford this loss will, perhaps, be one
reaction tending to diminish the production, and thus check the
depreciation of silver. In whatever way the general current flows,
it is sure to be interrupted by such eddies, the results, indirectly,
of its own motion.

THE NEWBUBYPOBT SILVER MINES*
BY ROBERT H. RICHARDS, S.B., BOSTON, MASS.

I T will hardly be worth while to spend time over the discovery
of this mine, how lumps of galena were picked up and. brought to
town, and how legends were told of an old mine from which Revolutionary bullets were made. This is an entirely new mine, with
no evidences of former or ancient workings in its immediate vicinity
to guide or attract the prospector.
The first pit was opened in May, 1874. In .August I made a
visit to this pit, which was 6 feet wide in the northwest direction,
12 feet long north 80° east, and 6 feet deep. About 4 tons of a galena
carrying gray copper, siderite, and quartz, had been taken fron this
pit. The lumps were all of them evidently float specimens, and
varied from 8 to 12 inches thick, and showed very distinct indica-

* An abstract of this paper was kindly presented by Dr T. Sterry Hunt at
the February meeting of the Institute, but as it was not fully written out until
the following December, it will describe the mine in a l i t t l e more advanced stage
than when the paper was originally presented.
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tions of crevice or vein structure. The indications at the bottom of
this pit were such as to remove all question of salting.
Three specimens were assayed, with the following results: No. 1,
a coarse-grained galena, very rich in lead, yielded §63.13 of silver
per ton of 2240 lbs. No. 2 was a fine-grained galena, and seemed
to represent the standard ore of the mine. This gave 50 per cent.
of lead and $84.26 in silver per ton. No. 3 was a nearly pure piece
of gray copper not quite perfectly freed from quartz and galena;
this sample yielded $1422 in silver per ton, also $145.12 in gold,
and 27 per cent. of copper.
The first discovery of ore in situ was made about October 10th,
1874, when a crevice filled with a deposit an inch thick of galena
was discovered some 40 feet due north of the first pit. This had a
strike of about north 80° east. 6 feet to the north of this and parallel
to it a 6-inch crevice of galena was discovered. The parties who were
operating the deposit then went west about 20 feet, hoping to find a
wider vein. The ore deposit as here found had widened out to a
thickness of 3 feet at 10 feet below the sod, and at a distance of 22
feet below the surface the galena vein measured 6 feet thick. A
hole was drilled dry through this mass perpendicular to the plane of
the vein, and the drillings saved, thoroughly sampled, and assayed,
yielding
52 per cent. lead at 6 ets. per lb.,
$00.84 per ton 2240 Ibs.
1730 per cent. silvcr at $1.29 per oz. Troy, 72.87 "
"
"
.0017 per cent, gold at $20.60 per oz. Troy,11.43 "
"
"
$15414
This gives the gross value of a ton of the ore. A considerable
percentage will be lost in the working owing to the presence of
antimony in the gray copper.
Another valuation of the ore was made upon a larger scale in the
laboratory of the Institute of Technology. A lump weighing 500
Ibs. 1 foot thick was broken into three pieces, one of which, weighing 145 Ibs., was treated. This when crushed and sorted by hand
yielded 92 Ibs. of smelting ore, i. e., a tolerably rich galena, and one
which would probably pass as No. 1 ore in most of the mining districts of the United States. While making the meltings a very
considerable loss was experienced from fume. The yield was 30 Ibs.
of crude ingot lead or 746 Ibs. to the ton of 2240 Ibs. This crude
lead after being refined was treated with zinc, again refined, and the
rich portion cupelled. The lead was. recovered from the cupel
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bottom, and there was obtained in actual marketable condition, 23
Ibs. refined lead; 436.32 grains of silver; and 4.19 grains of gold
From this it appears that a ton of picked ore contains, in condition to be actually extracted and put in the market, as follows;
560 Ibs. lead at 6 ets. a lb.,
22 ozs. silver at $1.30 per oz.,
101 8 grains gold at $20.60 per oz.,

$33.60
28.60
4.37
$66.57

Also a ton of crude ingot lead as produced by smelting yields:
1710 Ibs. lead at 6 cts. per lb.,
$102.60
74 ozs. silver at $1.30,
96.20
341 grains gold at $20.60 per oz.,
14.63
$213.43
It must be remembered that the losses in the above work are far
greater than would actually take place where the ore was worked on
a large scale and with experienced workmen.
In reporting on the mine, the long ton, 2240 Ibs., has been used
at the special request of the former owner, Dr. Kelley. The above
figures are copied directly from that report.
The Chipman shaft was sunk on the thick outcrop of galena just
described. I am inclined to think that this mass was what is often
known as a chimney or thickening up of the vein. A thickness of
6 feet of solid ore with a parting on each side has nowhere else been
found in this mine.
At a depth of 30 feet on the Chipman shaft a level 90 feet long
has been driven to the southwest to the limit of the property. The
ore has been stopcd out up to the surface to a distance of 30 feet
from the shaft, and I am told that the ore deposit was from 10
inches to 16 inches thick at all parts of the stoping ground of 30
feet square. The remaining portion of this 30 feet level which has
not been stoped, i. e., the 60 feet lying beyond the first 30 feet from
the shaft, now carries a very fine display of ore, there being along
the roof of the level about 12 to 15 inches thick of solid ore. The
vein at one point on this level has been faulted with a throw of
about 6 feet to the northwest. The deposit appears to be unchanged
in character beyond the fault.
At a depth between 50 and 60 feet below the surface the vein,
which so far has been vertical, leaves the shaft with a decided dip
to the southeast. A level has been driven in a southeasterly direc-
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tion at 100 feet depth, but when I last heard from the mine
this level had not yet reached the vein though it was 20 feet from
the shaft. Some gray copper, however, was beginning to appear at
the end of this level, and a carefully selected and cleaned specimenof this has been assayed at the Institute of Technology, and yielded
as a mean of five assays:
12.186 per cent silver, or $4583.93 per ton of 2000 Ibs.
.004 per cent, gold, or $26.69 per ton of 2000 Ibs.
The Chipman Mine is well equipped with a well-lined shaft, a
fine hoisting engine, cage, cars, and pump, all of which have been
put in by the superintendent, Mr. C. G. Paterson. In September,
1875, the mine was yielding regularly about 11⁄2 tons of No. 1 ore,
about 2 tons of No. 2 ore, and about 3 tons of No. 3 ore per day.
No. 1 is fine smelting ore; No. 2 is a low grade of smelting ore;
No. 3 requires crushing and washing. No. 1 ore, I am told, will
sell outright for $100 per ton in New York.
The Boynton shaft lies about 150 feet from the Chipman shaft in a
direction south 80° west. The work of prospecting has not been
carried on so extensively nor systematically here as in the Chipman
Mine. The shaft apparently follows down the same ore streak,
though it is not quite so thick on the average as in the Chipman
Mine.
I have visited a number of other openings, but have nowhere
else seen an indication strong enough to give any great hope of the
discovery of a mine. In many places the rusty streak of yellow
ochre is followed with as much enthusiasm as in California, but it
does not seem to be the fashion to pan this yellow dirt; this may,
perhaps, be due to the fact that-when it is panned it docs not yield
the color of gold which the California pay dirt does.
The diamond drill has been used in the vicinity of Newburyport
to some extent for prospecting. It seems a little odd that it should
have been chosen for this purpose. A vertical hole is scarcely
adapted to prospect among vertical veins which are liable at any
moment to swerve away from the drill-core. A furnace has been
erected in the vicinity of the Chipman Mine. This furnace is built
on a slope of about 30°, and is intended to be continuous in its
action, receiving the ore at the top of the slope, roasting it on the
slope, and smelting with reduction to lead at the foot of the slope.
No successful runs have as yet been reported from it.
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THE COAL PRODUCTION OF THE UNITED STATES
IN 1874.*
BY R. P. ROTHWELL, M. E., NEW YORK CITT.
IN January last I published in the Engineering and Mining
Journal a table giving, with a considerable degree of accuracy, the
production of anthracite coal for the year 1874. At that time it
was impossible to give any correct estimate of the production of
bituminous coal, for the returns I had been able to secure from such
distant and scattered districts were not always forwarded punctually,
and the work of obtaining anything like a true estimate of the coal
mined in districts from which I was unable to obtain official returns
was both laborious and tedious. As will be seen from the detailed
reports furnished herewith, I have succeeded in obtaining tolerably
accurate returns of 20,093,704 tons; and upon careful revision by
numerous well-informed local authorities, my first estimate of the
amount of coal not officially returned to me has grown very considerably; indeed, as I get more information on the subject I find that
our bituminous coal production greatly exceeds the amount we have
been accustomed to hear it placed at, aggregating as it does, 26,465,704 tons.
Mr. Andrew Roy, State Inspector of Mines for Ohio, has reported
the production of Ohio at 4,168,445 tons, while his first estimates
were but 3,820,000 tons; and similarly, in other cases, the more
full the returns direct from the mines the more incorrect do I find
all previous reports.
I am able now to furnish, not an accurate statement, indeed, but
by far the most full and reliable one that has yet been published of
our coal production. The amount of labor involved in obtaining
this admittedly imperfect report has been simply enormous.
In the following tabular statement it will be perceived that Pennsylvania produces nearly one-half of all the bituminous coal mined

* Since this paper was rend fuller reports from some of the States
whose production had been "estimated" have modified the
figures given. The most serious error is in California, which
produces probably 200,000 tons less than these figures. Oregon
and Washington territories also yield smaller amounts than here
reported; but these reductions are probably fully compensated
by fuller reports from other States that were here underestimated.
The correct aggregate amount will not vary much from that hero
given. Early in 18T6 I will be able to give a fuller and more
accurate report for the year 1875.
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in the United States, and as all the anthracite, with the exception of
about 14,000 tons produced by Rhode Island, is mined in Pennsylvania, that State furnishes about 72 per cent of our total coal
output.
Next in importance comes Ohio, which produces about 8 percent,
of the whole.
Maryland, which stands third in the list, furnishes 5 1⁄4 per
cent.
of the grand total.
Illinois stands forth, contributing 5 per cent.
Indiana is fifth on our list, and has a production of a little less
than a million tons, or nearly 2 per cent, of the total; but it will
doubtless soon change this comparatively insignificant record from
its enormous resources. I would state, however, that owing to their
incompleteness my present reports from Indiana are unsatisfactory.
Virginia is the State in which coal was first mined in this country.
So long ago as 1822 there were shipped from the Richmond basin
about 49,000 tons exclusive of the home consumption ; it now ranks
only sixteenth among the coal States, and produced last year but
80,000 tons.
There were mined, of what are known as gas coals, in the neighborhood of Pittsburgh, on the Pennsylvania Central and Connellsville Railroads, about 1,500,000 tons.
The coke trade of the country, as reported to me, amounted to
about 1,500,000 tons of coke, corresponding to 2,500,000 tons of
coal.
Of lignite or brown coal the report gives 1,217,000 tons. This
is made up of the Cretaceous and Tertiary coals of California,
Wyoming, Colorado, Oregon, Washington, and Utah.
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The anthracite coal reports are made in tons of 2240 pounds, while
the bituminous coal is reported in pounds, bushels of various capacity, tons
of 2000 pounds, and tons of 2240 pounds. For the sake of comparison I
have reduced the whole to the standard net ton of 2000 lbs. I have
consequently the following statement:

FIRES IN ANTHRACITE COAL MINES.
BY T. M. WILLIAMS, INSPECTOR OF MINES, WILKES-BARRE, PA.

the year just ended we have had three great fires in the
mines in the Wilkes-Barre district. One at the Empire Colliery, one at the
Prospect shaft, and the other at the Baltimore old mine. It is proposed
in this paper to give a brief history of the fire at the Empire Colliery,
and the methods employed in extinguishing it. The fire was first
discovered breaking out in the air-stack, alongside what is known as the "
Kidder Plane," about one o'clock on the morning of December 31st, 1873.
Subsequently it was ascertained that the fire originated in the return
airway somewhere near the steam boiler, located inside the mine, near
the head of No. 5 slope. The coal from this slope was hoisted to the
shaft gangway, at a point nearly four thousand feet distant from the foot
of the shaft. As there were from four to five hundred mine cars hoisted per
day from this slope the steam boilers were located at this place. The
mines being of considerable extent required a large volume of pure air for
ventilation, and no fan having been erected at this slope at the time, the
heat from the boiler was made use of to assist ventilation, by conveying
the return air from No. 5 slope into the large airway made from these
boilers to the surface through the old "Kidder slope" to the stack where
the fire was first discovered. The length of this slope or airway was about
one thousand feet, with a sectional area of about sixty feet. The quantity
of air passing through it must have been over sixty thousand cubic feet per
minute VOL. III.—29
DURING
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The anthracite coal reports are made in tons of 2240 pounds, while
the bituminous coal is reported in pounds, bushels of various capacity, tons
of 2000 pounds, and tons of 2240 pounds. For the sake of comparison I
have reduced the whole to the standard net ton of 2000 lbs. I have
consequently the following statement:

FIRES IN ANTHRACITE COAL MINES.
BY T. M. WILLIAMS, INSPECTOR OF MINES, WILKES-BARRE, PA.
DURING the year just ended we have had three great fires in the mines
in the Wilkes-Barre district. One at the Empire Colliery, one at the
Prospect shaft, and the other at the Baltimore old mine. It is proposed
in this paper to give a brief history of the fire at the Empire Colliery,
and the methods employed in extinguishing it. The fire was first
discovered breaking out in the air-stack, alongside what is known as the "
Kidder Plane," about one. o'clock on the morning of December 31st,
1873. Subsequently it. was ascertained that the fire originated in the
return airway somewhere near the steam boiler, located inside the mine,
near the head of No. 5 slope. The coal from this slope was hoisted to
the shaft gangway, at a point nearly four thousand feet distant from the
foot of the shaft. As there were from four to five hundred mine cars
hoisted per day from this slope the steam boilers Were located at this
place. The mines being of considerable extent required a large volume of
pure air for ventilation, and no fan having been erected at this slope at
the time, the heat from the boiler was made use of to assist ventilation, by
conveying the return air from No. 5 slope into the large airway made
from these boilers to the surface through the old " Kidder slope" to
the stack where the fire was first discovered. The length of this slope or
airway was about one thousand feet, with a sectional area of about sixty
feet. The quantity of air passing through it must have been over sixty
thousand cubic feet per minute
VOL.

III.--29
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as there were fifty thousand cubic feet returning into it from No 5 slope
and an escape also left open into the boiler-room to keep the place cool, and
furnish the necessary quantity of air to the fires under the (6) boilers. The
vertical height from the boilers to the top of the air-stack on the surface
was about four hundred and twenty feet. This height, together with the heat
generated by the boiler fires, the heat given off by the men and animals,
and the increased temperature due to the depth of the mine, caused a
heavy draught, and thereby the passage of over 60,000 cubic feet of air per
minute through this slope; in view of this the air must have had the very
high velocity of one thousand feet per minute, or nearly eleven and one-half
miles per hour, and only requiring one minute for air to pass from the
boilers to the top of the air-stack on the surface. As this velocity will be
increased by about 36 1/2 times the square root of the difference of
temperature between the air entering and that escaping from the air-stack,*
resulting from the additional fire now kindled in the upcast slope, it will
be readily seen that it did not require much time for a fire that originated
at the back end of the boiler to make its way to the surface along the
upcast slope, which was lined with dry timber almost to the foot of the
wooden air-stack on the surface.
The six boilers were placed in the mine at two different times, and
when the last pair were put in the officers in charge took extraordinary
precautions to prevent the possibility of a fire. The mine boss, Lewis S.
Jones, stated that the airway was examined in whole or in part each day,
and that nothing unusual had been detected by those whose duty it was to
make the examination on the day previous to the fire breaking out. How
the fire originated in this airway we are unable to state. We know that in
chimneys the accumulated soot often ignites; then why might not this
airway have ignited in the same manner, as it. is well known that the floor,
roof, and sides are usually covered with a coating of soot, which is nothing
but small particles of carbon, the result of imperfect combustion?
It is also possible, though not probable, that it might have been kindled
from a spark from wood or some other combustible material carried
directly from the boiler fire; or it might have been caused by the falling
of a piece of coal into the mouth of the iron tube or flue, in sufficient
quantity to diminish the size of the outlet, thereby causing a sufficient
increase in temperature to ignite the accumulated rubbish. The fire may be
attributed to any of the above causes,
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and it must have originated near the flue at the back of the boilers,
as there was quite a fire at this point when first reached by the men.
From the very hour it was ascertained that the mine was on fire,
until it was decided to hermetically seal it up, all available means
were used to extinguish it, according to the best judgment of the
most experienced men in the employ of the Lehigh and WilkesBarre Coal Company and of other companies.
To give all of the details would make this paper too long and
tedious. It is but just to the men, however, to say that this great
fire was combated with that courage and determination peculiar to
these hardy men of the mines. Each man having a certain duty
allotted him attended to it most cheerfully, let the task be ever so
hazardous. The men employed at these mines are, as a body, a very
intelligent class of workmen ; and courage, combined with intelligence, are in times of great danger, as in this case, invaluable.
The force employed was increased from time to time, as circumstances required, until finally it numbered several hundred. This
large force was divided into detachments, each one having its foreman, who received his instructions from the higher officers. Each
detachment had its allotted territory, and the whole work was evenly
divided into three sections. The working time of the different parties was six hours, except in places where the danger was not so great,
and the work not so exhaustive, where the hours were lengthened
correspondingly. The possibility of conquering the fire by forcing
water on it was not doubted until the first of March, when a large
area of the roof on the cast side caved in. This caving in had been
expected for several weeks, and great uneasiness was felt by those
who were acquainted with the danger, it being feared that it would
come with such force that the wind from it would destroy some of
the wooden brattice upon which scores of lives depended.
When the roof and sides gave positive indications that the dreaded
cave was about to take place, the fires under the six portable boilers
were taken out, the men withdrawn, and all the pumps, of which
there were six (Knowles's size C), were left to their fate. Work was
again resumed within two days, notwithstanding the fire had destroyed hundreds of feet of brattice forming the manways, and
extended back over ground which had formerly been one mass of
fire, but had been conquered, and was perfectly cool when the men
were withdrawn. The west side of the fire had not been entirely
surrounded, although extraordinary efforts had been made to do so
from the beginning. There being 110 opposition on that side, it
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must have spread rapidly in that direction ; for soon after the cave
took place, forcing the men back nearly to the place of beginning
on the three sides, the fire on this side made its way into an old cave
in the old No. 1 drift and Kidder workings, raising the temperature so high in the adjoining old workings that it was thought tinder might have been ignited, and thereby spreading it where it could
not be extinguished unless by some other means. The officers of
the company again held a consultation, and decided to seal the mine
up, so as to exclude the air from the fire, and then inject steam in
the territory inclosed.
Mr. Lewis S. Jones, the mining boss, had been experimenting
on the use of steam for a week or two previous, allowing it to escape
into the open air. Its use was found to be beneficial when allowed to
escape upwards.
In course of time, the inclosure around the entire area was completed. The materials used in the construction of the stoppings and
walls inside, were stone, brick, cement, lime, mortar, planks, and
boards. Everything was done that was thought to be of any assistance in excluding the air, and retaining the injected steam and the
gases resulting from the fire inside the inclosure. The surface leakages, which consisted of large cave-holes, were sealed up by the
hauling of immense quantities of earth and clay, and tamping the
same tightly into all the crevices and holes in the broken surface
and rock.
A nine-inch hole, bored by the diamond drill from the surface
down into the mine, at a point near where the fire originated, was
made use of to inject steam on the north side of the fire. There was
an outside casing in the hole to protect the steam pipes from rust,
and nine boilers erected on the surface to supply the steam.
Steam was also forced in from the Kidder slope, on the south side,
from nine boilers, and from No. 1 slope, at the west end of the
inclosure, from nine boilers, and at the east end from ten boilers,
during the night, the steam being required during the day to hoist
coal from Hollenback No. 2 slope. The injection of steam in the
burning mine was commenced about the 1st of May on three sides
of the fire, and upon the fourth side shortly after. From this time
until the 1st of December, 1874, steam was injected into the inclosure
constantly from twenty-seven boilers during the day, and from thirtyseven during the night. It was often observed going in with a
boiler pressure of 50 lbs. per square inch. About the middle of
December the mine was entered, and the fire in the lower section
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was found to have been extinguished. In the upper or Kidder section, the heat was so intense the examination had to be discontinued
until the heat had decreased, although no fire was seen. The entrance was again scaled up, to remain until some time in the future.
Whether the fire is all extinguished, is not positively settled; but,
be that as it may, its final extinguishment is only a question of time,
for the lower section, where the fire was raging so strong when it
was closed, has been carefully examined and no fire found.
It is but fair to state that had not the great cave occurred, the fire
would probably have been extinguished by the use of water alone,
unless it had penetrated the old cave on the west side.
Many persons have expressed surprise that a fire in one thousand
feet of airway should have caused such a calamity. It may be explained by the fact, that this airway was the only opening from the
boilers to the surface in that part of the mine, and, very soon after
the fire broke out, the cribbing over which the air-stack was located
burned out, which allowed it to cave in. This immediately impeded
the ventilation, causing the carbonic acid gas generated from the
burning wood and coal in the airway to fall back to the lowest level
or gangway, where the main travelling had to be done. Soon after,
the wooden doors in the stone stoppings were burned out, and a
draft was formed by the heated air escaping to the surface through
the old cave-holes on the east side of the Kidder old slope. This,
in part, relieved the lower passages of gas, but it was only to increase
its force as the fire increased.
In order to combat the fire at all, it became necessary to increase
the ventilation, and three fans, fifteen feet diameter, were erected at
different times. It was well understood that to introduce more fresh
air would increase the fire at a rapid rate; but to proceed with the
work without more pure air was impossible.
So strong were the gases at times that scores, even hundreds, of
men were overcome by them. Sometimes a whole squad of fifteen
or eighteen men would be stricken down simultaneously. Several
narrow escapes occurred, and many nearly lost their lives. On one
occasion, March 16th, one of the blades of the fan broke, causing a
few minutes' delay or stoppage in the ventilation, and, before an
alarm could be given to the men inside, the deadly gases (which
filled either side of the advanced manways, and were only kept out
of them by the wooden brattice and air-pressure) fell back into what
was before an open passage, filling it with deadly poison, and cutting
off the retreat of one of the men (Michael Harte) who happened to
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be in the extreme advance. His comrades at once gave the alarm
when many brave foremen, miners, and laborers rushed in to try to
save him, but the enemy held the field, and at one time no less than
six of the volunteers were piled one upon the other before the fan
was again in motion, and pure air sent to their relief. It is difficult
to say how many brave men would have lost their lives had the starting
of the fan been longer delayed. The asphyxiated men were removed
and properly cared for, and all recovered except Harte. This was the
only case that resulted fatally, though dozens of men were affected by
the gases at different times.
It is impossible to estimate what might have been the result in
serious accidents and death, had it not been for the extraordinary
and constant care taken in every department. Everything possible
for the safety and comfort of the men was provided by the General
Superintendent, and every precaution possible was taken by the
Mining Superintendent and his assistants to prevent loss of life.
Some may ask, Why was not the sealing up of the mine resorted
to as soon as it was ascertained that the fire had gained such headway? The fire originated near the head of No. 5 slope, where a
large quantity of coal was hoisted daily, and it was thought that it
could be extinguished without resorting to the abandonment of this
slope; besides, the matter of time and expense appeared too enormous to be thought of.
To think of the amount of labor and material requisite to inclose
the west side of the mine, at a point twenty-five hundred feet from
the origin of the fire up to the surface, a distance of twelve hundred
feet, and wall up the stoppings necessary on the eastern end from
the Hollenhack lower gangway to the No. 1 drift, a distance of over
fifteen hundred feet, and along this drift many hundred feet, together
with the many dozen cave-holes along the surface line of four thousand feet, many of which were not less than one hundred feet in
diameter, at that time was considered almost impossible.
Subsequently, when all became better acquainted with matters of
expense, and saw that it might prove cheaper in the end, the idea of
sealing up the mine was entertained.
The perimeter of the space inclosed was eleven thousand feet,
including the rib on the north or lower side, in which, fortunately,
there were but few holes to be closed. The entire superficial area
of territory inclosed is about four million eight hundred thousand
square feet. The thickness of the seam averaged at least sixteen
feet, and it is fair to infer that seven-sixteenths of the same may be
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taken as space to be filled with steam and gases, making an aggregate of thirty-six million six hundred thousand cubic feet. This
leaves nine feet or nine-sixteenths of the vein to be filled with pillars, waste rubbish, and caves in the inclosed territory.
The seam lying at an angle of 60° to 75° in some parts, would
require a long time for the carbonic acid gas generated by the fire
to fill to the top of the old workings at the outcrop, a vertical height
of four hundred and twenty feet. Whatever air was admitted by
any means would be at once consumed by the fire, and the products
of combustion added to the reservoir of carbonic acid forming below.
This process must have continued as long as there was any fire above
the body of carbonic acid gas.
There were but few leakages found, and they always showed an
admission of fresh air at the lower points, and the escape of the
lighter or more rarefied air from the upper workings near the surface.
From this state of things, the writer would deduce the conclusion
that the fire would be gradually extinguished from the lower gangway upward. This process would continue as long as there was
any fire at a higher elevation, fed with oxygen from leakages and
from the steam introduced, until finally the fire would be entirely
extinguished.
It is possible that the inclosure was opened before the fire was
entirely covered by the accumulated gases, although it was entirely
extinguished in the lower section.
Whether the injection of steam into the fire assisted to any material
degree in its extinguishment, the writer is not prepared to say. We
know that whatever quantity of water was converted into steam, was,
in a large proportion, likely to be distributed in the form of vapor,
and its specific gravity being less than the gases or atmospheric air,
would cause it to ascend upwards. It is well known that any fire,
large or small, must necessarily die out, unless supplied with
oxygon from the air or otherwise; and the question to be settled is,
whether the introduction of steam into a body of fire, already deprived
of the admission of oxygen, will facilitate the process of nature in
extinguishing it, even where there is a limited quantity of air
admitted though leakages; if it will not, the sooner it is ascertained
the better it will be for those who are so unfortunate as to have a
fire in their mines, and thus they will save the unnecessary heavy
outlay and expense required by its use.
Steam has been used in Wales as an adjunct in extinguishing
mine fires, to force large quantities of carbonic acid gas into mines
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which generated explosive gases, it being intended to neutralize the
carburetted hydrogen, and at the same time to flood the fire, as it
were, with carbonic acid gas. This method was successfully applied
at a mine in Rhuabon, North Wales. Subsequently it was tried at
another mine and, for some reason unexplained, did not prove successful, and its use was abandoned.
In conclusion, I would state that the resealing of the mine does
not interfere with the mining of coal in the No. 5 slope, Empire
Colliery.

PRELIMINARY NOTE UPON THE CARBONITE, OR SOCALLED "NATURAL COKE" OF VIRGINIA.
BY DR. HENRY WURTZ, HOBOKEN, N. J.

O BSERVING in the Engineering and Mining Journal, of January
16th, 1875, page 35, a report of a brief discussion upon the nature
and origin of this unique and interesting coal, I take the liberty __
on thus finding it a subject of interest to members of the Institute, and especially as my name came into this discussion—to communicate some results which may serve at least to overthrow certain
erroneous ideas that have prevailed.
While I would not claim to have made much approach to an
understanding of this mineral—the whole of what I call Apozoic
Mineralogy being as yet dark and almost unknown ground—yet I
believe I have shown that few minerals of such importance and
abundance, and so long before the world, have been so singularly
misunderstood.
On first examination of a sample of the substance to which the
name of carbonite has been given, my surprise was not small, at
failing to recognize in it one individual characteristic of true coke;
neither the hardness, lustre, color, streak, porosity, sonorosity, structure, fracture, nor any of the so-called "pyrognostic" characters.
Indeed, comparison with any coke, or variety or modification thereof,
seemed altogether fantastic. Therefore the controversy regarding
supposed trap dykes, whose existence at the locality is denied by some,
seems useless, as we have no question of a natural coking, there
having been no coking at all.
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Analysis made in the usual way practiced with bituminous coals,
gave me:
Water,................................................................... 0.44
Volatile combustible matter, .............................. 14.08
Coke, .................................................................. 77.17
Ash, ...................................................................... 8.31
100.00
Deducting the water and ash, this corresponds to:
Coke, ....................................................... 84.57
Volatile combustible, ................................ 15.43
100.00
On very slow and cautious heating, much of the volatile matter
may be caused to escape and made to condense as an almost or quite
colorless oil, mistakable for water, without much trouble, by a person
making an incompetent examination. The streak of the mineral is
brownish, with waxy lustre, and the powder brownish. In fine
powder it is readily dissolved by hot nitric acid to a red-brown
liquid, after the habit of bituminous coal generally, and certainly
unlike any conceivable coke.
The density was determined thrice, with some labor. The mineral had to be crushed to small fragments, and agitated at intervals
for several days with the water in the specific-gravity bottle, before
all air was found to be expelled. The results were 1.351 and 1.397,
none too close an agreement. The mean is 1.374. This much exceeds previous determinations, even if allowance be made for the
larger ash in my samples. Such have been made, probably, on the
mineral containing air in its pores.
I may have said enough for a preliminary note, and to establish
my point; but may add a few words regarding one or two more facts
of interest.
After the 0.44 per cent, of water had been expelled from 10
grammes of the finely pulverized mineral, by 12 hours on a waterbath, it was placed in a sand-bath heat, to determine any combined
water. It began immediately to increase in weight, by oxidation;
and in 2 hours took up .0417, and in 60 hours (the heat being about
equal to scorching paper), no less than .3597 gramme of oxygen, or
3.36 per cent, of the original substance.
Another fact is that chloroform is colored yellow by carbonite,
taking up from it a small but appreciable quantity of an aromatic
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resinoid constituent, doubtless descended to us from the original plantmass, by whose metamorphism the carbonite was engendered.

M R . E. B. COXE remarked that an apparent discrepancy sometimes existed between the composition of coals, as shown by their
chemical analyses and their practical value for heating purposes
It would seem that, in some cases, at least, chemical analysis did not
tell us all we need to know of the value of coal.
D R . T. S TERRY H UNT .—Dr. Wurtz mentions that only 0.44 per
cent, of water is driven off in the water-bath, and that when the
coal is heated higher on a sand-bath, it begins to increase in weight.
May it not be possible that this increase of weight, or absorption of
oxygen, begins even at the temperature of the water-bath ? Wormley gives instances where this is the case. It would seem to be
requisite, in such instances, to heat the sample of coal in carbonic
acid, or other non-oxidizing gas. It is curious, in this connection,
to recall the work of the late Prof. Silliman on the gas-yielding
properties of coal, made forty years ago. He noticed that, whereas
Pennsylvania anthracite gave as great a volume of gas as some bituminous coals, the illuminating power was very low, the gas obtained being apparently due to the decomposition of water contained
in the coal.
MR. COXE inquired whether the carbonite formed a distinct and
separate layer.
D R . H UNT.—Mr. Heinrieh stated, if I remember rightly, that this
coal owed its peculiar character to the original conditions of its de.position, since it was underlaid and overlaid by ordinary bituminous
coal. Thus, in like manner we have layers of mineral charcoal, socalled, the formation of which is apparently due to advanced decomposition before submergence. There is an instance in Silesia where
an upper stratum of coal is much less bituminous than a lower—a
condition of affairs the reverse of what would have been caused by
internal heat. Wormley has found, moreover, that the amount of
water in samples of coal from the same bed of the Hocking Valley
coal-field varies considerably.
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